IN Sires (Fairs)  

IN Sires

ISA Elite

Stake Engagements

HONOR BIG WHEELS  

(INDIANA ELIGIBLE)  

Bay Gelling - Foaled March 09, 2020 - Registration #TV902

Consigned by: Hoosier Standardbred Farm, Agent for Henry J. Lengacher, Montgomery, IN

Honor And Serve 3, 1:53.1 ............. Andover Hall 3, 1:51.3

D Train

HONOR BIG WHEELS

Kentucky Wind 3, 1:59.0 ......... Valley Victor ........................................ Valley Victory 3, 1:55.3

Speedy Moriah 3, 2:00.3 .......... Sherry B Happy 3, 2:08.0h

By HONOR AND SERVE 3, 1:53.1, BT 1:51.4-'16 ($444,032).

1st dam

KENTUCKY WIND 2, Q2:08.4, 3, 1:59.0-‘10, BT 1:58.3-‘10 ($9,296) 2 wins, by VALLEY VICTOR.

At 2, third in KYSS div at The Red Mile. At 3, winner of KY Fair S. div at The Red Mile.

From 1 foal, dam of 1 winner (1 in 1:56) including-

HOOSIER WIND (h, Cincinnati Kid) 2, 2:00.2s, 3, 1:54.3s-‘17 ($41,180) 4 wins. At 2, third in INSS elim at Hoosier Park. At 3, second in INSS cons at Hoosier Park; third in The Expression cons at Hoosier Park.

2nd dam

SPEEDY MORIAH 3, 2:00.3 ($5,683) 1 win, by ARSENAL 2, 1:57.0. From 9 foals, dam of 7 winners (3 in 1:58) including-

WINDS OF THE SPUR (m, Esquire Spur) 1:57.1f-‘05, BT 1:55.3s-‘05 ($159,593) 22 wins. As aged, winner of Preferred at Western Fair; second in FFA at Lebanon, at The Red Mile, Preferred at Clinton. Dam of MSHINDI 3, 1:58.0s, 1:54.2s-‘18, BT 1:53.1s-‘18 ($207,802);

WINDS OF VICTORY 3, 1:59.2-‘11, BT 1:57.1s-‘14 ($71,741); BLUE VALLEY 2, 2:00.3, 3, Q1:58.1f, 4, 1:56.3h-‘14, BT 1:56.11f-‘14 ($70,683).

VALLEY SPEED (h, Valley Victor) 2, 1:56.3, 3, 1:56.2-‘08, BT 1:56.0-‘08 ($153,983) 7 wins. At 2, winner of Cardinal S. elim and final at Balmoral Park. Hanover S. at Balmoral Park, KY Fair S. div at The Red Mile; second in Lincoln Land S. elim and final at Balmoral Park, Plesac S. at Balmoral Park, Plesac Series final at Hawthorne. At 3, winner of ICF-Pronto Don S. at Duquoin State Fair, ICF - Su Mac Lad S. cons at Balmoral Park; third in Horseman S. final at Indiana State Fair.

MORIAHS WINNER (g, Super Pleasure) 3, 2:14.0h, 3, 1:59.3h, 1:57.0, BT 1:57.0 ($41,180) 2 wins. At 2, third in KYSS div at The Red Mile. At 3, winner of KY Fair S. div at The Red Mile.

From 9 foals, dam of 4 winners (4 in 1:56) including-

COLORS OF THE WIND (m, Master Willie) 3, 2:01.0s, 1:57.0 -‘99, BT 1:56.1-‘99 ($93,780) 7 wins. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div (twice) at Marshall; second in IL Fair S. div at Springfield, Lady Ann Reed S. elim and final at Sportsmans Park, Su Mac Lad S. elim at Sportsmans Park, Windy Skeeter S. div at Duquoin State Fair; third in Su Mac Lad S. final at Sportsmans Park. As aged, third in IL Fair S. div at Springfield. Dam of AMERICAN LANE 3, 1:58.0s, 1:53.4f-‘05, BT 1:53.3-‘05 ($111,417); SAUCE TWO K 3, 1:56.3, 1:53.3-‘10, BT 1:52.3-‘10 ($352,749); CHOCOTURE 3, 2:01.1f, 1:54.4f-‘17, BT 1:53.4f-‘18 ($255,029); DR MCDREAMY 2, 1:55.2, 3, 1:53.3-‘09 ($232,981) etc.

KENTUCKY WIND (m, Valley Victor) 2, Q2:08.4, 3, 1:59.0-‘10, BT 1:58.3-‘10 ($9,296) 2 wins. At 2, 3rd in Q2:10.0h, 3:02.2h, 3:02.2h, 3:00.4h-‘07 ($11,162); SAUCE TWO K 3, 1:56.3, 1:53.3-‘10, BT 1:52.3-‘10 ($352,749); CHOCOTURE 3, 2:01.1f, 1:54.4f-‘17, BT 1:53.4f-‘18 ($255,029); DR MCDREAMY 2, 1:55.2, 3, 1:53.3-‘09 ($232,981) etc.

As Above.

MAGIC WIND (m, Primrose Lane) 2, 2:04.0-‘05, BT 1:57.2-‘06 ($6,695) 1 win. At 2, winner of KY Fair S. div at The Red Mile; third in IL Fair S. div at Springfield. At 3, third in ISOBIA S. at Balmoral Park.

Shawneewind (g, Valley Victor) 3, 2:01.0-‘12, BT 1:57.0-‘12 ($14,077) 2 wins. At 2, third in KY Fair S. div at The Red Mile.

Talcott Moriah (m, Master Willie) BT 2:02.4-‘96 ($2,446). At 2, third in IL Fair S. div at Belvidere. At 3, third in IL Fair S. div at Mendota, div (twice) at Sandwich, div at Springfield.

Writtenonthewind (m, Super Ben Joe). Dam of KABU 2, 2:02.3, 3, 1:57.1s, 1:55.4s-‘18 ($246,463); OVERT 2, 1:57.3, 3, 1:55.4-‘09, BT 1:55.3f-‘10 ($159,078); MOGO ON THE GOGOGO 2, 1:57.1-‘06, BT 1:56.4-‘07 ($158,073) etc.; grandam of SCHLIM SCHLAMMA 2, 1:59.4f, 3, 1:59.2f, 1:55.4f-‘16 ($132,389) etc.

3rd dam

SHERRY B HAPPY 2, 2:13.1h, 3, 2:08.0h-‘80 ($17,560) 11 wins, by FLOWER CHILD 1:59.0f.

From 9 foals, dam of 7 winners including-

SPEEDY COOPER (g, Cooper Lobell) 2, 2:11.4h, 3, 2:00.2h, 4, 1:59.3h ($39,930) 19 wins.

ARSENALS DYNASTY (m, Arsenal) 2, 2:00.1 ($87,834) 12 wins. Dam grandam of KADABRA 2, 1:52.4s, 3, 1:52.4s-‘03 ($2,190,707); LIFES A HOLIDAY 2, 1:57.4, 3, 1:55.2, 1:54.0-‘05 ($729,125); MONEY MINDED 3, 1:57.2s, 1:57.0f-‘02, BT 1:55.3f-‘01 ($163,067); MRS D 3, 1:56.3-‘12, BT 1:55.0f-‘12 ($39,240) etc.

SPEEDY ARSENAL (g, Arsenal) 2, 2:02.1, 3, 2:02.1, 2:00.4h-‘97, BT 1:59.4f-‘96 ($28,244) 15 wins.

MC SHERLY B HAPPY (m, Mc Elroy Hanover) 3, 2:14.0h-‘93, BT 2:04.3-‘93 ($2,595) 2 wins.

Dam of PATSY B HAPPY 2, 2:08.4h, 3, 2:01.3, 1:58.4h-‘09 ($126,327) etc.; grandam of Ed B Happy. Now 3; Laurie B Happy. Now 2 etc.

Happy Ruler (g, Rule The Wind) 3, Q2:10.0h, 2:01.1h-‘99, BT 2:00.1-‘98 ($24,716) 11 wins.
LADY ELAINE

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Bay Filly - Foaled May 18, 2020 - Registration #5VA63

Microchip #986141001323394

2st dam

KISS OF LIFE p, 3, 1:52-0 - 05, BT 1:51-0 -06 ($120,980) 8 wins, by COLE MUFLER p, 3, 1:53-3f, BT 1:52-11h -92. At 3, winner of Grandma Ann S. elim at Balmoral Park; second in American-National S. elim at Balmoral Park; third in Wendy Skipper S. at Balmoral Park. From 9 foals, dam of 6 winners (1 in 1:51.2, 2 in 1:53, 4 in 1:55) including:

IM DRINKIN DUBLES (g, Shadow Play) p, 2, 1:57-4h, 3, 1:53-4s, 1:52-0f -17, BT 1:51-h -15 ($100,557) 15 wins. At 3, second in Preferred at Charlottetown Driving Park. At 4, second in Governors Plate final at Summerside, Invitation at Charlottetown Driving Park; third in Gold Cup & Saucer elim at Charlottetown Driving Park, Governors Plate elim at Summerside. As aged, third in Preferred at Flambror Downs.

SHERIFF COFFEY (g, Sagebrush) p, 2, 1:55-0, 3, 1:53-2 -18, BT 1:52-2 -18 ($672,216) 9 wins. At 2, second in ICF S. div at Springfield, IL Stallion S. div at Charleston; third in IL Fair S. div at Springfield. At 3, winner of Rovert F. Carey Jr. cons at Hawthorne. At 4, winner of ICF S. div at Springfield; third in Bob Larry Series leg at Hawthorne. As aged, winner of ICF S. div at Springfield.

REVIVAL ROCK (m, Rocknroll Hanover) p, 2, 1:55-2s, 3, 1:50-0 -13 ($53,008) 9 wins. At 3, winner of Late Closer #21 leg at The Red Mile; third in Late Closer #7 leg at The Red Mile. Dam of SHOOKIE p, 2, 2:06-1h -18, BT 1:59-4h -18 ($5,087) etc.

BAGMAN (g, Sagebrush) p, 3, 1:54-4 -20, BT 1:53-1 -21 ($40,320) 6 wins. At 2, third in Incredible Finale leg at Hawthorne. At 3, winner of Carey S. leg at Hawthorne; second in ICF S. div at Springfield.New 4, winner of The Bob Larry at Hawthorne.

TAG TO RICHES (m, Bettors Delight) p, 4, 1:58-4 -12, BT 1:57-1f -12 ($7,850) 2 wins. The Shadow (g, Shadow Play) p, 3, 2:00-3h -15, BT 1:53-2s -15 ($9,170) 1 win. At 3, third in City Of London S. leg at Western Fair. Deidre (m, Sagebrush), Whothat (f, Major Bombay).

BROADWAY ELITE p, 2, 1:56-2 -96, BT 1:55-1 -97 ($29,280) 4 wins, by BROADWAY EXPRESS p, 4, 1:56-1h. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div at Springfield. From 13 foals, dam of 9 winners (2 in 1:51.5, 4 in 1:53.5, 5 in 1:55, 8 in 1:57) including:

LETS GET IT STARTED (g, Cole Mufler) p, 2, 1:51-2, 3, 1:51-1, 1:49-4 -11, BT 1:49-2 -10 ($532,230) 27 wins. At 2, winner of Abe Lincoln S. at Maywood Park; second in American-National S. final at Balmoral Park, American National S. elim at Balmoral Park, ISOBA S. at Balmoral Park, Orange & Blue S. elim at Balmoral Park; third in Orange & Blue S. final at Balmoral Park. At 3, winner of Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park, ICF S., - Booze Cruizin leg at Hawthorne, ISOBA S. div at Balmoral Park, at Hawthorne, div at Maywood Park; second in Cardinal S. elim at Balmoral Park; third in ICF - Pete Langley Memorial S. elim and final at Balmoral Park. At 4, winner of ICF-Tony Maurello S. elim at Balmoral Park; second in Preferred at Freehold; third in ICF-Tony Maurello S. final at Balmoral Park. As aged, winner of IL State Fair Colt S. div at Springfield; second in ICF S. div at Duquoin State Fair, Invitation (twice) at The Meadowlands.

ENEMY AT THE GATE (g, Cole Mufler) p, 2, 1:54-0, 3, 1:49-2 -04 ($451,782) 39 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div at Springfield, Orange & Blue S. cons at Balmoral Park; second in Cardinal S. elim at Maywood Park, IL Fair S. div at Mount Sterling, final at Springfield, Sarah Myers S. leg at Balmoral Park; third in Cardinal Series elim at Balmoral Park, Dudley Hanover S. at Duquoin State Fair, IL Fair S. div (twice) at Springfield, Langley Memorial cons at Balmoral Park, Master Shaw - ICF S. leg and at Hawthorne, Maywood Pace elim at Maywood Park, Master Shaw S. leg at Hawthorne, Poplar Byrd S. div at Balmoral Park; third in American-National S. elim and final at Balmoral Park. At 3, winner of ICF S. div at Duquoin State Fair, Robb Ranger S. final at Balmoral Park, at Maywood Park, Yates Eagle S. at Balmoral Park; third in Cardinal S. at Maywood Park, Governors Cup final at Duquoin State Fair, IL Fair S. div at Springfield.
VICTORY ASSURED

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Bay Colt - Foaled June 07, 2020 - Registration #0V813
Microchip #985141001323448

Dejaarmbo 3, 1:52.2f 1, 1:55.5f 2, 1:56.0f 3

Credit Winner 3, 1:54.0f 1

American Winner 3, 1:52.3f

Lawn Tennis 1

Ambraro Deja Vu 3, 1:55.2f 2

Donerail 2, 1:55.4f

Ambraro Vanquish 3, 1:55.4f

Baltic Speed 3, 1:56.0f

Ambraro Offering 3

Valley Victory 3, 1:55.3f

Valley Victory 3, 2:00.3f

Speedy Crown 3, 1:57.1f

Kading 3, 1:57.3f

By DEJARMBRO 3, 1:52.2f ($1,135,123), Sire of 13 in 1:55 - 109 in 2:00 including STORMY KROMER 2, 1:58.4h, 3, 1:52.2f, 1:51.4f - $20 ($443,874); PASS THE VAPE 2, 2:07.4h, 3, 1:54.1f, 4, 1:52.2f - $19 ($456,945); TWO O B WONKENOBI 2, 1:57.3s, 3, 1:53.2f, 4, 1:52.2s - '19, BT 1:51.4s - $185,946); LETS GET STARTED 2, 1:56.3f - '16, BT 1:55.1f - $278,822 etc.

1st dam

LASTING VICTORY 3, 1:55.3f. From 7 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 2 winners including:

GAMMYS GIRL (m, Conway Hall) 2, 2:00.1h - '13, BT 1:57.0 - '14 ($164,924) 2 wins. At 2, winner of NYSS div at Saratoga Harness, div at Yorkers; second in NYSS div at Buffalo, div at Batavia Downs, div at Vernon Downs; third in NYSS div at Monticello, div at Tioga Downs. At 3, second in NY Bred Excelsior A Series div at Historic Track, NYSS div at Monticello. Dam of Shepp, Now 3, Raced at 2; Galway, Now 2 etc.

CUPCAKE CASSI (f, Cassidee) 2, 2:14.4h - $1,135,123. Dam of 2 winners, dam of 7 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 2 winners including:

HICKORY PRIDE (g, Pine Chip) 3, 2:01.3s, 4, 1:57.3s - '06 ($78,002) 18 wins. As aged, second, second in Open at Hippodrome Montreal.

Lasting Victory (m, Valley Victory) 3, 2:00.2f - '02, BT Q1:58.1 - '02 ($9,169) 3 wins. As Above.

Victory Offering (m, Valley Victory). Dam of B Obama 3, 2:02.0h - '10, BT Q2:01.1s - '10 ($9,366); Offering Dream 3, 2:00.3f - '06, BT 2:00.1f - '06 ($8,850 etc.); granddam of BOURBON STREET SAM 3, Q2:09.3f - '17, BT 2:01.1 - '16 ($22,350 etc).

2nd dam

KADIN 2, 2:08.2, 3, 1:57.3 ($318,086) 18 wins, by HICKORY PRIDE T1:59.2. 1980 USHA Dan Patch Award for Three Year Old Trotting Fillies. At 3, winner of Bluegrass S. at The Red Mile, Hanover S. at Balmoral Park, Hudson S. at Yorkers, Kentucky Futurity at The Red Mile, Lady Suffolk S. at Freehold, W N Reynolds Memorial at Pocono Downs. From 11 foals, dam of 7 winners (4 in 1:58) including:

ARMBRO ICON (m, Speedy Crown) 2, 2:00.1f, 3, 1:57.3 - '90, BT 1:57.1 - '90 ($176,294) 8 wins. At 2, winner of Champlain S. div at Mohawk, Trillium S. div at Windsor; second in Trillium S. div at Flamboro Downs; third in Trillium S. at Rideau Carleton. At 3, winner of Hanover-Hempft S. div at Vernon Downs, NYSS div at The Syracuse Mile, Simcoe S. div at Mohawk; third in NYSS div at Saratoga Harness. Dam of ARMBRO WORLDWIDE 3, Q2:11.4h, 1:55.2s - '20 ($65,147); PHOTO COLOR 2, 1:56.2s, 3, 1:56.0, 1:55.0 - '06, BT 1:53.4 - '06 ($57,244 etc.); granddam of TTSSIZZLINSALLY 3, 2:01.2h - '15, BT 1:58.2h - '15 ($20,342 etc).

ARMBRO WARRIOR (g, Mr Lavec) 2, 2:02.1s, 3, 2:00.2h, 1:59.1f - '05, BT 1:55.3 - '03 ($73,798) 7 wins. At 2, second in ONSS Grassroots div at Kawartha Downs. At 3, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Dresden, div at Hanover, div at Woodstock; second in ONSS Grassroots div at Sudbury Downs, div at Windsor; third in Flamboro Breeders div at Flamboro Downs, Landmark S. div at Historic Track. At 4, second in Horse & Groom Series at The Meadowslands.

ARMBRO ROSALIND (m, Speedy Crown) 3, T1:59.0 - '98, BT 1:57.4 - '98 ($67,988) 3 wins. At 2, second in NYSS div at Monticello. At 3, winner of NYSS div at Yorkers; second in NYSS div at Saratoga Harness; third in NYSS div at Buffalo, div at Yorkers, Rosalind S. div at The Red Mile. Dam of VEGLIANTINO 3, Q2:07.2f, 4, 1:56.4f - '15, BT 1:54.2 - '15 ($185,076); EL DIABLO ROJO 2, 2:00.1f, 3, Q1:59.1s, 1:55.0f - '16, BT 1:54.3f - '16 ($117,813); RED FLAMETHROWER 3, 2:00.1s, 1:55.2s - '06 ($109,695); STRIKING ROSE 3, 2:03.0h - '10, BT 1:59.2f - '10 ($25,045 etc).

ARMBRO ELDORADO (h, Speedy Crown) 2, 2:03.2, 3, 1:57.0 - '86 ($62,464) 6 wins. At 3, winner of Arden Downs S. at The Meadows, Horsemans Futurity at Indiana State Fair. At 4, 3rd in General Brock Series at Woodbine.

ARMBRO NOIR (h, Speedy Crown) 2, 2:00.0 - '94 ($18,425) 1 win. At 2, winner of Peter Haughton Memorial cons at The Meadows.
LILY PAD HANOVER  4, 1:58.0h

By DONTYOUFORGETIT  3, 1:52.1f (g, Dontyouforgetit) BT Q1:58.3h
(Dontyouforgetit) 3, 2:03.1f, 4, 1:58.0h ($4,579)

2020 UNNAMED FOAL

Canland Hall 3, 1:54.0  ............... Self Possessed 3, 1:51.3
Cantab Hall 3, 1:57.0s

By DONTYOUFORGETIT  3, 1:55.1s ($98,049). Sire of 12 in 1:55 - 46 in 2:00 including VOYAGE TO PARIS 2, 1:55.0f, 4, 1:55.2f, 2 ($279,450); TWENTYFOUR K MAGIC 3, 2:02.0h, 3, 1:55.2h, 1:53.4f- 21, BT 1:53.4f- 21 ($216,928); INFRONTANDFORGETIT 2, Q2:02.3f, 3, 1:56.1h, 1:55.3f- 21, BT 1:53.4s- 20 ($198,821);
SHAKE IT MARY 2, 2:02.3f, 3, 2:01.0h, 1:54.2f- 21, BT 1:53.1f- 21 ($198,794) etc.

1st dam

LILY PAD HANOVER  3, 1:58.2s, 4, 1:58.0h- 14, BT 1:56.1s-14 ($89,569) 13 wins, by KADABRA
4, 1:51.3.  At 3, second in ONSS Grassroots div at Mohawk. At 4, second in Preferred at Western Fair. As aged; winner of Preferred at Western Fair; second in Preferred at Western Fair; third in Preferred at Western Fair. From 3 foals, dam of:

2nd dam

LEIBOVITZ HANOVER (m, Andover Hall) 2, 2:06.0h, 3, 1:56.2f- 10, BT 1:56.1f-10 ($24,307)
3 wins.  Dam of SIR ROYSON 2, 1:56.1s, 3, 1:54.0f- 16, BT 1:53.4s-20 ($19,226) etc.

3rd dam

GINER BELLE 2, 1:59.0, 3, 1:56.2 ($227,263) 22 wins, by SPEEDY CROWN 3, 1:57.1.  At 2, winner of Bluegrass S. at The Red Mile, Hanover S. at Balmoral Park. At 3, winner of Bluegrass S. at The Red Mile, Kentucky Futurity at The Red Mile, Lady Suffolk S. at Freehold. From 18 foals, dam of 7 winners (2 in 1:56) including:

GINING HANOVER (m, Super Bowl) 2, 2:00.1f, 3, 1:55.0- 92 ($269,556) 8 wins.  At 2, winner of American-National S. at Sportsmans Park, Chanpion S. at Mohawk, Kentucky Standardbred Sales div at Rosecroft, Matron S. elim at Pompano Park. At 3, winner of Bluegrass S. elim at The Red Mile, PASS div at The Meadows; div at Pocono Downs; second in Matron S. at Pompano Park, World Trotting Derby heat at Duquoin State Fair; third in World Trotting Derby heat at Duquoin State Fair. Dam of BOMBAY 2, 2:00.2, 3, 1:58.0, 4, 1:57.3f- 01, BT 1:55.3-00 ($269,556) etc.; granddam of CASSIS 2, 1:59.3f, 3, 1:52.4- 10 ($575,126); INCREDIBLE HULK 3, 1:56.1f-03, BT 1:54.3-03 ($307,025);

STIR ME UP 3, 1:58.1f, 4, 1:54.4f- 12, BT 1:53.4f-13 ($192,332) etc.

GEHO ANOVER (h, Super Bowl) 3, 1:58.2f- 93, BT 1:57.0-93 ($78,497) 2 wins.  At 3, winner of Colonial S. div at Rosecroft, PASS div at The Meadows; third in Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows.

EBANKS (h, Super Bowl) 3, 2:00.4f- 96, BT 1:57.2f-96 ($50,027) 3 wins.  At 3, winner of PASS div at The Meadows; second in Hiram Woodruff Series cons at The Meadowlands, PASS div at The Meadows; third in Currier & Ives S. elim at The Meadows, PASS div at Pocono Downs.

Gorgeous Hanover (m, Super Bowl) 3, 2:02.0h- 99, BT 1:56.4-99 ($15,820) 1 win.  At 3, second in Harrington Handicap Series final at Harrington. Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs. Grandam of WEGOFERDAPRIZE 3, 1:55.2f, 1:54.2f- 20 ($314,953) etc.

Letterfromshanghai (m, Balanced Image) 3, 2:03.0h- 04, BT 1:59.3s-04 ($10,210) 2 wins.  As Above.

Holy Bowly (h, Super Bowl) 2, Q2:00.2- 94 ($5,463) 1 win.  Grisaille Hanover (m, Balanced Image). Dam of GENIEVIE DREAM 3, 1:57.4f- 12 ($60,097) etc.
### SWAN LEXI

**Brown Filly - Foaled March 05, 2020 - Registration #2VBO3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Andover Hall</td>
<td>3, 1:51.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swan Lake</td>
<td>3, 1:51.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SWAN LEXI**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breeders</th>
<th>1:57.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Little Rigs</td>
<td>3, 1:50.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Filly At Bigs** |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>1:54.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3, 1:54.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**By SWAN FOR ALL 3, 1:54.11** | **BT 1:53.2-’09 ($309,986)**, Sire of 1 in 1:50 - 65 in 1:55 - 261 in 2:00 including **HANNIBAL HANOVER 2, 1:59.3s; 1, 1:59.2-’17 ($33,303,952); FIFTYDALLARBILL 2, 1:55.0s, 3, 1:52.1, 4, 1:50.2-’19 ($1,076,614); GRAND SWAN 2, 1:55.0s, 3, 1:51.2s, 4, Q1:52.4-’20, BT 1:52.1-’20 ($714,457); SWANDRE THE GIANT 2, 1:54.2s, 3, 1:51.0-’19, BT 1:51.0-’19 ($664,484) etc.**

---

**1st dam**

**LITTLE RIGS by DEWYCHEATUMHNOWE 3, 1:50.4.** From 4 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:55) including:

- **ODD BALL** (g, Andover Hall) 2, Q2:00.1, 3, 1:57.3s, 1:53.43-’19 ($97,971) 11 wins.
- **SWAN MAMÁ** (m, Swan For All) 2, 1:57.0s-’17 ($27,925) 4 wins. At 2, winner of IN Sired Mini Series #14 div at Hoosier Park.
- **Swan Mark** (g, Swan For All) BT 1:58.1-’19 ($10,389). At 2, second in Ralph Wifong Memorial div at Indiana State Fair.
- **Swan Lilly** (f, Swan For All). Now 2.

---

**2nd dam**

**FILLY AT BIGS 2, 1:57.2, 3, 1:54.0-’03 ($655,773) 7 wins, by DONERAL 2, 1:55.4, BT 1:54.3-’95. Winner of 2002 O’Brien Award for Two Year Old Trotting Fillies and Winner of 2002 WEG Award for Two Year Old Trotting Fillies. At 2, winner of Acorn S. at The Meadowlands, Champlain S. at Mohawk, Int’l Stallion S. at The Red Mile, Oakville S. elim at Mohawk; second in Breeders Crown final at Woodbine. Matron S. elim at Dover Downs, Merrie Annabelle S. final at The Meadowlands, NJSS div at The Meadowlands; third in Goldsmith Maid S. elim at The Meadowlands, Robert Stewart S. at Woodbine. At 3, winner of Elegantimage S. elim at Woodbine, NJSS div at The Meadowlands, World Trotting Derby elim at Duquoin State Fair; second in Elegantimage S. final at Woodbine, Matron S. elim at Dover Downs, World Trotting Derby elim at Duquoin State Fair; third in Hanover County - Oaks final at The Meadowlands. From 12 foals, dam of 7 winners (3 in 1:54, 5 in 1:56, 7 in 1:58) including:

- **BIG RIGS** (h, Andover Hall) 2, 1:55.1f, 3, 1:52.2, 4, 1:52.1f-’12, BT 1:52.0-’12 ($662,826) 12 wins. At 2, winner of Bluegrass Series div at The Red Mile, Breeders Crown elim at Pocono Downs, Champlain S. div at Mohawk, PA Stallion Series div at Pocono Downs; second in William Wellwood Memorial Series elim at Mohawk; third in Int’l Stallion S. div at The Red Mile, PASS div at The Meadows. At 3, winner of Bluegrass Series div at The Red Mile, Matron S. final at Dover Downs, PASS div at Harrahs Casino, div at The Meadows; second in PASS final at Harrahs Casino, Stanley Dancer Memorial div at The Meadowlands; third in Earl Beal Jr. Memorial elim at Pocono Downs, KY Futurity elim and final at The Red Mile. At 4, second in A J Cutler prep at The Meadowlands.
- **MISS TEZSLA** (m, Andover Hall) 2, 1:57.3f, 3, 1:53.3f-’16, BT 1:53.2-’16 ($291,090) 8 wins. At 2, winner of PA Stallion Series div at The Meadows, div at Pocono Downs, PA Stallion Series Ch div at Harrahs Philadelphia; second in Jim Doherty Memorial elim at The Meadowlands; third in Standardbred S. div at Delaware County Fair, at 3, winner of Duenna S. div at The Meadowlands, PASS div at The Meadows, The Buckette S. at Delaware County Fair; second in PASS div and final at The Meadows, div at Harrahs Philadelphia, Simcoe S. div at Mohawk; third in Delvin Miller Memorial at The Meadowlands. Dam of Trend BT 1:56.2f-’20 ($34,663) etc.
- **EUNICE** (m, Chapter Seven) 2, Q1:57.0f, 3, 1:53.1f-’18, BT 1:52.2-’18 ($92,641) 7 wins. At 2, second in NYSS div at Batavia Downs, cons at Monticello; third in NYSS div at Yonkers. At 3, winner of NY Excelsior A Series div at Buffalo; second in NY Excelsior A Series div at Batavia Downs; third in Late Closer #14 leg at The Red Mile, NY Excelsior A Series div at Saratoga Harness.
- **DAY LILY** (m, Andover Hall) 2, 1:57.2f, 3, 1:55.0f-’15, BT 1:53.1f-’15 ($79,172) 5 wins. At 2, winner of PA Stallion Series div and final at The Meadows, div at Harrahs Philadelphia. At 3, winner of PA Stallion Series div at Harrahs Philadelphia; second in PASS div at Pocono Downs. Dam of A Southern Lily. Now 3; Dabra Day. Now 2 and qualified in 2:03.1s etc.
- **CHICA** (m, Kadabra) 3, 1:55.1s-’19 ($32,174) 2 wins. At 3, second in ON Sired Harvest Series leg at Woodbine Mohawk Park.
- **SCHWANZSTUCKER** (g, Andover Hall) 3, 1:56.4f-’14, BT 1:56.3f-’14 ($19,100) 2 wins.
- **CONRAD J** (g, Creative) 2, 1:58.0f-’20 ($7,653) 1 win
- **Zdenka** (m, Credit Winner) BT 1:58.0-’16 ($9,106). At 2, third in NYSS div at Tioga Downs, div at Vernon Downs.

**Muscles At Bigs** (m, Muscles Yankee) BT 1:59.4-’03 ($1,440). At 2, third in Late Closer div at The Red Mile. Dam of Little Miss Pine. Now 2 etc.
UNNAMED

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Bay Filly - Foaled April 18, 2021 - Registration #5V661

Consigned by: R-N-K Farms, Oblong, IL

Donerail 2, 1:55.4
Jailhouse Rock 2, 1:59.3f

2020 UNNAMED FOAL

Sing Jesse Sing 3, 1:53.3s
Hollybrook Lane 3, 1:53.0

Keep It A Secret 1:56.4

Lindylane 3, 1:53.3
Ollies Fawn 3, 1:55.3

2020 UNNAMED FOAL

2021 UNNAMED FOAL

By SING JESSE SING 3, 1:53.3s ($498,502). Sire of 1 in 1:55 - 5 in 2:00 including JESSE POPPER 2, 1:59.4s, 3, 1:55.0s - '19, BT 1:54.4f-'21 ($74,604); MONSTR TOY 2, 2:16.9h, 3, 1:57.1s, 4, 1:56.0s - '19, BT 1:54.3s-'20 ($55,166); JUSTISINGALONG 2, 2:02.2s, 3, 1:57.3f - '17, BT 1:55.4f-'18 ($36,247); WHOSEAWHEROBT 1:57.2s-'20 ($24,686) etc.

1st dam

LOLAMARA 2, 2:13.4h - '12, BT 2:01.0 -'12 ($6,178) 1 win, by KEEP IT A SECRET 1:56.4, BT 1:55.0 -'97. At 2, winner of IN Sired Fair S. div at Converse; second in IN Fair S. div at Portland, IN Sired Fair S. div at Shelbyville; third in IN Sired Fair S. div at Converse, div at Indiana State Fair, div at Shelbyville, Mini Series #7 cons at Indiana Downs. From 2 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of-


2nd dam

MISS CLOUD BT Q2:13.1f -'95, by GARLAND LOBELL 3, 1:55.3. From 9 foals, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:58) including-

MARE OMARA (m, Keystone Nordic) 2, 2:02.2f, 3, 1:58.2f, 4, 1:57.0f -'08, BT 1:56.2f-'07 ($75,660) 13 wins. At 2, winner of Fedele Fauri Futurity div at Kenross, MI Breeders Futurity div at Sports Creek, MI Elite S. div at Hazel Park, MI Fair S. div at Centreville, div at Hillsdale, Wolverine S. leg at Holland; second in MI Elite S. final at Hazel Park; third in MI Fair S. div at Bad Axe, div at Big Rapids. At 3, winner of Elite S. div at Hazel Park, MI Fair S. div at Centreville; second in MI Fair S. div at Holland, div at Hillsdale, div at Ithaca.

DIAMOND DOLL (m, Pine Tar) 2, 2:05.4f -'08, BT 2:03.2f-'08 ($13,973) 2 wins. At 2, winner of FL Breeders S. div (twice) at Pompano Park; second in FL Breeders S. div at Pompano Park, Sunshine State S. div at Pompano Park; final at Pompano Park, FL Sale S. div at Pompano Park, Sunshine State S. div at Pompano Park.

3rd dam

LOLAMARA (m, Keep It A Secret) 2, 2:13.4h -'12, BT 2:01.0 -'12 ($6,178) 1 win. As Above. Ians Liana (m, Clinton) 3, 2:06.0f -'03, BT 1:58.2z -'03 ($11,173) 1 win. At 2, second in MI Fair S. at Hart; third in MI Fair S. at Caro, div at Harrison. At 3, second in MI Fair S. div at Hillsdale; third in MI Fair S. at Caro, div at Ludington.

4th dam

DORIS L by THE INTRUDER 3, T1:59.1. From 4 foals, dam of 2 winners including- Talkin Tanya (m, Ways To Win) 2:03.4f -'87 ($51,598) 20 wins, by Ways To Win 2, 2:02.1. From 6 foals, dam of-

Talkin Star (m, Yankee Predator). Miss Cloud (m, Garland Lobell) As Above. Prime Oh (m, Garland Lobell).

5th dam

JESSIES QUEEN by SPENCER TELL. From 2 foals, dam of-

The Duchess Nip (m, Elton Hanover). Dam of Dutchess Chocaw Nip 2:08.3f ($1,674), (p, 4, 2:07.3h ($1,370)); Ocala Dutchess 3, Q2:15.3q, 4, 2:13.1q ($1,041), (p, 2:06.3f ($600); Duchess Dream (p, 2:04.4f ($33,504)); Barlows Dutchess (p, 3, 2:10.3q ($3,566)) etc.; grandam of STERLINGS DUCHESS (p, 4, 1:59.1f ($29,360)); Eric Nipper 2:05.0f -'94 ($4,040); Jack The Ripper (p, 2:00.4h ($30,727)); L M Dutchess (p, 4, 2:01.4h ($12,048)) etc.

Doris L (m, The Intruder) As Above.
1st dam
STEAL ME A KISS p, 3, 2:01.0h *13 ($14,886) 2 wins, by STONEBRIDGE REGAL p, 4:21.9h 1st 1:47.1 -06. From 3 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of Vegas Twenty Nine (c, Sunshine Beach). Now 3.

2nd dam
CASSIDY SEALSTER p, 3, 1:54.0s, 4, 1:53.2s-02 15 wins, by CAMLUCK p, 1:48.4. At 3, winner of Blizzard Series leg at Woodbine, Cdn Breeders Ch elim at Mohawk, Princess Pacing Series elim at Mohawk, Trillum S. div at Flamboro Downs; second in Silver Reign Pacing Series final at Woodbine; third in Flamboro Breeders div at Flamboro Downs, ONSS Gold elim at Mohawk. At 4, third in Damself Pacing Series leg (twice) at Woodbine. As aged, winner of ON - Summertime Series at Hiawatha Park, ON Sommerstle S. final at Clinton. From 7 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:55, 2 in 1:57) including

PINKY TUSCADERO (m, Artistic Fella) p, 3, 1:54.4h, 1:54.1s*16 ($160,366) 20 wins. At 3, 3rd in City Of London S. and at Western Fair, Niagara Pacing Series final at Woodbine, ON Autumn Series leg and final at Woodbine; third in ON Autumn Series leg at Woodbine, ONSS Grassroots div at Mohawk. At 4, winner of Preferred at Flamboro Downs; second in Preferred at Western Fair; third in ON Girls Pacing Series leg (twice) at Woodbine.

LITTLEHEARTSDESIRE (m, Real Desire) p, 3, 2:00.0h, 1:58.4h-12, BT 1:58.3h*12 ($61,364) 20 wins. Dam of LITTLEBEARCAT p, 3, 1:59.0f-20, BT 1:58.0h-20 ($16,237);

BEARCATWULLY p, 2, 2:02.1h, 3, 1:59.2h-21 ($41,168) etc.

HEZA HANDY MAN (h, Big Jim) p, 2, 2:02.1h, 3, 1:56.0f-20 ($36,461) 10 wins. At 3, third in Prospect Series for Ontario Sired 2 & 3 year old legs at Clinton.

PRINCESS DEE (m, Real Desire) p, 2, 2:06.0h, 4, 2:00.0h-10, BT 1:58.4h-10 ($33,495) 4 wins.

Steal Me A Kiss (m, Stonebridge Regal) p, 3, 2:01.0h*13, BT 1:59.4h*13 ($14,886) 2 wins. As Above.

3rd dam
CLASSIFY p, 2, 1:59.3f, 3, 1:56.0h*90 ($44,808) 4 wins, by SONSAM p, 3, 1:53.2. At 3, winner of Comforther Series div (twice) at The Meadowlands. From 13 dam of foals, 11 winners (1 in 1:51, 4 in 1:55, 6 in 1:57) including

ST LADS KINGPIN (g, Million Dollar Cam) p, 2, 1:57.2f, 3, 1:55.0f-08 ($444,171) 41 wins. At 2, second in ONSS Grassroots div at Flamboro Downs. At 3, third in ONSS Grassroots div (twice). As aged, third in Martin Memorial leg at Colonial Downs.

CASSIDY SEALSTER (m, Camluck) p, 3, 1:54.0s, 4, 1:53.2s-02, BT 1:52.1s-02 ($223,247) 15 wins. As Above.

PLEASE REMIT (g, Abercrombie) p, 3, 1:58.0f, 1:55.0f-97, BT 1:54.3f-98 ($62,450) 23 wins

CHICAGO SEALSTER (g, Camluck) p, 3, 1:59.4h, 4, 1:59.2h-03, BT 1:56.1f-04 ($35,436) 8 wins.

COOPER SEALSTER (h, Artscape) p, 3, 1:57.0f, 1:54.2f-02, BT 1:53.3f-01 ($39,294) 6 wins

CLASSIC ART (g, Artgame) p, 3, 1:58.4f, 4, 1:56.1f-98, BT 1:52.2f-96 ($35,556) 21 wins

BEACH MODEL (m, Beach Towel) p, 3, 2:01.2h, 1:57.1f-01, BT 1:56.3f-01 ($35,337) 9 wins.

At 3, 2nd in Holiday Series elim at Yonkers. At 4, second in Petticoat Series leg at Yonkers.

ART MAN (g, Artscape) p, 3, 1:56.0f-00, BT 1:55.1f-99 ($30,962) 18 wins

ST LADS STEALTH (g, Intrepid Seelster) p, 3, 1:59.3f, 1:58.4f-08, BT 1:58.1f-06 ($21,765) 3 wins

ST LADS LOVEBOY (h, Northern Luck) p, 3, 2:03.1h, 4, 1:59.1h-06, BT 1:58.1h-06 ($15,112) 2 wins

ST Lads Fbi (g, Make A Deal) p, 3, 2:03.2f-03, BT 1:58.3f-04 ($9,279) 1 win. At 3, third in Bluewater Pacing Series leg at Hiawatha Horse Park.

New Model (m, Abercrombie). Dam of PH FACTOR p, 3, 1:54.0f-01, BT 1:51.4f-01 ($273,355); MODEL RELLIM p, 2, 1:55.1, 3, 1:52.2, 1:50.4-08, BT 1:50.1f-08 ($200,044); SHES A BALL p, 2, 1:56.4, 3, 1:56.4s, 1:53.2f-14, BT 1:53.1f-15 ($170,764) etc.

**Stake Engagements**
CONsigned by: R-N-K Farms, Oblong, IL
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RNK’S JESSES LUCK

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Bay Colt - Foaled April 30, 2020 - Registration #5V667

Jailhouse Jesse 4, T1:53.3........

Donerail 2, 1:55.4

Sing Jesse Sing 3, 1:53.3s......

Jailhouse Rock 2, 1:59.3f!

Hollybrook Lane.......................

Lindy Lane 3, 1:53.0

RNKS JESSES LUCK

Final Action 4, T1:56.3

Lucky Twenty Five 4, Q2:01.1...

Sweet Baby Aj 2, Q2:01.0

Speedy Jackie ........................

Girl Friend 3, 2:13.0h (p, 3,

2:07.4f)

By SING JESSE SING 3, 1:53.3s ($498,502). Sire of 1 in 1:55 - 5 in 2:00 including JESSIE POPPER 2, 1:59.4s, 3, 1:55.0s-’99, BT 1:54.4f-’21 ($74,604); MONSTR TOY 2, 2:16.0h, 3, 1:57.1s, 4, 1:56.0s-’19, BT 1:54.3s-’20 ($65,166); JUSTSINGALONG 2, 2:02.2s, 3, 1:57.3f-’17, BT 1:55.4f-’18 ($36,247); WHOSEAWFTER WHO BT 1:57.2s-’20 ($24,686) etc.

1st dam

Lucky Courtney ($75), by LUCKY TWENTY FIVE 4, Q2:01.1. From 7 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 4 winners including-

Lucky Banker (g, Banker Volo) 3, 2:04.3h-’20, BT 1:59.2-’20 ($16,047) 2 wins. At 2, third in IA Registered S. div at Humboldt. At 3, second in IA Registered div at Humboldt; third in IA Registered div at Oskaloosa, IA Registered S. div at What Cheer.

Force Da Court (m, Work Force) 2, 2:07.1h, 3, 2:05.2h, 2:00.3h-’15 ($56,418) 17 wins. Dam of FIRST GUNNER 3, 2:01.4h-’20 ($40,498), (p, BT 2:01.3h-’19 ($13,907)); Maximum Force (p, 2, 2:11.3h, 3, 2:08.4h, BT 2:01.1h-’20 ($14,555)) etc.

Lucky Survivor (g, American Native) 3, 2:07.0h-’17 ($5,843) 3 wins.

Swaggen To court (c, Keystone Swagger) 2, 2:15.4h-’20, BT 2:10.2h-’20 ($3,926) 2 wins.

Da Force Bwthu (m, Work Force), Lucky The Winner (t, Lukas Hall), Now 2.

2nd dam

Speedy Jackie by SPEED by ACTION 4, T1:57.0. From 16 foals, dam of 9 winners including-

Homestead Action (g, Branded) 2, 2:10.3h, 3, Q2:03.0, 1:59.0f-’07, BT 1:57.4f-’07 ($35,264) 6 wins. As aged, third in IA Fair S. div at Bloomfield, div at Eldon.

Brookview Jack (g, Swiss Connection) 3, 2:11.2h, 1:58.2-’03, BT 1:58.1-’03 ($23,754) 11 wins. At 2, second in IL Fair S. div at Charleston. At 4, third in IL Fair S. div at Greenup.

Allycole (g, Final Score) 2, 2:15.0h, 3, 2:08.0h, 2:02.0f-’94, BT 2:01.1f-’93 ($34,610) 14 wins. At 3, second in OH Fair S. div at Marysville; third in OH Fair S. div at Lebanonon, div at Piketon, div (twice) at Rocksprings, div at Wellston.

Swiss Franc (g, Swiss Connection) BT 2:08.2-’96 ($7,487). At 2, second in IL Fair S. div at Cambridge, div at Paris; third in IL Fair S. div at Cambridge, div at Farmer City, div at Greenville, div (twice) at Lewistown, div at Newton. At 3, second in IL Fair S. div at Decatur; third in IL Fair S. div at Aledo.

Speedy Connection (g, Swiss Connection) BT 2:08.0-’97 ($1,524). At 2, second in IL Fair S. div at Greenville.

Final Fact (g, Final Score) 3, 2:03.2f-’90, BT 2:02.2f-’92 ($46,404) 28 wins.

Jackies Paramount (m, Paramount Lobell) 2:01.4-’98, BT 2:00.1-’98 ($28,341) 3 wins.

Valley In Action (m, Valley Victor) 2, 2:12.3h, 3, 2:06.2, 4, 2:02.0-’03, BT 1:59.3-’02 ($17,255) 4 wins.

Apple Pucker Anny (m, Lucky Twenty Five) 2, 2:15.0h-’02, BT 2:05.4-’02 ($10,478) 1 win. Homestead Charmers (g, Lucky Twenty Five) 2, 2:14.4h-’05 ($1,858) 1 win.

Speedy Happy (g, Trottin Happy) 2:10.2h-’02 ($1,124) 1 win.

3rd dam

Girl Friend 3, 2:13.0h ($1,551), (p, 3, 2:07.4f ($473), by KIMBERLY KID 4, 1:59.0. From 20 foals, dam of 8 winners including-

Jack The Knife (g, Yellow Knife) 3, 2:07.0h, 2:00.0 ($197,379) 41 wins.

Action Jackie (m, Speed In Action) 2, 2:10.0h, 3, T2:01.2 ($23,176) 9 wins. At 3, winner of OH Fair S. div (8 times); second in OH Fair S. div (4 times); third in OH Fair S. div (5 times). Dam of Laser Action 4, 1:59.2-’05, BT 1:58.1f-’06 ($36,151) etc.

Annual Event (m, Speed In Action) 2, 2:16.0h, 3, 2:11.2h, 2:02.2h-’98, BT 2:02.0h-’98 ($16,559) 4 wins. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div; second in OH Fair S. div (3 times); third in OH Fair S. div (7 times). At 3, second in OH Fair S. div (3 times); third in OH Fair S. div (7 times).

Annie's Friend (m, Final Score) 2, 2:11.0h, 3, 2:03.3f-’93, BT 2:03.1f-’94 ($15,531) 5 wins. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div (4 times); second in OH Fair S. div (8 times); third in OH Fair S. div (twice). At 3, second in OH Fair S. div; second in OH Fair S. div. Dam of BEAUCOU PAMOUR 2, 2:01.2s, 3, 1:56.42-’01 ($76,485) etc.; grandam of Lucky Tucky 3, 1:57.1s, 1:54.1f-’17 ($207,118) etc.

Lord Jackknife (h, Yellow Knife) 3, T2:05.0, 2:01.2f-’83 ($78,895) 18 wins.

Jacqueline Action (m, Speed In Action) 2, 2:08.0h-’84 ($34,932) 4 wins. Dam of Super Jock 2, 2:06.0h, 3, 2:00.4f-’96, BT 1:58.0f-’96 ($60,300); DS JACQUES FAX 2, 2:03.3h, 3, 2:03.0h-’99, BT 1:59.3f-’99 ($57,794) etc.; grandam of CROWN TIME SCORCH 4, 2:01.2h-’00, BT 1:59.4f-’00 ($46,276) etc.

Stake Engagements

IL Concealed IL Foaled Downstate Classic
By MAJOR ATHENS 1:53.2s, BT 1:51.4s-'17 ($804,405), FAITHFULLYFULLY 2, 2:08.4h-'21 ($4,334); BATTLE KING 2, 2:15.3h-'21, BT 2:14.1h-'21 ($2,762); MINKS MAJOR BT 2:07.4h-'21 ($12,183); MERLY BT 2:15.1h-'21 ($550) etc.

1st dam MAGIC PEACH 2, Q1:59.4s, 3, 1:55.3s-'13, BT 1:55.1s-'13 ($100,785) 8 wins, by KADABRA 4, 1:51.3. At 3, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Kawartha Downs; second in ON Autumn Series leg at Woodbine. From 3 foals, dam of 1 winner including-

BREAKTHEMAGIC (m, Break The Bank K) 2, 2:06.3h, 3, 2:02.1h-'19, BT 1:59.1f-'19 ($35,935) 7 wins. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div at Attica, div at Mount Gilead, div at Richwood, Western OH Colt Racing Assoc. div at Ottawa; second in OH Fair S. div at Bucyrus, div at Hillsville, div at Napoleon; third in OH Fair S. div at Kenton. At 3, winner of OH Fair S. div at Lisbon, div at Mount Vernon; second in OH Fair S. div at Coshocton, div at Jefferson; third in OH Fair S. div at Ashland, div at Canfield, div at Hilliard, div at Wooster.

Agent P (g, Uncle Peter) BT 2:02.4h-'20 ($2,700). Now 3. Raced at 2. At 2, third in OH Fair S. div at Canton. Quiet Magic (m, Uncle Peter).

2nd dam SO PEAChY by YANKEE GLIDE 3, 1:55.1, BT 1:53.0-'97. From 7 foals, dam of 3 winners (.3 in 1:56) including-

NOBLE PRIZE (g, Kadabra) 3, 1:57.3s, 1:54.4f-'19 ($147,076) 9 wins. At 2, second in ONSS Gold leg at Mohawk; third in ON Autumn Series leg and final at Mohawk.

WHAT A PEACH (g, Angus Hall) 3, 1:59.4f, 1:54.3f-'17 ($165,678) 18 wins.

Some Peach (g, Angus Hall) BT Q2:01.3s-'15 ($2,832). At 2, third in ONSS Grassroots div at Georgian Downs.

Movintotheregency (m, Angus Hall) Q2:07.2h-'15, BT 1:58.3s-'14 ($1,092). So Happy (g, Archangel). Now 3.

3rd dam PEACH PIT 2, 2:01.1q, 3, 1:55.3-'89, BT 1:54.2-'91 ($817,092) 24 wins, by SPEEDY SOMOLLI 3, 1:55.0. Winner of 1989 O'Brien Award for Three Year Old Trotting Fillies and Winner of 1990 O'Brien Award for Older Trotting Mares and Winner of 1990 OJC Award for Trotting Mare and Winner of 1991 O'Brien Award for Older Trotting Mares and Winner of 1991 OJC Award for Trotting Mare. At 2, winner of Hanover-Hempt S. div at Vernon Downs, Robert Stewart S. elim at Mohawk, Trillium S. at Rideau Carleton; second in Chaplin S. div at Mohawk, Trillium S. div at Greenwood. At 3, winner of Colonial S. div at Rosecroft, Hambletonian - Oaks heat at The Meadowlands, Hudson S. div at Yonkers, NJISS final at Freehold, Simcoe S. div at Mohawk, Zwed Memorial div at The Yonkers Mile; second in American-National S. at Sportsmans Park, Breeders Crown at Pompano Park, Hambletonian - Oaks elim at The Meadowlands, race off at The Meadowlands. At 4, winner of American-National S. div at Sportsmans Park, Hanover S. at Rosecroft, Provenzano Memorial elim at Batavia Downs; second in Jazzman S. div at Blue Bonnets, Maple Leaf Trot elim at Greenwood, Speezy Scoot S. div at The Red Mile. As aged, winner of American-National S. div at Sportsmans Park; second in Hanover Stake at Rosecroft, Invitation at Blue Bonnets. From 12 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:58) including-

BOWL QUARTER BACK (h, Super Bowl) 2, 2:04.1h, 3, Q2:01.0f, 4, 1:57.1-'97, BT 1:57.0h-'97 ($102,667) 11 winners. At 4, third in Hiram Woodruff Series leg (twice) at The Meadowlands. Horse & Groom Series leg at The Meadowlands.

FOUR TWENTY SEVEN (g, Duke Of York) 3, 2:01.3h, 4, 1:58.2h-'11 ($76,516) 11 wins. At 3, second in Central Huron S. leg at Clinton, City Of London S. leg at Western Fair; third in City Of London S. leg at Western Fair. As aged, second in Preferred (twice) at Western Fair.

EPITOME (h, Muscles Yankee) 3, 2:05.0h, 2:00.3h-'06 ($19,337) 12 wins. As aged, winner of Lance Nye Memorial Series leg at Hollywood Slots Hotel And Raceway.

I AM PEACHY (m, Muscles Yankee) 2, T1:59.0-'02 ($240). Dam of WHOS THAT LADY 3, 1:56.3s-'10 ($46,745); I AM HERE 2, Q2:00.2, 3, 1:56.0-'08, BT 1:54.0-'08 ($40,709); etc.

Bullville Peach (m, Balanced Image) 2, Q2:03.4s-'05, BT Q2:00.0-'06 ($18,212) 1 win. At 2, third in ONSS Grassroots div at Dresden, div at Hiawatha Horse Park. At 3, second in ONSS Grassroots div at Grand River; third in ONSS Grassroots div at Sudbury Downs. Dam of BULLVILLECOMEONJOHN 2, 1:59.3f, 3, 1:56.0f-'12, BT 1:55.3-'14 ($74,979); BULLVILLEPRECIOUS 2, 2:10.0h, 3, 2:00.3h-'18, BT 1:59.2h-'18 ($29,979) etc.
By LOUS LEGACY 2, 1:58.3h, BT 1:57.1's-09 ($92,750). Sire of 6 in 1:55 - 36 in 2:00 including ANOTHER BREATH 2, 2:01.4h, 3, 1:56.3f, 1:53.4f-18, BT 1:52.5f-18 ($485,147); LOU MAN 2, 1:57.4s, 3, 1:54.3, 1:53.3f-16 ($297,259); LOUZOTIC 2, 1:56.2, 3, 1:54.2s-19, BT 1:54.3s-20 ($295,620); LOUGAZI 2, 2:00.2, 1:54.2h-21 ($260,095) etc.

1st dam MAJESTIC GINGER 3, Q1:56.4s, 1:54.0f-15 ($87,288) 14 wins, by MAJESTIC SON 3, 1:52.2s, BT 1:52.0-07. First foal.

2nd dam KAPARAH 2, Q2:04.2s, 3, 2:00.4s, 4, 1:58.3s-01, BT 1:57.4s-02 ($60,994) 10 wins, by BALANCED IMAGE 3, 1:58.4. At 4, winner of Serie Trot Le Paddock elim at Hippodrome Montreal; third in Serie Trot Le Paddock elim at Hippodrome Montreal. From 6 foals, dam of 4 winners (2 in 1:54, 3 in 1:58) including:

P L KETCHUP (g, Kadabra) 3, 1:56.4s, 1:53.3f-19 ($186,440) 11 wins.

SIR KAPACINO (g, Fortuna Winner) 2, 2:01.0s, 1:59.0f-13, BT 1:57.2s-07 ($157,815) 14 wins. At 2, winner of Circuit QC - Series Distinction div at Hippodrome Montreal, Serie QC Plus - Series Distinction div at Hippodrome Montreal; second in Merite S. div (twice) at Hippodrome Montreal, Serie QC Plus - Series Distinction div at Hippodrome Montreal. At 3, winner of Circuit QC-Series Distinction div at Hippodrome Gatineau; second in Circuit QC - Series Elite final at Hippodrome Montreal.

P L INCOMING (g, Kadabra) 3, 1:58.1s, 4, 1:56.2f-16, BT 1:54.0f-18 ($98,556) 13 wins. As aged, winner of Claim To Fame Series leg at Miami Valley Gaming And Racing, Signature Series div at Urbana; second in The Death Star leg at Hoosier Park.

MAJESTIC GINGER (m, Majestic Son) 3, Q1:56.4s, 1:54.0f-15 ($87,288) 14 wins. As Above.


3rd dam MALHANA KAARI 2, 2:00.3f, 3, 1:59.2-91 ($37,529) 4 wins, by SPEEDY SOMOLLI 3, 1:55.0. At 2, winner of Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows, Hanover S. div at Rosecroft. At 3, winner of NJ Fair S. div at Garden State Park, NJSS div at Garden State Park; second in Charles Smith Memorial elim at Freehold. From 10 foals, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:56, 2 in 1:58) including:

NAUGHTY NUNU (h, Conway Hall) 2, 1:57.0, 3, 1:55.2-06, BT 1:54.3s-06 ($111,539) 4 wins. At 2, winner of NYSS div at Saratoga Harness; second in Review S. div (twice) at Springfield. At 3, winner of Late Closer leg at The Red Mile, NYSS div at Monticello; second in Late Closer leg at The Red Mile, NY Fair S. div at Tioga Downs, NYSS div at Saratoga Harness.

KAPARAH (m, Balanced Image) 2, Q2:04.2s, 3, 2:00.4s, 4, 1:58.3s-01, BT 1:57.4s-02 ($60,994) 10 wins. As Above.

KABIR (h, Andover Hall) 2, 1:59.4, 3, Q1:58.0-07, BT 1:54.3-07 ($42,801) 2 wins. At 2, second in Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows, Review S. div at Springfield. At 3, winner of NJ Fair S. div at Garden State Park, NJSS div at Garden State Park; second in Charles Smith Memorial elim at Freehold. From 20 foals, dam of 4 winners (3 in 1:56, 3 in 1:58) including:

Mrs August (m, Mr Vic) 2, 2:03.4h-00, BT 1:56.2-01 ($46,010) 1 win. At 2, second in Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows. At 3, second in Spring Ch (twice) at The Red Mile; third in KYSS at The Red Mile, Zweig Memorial elim at The Syracuse Mile. Dam of DELPHIC 2, 1:56.0s, 3, 1:57.1f-08, BT 1:56.0s-08 ($335,206) etc.; granddam of PINK PISTOL 3, 1:54.3, 4, 1:54.1s-17, BT 1:53.21-16 ($259,285); LOVE U FOREVER 3, 1:59.2f, 4, 1:58.3h-16, BT 1:57.2s-16 ($19,122) etc.

Peter Crossman (g, Cash Hall) 2, Q2:10.2h-10, BT 1:59.1s-11 ($7,348). At 3, third in NYSS div at Saratoga Harness.

Kree (g, Nearly Perfect) BT 2:02.0f-98 ($2,761). At 3, third in PA Fair S. div at Dayton, div at Meadowvale.

Kasha (m, Conway Hall) 3, Q2:06.0h-08, BT 2:03.0h-08 ($2,768). Dam of BOURBON EXPRESS 2, 1:57.3h, 3, 1:54.0h-01, 4, 1:52.2-21, BT 1:52.1-21 ($260,095) etc.

4th dam CLARET LOBELL 2, 2:04.1h, 3, T1:59.4 ($42,848) 1 win, by NOBLE VICTORY 4, 1:55.3. From 11 foals, dam of 7 winners (1 in 1:56, 2 in 1:58) including:

CABRERA LOBELL (m, Speedy Crown) 2, Q2:03.2, 3, 1:56.3 ($145,931) 5 wins. At 2, winner of Landmark S. div at Historic Track. At 3, winner of Bluegrass S. elim at The Red Mile, Landmark S. div at Historic Track; second in Bluegrass S. final at The Red Mile, Colonial Lady S. div at Rosecroft, Zweig Memorial at The Syracuse Mile. Dam of SUPER CROWN A 3, 2:00.2f-95, BT Q1:57.2-98 ($115,136) etc.; granddam of SELF RIGHTeous 3, Q1:58.4, 1:53.2s-06 ($373,668) etc.
1st dam 
MALIA ANN by ARMBRO TROPICANA 3, 1:58.2s, BT 1:56.1s-'02. From 4 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of:

Loyz Say When (g, Dangerous Thing) BT 2:00.1-'21 ($36,051). Now 3 race timed in 2:00.1. At 2, second in ICF S. div at Hawthorne, div at Springfield; third in ICF S. fin at Hawthorne, div at Springfield, The Cardinal div at Hawthorne.

Mr Red Thunder (g, Thundercrack) BT 1:58.0-'20 ($28,405). At 2, second in Kadabra S. elim at Cambridge; third in Cardinal S. div at Hawthorne; At 3, in third in ICF S. div and leg at Hawthorne, The Erwin Dygert leg at Hawthorne. 

Dts Shotsgunsunny (m, Dangerous Thing). Now 2.

2nd dam 
CARDINAL SUMA 2, 2:04.0-'01, BT 2:01.3-'02 ($6,758) 1 win, by ARMBRO CHARGER 3, Q2-02.3. At 2, winner of Source Ann S. div at Balmorail Park. From 6 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:58) including:

REDROVER (g, Valley Victor) 2, 1:56.3-'07 ($39,040) 5 wins. At 2, winner of ICF-Dam Safe S. at Duquoin State Fair, State Fair S. elim at Springfield; third in Lincoln Land S. elim at Balmorail Park.

LOGANS EXPRESS (g, Psychic Spirit) 2, 2:20.0h, 3, 2:19.1h-'13, BT 2:01.4-'13 ($10,811) 3 wins. At 2, winner of Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Aledo, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Cambridge; second in IODA S. div at Springfield; third in Illini S. div at Urbana. At 3, second in Illini S. div at Lincoln.

Cardinal Victory (m, Valley Victor), Malia Ann (m, Armbror Tropicana) As Above.

Happy Holly (m, Garciaparra). Dam of Cantab Charger. Now 2 etc. Frontier Justvicky (m, Valley Victor).

3rd dam 
CARDINAL SAHRA 2, 2:06.0 ($59,473) 13 wins, by CARDINAL JAMIE 3, 2:03.0. From 18 foals, dam of 9 winners (1 in 1:56, 4 in 1:58) including:

FEDERAL ARSENAL (g, Arsenal) 2, 2:00.3, 3, 1:56.2 ($326,709) 30 wins. At 2, winner of Cardinal S. final, IL Fair S. final, Lincoln Land S. final; second in IL Fair S. elim. At 3, winner of IL State Fair elim, Su Mac Lad elim and final at Sportsman's Park; second in Galt Memorial div, IL State Fair final, Su Mac Lad S. elim.

NUCLEAR ARSENAL (g, Arsenal) 2, 1:59.3, 3, 1:56.0-99 ($184,534) 17 wins. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. elim and final; second in Van Mack S..

CARDINAL LEXIE (m, Cooper Lobell) 2, 2:01.2, 3, 1:57.0-'97, BT 1:56.2s-'98 ($172,440) 11 wins. At 2, second in Hanover S., IL Fair S. div twice and final. At 3, winner of HHYF Series leg, IL Fair S. div (3 times), Lady Ann Reed S. elim and final, Lord Steward S., Su Mac Lad S. cons, Violet Series elim and final; second in ISOBA Sale S., Specs Boy S., Worthy Sally S.; third in Hanover S., Windy Skeeter S. div. Dam of NEAR THE LIMIT 3, 1:58.0f, 4, 1:54.1-06, BT 1:53.4-96 ($377,876), RACE FAN 2, 1:56.3s, 3, 1:54.4-06, BT 1:53.0-96 ($161,311) etc.; grandam of MY MUSCLEMAN 2, 1:59.2, 3, 1:56.1, 1:55.0-15, BT 1:53.2-15 ($370,305); MY UNCLE GUZ 2, 1:58.3s, 3, 1:54.4s, 1:52.0s-'20 ($355,919); MARLEYS GUZ 3, 1:58.0, 1:54.3h-'19, BT 1:52.3-'17 ($253,325) etc.

SKI COOPER (g, Cooper Lobell) 2, 2:16.0h, 3, 1:57.4-'94 ($71,301) 24 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div; second in IL Fair S. div; third in ICF S. div. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div (7 times); second in IL Fair S. div (twice). Speedy Rodney S.; third in IL Fair S. div (twice) and final. ISOBAS S., Su Mac Lad S. elim.

RIGHT ON TOP (m, Arsenal) 2, 2:09.3, 3, 2:01.1s-'92, BT 2:00.0-'92 ($21,383) 4 wins. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div (twice); second in IL Fair S. div. Dam of BGS ABBIE 2, 1:58.4-97, BT 1:58.1s-'98 ($189,582) etc.

RECOOPMENT (m, Cooper Lobell) 2, 2:02.0-04 ('94 ($20,494) 3 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div at Decatur, div; second in IL Fair S. div (twice). Royal Que S.; third in IL Fair S. div (4 times). Lady Lincoln Land S. elim. Dam of TROTTON TARZA 2, 2:02.2, 3, 1:57.2, 4, 1:54.4-02 ($231,895) etc.; grandam of MY IRISH MOLLY 1:57.2s-'10, BT 1:56.4s-'13 ($98,032) etc.

WILLY NILLY (m, Master Willie) 3, 2:01.1-'93 ($13,004) 2 wins. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div. Dam of MISS VICKIE 2, 1:56.3s, 3, 1:56.2, 4, 1:55.2-10, BT 1:54.4s-'10 ($305,266); PAYDAY 3, 2:01.4, 4, 1:58.0f-'02, BT 1:57.3f-'02 ($91,877) etc.

CARDINAL SUMA (m, Armbror Charger) 2, 2:04.0-01, BT 2:01.3-'02 ($6,758) 1 win. As Above.
Deweycheatumkhone 3, 1:50.4-.... Muscles Yankee 3, 1:52.2
Trolley Square 3, 2:00.4f

MANGO BUD

MAGENTA HALL 2, 1:55.2............. Conwy Hall 3, 1:53.4
MELISSA HALL 3, 1:55.3

BROADWAY HALL 2, 1:56.4........... Conwy Hall 3, 1:53.4
B Cor Tamgo 4, 1:56.3

DONERAIL 2, 1:55.4

ORANGE Peko 3, 1:54.4

By DONTCHEATONMENOW 3, 1:56.2s, BT 1:56.0s-'14 ($123,500). Sire of 1 in 2:00 including TROPICAL ROSIE 2, 2:08.0h, 3, 1:59.1-20 ($39,368); TWIN CASKETS ROCKET BT 1:57.0-19 ($16,578); SHES GOT MOXY BT 2:01.1-'20 ($7,187); IMA CHEATED GIRL BT 2:06.0-21 ($727) etc.

1st dam
MANGO CELONE 3, 2:10.0h- '13, BT 2:00.4f-'13 ($18,447) 1 win, by BROADWAY HALL 2, 1:56.4. At 2, second in PA Fair S. div at Dayton, div at Gratz; third in PA Fair S. div at Hughesville, div at Waynesburg. At 3, winner of PASS div at Dayton; second in PASS div at Dayton; third in PASS div at Butler; third at Gratz. div at Hughesville, div at Meadowville, div at Port Royal, div at Wattsburg. From 3 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 1 winner (1 in 1:58) including-

CELONE HALL (m, Cassidy) 2, 2:00.0, 3, 1:58.0- '20 ($31,477) 5 wins. At 2, winner of Downstate Classic div at Lincoln, Fox Valley Plan leg (twice) at Hawthorne; second in IL State Fair S. div at Springfield, The Shawnee div at Hawthorne, Violet S. div at Hawthorne div in IL Stallion S. div at Mount Sterling. At 3, winner of Violet S. leg at Hawthorne; second in ICF S. fin at Hawthorne; third in Beulah Dygert Memorial leg at Hawthorne.

Jazleyn (f, Up Front Murray) BT 2:05.1-'21 ($639). Now 2. At 2, second in ICF S. div at Springfield.

G T Holliday (m, Cassidy) BT 2:00.2-17 ($1,480). 2nd dam

ORANGE PEKOE by DONERAIL 2, 1:55.4, BT 1:54.3-'95. From 7 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:56) including-

PEKOE FASHION (h, Broadway Hall) 2, 1:56.1f, 1, 1:53.1f, 4, 1:53.3f- '13 ($354,445) 22 wins. At 2, winner of Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows, Matron S. final at Dover Downs, PASS div at Harrahs Chester Casino, div at The Meadows, div at Pocono Downs, PA Stallion Series div at The Meadows; third in Matron S. div at Dover Downs, PASS final at Pocono Downs. At 3, second in Keystone Classic S. div at The Meadows.

NOON TEA PARTY (m, Broadway Hall) 2, Q1:59.0f- '13, BT 1:54.2-13 ($195,506) 1 win. At 2, winner of Keystone Classic S. div at The Meadows; second in Goldsmith Maid S. final at The Meadowlands, Matron S. elim at Dover Downs, PASS div at Pocono Downs; third in Historic Series div at Harrahs Philadelphia, PA All Stars div at Pocono Downs, PASS div at The Meadows. Dam of NICALO HANOVER 3, 1:57.3f-21, BT 1:57.1f-21 ($8,438) etc.

FOUROCLOCKTEA (m, Broadway Hall) 2, Q2:00.4f, 3, 1:59.2f- '10, BT 1:56.1-09 ($55,786) 2 wins. At 2, second in Goldsmith Maid S. cons at Harrahs Chester Casino, Reynolds Memorial leg at Pocono Downs. At 3, second in PA Stallion Series div at Harrahs Chester Casino.

THE BAKERS CHOICE (g, Broadway Hall) 2, Q2:01.2, 3, 1:55.4f- '15 ($19,830) 2 wins.

MANGO CELONE (m, Broadway Hall) 3, 2:10.0h- '13, BT 2:00.4f-'13 ($18,447) 1 win. As Above.

Broadway Tea Party (m, Broadway Hall). Dam of BOY NUMBER ONE 2, 2:11.3h, 4, 1:59.4f-19, BT 1:58.1f-19 ($34,556) etc. 3rd dam

OOLONG 2, Q2:07.0, 3, 1:54.4- '99 ($744,086) 8 wins, by ARM BRO GOAL 3, 1:54.3. Winner of 1999 HTA Nova Award for Three Year Old Trotting Fillies and 1999 USHWA Dan Patch Award for Three Year Old Trotting Fillies. At 2, winner of NJ Fair S. div at Freehold; second in NJSS final; third in Matron S. final, NJ Fair S. div, NJSS div. At 3, winner of Breeders' Crown elim and final, Delvin Miller Memorial elim, Hambletonian-Oaks elim, Hambletonian-T Oaks final, NJSS div and final; second in Helen Smith, NJSS div; third in Hudson S. elim, Lady Suffolk S. div, Matron S. elim, NJSS div (twice). From 7 foals, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:58) including-

MEDALLIST (m, Gilde master) 2, 1:58.0- '13, BT 1:56.3f-'14 ($20,404) 2 wins. At 2, third in Late Closer #16 leg, PA Stallion Series div. Dam of All The Credit 2, Q2:06.0h- '21, BT 1:58.4f-'21 ($1,950) etc.

OPULENT BLUESTONE (m, Conway Hall) 2, 1:59.3s- '07, BT 1:58.0-07 ($6,671) 1 win. At 2, winner of Kindergarten Classic leg. At 3, third in NYSS LC div. Dam of OPULENT YANKEE 2, Q1:58.4f, 3, 1:51.4, 1:51.4- '17, BT 1:51.0-'17 ($487,914); MASSTER BLUE 3, 2:00.1h, 1:58.4h-'20, BT 1:54.2-'19 ($136,570); MASSIVE OPULENCE 3, 1:55.1f, 1:54.4f-21 ($100,012) etc.

Rebel Rebel (g, Angus Hall) 3, 2:00.1f- '15, BT 1:57.4s-'15 ($11,558) 1 win. At 3, second in OnSS Grassroots div; third in OnSS Grassroots div.
JL CUTIE N FRUITIE

(INDIANA ELIGIBLE)

Brown Filly - Foaled May 18, 2020 - Registration #7V614

Donato Hanover 3, 1:50.1 .......... Andover Hall 3, 1:51.3
D Train

Honor And Serve 3, 1:53.1 ............

JL CUTIE N FRUITIE

Honor And Daughter 2, 1:55.1f .......... Malabar Man 3, 1:53.1
Honorable Mother

Chocolatier 3, 1:53.0 ..........
Credit Winner 3, 1:54.0
Maple Frosting

Marabou As 3, 1:59.2f .......... Malabar Man 3, 1:53.1
Cassie Aas 3, 2:00.0s .......... Caspian 3, 1:58.2f

By HONOR AND SERVE 3, 1:53.1, BT 1:51.4-'16 ($444,032).

1st dam

MARABOU AS 3, 1:59.2f-'12, BT 1:58.4f-'12 ($9,610) 2 wins, by CHOCOLATIER 3, 1:53.0, BT 1:51.2-'06. From 2 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:58) including-

ALMONDY AS (m, Allstar Hall) 2, Q2:03.3, 3, 1:58.4, 4, 1:58.3h-'18 ($70,771) 3 wins. At 2, second in KYSS div at The Red Mile; third in KYSS div and final at The Red Mile. At 3, winner of KYSS div at The Red Mile; third in KYSS leg and final at The Red Mile. At 4, second in Robert J. Brown Memorial leg at Miami Valley Gaming And Racing.

ZAZU AS (g, Lionhunter) 2, 1:57.1h-$18 ($18,010) 2 wins. At 2, winner of KY Fair S. div and final at The Red Mile; second in KY Fair S. div (3 times) at Lebanon.

2nd dam

CASSIE AAS 3, 2:00.0s-'06, BT 1:59.4s-'06 ($4,500) 2 wins, by MALABAR MAN 3, 1:53.1. From 4 foals, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:58, 2 in 1:58) including-

WORTH THE MONEY AS (g, Cash Hall) 3, 1:57.2s, 1:54.2f-'14, BT 1:53.3f-'12 ($52,574) 43 wins. At 4, second in Preferred at Grand River.

CASSANDRA AS (m, Allstar Hall) 3, 1:58.0f-'17, BT 1:55.2f-'17 ($172,685) 4 wins. At 2, second in KYSS div and final at The Red Mile; third in KYSS div at The Red Mile. At 3, winner of KYSS div and final at The Red Mile. At 4, second in Ray Paver Sr. Memorial leg at Miami Valley Gaming And Racing; third in Ray Paver Sr. Memorial final at Miami Valley Gaming And Racing.

MARABOU AS (m, Chocolatier) 3, 1:59.2f-'12, BT 1:58.4f-'12 ($9,610) 2 wins. Died 2020.

As Above.

Sangrita As (m, Allstar Hall).

3rd dam

CASPIAN 3, 1:58.2f-'90, BT 1:56.2f-'90 ($148,674) 8 wins, by BALTIC SPEED 3, 1:56.0. At 3, winner of Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows, Charles Smith Memorial final at Freehold, NJ Futurity div at Freehold, NJSS div at Freehold, div at Garden State Park; second in Hanover S. div at Rosecroft, Matron S. elim and final at Pompano Park; third in NJSS div at Garden State Park. From 7 foals, dam of 3 winners (2 in 1:56) including-

FORT VALLEY AS (g, Tom Ridge) 2, 1:58.1f, 3, 1:55.3f, 1:54.2h-'15, BT 1:52.4f-'13 ($561,411) 37 wins. At 2, winner of PASS div at Pocono Downs; second in PASS div at The Meadows; third in Bluegrass Series div at The Red Mile. At 3, winner of PA Stallion Series div at Harras Casino; third in PASS div at Pocono Downs. At 4, winner of Open (twice) at Cal Expo. As aged, winner of Open at Yonkers; second in Open at Cal Expo; third in Open (twice) at Cal Expo, (twice) at Yonkers, Preferred at Yonkers.

ENRICO AS (g, Allstar Hall) 3, 1:56.3h, 1:54.1f-'14, BT 1:53.3f-'14 ($364,163) 26 wins. At 3, second in KYSS div at The Red Mile; third in KYSS leg and final at The Red Mile. At 4, second in Open at Saratoga Harness, at Yonkers; third in Horse & Groom Series leg at The Meadowlands. At Open Downs, at Vernon Downs, at Yonkers. As aged, winner of Open at Dover Downs, at Rosecroft; second in Open (3 times) at Dover Downs.

CASSIE AAS (m, Malabar Man) 3, 2:00.0s-'06, BT 1:54.3s-'06 ($4,500) 2 wins. As Above.

Superlou As (m, Super Bowl). Dam of JERSEY AS 3, 1:55.2f, 1:51.3s-'11 ($340,120) etc.; granddam of SAMEDAME LIFE AS 3, 1:53.0f-'13 ($25,312); Remind Me As 2, 2:00.4s-18, BT 1:58.3-'18 ($4,750) etc.

Cascade As (m, Mack Lobell). Dam of EYE OFA TIGER AS 2, 1:57.1f, 3, 1:55.2h, 1:52.3f-'20, BT 1:52.1f-'21 ($666,977); CATWALK AS 2, 1:59.3, 3, 1:56.2f-'20, BT 1:56.1f-'20 ($72,360); GHOSTZAPPER AS 4, 1:56.2f-'16 ($58,180); CAPTIVATING AS 3, 1:57.0s-'11, BT 1:56.2s-'11 ($56,305) etc.

4th dam

TERESA GAYLE 3, 2:00.4h-$81 ($32,200) 5 wins, by RAVEN HANOVER (p, 3, 1:58.3h). From 5 foals, dam of 1 winner including-

CASPIAN (m, Baltic Speed) 3, 1:58.2f-'90, BT 1:56.2f-'90 ($148,674) 8 wins. As Above.

Baiken (g, Baltic Speed) 4, Q2:03.4, BT 1:59.0-'92 ($2,840).

T Gs Bay (m, Texas). Dam of JACOPTOL DOL 3, 2:00.0f, 1:57.1f-'99, BT 1:56.2f-'98 ($218,373); COQUETTA DOL 3, 2:01.3s, 4, 2:00.2f-'01, BT 1:58.0-'01 ($116,093); TEXAN DU HARAS 3, 1:58.4s, 1:57.1s-'05, BT 1:56.2s-'05 ($56,741) etc.

Gina Gayle (m, Giant Chest). Dam of COUNTRYGIRL AS 3, 1:57.0f-'14, BT 1:56.2f-'14 ($23,920) etc.

5th dam

JESSICA GAYLE by NOBLE GESTURE 2, 1:59.1. From 3 foals, dam of 1 winner including-

Teresa Gayle (m, Raven Hanover) 3, 2:00.4h-$81 ($32,200) 5 wins. As Above.

Jessie Mint (m, Doublemint). Dam of Hot Wings 2, 2:56.1h ($2,893) etc.
**MYALLIE**

(INDIANA ELIGIBLE)

Brown Filly - Foaled April 11, 2020 - Registration #1V305

Dover Dan 3, 1:51.3 .................. Galardon Bellob 3, 1:55.3 Amour Angus 3, 2:03.1f

Cr Kay Suzie 4, 1:52.3 .................. Royal Troubadour 2, 1:57.1

Country Kay Sue 3, Q1:57.3f

Marion Martini ....................... Yankeel Glide 3, 1:55.1 ........... Party Prize ....................... Party Party 4, 1:54.3

Gorgeous Hanover 3, 2:02.0h

By DOVER DAN 3, 1:51.3 ($554,772). Sire of 2 in 2:00 including DOVER DANCE 2, 2:06.0h-’21 ($6,150); CALLMESUE 2, Q2:05.0s-’21 ($4,250); YO MISTER 2, Q2:06.0s-’21 ($4,250); RACER DAN 2, 2:00.4s-’21 ($4,250) etc.

1st dam

MARION MARTINI BT Q2:09.0f-’13 ($397), by YANKEE GLIDE 3, 1:55.1. BT 1:53.0-’97. From 2 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of-

Martinis Fear (l, Whom Shall I Fear) BT 2:11.4h-’21 ($1,200). Now 2 and racing. At 2, third in IN Sired Fair Circuit div at Converse, div by Corydon.

Martinschuck (c, Pilgrims Chuckie). Now 3.

2nd dam

PARTY PRIZE BT Q2:02.4-’03, by PARTY PARTY 4, 1:54.3. BT 1:53.3-’97. From 8 foals, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:56, 3 in 1:58) including-

WE MODERAPRIZE (g, And Away We Go) 3, 1:55.2f, 1:54.2h-’20 ($314,953) 22 wins. At 2, second in OH Fair S. div at Dover, OHSS div at Northfield Park. At 3, winner of Iron Maiden Series leg at Northfield Park, OH Breeders Ch div at Delaware County Fair, OHSS div (twice) at Scioto Downs, OHSS Championship at Northfield Park. At 4, second in OH Breeders Championship div at Delaware County Fair.

MARION MISTLETOE (m, S Js Photo) 2, 2:04.2h, 3, 1:58.1f, 1:58.0f-’12, BT 1:56.1f-’12 ($74,140) 6 wins. At 4, winner of Mary Wohlmuth Memorial Trot final at The Meadows; third in Maryland Wohlmuth Memorial Trot div at The Meadows, Super Bowl Series legs at The Meadowlands.

MARION MATILDA (m, Tagliabue) 3, 1:57.2f, 4, 1:57.0f-’10, BT 1:55.1f-’10 ($73,012) 5 wins. Dam of CONVERSATION PIECE 2, 2:07.0h-’19, BT Q2:03.3f-20 ($7,889);

Pingletona 2, 2:08.2h-’18, BT Q2:01.3f-19 ($6,787) etc.

Berks County (h, SJs Caviar) BT Q2:11.3f-’11 ($3,651). At 2, second in Quaker State S. div at Washington Park; third in Quaker State S. div at Hughesville, div at Meadville, div at Waynesburg.

Marion Martini (m, Yankee Glide) As Above.

Marion Mont Blanc (g, Malabar Man) 3, Q2:03.0-’11.

Marions Mixup (m, SJs Caviar).

Party Surprise (m, Chocolatier).

3rd dam

Gorgeous Hanover 3, 2:02.0h-’99, BT 1:56.4-’99 ($15,820) 1 win, by SUPER BOWL 3, 1:56.2.

At 3, second in Harrington Handicap Series final at Harrington, Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs. From 1 foal, dam of-

Party Prize (m, Party Party) As Above.

4th dam

GINGER BELLE 2, 1:59.0, 3, 1:56.2 ($227,263) 22 wins, by SPEEDY CROWN 3, 1:57.1. At 2, winner of Bluegrass S. at The Red Mile, Hanover S. at Balmoral Park. At 3, winner of Bluegrass S. at The Red Mile, Kentucky Futurity at The Red Mile, Lady Suffolk S. at Freehold. From 18 foals, dam of 7 winners (2 in 1:56) including-

GIRONDE HANOVER (m, Super Bowl) 2, 1:58.0f, 3, 1:55.1-’97 ($359,522) 9 wins. At 2, winner of Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows, Breeders Crown elim at Mohawk, Champain S. div at Mohawk, PA All Stars div at Pocono Downs, PASS div at The Meadows, div at Pocono Downs, Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs; second in Breeders Crown final at Mohawk, Goldsmith Maid S. elim at Garden State Park; third in Bluegrass S. div at The Red Mile. At 3, winner of Bluegrass S. at The Red Mile, Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs. Dam of GODDESS OF CHAOS 2, 2:00.1f, 3, 1:57.0f, 4, 1:54.4-’05, BT 1:53.2-’05 ($356,700) etc.; grandam of SOUTHWIND GLIDER 1:56.2f-’15, BT 1:54.3f-16 ($112,455) etc.

GINGIN HANOVER (m, Super Bowl) 2, 2:00.1f, 3, 1:55.0-’92 ($269,556) 8 wins. At 2, winner of American-National S. at Sportsmans Park, Champain S. div at Mohawk, Kentucky Standardbred Sales div at Rosecroft, Matson S. elim at Pompano Park. At 3, winner of Bluegrass S. elim at The Red Mile, PASS div at The Meadows, div at Pocono Downs; second in Matson S. at Pompano Park, World Trotting Derby heat at Duquoin State Fair; third in World Trotting Derby heat at Duquoin State Fair. Dam of BOMBAZ 2, 2:00.2, 3, 1:58.0, 4, 1:57.3f-’01, BT 1:55.3-’00 ($128,368) etc.; grandam of CASSIS 2, 1:59.3f, 3, 1:52.4f-’10 ($757,126); INCREDIBLE HULK 3, 1:56.1f-’03, BT 1:54.3-’03 ($307,025); STING ME UP 3, 1:57.1f, 4, 1:54.4f-’12, BT 1:53.2f-13 ($192,332) etc.

GEO HANOVER (h, Super Bowl) 3, 1:58.2f-’93, BT 1:57.0-’93 ($78,479) 2 wins. At 3, winner of Colonial S. div at Rosecroft, PASS div at The Meadows; third in Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows.
By DONTCHEATONMENOW 3, 1:56.2s, BT 1:56.0s-'14 ($123,500), Sire of 1 in 2:00 including TROPICAL ROSIE 2, 2:08.0h, 1, 1:59 f., $10 ($39,368); TWIN CEDARS ROCKET BT 1:37.0-19 ($16,378); SHES GOT MOXY BT 2:01.1-20 ($17,817); IMA CHEATEN GIRL BT 2:06.0-21 ($727) etc.

1st dam
MAUA SHOWERS BT Q2:04.4f-'11 ($1,925), by WONDER DANCER 3, 1:57.1, BT 1:56.0s-'00. First foal.

2nd dam
SHES ON THE JAZZ BT 1:59.2f-'10 ($3,544), by S JS PHOTO 1:53.0. From 1 foal, dam of: Maua Showers (m, Wonder Dancer) BT Q2:04.4f-'11 ($1,925). As Above.

3rd dam
TV HOTLINE 3, 2:04.2f, 4, 2:01.1f- '95, BT 1:59.1f-'95 ($14,775) 4 wins, by T V YANKEE 2, 1:56.0. From 9 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:56) including-

T V KOSMOS (h, S Js Photo) 2, 2:00.0f, 3, 1:59.1, 4, 1:55.4f-'02, BT 1:53.2s-'04 ($247,566) 56 wins. At 2, winner of PA Fair S. div at The Meadows, PASS div at The Meadows. At 3, winner of PA Fair S. div at Butler, div at Dayton, div at Meadowville, PASS div at Clearfield, div at Waynesburg; second in PA Fair S. div at Gratz. As aged, winner of Open at Pocono Downs, (3 times) at Rosecroft; second in FFA at Bloomburg, Preferred (twice) at The Meadows; third in FFA at Colonial Downs, Open at Rosecroft, Preferred at The Meadows.

T V STAR KOSMOS (m, Sierra Kosmos) 2, 2:00.2f, 3, 1:59.0h-'03, BT 1:58.0h-'03 ($102,450) 18 wins. At 2, winner of PA Fair S. div at Gratz, div at Wattsburg, PASS div at Indiana, div at The Meadows, div at Pocono Downs, div at Port Royal, div at Stoneboro, div at Waynesburg; second in Keystone Classic S. div at The Meadows, PA All Stars div at Pocono Downs, PA Fair S. div at Dayton, div at Gratz, div at Hughesville, PASS div at York, Tompkins-Geers S. div at Scioto Downs; third in PASS div at Clearfield, div at The Meadows. At 3, winner of PA Fair S. div at Hughesville, div at Meadowville, final at Pocono Downs, PASS div (twice) at Bloomburg, div at Clearfield, div at Washington Park, div at York; second in Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows, PASS div at Pocono Downs; third in PA Fair S. div at Gratz, PASS div at The Meadows. Dam of STAR PHOTO 3, 1:54.1s-'12, BT 1:53.2s-'12 ($384,995) etc.

Big Z Tammy (m, Royal Troubador) 3, 2:04.0h-'02, BT 2:03.2h-'02 ($10,269) 6 wins. At 2, third in PASS div at The Meadows, Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs. At 3, third in PEI Lady Slipper S. at Charlottetown Driving Park. Dam of My Jammies (p, 3, Q2:15.2h-'09, BT Q2:14.4h-'09) etc.

Tabac Kosmos (g, Nearly Perfect) 3, 2:05.4h, 4, 2:05.1h-'01, BT 2:01.41-'00 ($8,929) 3 wins. Tuscarawas Kosmos (h, Dream Vacation) 2:08.0h-'09, BT 2:03.11-'08 ($7,062) 1 win. Shes On The Jazz (m, S Js Photo) BT 1:59.2f-'10 ($3,544). As Above.

Mausi Kosmos (m, S Js Photo). Teresita Kosmos (m, S Js Photo).

4th dam
ANNABEL LOLL 2, 1:59.0, 3, Q1:58.1-'85 ($159,052) 8 wins, by SPEEDY SOMOLLI 3, 1:55.0. At 2, winner of Arden Downs S. at The Meadows. From 13 foals, dam of 7 winners (1 in 1:56.2, 2 in 1:58) including-

ANNABEL ROAD (m, Meadow Road) 2, 2:05.2h, 3, 1:58.2q ($183,357) 7 wins. At 2, winner of Tompkins-Geers S. div at Scioto Downs; second in Hanover S. div at Freestate, NYSS (twice) at Yonkers; second in NYSS final at Yonkers.

MELISSA HALL (m, Super Bowl II) 2, 2:02.0f, 3, 1:55.5-'97, BT 1:55.1-97 ($148,546) 8 wins. At 2, winner of PASS div at The Meadows; second at Clearfield, valleY Victory 3, 1:55.3. At 3, winner of HHHYF Series leg (3 times) and final at Hoosier Park, Horseman Futurity at Indiana State Fair, PASS div at Pocono Downs; second in Bluegrass S. at The Red Mile, Currier & Ives S. elim at The Meadows, HHHYF Series leg at Horseo Park, PASS div at The Meadows; third in Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows, PASS div at The Meadows, Simcoe S. div at Woodbine. Dam of MAGENTA HALL 2, 1:58.2, 3, BT 1:54.1-05 ($427,241); MATRIX HALL 3, 1:57.1f, 1:53.4f-'11 ($299,835) etc.; grandam of DEWYCOLORINTHELINE 2, 1:56.0, 3, Q1:53.3-'13, BT 1:51.4-14 ($1,023,841); TYMAL TEMPEST 2, 1:58.3s, 3, 1:55.0s-'16, BT 1:53.4s-'16 ($146,847); DONTCHEATONMENOW 2, 1:57.4s, 3, 1:56.2s-14, BT 1:56.0s-'14 ($123,500); CANTABERNET 2, 2:00.0s, 3, 1:55.1s-'18 ($11,995) etc.

ALLIANCE HALL (g, Like A Prayer) 2, 1:57.4-08 ($90,752) 10 wins. At 2, winner of KYSS - Wildcat Series div at The Red Mile, Late Closer div at The Red Mile; final at KYSS div (twice) and final at The Red Mile, KYSS - Wildcat Series div at The Red Mile, Late Closer at The Red Mile. At 3, third in KYSS div (twice) at The Red Mile.

ANNABELLE HALL (m, Balanced Image) 3, 1:58.1-98, BT 1:57.1-98 ($11,850) 3 wins.
LAkita
(ILIOnIse EligIble)
Bay Filly - FOaled May 19, 2020 - Registration #6V244
Microchip #986141001384245

Consigned by: Victory Lane Standardbreds, Arthur, IL

Dwreycheatuminhowe 3, 1:50.4, MUSCIce Yankee 3, 1:52.2

DONUThemenmenomewen 3, 1:56.2s...

Trolley Square 3, 2:00.4f

Magenta Hall 2, 1:55.2

Conway Hall 3, 1:53.4

LAkita

Giant Triumph 3, Q2:00.3q

Double Coverage 3, 1:57.0

Mb Chnssy

LAKITA

Chris E KAT 1:59.1

Astro Hill 3, 1:57.2

COALETTE FROST 2, 2:09.1h

3rd dam

CHRIS E KAT

2nd dam

Mb Chrissy

1st dam

LAKITA

16

JENS big SPENDER

ELIOTTs EXPRESS

Hollys Coaletta (m, Giant Triumph).

Frosty (h, Giant Triumph) BT 2:06.4

Purrely Purrfect (g, Crowning Point) 2, 2:14.1h

HOLLYS CHRIS

LION KING

MAGENTA HALL

2:01.1

2:08.0h, 3, 1:59.1- '20 ($39,368); TideNS Cedars rocket BT 1:57.0- '19 ($16,578); SHES GOTT MOXY BT 2:01.1- '20 ($7,187); IMA CHEATEn GIRL BT 2:06.0- '21 ($727) etc.

By DONUThemenmenomewen 3, 1:56.2s, BT 1:56.0s- '14 ($123,500). Sire of 1 in 2:00 including TROPICAL ROSE 2, 2:08.0h, 3, 1:59.1- '20 ($39,368); TIDEANS Cedars rocket BT 1:57.0- '19 ($16,578); SHES GOTT MOXY BT 2:01.1- '20 ($7,187); IMA CHEATEn GIRL BT 2:06.0- '21 ($727) etc.

1st dam

Mb Chnssy

BT 2:14.0h- '02 ($2,158), by GIANT TRIUMPH 3, Q2:00.3q, BT 1:59.3- '94. At 2, second in IL Fair S. div at Urbana; third in IL Fair S. div at Carlinville. From 4 foals, including: 2-year-old of 2021, dam of...

Dream Ann (m, Dreamland) 3, Q2:05.0f- '09, BT 1:59.4- '09 ($5,734).

At 3, second in Downstate Classic div at Decatur; third in IDOA S. div at Springfield.

Caneel Ann (m, Caneel Bay). 2:01.1

2:08.0h, 3, 1:59.1

2 wins.  At 2, winner of IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Farmer City, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Rushville; second in IL Mid-Western Racing Assoc. S. div at Aledo, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Henry; third in Illini S. at Urbana, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Rushville, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Belvidere. At 3, winner of Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Cambridge; second in IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Farmer City, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Knoxville, div at Mendota, div at Morrison; third in Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Lewistown.

MB STRIKE (g, Giant Triumph) 2, 2:07.4, 2:00.0- '03, BT 1:59.1- '02 ($44,462) 3 wins. At 2, second in IL Fair S. div at Charleston, div at Carlinville. At 3, second in IL Fair S. div at Jacksonville, div (twice) at Pana; third in IL Fair S. div at Greenup, div at Mount Sterling.

HOLLYS KAT KAN DO (m, Giant Triumph) 2, 2:07.0h, 4, 2:03.4h- '10, BT 1:58.1- '10 ($28,505) 7 wins. At 2, winner of IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Farmer City, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Knoxville, div at Lewistown; second in IL Mid-Western Racing Assoc. S. div at Aledo, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Henry; third in Illini S. at Urbana, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Rushville, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Belvidere. At 3, winner of Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Cambridge; second in IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Farmer City, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Knoxville, div at Mendota, div at Morrison; third in Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Lewistown.

HOLLY HILL IDYLL (g, Croydon Hanover) 3, 2:07.0h- '01, BT Q2:02.1h- '01 ($8,625) 3 wins. At 2, second in IL Fair S. div at Mendota, div at Morrison. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div (twice) at Pecatonica, div at Rushville; second in IL Fair S. div at Aledo, div at Belvidere, div at Knoxville, div at Lewistown, div at Mendota, div (twice) at Morrison; third in IL Fair S. div at Aledo, div at Lewistown.

HOLLYS CHRIS (m, Crownin Point) 2, 2:08.4h- '96, BT 2:03.3- '96 ($2,138) 2 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div at Lincoln; second in IA Fair S. at What Cheer; third in IA Fair S. at What Cheer. IL Fair S. div at Lincoln. Dam of Lucky Redneck 2, 2:04.4, 3, 2:01.0, 1:58.1- '09 ($46,761); Grants Day (p, 2, 2:04.1h, 1:58.4- '06, BT 1:57.0- '06 ($19,622)) etc.; granddam of Ahsokas Secret 2, 2:09.4h- '11, BT 2:05.1- '11 ($21,449) etc.

Purrely Purrfect (g, Crownin Point) 2, 2:14.1h- '94, BT 2:07.0h- '96 ($4,868) 5 wins. Frosty (h, Giant Triumph) BT 2:06.4- '05 ($1,071).

Hollys Coaletta (m, Giant Triumph).

3rd dam

COALETTE FROST 2, 2:09.1h, 3, 2:02.4f ($24,154) 8 wins, by B F COALTOWN 3, T2:00.1- 0. From 13 foals, dam of 11 winners (1 in 1:56, 2 in 1:58) including:

ELLIOTrs express (h, Crownin Point) 2, 1:58.1, 1:56.4f- '94 ($273,836) 52 wins. At 2, winner of Hayes Memorial heat at DuQuoin State Fair, Landmark S. div at Historic Track; second in Hayes Memorial heat at DuQuoin State Fair, Peter Haughton Memorial div at The Meadowlands.

JENS big SPENDER (m, Royal Prestige) 2, 2:05.2h, 3, 1:56.0- '95 ($94,324) 11 wins. At 2, winner of NY Fair S. div (twice) at Caledonia; second in NY Fair S. div at The Syracuse Mile, NYSS div at Buffalo, div at Saratoga Harness; third in Landmark S. div at Historic Track. At 3, winner of NY Fair S. div at The Syracuse Mile, NYSS div at Batavia Downs, div at Yonkers; second in NY Bred LC div at Vernon Downs; third in NYSS div at Vernon Downs. Dam of Fox Valley Spender 2, 2:03.2, 3, 2:00.2- '04, BT 1:57.1- '04 ($60,890) etc.; granddam of Alpine Suzie 3, 1:58.2h, 1:57.4h- '12, BT 1:55.3- '13 ($144,219) etc.
1st dam

METRO KEEPSAKE by METROPOLITAN p, 3, 1:50.1. BT 1:49.0-'05. From 4 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:55, 2 in 1:57) including-

FOR SHARKS SAKE (f, Shadyshark Hanover) p, 2, 1:55.0s-'20, BT 1:52.3s-'21 ($17,865) 3 wins.

PEACHY BOMBAY (m, Major Bombay) p, 2, 1:56.1- '19 ($10,815) 3 wins. At 2, winner of IN Sired Fair Circuit div at Frankfort, cons at Indiana State Fair, div at Kendalville; second in IN Sired Fair Circuit div at Converse, div at Frankfort, div at Portland; third in IN Sired Fair Circuit div at Frankfort.

Bomby Baby (m, Major Bombay) p, 3, 2:07.2h- '19, BT 2:02.4-'19 ($1,590) 2 wins. At 3, third in Open at Altamont.

Jl ihaveadesire (f, Real Desire). Now 2.

2nd dam

WHAT A KEEPSAKE p, 2, 2:01.1f, 3, 1:54.1, 4, 1:52.4s- '08 ($82,553) 16 wins, by CAMBEST p,T1:46.1 At 3, winner of White River Series final at Indiana Downs; second in White River Series leg at Indiana Downs; third in White River Series leg at Indiana Downs. At 4, winner of Open at Hoosier Park; third in Invitation (twice) at Indiana Downs. From 3 foals, dam of 2 winners (2 in 1:55) including-

SHRINKWRAP (g, Shadyshark Hanover) p, 2, 1:55.2s, 3, 1:53.4s, 4, 1:53.2f- '18, BT 1:52.4f- '18 ($57,679) 9 wins.

STAR OF OUR SHOW (m, Shadyshark Hanover) p, 2, 1:57.0s, 3, 1:54.0- '18, BT 1:52.4f-'19 ($56,616) 8 wins. At 3, winner of The Tony Salvaro Series leg at Hawthorne, Tony Salvaro Series leg at Hawthorne; second in Tony Salvaro final at Hawthorne. At 4, third in Dr. Don Mossbarger Memorial leg at Miami Valley Gaming And Racing.

3rd dam

ANGEL IN MY HEART p, 2, Q2:00.4s- '98, BT 1:58.1s-'98 ($700), by JATE LOBELL p, 3, 1:51.2. From 9 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:53, 3 in 1:57) including-

WHAT A KEEPSAKE (m, Cambest) p, 2, 2:01.1f, 3, 1:54.1, 4, 1:52.4s- '08 ($82,553) 16 wins. As Above.

BLOODY MARY (m, Cambest) p, 3, 1:57.3f, 1:56.1- '08 ($32,416) 10 wins. Dam of-

AINT STUPID p, 2, 2:01.2f-'15 ($3,254); Grandam of-

T1:48.2

SANTANNA LONG LEGS (g, Santanna Blue Chip) p, 3, 1:56.0h- '13 ($18,293) 14 wins. At 3, second in Open at Belvidere.

JUST CALL ME ANGEL (m, Artsplace) p, 3, 1:57.3f- '03, BT 1:56.3-'03 ($4,600) 1 winner. Dam of-

LEX VEGAS p, 2, 1:52.3f, 4, 1:51.2h- '14, BT 1:50.0- '17 ($339,942) etc.; grandam of-

LADY OF DEVINE p, 3, 1:52.4f- '17, BT 1:52.0- '17 ($113,798) etc.

Ironslyoubelieve (m, Allamerican Ingol) p, 3, 2:01.2f- '10, BT 1:59.0- '10 ($1,310) 1 winner. Dam of-

ROSEANNADEANATTANNA (m, Santanna Blue Chip) p, 3, 2:07.0h- '17, BT 1:58.3f- '17 ($772).

ALWAYSMYARTY (m, Artsplace). Dam of-

WONTBEFOOLEDAgain (m, 1:54.3f, 1:51.1f- '13, BT 1:53.2f- '13 ($73,660); PRICELESS PICTURE p, 3, Q2:02.1f, 2:56.3f- '10, BT 1:55.3f- '10 ($46,045) etc.

Hearts N Halos (m, Life Sign). Dam of IN A HEART BEAT p, 1:59.2h- '13 ($3,868) etc.

4th dam

MALAYSIA p, 2, 2:02.3h ($7,036) 2 wins, by BYE AND LARGE p, 3, 1:58.3h. From 13 foals, dam of 10 winners (1 in 1:49, 2 in 1:51, 3 in 1:53, 6 in 1:55, 8 in 1:57) including-

RIYADH (h, Jate Lobell) p, 2, 1:55.3f, 3, 1:49.4, 1:48.4s- '96, BT 1:47.4- '96 ($2,763,527) 59 wins. Winner of 1996 O'Brien Award For Older Pacing Horses/Geldings and Winner of 1996 O'Brien Award For Horse Of The Year and Winner of 1996 OJC Award For Pacing Horse and Winner of 1996 OJC Horse of the Year.

SPY HARD (h, Jate Lobell) p, 2, 1:55.3, 3, 1:49.4- '98 ($262,928) 24 wins.

AVENGING EAGLE (h, Albatross) p, 3, 2:00.4f, 3, 1:56.0, 4, 1:53.0- '87 ($163,210) 13 wins.

DEARLY LOVED (m, Jate Lobell) p, 3, 1:54.0- '94, BT 1:52.4s-'94 ($73,397) 6 winners. Dam of-

STAR OF RIYADH p, 3, 1:52.2f-'99 ($54,857) etc.; grandam of-

LINCOLN PARKE p, 2, 1:52.5s, 3, 1:51.0s, 4, 1:49.3s-'06 ($636,698); BUNNY IN THE BANK p, 2, 1:55.5s, 3, 1:53.0s, 1:50.2f- '11 ($43,569); WINDSONG NAPOLEON p, 2, 1:51.3s- '16 ($179,566); ODDS ON DOMINICA p, 2, 1:52.5, 3, 1:54.1f, 4, 1:54.3- '11, BT 1:52.3- '10 ($363,413) etc.

IN Sires

IN Sires (Fairs)

ISA Elite

Stake Engagements

Int'l Stallion
By SING JESSE SING 3, 1:53.3s ($498,502), Sire of 1 in 1:55 - 5 in 2:00 including JESSE POPPER 2, 1:59.4s, 3, 1:55.2f - 19, BT 1:54.4f - 21 ($74,604); MONSTR TOY 2, 2:16.6h, 3, 1:57.5t, 4, 1:55.0s - 19, BT 1:54.3s - 20 ($55,165); JUSTISINGALONG 2, 2:02.2s, 3, 1:57.3f - 17, BT 1:55.4f - 18 ($36,247); WHOSEATERWHO BT 1:57.2s - 20 ($24,686) etc.

1st dam

Mia CRUZE ($80), by HIGH FALLS 1:55.3, BT 1:54.4 - 99. First foal.

2nd dam

TOMATO 2, 2:00.1, 3, 1:56.4 - 06, BT 1:56.0 - 06 ($88,353) 6 wins, by VALLEY VICTOR. At 2, winner of Lady Lincoln Land S. elim at Balmoral Park; second in Shawnee S. elim at Du Quoin State Fair, Violet S. elim at Maywood Park; third in IL Fair S. div at Springfield, Sarah Myers S. at Balmoral Park, Shawnee S. at Du Quoin State Fair. At 3, winner of ISOBA S. (twice) at Balmoral Park, Silhouette Star Series leg at Hawthorne, Trotting Tilly S. div at Balmoral Park; second in ISOBA S. div at Balmoral Park, Silhouette Star Series final at Hawthorne, World Series Trot at Hawthorne; third in BGS Abbie S. div at Balmoral Park. From 4 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:58) including-

ROMA FALLS (m, High Falls) 2, 1:58.0, 3, 1:56.1 - 16 ($43,043) 3 wins. At 2, winner of Northern IL Colt Assoc div at Sandwich; second in Northern IL Colt Assoc, div at Henry, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Morrison; third in Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Belvidere, div at Knoxville, At 3, winner of Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Belvidere, div at Knoxville, div at Morrison; second in Illini S. div at Lincoln, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Sandwich; third in Northern IL Colt Assoc div at Cambridge, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div. At 4, Mia Cruze (m, High Falls) As Above. Tomato Soup (m, Banderas Hall).

3rd dam

J W JET 2, 2:00.1, BT 1:59.2 - 93 ($157,864) 12 wins, by MASTER WILLIE 4, Q1:56.3. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div at Carrollton, div at Du Quoin State Fair, div at Mount Sterling; div at Springfield; second in IL Fair S. div at Mount Sterling, div at Springfield, Lincoln Land S. final at Sportsmans Park; third in Lady Lincoln Land S. final at Sportsmans Park. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div at Du Quoin State Fair, Div (twice) at Springfield; second in IL Fair S. div at Du Quoin State Fair, Lady Ann Reed S. at Sportsmans Park; third in Lady Ann Reed S. elim at Sportsmans Park. From 11 foals, dam of 4 winners (3 in 1:58) including-

TOMATO (m, Valley Victor) 2, 2:00.1, 3, 1:56.4 - 06, BT 1:56.0 - 06 ($88,353) 6 wins. As Above.

EDICT (m, Full Time Job) 2, 1:58.3, 3, 1:57.1 - 01, BT 1:56.0 - 01 ($84,717) 13 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div at Springfield, Sarah Myers S. elim at Balmoral Park; second in IL Fair S. final at Springfield; 3rd in Fox Valley Evita S. at Balmoral Park, IL Fair S. div at Springfield, Lady Ann Reed S. at Balmoral Park. Dam of READY FOR CLOSEUP 3, 1:59.4 - 11, BT 1:58.2 - 11 ($6,810); Perfect Ediction 2, Q2:04.1f, 3, 2:00.4f - 10, BT 2:00.0f - 10 ($8,065) etc.

PEPPER RELISH (h, Armbrorough Charger) 2, 2:01.1, 3, 1:57.0 - 02, BT 1:56.0 - 03 ($71,179) 8 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div at Springfield, ISOBA S. at Springfield. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. final at Springfield; second in IL Fair S. div at Springfield; third in Red White & Blue Series final at Hawthorne. At 4, second in IL Fair S. div at Springfield.

CHAINBLAZER (g, Sorcerer Hanover) 2, 2:05.2, 2:00.3s - 01, BT 1:58.4 - 99 ($27,609) 7 wins. At 2, winner of Private Bud S. div at Balmoral Park; second in ISOBA S. div at Springfield; third in Dam Safe S. elim at Du Quoin State Fair. At 3, third in Cardinal Series elim at Balmoral Park, ISOBA Sale S. final at Balmoral Park, Pronto Don S. div at Du Quoin State Fair. Tropicans Jet (m, Armbro Tropicana). Fausta (m, Trottin Happy). Dam of CAMPTOWN 2, 2:00.1, 3, 1:57.4 - 04, BT 1:55.3 - 04 ($84,660); DABRA 2, 2:03.1h, 3, 1:55.2 - 05 ($74,604); EMPIRES 2, 2:00.4, 3, 1:57.4 - 08, BT 1:56.4 - 08 ($46,127); SKYLINE HAPPY 2, 2:00.0, 4, 1:58.3 - 12, BT 1:57.0 - 11 ($45,725) etc.; granddam of Delco Eclipse 4, 2:00.4f - 14, BT 1:59.3f - 13 ($38,519); Boozezy BT Q2:03.1s - 20 ($200). Now 3. Raced at 2. etc.

Service Special (m, Full Time Job). Dam of TROPICANA SPECIAL 3, 2:00.3f, 4, 1:58.2f - 12, BT 1:57.0s - 13 ($50,053) etc.
By DONTCHEATONMENOW 3, 1:55.4f, BT 1:55.4s-'14 ($123,500). Sire of 1 in 2:00 including TROPICAL ROSE 2, 2:08.0h, 3, 1:59.1-’20 ($39,368); TWIN CEDARS ROCKET BT 1:57.0-’19 ($16,578); SHES GOT MOXY BT 2:01.1-’20 ($7,187); IMA CHEATEN GIRL BT 2:06.0-’21 ($727) etc.

1st dam

Mile Hill Bunnie BT 2:03.2h-’16 ($3,073), by NEAL 2, 1:54.4. At 2, third in IB - Calbeck S. leg at Summerside. As 3, second in IB - PEI Colt S. leg at Charlottetown Driving Park. First foal.

2nd dam

FAREWELL TRADE 3, 1:58.4f. At 2, fourth in IB - PEI Colt S. leg at Summerside, BT 2:01.1h. As Above.

3rd dam

STORMONT BOUQUET by ROYAL STRENGTH 2, 1:57.0. From 5 foals, dam of 1 winner including-

A C KEDDY (m, Cr High Sierra) 2, 2001.0h, 3, 2:01.1h-’09, BT 2:03.2h-’09 ($13,208) 3 wins. At 3, winner of ATSS div at Charlottetown Driving Park; third in General Brock Series final at Woodbine. As aged, winner of Preferred at Woodbine; second in FFA at Woodbine. Best of the West at Woodbine. As Above.

LOCAL GUY (m, Worthy Bowl) 3, 2:01.0h, 4, 1:58.2f-’15 ($104) 20 wins. At 4, winner of General Brock Series leg at Woodbine; third in General Brock Series final at Woodbine. As aged, winner of Preferred at Woodbine; second in FFA at Woodbine. As Above.
20  

MISS JOSIE  

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)  

Bay Filly - Foaled May 21, 2020 - Registration #6V681  

Microchip #9851401001384283  

Deweycheatumnhowe 3, 1:50.4- ...  

Muscles Yankee 3, 1:52.2  

Trotty Square 3, 2:00.4f  

MISS JOSIE  

Conway Hall 3, 1:53.4  

Melissa Hall 3, 1:55.3  

Mr Lavec 3, 1:54.3  

Miss Tease 2, 1:56.4s  

Super Shann 4, 1:59.3f 

Heartless Tease 2, Q2:09.1h  

Krisen Hanover  

By DONTCHEATONMENOW 3, 1:56.2s, BT 1:56.0s-'14 ($123,500). Sire of 1 in 2:00 including TROPICAL ROSE 2, 2:08.0h, 3, 1:59.1- '20 ($39,368); TWIN CEDARS ROCKET BT 1:57.0-19 ($16,578); SHES GOT MOXY BT 2:01.1-20 ($7,187); IMA CHEATEN GIRL BT 2:06.0-21 ($727) etc.  

1st dam  

Miss Tease BT Q2:08.2f-'05 ($1,640), by MASTER LAVEC 3, 1:56.4s, BT 1:56.0-'00. At 2, third in OH Fair S. div at Norwalk. Second foal.  

Dontbeat (m, Donte Beaver) Off 1:54.3  

Miss Tease BT 1:54.2f- '21 ($170,866); Thunder An Hail. Now 3; 11 wins.  

At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div at Urbana; third in OH Fair S. div at Eaton. At 3, winner of OH Fair S. div at Lima, div at Paulding; third in NFLD Tack Shop Series leg at Northfield Park, OH Fair S. div at Ottawa; third in OH Fair S. div at Raceway Park, div at Upperywood.  

Miss Tease (m, Master Lavec) BT Q2:08.2f-'05 ($1,640).  

2nd dam  

HEARTLESS TEASE 2, Q2:09.1h- '01, by OVERCOMER 4, 1:57.0f. From 4 foals, dam of 2 winners including-  

LIMA HALO (m, Jailhouse Jesse) 2, Q2:04.1f, 3, 1:59.3f- '10 ($16,268) 1 win. At 2, third in OH Breeders championship div at Delaware County Fair, OHSS div at Scioto Downs. Dam of LIMA GOLD 2, 1:57.0h, 3, 1:56.2h, 4, 1:55.4f- '21, BT 1:53.4f-20 ($170,866); Heartless Tease 2, Q2:09.1h- '14 ($123,500). Sire of 1 in 2:00 including TROPICAL ROSIE 2, 2:05.4h, 3, 2:01.4h  

HEARTLESS VICTORIA (m, Victory Sam) 3, 2:05.1h- '08, BT 2:00.4h-08 ($7,040) 4 wins. At 3, winner of OH Fair S. div at Croton, div at Marysville, div at Wakapuneta; second in OH Fair S. div at Lancaster; third in OH Fair S. div at Hilliard, div at Lima, div at Richwood.  

3rd dam  

KRYSTEN HANOVER by SUPER BOWL 3, 1:56.2. From 9 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:58) including-  

VALOUR (g, Armbo Illad) 3, Q2:00.3f, 1:56.3- '00 ($119,320) 30 wins, third in OH Fair S. div at Lima, div at Xavier.  

WIGGLE ROOM (m, Armbo Illad) 2, 2:07.1h, 3, 2:01.3f, 4, 2:01.1f- '98, BT 1:59.1f-'98 ($62,446) 11 wins. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div at Celina, div at Findlay; second in OH Fair S. div at Ottawa, div at Raceway Park, div at Upper Sandusky. At 3, winner of OH Fair S. div at Napoleon, div at Oak Harbor, div at Raceway Park; second in Champion Of Champions at Raceway Park, NFLD Tack Shop Series leg at Northfield Park, OH Breeders S. div at Delaware County Fair, OH Fair S. div at Findlay, div at Kenton, div at Lima, div at Paulding; third in NFLD Tack Shop Series leg at Northfield Park, OH Fair S. div at Scioto Downs, OHSS div at Scioto Downs. Dam of CHASE MY WIGGLE 3, 2:04.0h- '06 ($8,969) etc.  

AIR TOUCHED (h, Overcomer) 3, 2:04.3s, 2:00.2f- '02, BT 2:00.0f-'01 ($19,941) 5 wins. At 2, second in OH Fair S. div at Urbana; third in OH Fair S. div at Eaton.  

Shesha (m, Conway Hall) 2, Q2:03.1f, 3, 2:00.1f- '04, BT 1:56.3h-'04 ($27,462) 2 wins. At 2, second in NFLD Grand Circuit S. div at Northfield Park; third in Hanover S. at Balmoral Park.  

krissichip (m, Chip Chip Hooray) BT Q2:11.0f-'07 ($2,407). At 2, second in OH Fair S. div at Ottawa; third in OH Fair S. div at Bowling Green, div (twice) at Hicksville.  

KEYLETA HANOVER by ARNIE ALMAHURST 3, T1:57.2. From 13 foals, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:58) including-  

KEATS HANOVER (h, Texas) 3, 2:00.4f- '87 ($69,070) 22 wins.  

KEYLADY HANOVER (m, Super Bowl) 2, 2:05.3f, 3, T2:01.1- '93, BT 1:59.2- '92 ($43,754) 2 wins. At 2, winner of Tompkins-Geers S. div at Scioto Downs; second in Standardbred S. at Delaware County Fair; third in Bluegrass S. elim at The Red Mile, NFLD Grand Circuit S. div at Northfield Park, Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs. At 3, third in Currier & Ives S. elim at The Meadows, NFLD Grand Circuit S. at Northfield Park. Dam of TROT THE TIDE 3, 2:04.0h- '99, BT 2:02.3h-'99 ($12,531); FIVE STAR MAC 2, 2:04.3h-'97 ($10,356); DREAM VENDOR 2, 2:11.0h-'04, BT 2:09.2h-'04 ($2,907) etc.  

COUNTRY DAY HERO (g, Super Bowl) 3, 2:02.3f, 1:57.4- '95 ($25,557) 8 wins. Panette (m, Super Bowl) Dam of APRIL BREEZE 2, 2:03.2, 3, 1:59.1- '99, BT 1:58.2s-'00 ($58,213); PANETTS PRIDE 2, Q2:06.0s, 3, Q2:01.0f- '02 ($55,653) etc.; grandam of DONAVA MAMA MIA 3, 1:58.1s, 4, 1:57.3s- '07, BT 1:56.3s-'07 ($104,410) etc.
Cams Card Shark p, 3, 1:50.0f

Revenge Shark p, 3, 1:50.2f

Western Top Cat p, 3, 1:54.4f

Artspace p, 4, 1:49.2f

Ms Christine Fra

Visi Darte

Cam Fella p, 4, 1:53.1f

Sassy p, 5:22

Absolution p, 4, 1:53.0f

Miss Elvira p, 2, 2:00.1f

Most Happy Fella p, 3, T1:55.0f

Tosca Lobell p, 3, Q2:11.0h

By REVENGE SHARK p, 3, 1:50.2f,

JFT 1:48.3-$15 (425,867), GETAWAY p, BT 1:59.1-21 ($240) etc.

1st dam

MS CHRISTINE FRA BT Q1:58.3-$8, by ARTSPACE p, 4, 1:49.2f

From 8 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:51, 2 in 1:53) including-

SPORTS SINNER (g, Western Ideal) p, 2, 1:55.3f, 3, 1:53.2f, 1:49.2f-19 ($385,085) 44 wins. At 2, winner of Hoosier S. div at Indiana State Fair. At 3, 3rd in Delaware Open Series div at Delaware County Fair. As aged, winner of Chip Noble Memorial at Xenia; second in Preferred at The Red Mile; third in Preferred at Yonkers; third in Sagamore Hills Series f,

LYONS DELIGHT (g, Bettors Delight) p, 3, 1:57.0f, 1:53.0f-18 ($71,347) 13 wins.

Sage N Fra (h, The Panderosa) p, 2, Q1:57.4s, 3, 1:55.1f,

LADY MAYA p, 3, 1:55.2s, 4, 1:55.1h

LIGHTNING SPEED (h, Fanfare Seelster) p, 2, 1:52.4f, 4, 1:51.0f-$407 (44) 38 wins.

EAGLE FLIGHT (h, The Panderosa) p, 2, Q1:57.4s, 3, 1:55.1f, 1:50.0f-10 ($259,056) 35 wins.

LINDA HANOVER (m, Western Ideal) p, 2, 2:01.4f, 3, 1:53.4s, 4, 1:52.2f-98 BT 1:52.0-99 ($230,728) 18 wins.

DELTA JO (m, Western Ideal) p, 2, 2:00.3s, 4, 1:51.0f-

VITTORE HANOVER (h, Falcon Seelster) p, 2, 2:02.2h, 3, 1:56.4f, 1:53.1-$04, BT 1:52.2-$04 ($197,319) 16 wins.

JAGGED STORM (g, Storm Damage) p, 3, 1:56.3f-94, BT 1:55.0f-$94 ($120,346) 27 wins.

JETT DIAMOND (m, Falcon Seelster) p, 2, 1:59.4f, 3, 1:57.1f, 4, 1:53.3f-96 BT 1:54.1-95 ($75,566) 19 wins. At 2, 2nd in Guiding Beam S. div at The Meadows. At 3, 2nd in KYSS div at The Red Mile. Dam of ENDEAVOR p, 2, Q1:59.2h, 3, 1:49.3s, 1:48.0s-19, BT 1:48.0s-$19 ($718,937); JETT AWAY p, 2, 1:56.0f, 3, 1:54.2f, 4, 1:51.4f-04 ($180,523); FALCON JUSTICE p, 2, 1:53.1s, 3, 1:50.3s-14 ($172,681); PERSEUS p, 2, Q1:55.3s, 3, 1:53.2f-$08, BT 1:51.1-07 ($118,768) etc.; granddam of ALEXACHASE p, 3, 1:53.3h, 4, 1:51.2f-12, BT 1:51.1-13 ($37,728); CAYS BLESSING p, 3, 1:56.3f-19, BT 1:50.3f-$19 ($223,340); ANGEL FROM ABOVE p, 2, 1:57.1f, 3, 1:56.1, 1:55.1f-12, BT 1:52.0s-$13 ($181,484); IN RECORD TIME p, 1:51.4f-21, BT 1:51.1-15 ($170,286) etc.

LADY AUTUMN (m, Falcon Seelster) p, 3, 1:57.3s, 4, 1:55.1s-$97, BT 1:54.2s-$97 ($37,271) 6 wins.
KELLY LEE  by CASSIS  3, 1:53.0

Ms Wiggins 3, Q2:00.3h

1st dam

BY CASSIS 3, 1:52.4 ($575,126). Sire of 6 in 1:55 - 25 in 2:00 including ANNAS LUCKY STAR 2, 1:56.4, 3, 1:53.3, 4, 1:53.4, 1 '18 ($383,082); TROTTING GRACE 2, 1:59.8, 3, 1:54.2, 4, 1:54.1h - '19, BT 1:54.0s-'19 (3824,341); TRIXIES JETHRO 2, 1:59.2, 3, 1:57.0, 1:53.4h - '20, BT 1:54.0h-'19 (3288,512); CRUZEN CASSI 2, 2:01.3, 3, 1:57.4s, 4, 1:57.1f - '19, BT 1:55.1f-'20 ($203,846) etc.

2nd dam

KATIE HALL 4, Q2:01.0. From a foal, dam of:

Mighty Ms Swagger (f, Powerful Swagger)

1:57.4s, 4, 1:57.1f

2020 UNNAMED FOAL

Cantab Hall 3, 1:54.0………………… Self Possessed 3, 1:51.3

Caniland Hall 3, 1:57.0s

Dirty Martini …………………… Lindy Lane 3, 1:53.0

Gingin Hanover 3, 1:55.0

2020 UNNAMED FOAL

Ms Wiggins 3, Q2:00.3h……… Pine Chip 4, T1:51.0

Katie Hall 4, Q2:01.0………………… Conway Hall 3, 1:53.4

KELLY LEE by CASSIS 3, 1:53.3. Now 3.

by CHIP CHIP HOORAY 3, 1:53.3, BT 1:52.0-02. From 1 foal, dam of:

1st dam

MS WIGGINS 3, Q2:00.3h-'13, BT 1:58.1f-'13 ($19,937) 3 wins, by CHIP CHIP HOORAY 3, 1:53.3. 

By CASSIS 3, 1:52.4 ($575,126). Sire of 6 in 1:55 - 25 in 2:00 including ANNAS LUCKY STAR 2, 1:56.4, 3, 1:53.3, 4, 1:53.4, 1 '18 ($383,082); TROTTING GRACE 2, 1:59.8, 3, 1:54.2, 4, 1:54.1h - '19, BT 1:54.0s-'19 (3824,341); TRIXIES JETHRO 2, 1:59.2, 3, 1:57.0, 1:53.4h - '20, BT 1:54.0h-'19 (3288,512); CRUZEN CASSI 2, 2:01.3, 3, 1:57.4s, 4, 1:57.1f - '19, BT 1:55.1f-'20 ($203,846) etc.

2nd dam

KATIE HALL 4, Q2:01.0- '06, BT 2:00.1-06 ($9,152) 3 wins, by CONWAY HALL 3, 1:53.4, BT 1:53.2z-'98. From 9 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 6 winners (1 in 1:56, 4 in 1:58) including:

BARRYSCOURT (C, Northern Kid) 2, 1:56.1, 3, 1:55.3 - '16, BT 1:55.0h-'16 ($301,707) 16 wins, At 2, winner of American-National S. elims at Balmoral Park, KYSS div at The Red Mile; second in Standardbred S. div at Delaware County Fair. At 3, winner of KYSS div (twice) and final at The Red Mile.

PETTICOAT AFFAIR (m, Valley Victor) 2, 1:56.4-13, BT 1:56.0-14 ($292,336) 6 wins. At 2, winner of Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park, KYSS div (twice) and final at The Red Mile; second in Madison County S. div at Hoosier Park, Standardbred S. div at Delaware County Fair. At 3, winner of KYSS final at The Red Mile; second in KYSS leg at The Red Mile. Dam of SWAN FOR VITO 3, 1:56.0s - '19, BT 1:55.3h-$46,285; Swanda Rhimes BT 2:00.2s-$10,400. Now 3. Raced at 2; Swanaffair. Now 2 and qualified in 2:05.0s etc.

HOORAY KATIE (m, Chip Chip Hooray) 3, 1:59.4f-16 ($101,591) 16 wins. At 2, second in PA Stallion Series div at The Meadows; third in Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows. At 3, winner of PA Stallion Series div at Harrah's Philadelphia; second in Action Broadway Series leg at The Meadows, PA Stallion Series div at The Meadows. At 4, winner of Dr. Gay Budahn Series leg at Cal Expo, Joe Lighthill Series leg at Cal Expo. As aged, winner of Dr. Gay Budahn Series leg at Cal Expo. Dam of Striking Count 2, Q2:00.3f - '21. BT Q1:59.4f-'21 etc.

LAST MISSION (g, Manofmanymissions) 3, 1:57.0f - '18, BT 1:56.0s-'19 ($41,038) 3 wins. At 2, second in Buckeye Stallion Series div at Scioto Downs; third in Buckeye Stallion Series final at Northfield Park, OHSS div at Scioto Downs. At 3, winner of Buckeye Stallion Series div at Miami Valley Gaming And Racing.

KATYES ON THE GO (m, Valley Victor) 3, Q1:58.4 - '15 ($14,165) 1 win. At 2, second in Hoosier S. div at Indiana State Fair. Dam of Big Teddy Kgb. Now 2 etc.

DANTHEGAMBLER (c, Dover Dan) BT 2:12.0h-'21 ($990). Now 2 and racing. At 2, second in IN Sired Fair Circuit div at Converse, MS Wiggins (m, Chip Chip Hooray) 3, Q2:00.3h - '13, BT 1:58.1f-'13 ($19,937) 3 wins. As Above.

3rd dam

KELLY LEE by BRISCO HANOVER 2, 1:57.0. From 11 foals, dam of 8 winners (1 in 1:56, 2 in 1:58) including:

TAK THE TUK (g, Garland Lobell) 2, 2:03.3h, 3, 1:59.1f, 1:54.2s - '95 ($543,622) 45 wins. At 2, winner of Quebec Circuit A div at Hippodrome 3r, Quebec Circuit B div (3 times); second in Quebec Circuit B div at Blue Bonnets. At 3, winner of Circuit QC - A (3 times), Circuit QC A at Hippodrome 3r, Coupe des Eleveurs S. (twice) at Blue Bonnets; second in Circuit QC - A at Hippodrome Quebec, Coupe des Eleveurs S. final at Blue Bonnets. At 4, third in Provenzano Memorial elims and final at Batavia Downs. As aged, winner of Provenzano Memorial elims at Batavia Downs; second in Provenzano Memorial final at Batavia Downs; third in Horsemens Trotting Series at Woodbine.

SOS NITRO (h, Garland Lobell) 2, 1:59.1s, 3, 1:56.3s - '99 ($331,484) 15 wins. Winner of 1998 ATAQ Award for Two Year Old Trotting Colts/Geldings and Winner of 1999 ATAQ Award for Three Year Old Trotting Colts/Geldings. At 2, winner of Cdn Breeders Ch at Mohawk, Circuit QC - Series Distinction leg at Hippodrome De Montreal (5/8), Circuit QC - Series Elite leg (4 times) at Hippodrome De Montreal (5/8), Coupe de L'Avenir S. elims and final at Hippodrome De Montreal (5/8); second in Circuit des Eleveurs S. elims at Hippodrome De Montreal (5/8), Matron S. at Dover Downs. At 3, winner of Circuit QC - Series Elite at Hippodrome Quebec, Circuit QC Plus at Hippodrome Quebec, Coupe des Eleveurs S. elims at Hippodrome Montreal, Serie QC Plus - Series Elite at Hippodrome Montreal, Serie QC Plus - Series Elite at Hippodrome Montreal; third in Serie QC Plus at Hippodrome Montreal.
By WHOM SHALL I FEAR 3, 1:52.4-'15 ($163,935). Sire of 1 in 1:55 - 20 in 2:00 including COUNTRY GIRL CHARM 2, 1:56.1s-'20, BT 1:54.4s-'21 ($147,125); BLUEBIRD LADYLUCKY 2, 1:58.1s; 3, 1:58.4f- '20, BT 1:55.1s-'20 ($97,726); ANCHORS AWAY 2, 1:57.2s, 3, 1:53.2s-'20 ($91,187); JEKYL N HYDE 2, Q2:01.4s, 3, 1:58.2s, 4, 1:56.3f- '21, BT 1:54.4f-21 ($82,960) etc.

1st dam
MUSCLE AMOUR 2, 1:59.1, 3, Q1:58.4- '10, BT 1:54.1-10 ($31,112) 2 wins, by MUSCLES YANKEE 3, 1:52.2. At 3, in second in NJSS div; third in NJSS div. From 6 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:55, 4 in 1:58) including-
SAXON (g, Father Patrick) 2, 1:56.3f, 3, 1:56.1f- '20, BT 1:53.3-20 ($110,197) 4 wins. At 2, winner of Liberty Bell div, PA Stallion Series div (twice); second in John Simpson Memorial div, Keystone Classic div; third in TSS div. At 3, winner of PA Stallion Series div; third in PA Stallion Series div.
LOVE ME MADLY (m, Donato Hanover) 2, Q2:00.1, 3, 1:55.4f-15, BT 1:53.3-14 ($61,934) 2 wins. At 2, second in PASS div; third in Bluegrass Series div, Merrie Annabelle S. elim. At 3, winner of PA Stallion Series div.
CITIZENSHIP (g, Chapter Seven) 2, Q2:05.0f, 3, Q1:57.2- '17, BT 1:56.0f-17 ($30,951) 3 wins. At 2, third in NY Excelsior Series A div. At 4, second in John Mongeon Sr. Memorial leg.
AD ASTRA (f, Father Patrick) 2, Q2:00.0s, 3, 1:57.3f- '21, BT 1:54.4f-21 ($18,298) 1 win. At 2, second in Pure Ivory leg (twice).

2nd dam
ANGELINA HALL by STRIKING SAH布拉 3, 1:56.0. From 9 foals, dam of 7 winners (.6 in 1:58) including-
ANGEL ANGEHESS TAYLOR (m, Yankee Gidle) 2, 1:56.3-10, BT 1:55.3-10 ($317,892) 2 wins. At 2, winner of NJSS div; second in Breeders Crown final, Kentuckiana Stallion Management S. div; third in Breeders Crown elim, NJSS div. At 3, second in Historic S. div; third in Hudson Trot final. Dam of TIME IS FLEETING 2, 2:03.4h, 3, 1:58.1h-18, BT 1:57.0s-18 ($51,360) etc.; granddam of ROBIN BANKS 3, 1:55.4h, 4, 1:54.3f-21, BT 1:54.1f-20 ($109,139) etc.
ANNIE HALL (m, Like A Prayer) 3, 1:57.0- '08, BT 1:56.4-08 ($103,469) 1 win. At 3, second in KYSS final; third in KYSS div. At 4, third in Super Bowl Series leg. Dam of BUZZZ 3, 1:56.0f, 1:52.4s-18, BT 1:52.3s-20 ($360,150); WOODY 2, 2:04.4h, 3, 1:57.2f-13, BT 1:55.3-15 ($34,475) etc.
RAPHAEL (g, Cantab Hall) 2, Q2:03.0f, 3, Q2:00.3f, 4, 1:56.3f-14, BT 1:56.1f-14 ($63,346) 3 wins.

3rd dam
ANGEL EYES HANOVER (m, Cantab Hall) 3, 1:57.1s-12, BT 1:56.0f-12 ($57,850) 1 win. At 2, second in PASS div; third in PA Stallion Series div; third in Reynolds Memorial div. Dam of AMBASSADOR HANOVER 2, 1:56.5s, 3, 1:53.5s-21 ($346,519) etc.
ANONYME HANOVER (m, Explosive Matter) 2, 1:56.3-13, BT 1:54.4-13 ($78,318) 2 wins. At 2, winner of Kindergarten Classic S. div (twice), PA Stallion Series div; second in Arden Downs S. div, PASS div; third in Bluegrass Series div. Dam of DONAVON 3, 1:53.1, 1:52.1f-20 ($247,802); ABSYNTHE HANOVER 3, 1:56.4f-19, BT 1:56.3s-19 ($51,539) etc.
UP FRONT MURRAY (h, Muscle Massive) 3, 1:56.2f-15 ($36,598) 5 wins. At 2, third in PA Stallion Series div.
Avril Hanover (m, Kadaabra).

4th dam
AMOUR ANGUS 2, 2:08.2f, 3, 2:03.1f- '90 ($21,355) 5 wins, by MAGNA FORCE. From 15 foals, dam of 10 winners (1 in 1:52, 2 in 1:54, 4 in 1:56, 8 in 1:58) including-
ANDOVER HALL (g, Garland Lobell) 2, 1:56.2s, 3, 1:51.3s-02 ($70,570) 11 wins.
ANGUS HALL (h, Garland Lobell) 2, 1:54.4z, 3, 1:54.3s-99, BT 1:52.3s-99 ($30,854) 8 wins.
CONNWAY HALL (h, Garland Lobell) 2, 1:57.2, 3, 1:53.4-98, BT 1:53.2s-98 ($18,884) 13 wins.
EMILIE CAS EL (m, Garland Lobell) 2, 1:59.2f, 3, 1:57.1f-95 ($454,688) 29 wins. Dam of TRIXTON 2, 1:54.2, 3, 1:50.3-14 ($947,057); IMPRESSIVE KEMP 2, 1:55.3, 3, 1:54.3-10, BT 1:53.4-10 ($501,074); HIGHTSCORE KEMP 2, 1:58.1, 3, 1:51.4-99 ($111,546) etc.; granddam of LINDY THE GREAT 2, 1:55.3, 3, 1:51.1s-19, BT 1:49.8s-18 ($114,158); VENERATE 2, 1:51.4-20 ($772,914); NATURAL KEMP 2, 1:57.1, 3, 1:56.2f, 1:54.4f-20, BT 1:53.4s-18 ($205,343); ORDER BY KEEPER 2, Q1:59.3, 3, 1:53.4-13 ($164,728) etc.
ADAMS HALL (h, Garland Lobell) 3, 1:55.1-04, BT 1:54.3-04 ($395,019) 11 wins.
IL Conceived
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MYSTIC REVENGE

(ILINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Black Colt - Foaled April 04, 2020 - Registration #5VA43

Cams Card Shark p, 3, 1:50.0 .......

Revenge Shark p, 3, 1:50.2 ......

Western Top Cat p, 3, 1:54.4 .......

MYSTIC REVENGE

Sign Of Success p, 4, 1:49.0 .......

Mystic Dawn p, 3, 1:56.2 ...........

Chanaklaus p, 2, 1:58.2 ...........

By REVENGE SHARK p, 3, 1:50.2f, BT 1:48.3-15 ($425,867). GETAWAY p, BT 1:59.1-21 ($240) etc.

1st dam

MYSTIC DAWN p, 3, 1:56.2-08, BT 1:55.1-08 ($32,626) 5 wins, by SIGN OF SUCCESS p, 4, 1:49.0. At 3, third in Victorian Futurity at Holland. First foal.

2nd dam

CHANAKLAUS p, 2, 1:58.2-91 ($32,414) 7 wins, by CAM FELLA p, 4, 1:53.1. At 3, third in Comforter II Series leg (twice) at The Meadowlands. From 9 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:55, 3 in 1:57) including-

Makaylas Star (m, Silver Almahurst) p, 2, 2:00.0h, 3, 1:56.0f-100 ($66,356) 10 wins. At 2, winner of Fedele Fauzi Futurity div at Kinross, Mi Fair S. at Hastings, at Vassar, Wolverine Futurity final at Holland; second in Fedele Fauzi Futurity final at Kinross, Mi Fair S. at Bad Axe, at Charlotte, at Kinross, Wolverine Futurity elim at Holland; third in Mi Breeders Futurity div and final at Adrian, Mi Fair S. at Traverse City, MISS div at Hazel Park. At 3, winner of Mi Colt S. div at Hazel Park, Mi Fair S. at Charlotte; second in Mi Breeders Futurity div at Adrian, Mi Fair S. at Hastings; third in Mi Breeders Futurity final at Adrian, Wolverine Futurity at Holland. Dam of ROYAL CAM HALL p, 3, 1:53.4h, 4, 1:51.3f-11, BT 1:51.0f-17 ($326,778); CLASSIC CAMELOT p, 2, 2:00.1h, 3, 1:58.1h, 1:55.4h-12, BT 1:54.3h-11 ($162,381); MAKAYLAS SUCCESS p, 2, Q2:04.1h, 3, 2:02.2h, 4, 1:55.2f-06, BT 1:55.0f-07 ($71,314) etc.

BLACK CHANA (m, Keystone Raider) p, 2, 2:03.3h, 3, 1:54.0f-04 ($49,577) 10 wins. At 2, winner of Mi Fair S. div at Hastings; second in Mi Fair S. div at Big Rapids, div at Harrison, div at Lake Odessa. At 3, winner of Mi Fair S. div at Adrian, div at Charlotte; second in Mi Fair S. div at Centreville; third in Fedele Fauzi Futurity final at Kinross, Mi Fair S. div at Hillsdale. Dam of NATHAN FEELSGOOD p, 2, 1:52.4, 3, 1:51.4f, 1:51.4f-16, BT 1:49.3f-16 ($472,513); BIG JER p, 2, 1:57.2f, 3, 1:52.4f, 1:49.2f-15 ($470,033); TREVOR WIN FOR US p, 2, 2:05.3h, 3, 1:56.3h, 1:56.1f-14, BT 1:50.0f-14 ($300,526); BAGGAGE CLAIM p, 2, 2:00.4h, 3, 1:51.2s-16, BT 1:51.1f-17 ($107,487) etc.; granddam of Chancia Twain p, 2, 2:07.0h-19, BT 2:02.0h-19 ($2,800); West Coast Hippie. Now 2 etc.

MYSTIC DAWN (m, Sign Of Success) p, 3, 1:56.2-08, BT 1:55.1-08 ($32,626) 5 wins. As Above.

CHECK FOR CHELSEA (m, Keystone Raider) p, 2, 2:04.0h, 3, 1:58.3f-03, BT 1:56.3s-03 ($20,563) 6 wins. At 2, winner of Mi Fair S. at Harrison, at Lake Odessa; second in Mi Fair S. at Big Rapids, at Caro, at Traverse City. At 3, second in Mi Fair S. at Ithaca, div at Lake Odessa. Dam of Chelsea Chaser p, 2, 2:04.0-08, BT 2:00.1f-09 ($4,239) etc.

BLACK SILVER (g, Silver Almahurst) p, 2, 2:10.4h, 3, 2:00.3h-01, BT 1:59.2h-01 ($12,054) etc. At 2, winner of Mi Fair S. at Lake Odessa. Assignfromchana (m, Sign Of Success).

3rd dam

STYX AND SCONES p, 2, 2:02.1h, 3, 1:59.1h, 4, 1:56.4-84 ($271,380) 24 wins, by BS BUNNY p, 3, 1:54.0. From 11 foals, dam of 7 winners (3 in 1:55, 4 in 1:57) including-

PATS Cam (h, Cam Fella) p, 3, 1:54.2f, 1:53.2-94, BT 1:53.0-02 ($221,376) 23 wins.

Zaidos Girl (m, Cam Fella) p, 2, 1:59.0h, 3, 1:58.0, 4, 1:57.1-90, BT 1:56.2-91 ($136,530) 11 wins. At 3, winner of Blossom Series div at The Meadowlands, Comforter Series div at The Meadowlands, John Chapman Memorial (twice) at Yonkers; second in Comforter Series div at The Meadowlands. Dam of LAAAGAMOTION p, 2, 1:56.2s, 2, 1:55.1f-95, BT 1:53.3-95 ($70,920); TOASTED WESTERN p, 3, 1:55.4f, 1:55.1f-99 ($54,093) etc.

STYX AND SCAMS (g, Cam Fella) p, 3, 1:58.0f, 1:53.4f-00, BT 1:53.2t-99 ($117,972) 30 wins. As aged, winner of Open at Pompano Park.

ZAIODS FELLA (g, Cam Fella) p, 3, 1:58.0, 1:57.2f-93, BT 1:56.0f-92 ($75,085) 36 wins.

RELENTLESS CAM (m, Cam Fella) p, 2, Q2:04.4h, 3, 1:59.3h, 1:51.1-96, BT 1:53.4f-96 ($62,202) 11 wins.

CHANAKLAUS (m, Cam Fella) p, 2, 1:58.2-91 ($32,414) 7 wins. As Above.

CHAMS ECLIPSE (h, Cam Fella) p, 2, 1:55.4f-99, BT 1:54.0f-99 ($28,205) 2 wins. At 2, winner of Flamboro Breeders div at Flamboro Downs. Grand Ciruit S. div at The Red Mile. Camscnome (m, Cam Fella) p, BT 1:56.2-95 ($1,600).

4th dam

HERITAGE LAURA p, 2, 2:05.4f ($1,842) 1 win, by TEMPERED YANKEE p, 4, 1:58.2h. From 12 foals, dam of 11 winners (1 in 1:55, 4 in 1:57) including-

MARK ROCKLIN (g, Escort) p, 2, 1:59.2f, 3, 1:56.0, 1:55.0f-93 ($218,447) 50 wins.

ALBERTS LEGACY (g, Albert Albert) p, 2, 2:00.1f, 3, 1:58.1f, 1:55.1h-99, BT 1:54.1f-98 ($148,663) 25 wins.
BOMBAJ BUDDY

(ILLOISNO ELIGIBLE)
Brown Colt - Foaled April 16, 2020 - Registration #7V845
Microchip #985141001323322

By MAJOR BOMBA, p. 3, 1:50.1, BT 1:49.41'-12 ($575,031). Sire of 3 in 1:55 - 12 in 2:00 including HARTS HEART p, 2, 1:55.3, 3, 1:54.4 - '21, BT 1:53.3 -'21 ($62,662); BOOTS BOMBA p, 2, 1:56.2 -'20, BT 1:55.4 -'20 ($58,653); BOMBA BUDDY BUDDY p. 3, 1:53.3 -

1st dam MYSTICAL ART, p. 2, 1:55.2f. 3, 1:53.0f -'01 ($104,767) 6 wins, by ARTSPLACE p, 4, 1:49.2 

At 2, winner of Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows. Lou Babi Memorial elim at Freehold, Molly Pitcher S. div at Freehold, Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs; second in Lou Babi Memorial final at Freehold. At 3, second in Shady Daisy S. div at Freehold. From 10 foals, dam of 6 winners (1 in 1:51, 4 in 1:53, 5 in 1:55, 6 in 1:57) including-

MOJARRA HANOVER (m, Cam's Card Shark) p, 3, 1:55.2h, 1:51.1 -'14 ($434,897) 40 wins. At 3, winner of NJSS-Green Acres div at Freehold; third in NJSS-Green Acres div (twice) at Freehold; second in Pettitonia Series elim (twice) at Pocono Downs; second in Cathedra Dot Com Series leg at The Meadowlands; second in Cathedra Dot Com S. leg at The Meadowlands; third in Cathedra Dot Com Series leg at The Meadowlands.

PONDEROSITO (g, The Panderosa) p, 3, 1:53.4f, 1:50.3f -'15, BT 1:50.0f -'15 ($236,185) 19 wins. As aged, third in Jackpot Next Door Series leg (twice) at Yonkers.

MAGICMAKER HANOVER (g, The Panderosa) p, 2. Q2:01.2f, 1:52.2f, 4, 1:53.1f -'10 ($173,096) 15 wins. At 2, second in PASS div (twice) at The Meadows; third in Keystone Classic S. div at The Meadows; At 3, second in Mohogan Pacing Series leg at Pocono Downs; third in Mohogan Pacing Series leg at Pocono Downs; At 4, winner of Clyde Hirt Series leg at The Meadows; second in Cam Fella Pacing Series leg at Woodbine; third in Cam Fella Pacing Series leg and final at Woodbine, Exit 16W Series leg at The Meadowlands.

SUSAN SAGE (m, Sagebrush) p, 3, 2:01.0h, 1:52.4 -'19 ($67,059) 19 wins. At 2, second in IL Big 10 S. div at Paris; third in Big 10 S. div at Altamont. At 3, winner of IL Big 10 div at Newton, Illini S. div at Martinsville; third in ICF S. div at Springfield, IL Big 10 S. div at Altamont, Illini Colt S. div at Greenup. At 4, winner of IHHAS S. div at Fairfield; third in IHHAS S. div at Pana. As aged, winner of ICF S. div at Hawthorne, div at Springfield.

SHELBY RAE (m, Dunieside Perch) p, 2, 1:56.2f, 3, 1:55.2f -'18 ($31,899) 4 wins. At 2, second in The Incredible Tillie leg at Hawthorne, Violet S. leg at Hawthorne. At 3, winner of ICF S. div at Springfield.

VIEJO SABIO (g, Four Starzzz Shark) p, 2, 1:55.0f -'13, BT 1:54.3f -'14 ($13,730) 3 wins. Mannerist Hanover (g, Western Hanover) p, BT 2:06.3f -'06 ($3,075). At 2, third in PA Fair S. div at Butler, div at Clearfield, PASS div at Meadowville, PASS div at Stoneboro. At 3, winner of The Incredible Tillie leg at Hawthorne, Violet S. leg at Hawthorne.

2nd dam MYSTIC CAM (g, Cam Fella) p, 3, 1:57.4f, 1:50.1 -'01, BT 1:50.0f -'01 ($258,585) 34 wins. At 4, third in Sr Trendsetter Series leg at The Meadowlands. As aged, second in Guy Smith Memorial final at Plainridge.

MYSTIC PLAYER (m, Artsplace) p, 2, 1:57.2, 3, 1:54.3s, 1:53.2s -'08, BT 1:53.0s -'08 ($182,039) 20 wins. At 2, winner of NJSS div at The Meadowlands; third in NJSS div at The Meadowlands. At 3, second in Miracle Mile 1 at Vernon Downs, Miracle Mile 2 at Vernon Downs; third in Miracle Mile 1 (twice) at Vernon Downs. Dam of MCRAVITY p, 2, 2:01.2h, 3, 1:53.1f, 1:52.3s -'19, BT 1:51.2s -'19 ($145,460); BLURRED LINES p, 2, 1:57.0f, 1:52.4f -'19 ($148,268) etc.

MYSTIC ARTIST (g, Real Artist) p, 2, 1:58.4h, 3, 1:53.1f, 4, 1:51.3f -'06 ($144,767) 24 wins. As aged, second in Rags To Riches Series leg at Tioga Downs.

SLICK GAITED (m, Art Major) p, 2, 1:57.2, 3, 1:55.3s -’02, BT 1:54.3s -’02 ($28,835) 2 wins. At 2, winner of Molly Pitcher S. div at Freehold; third in Lou Babi Memorial at Freehold. Dam of SAVAGE SEEELSTER p, 1:51.0f -’18, BT 1:49.3f -’18 ($424,529); SEQUOIA SEEELSTER p, 2, Q1:56.0s, 2, 1:52.1s -’10 ($123,727); SYDNEY SEEELSTER p, 3, 1:57.1f, 4, 1:55.3f -’12 ($112,829) etc.
ASHLEE’S NIKKI

(ILINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Bay Filly - Foaled March 18, 2020 - Registration #7V579
Microchip #985141001330954

Consigned by: Hamm Family Trust, Callao, MO

ASHLEE’S NIKKI

By ASHLEES BIG GUY p, 1:50.4f

NANNAH MONTANA p, 3, 1:53.0 - ....
Nandan Montana p, 4, 1:53.0 - ....

NANNAH MONTANA p, 2, Q1:58.4, 3, 1:53.0 - '09 ($40,862) 11 wins, by INCREDIBLE FINALE p, 4, 1:53.2f. From 4 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 1 winner (1 in 157) including:

ASHLEES NANAHH (m, Ashlees Big Guy) p, 3, 1:55.4 - '17, BT 1:53.3 -'17 ($20,009) 3 wins. At 2, third in Topline S. div at Urbana. At 3, second in Determination Plus Series leg at Hawthorne; third in White Sox Pacing Series leg (twice) at Hawthorne.

ASHLEES NANNERS (m, Richess Hanover) p, 2, Q1:58.4, 3, 1:53.0 - 18 wins. At 2, winner of ISOBA S. div at Springfield; second in Direct Dottie S. div at Balmoral Park. From 10 foals, dam of 8 winners (4 in 1:53, 6 in 1:55, 7 in 1:57) including:

FOX VALLEY NORMAN (g, Yankee Skyscaper) p, 2, 1:56.2h, 3, 1:51.2 - '13, BT 1:51.0s -'14 ($130,398) 11 wins. At 2, winner of Cardinal S. elim at Maywood Park; second in Betzotic s. div at Balmoral Park, ICF S. div at Balmoral Park, IL State Fair S. elim at Springfield; third in Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park, Mini M. S. elim and final at Balmoral Park. At 3, winner of Gosox S. div at Maywood Park; second in Betzotic s. div at Balmoral Park, div at Maywood Park; third in Maywood Pacing elim at Maywood Park. At 4, third in Tony Maurello Championship cons at Balmoral Park.

FOX VALLEY AJAX (g, Richess Hanover) p, 2, 1:53.0 - '07 ($85,226) 18 wins. At 2, winner of Yates Eagle S. at Balmoral Park. At 3, third in Late Closer G at The Red Mile.

NANNAH MONTANA p, 2, Q1:58.4, 3, 1:53.0 - '09 ($40,862) 11 wins. As Above.

FOX VALLEY NANNERS (m, Richess Hanover) p, 2, 1:53.0 - '06 ($30,048) 4 wins. At 2, second in State Fair S. elim at Springfield; second in State Fair S. final at Springfield. At 3, second in Determination Plus Series leg at Hawthorne; third in White Sox Pacing Series leg (twice) at Hawthorne. Dam of DANDYS BEAUTY p, 3, 1:55.2 -'17, BT 1:49.4 -'17 ($206,082) etc.

FOX VALLEY BRUTUS (g, Richess Hanover) p, 3, 1:57.0 - 10, BT 1:53.3 -'10 ($30,044) 6 wins.

FOX VALLEY NELL (m, Yankee Skyscaper), p, 3, 1:56.2 - '14, BT 1:55.2 -'14 ($29,794) 4 wins. At 3, third in Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Belvidere, div at Morrison. At 4, third in The Mike Paradise Series leg at Hawthorne.

FOX VALLEY NALA (m, Incredible Finale), p, 2, 1:58.2 - '10, BT 1:54.2 -'10 ($31,641) 1 win.

FOX VALLEY NORA (m, Yankee Skyscaper), p, 3, 1:56.2 - '14, BT 1:55.2 -'14 ($29,794) 1 win.

FOX VALLEY NASH (m, Yankee Skyscaper), p, 3, 1:56.2 - '14, BT 1:55.2 -'14 ($29,794) 1 win.

NANNAH MONTANA p, 2, Q1:58.4, 3, 1:53.0 -'09 ($40,862) 11 wins. From 10 foals, dam of 7 winners (1 in 1:53, 4 in 1:55) including:

DIAMOND ADAY (m, Niatsross) p, 2, 2:00.3h, 3, 1:58.1h, 1:56.2h -'92, BT 1:54.2 -'92 ($178,322) 23 wins. At 2, second in NYSS. At 4, second in Overbid Series. Dam of D M DYNAMITE p, 1:54.2 -'05 ($62,128); CANTAFFORDANYMORE p, 2, 1:52.7h -'06, BT 1:55.2h -'07 ($58,030) etc.; grandam of ELECTRIC AVENUE p, 2, 1:57.3s, 3, 1:54.3f, 4, 1:53.0s -'03, BT 1:51.4s -'03 ($227,085); DIAMONDS PRINCESS p, 2, 1:57.3s, 3, 1:53.2s, 4, 1:52.1f -'14, BT 1:51.4f -'14 ($195,076); INDY DREAMER p, 3, 1:58.1f, 1:52.1 -'07, BT 1:51.3 -'07 ($142,870) etc.

LAKE HILLS JOANNE (m, Lake Hills Tex), p, 3, 1:57.3, 4, 1:56.2h -'96, BT 1:55.1 -'96 ($151,760) 29 wins. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div (6 times); second in IL Fair S. div (3 times). At 4, second in Ann Vonian S. elim and final. Dam of CAMBEST JILL DH p, 3, 1:56.3 -'04, BT 1:56.0 -'04 ($34,616) etc.

FANCY CREEK ANGIE (m, Sportsmaster), p, 2, 2:07.2h, 3, 1:56.1 -'05, BT 1:55.0s -'05 ($60,158) 16 wins. At 2, winner of IA Fair S.; second in IL Fair S. div; third in IA Fair S. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div. Dam of Dwight P p, 2, 1:58.0 -'10 ($59,905) etc.

LAKE HILLS DENNIS (g, Warm Breeze) p, 2, 1:57.1f, BT 1:56.2 -'92 ($25,571) 6 wins.
WHATTA YEAR

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Bay Colt - Foaled April 18, 2020 - Registration #1V460
Microchip #985141001384512

Consigned by: Mary Lea Jeffers & Adele Jeffers Everett, Flat Rock IL

By New Balance 2, 1:58.2, BT 1:51.9-89 ($84,399). Sire of 5 in 2 to 3:18 including HEIDI HIGH 2, 1:58.1, 3, 1:56.1-19, BT 1:55.6-19 ($128,384); BALANCED GAME 2, 2:02.1, 1:56.4-18, BT 1:56.1h-17 ($92,607); NEW QUEEN 2, 2:00.0, 3, 1:57.3-18, BT 1:56.2a-18 ($83,086); KUNG FOO FIGHTER 2, 2:02.1-12, BT 1:59.1-13 ($31,594) etc.

1st dam

NEW YEAR HIGH BT 2:15.0-96, by HIGH FALLS 1:55.3, BT 1:54.4-99. From 3 foals, dam of 2 winners including:


HAPPY BALANCE (g, New Balance) 2, 2:00.0-13, BT 1:58.1-13 ($42,482) 1 win. At 2, third in Darn Safe S. div at Du Quoin State Fair.

Two News (g, New Balance) 2, Q2:06.4-17, BT 1:59.4-18 ($8,191). At 2, second in Downstate Classic div at Lincoln; third in IL Fair S. div at Springfield.

2nd dam

ALL IMA 3, 2:04.4-95, BT 2:01.0-96 ($9,180) 5 wins, by ALL IN THE GAME 4, 2:03.3f. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div at Anna, div at Carri, div at Marion; second in IL Fair S. div at Charleston, div at Paris; third in IL Fair S. div at Springfield. From 13 foals, dam of 7 winners (2 in 1:58) including:

HI TRI (m, High Falls) 2, 2:06.0h, 3, 1:57.0-06, BT 1:55.3-06 ($105,905) 12 wins. At 2, winner of IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Pana, IL Mid-Western Racing Assoc. S. div at Aledo, Illini S. div at Greenup, Mid-Western IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Rushville, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Jacksonville, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Belvidere, div at Henry; second in Illini S. div at Lincoln, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Cambridge, div at Knoxville, div at Lewistown; third in IL Big-10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Decatur. At 3, winner of IL Mid-Western Racing Assoc. S. div at Aledo, Lady Ann Reed S. final at Balmoral Park, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Rushville, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Knoxville; second in State Fair S. elim at Springfield, Violet S. elim at Balmoral Park; third in Lady Ann Reed S. elim at Balmoral Park, Silhouette Star Series leg and final at Hawthorne, Violet S. final at Balmoral Park.

DR RIDGEWAY (g, Sorcerer Hanover) 3, 2:07.0h, 2:00.1-03, BT 1:58.2-03 ($46,630) 12 wins. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div at Belvidere, div at Lincoln, div at Pecatonica; second in IL Fair S. div at Belvidere, div at Taylorville; third in IL Fair S. div at Knoxville, div at Mendota, div at Sandwich.

IMA WIZARD (g, Sorcerer Hanover) 3, Q2:03.0, 1:57.4f-06 ($36,955) 7 wins. At 2, second in IL Fair S. div at Belvidere, div at Charleston; third in IL Fair S. div at Belvidere.

HIGH FALLS LEGEND (m, High Falls) 2, 2:12.3h, 3, 2:03.1f, 4, 2:00.4f-06, BT 1:59.3-06 ($28,643) 8 wins. At 2, winner of Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Cambridge; second in Mid-Western IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Mount Sterling, leg at Rushville, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Belvidere; third in IL Fair S. div at Marshall. At 3, winner of IL Big-10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Farmer City, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Belvidere, div at Cambridge, div at Knoxville, div at Pecatonica; second in Mid-Western IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Rushville, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Henry, div at Mendota; third in IL Big-10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Decatur, IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Pana, Mid-Western IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Fairbury. At 4, third in Topline S. div at Marshall.

IMA HIGH FLYER (m, High Falls) 2, 2:05.0h-10, BT 2:01.2-10 ($9,943) 3 wins. At 2, winner of Downstate Classic div at Lincoln, Egyptian Colt S. div at Fairfield, IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Paris; second in IL Big 10 Colt S. div at Altamont; third in IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Newton, ISOBA S. div at Springfield, Illini S. div at Martinsville. At 3, second in IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Newton, IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Springfield. Dam of

IMA NEW FLYER 2, 2:01.1-15, BT 1:58.2-15 ($5,977); Ima High Wire. Now 3 etc.

IMA GOOD GIRL (m, High Falls) 2, 2:07.0h-08, BT Q2:02.2-10 ($6,884) 4 wins. At 2, winner of Egyptian Colt S. div at Albion, div at Carmi, div at Fairfield, IL Big 10 Colt S. div at Newton; second in IDOA S. div at Springfield, Topline S. div at Martinsville. Dam of Ima Cheatan Girl BT 2:06.0-21 ($727). Now 2 race timed in 2:06.0.; Ima Man. Now 3 etc.

Wins All (m, Valley Victor) 3, 2:11.3h-03, BT 2:00.2-04 ($5,161) 1 win. At 3, third in IL Fair S. div at Sandwich.

Mindofamaniac (h, High Falls) BT Q2:17.3-13 ($1,465). At 2, third in Big 10 S. div at Farmer City.
### 1st dam

**NEWYORKANDINFINITY** BT 1:59.1f-'18 ($2,160), by **CONWAY HALL** 3, 1:53.4, BT 1:53.2z-'98. First foal.

### 2nd dam

**FOX VALLEY LONDON** 2, Q2:02.1, 3, 1:56.4- '08 ($69,210) 6 wins, by **VAPORIZE** 3, 1:55.0, BT 1:54.4-'97. At 3, winner of ICF S. - Mogo On The Gogo final at Hawthorne; second in ICF - Lady Ann Reed S. elim at Balmoral Park, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield; third in ICF - Lady Ann Reeds S. final at Balmoral Park. From 5 foals, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:54 including).

**ICANFLYLIKEANANGEL** (g, Archangel) 3, 1:54.3f, 1:52.1f-'20 ($486,783) 26 wins. At 2, 2nd in NY Excelsior Series B div at Saratoga Harness; third in NY Excelsior Series B div at Yonkers. At 3, winner of NYSS div at Tioga Downs; second in NYSS div at Batavia Downs, final at Yonkers; third in Landmark S. div at Historic Track, NYSS div at Saratoga Harness, div at Yonkers. At 4, winner of Open (twice) at Batavia Downs, YR/SOA of NY Bonus Series leg at Yonkers; second in Open (3 times) at Batavia Downs; third in YR/SOA of NY Bonus Series leg at Yonkers. As aged, winner of Open (3 times) at The Meadows, (twice) at Northfield Park; second in Open (12 times) at The Meadows, (3 times) at Scioto Downs; third in Open (5 times) at The Meadows.

**IMACRAZYNEWORKER** (g, Crazyed) 3, 1:58.4f, 4, 1:58.3h-'18, BT 1:56.3f-'15 ($50,469) 8 wins. At 2, 2nd in NY Excelsior Series B div at Tioga Downs. At 3, 3rd in NY Excelsior Series B div at Batavia Downs, div at Tioga Downs. As Above.

**NEWYORKBLUEBLOOD** (g, Crazyed) 2, 2:17.2h, 3, Q2:01.1s, 1:59.2f-'21, BT 1:58.1f-'21 ($19,561) 3 wins. At 2, winner of NY County Fair S. div at Elimira; second in NY County Fair S. div at Buffalo, div at Hemlock. Newyorkandinfinity (m, Conway Hall) BT 1:59.1f-'18 ($2,160). As Above.

### 3rd dam

**SHARONSFIRSTCROWN** by **SPEEDY CROWN** 3, 1:57.1. From 4 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:58 including).

**FOX VALLEY LONDON** (m, Vaporize) 2, Q2:02.1, 3, 1:56.4- '08 ($69,210) 6 wins. As Above.

**HESTHECASHES** (g, International Chip) 2, 2:02.2h, 2:00.0f-'08, BT 1:56.3f-'08 ($39,667) 2 wins. At 2, winner of Cardinal S. elim at Meadowood Park; second in ISOBAA Sale S. div at Balmoral Park; third in Cardinal S. final at Meadowood Park, Sarah Myers S. at Balmoral Park. At 3, 2nd in Brandenberg Series leg (twice) at Hawthorne. As aged, third in Wyoming Valley Series leg (3 times) at Pocono Downs.

**Dont Tell Mary** (g, Vaporize) BT 1:59.3-'04 ($7,178). At 2, 3rd in Arsenal Farms Series leg at Balmoral Park, Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park, IL Fair S. div at Springfield.

### 4th dam

**SHARONSSTEAK** 2, 2:12.3h, 3, 2:05.0f, 4, T2:00.3 ($69,493) 15 wins, by **SIRLOIN** 1:58.4. From 8 foals, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:56, 2 in 1:58 including).

**HAPPY DIAMONDS** (m, Diamond Exchange) 2, 1:59.0, 3, 1:55.1 ($316,843) 10 wins. At 2, second in NYSS at Yonkers, Walnut Hill Cup elim at Delaware County Fair. At 3, winner of Colonial S. div at Roscroft, Hambletonian Oaks S. elim at The Meadowlands, Hudson S. div at Yonkers, World Filly Trotting Derby heat at Duquoin State Fair, race off at Duquoin State Fair; second in Buckette S. div at Delaware County Fair, Hambletonian Oaks S. race off at The Meadowlands.

**GRAND MARQUISE** (g, Diamond Exchange) 2, 2:01.4q, 3, 2:00.2f, 4, 1:57.3f- '90 ($79,236) 25 wins.

**YANKIEWHAMME** (m, Muscles Yankee) 2, 1:58.1- '02 ($13,509) 4 wins. Wings Up (m, Baltic Speed) 3, Q2:02.4f- '93. Dam of **BABY KACEY** 2, 2:13.4h, 3, 2:03.1h- '99, BT 1:59.3-'99 ($20,567) etc.

**Shareinosfirstcrown** (m, Speedy Crown) As Above.

**Chipped Steak** (m, Pine Chip). Dam of **STEAKHOUSE** 2, 1:57.2-'03, BT 1:54.4-'04 ($52,101) etc.

### 5th dam

**SPEEDY FLORA** by **SPEEDY SCOT** 3, 1:56.4. From 2 foals, dam of 2 winners including-

Steak King (g, Sirloin) 3, Q2:06.1f, 2:01.1 ($83,647) 19 wins.
ISAAC'S STAR

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Brown Filly - Foaled June 04, 2020 - Registration #4V172
Microchip #985141001383750

Cam Fella p, 4, 1:53.1
Jews Magic Trick p, 2, 2:02.0f
Galileo Jeff p, 3, 1:51.2
Misty Brella

Duneside Perch p, 2, 1:50.2 ...
Duck Duck Goose p, 3, 1:55.0 ...
Party At Artsplace p, 4, 1:49.2
Nicer Big p, 3, 1:58.0 .......... Nic Nelly

By DUNESIDE PERCH p, 2, 1:50.2 ($160,325). Sire of 3 in 1:50 - 61 in 1:55 - 132 in 2:00 including UNLOCKED p, 2, 1:53.2, 3, 1:54.1f, 1:49.0f-'16 ($10,494) DUNE IN RED p, 2, 1:55.2, 3, 1:53.0, 4, 1:51.2w-'14, BT 1:50.4-'16 ($385,370); DAKOTA ROADSTER p, 2, 1:57.4h, 3, 1:53.2, 1:51.0w-'19, BT 1:50.3z-'18 ($341,109); DAKOTA JACK p, 3, 1:53.0f, 1:51.0w-'18, BT 1:50.0z-'18 ($318,234) etc.

NICE BIG STAR p, 2, 1:54.4-09. BT 1:53.4-11 ($70,066) 20 wins, by PARTY AT ARTSPLACE p, 4, 1:51.0. At 2, winner of Big 10 Series div at Altamont, County Fair Challenge final at DuQuoin State Fair, ICF-Crown Of Orange & Blue S. elim at Balmoral Park, IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Decatur, div at Newton, div at Taylorville; second in Second Classic S. div at Lincoln. At 3, winner of IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Paris, Illinois S. div at Charleston, div at Marshall; second in IL Big 10 Colt S. div at Altamont, IL County Fair S. final at DuQuoin State Fair; third in IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Newton. At 4, winner of Topline S. div at Altamont, div at Greenup; second in Topline S. div at Springfield; third in Topline S. div at Charleston, div at Martinville. From 2 foals, dam of 1 winner including-

Nice Big Jer (h, Jeremes Jet) p, 2, 2:13.0h-'19, BT 1:55.4z-'20 ($9,820) 1 win. At 2, third in Invitation at Philadelphia.

Nice Big Jer (g, Jeremes Jet) p, BT 1:57.3z-'18 ($1,240).

NICE BIG p, 2, 2:05.0h, 3, 1:58.0 ‘01 ($40,404) 5 wins, by BIG TOWNER p, 4, 1:54.4. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div at Martinsville, div at Urbana; second in IL Fair S. div at Charleston; third in IL Fair S. div at Greenup. From 12 foals, dam of 10 winners (3 in 1:53, 7 in 1:55, 9 in 1:57) including-

JEFFERS PARTY (h, Party At Artsplace) p, 2, 2:01.0h, 3, 1:55.2, 1:51.4f-'11 ($408,258) 43 wins. At 2, winner of IL Big 10 Colt S. div at Altamont, Illinois S. div at Martinsville; third in Egyptian Colt S. div at Fairfield, IL Big 10 Colt S. div at Paris, Illinois S. div at Greenup. At 3, winner of Egyptian Colt S. div at Springfield; second in Egyptian Colt S. div at Albion, Great Mid-West S. at Martinsville, IL Big 10 Assoc. S. div at Taylorville; third in IL Big 10 Colt S. div at Altamont, Illinois S. div at Greenup.

GARYS PARTY (g, Party At Artsplace) p, 3, 1:55.2, 4, 1:51.3f-'13 ($101,857) 16 wins. At 3, winner of Illinois S. div at Charleston; second in IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Pana, div at Paris, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Carlavin; third in Illinois S. div at Martinsville. At 4, winner of Walter Russell Memorial LC leg at The Meadows.

NICE PARTY (m, Party At Artsplace) p, 2, 2:05.0h, 4, 1:52.0f-'14 ($86,709) 11 wins. At 2, winner of IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Newton; third in County Fair Challenge final at DuQuoin State Fair. At 3, third in County Fair Championship final at DuQuoin State Fair; third in Downstate Classic S. div at Decatur, Great Midwest S. div at Martinsville, IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Altamont. At 4, third in Preferred at The Meadows. Dam of Beaus Party. Now 3 etc.

NICE BIG STAR (m, Party At Artsplace) p, 2, 1:54.4-'09, BT 1:53.4z-'11 ($70,066) 20 wins. As Above.

BIG PARTY (g, Party At Artsplace) p, 2, 1:56.0, 4, 1:55.2f-'10, BT 1:54.1z-'08 ($58,713) 5 wins. At 2, winner of County Fair Challenge div at DuQuoin State Fair; second in Illinois S. div at Lincoln; third in IDOA S. div at Springfield, ICF - Orange & Blue S. elim at Balmoral Park. At 4, second in Rising Star Pacing Series leg at Scarborough Downs.

SPEED RACER (g, Party At Artsplace) p, 3, 1:55.2, 4, 1:54.1z-'15, BT 1:52.2z-'15 ($49,210) 15 wins.

ADELES BIG PARTY (g, Party At Artsplace) p, 3, 1:54.4, 4, 1:53.1- ‘19, BT 1:51.4z-'21 ($58,350) 7 wins. At 3, second in The Terry Hunt final at Hawthorne; third in Jarrod Duncan Memorial final at Hoosier Park, The Terry Hunt leg (twice) at Hawthorne; third in ICF S. div at Springfield.

BRIENNE THE BEAUTY (m, Party At Artsplace) p, 2, 1:56.1, 3, 1:55.3- ‘19, BT 1:52.4z-'19 ($39,677) 4 wins. At 2, winner of ICF S. div at Hawthorne, Night Of Champions Series leg at Hawthorne. At 3, second in Abe Lincoln ICF S. div at Charleston, ICF S. div at Springfield; third in Plum Peachy leg at Hawthorne, The Plum Peachy leg at Hawthorne.

BIGGER N BETTER (h, Party At Artsplace) p, 3, 2:05.0h, 4, 1:55.0z-'17, BT 1:54.1z-'17 ($23,322) 5 wins.

PARTY AT BAMBI (g, Party At Artsplace) p, 3, 2:01.0h, 4, Q2:00.3- ‘12, BT 1:56.0z-10 ($11,027) 1 win. At 2, second in IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Pana, IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Charleston; third in Great Midwest S. div at Martinville, ISOBIA S. div at Springfield.
Artdeon (ONTARIO ELIGIBLE)
Brown Colt - Foaled May 05, 2020 - Registration #0VN60
Microchip #985141001384198

Consigned by: Adele Jeffers Everett, Flat Rock, IL

30

ARTEON

Western Ideal p, 1:48.0………………. Western Hanover p, 3, 1:50.4
Artspeak p, 3, 1:47.4………………. Leah Almahurst p, 3, 1:52.3

The Art Museum ……………………….. Artspale p, 4, 1:49.2

Arteon

Southwind Laurel p, 4, 1:52.4s Dam of 2 winners.

Nina Coleada p, 3, 1:50.3………..

Sandy's Safe p, 2, 2:00.1q
Sportsmaster p, 2, 1:52.1

Fox Valley Ladycoc p, 3, 1:51.4….

Dr Mom p, 2, 1:54.4

By ARTSPEAK p, 3, 1:47.4 ($1,770,980). Sire of 33 in 1:55 - 66 in 2:00 including TECHTOPIA HANOVER p, 3, 1:52.4f- 4, 1:51.0f-'21 ($94,790); SPEAK TO SIRI p, 2, 1:53.4f-’19, BT 1:51.3f-’20 ($86,502); EISAI HANOVER p, 2, 1:52.2s-’19, BT 1:51.0s-'19 ($79,677); FILLY SPEAKS p, 2, 1:54.2f, 3, 1:52.0f-’21, BT 1:51.4f-’21 ($79,009) etc.

1st dam

NINA COLEADA p, 2, 1:55.2, 3, 1:50.3. ’11 ($163,783) 14 wins, by COLE MUFFLER p, 3, 1:53.3f. BT 1:52.1f-’92 at 2, winner of Loyal Opposition S. cons at Balmoral Park; third in Directors Award S. div at DuQuoin State Fair, Filly Orange & Blue S. final at Balmoral Park, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield, Sarah Myers S. leg at Balmoral Park. At 3, winner of Filly Newcomers Series leg at Maywood Park, Late Closer #17 log at The Red Mile, Late Closer #6 log at The Red Mile; second in Grandma Ann S. elim at Balmoral Park, Horseman S. div at Indiana Downs; third in Circle City S. div at Indiana Downs. 3, 4, in second in Girls Night Out Pacing Series leg at Mohawk, Loma Propes S. elim at Balmoral Park. As aged, third in IL State Fair S. div at Springfield. From 4 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 1 winner including

PHOTO IMAGE (g, Rockin Image) p, 3, 2:00.4h-’21, BT 1:53.2s-'20 ($10,430) 1 win. At 3, winner of KY Fair S. div at Lafayette. Mayor Orlothemoment (c, Control The Moment) p, 2, Q1:57.2s-’21.

2nd dam

FOX VALLEY LADYDOC p, 2, 1:53.4. 3, 1:51.4-’03, BT 1:51.3s-'04 ($189,586) 7 wins, by SPORTSMASTER p, 2, 1:52.1. BT 1:51.4r-’92. At 2, second in Orange & Blue S. elim at Balmoral Park, Sarah Myers S. final at Balmoral Park; third in ISOBIA Sale S. at Maywood Park. At 3, winner of Maywood Pace elim at Maywood Park, Violet S. final at Hawthorne; second in Cinderella S. div at Maywood Park, Grandma Ann S. elim at Balmoral Park. IL Fair S. cons at Springfield; third in Grandma Ann S. final at Balmoral Park. 4, At 4, second in IL State Fair S. div at Springfield. From 7 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:51, 2 in 1:55, 5 in 1:57) including:

NINA COLEADA (m, Cole Muffler) p, 2, 1:55.2, 3, 1:50.3-’11 ($163,783) 14 wins. As Above.

DOC TELLADAY (f, Tell All) p, 2, Q1:57.3, 1:55.1h-'15, BT 1:53.3s-’12 ($47,877) 18 wins. At 2, second in Big 10 Series div at Altamont, IDOA S. div at Springfield; third in Governors Cup elim at DuQuoin State Fair, ICF-Orange & Blue S. elim at Balmoral Park.

DRAGON DAMSEL (m, Dragon Again) p, 2, 1:56.2h, 3, 1:53.1f-’16 ($47,168) 7 wins. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div at Delaware County Fair, div at Upper Sandusky. At 3, winner of OH Fair S. div at Berea, div at Burton; second in Buckeye Stallion Series div at Scioto Downs, OH Fair S. div at Bowling Green, div at Painesville; third in Buckeye Stallion Series div at Miami Valley Gaming And Racing, OH Fair S. div at Mount Gilead.

GOT YOURSELF A GUN (g, Mister Big) p, 3, 1:57.0-’15, BT 1:54.4f-’15 ($11,735) 3 wins. Missy Magoo (m, Mister Big).

3rd dam

DR MOM p, 2, 1:54.4- ‘93 ($43,770) 2 wins, by JATE LOBELL p, 3, 1:51.2. At 2, winner of NY Fair S. div, NYSS div; second in NYSS Div, Sweetheart Pace cons; third in Molly Pitcher S. div, Reynolds Memorial div. Dam of-

FOX VALLEY MICKALA (m, Sportsmaster) p, 2, Q1:59.4, 3, 1:53.4, 4, 1:51.0-’05, BT 1:50.1-’05 ($295,257) 23 wins. At 2, second in Active Donna S. elim, Egyptian Grand S. final, IL Fair S. div and final; third in Violet S. elim. At 3, second in Direct Dottie S., Fox Valley Memory S., IL Fair S. div, Wendy Slipper S. Dam of TELL ME LIKETIS p, 2, 1:53.3s, 3, 1:52.2f, 4, 1:52.0f-’20, BT 1:51.4s-’19 ($100,142) etc.

FOX VALLEY LADYSMOC (m, Sportsmaster) p, 2, 1:53.4, 3, 1:51.4-’03, BT 1:51.3s-'04 ($189,586) 7 wins. As Above.

IM YOURS (m, Precious Bunny) p, 3, 1:54.1q- ’99, BT 1:53.1-’99 ($84,491) 9 wins. At 3, winner of NYSS Div (3 times); dam of SOUTHWIND IRVIN p, 2, 1:58.3h, 3, 1:55.0h, 1:53.1f-’08, BT 1:52.01-’08 ($356,313); IM BETTING ON YOU p, 3, 1:53.4f, 4, 1:51.1f-’09 ($280,521) etc.; grandam of BEYONCES ROCKN ROCKN p, 2, 1:57.1f, 3, 1:51.0s, 1:51.0h-’17, BT 1:50.3f-’15 ($297,876); CENTURY CHURCHILL p, 3, 1:54.1s, 4, 1:50.1f-’17 ($261,059); CENTURY ENDEAVOR p, 2, Q1:57.0s, 3, 1:53.3h, 1:51.4f-’21, BT 1:51.3h-’19 ($180,919) etc.

IGOTTWOWORDSFORYOU (m, Gams Card Shark) p, 2, 1:57.2f, 3, 1:57.0h-’01, BT 1:54.3f-’01 ($68,494) 9 wins. At 3, winner of Sophomore Series elim and final. Dam of MCERLEAN p, 2, 1:53.0s, 3, 1:50.1f, 4, 1:49.1f-’13 ($1,011,716); DROP RED p, 2, 1:53.1, 3, 1:49.0-’09, BT 1:48.4f-’12 ($716,100) etc.

Ontario Sires

Engagements

Registration #0VN60

ONTARIO ELIGIBLE
By HONOR AND SERVE

1st dam

NOT WHAT IT SEEMS BT Q2:05.2s-'12, by KEN WARKENTIN 3, 1:52.3. From 6 foals, including:

JL Dance With Me (f, Mr Cantab) BT 2:06.0h-'20 ($3,120). Now 3. Raced at 2. At 2, second in IN Sired Fair Circuit div at Corydon, div at Portland, div at Shelbyville; third in IN Sired Fair Circuit div at Frankfort, div at Shelbyville.

JL Bee Happy (m, Pinecutky).
JL Julia Be Julie (m, Andovers Son).
JL Never Parked (c, Cherry Hill Park). Now 2.

2nd dam

NO LESS THAN LINDY 3, 1:58.3s-'06 ($10,543) 4 wins, by DREAM VACATION 4, 1:52.0. From 2 foals, dam of 1 winner including:

Whatgamerweplaying (g, Majestic Son) 3, 2:04.2h-'12, BT 2:01.1f-'12 ($6,726) 1 win. Not What It Seems (m, Ken Warkentin) As Above.

3rd dam

NOLESSTHANPERFECT 3, T1:59.1-'99 ($5,532) 3 wins, by AMERICAN WINNER 3, 1:52.3. From 9 foals, dam of 4 winners (2 in 1:58) including:

PICK UP POINT (g, Dream Vacation) 3, 2:01.2h, 1:58.0f-'12, BT 1:56.4s-'09 ($120,452) 28 wins. At 3, third in Open at Truro. At 4, winner of Invitation at Charlottetown Driving Park, Open (3 times) at Charlottetown Driving Park; second in Open at Charlottetown Driving Park; third in Open at Charlottetown Driving Park. As aged, third in Invitation at Hazel Park.

RIGHT OUT (g, Self Possessed) 2, 1:59.1z, 3, 1:56.4f-'09, BT 1:55.1f-'09 ($367,716) 7 wins. ELUSIVE QUALITY (m, Malabar Man) 3, 2:00.0f-'12, BT 1:58.1s-'12 ($14,138) 2 wins. At 3, second in NYSS div at Saratoga Harness.

NO LESS THAN LINDY (m, Dream Vacation) 3, 1:58.3s-'06 ($10,543) 4 wins. As Above. Ever Optimistic (h, Malabar Man) 2, Q2:06.3h-'10, BT 2:02.4f-'10 ($4,468).

Perfect Thats Me (h, Angus Hall) BT T1:59.1f-'14 ($4,234).

Perfect Again (m, Muscles Yankee) 2, Q2:04.3-'02. BT 2:04.2f-'02 ($200). Dam of BRDWAYS PERFECTION 3, 2:02.2f, 1:58.1f-'15, BT 1:55.3f-'16 ($109,078); FUEGO 2, 1:59.3, 3, 1:57.2f-'07, BT 1:56.2-07 ($104,729) etc.; grandam of Transcendent 3, 1:59.3f, 2:02.1f-'14, BT 1:57.1f-'14 ($15,803) etc.

4th dam

LINDILIANA 3, Q2:03.0q-'91 ($6,022), by SPEEDY CROWN 3, 1:57.1. From 11 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:56, 3 in 1:58) including:

LINDY LANE (h, Valley Victory) 2, 1:56.0, 3, 1:53.0-'96, BT 1:52.4s-'96 ($895,110) 11 wins. Winner of 1995 HTA Nova Award for Two Year Old Trotting Colts and 1995 USHWA Dan Patch Award for Two Year Old Trotting Colts. At 2, winner of Campbellville div. She di Mohawk, Harold Dancer Memorial final at Garden State Park, NJSS div (twice) at Garden State Park, Valley Victory sel. at Garden State Park; second in NJ Fair div. at Garden State Park; third in Harold Dancer Memorial elim at Garden State Park, NJ Fair S. div at Garden State Park. At 3, winner of American-National S. at Sportsmans Park, Beacon Course S. at The Meadowlands, Hambletonian elim at The Meadowlands; second in Beacon Course S. at The Meadowlands, Hambletonian final at The Meadowlands; third in KY Futurity heat at The Red Mile.

TRUE DIVA (m, Valley Victory) 3, 1:55.3s-'01 ($204,926) 3 wins. At 3, winner of Matron S. elim at Dover Downs, Simcoe S. at Mohawk; third in Breeders Crown final at Woodbine. Dam of LINDYS TRU GRIT 2, Q2:00.1, 3, 1:53.3, 1:52.1-'15, BT 1:52.0s-'15 ($18,106); EUROPONDB娇2, O1:59.0s, 3, 1:51.3, 4, 1:50.1-'15 ($349,150); AIRZIM ZOYIA 2, 1:59.1s, 3, 1:53.1f-'09 ($227,749); TAYLOR SWIFTLY 2, 1:55.1-'18, BT 1:54.0f-'18 ($153,925) etc.; grandam of SAMO DIFFERENT DAY 2, 1:54.2 '-'17, BT 1:52.0f-'18 ($355,765); MY LINDY WINNER 2, 1:56.4h, 4, 1:52.2-'19, BT 1:51.3f-'20 ($221,822); DELI CRAZE 1:56.0f-'21, BT 1:55.4f-'19 ($124,788); FIEREDYBLINDLE 2, Q1:56.4f, 3, 1:54.0f-'19 ($104,729) etc.

EXPECTING MORE (h, Valley Victory) 3, 1:58.4, 4, 1:56.4-'01, BT 1:56.3-00 ($55,467) 11 wins. At 3, second in NJSS div at Garden State Park.

BUILT BY LINDY (g, Dream Vacation) 2, Q2:02.1f, 3, 1:58.2f-'08, BT 1:54.5f-'10 ($52,444) 3 wins. At 2, second in NJSS div at Freehold, div at The Meadowlands; third in Standardbred S. at Delaware County Fair. At 3, third in Dexter Cup elim at Freehold.

NOLESSTHANPERFECT (m, American Winner). 3, T1:59.1-'99 ($5,532) 3 wins. As Above. LINDY THE SHARK 3, 1:59.9f-'08, BT 1:58.2t-'08 ($18,399) etc.

IN Sires IN Sires(Fairs) ISA Elite
UNNAMED
(ILINOIS ELIGIBLE)
Bay Filly - Foaled May 06, 2020 - Registration #2V301
Microchip #985141001322903

1st dam

OAK RAIL 2, Q2:00.3s, 3, 1:58.1f-'03, BT 1:56.0-03 ($89,373) 8 wins, by DONERAIL 2, 1:55.4, BT 1:54.3-95. At 2, winner of MD Std. Race Fund div at Ocean Downs; second in Harold Dancer Memorial final at Freehold. At 3, winner of MD Std. Race Fund div (twice) at Rosecroft; second in Helen Smith Memorial elim at Freehold, NJSS div at Freehold; third in Historic - Coaching Club S. leg at The Meadowlands, NJSS div at The Meadowlands. From 8 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:58) including-

AVUNCULAR (g, Amigo Hall) 3, 2:01.3f, 1:56.1s-'18, BT 1:55.4s-'19 ($177,562) 38 wins. As aged, second in Preferred (twice) at Flambo Downs, (twice) at Western Fair; third in Preferred (twice) at Western Fair.

CHARMING OAKS (m, Kadabra) 2, Q2:00.4s, 3, 1:58.3f-'08, BT 1:56.1f-'09 ($121,773) 11 wins. At 2, third in ONSS Grassroots div at Georgian Downs. At 3, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Hanover; second in ONSS Gold elim and final at Georgian Downs. Dam of CHEATALOTPOV' 3, 1:57.2s, 1:55.2f-'20, BT 1:53.0-'19 ($91,237) etc.

Fraizer (g, Cassis) BT 2:00.3-'20 ($4,127). At 3, third in ICF S. div at Springfield.

Scat Pack (g, Cassis) BT 2:03.4-'21 ($600). Now 2 race timed in 2:03.4. At 2, second in ICF S. div at Springfield. Cash Rich (m, Glidemaster). Radio Days (m, Glidemaster).

2nd dam

RED OAKS ANGEL 2, 2:04.2f, 3, 2:00.3f, 1:58.2f-'97, BT 1:58.0f-'96 ($182,105) 24 wins, by ARNOLD 3, T1:54.0. At 2, winner of PA Fair S. div (twice) at Huntingdon, div at Indiana, div at York, PASS div at The Meadows; second in PA Fair S. div (3 times) at Bedford, div at Bloomberg, div at Clearfield, div at Hughesville, div at The Meadows, div at York; third in PA Fair S. div at Gratz, div at Huntingdon, (divice) at Port Royal, PASS div at The Meadows, div at Pocono Downs. At 3, second in PASS div at The Meadows. From 10 foals, dam of 6 winners (1 in 1:56, 2 in 1:58) including-

WINBAK RED (g, Muscles Yankee) 3, 1:58.4f, 1:55.1f-'12, BT 1:54.3f-'07 ($454,142) 49 wins. At 3, winner of MD Std. Race Fund div at Ocean Downs, div at Rosecroft. At 4, second in Chester Series leg at Harrahs Casino; third in Chester Series cons at Harrahs Casino.

VACATION ANGEL (m, Dream Vacation) 2, 2:01.3h, 3, 2:00.4h, 1:56.3f-'14, BT 1:55.2f-'14 ($153,771) 22 wins. At 2, winner of NYSS div at Saratoga Harness; third in Landmark S. div at Historic Track, NYSS div at Monticello. At 3, winner of NYSS div at Saratoga Harness; second in Landmark S. div at Historic Track, NY Bred LC div at Yonkers, NYSS div at Monticello, New York LC div at Vernon Downs. As aged, third in Signature Series div at Bellefontaine.

OAK RAIL (m, Donerail) 2, Q2:00.3s, 3, 1:58.1f-'03, BT 1:56.0-03 ($89,373) 8 wins. As Above.

BLUE BOY YANKEE (g, Muscles Yankee) 3, 1:58.3f-'09, BT 1:56.0-09 ($73,416) 13 wins. At 3, winner of Wyoming Valley Series leg at Pocono Downs; second in Early Closer H leg(twice) at The Red Mile, Early Closer H. leg at The Red Mile; third in Late Closer leg at The Red Mile, Wyoming Valley Series leg at Pocono Downs. As aged, third in Hal Belote Memorial leg at Colonial Downs, Signature Series div at Xenia.

Devil Machine (g, Muscles Yankee) 3, 2:00.1f-'07, BT 1:59.3f-'10 ($58,730) 5 wins. As aged, third in Snow Buster Trotting Series final at Kawaihsa Downs.

Chesapeake Angel (m, Malabar Man) 2:01.2h-'11, BT Q1:59.3s-'10 ($40,860) 5 wins. At 3, second in NY Fair S. div at Malone, div at Plattsburg; third in NY Fair S. div at Westport. Send An Angel (m, Sand Vic) BT 2:00.1f-'12 ($3,424). Sent From Heaven (m, King Conch).

3rd dam

RED OAKS VELVET 3, 2:04.4h, 2:01.1f ($78,199) 33 wins, by CARLISLE 4, T1:57.0. From 13 foals, dam of 11 winners (2 in 1:58) including-

RED OAKS DUSTIN (n, Sierra Kosmos) 3, 1:58.3f, 1:57.2f-'03, BT 1:55.3f-'05 ($199,795) 29 wins.

RED OAKS BLAZE (g, Arndon) 2, 2:07.2h, 3, 2:01.4f, 1:58.3f-'93 ($127,632) 41 wins.

RED OAKS SILK (m, Giant Victory) 2, 1:59.4f, 3, Q1:59.0f-'97, BT 1:57.3f-'97 ($114,786) 10 wins.
BRET HANOVER (ILINOIS ELIGIBLE) Bay Colt - Foaled May 29, 2020 - Registration #0V077 Microchip #985141001383759

TELSTAR

Somebeachsomewhere p, 2, 1:49.2

Somebeachsomewhere p, 2, 1:46.4

Macho Three p, 3, 1:49.0

Wheres The Beach

Lovely Assistant ........................

Art Major p, 4, 1:48.4

Magical Dreamer p, 3, 1:55.0f

Artclass p, 4, 1:49.2

Real Artist p, 3, Q1:51.0

Rodine Hanover p, 2, 1:54.0

Odds On Helen p, 4, 1:52.1s 12

Lady Light ..............................

Noku's X, 3, T1:52.1

Guiding Beam, p, 3, 1:53.4

By SOMEASTERSOMEWHERE p, 2, 1:49.2, BT 1:48.3'-15 ($478,915).

1st dam

ODDS SHELEN p, 3, 1:55.1s, 4, 1:52.1s- '06, BT 1:51.1s-06 ($93,844) 9 wins. by REAL

ARTIST p, 3, Q1:51.0. At 4, winner of Huronia Pacing Series leg at Georgian Downs; third in Huronia Pacing Series final at Georgian Downs. From 7 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:51, 2 in 1:53, 4 in 1:55, 5 in 1:57) including-

SAN ANTONIO ROSE (m, Ft Apache Hanover) p, 2, 1:52.4, 3, 1:52.1- '17, BT 1:52.0-19

($132,830) 11 wins. At 2, winner of ICF S. div at Hawthorne, IL State Fair S. elim at Springfield; second in ICF S. Violet S. leg at Hawthorne. At 3, winner of The Plum Peacy final at Hawthorne; third in ICF S. div at Mount Sterling. The Time Dancer at Duquoin State Fair. At 4, second in Open at Mount Sterling; third in IL State Fair S. div at Springfield. As aged, winner of IHHA S. div at Lincoln, div at Mount Sterling, Open at Lewistown; third in ICF S. div at Rushville, div at Springfield, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield. Tony Maurello final at Hawthorne.

ODDS ON RHODONITE (g, Western Ideal) p, 2, 1:50.2-13 ($88,391) 6 wins. At 2, winner of Bluegrass Series leg at Red The Mile; third in Abe Lincoln S. div at Maywood Park. At 3, third in Review S. div at Springfield.

GALAHAD NOURRIR (g, Dragon Again) p, 3, 1:54.3f-12. BT 1:53.0f-12 ($28,946) 4 wins.

UTICA KID (g, If I Can Dream) p, 3, 1:56.0h-21 ($5,415) 2 wins.

ODDS ON NYX (m, Dragon Again) p, 3, 1:54.2-11 ($3,175) 1 win.

Lady Helen (m, Duneside Perch).

2nd dam

LADY LIGHT by NO NUKES p, 3, T1:52.1. From 9 foals, dam of 8 winners (1 in 1:51, 5 in 1:53, 8 in 1:55) including-

UP FRONT JAN E LU (m, Dragon Again) p, 2, 2:00.2f, 3, 1:54.4f, 4, 1:50.4-07, BT 1:49.0-07

($232,844) 23 wins. At 2, winner of Mary Wohlmuth Memorial; second in A W Capone Memorial leg. At 4, winner of Night Styles Series leg and final. White Ruffles Series leg and final; second in White Ruffles Series leg. At 3, winner of Night Styles S. leg. Dam of

YANKEE L p, 2, 1:55.2f, 4, 1:54.4-19, BT 1:53.3-19 ($45,684) etc.

IDLE HOUR (h, Dragon Again) p, 2, 1:52.2f, 3, 1:51.2-08, BT 1:51.0s-08 ($293,851) 12 wins. At 2, winner of Arden Downs S., Keystone Classic S. div, PASS div (twice) and final; second in Reynolds Memorial div; third in PASS div (twice). At 3, winner of PASS div, Robert J Suslow S. leg; and final; third in PASS cons and div.

ONLY LIGHT IN TOWN (m, Big Towner) p, 2, 1:57.3s, 3, 1:54.1s, 4, 1:52.3-02, BT 1:52.0-02 ($119,491) 24 wins. At 2, winner of Genesis Series leg, KY Fair S.; second in Genesis Series leg; third in Genesis Series leg (twice). At 3, winner of Genesis Series leg (twice). Dam of THE REAL BUCKEYE p, 3, 1:52.2f-11 ($120,795) etc.

TRISHIE MAE (m, Dontgetinmyway) p, 2, 1:57.1, 3, 1:56.2h, 4, 1:51.2, 5, BT 1:54.0f-10 ($97,790) 26 wins. At 2, winner of Mini Series leg; second in Mini Series final. At 3, second in Andray Farm Series leg. As aged, winner of Sweetheart Invitational.

MAJOR LIABILITY (g, Village Connection) p, 3, 2:00.4f, 4, 1:53.3f-03, BT 1:52.4f-03

($86,552) 12 wins.

IF I REMEMBER (g, Ponder) p, 1:53.4f-13, BT 1:53.3f-15 ($78,778) 10 wins. At 2, third in PA Stallion Series div.

ROCKET GLORE (g, Pacific Rocket) p, 3, 1:58.4, 1:54.2f-06, BT 1:53.3-04 ($59,608) 11 wins.

Up Front Fool (m, I Am A Fool). Dam of HANNAHSBOY KEN WIN p, 3, 1:52.1f-17, BT 1:52.0f-17 ($79,655) etc.

3rd dam

GUIDING BEAM p, 2, 1:59.1, 3, 1:53.4-80 ($205,854) 25 wins, by BRETT HANOVER p, 4, T1:53.3. From 14 foals, dam of 10 winners (4 in 1:55, 6 in 1:57) including-

LAZER BEAM (h, Tyler B) p, 2, 1:55.0-99, BT 1:54.0-99 ($171,966) 7 wins.

TOWN GOON (h, Big Towner) p, 2, 1:58.1f, 3, 1:57.2f-93, BT 1:55.4-92 ($153,672) 7 wins.

DAY OF THE DRAGON p, 3, 1:52.1f, 4, 1:51.0-99 ($218,159) etc.; grandam of

HAWAII AND SUN p, 3, 1:52.4f, 4, 1:51.1f-13, BT 1:50.4f-13 ($291,153);

RESPECTABLE p, 2, 1:53.2, 3, 1:52.0f-08, BT 1:50.2f-08 ($262,005); ISLAND TERROR p, 3, 1:52.0-10, BT 1:51.4-10 ($258,417); NF BEACH CANDY p, 2, 1:55.0s, 3, 1:53.1f, 4, 1:52.1f-07 ($236,755) etc.

FIT FOR A QUEEN (m, Presidential Ball) p, 2, 1:58.0h, 3, 1:55.0f-09, BT 1:54.0s-99

($180,529) 6 wins. Dam of FOUR STARZZZ KING p, 2, 1:56.1f, 3, 1:51.0, 1:50.4-11, BT 1:50.0-05 ($667,206); FITS WELL p, 2, 1:56.1f, 3, 1:50.2-14, BT 1:50.0f-14 ($171,966); WESTERN OUTFITTER p, 3, 1:54.3h, 1:53.2h-11, BT 1:52.1f-11 ($132,918); BLACK QUEEN p, 3, 1:55.2f, 4, 1:52.1f-16 ($119,566) etc.

Consigned by: Diana L Wilson DVM, Martinsville, IL
YANKEE'S MAGIC

(YINDANA ELIGIBLE)

IN Sires (Fairs)

Bay Filly - Foaled April 07, 2020 - Registration #9VA04

Microchip #985141001379233

Consigned by: Hoosier Standardbred Farm, Montgomery, IN

Shiolo Glide (g, Chapter Seven) 2, Q2:01.4 -13, BT Q2:00.2 -13 ($9,072) 2 wins, by YANKEE GLIDE 3, 1:55.1, BT 1:53.0 -97. From 3 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 1 winner including-

YANKS AFTERSHOCK (g, Pilgrims Chuckie) 2, 2:01.1s -20, BT 1:59.0s -20 ($14,010) 3 wins. At 2, winner of NY Excelsior Series B div at Vernon Downs; second in NY Sired Fair Circuit div at Connersville; second in IN Sired Fair Circuit div at Shelbyville; third in IN Sired Fair Circuit div at Frankfort, con at Indiana State Fair.

At 2, winner of Kindergarten Classic Series leg at Tioga Downs, NY Fair S. div at Tioga Downs, NYSS div at Buffalo, div at Monticello, div at Saratoga Harness, div at Tioga Downs. At 3, winner of Empire Breeders Classic elin at Vernon Downs, Empire Breeders Classic Series final at Vernon Downs, Lady Suffolk S. at Freehold, NY Fair S. div at Tioga Downs, NYSS div at Buffalo, div at Saratoga Harness, div at Yonkers; second in Hudson Filly Trot elim at Yonkers, NYSS div at Monticello, Open (twice) at Saratoga Harness; third in Hudson Filly Trot final at Yonkers, Open at Saratoga Harness. At 4, winner of Open at Freehold, at Saratoga Harness; second in Open (twice) at Saratoga Harness; third in Open at Freehold. From 8 foals, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:56) including-

LORD CROMWELL (g, Chapter Seven) 2, 1:59.3h, 3, 1:54.3h, 3, 1:53.0f -19, BT 1:51.4 -18 ($540,118) 21 wins. At 2, winner of NY Excelsior Series B div at Tioga Downs, div at Yonkers. As 3, winner of Dexter Cup final at Freehold, Landmark S. div at Historic Track, NYSS div at Saratoga Harness; second in NYSS div at Vernon Downs; third in Empire Breeders Classic elin at Vernon Downs, NYSS div at Monticello, final at Yonkers. At 4, second in Graduate Series div at Tioga Downs; third in Graduate Leg at The Meadows, Open at Harrahs Philadelphia. As aged, winner of Open at Yonkers; second in Open (3 times) at Yonkers,-open (twice) at Yonkers.

JOXTER (g, Chapter Seven) 2, 1:59.4f, 3, 1:55.2s -21, BT 1:54.1s -21 ($23,768) 6 wins. At 2, winner of NY Excelsior B Series div at Saratoga Harness, div at Tioga Downs. THE SORCERESS (m, Muscles Yankee) 2, 2:00.0s -11, BT 1:59.2 -11 ($6,440) 2 wins. At 2, third in NJSS div at The Meadows.

Sorcers Aprentice (r, Lucky Chucky) BT 2:00.0s -15 ($2,268). At 2, third in NY Excelsior Series B div at Vernon Downs.

Oh Oh Its Glide (m, Yankee Glide) 2, Q2:01.4 -13, BT Q2:00.2 -13 ($9,072) 2 wins. As Above.

Lady Cromwell (m, Chapter Seven). Dam of Fairy Dust. Now 2 etc.

TOOLICKY (m, Trixton), Little My (m, Donato Hanover).

3rd dam

MS STRIKING 2, 2:08.2h, 3, 2:00.0f, 4, Q1:57.1 - '02, BT 1:56.3 -02 ($89,692) 27 wins, by STRIKING SAHGRA 3, 1:56.0. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div at Jefferson, div at Mount Vernon; second in OH Fair S. div at Carrollton, div at Dover, div at Mansfield, div at Wellington; third in OH Fair S. div at Marion, div at Norwalk. At 3, winner of OH Fair S. div at Berea, div at Bucyrus, div at Canton, div at Canfield, div at Courtland, div at Dover, div at Norwalk, div at Wooster, OHSS div at Northfield Park; second in OH Breeders S. at Delaware County Fair, OH Fair S. div at Painesville, div at Scioto Downs, OHSS div at Scioto Downs. From 2 foals, dam of 1 winner (1 in 1:58) including-

OH OH ITS MAGIC (m, Credit Winner) 2, 1:58.2f, 3, 1:54.4s -07 ($392,202) 16 wins. As Above.

Holy Grail (h, Conway Hall) BT 2:00.1 -07 ($15,235). At 2, second in Kindergarten Classic leg at Vernon Downs, Tompkins Geers S. div at Tioga Downs.

4th dam

MS C MACHO 2, Q2:04.4f, 3, 2:00.4f ($46,069) 4 wins, by CRYSTALS CROWN 3, 1:57.1. From 5 foals, dam of 1 winner (1 in 1:58) including-

Macho Tello (h, Final Score) BT 2:05.1h -00 ($3,983). Sweet As A Rose (m, Striking Sahbra). Dam of NORTHEMO Rombauer 3, 2:01.2f, 4, 1:57.1f -07 ($133,878) etc.

Stake Engagements
### 1st dam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ole Breezy</td>
<td>by GUCCIO</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1:51.1f</td>
<td>BT 1:51.0-’13</td>
<td>1:51.0-’13</td>
<td>First foal.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 2nd dam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U S VICTORY</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2:01.0-’99</td>
<td>BT Q1:58.4-’99</td>
<td>($2,750)</td>
<td>20 wins.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3rd dam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U S VICTORY</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2:01.0-’99</td>
<td>BT Q1:58.4-’99</td>
<td>($2,750)</td>
<td>20 wins.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4th dam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERCONTINENTAL ($20)</td>
<td>by CHIOLA HANOVER</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1:57.4q</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5th dam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERCONTINENTALVictory</td>
<td>(m, Valley Victory)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1:55.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6th dam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERCONTINENTALVictory</td>
<td>(m, Valley Victory)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1:55.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 7th dam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERCONTINENTALVictory</td>
<td>(m, Valley Victory)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1:55.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 8th dam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERCONTINENTALVictory</td>
<td>(m, Valley Victory)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1:55.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 9th dam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERCONTINENTALVictory</td>
<td>(m, Valley Victory)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1:55.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 10th dam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERCONTINENTALVictory</td>
<td>(m, Valley Victory)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1:55.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 11th dam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERCONTINENTALVictory</td>
<td>(m, Valley Victory)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1:55.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 12th dam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERCONTINENTALVictory</td>
<td>(m, Valley Victory)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1:55.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 13th dam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERCONTINENTALVictory</td>
<td>(m, Valley Victory)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1:55.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 14th dam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERCONTINENTALVictory</td>
<td>(m, Valley Victory)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1:55.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 15th dam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERCONTINENTALVictory</td>
<td>(m, Valley Victory)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1:55.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
By MUSCLE MASSIVE 3, 1:51.0 ($1,245,297), sire of 50 in 1:55 - 199 in 2:00 including CRUZADO DELA NOCHE 2, 1:53.4 - '17, BT 1:53.0 - '15, BT 1:53.3 - '19 ($1,383,640); SNOWSTORM HANOVER 2, 1:55.1f, 3, 1:53.2 - '17, BT 1:53.1 - '16 ($714,531); TWO AM 2, 1:55.2, 3, 1:52.2 - '17, BT 1:51.3 - '19 ($531,499); SPEAK TO ME 2, 1:53.4 - '14, BT 1:51.4 - '15 ($500,803) etc.

IMAMUSCLEGIRL

Consigned by: Double K Acres, Agent for Keith Chupp, Tuscola, IL

Muscles Yankee 3, 1:52.2 ............. Valley Victory 3, 1:55.3
Maiden Yankee 3, 1:59.4f

Graceful Touch 2, 1:56.1 ............... Pine Chip 4, T1:51.0
Act Of Grace 3, 1:52.3

Classic Photo 3, 1:52.3s .............. Donerail 2, 1:55.4
Gold Medalist ...................... Winning Legend

IMAMUSCLEGIRL

LADY LEGEND 2, T2:01.3 ($18), by POWER SEAT 3, 1:55.4. From 4 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:58) including-

GAMESMANSHIP (g, Yankee Glide) 2, 2:03.4, 2:03.4f, 2:02.2 - '09 ($224,415) 41 wins. As aged, winner of Dave Vance Memorial leg (3 times) at Buffalo, Open (9 times) at Buffalo, (10 times) at Batavia Downs, (twice) at Saratoga Harness, Preferred (twice) at Monticello, Wilkes Invitation at Batavia Downs; second in Open (6 times) at Buffalo, (3 times) at Batavia Downs, at Northfield Park, at Saratoga Harness, at Tioga Downs, Preferred at Monticello; third in County Fair Challenge div at DuQuoin State Fair.

COUNT THE GOAL 3, 1:56.3s, 4, 1:54.3s - '00, BT 1:52.4 - '01 ($627,382) etc.; granddam of MYSTERY BET 3, 1:55.3f - '16, BT 1:53.2s - '16 ($281,067) etc.

GRACIOUS GRANNY (m, Crown Point) 3, Q1:59.1s - '97 ($4,250) 2 wins. Dam of POPPY 2, Q2:02.2, 3, 1:58.1f - '03, BT 1:58.0 - '04 ($24,625) etc.; granddam of MAD FOR PLAID 3, 1:58.4s - '12, BT 1:56.3s - '13 ($63,459) etc.

1st dam

ON CENTER STAGE by CLASSIC PHOTO 3, 1:52.3s, BT 1:50.4 - '05. From 5 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 1 winner including-

LITTLE BOSS (m, Master Glide) 2, Q2:01.4 - '16 ($4,842) 2 wins. At 2, winner of KY Fair S. div at Lacenter; third in KY Fair S. div at Mayfield.

Sly Little Fox (f, Swan For All) 2, Q2:01.2s - '20, BT 1:59.3s - '20 ($900).

Wodenstock (c, Muscle Massive). Now 2.

2nd dam

Golden BLITZ by DONERAIL 2, 1:55.4, BT 1:54.3 - '95. From 8 foals, dam of 6 winners (1DG) including-

GUILTYWITHANEXCUSE (g, Classic Photo) 3, 1:56.3f, 2:52.4 - '14 ($495,160) 47 wins. At 3, third in NJSS div at The Meadowlands, Open at Harrah's Chester Casino. At 4, winner of General Brock Series leg at Woodbine; second in General Brock S. leg at Woodbine. As aged, winner of Open at Tioga Downs, Preferred at Western Fair; second in Don Mills Series leg at Woodbine, Open at Tioga Downs; third in Preferred at Flamboro Downs, at Woodbine.

SELFISH PRINCESS (m, Self Possessed) 2, Q2:05.2s, 3, 1:54.1s - '09, BT 1:53.0f - '13 ($232,773) 19 wins. At 3, second in Elegant Image S. elim at Mohawk; third in Casual Breeze S. div at Mohawk. At 4, second in Lifetime Dream Trotting Series leg at Woodbine. Dam of American Scandal. Now 3 etc.

FLASH OF VALOR (g, Yankee Valley) 2, 2:08.0h, 3, 2:04.2h - '16 ($5,736) 7 wins, (p, 3, 2:10.4h ($0) 1 win). At 3, winner of Norther IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Belvidere; second in Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Morrison.

CLASSI CASSI (g, Cassis) BT 2:01.0 - '19 ($8,629). At 2, third in Fox Valley Flan leg at Hawthorne.

Run The World (m, Ken Warkentin) 3, 2:02.1h - '13, BT 2:00.0f - '14 ($20,164) 3 wins. Dam of T Rex Blue Chip BT 2:01.0h - '21 ($5,755). Now 2 race timed in 2:01.0h. etc.

Simply Enough (m, Yankee Paco).

3rd dam

WINNING LEGEND by AMERICAN WINNER 3, 1:52.3. From 4 foals, dam of 1 winner (1 in 1:58) including-

GAMESMANSHIP (g, Yankee Glide) 2, 2:03.4h, 2:03.4f, 2:02.2f - '06 ($224,415) 41 wins. As aged, winner of Dave Vance Memorial leg (3 times) at Buffalo, Open (9 times) at Buffalo, (10 times) at Batavia Downs, (twice) at Saratoga Harness, Preferred (twice) at Monticello, Wilkes Invitation at Batavia Downs; second in Open (6 times) at Buffalo, (3 times) at Batavia Downs, at Northfield Park, at Saratoga Harness, at Tioga Downs, Preferred at Monticello; third in County Fair Challenge div at DuQuoin State Fair.

Olympic Hopeful (m, Cassis) BT 2:01.0 - '19 ($900). At 2, third in Fox Valley Flan leg at Hawthorne.

Now 3 etc.

Shes A Legend (m, Yankee Glide) BT 2:01.2f - '02 ($14,822). At 2, third in NJ Futurity at Freehold, NJSS - Green Acres S. div at The Meadowlands, Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs.

4th dam

LADY LEGEND 2, T2:01.3 ($18), by POWER SEAT 3, 1:55.4. From 8 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:58) including-

VISCOUNTESS (m, Valley Victory) 2, 1:59.2, 3, Q1:57.1 - '94, BT 1:56.3 - '94 ($124,198) 4 wins. At 2, winner of NJSS div and final at Freehold, div at Garden State Park; second in Harold Dancer Memorial elim at Garden State Park, NJ Futurity at Freehold, NJSS div at Garden State Park; third in NJSS div at The Meadowlands. At 3, winner of Charles I Smith Memorial elim at Freehold; second in NJSS final at The Meadowlands; third in NJSS final at Freehold; second in NJSS final at the Meadowlands; dam of COUNT THE GOAL 3, 1:56.3s, 4, 1:54.3s - '00, BT 1:52.4 - '01 ($627,382) etc.; granddam of MYSTERY BET 3, 1:55.3s - '16, BT 1:53.2s - '16 ($281,067) etc.

IN Sired LC

IN Sires

Stake Engagements
By ASHLEES BIG GUY p, 1:50.4f, BT 1:50.3f-'05 ($1,009,523). Sire of 1 in 1:50 - 15 in 1:55 - 33 in 2:00 including ROYAL KNOCKOUT p, 2, 1:59.4h, 3, 1:57.0h, 1:51.2h-'16, BT 1:50.3f-'15 ($514,888); ROYALE ROSE p, 2, 1:52.2s, 3, 1:51.2s, 1:50.6h-'18 ($335,735); MASTER OF PUPPETS p, 2, 2:02.2h, 3, 1:57.1f, 1:52.3f-'17, BT 1:51.4f-'19 ($307,617); ASHLEES FOUR STAR p, 2, 1:55.4, 3, 1:53.0h, 1:51.0f-'21, BT 1:50.4f-'19 ($282,385) etc.

1st dam
LITE LIGHT by 2nd dam
1st dam
RESERVED PARKING (Barrister (g, Crash) p, 2, 2:10.0f, 3, 2:01.0h-'06 ($34,485) 28 wins.

1st dam
LITE LIGHT by 2nd dam
1st dam
RESERVED PARKING (Barrister (g, Crash) p, 2, 2:10.0f, 3, 2:01.0h-'06 ($34,485) 28 wins.

1st dam
LITE LIGHT by 2nd dam
1st dam
RESERVED PARKING (Barrister (g, Crash) p, 2, 2:10.0f, 3, 2:01.0h-'06 ($34,485) 28 wins.

1st dam
LITE LIGHT by 2nd dam
1st dam
RESERVED PARKING (Barrister (g, Crash) p, 2, 2:10.0f, 3, 2:01.0h-'06 ($34,485) 28 wins.

1st dam
LITE LIGHT by 2nd dam
1st dam
RESERVED PARKING (Barrister (g, Crash) p, 2, 2:10.0f, 3, 2:01.0h-'06 ($34,485) 28 wins.

1st dam
LITE LIGHT by 2nd dam
1st dam
RESERVED PARKING (Barrister (g, Crash) p, 2, 2:10.0f, 3, 2:01.0h-'06 ($34,485) 28 wins.

1st dam
LITE LIGHT by 2nd dam
1st dam
RESERVED PARKING (Barrister (g, Crash) p, 2, 2:10.0f, 3, 2:01.0h-'06 ($34,485) 28 wins.

1st dam
LITE LIGHT by 2nd dam
1st dam
RESERVED PARKING (Barrister (g, Crash) p, 2, 2:10.0f, 3, 2:01.0h-'06 ($34,485) 28 wins.

1st dam
LITE LIGHT by 2nd dam
1st dam
RESERVED PARKING (Barrister (g, Crash) p, 2, 2:10.0f, 3, 2:01.0h-'06 ($34,485) 28 wins.

1st dam
LITE LIGHT by 2nd dam
1st dam
RESERVED PARKING (Barrister (g, Crash) p, 2, 2:10.0f, 3, 2:01.0h-'06 ($34,485) 28 wins.

1st dam
LITE LIGHT by 2nd dam
1st dam
RESERVED PARKING (Barrister (g, Crash) p, 2, 2:10.0f, 3, 2:01.0h-'06 ($34,485) 28 wins.
MAJESTIC ECHO

(ILLINOIS & IOWA ELIGIBLE)

Bay Gelding - Foaled April 01, 2020 - Registration #1V288

By DEJARMBRO 3, 1:52.2l ($137,493). Sire of 13 in 1:55 - 110 in 2:00 including STORMY KROMER 2, 1:58.4h, 3, 1:58.3f; STORMY KROMER II 2, 1:58.3f ($437,874); PASS THE SHADE 2, 1:57.6f; PASS THE SHADE II 2, 1:57.6f ($645,946); TWO O B WINTERJOINT 2, 1:57.3s, 3, 1:57.2f, 4, 1:56.2s-$19, BT 1:51.4s-$19 ($390,230); LET'S GET STARTED 2, 1:56.3f-$16, BT 1:55.1f-$18 ($278,822) etc.

1st dam
PERKIEST HANOVER 2, 1:59.4f-$12, BT 1:59.0s-$13 ($18,493) 1 win, by MAJESTIC SON 3, 1:52.2s.  BT 1:52.0-$0.  At 2, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Georgian Downs.  Second foal.

Shamona Lane (f, Designer Lindy). Now 2.

2nd dam
PUFFED UP by DONERAIL 2, 1:55.4.  BT 1:54.3-$95.  From 9 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 5 winners (3 in 1:56, 4 in 1:58) including:-

POINTBLANK HANOVER (g, Sja Caviar) 3, 1:55.3f, 1:54.3f-$18 ($262,388) 28 wins.  At 3, winner of Classicality Trot final; second in Ken Wallace Memorial div; third in PA Stallion Series div.  As aged, second in Open (twice); third in Open.

DOWUNDERMATTER (g, Explosive Matter) 3, 1:57.0f, 1:55.0-$17 ($169,458) 10 wins.  At 3, third in PA Stallion Series div.

PERKIEST HANOVER (m, Majestic Son) 2, 1:59.4f-$12, BT 1:59.0s-$13 ($18,493) 1 win.  As Above.

3rd dam
PERMIER HANOVER (g, Sja Caviar) 2, 1:58.1, 3, 1:55.3f-$10, BT 1:54.3s-$11 ($93,735) 7 wins.  At 3, winner of PASS div, Review S. div; second in Horseman S. leg.

YOGUOTABE CRAZY (g, Crazed) 3, 2:02.0f, 4, 1:56.4f-$19, BT 1:55.3h-$20 ($70,960) 5 wins.  At 2, second in PA Fair S. final, PASS Div (twice); third in PASS div (4 times).  At 3, winner of PASS Div (twice); second in PASS div (3 times); third in PASS div (6 times).

Dream Puff (m, Dream Vacation) 3, Q2:10h-$07, BT 2:04.3h-$07 ($1,314).  Dam of Jesse Dream Girl. Now 2 etc.

Pomposus Hanover (m, Broadway Spirit). Phat Hanover (m, Andover Hall). Dam of Gogo Jimmy 3, 2:03.4h-$18, BT 2:01.0f-$19 ($14,413); Microtech, Now 2 etc.

Floyd Of Rosedale (g, Southwind Spirit) BT Q2:03h-$21.  Now 2 and qualified in 2:03.3h.

3rd dam
TAKE ANOTHER PUFF 2, 2:01.2h+$87 ($288,828) 8 wins, by SPEED IN ACTION 4, T1:57.0.  From 12 foals, dam of 6 winners (1 in 1:54, 5 in 1:58) including:-

SMOKEY LEGEND (h, Rule The Wind) 2, 1:58.3, 1:53.4-$98 ($145,380) 16 wins.  At 2, winner of NJSS div; second in NJSS div.  At 4, winner of Holiday Series elim (twice) and final.

MAPLE GROVE SMOKE (m, Donerall) 2, 1:56.3-$04 ($116,487) 3 wins.  At 2, winner of National S. final, Simpson S. div; second in Hayes Memorial Div; third in Hanover S. div.  Dam of NON SMOKE 2, Q2:00.1f, 3, 1:54.0f-$18 ($111,138) etc.

BATTLE SMOKE (h, Donerail) 1:57.1-$05 ($73,635) 10 wins.  At 4, winner of Wyoming Valley Series leg (twice); second in Wyoming Valley Series leg, Wyoming Valley Trot final.

CAVIAR CREAM PUFF (m, Sja Caviar) 2, 1:56.1-$05, BT 1:55.4-$07 ($73,158) 6 wins.  At 2, winner of Early Closer #24 leg, Grand Circuit Late Closer div (twice), Matron S. elim s; second in Keystone Classic S. div.  At 3, winner of PASS div; second in Arden Downs S. div.  Currier & Ives S. elim.  Dam of REGAL MAGICIAN 4, 1:56.5s-$18 ($40,644); DOWEYPUFFANDHOW 3, 1:57.4s-$14 ($37,955) etc.

BOWSER SMOKE (h, Donerall) 3, Q1:57.0f-$00 ($6,124) 1 win.

SOUTHERN PUFF 2, 2:01.2h, 2:02.0h-$17 ($1,314).  Dam of the late CHARTIEBOY JACK 3, 1:59.1f, 1:55.0f-$15, BT 1:54.3f-$15 ($298,512); BIG SKY THUNDER 3, 2:02.0h, 1:57.0f-$08, BT 1:55.0f-$10 ($197,892); MAJESTIC SON 3, 1:55.0s, 4, 1:53.3s-$14 ($176,460); UPFRONT OBS JANET 2, 1:58.0f, 3, 1:57.0f-$10, BT 1:55.4f-$10 ($165,922) etc.; grandam of U NEED STONES 2, 1:55.0, 3, 1:53.2, 4, 1:53.0-$19, BT 1:52.2-$19 ($341,075); ONDA DI MARE 2, 1:56.0f, 3, 1:55.0f-$15, BT 1:53.2f-$16 ($176,815); WADING BOOTS 2, 1:57.4f, 3, 1:55.0f-$20, BT 1:53.4f-$20 ($151,380); STIRLING ABACUS 3, 1:59.2h, 4, 1:57.1f-$13, BT 1:55.4s-$12 ($114,167) etc.

Pleaseasembethoboston (m, Cumin) 3, 2:01.2h-$99, BT 2:01.0f-$99 ($2,478) 1 win.  Dam of BET TO WIN 2, Q1:58.3, 3, 1:55.4s, 4, 1:53.3f-$08, BT 1:53.2t-$08 ($648,340); WHITE SAND SAMANTHA 2, 2:02.4f, 3, 1:55.4f-$05 ($200,975); THEBANDFROMBOSTON 3, 2:01.1h, 3, 1:54.3f-$12 ($180,794); BOSTON CREDIT 2, Q1:59.1s, 3, 1:57.4f-$13, BT 1:56.1s-$13 ($120,587) etc.; grandam of WAIKIKI HANOVER 3, 1:58.0f, 1:56.3f-$15, BT 1:55.1s-$18 ($191,843); WALLACE HANOVER 3, 1:57.4f, 1:57.2f-$12, BT 1:56.0f-$13 ($139,522) etc.; DEMANDING SAM 2, 1:55.2s-$13, BT 1:55.0f-$13 ($120,789) etc.
IL Conceived

SUGARBEAR HANOVER

3rd dam

ARMBRO STUNNING 2:04.2h

2nd dam

PILGRIMS STUNNER

1st dam

By CASSIS 3, 1:52.4

ILLINI REAPER

Cantab Hall 3, 1:54.0 ................. Self Possessed 3, 1:51.3

3, 1:52.4 .......... Caniland Hall 3, 1:57.0s

Dirty Martini .................................. Lindy Lane 3, 1:53.0

ILLINI REAPER

Ginny Hanover 3, 1:55.0

Pilgrims Stunner 1:53.1 .......... B Cor Tango 4, 1:56.3

Broadway Hall 2, 1:56.4 .......... Victory Dream 3, 1:53.2

Armbro Stunning 2:04.2h .......... Sugarbear Hanover 3, T1:59.0

By CASSIS 3, 1:52.4 ($757,126). Sire of 6 in 1:55 - 25 in 2:00 including ANNAS LUCKY STAR 2, 1:56.4, 3, 1:53.3, 4, 1:53.1f - '18 ($438,082); TROTTING GRACE 2, 1:58.0, 3, 1:54.2, 4, 1:54.1f - '19, BT 1:54.0s -'19 ($324,341); TRIXIES JETHRO 2, 1:59.2, 3, 1:57.0, 1:54.3h - '20, BT 1:54.0h -'18 ($288,512); CRUZEN CASSI 2, 2:01.3, 3, 1:57.4s, 4, 1:57.1f -'19, BT 1:55.1f -'20 ($203,846) etc.

1st dam

PILGRIMS STUNNER 3, 1:54.4, 1:53.1 - '10 ($265,141) 21 wins, by BROADWAY HALL 2, 1:56.4. At 3, winner of Late Closer div at The Red Mile, second in PASS cons at Harrahs Chester Casino, div at Harrahs Chester Casino; third in Late Closer div at The Red Mile. At 3, third in Late Closer div at The Red Mile. As aged, winner of Preferred (twice) at The Meadows; second in Preferred at The Meadows; third in Preferred (4 times) at The Meadows. From 5 foals, dam of 1 winner including:

MISS STUNNER (m, Uncle Peter) 2, 1:59.0f -'19, BT 1:56.2f -'19 ($35,000) 1 win. At 2, second in OHSS div at Northfield Park, div at Scio Downs; third in OHSS div at Northfield Park, div at Scio Downs.

Lady In Purple (m, Dejaarmbo) BT 2:01.2f -'16 ($2,687). At 2, second in OH Fair S. div at Lebanon; third in OH Fair S. div at Hilliard, div at Mount Vernon.

King Carter (c, Triumphant Caviar) BT Q2:01.1f -'20 ($1,899). Now 3. Raced at 2. At 2, second in OH Fair S. div at Mansfield, div at Wooster.

Lady Mayflower (m, Dontyouforgetit) Dam of Seven Luck Caviar. Now 2 etc.

2nd dam

ARMBRO STUNNING 2:04.2h -'01, BT 2:00.1 -'00 ($4,945) 1 win, by VICTORY DREAM 3, 1:53.2. From 8 foals, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:56) including:

PILGRIMS STUNNER (m, Broadway Hall) 3, 1:54.4, 1:53.1 -'10 ($265,141) 21 wins. As Above.

HER NAME IS LOLA (m, Majestic Son) 2, 2:00.0f, 3, Q1:58.2s, 4, 1:54.3s -'14, BT 1:54.0s -'15 ($158,341) 11 wins. At 2, winner of ONSS Gold elim at Kawartha Downs. At 3, winner of Dream Of Glory S elim at Woodbine; second in Celias Counsel Series final at Woodbine, Celias Counsel Trotting Series final at Woodbine; third in ONSS Grassroots div at Mohawk. At 4, winner of Lifetime Dream Series final at Woodbine; third in Lifetime Dream Series final at Woodbine. As aged, winner of Lifetime Dream Series final at Woodbine; second in Lifetime Dream Series final at Woodbine. Dam of Prestige Worldwide 3, 2:01.2h -'21, BT Q2:00.2h -'21 ($3,770); Northern Tiguin. Now 2 etc.

STUNNING DELIGHT (m, Windsongs Legacy) 2, 2:00.0 -'08, BT Q1:58.2 -'08 ($35,996) 1 win. At 2, winner of NJSS div at The Meadowlands; second in NJSS div at The Meadowlands.

STUNNING HOLLY (m, Garland Lobell) 2, 2:00.4 -'05, BT 1:57.4 -'05 ($18,007) 1 win. At 2, winner of Early Closer #24 leg at The Red Mile; second in Early Closer #24 leg at The Red Mile, KYSS at The Red Mile; third in Int'l Stallion S. div at The Red Mile, KYSS div at The Red Mile, Simpson S. div at The Red Mile. Stunning Lindsey (m, Malabar Man). Dam of SEVRUGA 3, 1:54.2f, 1:50.3f -'13 ($1,217,021) etc.

3rd dam

SUGARBEAR HANOVER 2, 2:04.1f, 3, T1:59.0 -'86 ($46,848) 4 wins, by SUPER BOWL 3, 1:56.2. From 16 foals, dam of 11 winners (4 in 1:58) including:

ARMBRO PROWESS (m, Speedy Crown) 2, 1:56.2 -'96 ($430,004) 5 wins. Winner of 1996 HTA Nova Award for Two Year Old Trotting Fillies and 1996 USHWA Dan Patch Award for Two Year Old Trotting Fillies. At 2, winner of Breeders Crown Final at Mohawk, Champlain S. div at Mohawk, Int'l Stallion S. at The Red Mile, John Simpson Sr S. div at Vernon Downs, Merrie Annabelle S. elim at The Meadowlands; second in Merrie Annabelle S. final at The Meadowlands, Oakville S. div at Woodbine; third in Bluegrass S. div at The Red Mile. Dam of BOB AND BOBBY 2, 2:01.1f, 3, 1:55.1f -'12 ($165,473); BRICKHOUSE ROAD 2, 2:05.2h, 3, 2:03.4f, 1:58.1f -'07, BT 1:58.0f -'06 ($84,634); Valley Doll 3, 2:02.0 -'02, BT 2:01.0 -'01 ($4,758) etc.; grandam of GO GO DANCER 3, 1:57.1f -'11, BT 1:57.0f -'11 ($176,488); FIGHTING FILLY 3, 1:57.3, 4, 1:56.3s -'08 ($106,253); JACK HALLORAN ROAD 3, 1:54.9h, 1:59.0s -'08, BT 1:56.4 -'07 ($97,393) etc.

ARMBRO TENACIOUS (h, King Conch) 3, 1:56.2s -'00, BT 1:55.4s -'03 ($150,779) 8 wins. At 2, second in ONSS Grassroots div at Kawartha Downs. At 3, second in Cdn Breeders Ch elim at Mohawk; third in Cdn Breeders Ch final at Mohawk. At 4, winner of Don Mills S. leg at Woodbine; second in Don Mills S. leg and final at Woodbine. As aged, third in Preferred at Flamboro Downs.
TOMMI RIDGE
(MISSOURI ELIGIBLE)
IL Conceived  IL Foaled  Downstate Classic

---

**PLAYMATE BUNNIE** 3, Q1:59.4- ’07, BT 1:56.1- ’07 ($15,020), by INTERNATIONAL CHIP 2, 1:57.0. At 3, third in ICF Windy Skeeter S. div at DuQuoin State Fair, Lady Ann Reed S. cons at Balmoral Park, State Fair S. final at Springfield. From 4 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 1 winner including-

**BUNNIE HUNTER** (g, Polar Winner) 2, 2:06.4h, 3, 2:02.2- ’16, BT 1:59.1- ’16 ($17,261) 5 wins. At 2, winner of IL Stallion S. div at Charleston; third in IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. div at Altamont, div at Farmer City, IL Big 10 S. div at Paris. At 3, winner of Egyptian Colt S. div at Fairfield, IL Dept of Agriculture S. div at Springfield, NYCA div at Lewistown; second in County Challenge at DuQuoin State Fair; third in IL Big 10 S. div at Altamont, IL Big 10 S. div at Pana, Illini S. div at Lincoln.

Just Leo (g, Winbak Adam) BT 2:01.4- ’13 ($1,040). Mr Popper (c, Perfect Popper). Now 2.

---

**PLAYMATE OF THE YEAR** 2, 2:14.2h, 3, 2:07.0h- ’98, BT 2:01.4- ’98 ($11,172) 3 wins, by **COOPER LOBELL** 2, 2:00.3. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div at Petersburg; second in IL Fair S. div at Carrollton, div at Pana; third in IL Fair S. div at Carlinville, div at DuQuoin State Fair, div at Jerseyville, div at Lincoln, div at Rushville. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div at Griggsville, div at Jerseyville; second in IL Fair S. div (twice) at Lewistown; third in IL Fair S. div at Carrollton, div at Jacksonville, div at Mount Sterling, div at Pana, div at Rushville. From 7 foals, dam of 3 winners including-

**BARE NAKED** (g, Armbracher) 2, 1:59.4- ’02 ($45,100) 2 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. final at Springfield; second in Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park.

**PLAYMATE ADVISER** (g, Vaporize) 3, 2:01.1- ’11, 4, 1:59.3h- ’10, BT 1:58.1- ’10 ($18,772) 4 wins. At 4, winner of Newcomer Series leg at Balmoral Park.

**PLAYMATE BUNNIE** (m, International Chip) 3, Q1:59.4- ’07, BT 1:56.1- ’07 ($15,020). As Above.

**BUCK NAKED** (g, SJs Photo) 4, 1:59.4- ’11, BT 1:57.3- ’10 ($3,574) 2 wins. At 3, second in Topline S. div at Springfield.

Rockinthebeergut (m, Valley Victor) 3, Q2:03.1f- ’11, BT Q2:00.3- ’11 ($2,145).

---

**MISS NOBLE HARE** 2, 2:14.0h ($3,676) 1 win, by **NOBLE HUSTLE** 3, 1:58.1. From 5 foals, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:58) including-

**LIL GRUM** (g, Prairieeland Clint) 2, 2:02.0, 3, 1:58.3, 1:57.1- ’01 ($116,653) 27 wins. At 2, winner of County Fair Challenge at DuQuoin State Fair, IL Fair S. div at Carrollton, div (twice) at Mount Sterling, div at Springfield; third in Cardinal S. elim at Maywood Park, IL Fair S. div at Greenville. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div at Carrollville, Speedy Rodney S. div at Balmoral Park, Su Mac Lad S. elim at Balmoral Park; second in IL Fair S. div (twice) at Springfield, Pronto Don S. at DuQuoin State Fair, div at DuQuoin State Fair; third in IL Fair S. div at Lincoln, div at Rushville, div at Urbana. At 4, 3rd in IL Fair S. div at Lincoln.

**HEAVY BUD** (g, Town Escort) 2, 2:10.3h, 3, 2:06.0h- ’93, BT Q2:00.2- ’94 ($19,401) 12 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div (twice) at Lewistown, div at Marshall, div at Mount Sterling; second in IL Fair S. div at Decatur, div at Marshall, div at Mount Sterling. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div (twice) at Fairbury, div (twice) at Jerseyville, div at Pecatonica, div (twice) at Taylorville; second in IL Fair S. div at Carrollton, div at Pecatonica; third in IL Fair S. div at Carrollton, div at Lincoln.

**ESAU** (g, Cooper Lobell) 2, 2:10.3h, 4, Q2:05.0h- ’96, BT 2:04.1- ’94 ($6,612) 5 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div (twice) at Morrison, div (twice) at Petersburg; second in IL Fair S. div (twice) at Urbana; third in IL Fair S. div (twice) at Jerseyville, div at Mount Sterling. Ariel Charger (m, Armbracher Charger).

---

**MS SLICK HARE** by JUBILEE ARVAK 4, 2:02.1f. From 11 foals, dam of 4 winners including-

**MS JUBILEE AYRES** (m, Snafu) 2, 2:14.0h, 3, 2:08.2h, BT 2:01.3s- ’92 ($18,437) 4 wins. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div at DuQuoin, div (twice) at Pecatonica; second in IL Fair S. div at Carlinville, div (twice) at Pinckneyville; second in IL Fair S. div at Jerseyville, Lad Ann Reed S. elim at Sportsmans Park; third in IL Fair S. div at Jacksonville, div (twice) at Newton, div at Springfield, div at Urbana. Dam of **MOMS JUBILEE** 2, 2:12.0h, 3, 2:01.0- ’01, BT 1:58.1- ’01 ($23,869) etc.

**NOW EIN** (g, Nowak Hanover) 2, 2:12.0h- ’02, BT 2:07.0h- ’03 ($11,011) 4 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div at Morrison, div at Newton, div at Sandwich; second in IL Fair S. div at Cambridge, div at Urbana; third in IL Fair S. div at Knoxville.
**LOU SANGREAL**

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)

**Bay Filly - Foaled March 08, 2020 - Registration #6V636**

**Microchip #985141001331198**
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Consigned by: Flacco Family Farms LLC, Alexis, IL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Windsongs Legacy 3, 1:53.0</th>
<th>Lous Legacy 2, 1:58.3h</th>
<th>Lady Love MCBur 3, 2:07.3h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOU SANGREAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Powerful Emotion 3, 1:54.2**  
Prime Mistress 3, 1:58.3

**Powerful Force Q1:58.3**  
Prime Mistress 3, Q2:00.3g

*By LOUS LEGACY 2, 1:58.3h, BT 1:57.3f - (297,259); LOUZOTIC 2, 1:58.0, 3, Q1:57.3, 4, 1:57.1; LOUS MISTRESS 2, 1:58.0, 3, 2:01.0h, 3, Q1:57.3, 4, 1:57.1*  

1st dam

**POWERFUL FORCE 3, Q2:02.0, Q1:58.3 - '14, BT 1:58.0 - '14 ($18,149)** 2 wins, by **POWERFUL EMOTION 3, 1:54.2**  
From 3 foals, dam of 2 winners including -

**LOUS VOODOO WOMAN** (f, Lous Legacy) 2, 2:01.2 - '20, BT 1:57.3 - '21 ($48,997) 11 wins,  
At 2, winner of Fox Valley Flan leg at Hawthorne, ICF S div at Duquoin State Fair, ICFS div at Springfield; second in Downstate Classic div at Springfield, ICF S. div at Springfield; third in IL State Fair S. div at Springfield. At 3, winner of Midwestern Illinois Racing Assoc div at Carlinville; second in ICF S. div at Springfield, The Bea Farber leg at Hawthorne.

**LOUS MISTRESS 3, 2:12.2h - '19, BT 2:02.0 - '18 ($9,559) 1 win, At 2, second in ICF S. div at Springfield. At 3, winner of IL Big 10 div at Decatur; second in IL Big 10 div at Altamont, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Knoxville; third in IL Big 10 div at Paris, Illini S. div at Greenup.

2nd dam

**TRIBULATION FORCE 2, 2:03.3, 3, 1:59.2 - '03, BT 1:57.2 - '03 ($133,217) 5 wins, by **GIANT TRIUMPH 3, Q2:00.3g, BT 1:59.3 - '94**  
At 2, second in Lady Lincoln Land S. final at Balmoral Park, Red White & Blue Series final at Hawthorne, Shawnee S. elim at Duquoin State Fair. At 3, second in Lady Ann Reed S. final at Balmoral Park, Violet Series elim and final at Balmoral Park; third in IL Fair S. div at Springfield, Lady Ann Reed S. elim at Balmoral Park. From 5 foals, dam of 2 winners including -

**POWERFUL FORCE (m, Powerful Emotion)** 3, Q2:02.0, Q1:58.3 - '14, BT 1:58.0 - '14 ($18,149) 2 wins. As Above.

**Emotional Force (g, Powerful Emotion)** 2, 2:20.0h - '12, BT Q2:03.4 - '13 ($1,434) 1 win. At 2, third in Egyptian Coll S. div at Marion.

3rd dam

**Coopers Queen 2:02.3 - '95, BT 2:02.1 - '95 ($14,974)** 2 wins, by **COOPER LOBELL 2, 2:00.3**. At 2, third in IL Fair S. div at Springfield. From 3 foals, dam of 2 winners including -

**ELLE BOHEMIAN** (m, Giant Triumph) 2, 2:02.0, 3, 2:01.21 - '02, BT 1:58.0 - '02 ($39,267) 16 wins,  
At 2, winner of ISOSBA S. at Springfield; second in Violet S. at Maywood Park; third in Shawnee S. at Duquoin State Fair, Source Ann S. div at Balmoral Park. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div at Altamont, div at Greenup, div at Greenville, div at Jacksonsville, div at Newton, div at Pana, div at Sandwich; second in IL Fair S. div at Farmer City, div at Urbana; third in IL Fair S. div at Decatur.

4th dam

**EL NEWEWEH I BY BURGOMEISTER 3, 1:56.3**. From 1 foal, dam of 1 winner including -

**Coopers Queen (m, Cooper Lobell)** 2:02.3 - '95, BT 2:02.1 - '95 ($14,974) 2 wins. As Above.

5th dam

**HEATHER IMP 2, 2:10.3f ($8,599)** 6 wins, by **NOBLE IMP 2:04.2**. From 10 foals, dam of 4 winners including -

**MAYFAIR CLASSIC (h, Armbo Classic)** 2, 2:00.4 - '99, BT Q2:00.3 - '00 ($18,588) 5 wins. At 2, winner of Dam Safe S. elim at Duquoin State Fair, IL Fair S. div at Carrollton, div at Lewiston, div at Newton, Private Bud S. at Balmoral Park; second in ISOSBA S. div at Springfield; third in Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park. At 3, third in Cardinal Series elim at Balmoral Park.

**Rose Of Mayfair** (m, Sorcerer Hanover) BT Q2:07.3 - '95 ($2,900). At 2, third in IL Fair S. div at Springfield. Dam of Mayfair Grace 2, 2:15.3h, 3, 2:05.4h - '02, BT Q2:01.4 - '02 ($19,785) etc.; grandam of **MAYFAIR SEGREGO 3, 2:00.3 - '09, BT 1:57.3 - '10 ($106,975) etc.**

Remembering (m, Gin Mist) 2, 2:13.4h ($8,772) 1 win. Dam of **LONG BEACH BECKY 2, 2:11.1h - '00, BT 2:08.0 - '00 ($9,327) etc.; grandam of EXXA LOU 4, 2:01.1h - '13, BT Q1:56.4 - '14 ($58,968) etc.**

Copa De Oro (m, Legend Hanover) 3, 2:05.0f ($5,661) 1 win. Dam of **SORCE ANN 2, 1:59.2, 3, 1:56.0 - '95 ($329,636) etc.; grandam of KAN WIRE 2, 1:58.3, 3, 1:57.3, 1:54.2s - '10 ($487,701); MAGIC LANE 2, 1:59.1, 3, 1:56.4 - '02, BT 1:55.11 - '04 ($140,255); VICTORS PHANTOM 2, 1:58.3 - '06, BT 1:57.4 - '07 ($125,994); KANTATION 3, Q1:57.3, 4, 1:57.1 - '02 ($110,609) etc.**
By SOUTHWIND BREEZE 2, Q1:57.4 ($46,027). Sire of 4 in 1:56 - 15 in 2:00 including BIG BILL BREEZE 2, 2:02.0, 3, 1:55.4f, 19, BT 1:53.0f-16 ($92,067); LITTLE MISS CHRYSSY 2, Q1:58.0, 3, 1:54.2, 4, 1:53.4f-14 ($262,526); BAILEYS WISH 2, 1:59.3, 3, 1:59.0-14 ($223,035); BOBBY B BREEZE 2, 1:59.0, 3, 1:57.0, 4, 1:55.1f, ’15, BT 1:53.4f-15 ($197,436) etc.

1st dam
POWERFUL PRINCESS 2, 1:59.0, 3, 1:58.2-16, BT 1:58.0-16 ($29,308) 2 wins, by POWERFUL EMOTION 3, 1:54.2. At 2, winner of Lincoln Land S. cons at Balmoral Park; second in Lady Lincoln Land S. elim at Balmoral Park. At 3, winner of ICF-LC#17 leg at Hawthorne; second in ICF-S. div at Hawthorne; third in ICF-S. Beulah Dygert Memorial leg at Hawthorne, LC#17 final at Hawthorne. First foal.

2nd dam
MAPLE GROVE GLIDE by YANKEE GLIDE 3, 1:55.1, BT 1:53.0-97. From 8 foals, dam of 6 winners (1 in 1:56) including-

MAPLEGROVE SHAEELYN (m, American Native) 2, 2:02.4, 3, 1:55.0, 1:54.4 -13 ($130,153) 11 wins. At 2, winner of IODA S. div. At 3, winner of Elk Grove Village OTB S. div, IL State Fair Colt S. elim, IL State Fair S. div, Lady Ann Reed S. elim; second in Fox Valley Evita S. elim, Lady Ann Reed S. elim. At 4, winner of Lifetime Dream Trotting Series leg. As aged, aged, 1st winner of IL State Fair S. div; second in ICF S. div, Dam of MAPLEGROVE GRADY 2, 2:00.3s, 3, 1:57.1f-20, BT 1:55.3s-19 ($38,030); MAPLEGROVE KATMIS 3, 1:57.2-18, BT 1:55.0s-18 ($26,643); Maple Grove Mangin 2, Q2:07.0-21 etc.

MAPLEGROVE NATALIE (m, American Native) 2, 2:00.2-07, BT 1:57.4-07 ($68,207) 4 wins. At 2, winner of IODA S. div, Lady Lincoln Land S. elim, Violet S. elim and final; second in Downstate Classic S. div, ICF-Shawnee S., ICF Shawnee S. div, IL Big 10 Colt S. div. Illinois S. div; third in Hanover S.

TRUE DETECTIVE (g, Lous Legacy) 2, 1:58.4 -17, BT 1:57.0-18 ($66,946) 7 wins. At 2, winner of Cardinal S. final, Kadabra S. leg (twice); second in ICF S. div, The Kadabra leg; third in ICF S. div. At 3, winner of Cardinal S. div, ICF S. div; second in Bea Farber S. leg, ICF S. - Erwin Dygert Memorial leg; third in Night of Champions Series Leg, The Pronto Don.

MAPLEGROVE NATIVE (m, American Native) 2, 1:58.3-06 ($42,830) 4 wins. At 2, winner of Lincoln Land S. elim, State Fair S. elim and final. Dam of MIND YOUR BUSINESS 2, 2:05.0h, 3, 1:58.0s-15, BT 1:57.3-15 ($13,091) etc.

MAPLEGROVE TOM (g, American Native) 4, 1:58.4-14 ($6,835) 3 wins. At 4, second in Topline S. div; third in ICF S. div, IHHA S. div (twice), Topline S. div. As aged, third in ICF S. div.

Maple Grove John (g, Vaporize) BT 2:03.1-10 ($2,140). At 3, second in Egyptian Colt S. div.

3rd dam
LIGHTLY SAKRA 2, 2:04.1 -94 ($500) 1 win, by SUPERGILL 3, 1:53.3. From 11 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:56, 4 in 1:58) including-

R VALERIE (m, Master Lavec) 2, 2:09.1h, 3, 2:03.4h, 1:57.2f-10, BT 1:53.4z-10 ($168,642) 23 wins. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div (4 times); second in Night Of Champions, OH Fair S. div (8 times); third in OH Fair S. div. At 3, winner of OH Fair S. div (6 times); second in OH Fair S. div (twice), OHSS div (twice); third in Champion Of Champions leg, Killbuck Mary Series leg, New Century Series div, OH Fair S. div (3 times), Pride Of Ohio S. div. At 4, winner of Super Bowl Series leg; third in Super Bowl Series leg. Dam of CAPTAINNA 3, 2:01.1h, 4, Q2:00.1h-19, BT 1:58.3f-19 ($20,911) etc.

WEN MARS HANDSOME (g, Big Victory) 3, 1:58.1z, 1:56.4-09, BT 1:56.3z-06 ($127,438) 19 wins. At 3, winner of Todd Parker Memorial leg (twice).

SPIRITED KARA (g, Armoro Goal) 3, 2:03.0f, 1:57.4f-03, BT 1:57.2f-03 ($126,910) 30 wins.

WEN MARS MEMO (m, Carry The Message) 3, 1:59.1, 4, 1:55.1f-08 ($104,138) 12 wins. Dam of MEADOWBRANCH MEMO 2, 1:56.2z, 1, 1:55.3s, 1:54.2s-18, BT 1:53.3s-18 ($314,530); MEADOWBRANCH WENDY 2, 1:59.3f, 3, 1:53.3, 4, 1:52.3z-16 ($131,255) etc.

HOORAY FOR VALERIE (m, Chip Chip Hooray) 2, 2:10.2h, 3, 2:03.0h, 4, 1:58.1-10, BT 1:56.2-11 ($48,891) 10 wins. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div; second in OH Fair S. div (twice). At 3, winner of OH Fair S. div (twice); second in Killbuck Mary Series leg, OH Fair S. div (3 times); third in Killbuck Mary Series leg, OH Fair S. div (3 times).

Mov Simon (g, Chip Chip Hooray) 2, 2:03.0f-17 ($4,373). At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div at Attica; third in OH Fair S. div at Napolean, div at Van Wert.

Wen Mars Misty (m, Master Lavec) BT Q2:03.2s-05 ($2,740). At 2, second in OH Fair S. div at Paulding. At 3, second in OH Fair S. div at Ottawa, div at Paulding, div at Van Wert.
LEAP YEAR KING

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Bay Colt - Foaled February 29, 2020 - Registration #0VC79

Microchip #985141001380923

LEAP YEAR KING

By Cassis 3, 1:52.4 ($575,126). Sire of 6 in 1:55 - 25 in 2:00 including ANNAS LUCKY STAR 2, 1:56.4, 3, 1:53.3, 4, 1:53.1f - ’18 ($531,082); TROTTERING GRACE 2, 1:59.0, 3, 1:54.2, 4, 1:54.1h - ’19, BT 1:54.0s -’19 (324,341); TRIXIES JETHRO 2, 1:59.2, 3, 1:57.0, 4, 1:53.1; ’18 ($288,512); CRUZEN CASSI 2, 2:01.3, 3, 1:57.4s, 4, 1:57.1f - ’19, BT 1:55.1f - ’19 ($203,846) etc.

1st dam

Powerfulbuling BTC 1:59.3 -’14 ($12,332), by POWERFUL EMOTION 3, 1:54.2. At 3, third in IL Big 10 Colt Assc. S. div at Greenville, IL Dept of Agriculture S. div at Springfield.

Second foal.

Powerful Prophet (g, Cassis) BTC 2:04.1 -’21 ($875). Now 2 race timed in 2:04.1.

2nd dam

FOX VALLEY POETRY 2, 2:05.4 -’02, BT 2:01.4 -’03 ($6,205) 1 win, by MEADOWBRANCH JERZY 3, 1:58.2, BT 1:58.3 -’95. At 2, winner of ISOBIA Sale S. at Balmoral Park. Dam of 7 winners (1 in 1:54, 3 in 1:56, 4 in 1:58) including POWERFUL CHARGER (g, Powerful Emotion) 2, 1:55.4, 1:53.4f - ’15, BT 1:53.1f -’15 ($561,695) 38 wins. At 2, winner of ICF-Darn Safe S. div at DuQuoin State Fair, IL Fair S. final at Springfield, IL Stallion S. div at Charleston, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield, Illinois S. div at Martinsville, Plesac S. final at Balmoral Park, Sarah Myers S. leg at Balmoral Park, second in Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park, ICF-Psychic Spirit S. div at Balmoral Park, Lincoln Land S. final at Balmoral Park, third in Cardinal S. final at Balmoral Park. At 3, second in Circle City S. div at Indiana Downs; third in IL State Fair Colt S. div at Springfield, Niles OTB S. div at Balmoral Park, Pronto Don S. div at DuQuoin State Fair, Su Mac Lad S. final at Balmoral Park.

POWERFUL POE (g, Powerful Emotion) 2, 1:56.3, 3, 1:55.0 -’13, BT 1:54.4 -’13 ($254,026) 11 wins. At 2, winner of Betzotic S. div at Balmoral Park, Cardinal S. div at Balmoral Park, Darn Safe S. div at DuQuoin State Fair, Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park, Lincoln Land S. elim and final at Balmoral Park, State Fair S. final at Balmoral Park; second in Plesac S. elim at Balmoral Park; third in ICF-Psychic Spirit S. div at Balmoral Park, IL State Fair S. elim at Springfield. At 3, winner of Betzotic S. div at Balmoral Park, Su Mac Lad S. elim at Balmoral Park; second in Betzotic S. div at Balmoral Park, Connors Memorial final at Hazel Park, Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park, Iggy Magoo S. div at Balmoral Park, Kadabra S. final at Balmoral Park, Mikes A Mystery S. div at Balmoral Park, Southern Rocketop S. div at Balmoral Park; third in IL State Fair S. div at Springfield. At 4, third in Mikes A Mystery S. div at Balmoral Park.

MACIE RAE (m, Powerful Emotion) 2, 2:00.4, 3, 1:55.1 -’14 ($144,397) 36 wins. At 2, winner of Big 10 S. div at Farmer City, County Fair Challenge final at DuQuoin State Fair, Egyptian Colt S. div at Fairfield, IL Big 10 Colt Assc. S. div at Pana, div at Paris, Illini S. div at Greenup, Mid-Western IL Racing Assc. S. div at Carrollton, Mid West IL Racing Assc. S. div at Rushville; second in IL Stallion S. div at Charleston, Mid-Western IL Racing Assc. S. div at Carlinville, Northern IL Colt Assc. S. div at Sandwich; third in Downstate Classic S. div at Lincoln, IL State Fair Colt S. elim at Springfield, Mid West IL Racing Assc. S. div at Petersburg. At 3, winner of Betzotic S. div (twice) at Balmoral Park, Downstate Classic S. div at Carrollton, IL Big 10 Colt Assc. S. div at Altamont, div at Paris, Illini S. div at Lincoln, Lady Ann Reed S. cons at Balmoral Park, Sorce Ann S. div at Balmoral Park, Violet S. elim at Balmoral Park, Windy Skeeter S. final at DuQuoin State Fair; second in Fox Valley Diva S. div at Balmoral Park; third in Violet S. div at Balmoral Park. At 4, winner of ICF S. div at Pana; second in ICF S. div at Jerseyville, div at Knoxville, IL State Fair Colt S. div at Springfileld, Topline S. div at Altamont, div at Springfield; third in Topline S. div at Charleston, div at Urbana. As aged, winner of IL State Fair Ch final at Springfield, Topline S. div (twice) at Altamont, div (twice) at Charleston, div at Urbana; second in Topline S. div at DuQuoin State Fair, div at Lincoln; second in Topline S. div at Springfield.

CURRY PALM (g, Swan For All) 2, 1:58.0s, 3, 1:56.1s - ’19, BT 1:54.3s -’19 ($68,897) 5 wins. At 2, winner of IN Sired Mini Series leg at Hoosier Park; third in INSS cons at Hoosier Park. At 3, second in Chad E. Carlton Series leg at Hoosier Park; third in INSS leg (twice) at Hoosier Park.

MARILYN'S LIL AGGIE (m, Vaporize) 2, 2:10.4h, 3, 2:09.0h, 4, 2:01.4h -’09, BT 1:58.3 -’08 ($36,188) 6 wins. At 2, winner of Northern IL Colt Assc. S. div at Morrison; second in Lady Lincoln Land S. elim at Balmoral Park; third in Northern IL Cons. Colt S. div at Cambridge, div at Knoxville. At 3, winner of Northern IL Colt Assc. S. div at Mendota; second in ICF S. div at Decatur, ISOBIA S. at Balmoral Park; third in ICF S. - Lady Ann Reed S. cons at Balmoral Park.

Stakes Engagements
By CASSIS  3, 1:52.4 ($755,126). Sire of 6 in 1:55 - 25 in 2:00 including ANNAS LUCKY STAR 2, 1:56.4, 3, 1:53.3, 4, 1:53.1- '18 ($438,082); TROTTING GRACE 2, 1:59.0, 3, 1:54.2, 4, 1:54.1h- '19, BT 1:54.0f-19 ($324,341); TRIXIES JETHRO 2, 1:59.2, 3, 1:57.0, 4:1.53.4h- '20, BT 1:54.0h-18 ($288,512); CRUZEN CASSI 2, 2:01.3, 3, 1:57.4s, 4, 1:57.1f-19, BT 1:55.1f-20 ($203,846) etc.

1st dam PRETTY CRAZY 2, 1:58.1f, 3, 1:57.1f-13 ($94,931) 8 wins, by CRAZED 3, 1:52.2 BT 1:52.0-08. At 2, winner of NY Bred Excelsior Series div at Buffalo, div at Monticello, div at Saratoga Harness, div at Tioga Downs, div at Vernon Downs, NYSS div at Yonkers; third in Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park, Landmark S. div at Historic Track, NY Bred Excelsior Series final at Saratoga Harness, NY State Fair S. div at Vernon Downs. At 3, winner of NY Bred Excelsior Series div at Buffalo, div at Tioga Downs; second in Excelsior S. prep at Tioga Downs; third in NY Bred Excelsior Series div at Saratoga Harness. From 3 foals, dam of 1 winner (1 in 1:56) including-

FORGET IT I'M CRAZY (h, Dontyouforgetit) 2, 1:59.2f, 3, 1:56.1f, 1:55.3f-'21, BT 1:54.1f-21 ($82,225) 6 wins. At 3, winner of Buckeye Stallion Series div at Delaware County Fair, div at Miami Valley Gaming And Racing.

Beginning of an era (m, Dontyouforgetit). Illini Camo (c, Big Stick Lindy). Now 3.

2nd dam PRETTY MAY FLOWERS 3, 1:55.0f- ‘08, BT 1:53.3z-‘08 ($39,976) 8 wins, by LINDY LANE 3, 1:53.0, BT 1:52.4-96. At 3, second in VA Breeders final at Colonial Downs, prep at Colonial Downs. From 1 foal, dam of 1 winner (b,1 in 1:58) including-

PRETTY CRAZY (m, Crazed) 2, 1:58.1f, 3, 1:57.1f-13 ($94,931) 8 wins. As Above.

3rd dam CLESSIDRA by PINE CHIP 4, T1:51.0. From 10 foals, dam of 4 winners (.1 in 1:56, 2 in 1:58) including-

CELEBRITY CAVIAR (g, Sjs Caviar) 1:56.2f-‘11, BT 1:55.4f-13 ($49,448) 15 wins.

PRETTY MAY FLOWERS (m, LIndy Lane) 3, 1:55.0f- ‘08, BT 1:53.3z-‘08 ($39,976) 8 wins. Exported to Finland. As Above.

NO NOT YET (m, Tom Ridge) 2, 2:06.1h, 3, 2:05.2h- ‘17, BT 1:59.1f-17 ($23,892) 6 wins. At 2, winner of PASS div at Dayton, div at Gratz, div at Hughesville, div at Indiana, div at Wayneburg; second in PASS div at Clearfield, div at Meadville; third in PASS div at Butler, div at Washington Park, div at Wattsburg. At 3, winner of PASS div at Washington Park; second in PASS div at Butler, div at Gratz; third in PASS div at Gratz, div at Wayneburg.

UNFAIR ADVANTAGE (g, Sjs Caviar) 3, 2:07.1h- ‘14, BT 2:03.0f-14 ($9,558) 1 win. At 3, winner of PASS div at Wayneburg; second in PASS div at Bedford, div at Clearfield, div at Dayton, Quaker State S. div at Butler; third in PASS div at Dayton, div (twice) at Gratz, div at Meadville.

Anaximenes (g, Grotos Hall) 2, Q2:07.1h- ‘18, BT 1:57.1f-18 ($8,960). At 2, third in MDSS div at Ocean Downs, div at Rosecroft. At 3, second in MDSS div at Rosecroft; third in MDSS div at Ocean Downs.

Caviar Tonight (m, Sjs Caviar) Q2:08.3f-10 ($5,541). At 2, second in PA Fair S. div at Meadville, div at Port Royal, div at Appalachian Fair, div at Washington Park; third in PASS div at Stoneboro.

4th dam CAROLES CAPER by SPEEDY SOMOLLI 3, 1:55.0. Dam of 4 winners (1DG) (1 in 1:58) including-

BIG CUMIN (g, Cumin) 3, 2:03.0f, 4, Q1:59.2- ‘98, BT 1:56.0-99 ($80,975) 18 wins, (p, $32). At 2, third in NJ Fair S. div (twice) at Showplace Farm. At 3, third of Landmark S. div at Historic Track. At 4, winner of Holiday Series elim at Yonkers. As aged, second in Miracle S. div at Vernon Downs.

MOUNTAIN OF GOLD (g, Sierra Kosmos) 2, 2:04.4h, 3, 2:02.1h, 1:56.4s- ‘01 ($79,505) 24 wins. At 2, winner of PA Fair S. div at Bloomsburg, div at Port Royal; second in PA Fair S. div at Dayton, div at Gratz; third in PA All Stars div at Pocono Downs. At 3, winner of PA Fair S. div at Miami, PASS div at Washington Park; second in PA Fair S. div at Honesdale, div at Hughesville, PASS div at Clearfield, div at York; third in PA Fair S. div at Gratz, PASS div at Bloomsburg, div at Indiana, div at Washington Park. At 4, second in Super Bowl Series leg at The Meadowlands.

TRULY BULLVILLE (g, Cumin) 2, 2:09.1h, 2:03.2h- ‘99, BT Q1:57.4-95 ($16,871) 3 wins, (p, 3, 2:01.3h, 4, 1:59.2h- ‘96, BT 1:56.3-96 ($15,429) 4 wins). At 2, winner of NJ Fair S. div at Cowtown; third in NJ Fair S. div at Flemington, div at Ridge Training Center.
Can Of Trix (g, Trixton). Now 3.

KOHL dances stormy laps and wins. At 3, winner of Future Stars Trotting Series leg (twice) at Rideau Carleton.

2, 1:58.3s, 3, 1:57.4s

By SWAN IN A MILLION 1:52.4f ($359,297).

1st dam QUIET GLIDE 3, Q1:59.2s -'17, BT 1:57.3s-'17 ($20,207) 2 wins, by YANKLE GLIDE 3, 1:55.1.

1st dam Eclair Hanover BT 2:02.4f -'15 ($955,368) 8 wins. At 3, winner of Future Stars Trotting Series leg (twice) at Rideau Carleton.

2, 1:56.2

By JMK SWAN GLIDE (INDIANA ELIGIBLE)

Bay Colt -Foaled April 01, 2020 - Registration #6V030

Consigned by: Oakwood Farms, Montgomery, IN

Stake Engagements

Champlain IN Sires IN Sires(Fairs) RSA Elite Simcoe
By LOUS LEGACY 2, 1:58.3h, BT Q1:57.1-‘09 ($92,750), Sire of 6 in 1:55 - 36 in 2:00 including ANOTHER BREATH 2, 2:01.0h, 3, 1:56.2f, 1:53.4f - ‘18, BT 1:52.3s-‘18 ($485,147); LOU MAN 2, 1:57.4s, 3, 1:54.3s, 1:53.3f - ‘16 ($297,259); LOUZOTIC 2, 1:58.0, 3, 1:54.3f -’19, BT 1:54.0s-20 ($295,630); LOUGAZI 2, 2:00.2, 1:54.2h -’21 ($260,095) etc.

RAFFAELLIS FILLY BT 1:58.3s-’17 ($1,170), by SWAN FOR ALL 3, 1:54.1f, BT 1:53.2-‘09. Second foal.

Pappas Class Act (g, Class Included) BT Q2:05.4s-‘21. Now 2 and qualified in 2:05.4s.

TOUCH OF VICTORY by VALLEY VICTOR. From 5 foals, dam of 4 winners (2 in 1:56, 3 in 1:58) including:

RICCOLO (g, Northern Kid) 2, 1:59.3, 3, 1:54.2s -’12 ($138,560) 11 wins. At 2, second in Psychic Spirit S. at Balmoral Park; at 3, winner of Balmoral S. at Balmoral Park; Cardinal S. div at Balmoral Park, Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park, ICF S. div (twice) at Balmoral Park, Mikes A Mystery S. div at Balmoral Park, Open at The Meadowlands, Su Mac Lad S. div at Balmoral Park.

SLOANE ELISE (m, Abc Garland) 2, 1:56.4, 3, 1:55.4f -’15, BT 1:54.3s-’15 ($132,930) 5 wins. At 2, winner of Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park, INSS prep at Hoosier Park; second in INSS (twice) at Hoosier Park; second in INSS elim (twice) at Hoosier Park; third and cons at Hoosier Park; third in INSS elim and final at Hoosier Park. Dam of Guccio Mimi. Now 3 etc.

PETRUCCELLI (m, International Chip) 2, 2:01.2 -’08 ($13,599) 3 wins. At 2, winner of ICF S. L - Lil Bit Tuff leg at Hawthorne, IDOA S. div at Springfield, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Henry; second in Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Sandwich; third in ICF - Lady Lincoln Land cons at Balmoral Park. Dam of OINKERS 3, 2:08.3s, 4, 2:02.11 -’14, BT 1:53.9s-’13 ($16,494) etc.

QUAZE (g, Northern Kid) 4, 1:58.0 -’15, BT 1:54.3s-’15 ($8,493) 2 wins. Raffaellis Filly (m, Swan For All) BT 1:58.3s-’17 ($1,170). As Above.

SPECTACULAR STACEY 3, 2:11.0h -’95, BT 2:03.1-’95 ($5,617) 1 win, by COOPER LOBBELL 2, 2:00.3. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div at Lewisport; second in IL Fair S. div at Lewisport, div at Mendota, div (twice) at Morrison. From 7 foals, dam of 3 winners including:

SS STARDUST (m, Armbrno Charger) 2, 1:59.1f -’01, BT 1:58.0-02 ($52,793) 8 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div at Decatur, div at Martinsville, div at Springfield, Balmoral S. div at Balmoral Park, Shawnee S. at Duquoin State Fair, Source Ann S. div at Balmoral Park; second in IL Fair S. div at Balmoral Park, third in Shawnee S. at Duquoin State Fair; At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div at Lewisport; second in IL Fair S. div at Mount Sterling. Dam of FOX VALLEY SHOUT 2, 2:00.3, 3, Q1:59.3s, 1:55.4-’18 ($91,510) etc.

LA ELENA (m, Armbrno Charger) 2, 2:02.4, 3, 2:02.2h -’00, BT 1:58.3-00 ($37,704) 3 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. cons at Springfield; second in IL Fair S. div at Lewisport; third in IL Fair S. div at Lewisport, div at Springfield, Balmoral S. div at Balmoral Park; at 3, winner of ICF S. div at Lewisport; second in IL Fair S. div at Lewisport, div at Springfield; third in Fox Valley Evita S. leg at Balmoral Park, IL Fair S. div at Springfield, ISB S. leg at Balmoral Park, Windy Skeeter S. at Duquoin State Fair. Dam of FOX VALLEY LILY 4, 1:57.4 -’10 ($10,866) etc.

MIS VAPOR TRAIL (m, Vaporize) 2, 2:02.1 -’07, BT 2:00.0-07 ($10,250) 1 win. At 2, winner of Lady Lincoln Land S. elim at Balmoral Park. Dam of YANKEE TRAIL 1:54.3s -’19 ($68,014) etc.

Touch Of Victory (m, Valley Victor) As Above.

R Speedy One (m, Vaporize).

VELVET TOUCH 3, 2:02.0, 2:04.1 ($58,350) 16 wins, by NOBLE HUSTLE 3, 1:58.1. From 9 foals, dam of 7 winners (1 in 1:58) including:

BELLY UPTO THE BAR (g, Armbrno Charger) 3, 2:02.2, 4, 1:57.4s -’01, BT 1:57.0s-02 ($65,550) 10 wins. At 2, third in IL Fair S. div. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div; second in IL Fair S. div (4 times); third in IL Fair S. div (4 times). At 4, winner of Super Bowl Series leg; third in General Brock Series.

BROOKLYN BRADLY (g, Super Ben Joe) 3, 2:08.3h -’05, BT 2:01.0-05 ($20,703) 2 wins. At 2, third in Mount Crescent Trot. At 3, winner of IA Fair S. div; second in IA Fair S. (twice); second in IA Fair S. elim; third in IA Fair S. div (twice).
IMARAILLCHEATER

(ILINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Brown Colt - Foaled April 28, 2020 - Registration #7V739
Microchip #985141001383941

By DONTCHEATONMENOW 3, 1:56.2s, BT 1:56.0s-'14 ($123,500). Sire of 1 in 2:00 including TROPICAL ROSIE 2, 2:08.0, 3, 1:59.1-’20 ($39,368); TWIN CEDARS ROCKET BT 1:57.0-’19 ($16,578); SHES GOT MOXY BT 2:01.1-’20 ($7,187); IMA CHEATEN GIRL BT 2:06.0-’21 ($727) etc.

1st dam
RAILEE SUPER NICE by EQUINOX BI 1:52.0s, BT 1:51.3-’07. First foal.

2nd dam
RAILEE SUPER by DONERAL 2, 1:55.4, BT 1:54.3-’95. From 12 foals, dam of 7 winners (,1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:56, 4 in 1:58) including:

RAILEE POSSIBLE (g, Anything's Possible) 3, 1:56.2f, 1:52.2-’08 ($386,807) 33 wins. At 2, second in FL Breeders S. final at Pompano Park. At 3; winner of FL Breeders S. final at Pompano Park, FL Sunshine State S. div at Pompano Park; second in Hurricane Series leg at Pompano Park; third in FL Sunshine State S. div at Pompano Park. At 4, winner of Open at Pompano Park. Preferred (twice) at Pompano Park; second in Open at Pompano Park, Preferred (twice) at Pompano Park; third in Mack Lobell Trotting Series leg at Pompano Park, Open (twice) at Pompano Park. As aged, winner of Isle Mile Series leg at Pompano Park, Open (4 times) at Harrahs Chester Casino, (7 times) at Pompano Park; second in Isle Mile Series leg at Pompano Park, Mack Lobell Series leg at Pompano Park, Open (twice) at Pompano Park; third in Isle Mile Series leg at Pompano Park, Open at Harrahs Chester Casino, (twice) at Pompano Park.

RAILEE WORKABLE (g, Basil) 2, 2:01.0f, 3, 1:56.2f, 1:54.3f-’17 ($232,212) 29 wins. At 2, winner of FL Breeders S. elim and final at Pompano Park, FL Stallion S. div at Pompano Park, Sunshine State S. div at Pompano Park, div at Sunshine Meadows; second in FL Sunshine State S. final at Pompano Park, Melvyn Aylor Memorial div at Pompano Park. At 3, second in FL Breeders S. final at Pompano Park, FL Stallion S. div at Pompano Park, FL Sunshine State S. div at Pompano Park, div at Sunshine Meadows; second in FL Sunshine State S. final at Pompano Park, Melvyn Aylor Memorial div at Pompano Park. As aged, winner of Open at Pompano Park; second in Open at Pompano Park; third in Open (3 times) at Pompano Park.

NOBODY NOS BUTME (m, Super Star Ranger) 2, 1:58.2s-’05, BT 1:57.4s-’05 ($93,497) 1 win. At 2, second in ONSS Gold final at Woodbine; third in ONSS Gold final at Windsor. Dam of NOBODYNOSJUSTICE 2, 2:00.0s, 4, 1:59.2h-’19, BT 1:58.0h-’19 ($86,302); ANDOVERS CHOICE 2, Q1:58.2s, 3, 1:58.1s, 4, 1:56.3s-’17 ($60,815) etc.

RAILEE KWIK (g, Basil) 2, 2:07.1f, 3, 1:57.2f-’13, BT 1:56.1f-’14 ($86,321) 8 wins. At 2, winner of FL Sunshine State S. leg at Pompano Park; third in FL Breeders S. final at Pompano Park, FL Stallion S. div at Pompano Park, Sunshine State S. div at Pompano Park, div at Sunshine Meadows; second in FL Sunshine State S. final at Pompano Park, Melvyn Aylor Memorial div at Pompano Park. As aged, winner of Open at Pompano Park; second in Open at Pompano Park; third in Open (2 times) at Pompano Park.

SUPER RAILEE (g, Basil) 3, 2:01.2f, 1:56.3f-’11 ($82,096) 19 wins. At 2, second in FL Breeders S. div at Pompano Park. At 3, second in FL Sunshine State S. div (twice) at Pompano Park.

REALLY RALEE (m, Cassis) 3, Q2:03.1, 4, 1:59.3-’21, BT 1:56.4-’21 ($34,812) 1 win. At 2, third in Fox Valley Flan leg at Hawthorne, ICF S. div at Hawthorne, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield.Now 4, second in The Bea Farber leg at Hawthorne.

THIS GIRLS HOT (m, Anything's Possible) 4, 1:59.2f-’09 ($16,990) 6 wins. At 4, winner of Alan Myer Memorial leg and final at Ocean Downs; second in Alan Myer Memorial div and leg at Ocean Downs.

Renees Pockets (m, Striking Sahbra) 2, Q2:01.4s, 3, Q2:00.4f-’10, BT 1:56.0s-’10 ($13,966). At 3, third in ONSS Gold elim at Woodbine. Dam of BANDOL ROSE 2, 1:59.3f, 3, 1:53.1-’18, BT 1:54.2-’18 ($115,300) etc.

Railee Beautiful (m, Broadway Hall). Dam of RAILEEGOTAHOLDME 2, 1:57.1, 3, 1:57.0f, 1:54.1f-’20 ($161,082); CATCH THE BOUQUET 2, Q2:02.2f, 3, 2:00.4f, 1:57.3f-’19, BT 1:55.3f-’17 ($139,423); RAILEE PRITI 2, 1:58.4s, 3, 1:57.4s, 4, 1:56.1f-’16, BT 1:54.4f-’16 ($108,365) etc.

Raileesuper Nice (m, Equinox Bi) As Above.

3rd dam
HAREM BOWL by SUPER BOWL 3, 1:56.2. From 10 foals, dam of 3 winners (,1 in 1:58) including:

PURE CADILLAC (h, Doneral) 3, 1:58.0, 1:57.4f-’06, BT 1:56.4f-’05 ($130,275) 25 wins. At 3, second in John F Simpson S. at Hoosier Park. As aged, winner of Spring Training Series leg (3 times) at Pocono Downs; second in Spring Training Series final at Pocono Downs.
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State Engagements

IL Conceived IL Foaled Downstate Classic
Brown Filly - Foaled March 22, 2020 - Registration #TV138
Microchip #985141001331268

Consigned by: Jeff S Jones, Toulon, IL

PRETTY N SASSY

(INDIANA ELIGIBLE)

Western Hanover, p, 3, 1:50.4
Must See, p, 2, 1:52.0

Well Said p, 3, 1:47.3 ..................

Kikkatike p, 3, 1:50.3 ............... Real Artist p, 3, Q1:51.0

TTellitlikeitis p, 3, 1:48.4s ........ Must See, p, 2, 1:52.0

Kitties Lucky Lady p, 3, 1:54.2s

PRETTY N SASSY

Dragons Lair 1:51.3q

Ready To Win, p, 4, 1:52.1s ........ Ever And Again, p, 3, 1:55.4l

Red Cape p, 3, 1:54.1s ............ Anniecombe p, 1:52.3

By TELLITLIKEITIS p, 3, 1:48.4s, BT 1:47.1-14 ($513,917). Sire of 9 in 1:56 - 65 in 1:55 - 96 in 2:00 including TELLMEABOUTIT p, 2, 1:52.4s, 3, 1:48.5e - 19, BT 1:48.1s-20 ($514,935); CLEVER CHARACTER p, 2, 1:52.0e, 3, 1:49.4e - '20, BT 1:48.2s-20 ($401,815); PLAY FOR PAY p, 2, 1:55.4s, 3, 1:51.0e, 1:49.4f - '21 ($316,174); MYSTICAL CARRIE p, 2, 1:48.4s-20 ($264,178) etc.

1st dam

REDA TO WIN p, 2, 1:53.11, 4, 1:52.1s-09, BT 1:51.4-07 ($211,283) 10 wins, by DRAGON AGAIN p, 1:48.3s. At 2, winner of John Simpson Memorial div at The Red Mile, PASS div at Harrahs Chester Casino, div at Pocono Downs; second in Breeders Crown elim at The Meadowlands; third in Bluegrass S. div at The Red Mile, Matron S. elim and final at Dover Downs. At 3, third in Open at Saratoga Harness. From 6 foals, dam of 4 winners (2 in 1:55, 3 in 1:57) including -

CENTER OF HOPE (m, American Ideal) p, 2, 1:56.2f, 3, 1:53.2f-18, BT 1:52.3f-18 ($56,273) 5 wins. At 3, third in NY Excelsior A Series div at Vernon Downs.

OLD MAN CLEARY (q, Art Major) p, 2, Q1:56.0, 3, 1:55.2f-15, BT 1:52.1f-16 ($36,497) 1 win. At 2, third in NY Bred Excelsior A Series div at Yonkers, NYSS div at Buffalo.

KENDALLS COUSIN (m, Hes Watching) p, 2, 1:55.0s-09, BT 1:53.0f-20 ($22,046) 3 wins. At 2, winner of ON Sired Harvest Series leg at Woodbine Mohawk Park.

TAKTERRIFIC (m, Art Major) p, 2, 2:05.3h-13, BT 1:58.0f-13 ($2,730) 1 win. At 2, winner of NY County Fair S. div at Buffalo.

ALREADY ROCKIN (f, Rockin Image) p, 2, Q1:59.0-20, BT 1:57.1s-20.

2nd dam

RED CAPE p, 3, 1:54.1s-00 ($16,836) 5 wins, by JATE LOBELL p, 3, 1:51.2. From 11 foals, dam of 8 winners (3 in 1:53, 7 in 1:55) including -

BIKINI BOTTOM (m, Cams Card Shark) p, 2, 1:56.4h, 3, 1:51.1-06 ($527,958) 27 wins. At 2, winner of NJSS - Green Acres Series div (twice) at Freihole; second in Lou Babic Memorial elim at Freehold, NJSS div at The Meadowlands. At 3, winner of Blossom Series leg (twice) at The Meadowlands, Miss Vera Bars Pacing Series leg at Woodbine,Preferred at Monticello. Tarport Hap S. leg at The Meadowlands; second in Helen Dancer Memorial div at Freehold, Miss Vera Bars Pacing Series leg at Woodbine, Miss Vera Bars Pacing Series final at Woodbine, Mistletoe Shalee S. elim at The Meadowlands, NJSS div (twice) at The Meadowlands; third in Blossom Series final at The Meadowlands. At 4, winner of Open at Harrahs Chester Casino, winner at Harrington, (twice) at Pocono Downs; second in Open (twice) at Pocono Downs; third in Open at Harrahs Chester Casino, at Dover Downs. As aged, winner of Open (twice) at Harrington, Preferred at Yonkers; second in Open at Tioga Downs, at Yonkers; third in Open at Harrington. Dam of TALKING POINTS p, 2, Q1:56.1f-14, BT 1:50.2f-14 ($75,021) etc.

MR ROCKFORD (g, Dragon Again) p, 3, 1:53.3h, 1:53.1h-12, BT 1:50.4f-12 ($304,484) 28 wins. At 4, winner of Sagamore Hill Pacing Series leg and elim at Yonkers; third in Sagamore Hill Pacing Series leg at Yonkers, Sagamore Hill Series final at Yonkers. As aged, third in Spa Loyalty Series leg at Saratoga Harness.

CARD SHOCK (g, Cams Card Shark) p, 3, 1:53.0h, 1:51.1-16, BT 1:51.0f-15 ($213,575) 14 wins. At 2, second in NJSS-Green Acres leg at Freehold; third in NJSS-Green Acres leg (twice) at Freehold; fourth in NJSS-Green Acres leg at Freehold; third in NJSS-Green Acres final at Freehold. As aged, winner of The Caramore leg at The Meadowlands; third in The Caramore final at The Meadowlands.

THE SMIDGE (g, Dragon Again) p, 3, 1:54.3h-16, BT 1:52.4f-19 ($100,182) 11 wins.

KIDDIE COCKTAIL (m, Bettors Delight) p, 2, 2:00.1h, 3, 1:54.2-11, BT 1:54.1-11 ($47,598) 4 wins. At 3, winner of NY Bred LC div at Yonkers; second in NYSS div at Monticello, New York LC div at Batavia Downs; third in Landmark S. div at Historic Track, NYSS div at Monticello, New York LC div at Vernon Downs. Dam of KENDALL SEELSTER p, 2, 1:51.1s, 3, 1:49.4s-19, BT 1:49.1s-19 ($1,134,306); KARMA SEELSTER p, 2, 1:52.4s, 3, 1:51.1s, 4, 1:50.2s-21, BT 1:50.1s-20 ($559,875); KOKANE SEELSTER p, 2, 1:53.0s, 1:51.1f-20 ($302,716); KYLIE SEELSTER p, 2, 1:57.4h, 3, 1:52.0s-19, BT 1:50.1s-19 ($194,797) etc.

RED DIAMOND (g, Cams Card Shark) p, 1:57.4h-08, BT 1:57.5f-08 ($42,260) 22 wins.

KELLYS KINDNESS (m, Mcadrie) p, 2, 2:00.0h, 3, 1:53.4h-19 ($31,995) 3 wins. At 3, winner of gridiron Series leg at Northfield Park; second in The Gridiron Series leg at Northfield Park; third in The Gridiron Series leg at Northfield Park, The Gridiron Series leg at Northfield Park.
By TRAVEL PLAYLIST p, 2, 1:49.2s ($327,515).

1st dam
RED CAPE p, 3, 1:54.1s* '00 ($16,836) 5 wins, by JATE LOBELL p, 3, 1:51.2. From 11 foals, dam of 8 winners (3 in 1:53, 7 in 1:55) including-

BIKINI BOTTOM (m, Cams Card Shark) p, 2, 1:56.4h, 3, 1:51.1-'06 ($527,958) 27 wins. At 2, winner of NJSS - Green Acres Series div (twice); second in Lou Babic Memorial elim, NJSS div. At 3, winner of Blossom Series leg (twice), Miss Vera Bars Pacing Series Leg, Preferred, Tarport Hap S. leg; second in Helen Dancer Memorial div, Miss Vera Bars Pacing Series leg and final. Mistletoe Shakeel S. elim, NJSS div (twice); third in Blossom Series final. As aged, winner of Preferred. Dam of TALKING POINTS p, 2, Q1:51.1-'14, BT 1:50.2-'14 ($75,021) etc.

MR ROCKFORD (g, Dragon Again) p, 3, 1:53.3h, 1:53.1h-'12, BT 1:50.4-'12 ($304,484) 28 wins. At 4, winner of Sagamore Hill Pacing Series leg, Sagamore Hills Series elim; third in Sagamore Hill Pacing Series leg and final. As aged, third in Spa Loyalty Series leg.

READY TO WIN (m, Dragon Again) p, 2, 1:53.1f, 4, 1:52.2-'09, BT 1:51.4-'07 ($211,283) 10 wins. At 2, winner of John Simon Memorial div, PASS div (twice); second in Breeders Crown elim; third in Bluegrass S. div, Matron S. elim and final. At 3, third in Open. Dam of CENTER OF HOPE p, 2, 1:56.2f, 3, 1:53.2f-'18, BT 1:52.3f-'18 ($56,273); OLD MAN CLEARY p, 2, Q1:56.0, 3, 1:55.2f-'15, BT 1:52.1f-'16 ($36,497); KENDALLS COUSIN p, 2, 1:55.0s-'19, BT 1:53.0f-'20 ($25,140) etc.

CARD SHOCK (g, Cams Card Shark) p, 3, 1:53.0h, 1:51.1-'16, BT 1:51.0f-'15 ($213,575) 14 wins. At 2, second in NJSS-Green Acres Leg; third in NJSS-Green Acres Leg (twice); second in NJSS-Green Acres Leg; third in NJSS-Green Acres final. As aged, winner of The Caramore leg; third in The Caramore final.

THE SMIDGE (g, Dragon Again) p, 3, 1:54.3h-'16, BT 1:52.4f-'19 ($100,102) 11 wins. KIDDIE COCKTAIL (m, Bettors Delight) p, 2, 2:00.1h, 3, 1:54.2f-'11, BT 1:54.1f-'11 ($47,598) 4 wins. At 3, winner of NY Bred LC div at Yonkers; second in NYSS div at Monticello, New York LC div at Batavia Downs; third in Landmark S. div at Historic Track, NYSS div at Monticello, New York LC div at Vernon Downs. Dam of KENDALL SEELSTER p, 2, 1:51.1s, 3, 1:49.4s-'18, BT 1:49.1s-'19 ($134,906); KARMA SEELSTER p, 2, 1:52.4s, 3, 1:51.0s, 4, 1:50.2s-'21, BT 1:50.1s-'20 ($559,875); KOKANEE SEELSTER p, 2, 1:53.0s, 1:51.1f-'20 ($302,716); KYLIE SEELSTER p, 2, 1:57.4h, 3, 1:52.0s-'18, BT 1:50.1s-'19 ($194,974) etc.

RED DIAMOND (g, Cams Card Shark) p, 3, 1:57.4h-'08, BT 1:57.0f-'08 ($42,601) 22 wins. KELLYS KINDNESS (m, Cmcadile) p, 2, Q2:00.0h, 3, 1:53.4h-'19 ($31,995) 3 wins. At 3, winner of Gridiron Series leg; second in The Gridiron Series leg; third in Gridiron Series leg (twice).

Eyes Of Mercy (f, Art Major) p, BT 1:56.1h-'21 ($4,040). Palin Simple (m, Bettors Delight) p, BT 1:56.0f-'11 ($1,501). Dam of QUEEN OF CAMBRIDGE p, 2, 1:57.3f-'20, BT 1:52.4f-'21 ($6,392); Automatically. Now 2 and qualified in p, 2:02.4. etc. Unnamed 5n501 (m, Art Major). Died 2015.

2nd dam

NOB HILL HIGH (h, Mmcadile) p, 2, 1:54.0h, 3, 1:50.3f, 1:50.1f-'12, BT 1:49.3-'12 ($110,703) 38 wins. At 2, winner of Standardbred S. elim. At 3, winner of Hanover S. div, Hayes S. div, Matron S. elim; third in Burlington S. div, Circle City S. div, Confederation Cup elim, Hoosier Cup final. At 4, winner of Preferred; second in Preferred (twice), Winbak Farm div; third in Preferred (twice). As aged, winner of George Morton Levy Pacing Series leg and elim, Preferred; second in George Morton Levy Pacing Series leg and elim (twice); third in Levy Memorial elim, Preferred (twice), Winbak Pace div.

NO HOOD (g, Falcon Seelster) p, 3, 1:56.4, 1:51.1- '98 ($364,717) 53 wins. ANSON (g, Cambest) p, 2, 1:56.2f, 3, 1:55.2f, 4, 1:53.3f-'06 ($84,245) 11 wins. At 2, winner of Primary S. elim; second in Primary S. final; third in Premiers S. div.
DOO WOP PAT

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)
Brown Colt - Foaled April 29, 2020 - Registration #0VC62
Microchip #985141001389370

Consigned by: Lawrence J Crawford, Woodstock, GA

FOALED APRIL 29, 2020
BREED: Standardbred
SEX: Stallion
COLOR: Bay
OWNER: Lawrence J Crawford, Woodstock, GA

FOALED APRIL 29, 2020
BREED: Standardbred
SEX: Stallion
COLOR: Bay
OWNER: Lawrence J Crawford, Woodstock, GA

By CASSIS 3, 1:52.4 - ($575,126), Sire of 6 in 1:55 - 25 in 2:00 including ANNAS LUCKY STAR 2, 1:56.6, 3, 1:53.3, 4, 1:52.1 - '18 ($438,062); TROTTING GRACE 2, 1:59.0, 3, 1:54.2, 4, 1:54.1h - '19, BT 1:54.0s - '19 ($324,341); TRIXIES JETHRO 2, 1:59.2, 3, 1:57.0, 1:54.3h - '20, BT 1:54.0h - '18 ($288,512); CRUZEN CASSI 2, 2:01.3, 3, 1:57.4s, 4, 1:57.1f - '19, BT 1:55.1f -20 ($203,846) etc.

1st dam
WHAT A JOY by ENJOY LAVEC 3, 1:52.0 - From 7 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:54) including -

TROT FUDGE SUNDAE (m, American Native 2), 1:57.1, 3, 1:55.2, 4, 1:54.0 - '14, BT 1:53.4 - '14 ($413,678) 29 wins. At 2, winner of American-National S. div at Balmoral Park, Fox Valley Flan S. elim at Balmoral Park, final at Balmoral Park, Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park, ICF-Vaporizer S. div at Balmoral Park, IL State Fair S. elim at Springfield, Lady Lincoln Land S. elim at Balmoral Park, Shawnee S. div at Duquoin State Fair, State Fair S. final at Balmoral Park, Violet S. div at Balmoral Park; second in Lady Lincoln Land S. final at Balmoral Park, Star Slinger S. div at Balmoral Park. At 3, winner of Fox Valley Diva S. div at Balmoral Park, ICF-Koochie S. div at Balmoral Park, Lady Ann Reid S. elim and final at Balmoral Park, Preferred at Hoosier Park, Speed N The Tunnel S. div at Maywood Park; second in IL State Fair S. prep at Springfield; third in Betzotic S. div at Balmoral Park, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield, Scorce Anna S. div at Balmoral Park, Windy Skeeter S. div at Duquoin State Fair. At 4, winner of Late Closer #27 leg at The Red Mile, Open (twice) at Running Aces Harness Park, (twice) at Pompano Park; second in Late Closer #13 leg at The Red Mile, Open (3 times) at Running Aces Harness Park, at Pompano Park, Preferred at Hoosier Park. As aged, winner of Open at Pompano Park; second in Open (twice) at Pompano Park; third in Open (twice) at Pompano Park. Dam of Sundae Jettison ($400). Now 2; Sundaewitshopprinkle. Now 3 etc.

HOLY ANGEL (m, Cassis) 3, 1:59.1f - '17, BT 1:57.4f - '17 ($36,236) 4 wins. At 3, third in ICF S. div at Springfield.

Notnangel (m, Cassis) BT 1:59.4 - '18 ($39,094). At 2, second in Fox Valley Flan final at Hawthorne, Night Of Champion Series leg at Hawthorne; third in Fox Valley Flan leg at Hawthorne, Violet S. div at Hawthorne.

Aurelie (m, Psychic Spirit) BT 2:11.2h - '08 ($2,236). At 2, second in Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Petersburg.

Honeys Joy (m, Honeymont Hanover), Doo Wop Kid (c, Wishing Stone) BT Q2:00.3f -'21. Now 2 and qualified.

2nd dam
OUTSIDE INTEREST BT Q2:06.4 -'01, by LINDY LANE 3, 1:53.0 - BT 1:52.4 -'96. From 4 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:54) including -

EXTRACURRICULAR (g, Revenue S) 2, 2:01.4h, 1:52.0f - '15 ($409,041) 49 wins. As aged, winner of Preferred at Flamboro Downs; second in Preferred (twice) at Flamboro Downs, at Grand River, at Western Fair.

INSIDE OUTING (m, Dream Vacation 2), 2, 2:03.3h, 3, 2:00.2h, 4, 2:00.0f - '09, BT 1:58.3 -'09 ($82,427) 21 wins. At 2, winner of Landmark S. div at Historic Track; third in NJSS - Green Acres div (twice) at Freehold. At 3, winner of NJSS-Green Acres div (twice) at Freehold; third in Landmark S. div at Historic Track, NJSS - Green Acres div at Freehold, NJSS-Green Acres div at Freehold.

3rd dam
EJECT 3, Q1:57.3 - '96, BT 1:56.0 -'96 ($93,327) 3 wins, by SUPER BOWL 3, 1:56.2. At 3, winner of Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs; second in PA All Stars div at Pocono Downs, PASS div and final at The Meadows, Simcoe S. div at Mohawk; third in PASS div at The Meadows, div at Pocono Downs. From 8 foals, dam of 4 winners (2 in 1:58) including -

KATIES KISS (m, Muscles Yankee 2), 2, 2:00.4f, 3, 1:59.1h, 1:57.0f - '11, BT 1:55.1f -10 ($193,411) 13 wins. At 2, second in NJSS - Green Acres div at Freehold, Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs; third in NJSS - Green Acres final at Freehold. At 3, winner of NJSS - Green Acres div at Freehold, NJSS-Green Acres div and final at Freehold, Tompkins-Geers S. div at Tioga Downs; second in Nichols True Value Trot LC leg and final at Tioga Downs. At 4, third in Preferred (twice) at Freehold.

MUSCLINI (h, Muscles Yankee 3), Q2:00.2, 4, 1:58.0 - '04 ($6,250) 1 win. At 4, winner of Super Bowl Series leg at The Meadowlands.

ON THE MUSCLE (m, Muscles Yankee 2), 2, 1:59.0 - '03, BT 1:58.4f -'04 ($2,909) 1 win. Dam of DONT FORGET MUSCLE 2, 2:04.3h, 3, 2:04.1h, 1:56.2 -'21, BT 1:54.3f -'21 ($89,937); REVEN UP 3, 1:57.3s, 1:54.3s - '12, BT 1:53.4s -'12 ($80,689) etc.

Stake Engagements
SOMESTARSOMEHART (ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)
Bay Filly - Foaled April 19, 2020 - Registration #0V088 Microchip #985314010032882

Consigned by: Donna L Crebs, Cantrall, IL

SOMESTARSOMEHART

Somemach somewhere p. 2, 1:49.0
Where the Beach

Art Major p. 4, 1:48.4

Lovely Assistant

Mach Three p. 3, 1:46.4

Where the Beach

SOMESTARSOMEHART

Somemach somewhere p. 2, 1:49.2

Sportsmaster p. 2, 1:52.1

Diana Lynn Lobel p. 3, 1:56.4f

SOMESTARSOMEHART

Somemach somewhere p. 2, 1:49.2

Lovely Assistant

Red Hot p. 2, 1:56.3

Red Hot Hart p. 3, 1:56.3

Richess Hanover p. 2, 1:53.0

Red To Riches p. 3, 1:57.2

Riches Hanover p. 1, 1:53.0


1st dam

REDHOT HART p. 2, 2:04.1h, 3, 1:56.3-'11, BT 1:52.0-'11 ($26,022) 4 wins, by SPORTSMASTER p. 2, 1:52.1, BT 1:51.4-'92. At 2, winner of Downstate Classic div. At 3, winner of ICF Direct Balance S. div, ISOBA S. div; second in ISOBA S. div. From 4 foals, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:53, 2 in 1:55, 3 in 1:57) including-

HART TO HEART (g. Yankee Skyscraper) p. 2, 1:53.3, 4, 1:52.0-'19 ($166,448) 7 wins. At 2, winner of ICF S. div at Springfield, The Governors Cup; second in ICF S. div, IN Sired Fair Circuit div, Incredible Finale S. leg; third in IL State Fair Colt S. final, Incredible Finale S. leg. At 4, winner of Bob Larry Series leg (twice) and final, ICF S. div; second in ICF S. div.


MAJOR HART (g. Major Bombay) p. 3, 1:53.3-'20, BT 1:54.3-'20 ($19,714) 5 wins. At 2, second in Topline S. div.

2nd dam

RED TO RICHES p. 2, Q2:03.4, 3, 1:57.2-'06, BT 1:55.4-'06 ($11,535) 1 win, by RICHES HANOVER p. 2, 1:53.0, BT 1:51.3s-'99. At 3, third in Filly Newcomer Series leg. From 2 foals, dam of winners (1 in 1:55, 2 in 1:57) including-

GET A LITTLE CRAZY (g. Yankee Skyscraper) p. 2, 1:57.1, 3, 1:56.0, 4, 1:54.4-'13, BT 1:52.2-'11 ($58,304) 12 wins. At 2, third in IL State Fair S. div.

3rd dam

FOX VALLEY REDHOT p. 2, 1:54.2 ($257,038) 10 wins, by ARMBRO WOLF p. 3, 1:54.1. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. elim and final, Orange & Blue S., Blue S. At 3, winner of Grandma Ann S. elim; second in Grandma Ann S. final (twice). From 10 foals, dam of 10 winners (1 in 1:51, 4 in 1:53, 7 in 1:55, 8 in 1:57) including-


IITHINKSMOEBODY (g., Sportsmaster) p. 2, 1:55.2h, 3, 1:52.1, 1:50.0-'08 ($348,212) 20 wins. At 3, winner of Cardinal Series elim, Taser Gun S. elim and final; second in Enemy At The Gate Series cons, ISOBA S., Maywood Pace final; third in Cardinal Series final, IL Fair S. div, Sportsmaster S. div. At 4, second in Exit 16 W Series final, Haston Memorial; third in Exit 16 W Series final, Jimmys Pilot Series leg. Rambling Willie S., April Fool S. div, Hes So Hot S. div; third in ICF S. div; second in In The Hole S. div.


RO ROAN RANGER (g., Broadway Express) p. 2, 1:55.0, 3, 1:53.4, 4, 1:53.1f-'00, BT 1:53.0-99 ($131,044) 15 wins. At 2, winner of ISOBAS S. div; second in Saluki Pacing Series leg; third in Orange & Blue S. elim. At 3, winner of ISOBA S. div; second in Dudley Hanover S. leg; third in Vandecar Memorial.

SHES REDHOT (m., Broadway Express) p. 3, 1:53.4, 4, 1:52.3-'99, BT 1:51.3-98 ($116,375) 9 wins. At 3, third in Grandma Ann S. elim and final, IL Fair S. final. At 4, winner of Golden Mile S., IL Fair S. div; second in Ann Vonia S. elim and final. Dam of HOT N SPORTE p. 2, 1:50.2-'05, BT 1:49.3-'07 ($50,189); HES SO HOT p. 2, 1:52.4, 3, 1:50.2-'11 ($257,890); FOX VALLEY INFERNO p. 2, 1:52.2, 3, 1:51.2s-'19 ($254,621); SHES SO HOT p. 2, 1:51.1-'07, BT 1:51.0-08 ($238,501) etc.; grandam of OUR HOT MAJORLETTE p. 2, Q1:57.2s, 3, 1:51.4s, 4, 1:49.2s-'16 ($223,612); DERANIA AR (r., Rocky Ridge) p. 3, 1:52.4s-'17, BT 1:52.4s-'17 ($133,476) etc.

REDHOT PEPPERPOT (m. Cole Muffler) p. 3, 1:56.2, '02, BT 1:53.3-'02 ($28,101) 1 win. Dam of WESTERN REDHOT p. 2, 1:53.4f, 1:50.3-'21 ($223,612) etc.
1st dam

REIGNING CHIP 2, Q2:02.4, 3, Q1:59.4f-'01 ($6,827) 2 wins, by PINE CHIP 4, T1:51.0. From 10 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:56) including-

HES LUCKY G (Dyon) 3, 1:56.3, 1:53.4f-'14 ($239,689) 29 wins. At 2, third in KY Fair S. div. At 3, second in KY Fair S. div, Mancelleng Trottin Series leg (twice) and final; third in KY Fair S. div.

REIGNINGBLACKSWAN (m, Swan For All) 3, 1:55.3f, 4, 1:54.2f-'16, BT 1:54.1f-'16 ($142,201) 11 wins. At 3, third in IN Sires (Fairs) div. At 2, winner of Standardbred S. elim; second in KYSS div. At 3, second in NJ Fair S. div (twice). As aged, third in Spring Circuit div (twice).

VICTORRAIN (g, Valley Victor) (p, 3, 1:58.2h-'13 ($239,689) 2 wins. At 2, winner of IN Sired Fair Circuit div (twice); second in IN Sired Mini Series final third in INSS leg. IN Sired Fair Circuit div (twice).

REIGNING CASSIS (m, Cassisi) 4, 2:00.4f-'19, BT 1:58.0-20 ($15,904) 2 wins. At 3, third in ICF S. div; second in ICF S. div; second in ICF S. div. As aged, third in ICF S. div.

Mr Sunchip (c, Mr Cantab) BT 1:55.3s (g, Mr Cantab) BT 2:09.0h ('21, BT 2:14.1h ('20) 8 wins. At 2, winner of Standardbred S. elim; second in KYSS div. At 3, second in IN Sired Fair Circuit div (twice). As aged, third in KY Fair S. div.

Mr Sunchip (c, Mr Cantab) BT 1:55.3s ('21, BT 2:09.0h ('20) 8 wins. At 2, winner of Standardbred S. elim; second in KYSS div. At 3, second in IN Sired Fair Circuit div (twice). As aged, third in KY Fair S. div.

Mr Sunchip (c, Mr Cantab) BT 1:55.3s ('21, BT 2:09.0h ('20) 8 wins. At 2, winner of Standardbred S. elim; second in KYSS div. At 3, second in IN Sired Fair Circuit div (twice). As aged, third in KY Fair S. div.

FAITHFULFILLY 2, 2:08.4h ('17, BT 1:59.0s ('16 ($23,065) 2 wins. At 2, winner of ICF S. div; second in ICF S. div. As aged, third in ICF S. div.

Miss Athens 3, 1:57.3f (g, Donerail) BT 1:55.3s ($23,065) 2 wins. At 2, winner of ICF S. div; second in ICF S. div. As aged, third in ICF S. div.

THEMONTANA (g, Mr Cantab) BT 1:54.2s ($12) 2 wins. At 2, winner of ICF S. div; second in ICF S. div. As aged, third in ICF S. div.

3rd dam

BERNA HANOVER 3, 2:00.2 ($257,790) 27 wins, by HICKORY SMOKE 4, T1:58.2. Dam of-

ROYAL PRESTIGE 3, 1:55.1. From 9 foals, dam of 7 winners (1 in 1:56, 3 in 1:58) including-

REGAL VISITOR (h, Malabar Man) 3, 1:59.2f, 1:54.4s-'07, BT 1:53.4s-'06 ($234,862) 26 wins. At 4, winner of Valley Victory Series Leg. As aged, third in Preferred at Kawartha Downs, at Woodbine.

BELLA WINTER (m, Superbilly) 2, 2:02.3h, 3, 1:57.3s-'98, BT 1:56.3s-'98 ($59,517) 3 wins. At 2, winner of Standardbred S. elin; second in Fresh Faces Series final, John F Simpson S. Dam of BAYSIDE VOLO 2, 2:04.1f, 3, 1:54.0-'07, BT 1:53.3-'07 ($246,853).

FOUNTAINBLEAU VOLO 3, 1:57.1f, 4, 1:52.2-'12 ($206,736), KINDA COOL LADY 2, 2:06.1h, 3, 1:57.2s, 1:56.2f-'19, BT 1:54.3h-'21 ($122,603).

JETBLUE VOLO 2, 1:58.0, BT 1:54.2f-'10 ($11,591) etc.; grandam of SAINT BETH 3, 1:58.0s, 1:55.2f-'17, BT 1:55.1f-'17 ($168,376), HOLLYWOODS THATWAY 3, 1:59.1h, 1:56.2h-'17, BT 1:55.0s-'15 ($123,680), AZZARO 3, 2:00.4f-'17, BT 1:59.0s-'18 ($91,762) etc.

ROYAL COMPANY (g, Armbro Goal) 4, 1:57.3s-'01 ($19,510) 5 wins.

REIGNING CHIP (m, Pine Chip) 2, Q2:02.4, 3, Q1:59.4f-'01 ($6,827) 2 wins. As Above.

Waterfront View (g, Superbilly) 3, Q2:03.0h, 2:00.4f-'01, BT 1:57.4-'97 ($45,970) 18 wins. At 2, second in NJ Fair S. cons; third in NJ Fair S. div (twice). As aged, third in Spring Training Series.

Celebrity Chip (g, Pine Chip) 2, Q2:02.0s, 3, 2:00.4s-'04, BT 1:57.3-'04 ($7,910) 1 win. At 2, second in KYSS div.

Chips Caller (m, Pine Chip) 3, 2:03.3f-'02, BT 1:58.1s-'02 ($5,180) 1 win. Dam of GLIDE SALLY GLIDE 2, 1:56.3, 1:56.1s-'08, BT 1:55.3s-'09 ($19,347) etc.; grandam of JUST JESS 2, 1:57.0s, 3, 1:56.1s, 1:54.4f-'17, BT 1:54.3s-'17 ($352,354), DONN SAVAN 2, 1:59.3s, 3, 1:58.0s, 4, 1:56.6f-'15, BT 1:55.2f-'15 ($153,336) etc.

3rd dam

BERNA HANOVER 3, 2:00.2 ($257,790) 27 wins, by HICKORY SMOKE 4, T1:58.2. Dam of-

ROYAL STRENGTH (h, Royal Prestige) 2, 1:57.0-91 ($409,298) 10 wins.

CASTLETON HALO (m, Speedy Crown) 2, Q2:06.2q, 3, T1:58.4 ($30,836) 4 wins.

BERNAS BREEZE (m, Speedy Scot) 2, T2:01.0, 3, T1:58.2 ($23,933) 2 wins. Dam of Bones Laxmouth 2:01.0f-'91, BT 2:00.0f-'92 ($33,012) etc.

WILD ROYALTY (m, Royal Prestige) 3, 1:57.4-96, BT 1:57.2-'96 ($17,242) Dam of-

NEW HAMPIRE BOY 2, Q2:01.3, 3, 1:56.0f-'07, BT 1:55.3s-'09 ($704,621) etc.; grandam of WILD WIND 3, 1:55.4f, 1:53.4-'09, BT 1:53.3-'09 ($290,777), WHISPERING WIND 2, 1:56.3, 3, 1:55.1f-'09 ($190,428).

TEDDY BROSEVELT 3, 1:56.0f, 4, 1:55.1f-'19, BT 1:54.4f-'19 ($179,615) etc.
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MAC CHEESIN

(INDIANA ELIGIBLE)

Bay Colt - Foaled February 17, 2020 - Registration #9VA09

Microchip #985141001231769

Stake Engagements

IN Sires

IN Sires(Fairs)

ISA Elite
T1:57.0
Sagebrush p1:49.0

Just Say Go p 3, T1:54.3

TURBONIUM

Park Place p, 3, 1:51.0

Rev Me Up p, 3, 1:51.2

Turbonium p, 2, 1:55.2

By SAGEBRUSH p,1:49.0 ($647,244). Sire of 2 in 1:50 - 59 in 1:55 - 102 in 2:00 including HOSTESS LISA p, 2, 1:57.0, 3, 1:53.7, 4, 1:51.0f- '13, BT 1:50.4f-16 ($487,579); HOPETOBEFIRST p, 2, 1:52.4-10, BT 1:51.4s-14 ($361,251); SLEAZY DOES IT p, 2, 1:52.0, 3, 1:51.4, 1:51.3-14 ($317,916); NJS BIG DEAL p, 2, 1:52.2, 3, 1:51.1, 4, 1:50.1-13, BT 1:50.0-12 ($306,372) etc.

By BLEND p,1:49.1 ($593,646). Sire of 2 in 1:50 - 59 in 1:55 - 104 in 2:00 including HOSTESS LISA p, 2, 1:57.0, 3, 1:53.7, 4, 1:51.0f- '13, BT 1:50.4f-16 ($487,579); HOPETOBEFIRST p, 2, 1:52.4-10, BT 1:51.4s-14 ($361,251); SLEAZY DOES IT p, 2, 1:52.0, 3, 1:51.4, 1:51.3-14 ($317,916); NJS BIG DEAL p, 2, 1:52.2, 3, 1:51.1, 4, 1:50.1-13, BT 1:50.0-12 ($306,372) etc.

TURBONIUM

CELEBRATE YOU

TOUGH ON TOP

Grandma Chubs (m, Duneside Perch).

Mary Ellen (m, Make My Day) p, BT 2:00.0h

HIGGINS

KAKS REV IT UP

Just Say Go p, 3, T1:54.3

Cratty

Artplace p, 4, 1:49.2

Deneens Delight

Coel Muffler p, 3, 1:53.3f

Seelster Gal p,1:54.2s

No Nukes p, 3, T1:52.1

Western Hanover p, 3, 1:50.4

Wendymae Hanover p, 4

SEELSTER GAL

TURBONIUM

REV ME UP

BLUEBIRD BRUSHONY

BLUEGRASS

SAGEBRUSH

By BLEND p,1:49.1 ($593,646). Sire of 2 in 1:50 - 59 in 1:55 - 104 in 2:00 including HOSTESS LISA p, 2, 1:57.0, 3, 1:53.7, 4, 1:51.0f- '13, BT 1:50.4f-16 ($487,579); HOPETOBEFIRST p, 2, 1:52.4-10, BT 1:51.4s-14 ($361,251); SLEAZY DOES IT p, 2, 1:52.0, 3, 1:51.4, 1:51.3-14 ($317,916); NJS BIG DEAL p, 2, 1:52.2, 3, 1:51.1, 4, 1:50.1-13, BT 1:50.0-12 ($306,372) etc.

Bluegrass

Hooiser

Horseman

Il Conceived

Il Foaled

Little Brown Jug

Stake Engagements

Bluegrass

Hooiser

Horseman

Il Conceived

Il Foaled

Little Brown Jug

Consigned by: Farrier's Acres, Agent for Enos Schrock, Arcola, IL
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BLUEBIRD BRUSHONY

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Bay Filly - Foaled May 21, 2020 - Registration #7TV92

Microchip #985141001348941

1st dam

REV ME UP p, 2, Q1:58.2, 3, 1:51.2. '10, BT 1:50.3-11 ($661,399) 47 wins, by PARK PLACE p, 3, 1:51.0f, BT 1:48.4z-98. At 2, winner of IL Big 10 Colt S. A. S. div at Griggsville; second in ICF-Orange & Blue S. elim at Balmoral Park. At 3, winner of Circle City S. A. div at Indiana Downs, Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park, Hopeful Series final at Yonkers, ISOSA S. and div at Balmoral Park, Open at Balmoral Park, Petticoat Racing Series elim at Yonkers; second in ICF-Time Dancer S. A. div at Duquoin State Fair, IL Fair S. final at Springfield, Petticoat Series leg at Yonkers, Preferred at Freehold, Tender Loving Care Series leg and final at The Meadows, Violet S. elim at Balmoral Park; third in Maywood Pace final at Maywood Park, Petticoat Racing Series final at Yonkers. At 4, winner of Fox Valley Mystery S. div at Balmoral Park, Open (4 times) at Balmoral Park, at Hoosier Park; second in Bluechip Matchmaker Series elim at Yonkers, Bluechip Matchmakers Series elim at Yonkers, Lorna Propes S. elim and final at Balmoral Park, Open (twice) at Balmoral Park, at Maywood Park, Parklane Powerful S. div at Balmoral Park; third in Betzotic.com S. A. div at Maywood Park, Petticoat Racing Series final at Yonkers. As aged, second in ICF Series elim at Albion; third in ICF Series elim at Balmoral Park; third in IL Conceived

2nd dam

TURBONIUM p, 2, 1:55.2- '01 ($16,776) 3 wins, by COLE MUFFLER p, 3, 1:53.3f, BT 1:52.1f-92. At 2, second in IL Fair S. div at Hoosier Park; third in IL Fair S. div at Farmer City, div at Urbana. From 8 foals, dam of 5 winners (2 in 1:53, 4 in 1:55, 5 in 1:57) including-

REV ME UP (m, Park Place) p, 2, Q1:58.2, 3, 1:51.2. '10, BT 1:50.3-11 ($661,399) 47 wins. As Above.

WISHER (g, Western Hero) p, 3, 1:53.0, 4, 1:52.2f-12, BT 1:50.3f-12 ($180,718) 21 wins.

HIGGINS (g, Skydancer Hanover) p, 3, 1:53.1f-17, BT 1:52.1h-18 ($130,115) 11 wins. At 4, third in Larry Rheinheimer Memorial leg and final at Hoosier Park.

JUST SHUTUP NDRIVE (m, Park Place) p, 3, 1:56.2, 1:55.2-11, BT 1:55.0-11 ($45,242) 13 wins. At 3, second in Debutante Series leg (twice) at Running Aces Harness Park; third in ICF-Pride Of The Prairie S. at Decatur. As aged, second in ICF S. div at Albion; third in ICF S. div at Newton.

BARBARA NELL (m, Ft Apache Hanover) p, 3, 1:55.4z, 1:54.3f-17, BT 1:54.2-15 ($16,388) 3 wins. As aged, third in KY Preferred Series leg at The Red Mile.

Mary Ellen (m, Make My Day) p, BT 2:00.0h-18 ($1,195), Mary Mildred (m, Skydancer Hanover). Grandma Chubs (m, Duneside Perch).

3rd dam

SEELSTER GAL p, 2, 2:03.3h, 3, 1:54.4f, 1:54.2s-95. BT 1:52.2-93 ($109,154) 18 wins, by FALCON SEELSTER p, 3, 1:51.0n. At 3, second in Herald Leader S. at The Red Mile, Octoberfest S. elim at Northville Downs, Stable Of Memories S. at The Red Mile. From 6 foals, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:53, 2 in 1:55, 3 in 1:57) including-

TOUGH ON TOP (g, Broadway Express) p, 2, 1:52.0-99 ($378,608) 30 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. final at Springfield, Robb Ranger S. cons at Balmoral Park; second in Governors Cup elim at Duquoin State Fair, IL Fair S. div at Springfield, Orange & Blue S. final at Balmoral Park; third in Orange & Blue S. elim at Balmoral Park. At 3, second in IL Fair S. div at Springfield; third in Langley Memorial cons at Balmoral Park. As aged, second in Preferred at Yonkers.

CELEBRATE YOU (m, Arts Conquest) p, 3, 1:56.2, 4, 1:53.1- '05 ($23,504) 5 wins.

TURBONIUM (m, Cole Muffler) p, 2, 1:55.2-01 ($16,776) 3 wins. As Above.

Aja Gal (m, Broadway Express) p, 3, 2:04.3h-03, BT 2:00.0h-03 ($4,368) 1 win. Deafening Silence (m, Ideal Society). Dam of WHISKEY BENT p, 2, 1:59.0, 3, 1:50.4-08, BT 1:50.3-08 ($28,250) etc.
By DEJARMBO 3, 1:52.2f ($1,135,123). Sire of 13 in 1:55 - 109 in 2:00 including STORMY KROMER 2, 1:58.4h, 3, 1:55.2h, 1:51.4f - ’20 ($343,874); PASS THE VAPE 2, 2:07.4h, 3, 1:54.1f, 4, 1:52.2f - ’19 ($456,946); TWO O B WONKEYOBI 2, 1:57.3s, 3, 1:55.2f, 4, 1:52.2f - ’19, BT 1:51.4s -’19 ($394,730); LET’S GET STARTED 2, 1:56.3f -’16, BT 1:55.1f -’18 ($278,822) etc.

1st dam

SEA URCHIN HANOVER 4, 1:55.4f ($215,433) 26 wins, by AMERICAN WINNER 3, 1:52.3. At 2, winner of Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows, PASS div at The Meadows, Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs; second in Keystone Classic S. div at The Meadows; third in PA Ch final at The Meadows, PASS div at The Meadows. At 3, third in Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs. At 4, winner of Open (twice) at The Meadows; second in Open (3 times) at The Meadows; third in Open (2 times) at The Meadows; At 4, winner of Sprint Open (twice). At 5, second in Open Sprint div at The Meadows. At 6, third in Sprint Open div at The Meadows. From 7 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 2 winners including-

SEA OTTER (g, Mr Cantab) 2, 2:07.2h -’14, BT 1:59.4f -’15 ($16,267) 2 wins. At 2, winner of IN Sired Fair S. div (twice) at Shelbyville; second in IN Sired Fair S. div (twice) at Goshen, div (twice) at Portland, div at Shelbyville; third in IN Sired Fair S. final at Indiana State Fair, div (twice) at Portland; third in IN Sired Fair Circuit cons at Indiana State Fair, div at Shelbyville.

Swan On The Sea (g, Swan For All) 2, 2:01.4s -’15, BT 2:00.2s -’16 ($5,175) 3 wins.

Woodside Bailey (m, Guccio).

Marvello (g, Arnies Exchange) 3, 2:04.2f, 3, Q2:01.3, 3, 1:57.1. At 2, third in NY Fair S. div at The Syracuse Mile, NYSS div at Buffalo. From 8 foals, dam of 1 winner (1 in 1:56) including-

CINDY COALTOWN 4, 2:03.2h ($8,612) 2 wins. At 2, winner of

2nd dam

Speedy Damsel BT 1:59.4q -’94 ($8,052), by SPEEDY CROWN 3, 1:57.1. At 2, third in NY Fair S. div at The Syracuse Mile, NYSS div at Buffalo. From 8 foals, dam of 1 winner (1 in 1:56) including-

SEA URCHIN HANOVER (m, American Winner) 2, 2:00.1f, 3, 1:58.0f, 4, 1:55.4f -’05 ($215,433) 26 wins. As Above.

Iceberg Hanover (h, Super Bowl) BT Q1:59.2 -’02 ($3,909).

Sigourney Hanover (m, Super Bowl) Dam of Sandrine Du Parc 4, 2:03.2h -’09 ($10,294) etc.

South Jersey Babe (m, Sierra Kosmos).

South Jersey Barb (m, Majestic Victory).

3rd dam

Cindy Coaltown 2:05.0 ($29,895) 12 wins, (p, Q2:05.0 -’78 ($813) 1 win), by B F COALTOWN 3, T2:02.01. From 9 foals, dam of 3 winners (b, t in 1:58) including-

CINDYS ACTION (m, Speed In Action) 2, T2:01.2, 3, 1:58.3f, 1:57.3f -’88 ($223,406) 43 wins. Dam of THIRTY TWO 2, Q2:01.3, 3, 1:57.1q -’93 ($189,861); ABC GARLAND 3, 1:59.3h, 4, 1:56.4 -’01, BT 1:55.3 -’98 ($109,988); BABY CINDY 3, 1:58.2f -’98, BT 1:57.3f -’98 ($24,719); CINDYS CROWN 2, 2:00.3q -’94, BT 1:59.3 -’94 ($24,512) etc.; granddam of RIPPED 3, Q1:56.1, 1:52.3 -’06, BT 1:51.3 -’06 ($695,044); LOGANS HERO 3, 1:56.4s, 1:54.2s -’11, BT 1:54.15 -’10 ($397,768); MANNINGLY 2, 1:57.2s, 3, Q1:57.1, 4, 1:52.3f -’10 ($365,438); SHAMAN HALL 2, 1:50.0, 3, 1:55.3 -’08, BT 1:54.1 -’08 ($342,784) etc.

Speedy Damsel (m, Speedy Crown) BT 1:59.4q -’94 ($80,525). As Above.

G W In Action (g, Speed In Action) 2, 2:16.0h, 3, 2:11.3h, 2:02.0f ($3,501) 19 wins.

Medano (h, Arneys Exchange) 2, Q2:09.0f, 3, Q2:08.1h -’90, BT Q2:03.4f -’90 ($2,133).

Marvello (g, Arneys Exchange) 3, 2:04.2h ($1,915) 1 win.

Mountain Coaltown (m, Speed In Action), Dam of ARNALS BEST 2, 2:20.3h, 3, 2:09.0h, 1:59.1f -’94, BT 1:58.11 -’97 ($90,100) etc.; grandam of MAURY MIRAGE 1:58.0h -’99, BT 1:57.0 -’00 ($104,641) etc.

4th dam

Marvello 2, 2:12.2h ($2,195), by SPUD HANOVER 4, 2:03.0. From 8 foals, dam of 7 winners (1DG) including-

Cindy Coaltown (m, B F Coaltown) 2:05.0 ($29,895) 12 wins, (p, Q2:05.0 -’78 ($813) 1 win). As Above.

Lota Diller (m, Diller Hanover) 2:08.2f ($11,757) 2 wins.

Lu Coaltown (m, B F Coaltown) 3, 2:08.4 ($6,612) 6 wins. Dam of SOUND THE TRUMPET 3, Q2:09.04, 1:58.4 ($129,598) etc.; grandam of GATES FOREVER Q1:59.3s -’99, BT 1:56.3s -’99 ($129,598); FINAL ACTION 4, 1:56.3 ($105,438) etc.

---

IL Concealed IL Foaled Downstate Classic Great Midwest Stake Engagements
VAL’S COMPROMISE

(INDIANA ELIGIBLE)

Bay Filly - Foaled February 20, 2020 - Registration #8V011

Cantab Hall 3, 1:54.0 .......... Self Possessed 3, 1:51.3
Whom Shall I Fear 3, 1:52.4 ...... Caniland Hall 3, 1:57.0s
Gala Dream ................. Enjoy Lavec 3, 1:52.0
Maple Frosting
Windsongs Legacy 3, 1:53.0

VAL’S COMPROMISE

Chapter Seven 4, 1:50.1 .......... Sevally 3, Q2:00.3s
La Rivera Lindy 3, 2:01.1f
Valley Of Dreams 2, 1:59.0 .......... Jetty Girl 3, 1:59.0s

By WHOM SHALL I FEAR 3, 1:52.2-5 ($163,935), Sire of 1 in 1:55 - 20 in 2:00 including COUNTRY GIRL CHARM 2, 1:56.1s-20, BT 1:54.1s-21 ($147,125); BLUEBIRD LADYLUCKY 2, 1:58.1s, 1, 1:58Hf-20, BT 1:55.1s-20 ($97,726); ANCHORS AWAY 2, 1:57.2s, 3, 1:53.3s-20 ($91,187); JEKYIL N HYDE 2, Q2:01.4s, 3, 1:58.2s, 4, 1:56.3f-21, BT 1:54.4f-21 ($82,960) etc.

1st dam

SEVALLY 2, 2:03.4h, 3, Q2:00.3s-17, BT 1:55.1H-17 ($43,570) 1 win, by CHAPTER SEVEN 4, 1:50.1. At 2, winner of NY Excelsior Series B div at Monticello; second in NY Excelsior Series A div at Saratoga Harness, div (twice) at Yonkers; second in NYSS div at Monticello. First foal.

2nd dam

VALLEY OF DREAMS 2, 1:59.0-10, BT Q1:57.1s-11 ($10,788) 1 win, by VALLEY VICTOR. At 2, winner of KYSS div at The Red Mile; second in Late Closer #13 leg at The Red Mile. From 6 foals, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:54) including: SEAL SNIPER (g, D Soviet 2, 1:59.0f, 1, 1:59Hf, 3, 1:54Hf-21 ($122,237) 11 wins. At 2, second in Buckeye Stallion Series div at Scioto Downs, div at Urbana; third in Open at Northfield Park. At 3, 2nd winner of Election Night Series leg at Northfield Park, The Election Night Series leg and final at Northfield Park; second in Buckeye Stallion Series div at Northfield Park, Gin Blossom Series leg (twice) at Northfield Park; third in OH Fair S. div at Northfield Park. The Election Night Series leg at Northfield Park.

UNCLE ED (g, Uncle Peter) 2, 1:58.4-19, BT 1:55.1H-20 ($46,058) 4 wins. At 2, winner of KY Fair S. div at Lebanon, div at The Red Mile, div at Paducah, KYSS div at The Red Mile; second in KY Fair S. div at Lacenter, final at The Red Mile, KYSS div at The Red Mile; third in KY Fair S. div at Lebanon, div at Mayfield.

Etta Clay (f, Uncle Peter). Now 3. Uncle Leon (c, Uncle Peter). Now 2.

3rd dam

JETTYS GIRL 3, 1:59.0s-99 ($43,414) 6 wins, by GARLAND LOBELL 3, 1:55.3. At 3, winner of Circuit QC - Series Distinction at Hippodrome Gatineau, at Hippodrome Montreal, leg (twice) at Hippodrome Montreal, Serie QC Plus - Series Distinction at Hippodrome Montreal. From 9 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:56, 2 in 1:58) including: GELATO MAN (g, Incredible Abe) 3, 2:02.4h, 1:55.3f-12, BT 1:54.3-08 ($379,426) 57 wins. At 4, winner of Open (twice) at Saratoga Harness, Tioga Downs LC final at Tioga Downs, Yankee Bambino Series leg (twice) and final at Rockingham Park; second in Late Closer elim at Vernon Downs, Tioga Downs LC leg at Tioga Downs; third in Late Closer div at The Red Mile, Open at Saratoga Harness, Tioga Downs LC leg (twice) at Tioga Downs. As aged, winner of FFA div at Lowville, Miracle Mile at Vernon Downs, Open (6 times) at Saratoga Harness; second in Miracle Mile div (4 times) at Vernon Downs, Open (3 times) at Buffolo, at Saratoga Harness; third in August Fun LC leg at Saratoga Harness, Miracle Mile div (twice) at Vernon Downs, Open (twice) at Saratoga Harness, War Horse Series leg at Vernon Downs.

INCRECIBLE ANTHONY (g, Incredible Abe) 2, 2:01.1f, 3, 1:59.4h, 1:56.3s-08 ($159,564) 22 wins. At 2, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Georgian Downs. At 3, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Great River; third in ONSS Grassroots div at Clinton, div at Woodstock, div at Windsor. As aged, winner of Miracle Mile 3 at Vernon Downs; second in Miracle Mile 2 at Vernon Downs.

PIANO ROSE (m, Muscle Massive) 2, 2:06.3h, 3, 1:59Hf-15, BT 1:58.4F-15 ($41,852) 5 wins. At 2, winner of PASS div at Wayneburg; third in PASS div at Dayton. At 3, winner of PA Fair final at The Meadows, PASS div at Meadville, div at Wattsburg; second in PASS div at Hughesville, div at Stoneboro, div at Washington Park, div at Wayneburg, div at York. Dam of Concertina Rose. Now 2 etc.

MIGHTY MOE (g, Incredible Abe) 4, 2:00.0h-14, BT 1:56.3s-14 ($21,322) 6 wins. At 2, winner of PASS div at Wayneburg; third in PASS div at Dayton. At 3, winner of PA Fair final at The Meadows, PASS div at Meadville, div at Wattsburg; second in PASS div at Hughesville, div at Stoneboro, div at Washington Park, div at Wayneburg, div at York. Dam of CAROLINES ANGEL 2, 2:17.4h, 4, Q2:03.3s-18, BT 1:58.1s-18 ($7,202) etc.

4th dam

SUNSHINES HOPE by MEADOW ROAD 1:54.2. From 6 foals, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:58) including:

BERTO COQUETTE (m, Shipps Speed) 3, 2:04.2f, 1:58.4F-08, BT 1:57.1s-07 ($128,138) 28 wins.

ROSETTA GARLAND (m, Garland Lobell) 4, 1:57.4F-05, BT 1:56.4F-05 ($26,383) 6 wins. Dam of POWER CRAZED 2, 1:59.4F-13, BT 1:59.3s-13 ($20,360) etc.
ASHLEES BIG SPUR

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)

By ASHLEES BIG GUY p, 1:50.4f-’09, BT 1:50.3f-’05 ($1,009,523), Sire of 1 in 1:50 - 15 in 1:55 - 33 in 2:00 including ROYAL KNOCKOUT p, 2, 1:59.4h, 3, 1:57.0h, 2, ’16, BT 1:50.3f-’15 ($514,808); ROYALE ROSE p, 2, 1:52.2, 3, 1:51.2s, 1:50.6e-’18 ($385,735); MASTER OF PUPPETS p, 2, 2:02.2h, 3, 1:57.1f, 1:52.3-’17, BT 1:51.4f-’19 ($307,617); ASHLEES FOUR STAR p, 2, 1:55.4, 3, 1:53.0h, 1:51.0f-’21, BT 1:50.4f-’19 ($282,385) etc.

1st dam

SHARON SPUR

p, 2, 1:58.3f, 3, 1:56.2f, 4, 1:52.0f-’09 ($131,629) 24 wins, by SHARKY SPUR p, 4, 1:49.4. From 2 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:57) including-

PRINCESS MOOSS (f, Ashlees Big Guy) p, 2, 1:57.2, ’20, BT 1:55.3-’21 ($54,933) 1 win. At 2, winner of ICF S. div at Hawthorne; second in incredible Tookie S. leg (twice) at Hawthorne, Violet S. leg at Hawthorne; third in ICF S. div (twice) at Hawthorne, Incredible Tookie S. div at Hawthorne.

ASHLEES SPUR

(m, Ashlees Big Guy) p, 2, 1:55.1-’19 ($251,181) 9 wins. At 2, winner of Egyptian Colt S. div at Springfield, IODA S. div at Springf. FL Big 10 div at Alamont, div at Newton, div at Paris, Illini S. div at Marshall, Midwestern Illinois Racing Assoc. div at Carrollton; third in IL Big 10 div at Decatur. At 3, second in ICF S. div at Springfield; third in ICF S. div at Springfield.

2nd dam

LOTUS SPUR

p, 2, 1:54.2-’93, BT 1:53.2f-’96 ($361,928) 27 wins, by KENTUCKY SPUR p, 3, 1:52.0. At 2, winner of Bluegrass - K D Owen S. at The Red Mile, Keystone Classic S. div at the Meadows, PASS div at the Meadows, div at Pocono Downs, Pink Bonnet S. elim at Scioto Downs, Sweetheart Pace elim at The Meadows, second in PASS div at The Meadows, Pink Bonnet S. final at Scioto Downs; third in Three Diamonds S. elim at Garden State Park. At 3, winner of PASS div at Pocono Downs, Scarlet Ohara S. div at Hawthorne and final at Scioto Downs; second in Cinderella S. at Maywood Park, PASS div at The Meadows, Tompkins-Geers S. div at Scioto Downs. From 9 foals, dam of 3 winners (3 in 1:53) including-

LITTLE ROCK SPUR

(g, Dragons Lair) p, 2, 1:55.3f, 3, 1:56.2f, 4, 1:52.0f-’04 ($206,971) 31 wins. At 3, second in PASS div at The Meadows; third in PASS - Bye Bye Byrd div at The Meadows.

SHARON SPUR

(m, Sharky Spur) p, 2, 1:58.3f, 3, 1:56.2f, 4, 1:52.0f-’09 ($131,629) 24 wins. As Above.

ROCKY SPUR

(g, Cambest) p, 3, 1:53.3f, 4, 1:52.3-’04, BT 1:51.2f-’05 ($104,929) 15 wins. At 3, winner of Late Closer at The Meadows, div at The Meadows. Lota Wind (m, Canyon Wind), Medio Ferrari (m, Sharky Spur). Don't Look Lotus (m, Lcb).

3rd dam

CHANEL SPUR

by CAM FELLA p, 4, 1:53.1. From 18 foals, dam of 14 winners (3 in 1:53, 5 in 1:55, 8 in 1:57) including-

LOTUS SPUR

(m, Kentucky Spur) p, 2, 1:54.2-’93, BT 1:53.2f-’96 ($361,928) 27 wins. As Above.

KINGS NARCISSUS

(m, Kingston) p, 2, 1:57.1s, 3, 1:52.3-’99 ($207,090) 28 wins. At 2, winner of Genesis Series leg (twice) at Hoosier Park; third in Genesis Series final at Hoosier Park. At 3, winner of Genesis Series leg (4 times) at Hoosier Park, Grandma Ann S. cons at Balmoral Park; second in Direct Balance S. at Balmoral Park, Genesis Series final at Hoosier Park. Dam of R DUNESHINE p, 2, 1:54.4, 3, 1:53.4, 1:52.4-’18, BT 1:52.0-’18 ($75,302); ARCHY ARDLE p, 3, 1:56.4h, 4, 1:55.2h-’13, BT 1:53.1s-’12 ($68,891); REDD HOTT RUSTY p, 2, 1:58.1h, 3, 1:54.0h-’09 ($33,118) etc.

UNCLE SKIPPY

(g, Tattlers Torpedo) p, 2, Q2:00.4, 3, 1:53.0, 1:52.0-’04, BT 1:50.2-’04 ($154,548) 13 wins. At 3, third in Cardinal Series at Balmoral Park, Poplar Byrd S. at Balmoral Park, Ramblin Storm Series at The Meadows. As aged, second in Ramblin Willie S. leg at Balmoral Park, Song Cycle S. at Balmoral Park; in FFA (twice) at Balmoral Park.

JO JO SPUR

(g, Ft Apache Hanover) p, 2, 1:55.3, 3, 1:53.4, 4, 1:53.0-’12, BT 1:51.2f-’12 ($85,950) 23 wins. At 3, third in IODA S. div at Springfield. As aged, third in LC#8 leg at Hawthorne.

CW BEBAD

(g, Nuclear Legacy) p, 1:54.3-’00, BT 1:53.2-’99 ($70,911) 11 wins.

RALPH LAUR (m, Tattlers Torpedo) p, 3, 1:56.4, 4, 1:55.1-’03 ($40,464) 8 wins.

LOVELY AUDREY

(m, Tattlers Torpedo) p, 1:55.4-’03 ($337,370) 6 wins. Dam of GOTHIC PRINCE p, 2, Q2:01.3, 1, 1:57.2h, 1:53.3h-’06, BT 1:53.1-’06 ($121,438) etc.

SCENTIMENTAL

(m, Nuclear Legacy) p, 1:57.2-’99, BT 1:56.0-’98 ($21,597) 3 wins.

Race Information

ASHLEES BIG SPUR

By ASHLEES BIG GUY p, 1:50.4f-’09, BT 1:50.3f-’05 ($1,009,523), Sire of 1 in 1:50 - 15 in 1:55 - 33 in 2:00 including ROYAL KNOCKOUT p, 2, 1:59.4h, 3, 1:57.0h, 2, ’16, BT 1:50.3f-’15 ($514,808); ROYALE ROSE p, 2, 1:52.2, 3, 1:51.2s, 1:50.6e-’18 ($385,735); MASTER OF PUPPETS p, 2, 2:02.2h, 3, 1:57.1f, 1:52.3-’17, BT 1:51.4f-’19 ($307,617); ASHLEES FOUR STAR p, 2, 1:55.4, 3, 1:53.0h, 1:51.0f-’21, BT 1:50.4f-’19 ($282,385) etc.

Stake Engagements

ASHLEES BIG SPUR

IL Conceived

ASHLEES BIG SPUR

IL Foaled

Downstate Classic
MILLIONDOLARDESIGN

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)

58

Bay Filly - Foaled June 07, 2020 - Registration #7V993

Microchip #985141001380708

Consigned by: Glenn R Jess, Arthur, IL

By DESIGNER LINDY ($4,537). Sire of 5 in 2:00 including GOOD DESIGN 2, 1:57.4, 3, MILLIONDOLARDESIGN ($56,516); RECOLLECTION 3, 1:54.4-'12, BT 1:53.4f-'14 ($51,223).

1st dam

SHESONEINAMILLION 3, 2:03.1h, 4, 1:58.4h-'16, BT 1:56.0f-'16 ($35,393) 4 wins, by MUSCLES YANKEE 3, 1:52.2. First foal.

2nd dam

WIN A MILLION by ANDOVER HALL 3, 1:51.3. From 8 foals, dam of 4 winners (.1 in 1.56) including-

ZUPPA INGLESE (m, Yankee Glide) 3, 1:58.2f, 4, 1:54.2-'14, BT 1:53.3-'14 ($116,794) 8 wins. At 3, third in PA Stallion Series div at Harras Philadephia.

A MILLION CHUCKLES (f, Lucky Chucky) 2, 2:04.0h-'20, BT Q1:58.1f-'21 ($9,150) 1 win. At 2, winner of NY Excelsior A Series div at Batavia Downs; second in NY Excelsior B Series div at Yonkers.

Win A Lot (g, Yankee Glide) BT 2:02.3f-'14 ($5,964). At 3, second in PASS div at Honesdale, div at Hughesville, div at Port Royal; third in PASS div at Gratz, div at York.

10 Million (g, Muscles Yankee) 2, Q2:22.2, 3, 2:01.1h, 4, 2:00.3h-'20, BT 1:56.4f-'20 ($32,269) 6 wins.

Or Two Or Three (m, Gidemaster). Dam of Classic Hannah. Now 3; Oh Miss Liz. Now 2 etc.

3rd dam

SWEEPSTAKE HANOVER 2, 2:03.2f-'99, BT Q1:59.3-'00 ($66,516) 4 wins, by SUPER BOWL 3, 1:56.2. At 2, winner of PA All Stars div at Pocono Downs, Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs; second in John F Simpson S. div at Hoosier Park, PASS div (twice) at The Meadows, Standardbred S. elim at Delaware County Fair; third in PASS final at The Meadows. From 4 foals, dam of 1 winner (1 in 1.58) including-

SWEPT TO VICTORY (m, Sjs Caviar) 3, 1:57.2f-'06, BT 1:55.1-'11 ($59,238) 5 wins. At 3, second in PASS div at The Meadows, div at Pocono Downs; third in PASS final at The Meadows, div at Pocono Downs.

Celebrity Shakira (m, Windsongs Legacy).

4th dam

SWIFT KATHY 2, Q2:03.4q, 3, 1:59.2q ($141,461) 7 wins, by SIR TAURUS 2, 1:56.3. At 2, second in Int. Stallion S. elim. At 3, winner of Lady Suffolk S. div, NYSSS div (twice); second in NYSSS div (twice); third in Hanover-Hemp S. div. From 9 foals, dam of 8 winners (4 in 1:56, 6 in 1:58) including-

SALUTATION HANOVER (g, Andover Hall) 2, 1:56.2f, 3, 1:55.1f, 4, 1:54.1-'10, BT 1:53.4f-'12 ($695,325) 33 wins. At 2, winner of Arden Downs S. div, PASS div (3 times); second in Harrirman Cup div, Keystone Classic S. div; third in Matron S. elim, Reynolds Memorial div at 3, winner of Arden Downs S. div, PASS final; second in Currier & Ives S. elim, Keystone Classic S. div, PASS div; third in Colonial S. cons, PASS div. At 4, winner of Northeast Extension Series leg.

SWIFT AMERICAN (h, American Winner) 2, 1:59.3h, 3, 1:57.1f-'98, BT 1:56.1-'98 ($207,767) 8 wins. At 2, winner of Matron S., Standardbred S. elim. At 3, winner of PASS div and final, Reynolds Memorial div at 3, second in Arden Downs S. div, Keystone Classic S. div; third in PASS div, Townsend - Ackerman S. leg.

SWINGBACK HANOVER (g, Malabar Man) 2, 2:00.0f, 3, 1:58.3f, 1:56.0f-'06, BT 1:55.0-'03 ($176,746) 16 wins. At 2, second in NJSS S. div; third in Arden Downs S. div, NJ Futurity. At 3, winner of NJ SS Futurity leg; second in NJ SS div and final; third in Arden Downs S., Currier & Ives S. elim, NJSSS div (twice).

SPROCKET HANOVER (m, American Winner) 3, 2:01.1f, 1:55.0z-'04, BT 1:54.2z-'05 ($173,339) 23 wins. At 2, second in Arden Downs S. div; third in Reynolds Memorial div, VA Breeders S. At 3, second in PASS div; third in PASS div (twice), VA Breeders S. final. As aged, winner of VHHA Trot leg; third in VA Breeders S. final. Dam of ROCKET MASTER 1:55.0z-'13 ($154,263); PRIDE OF WINDSWEPT 2, 1:56.4f-'20 ($127,975) etc.

SWOOSH HANOVER (m, Lindy Lane) 3, 1:54.4f-'08 ($151,753) 11 wins. At 3, winner of Keystone Classic S. div, PASS div (twice); second in PASS div. Dam of HORNS FOR THREE 2, Q1:58.3s, 3, Q1:55.2f, 4, 1:53.4s-'20 ($148,403); SQUEALS OF DELIGHT 3, 2:03.4h, 1:56.4f-'16, BT 1:55.3f-'16 ($37,838). etc.

PERFECTLY SWIFT (m, Nearly Perfect) 1:56.1f-'99, BT 1:56.0f-'99 ($70,561) 14 wins. Dam of PERFECT MAN 3, 1:58.3f, 1:57.0f-'10, BT 1:56.0f-'10 ($225,460); SNAPPY SALUTE 3, 1:55.0z-'06 ($107,319) etc.
By REVENGE SHARK p, 3, 1:50.2, FT 1:48.3-'15 ($425,867), GETAWAY p, BT 1:59.1-'21 ($240) etc.

1st dam
SIR SYNC Z TAM p, 3, 1:56.1h, 1:52.3f-'14 ($76,369) 10 wins, by BETTORS DELIGHT p, 3, 1:49.4, BT 1:49.3-'01. At 3, second in Excelsior Series div at Vernon Downs; third in NY Bred Excelsior Series div at Buffalo, div at Historic Track. From 2 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 1 winner including-

ELLIS GRAY (f, Major Bombay) p, 2, 2:10.1h '21, BT2:03.2-'21 ($2,643) 1 win. Now 2, winner of Midwestem Illinois Racing Assoc div at Carrollton; second in Egyptian Colt S. div at Fairfield.

Diamond Built (m, Rock N Roll Heaven) At 2, third in NY County Fair S. div at Plattsburg.

2nd dam
PARADISE BUNCH p, 2, 1:57.1f, 3, 1:56.0f, 4, 1:55.2f-'04, BT 1:54.3-'03 ($36,340) 8 wins, by JENNIFAS BEACH BOY p, 4, 1:47.3. At 3, second in KYSS elim at Bluegrass Downs, Tender Love Care Series cons at The Meadows. From 6 foals, dam of 6 winners (1 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55, 6 in 1:57) including-

SIR SYNC Z TAM (m, Bettors Delight) p, 3, 1:56.1h, 1:52.3f-'14 ($76,369) 10 wins. As Above.

BETTORS BUNS (m, Bettors Delight) p, 3, 1:55.2h-'13, BT 1:54.2h-'15 ($71,001) 14 wins. At 2, second in NY Bred Excelsior Series div at Saratoga Harness; third in NY State Fair S. div at Vernon Downs. At 3, winner of NY Bred Excelsior Series div at Batavia Downs. Dam of Born A Dancer. Now 2 etc.

SKEEBALL (m, American Ideal) p, 2, 2:00.0h, 3, 1:53.3s-'15, BT 1:53.0f-'16 ($67,601) 8 wins. At 4, third in Bobby Weiss Series leg (twice) at Pocono Downs.

LEXIES DELIGHT (m, Bettors Delight) p, 2, Q2:00.0s, 3, 1:55.2f-'14, BT 1:54.0f-'15 ($35,318) 5 wins. At 2, third in NY Bred Excelsior Series div at Tioga Downs; second at 3, third in NY Bred Excelsior Series div at Tioga Downs; third in Motor City Pace final at Hazel Park.

ODDS ON ELECTRICKA (m, Art Major) p, 3, 1:55.0f-'10 ($7,090) 1 win.

BACKSIDE BRUSH (m, Art Major) p, 2, Q1:56.3-'10, BT 1:56.0f-'11 ($5,661) 1 win.

3rd dam
IMINTHEMOODFORLOVE p, 3, 1:55.1-'95, BT 1:54.1-'95 ($50,003) 7 wins, by ON THE ROAD AGAIN p, 4, 1:51.4. At 2, third in La Paloma S. elim and final at Yonkers. From 7 foals, dam of 7 winners (1 in 1:55, 2 in 1:56, 5 in 1:57) including-

PARADISE LOVER BOY (g, Jennas Beach Boy) p, 2, Q1:58.1, 3, 1:51.0, 1:50.0-'05 ($827,241) 25 wins. At 2, second in KYSS cons and div at The Red Mile. At 3, winner of Forrest Skipper Series at The Meadows, Jr Trendsetter Series leg at The Meadows, Motor City Pace elim at Hazel Park, Provincial Cup elim and final at Windsor; second in Forrest Skipper Series at The Meadows, Jr Trendsetter Series leg at The Meadows, Matts Scooter Series leg (twice) and final at The Meadows, Ramblin Storm Series at The Meadows; third in Motor City Pace final at Hazel Park. At 4, winner of Classic Series at Dover Downs; second in Complex Series final at The Meadows, Pacing Classic at Mohawk; third in Four Leaf Clover Series final at The Meadows.

ISABELLA BLUE CHIP (m, Bettors Delight) p, 2, 1:51.2-'06, BT 1:49.3f-'07 ($792,069) 9 wins. Winner of 2006 USHWA Dan Patch Award for Two Year Old Pacing Fillies. At 2, winner of Matron S. elim at Dover Downs, Standardbred S. elim at Delaware County Fair, Sweetheart elim at The Meadows, Sweetheart S. final at The Meadows. Three Diamonds final at The Meadows; second in Eternal Camnation S. div at Mohawk, Reynolds S. div at Pocono Downs, Shes A Great Lady S. elim at Mohawk; third in International Stallion S. div at The Red Mile, Shes A Great Lady S. final at Mohawk. At 3, winner of NYSS div at Batavia Downs; second in Adioo Volo S. leg at The Meadows, Bluegrass S. div at The Red Mile, Glen Garnsey Memorial div at The Red Mile, Matron S. elim at Dover Downs. Dam of BAHAMA BLUE p, 2, 1:55.2f, 3, 1:51.0f-'14, BT 1:50.3f-'14 ($207,217); STELLA Z TAM p, 3, 1:53.4f, 4, 1:53.1f-'20, BT 1:52.3s-'20 ($82,117); ILLBEWATCHINGU p, 2, Q2:04.4h, 3, 1:58.0s, 4, 1:55.0h-'21, BT 1:51.2s-'20 ($44,558) etc.; granddam of BLUE SPEECH p, 3, 1:57.0f, 4, 1:56.1f-'21, BT 1:55.1h-'21 ($51,877) etc.

PARADISE CHARMER (g, Jennas Beach Boy) p, 3, 1:58.1, 4, 1:54.0f-'03, BT 1:53.1f-'04 ($96,540) 16 wins. At 3, second in Late Closer Series leg at Hoosier Park.

DANTES PARADISE (g, Magical Mike) p, 3, 1:57.1f, 4, 1:53.4s-'05, BT 1:52.1s-'05 ($69,650) 12 wins.

RODDICK BLUE CHIP (g, Magical Mike) p, 3, 1:59.2f-'05, BT 1:56.0s-'05 ($12,401) 3 wins.

MARIAH BLUE CHIP (m, Sealed N Deliver) p, 3, 1:57.3f-'08, BT 1:54.2f-'09 ($9,972) 1 win. Dam of MYSHARONA BLUECHIP p, 2, 2:01.4, 3, 1:55.1e, 4, 1:49.3f-'16 ($212,644) etc.
Cressida Hanover (m, Mr Lavec). Dam of
Crafty Hanover (m, Giant Victory) BT 2:04.1f

CRAFTY CAVIAR
Crafty Quacker (m, Swan For All)  As Above.

SIRE
BY LOUS LEGACY  2, 1:58.3h, BT Q1:57.1 ($260,095) etc.

YF PEANUT
Consigned by: Flacco Family Farms LLC, for Chester Yoder, Alexis, IL

1st dam
SKILLFUL QUACKER 2, 2:02.0h- '17, BT 2:00.3- '18 ($32,820) 9 wins. by POWERFUL EMOTION
3, 1:54.2.  At 2, winner of ICF S. div at Springfield, Illini Colt S. div at Greenup, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Sandwich; second in Fox Valley Flan S. cons at Hawthorne, IL Big 10 S. div at Altamont; third in County Fair Challenge div at Duquoin State Fair, ICF S. div at Springfield, IL Big 10 div at Pana, Illini S. div at Urbana. At 3, winner of IL Big 10 div at Altamont, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Belvidere, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Morrison; second in ICF S. div (twice) at Springfield, IODA S. div at Springfield, Midwestern IL Racing Assoc. div at Mount Sterling, Northern IL Colt Assoc div at Sandwich, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Henry; third in ICF S. div at Springfield, Midwestern IL Racing Assoc. div at Carlinville. First foal.

2nd dam
CRAFTY CAVIAR 3, Q1:56.4- '08 ($4,184), by SJS CAVIAR 3, 1:53.4. From 1 foal, dam of-

3rd dam
CRAFTY CAVIAR 3, Q1:55.3, 1:56.1 by GIANT VICTORY 3, BT 1:53.2- '91. From 5 foals, dam of-

4th dam
CRAFTY HANOVER BT 2:04.11- '97 ($1,070), by GIANT VICTORY 3, BT 1:53.2- '91. From 5 foals, dam of-

5th dam
CRISTI HANOVER 3, T2:04.0 ($112), by FLORIDA PRO 3, 1:55.0. From 9 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:58) including-

CYNARA HANOVER (m, Super Bowl) 3, 1:57.2- '95 ($103,628) 5 wins. At 3, winner of PASS div at Pocono Downs, Review S. heat (twice) at Springfield; second in PASS final at Pocono Downs, Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs; third in Bluegrass - Dunroven Stud S. at The Red Mile. At 4, third in Harim Woodruff Series cons at The Meadowlands. Dam of HRS MILLER GOLD 2, 2:00.1f, 3, 1:56.22; 4, 1:54.1- '05, BT 1:53.2s-06 ($233,556); CROSS RUFF 3, 2:01.1- '09, BT 2:01.1f-05 ($19,039); NICOLE ISABELLE 3, 2:01.1f- '08, BT 1:58.0f-08 ($11,542) etc.; granddam of NUNCIO 2, 1:53.0f-03, 1:50.4- '14, BT 1:50.3-14 ($3,513,702); EXARCH 3, 1:50.4- '18, BT 1:53.4f-18 ($228,843); I WISH I COULD 1:59.4-17, BT 1:57.11f-16 ($22,010) etc.

Cricket Hanover (m, Prakas) 3, 2:01.0f- '92, BT 1:59.4f-92 ($44,451) 8 wins. At 3, second in Currier & Ives S. elims at The Meadows; third in PASS div (twice) at The Meadows; third in Open at Flamboro Downs, Royalty Trotting Series elims at Windsor. As aged, second in Preferred (5 times) at Flamboro Downs; third in Preferred at Flamboro Downs. Dam of
Eternal Chirp 3, 2:01.2f- '99, BT 1:59.1s-00 ($51,149) etc.; granddam of ETERNAL SEA 3, 2:00.2f-04, BT 1:59.0-05 ($17,423) etc.

Cricket Hanover (m, Giant Victory) BT 2:04.1f- '97 ($1,070). As Above.  

Cressida Hanover (m, Mr Lavec). Dam of
GLIDEMASTER 2, 1:55.3s, 3, 1:51.1-06 ($2,038,575); TRUTH IN ACTION 2, Q2:00.4s, 3, 1:56.1s, 1:54.4f-13, BT 1:54.0s-09 ($738,733); CANEPA HANOVER 2, Q1:56.1, 3, 1:51.1 -15 ($338,906); GLOBAL DESIRE 2, 1:57.1 -10, BT 1:56.2-10 ($133,765) etc.; granddam of GANGSTER HANOVER 2, 1:52.3, 19, BT 1:51.1-21 ($577,723); SIGNAL HILL 2, 1:55.1s, 3, Q1:55.0, 1:53.1-19 ($233,213); HILL STREET 2, 1:56.2, 3, 1:54.3f-18, BT 1:53.1-18 ($150,797); BELLA IOS 2, 1:56.1f, 3, 1:51.2 -18 ($146,620) etc.

Stake Engagements

IL Concealed  IL Foaled  Downstate Classic
SPORTY SUSAN

(ILLOIS ELIGIBLE)

Bay Filly - Foaled May 31, 2020 - Registration #4V098

Microchip #985141001323013

By DUNESIDE PERCH p, 2, 1:50.2 ($160,325). Sire of 3 in 1:50 - 61 in 1:55 - 132 in 2:00 including UNLOCKED p, 2, 1:53.2, 3, 1:49.1, 1:49.0f-16 ($101,494); DUNE IN RED p, 2, 1:55.2, 3, 1:53.0, 4, 1:51.2s-14, BT 1:50.4-16 ($385,370); DAKOTA ROADSTER p, 2, 1:57.4h, 3, 1:53.1, 51.0s-19, BT 1:50.3s-18 ($341,109); DAKOTA JACK p, 3, 1:53.0f, 1:50.1f-18, BT 1:50.0f-18 ($318,234) etc.

1st dam

SLEAZEBISCUIT p, 2, 1:54.1, 3, 1:52.4, 4, 1:51.4 - '06, BT 1:50.2-08 ($285,550) 18 wins, by SPORTSMASTER p, 2, 1:52.1, BT 1:51.4-92. At 2, winner of Orange & Blue S. cons at Balmoral Park, Shell Belle - ICF S. leg and final at Hawthorne; second in First Lady S. elim at DuQuoin State Fair; third in Active Donna S. elim at Balmoral Park, American-National S. final at Balmoral Park, Sarah Myers S. final at Balmoral Park, Violet S. elim and final at Maywood Park. At 3, second in Creative Lass Series cons at Hawthorne, Grandma Ann S. cons at Balmoral Park, Wendy Skipper S. at Balmoral Park; third in American-National S. final at Balmoral Park, IL Fair S. div at Springfield, ISOBA S. at Hawthorne. At 4, second in Ann Vonian S. elim at Balmoral Park; third in. As aged, winner of ICF - Ann Vonian S. cons at Balmoral Park. From 7 foals, dam of 5 winners (2 in 1:55, 4 in 1:57) including-

MARZI BEARZY (m, Rockroll Hanover) p, 2, 1:54.3 - '13, BT 1:54.1-14 ($46,909) 7 wins. At 2, winner of Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park; third in Review S. div at Springfield.

SLEAZY DANCER (m, Sand Shooter) p, 2, 1:59.2, 3, 1:56.2h-18, BT Q1:52.11-18 ($32,387) 2 wins. At 2, second in INSS cons at Hoosier Park; third in Hoosier S. div at Indiana State Fair. At 3, second in The Go On BB leg at Hoosier Park.

SLEAZY JOE (g, Sagebrush) p, 3, 1:55.0 - '18, BT 1:54.1-17 ($27,860) 6 wins. At 2, third in ICF S. leg at Hawthorne.

SPORTY MISS DUNE (m, Duneside Perch) p, 3, 1:57.0 - '20, BT 1:54.2-20 ($14,248) 2 wins. At 3, third in Plum Peachy cons at Hawthorne.

SUMMER SAGE (m, Sagebrush) p, 3, 1:58.3h-19, BT 1:56.4h-19 ($10,240) 1 win. Thesleazypринce (g, Sagebrush) p, 3:153.3-15 ($4,001), Bobby Bombay (g, Major Bombay) p, BT Q2:02.2-21 ($100).

2nd dam

SOMETHING SLEAZY p, 3, 2:00.4f, 4, 1:59.4 ($42,581) 8 wins, by ARMBRO WOLF p, 3, 1:54.1. From 11 foals, dam of 8 winners (1 in 1:49, 3 in 1:53, 7 in 1:55, 8 in 1:57) including-


SLEAZEBISCUIT (m, Sportmaster) p, 2, 1:54.1, 3, 1:52.4, 4, 1:51.4 - '06, BT 1:50.2-08 ($285,550) 18 wins. As Above.

PLEASSEMESLAEZY (m, Sportmaster) p, 2, 1:54.3, 3, 1:53.3, 4, 1:52.3 - '04, BT 1:52.1-04 ($162,859) 20 wins. Dam of IDEAL PRINCESS p, 3, 1:54.2f-16, BT 1:53.2h-16 ($131,860) etc.

DOUBLE CHAI (g, Broadway Express) p, 2, 1:56.3s, 3, 1:55.0 - '95, BT 1:53.2-95 ($127,473) 23 wins. At 2, winner of Dancing David S., Gold S. cons; third in Robb Ranger S. elim.

SURE FOOT CHER (m, Broadway Express) p, 2, 1:56.3s, 1:55.2 - '99, BT 1:54.4-99 ($107,837) 19 wins. At 2, winner of Orange & Blue S. cons; third in Orange & Blue S. elim. At 3, third in Grandma Ann S. cons.

DA SLEAZY ONE (m, Sportmaster) p, 2, Q1:59.1, 3, 1:57.0, 1:53.4 - '06, BT 1:52.0-04 ($101,549) 5 wins. At 2, third in ICF First Lady S. elim, IL Fair S. div, Orange & Blue S. elim and final, Sarah Myers S. leg. At 3, second in Determination Plus - ICF S. leg; third in IL Fair S. div. As aged, second in Fox Valley Redhot Series leg; third in Fox Valley Redhot Series final, Kindly Hanover Series leg. ICF. Dam of SLEAZY DOES IT p, 2, 1:53.0, 3, 1:51.4, 1:51.3 - '14 ($317,916); THESLEAZYPRINCESS p, 2, 1:54.3, 3, 1:52.2 - '14 ($304,287); CAPTAIN SLEAZE p, 2, 1:53.3f, 3, 1:51.3f - '21, BT 1:50.1-20 ($126,057); UPTOWN SLEAZE p, 2, 1:55.0, 3, 1:53.2s, 4, 1:51.2 - '18 ($105,927) etc.
**MARKS COURTESAN**

- **1st dam**
  - SOOKIE STAR p, 3, 1:50.1f, 0-0. From 2 foals, dam of 1 winner (1 in 1:57) including:
  - SYRNA (m, Keystone Ore) p, 2, 1:58.1f, 1:55.3f, '18, BT 1:51.4f ($126,391) 2 wins.
  - Starfornight (f, Corner Blitz) p, BT 2:01.0-20 ($4,553). At 2, second in ICFS div at Springfield; third in County Fair Challenge div at Hawthorne, ICF S. div at Springfield.

- **2nd dam**
  - DREAMCATCHER XPRES p, BT 1:53.2f, 0-0. Dam of 1 winner (1 in 1:57) including:
  - Patchouli Star (m, Artstanding) p, 3, 1:53.3f-12, BT 1:57.2s-13 ($1,055) 1 win.

- **3rd dam**
  - By CORNER BLITZ p, 3, 1:49.4 ($211,649). Sire of 9 in 1:55 including:
    - Sookie Star (m, Allamerican Ingot).
    - Faiths Star (m, Artstanding) p, 3, 1:53.3f-17, BT 1:52.2s-17 ($82,523) etc.

By CORNER BLITZ p, 3, 1:49.4-18, BT 1:51.4f-19 ($139,776) ZONE BLITZ p, 3, 1:53.3f-14, 4, 1:53.3f-18, BT 1:52.0f-18 ($128,541); EDDIE EDDIE p, 2, 1:55.3, 1:53.1f-18, BT 1:51.4f-18 ($88,329); JUST BLITZED p, 2, 2:02.3f, 3, 1:56.2f, 4, 1:53.4f-17, BT 1:52.2s-17 ($82,523) etc.
ASHLEY'S CARMON

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Bay Filly - Foaled March 31, 2020 - Registration #7V557
Microchip #985141001330927

Life Sign p, 3, 1:50.3
Ashles Big Guy p,1:50.4f
Abercrombie p, 4, 1:53.0
Ashles Big Guy p,1:50.4f
Three Diamonds p, 3, 1:53.1
Lady Ashlee Ann p, 3, 1:51.3
Camastantica p, 4, T1:49.3
ASHLEES CARMON
Preacher Edith p, 3, 1:59.4h
Albatross p, 4, 1:54.3f
Specially Fine p, 3, 2:00.4h
Incredibly Smooth p, 3, 1:58.3s
Flash Dancer p, 4, 2:00.2f

By ASHLEES BIG GUY p,1:50.4f, BT 1:50.3f-05 ($1,009,523). Sire of 1 in 1:50 - 15 in 1:55 - 33 in 2:00 including ROYAL KNOCKOUT p, 2, 1:59.4h, 3, 1:57.0h, 1:51.2-16, BT 1:50.3-15 ($314,808); ROYALE ROSE p, 2, 1:52.2, 3, 1:51.2s, 1:50.0e-18 ($365,735); MASTER OF PUPPETS p, 2, 2:02.2h, 3, 1:57.1f, 1:52.3-17, BT 1:51.4f-19 ($307,617); ASHLEES FOUR STAR p, 2, 1:55.4, 3, 1:53.0h, 1:51.0f-21, BT 1:50.4f-19 ($282,385) etc.

1st dam
SPECIALY FINE p, 2, 2:02.3h, 3, 2:00.4h-03, BT 1:58.0-02 ($27,988) 13 wins, by HIT THE BID p, 3, 1:52.3. At 2, winner of ILLINOIS S. div at Aledo, div at Greenup, div at Knoxville, div (twice) at Lewistown, div at Paris, div at Rushville; second in IL Fair S. div at Carrollton, div at Morrison; third in IL Fair S. div at Lincoln, div at Sandwich. At 3, second in IL Fair S. div at Pecatonica, div at Sandwich. From 8 foals, dam of 7 winners (2 in 1:51, 7 in 1:55) including

SPECIAL JOE (g, Jodys Cam) p, 3, 1:52.0, 4, 1:49.4-09, BT 1:49.2-09 ($415,617) 52 wins. At 3, winner of Stickney Pacing Series leg at Hawthorne. At 4, winner of ICF-Rambling Willie S. at Balmoral Park; second in Big Tom S. leg at Balmoral Park, Open (twice) at Balmoral Park; third in Open at Balmoral Park. As aged, winner of Rambling Willie S. div at Balmoral Park; third in ICF S. div (twice) at Balmoral Park, Invitation (twice) at Balmoral Park; third in Invitation at Balmoral Park.

RAGING CAM (g, Jodys Cam) p, 2, 1:55.1f, 3, 1:52.3, 1:50.4f-14 ($221,492) 36 wins. At 2, second in Illini S. div at Lincoln; third in Northern ILL Colt Assoc. S. div at Knoxville, div at Mendota. At 3, third in Hopeful Series leg at Yorkers.

ASHLEES FINE LADY (m, Ashles Big Guy) p, 2, 1:55.4, 3, 1:53.2f-19, BT 1:52.1f-17 ($179,211) 28 wins. At 3, second in ICF S. div at Hawthorne, div at Mount Sterling, ICF S. Plum Peachy S. at Hawthorne, LC#10 final at Hawthorne; third in Violet S. elim at Hawthorne.

ASHLEES FINE GIRL (m, Ashles Big Guy) p, 2, 1:55.4, 3, 1:54.1-20 ($45,082) 2 wins. At 2, second in IL State Fair Colt S. ch at Springfield, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield, Incredible Tullie leg at Hawthorne; third in Incredible Tullie div and leg at Hawthorne, Violet S. div at Hawthorne. At 3, winner of Plum Peachy cons at Hawthorne.

SPECIAL LADYAMINE (m, Jodys Cam) p, 4, 1:54.1-10 ($20,720) 12 wins. At 3, second in Northern ILL Colt Assoc. S. div at Lewistown.

SPECIALY SPORTY (g, Sportsmaster) p, 3, 1:58.4, 4, 1:53.2-13 ($19,344) 6 wins. At 3, second in IL State Fair Colt S. ch at Springfield, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield, Incredible Tullie leg at Hawthorne; third in Incredible Tullie div and leg at Hawthorne, Violet S. div at Hawthorne. At 3, winner of Plum Peachy cons at Hawthorne.

ASHLEES FINE GUY (g, Ashles Big Guy) p, BT 1:56.4-21 ($6079). At 2, second in Downstate Classic div at Springfield; third in ICF S. div at Hawthorne.

2nd dam
INCREDIBLY SMOOTH p, 2, 2:00.1s, 3, 1:58.3s-93, BT 1:57.0s-93 ($22,395) 4 wins, by INCREDIBLE FINE p, 4, 1:53.2f. From 6 foals, dam of 3 winners including

CLASSY CAM (g, Jodys Cam) p, 3, 1:59.3h, 1:57.4h-11, BT 1:57.1h-10 ($35,723) 10 wins. At 3, third in IL Mid-Western Racing Assoc. S. div, Illini S. div.

SPECIALY FINE (m, Hit The Bid) p, 2, 2:02.3h, 3, 2:00.4h-03, BT 1:58.0-02 ($27,988) 13 wins. As Above.

Im Super Smooth (h, Start The Fire) p, BT 1:59.1h-04 ($3,296). At 2, second in Northern ILL Colt Assoc. S. div (twice); third in Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div.

Smoothie (m, Hit The Bid) p, 3, 2:11.4h-01, BT 2:01.11-02 ($1,737) 1 win. At 2, third in IL Fair S. div (3 times). Julie N Dubuque (m, Ideal Society).

3rd dam
FLASH DANCER p, 3, 2:02.0h, 4, 2:00.2f ($14,554) 5 wins, by BANDELIER p, 4, 1:54.2. From 7 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:55) including

HOPES DEVIL DANCER (g, Bold Hope) p, 2, 2:03.4h, 3, 2:02.0h, 4, 1:54.3f-05 ($307,617); third in ICF S. div (4 times); second in IL Fair S. div (7 times); third in IL Fair S. div (twice). At 3, winner of ILLINOIS S. div; third in IL Fair S. div (3 times); third in IL Fair S. div (twice).

EGYPT LORRAIN (m, Egyptian Dancer) p, 3, 2:01.0h, 4, 1:59.3f-93, BT 1:58.1-94 ($39,380) 11 wins.

I R ANNE (m, Ira) p, 3, 2:08.0h, 4, 2:02.1-97, BT 1:56.4-98 ($10,027) 3 wins. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div.
UNNAMED
(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)
Bay Filly - Foaled May 03, 2020 - Registration #1V716

Cest La Vie p, 1:54.2h ......... Western Hanover p, 3, 1:50.4
The Panderosa p, 3, 1:49.3 .......... Daisy Harbor p, 3, T1:53.3
Phoenix Phantom ........................ Artsplace p, 4, 1:49.2
2020 UNNAMED FOAL

Cest La Vie p, 1:54.2h BT 1:52.0h ($57,172). VOILA p, BT 1:57.0h-‘19 ($10,933); MAGAZINE THEME p, BT Q1:59.0h-‘21 ($1,400); SPOKEN FOR p, 2, 2:07.1h-‘21, BT 2:00.2h-‘21 ($1,316). etc.

1st dam

SPEECHWRITER p, 3, Q2:06.2-‘18, BT 2:00.4h-‘18, by WELL SAIID p, 3, 1:47.3. Second foal.

Magazine Theme (g, Cest La Vie) p, BT 1:54.4h-‘21 ($12,925). Now 2, second in Cardinal S.

div at Hawthorne.

2nd dam

FOX VALLEY PAIGE p, 2, Q1:59.2s, 3, 1:53.4-‘01. BT 1:53.3-‘01 ($88,330) 8 wins, by SPORTSMASTER p, 2, 1:52.1, BT 1:51.4-‘92. At 3, 1:53.2 in 1:57 including-

BRIGHT FUTURE (g, Tell All) p, 3, 1:58.4h, 1:52.2-‘18, BT 1:51.1-‘20 ($137,123) 15 wins. As a 2 and 3-in-Open (3 times) at Hawthorne.

OUTSPoken (m, Well Said) p, 3, 1:56.4f-‘15, BT 1:54.2f-‘16 ($33,363) 3 wins. At 2, second in PA Stallion Series div at Pocono. Dam of SPEECHWRITER p, 2, BT 2:07.1h-‘21, BT 2:00.2h-‘21 ($1,316) etc.

Its Ok To Dream (m, Western Hanover), Dam of I SEE SUCCESS p, 3, 2:09.4h, 1:58.0-‘18, BT 1:52.1-‘16 ($14,779); ELUSIVE RETURN p, 3, 2:00.2h-‘14, BT 1:57.4h-‘14 ($13,114) etc.

Next Page (m, Tell All).

3rd dam

PRETENDING p, 3, 2:02.0h ($3,370) 1 win, by EGYPTIAN DANCER p, 3, 1:58.2q. From 7 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55, 5 in 1:57 including-

FOX VALLEY WANNABE (g, Incredible Finale) p, 2, 1:57.1, 1:56.4h-‘04, BT 1:55.2f-‘02 ($108,672) 18 wins.

MONIQUE (m, Sportsmaster) p, 3, 1:55.0s, 4, 1:51.3-‘98 ($85,775) 12 wins. At 3, second in Violet Series elim at Balmoral Park. At 4, winner of Ann Vonian S elim at Balmoral Park, Plum Peaches S at Balmoral Park, Sea Fiddler S at Balmoral Park; third in Ann Vonian S. final at Balmoral Park. Dam of Moniques Legacy p, BT 1:55.2-‘04 ($2,265) etc.; grandam of HAY GOODLOOKING p, 2, 1:52.4f, 3, 1:52.2f, 1:51.1s-‘12, BT 1:50.4s-‘09 ($612,343); MAJOR LEGACY p, 2, Q1:57.2, 3, 1:54.1, 1:52.0s-‘18, BT 1:51.1-‘17 ($122,546); HAY BEAUTIFUL p, 3, 1:54.3s, 1:52.0f-‘13, BT 1:50.3f-‘13 ($111,165) etc.

FOX VALLEY PAIGE (m, Sportsmaster) p, 2, Q1:59.2s, 3, 1:53.4-‘01, BT 1:53.3-‘01 ($88,330) 8 wins. As Above.

FOX VALLEY PRETEND (m, Incredible Finale) p, 3, 1:57.2, 1:54.1-‘99 ($77,628) 17 wins. Dam of MALADAR p, 1:56.4-‘11, BT 1:55.2-‘12 ($14,210) etc.

MS MIRABELLE (m, Sportsmaster) p, 3, 1:55.1-‘00 ($50,948) 10 wins. Dam of GOOD LUCK p, 3, 1:55.4f, 4, 1:51.3f-‘15, BT 1:51.2f-‘15 ($155,593) etc.; grandam of BIG TURN ON p, 2, 1:56.1h, 3, 1:54.0s, 4, 1:51.4f-‘15, BT 1:51.2f-‘15 ($297,107) etc.

4th dam

RYANS AMY p, 2, 2:08.4h ($2,369) 1 win, by STRIKE OUT p, 3, 1:56.3h. From 15 foals, dam of 10 winners (2 in 1:57 including-

DIDNT HE RAMBLE (g, Armbrro Wolf) p, 2, Q2:03.0f, 3, 1:57.4, 1:55.4s-‘92 ($119,392) 30 wins.

DONs DANCER (m, Egyptian Dancer) p, 2, 1:58.4f, 3, 1:57.3h ($112,810) 7 wins. Dam of IWANTSPUMPUN p, 2, 2:00.0h, 3, 1:54.1, 1:52.4-‘04, BT 1:52.3-‘04 ($116,653) etc.; grandam of ONTHWINFSONGEL p, 2, 3:00.0h, 1:52.2f-‘12, BT 1:51.1f-‘11 ($341,078); SHES SENSATIONAL p, 2, 1:53.3, 3, 1:52.4s-‘11, BT 1:52.3s-‘11 ($141,466) etc.

FENWAY (h, Sportsmaster) p, 2, 1:59.4h, 3, 1:57.0h-‘98 ($74,505) 16 wins. At 4, second in Sagamore Hills Series elim (twice) at Yonkers; third in Sagamore Hills Series elim at Yonkers.

HPS BABE (m, Incredible Finale) p, 2, 1:57.2s-‘93, BT 1:56.1-‘94 ($36,795) 4 wins. At 2, third in Orange & Blue S elim at Sportsmans Park. At 3, third in Direct Balance S elim at Sportsmans Park. Dam of BABIES LAST p, 4, 1:55.0-‘15 ($15,259) etc.; grandam of BABES CHIP p, 3, 1:53.1, 1:52.4-‘14, BT 1:52.1-‘14 ($183,885); SPORTY BABE p, 3, 1:56.2, 1:52.0-‘09 ($128,000) etc.

FOX VALLEY LOLIPOP (m, Incredible Finale) p, 2, 2:01.4f, 3, 1:58.3s-‘93, BT 1:57.0-‘93 ($28,606) 4 wins.

Consigned by: Claude Gendreau Stb Inc, Deerfield, IL

IL Concealed
IL Foaled
Downstate Classic
State Engagements
Chapter Seven 4, 1:50.1…………….. La Riviera Lindy 3, 2:01.1f
Helpiontheway 3, 1:51.4 …………
Porque 4, 1:56.3…………….. Homby Michelle
HELP SHADY LINCOLN
Saxon Hall 3, 1:51.3
Speed For All 2, 1:59.3s…………….. Swan Lake
Socks And Dresses 3, 2:00.3q

By HELPIONTHEWAY 3, 1:51.4 ($610,446).

1st dam

SPEED FOR ALL (g, Swan For All) 3, 1:57.4s-'16, BT 1:57.0s-'16 ($15,125) 1 win, by SWAN FOR ALL 3, 1:54.1f, BT 1:53.2-'09. At 2, winner of INSS elim at Hoosier Park. Second foal. Fashionallspeed (f, Crescent Fashion), Now 2.

2nd dam

SOXY KOSMOS 2, 1:59.3f-'04 ($83,463) 5 wins, by YANKEE PACO 3, 1:53.2. At 2, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Dresden, div and final at Hiawatha Horse Park, div at Sudbury Downs; second in ONSS Grassroots div at Quinte Exhibition, div at Grand River. At 3, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Clinton. From 8 foals, dam of 6 winners (1 in 1:54.3 in 1:56.4, 4 in 1:58) including-

BORN TO THRIVE (g, Swan For All) 2, 1:58.0s, 3, 1:54.4s, 1:52.4f-'21 ($448,757) 43 wins. At 3, winner of INSS Super Final final at Hoosier Park; second in INSS elim at Hoosier Park; third in INSS elim and final at Hoosier Park. At 4, winner of IN Sired Mini Series #4 leg at Hoosier Park. As aged, second, Open of (twice) at Hoosier Park, (14 times) at Pompano Park; second in INSS elim at Hoosier Park, Open (8 times) at Pompano Park; third in INSS-Aged final at Hoosier Park, Open, at Hoosier Park, (7 times) at Pompano Park.

ONE SWAN FOR ALL (g, Swan For All) 3, 1:57.4s, 1:54.1f-'16 ($199,237) 24 wins. SOXYS KID (m, Cincinnati Kid) 2, Q2:03.2s, 3, 1:59.3s, 1:55.2s-'14 ($131,808) 19 wins. At 2, winner of IN Fair S. div at Indiana State Fair; second in IN Std. Breeders Fund div at Indiana Downs; third in INSS div and leg at Indiana Downs. At 3, winner of Mini Series 31 leg at Hoosier Park; third in INSS cons at Hoosier Park. Dam of Sv Newkwindothekolb 2, 2:16.1h-'19, BT 2:11.2h-'19 ($20,050); Sv Soxys Girl, Now 2 etc.

KENU DANCE (m, Ken Warkentin) 2, 1:59.3s, 3, 1:57.3f-'10, BT 1:54.0s-'10 ($61,370) 3 wins. At 2, second in ONSS Grassroots div at Kawartha Downs, div at Rideau Carleton. At 3, second in Canadian Breeders Ch, elim at Mohawk; third in ONSS Gold elim and final at Georgian Downs, elim at Mohawk, Dam of Dance Me Dizzy 3, 2:00.4h-'18, BT 1:59.4s-'18 ($12,710) etc.

GO KID GO (m, Cincinnati Kid) 2, 2:00.0, 4, 1:59.1f-'13, BT 1:58.11f-'13 ($31,692) 5 wins. At 2, winner of Mini Series 6 final at Indiana Downs; second in Mini Series 6 leg at Indiana Downs; third in INSS leg at Indiana Downs. At 4, third in Open (twice) at Plainridge. Amazing Swan (m, Swan For All) BT Q2:01.3s-'14 ($2,355). At 2, 2nd in IN Sired Fair S. div at Portland, div at Shelbyville; third in IN Sired Fair S. div at Portland. Dam of Ritas Legacy BT 2:03.4-'21 ($100). Now 2 race timed in 2:03.4.; Iowa Flame. Now 3 etc.

3rd dam

SOCKS AND DRESSES 3, 2:00.3s, '97, BT 1:57.3-97 ($59,062) 4 wins, by SPEEDY CROWN 3, 1:57.1. At 3, winner of NYSS div at Monticello, div at Vernon Downs; second in Coaching Club Oaks S. div at The Meadowlands. From 9 foals, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:58) including-

SOLANGE KOSMOS (m, S Js Photo) 2, Q2:06.1h, 1:58.1h-'08, BT 1:56.2f-'08 ($79,907) 5 wins. At 3, third in Trillium S. div at Flamboro Downs. Dam of ANGELS KID 2, 2:03.3h, 1:57.0f-'20, BT 1:55.1s-'18 ($155,430) etc.

SOCK IT TO ME (h, Trade Balance) 3, 1:59.2f, 1:57.1-'05, BT 1:56.4f-'09 ($72,747) 13 wins. As aged, second in Valley Victory Series leg at Pompano Park; third in Valley Victory Series leg at Pompano Park.

Black Bean (g, American Winner) 3, 2:05.0h, 4, 2:01.0f-'17, BT 1:59.4f-'16 ($11,839) 2 wins. At 3, third in PASS div at Bloomsburg, div at Stoneboro. Lady Bryannt (m, Lindy Lane) 2, Q2:03.1s-'03, BT 2:01.2f-'03 ($1,941). At 2, 2nd in Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs. Dam of MISS WAPWALLOPEN 3, 2:00.21, 1:55.4f-'12, BT 1:55.11f-'12 ($155,190); SPIT N SHINE 1:54.1-'11 ($118,233); RED MAPLE LANE 2, 1:58.3f, 4, 1:57.3f-'16, BT 1:55.11f-'18 ($117,195) etc.

Tax Exemption (m, Revenue S). Isnt She Magical (m, Kadabra), Dam of ISNT HE AN ANGEL 3, 1:56.1s-'19, BT 1:55.1s-'19 ($45,202), The Dukeofwoodside. Now 2 etc.

4th dam

LOCKS AND TRESSES 3, T2:01.0 ($6,000) 4 wins, by FLORIDA PRO 3, 1:55.0. From 9 foals, dam of 4 winners including-

TRESPASSING POINT (h, Crowning Point) 2, Q2:07.3f, 3, 1:59.0-95, BT 1:57.4-'95 ($38,563) 5 wins.

Hopes And Blesses (m, Tagliabue) 4, 2:02.2f-'06, BT 1:57.1s-'06 ($30,344) 1 win, Dam of MC TINY HOPE 3, 1:58.4s, 1:53.3-'13, BT 1:53.0s-'14 ($202,469) etc.
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RED HOT REMI

(ILLOIS ELIGIBLE)

Bay Colt - Foaled April 23, 2020 - Registration #6V262

Microchip #985141001330958

Consigned by: Jeff S Jones, Toulon, IL

By TRAVEL PLAYLIST p, 2, 1:49.2\textsuperscript{s} ($327,516)

1st dam

ST PATTYS LOVE p, 2, 1:57.3\textsuperscript{h}, 3, 1:55.1\textsuperscript{f}, 1:54.2\textsuperscript{s}, '09, BT 1:53.0f-'09 ($122,686) 19 wins, by

MACH THREE p, 3, 1:49.0\textsuperscript{h}. At 2, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Sudbury Downs, div at Woodstock; second in ONSS Grassroots div at Flamboro Downs; third in ONSS Grassroots div at Grand River. At 3, winner of MASS div (4 times) at Plainridge. From 3 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:55) including-

ALWAYS CLOSE (g, Always A Virgin) p, 2, 1:55.3f, 3, 1:54.1f, 4, 1:54.0f-'20, BT 1:52.1f-'19 ($72,620) 7 wins. At 2, second in Hoosier div at Indiana State Fair, INSS elim at Hoosier Park. Now S 2nd in open at Running Aces Harness Park.

MISS ROCKETTE (m, Pet Rock) p, 2, 2:04.3h-'17, BT 1:58.4h-'18 ($9,414) 2 wins. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div at Marion, Western Ohio Colt Racing Assoc. div at Ottawa; second in OH Fair S. div at Tiffin, Western OH Colt Racing Assoc. div at Bellefontaine; third in OH Fair S. div at Paulding. At 3, third in OH Fair S. div at Pauline, div at Paulding;

Crazy Lucky (f, Luck Be Withyou). Now 2.

2nd dam

DENVERLOVE by CAMS CARD SHARK p, 3, 1:50.0\textsuperscript{f}. From 10 foals, dam of 7 winners (1 in 1:53, 5 in 1:55, 6 in 1:57) including-

DENVER DOLLY (g, Artiscape) p, 2, 1:56.4s, 3, 1:53.1s, 1:51.4f-'15, BT 1:49.4s-'15 ($305,216) 43 wins. At 2, winner of MASS div and final at Plainridge, NY Late Closer div at Vernon Downs; second in NY Bred LC div at Batavia Downs, NYSS div at Monticello, div at Saratoga Harness; third in NY Bred LC div at Yonkers. At 3, winner of MASS div at Plainridge, NYSS div at Historic Track; second in MASS div (twice) and final at Plainridge; third in NYSS div at Buffalo; div at Batavia Downs.

KARANS CHOICE (m, Sportwritter) p, 2, 1:57.2f, 3, 1:54.2f-'19, BT 1:53.2f-'19 ($253,968) 13 wins. At 2, winner of MASS div (twice) and final (twice) at Plainridge; second in ONSS Grassroots div at Clinton, div at Woodbine Mohawk Park; third in ONSS Grassroots div at Grand River, div at Woodbine Mohawk Park. At 3, winner of MASS div (3 times) and final at Plainridge.

DENVER CYCLONE (h, Western Cyclone) p, 2, 1:57.3h-'11, BT 1:56.0f-'11 ($81,579) 10 wins. At 2, winner of MASS div at Plainridge, ME Std. Breeders S. div (3 times) at Hollywood Slots Hotel And Raceway, div (twice) at Scarborough Downs, div at Skowhegan, div at Windsor; second in MASS div and final at Plainridge. At 3, winner of ME Std. Breeders S. div at Scarborough Downs; third in MASS div (twice) and final at Plainridge, ME Std. Breeders S. div at Scarborough Downs.

BET ON BETTY (m, Pacific Fella) p, 2, 2:02.0f, 3, 1:54.2f-'08 ($59,609) 16 wins. At 2, winner of MASS div (twice) and final (twice) at Plainridge; second in MASS div (twice) at Plainridge. At 3, winner of MASS div (3 times) at Plainridge; second in MASS div at Plainridge. As aged, winner of James Winters Memorial elim at Plainridge. Dam of MY FIRST BET p, 2, 2:06.1h, 3, 1:59.3h-15, BT 1:55.2-15 ($6,063) etc.

DENVER ARTIST (g, Real Artist) p, 2, 1:58.4f, 3, 1:53.4s-'13, BT 1:52.3s-'13 ($46,282) 11 wins. At 2, winner of MASS div at Plainridge; second in MASS div (3 times) at Plainridge. At 3, winner of MASS div at Plainridge; second in MASS div at Plainridge. As aged, second in The Killer Threes elim at Plainridge.

MASTER OF LOVE (g, Vintage Master) p, 2, 1:55.3s-'17 ($9,203) 1 win. At 2, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Mohawk; third in MASS div at Plainridge.

Eclipsed (m, Artiscape) p, 2, Q2:06.1f-'09, BT Q1:59.4-'09 ($13,860). At 2, third in MASS div (3 times) at Plainridge; third in MASS div and final at Plainridge.

3rd dam

DANALOVE by FALCON ALMAHURST p, 3, T1:52.2. From 15 foals, dam of 10 winners (2 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55, 4 in 1:57) including-

OUR LAAG CABIN (g, Laag) p, 2, 1:56.1, 3, 1:55.0f, 1:52.2s-'98, BT 1:51.2s-'98 ($307,213) 21 wins. At 2, second in Reynolds Memorial div; At 3, winner of Motor City Pace elim; third in NA Cup cons. As aged, second in G M Levy Memorial elim, Preferred (3 times); third in G M Levy Memorial, Preferred.

PRUFROCK (g, Western Hanover) p, 3, 1:52.1s-'02, BT 1:51.3s-'04 ($132,782) 11 wins. At 3, winner of Valedictory Racing Series leg and final; second in Valedictory Racing Series leg. At 4, winner of Snowshoe Racing Series leg (twice) and final; second in Sr Trendsetter Series leg; third in Cam Fella Racing Series. As aged, third in Complex Series leg.
BOMBAYBONNIE
(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY - FOALED MAY 31, 2020 - REGISTRATION #6V980
Microchip #985141001323109

By MAJOR BOMBY p, 3, 1:50.1, BT 1:49.4f-12 ($755,070). Sire of 3 in 1:55 - 12 in 2:00 including HARTS HEART p, 2, 1:55.3, 5, 1:54.4 - 21, BT 1:53.3 - 21 ($62,662); TRAVEL GLAMOUR p, 2, 1:56.2 - 20, BT 1:55.4 -20 ($58,653); BOMBAY BOBBY p, 2, 1:58.3, 1, 1:55.4 - 21 ($45,205); ADORABLE p, 2, 1:53.8, 3, 1:54.4, 4, 1:54.1 - 20, BT 1:52.0s -19 ($36,425) etc.

1st dam

SUNLIGHT DANCER p, 3, 1:53.3f, 1:52.4f - '16, BT 1:51.1f-16 ($132,861) 9 wins, by DRAGON AGAIN p, 1:48.3s. At 2, third in PA Stallion Series div at The Meadows. At 3, winner of PASS div at Bloomsburg, div at Gratz, div at York.

2nd dam

FELICIA SCOTT p, 2, 1:55.4z, 2, 1:52.0 -'05, BT 1:51.4 -'05 ($107,571) 4 wins, by CAMS CARD SHARK p, 3, 1:50.0. At 3, winner of NJSS div at The Meadowlands; Shady Daisy S. div at Freehold; second in Mistletoe Shalee S. elims at The Meadowlands; third in NJSS div at Freehold. From 5 foals, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:53, 2 in 1:57) including-

FELICIA SCOTT (m, Cams Card Shark) p, 2, 1:55.4z, 2, 1:52.0 -'05, BT 1:51.4 -'05 ($107,571) 4 wins. As Above.

FENIAN HANOVER (g, Mach Three) p, 2, 1:59.1h, 3, 1:57.1h -'12, BT 1:53.0s -'11 ($48,680) 4 wins. At 2, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Dresden; second in ONSS Gold elims at Flamboro Downs, ONSS Grassroots div at Georgian Downs; third in ONSS Grassroots div at Flamboro Downs.

FORMAL HANOVER (g, The Panderosa) p, 2, Q1:59.2f, 3, 1:57.2f, 4, 1:57.1f -'14, BT 1:54.0f -14 ($22,977) 3 wins.

SIMPLY FAITH (g, Western Ideal) p, 3, 1:58.0h, 4, 1:57.0h -'12, BT 1:55.2 -'12 ($22,458) 5 wins.

3rd dam

AREBA HANOVER p, 2, 1:53.4 -'95 ($221,452) 11 wins, by WALTON HANOVER p, 3, 1:53.2. At 2, winner of Lou Babc Memorial elim and final at Freehold, Molly Pitcher S. div at Freehold, NJSS div at Freehold, final at Garden State Park, div (3 times) and final at The Meadowlands. From 5 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55, 4 in 1:57) including-

AREBA HANOVER (h, Cams Card Shark) p, 2, 1:55.4z, 2, 1:52.0 -'05, BT 1:51.4 -'05 ($107,571) 4 wins. As Above.

MALKA (m, Cams Card Shark) p, 2, 1:55.2 -'00, BT 1:53.3 -'00 ($100,823) 7 wins. At 2, winner of NJSS div at Garden State Park, div at The Meadowlands; second in NJSS div at Freehold, div at Garden State Park. At 3, second in NJSS div at Freehold; third in Holiday Series elim at Yonkers. Dam of JERSEY GUY p, 3, 1:58.4h, 4, 1:56.2h -'09 ($30,514) etc.

MALKAS BROTHER (h, Cams Card Shark) p, 2, Q2:03.2h, 3, 1:54.1f -'04, BT 1:53.0 -'04 ($69,862) 20 wins.

MALKAS SISTER (m, Cams Card Shark) p, 2, 2:01.3h, 3, 1:56.0f, 4, 1:54.3f -'04, BT 1:53.2 -'03 ($69,037) 12 wins. At 4, winner of Petticoat Series leg at Yonkers; third in Open at Pocono Downs, Petticoat Series leg (twice) at Yonkers. Dam of LITTLE MISS MARIE p, 2, Q2:02.1f, 3, 1:54.1f -'13, BT 1:53.0s -'13 ($84,310) etc.

AREBAS LAST (m, Cams Card Shark) p, 3, 1:58.2f -'06, BT 1:56.3f -'06 ($5,168) 1 win. Dam of CERTIFIED IDEAL p, 2, Q1:58.2f, 3, 1:51.0f -'13, BT 1:50.3f -'16 ($725,704) etc.

4th dam

ANANDALAY ANDALAY (m, Walton Hanover) p, 2, 1:53.4 -'95 ($221,452) 11 wins. As Above.

ART LUDT HANOVER (g, Kentucky Spur) p, 2, 2:01.3f, 3, 1:56.2f, 4, 1:54.4s -'99, BT 1:53.0s -'99 ($172,082) 14 wins. As aged, second in Preferred at Sudbury Downs.

ARAPAHO HANOVER (h, Western Hanover) p, 2, 1:52.3 -'00 ($75,076) 5 wins. At 2, second in PASS div at Pocono Downs; third in PASS div at The Meadows. At 3, winner of Jr Trendsetter Series leg at The Meadowlands, Ramblin Storm Series final at The Meadowlands; third PASS div at The Meadows.

FOR HOOT SAKE (m, Walton Hanover) p, 3, 1:57.3, 1:55.4f -'97, BT 1:55.1 -'96 ($72,609) 22 wins. At 3, second in Compass Rose Series at Edmonton Northlands. Dam of PONCHO AND DIANA p, 3, 1:58.2, 1:53.2f -'09 ($89,843) etc.

ANACAPRI HANOVER (m, Walton Hanover) p, 2, 1:53.3f -'93 ($69,614) 15 wins. At 2, winner of NJSS div at The Meadowlands. Dam of STEAM THE WINDOWS p, 2, 1:53.1z, 3, 1:52.4h, 1:52.0h -'07, BT 1:51.1f -'05 ($335,582) etc.

ANDINO HANOVER (g, Western Hanover) p, 3, Q2:03.1h, 1:56.4f -'01 ($40,900) 20 wins.
SUNMASTER

(ILLOIS ELIGIBLE)

Brown Colt - Foaled May 13, 2020 - Registration #0V116
Microchip #98514101384373

Consigned by: K E M Standardbreds, Arthur, IL

1st dam SUNSHINE SISTER p, 2, Q1:56.2, 3, 1:54.0f - '08, BT 1:50.2-0.8 ($147,217) 2 wins, by REAL ARTIST p, 3, Q1:51.0. At 2, 2nd in Sweetheart S. elim at The Meadowlands; in third in Countess Adios S. leg at The Meadowlands. Sweetheart S. final at The Meadowlands. At 3, 3rd in PASS div at Harrahs Casino; third in Adioo Volo S. div at Pocono Downs. From 8 foals, dam of 7 winners (2 in 1:55, 4 in 1:57) including:

LINDYSBATHINBEAUTY (m, Somebeachsomewhere) p, 3, 1:54.0f, 1:53.2f, '16, BT 1:52.2f-1.5 ($125,255) 14 wins. Dam of Racing Linsey p, BT 1:58.4h-21 ($72,739) etc.

TOO MUCH SUN (m, Betterthancheddar) p, 2, 1:55.2h. 3, 1:54.3f, 1:53.2f-1.8 ($91,295) 15 wins. At 2, second in NY County Fair S. div at Malone; third in NY Excelsior A Series div at Buffalo, div at Saratoga Harness. At 3, third in NY County Fair S. div at Afton.

IDEALLY LINDY (g, American Ideal) p, 2, 1:59.0f-1.5 ($30,223) 2 wins. At 2, winner of MASS div (twice) at Plainridge; second in MASS div at Plainridge; third in MASS final at Plainridge.

TROPICAL FRUIT (m, Sportmaster) p, 3, 1:55.2-20, BT 1:54.3-20 ($30,007) 5 wins. At 2, third in IL State Fair S. div at Springfield. At 3, winner of IL Doa S. div at Hawthorne; second in County Fair Challenge div at Hawthorne, ICFS div at Springfield.

SUNSHINE LINDY (m, Real Desire) p, 2, 1:55.1f-12 ($18,110) 1 win. At 2, winner of PA Stallion Series S. div at Harrahs; second in PA Stallion Series div at The Meadows.

FUNKYMUNKYSUNSHINE (m, American Ideal) p, 2, Q1:57.4f-16, BT Q1:57.0s ($10,230) 1 win. At 2, winner of NY Excelsior Series A div at Buffalo; third in NY Excelsior Series A div at Saratoga Harness.

Ideal Rockstar (g, American Ideal) p, 3, 2:01.0h-15, BT Q1:57.0s-15 ($3,277) 1 win. Fire Shine (f, Always A Virgin) BT Q1:59.2-21. Now 3 and qualified in p, 1:59.2.

2nd dam PACIFIC SISTER K p, 2, Q1:56.1f, 3, 1:55.2f, 4, 1:54.0f-0.3, BT 1:52.12-0.2 ($107,550) 12 wins, by WESTERN HANOVER p, 3, 1:50.4. At 2, winner of Keystone Classic S. div; Standardbred S. elim; second in PASS div (twice); third in Arden Downs S. div, PA All Stars. At 3, third in PA All Stars, PASS div, Reynolds Memorial div. From 11 foals, dam of 8 winners (2 in 1:51, 4 in 1:53; 7 in 1:55, 8 in 1:57) including:

DOUBLESHOTASCOTCH (g, Dragon Again) p, 3, 1:51.4f, 4, 1:51.0f-10, BT 1:50.2f-09 ($807,361) 50 wins. At 2, 2nd in Keystone Classic S. div, PASS div, Simpson Memorial-Bret Hanover. At 3, 2nd in PASS div (twice) and final; second in PASS div, Tattersalls S. div. At 4, winner of Mid-Summer Classic leg, Prefered; second in Mid-Summer Classic final; third in Joe Gerrity Jr. leg.


Consigned by: K E M Standardbreds, Arthur, IL

ROYAL CHEATER

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)
Brown Filly - Foaled March 16, 2020 - Registration #8V694

Deweycheatumnhowe 3, 1:50.4...... Muscles Yankee 3, 1:52.2
Dontcheatonmenow 3, 1:56.2s ...... Trolley Square 3, 2:00.4f
ROYAL CHEATER
Magenta Hall 2, 1:55.2 ......... Conway Hall 3, 1:53.4
Superiorshotroyale ............... Melissa Hall 3, 1:55.3
Red Hot Survivor 3, 1:56.3f .... Wesgate Crown 1:52.3
..........
Trolley Square 3, 2:00.4f Ice Cold Honey 3, 2:02.1f
..........
Dontcheatonmenow 3, 1:56.2s
..........
Conway Hall 3, 1:53.4

By DONTCHEATONMENOW 3, 1:56.2s, BT 1:56.0s-'14 ($123,500). Sire of 1 in 2:00 including TROPICAL ROSIE 2, 2:08.0h, 3, 1:59.1-'20 ($39,368); TWIN CEDARS ROCKET BT 1:57.0-'19 ($16,578); SHES GOT MOXY BT 2:01.1-'20 ($7,187); IMA CHEATEN GIRL BT 2:06.0-'21 ($727) etc.

1st dam
SUPERIORSHTROYALE by RED HOT SURVIVOR 3, 1:56.3f. First foal.

2nd dam
GLACIER SEELSTER by EAGER SEELSTER 4, 1:53.2. From 8 foals, dam of-
Superiors Royalty (m, Red Hot Survivor). Dam of Superior Mind Me. Now 3; Twist And Dance. Now 2 etc.
Superiors Glacier (m, Red Hot Survivor).
Superiorshotroyale (m, Red Hot Survivor) As Above.
Superior Got Style (m, Red Hot Survivor).
Superiors Beauty (m, Red Hot Survivor).
Superior Candygirl (f, Red Hot Survivor). Now 3.

3rd dam
GRAND ROYALE by ROYAL STRENGTH 2, 1:57.0. From 4 foals, dam of 2 winners including-
Gryphon Seelster (g, Berndt Hanover) 3, 2:01.4h, 2:00.3h-‘10, BT 1:59.3s-'08 ($26,317) 4 wins.
Berndt Royale (g, Berndt Hanover) 3, 2:00.1f-'09, BT 1:59.2f-'10 ($24,120) 3 wins.
Glacier Seelster (m, Eager Seelster) As Above.

4th dam
GRAND PAGE 3, Q2:00.4-'94 ($6,899) 1 win, by BRISCO HANOVER 2, 1:57.0. At 3, winner of ONSS Gold elim at Mohawk. From 5 foals, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:58) including-
GRAND GALAXY (g, Royal Strength) 3, 2:02.1f, 1:57.0f-'05 ($163,811) 31 wins. At 2, second in ONSS Grassroots div at Woodstock. At 3, third in ONSS Grassroots div at Clinton, div at Woodstock. As aged, winner of Open at Hazel Park, Preferred at Western Fair; second in Preferred at Windsor; third in Open (twice) at Hazel Park, Preferred (twice) at Western Fair.
PARKSIDE ACHIEVER (m, Royal Strength) 3, 2:02.2h-'99, BT 1:59.2s-'02 ($142,137) 25 wins. At 2, second in ONSS Gold elim at Woodbine, Trillium S. div at Hiawatha Horse Park; third in ONSS Gold final at Woodbine. At 3, second in ONSS Grassroots div at Barrie, div at Quinte Exhibition; third in Celia's Counsel Series leg at Mohawk, ONSS Grassroots div at Western Fair. At 4, winner of Invitation at Sudbury Downs; second in Invitation at Sudbury Downs; third in Invitation at Sudbury Downs. Dam of Justice Ben 4, Q2:08.2h-'13, BT 2:04.1h-'13 ($175) etc.
GRAND PROPOSAL (m, Royal Strength) 2, 2:02.4h, 3, 2:02.1h-'01, BT 2:01.1f-'00 ($90,131) 8 wins. At 2, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Dresden; second in Flamboro Breeders div at Flamboro Downs; third in ONSS Gold final at Elmira, ONSS Grassroots div at Quinte Exhibition. At 3, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Dresden; second in ONSS Grassroots div at Quinte Exhibition, div at Clinton, div at Western Fair. Dam of ELIAN EXPRESS 3, 1:59.1s, 4, 1:58.3h-'13, BT 1:57.2f-'13 ($46,759) etc.
Grand Princess (m, Royal Strength) 3, 2:04.2h, 4, 2:01.4f-'04, BT 1:58.0s-'03 ($21,761) 4 wins. Grandam of Bigpinesarah. Now 3 etc.
Grand Royale (m, Royal Strength) As Above.

5th dam
GRAND COMPANY BT Q2:08.0h-'89, by ARCHIE Q2:14.4h. From 1 foal, dam of 1 winner including-
GRAND PAGE (m, Brisco Hanover) 3, Q2:00.4-'94 ($6,899) 1 win. As Above.

Stake Engagements

IL Conceived
IL Foaled
Downstate Classic
SG MISS JARMBRO

(ILINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Brown Filly - Foaled February 27, 2020 - Registration #1V999

70

SG MISS JARMBRO

Credit Winner 3, 1:54.0.............. American Winner 3, 1:52.3
Dejarmbro 3, 1:52.21.............. Lawn Tennis

SG MISS JARMBRO

Ambrarro Deja Vu 3, 1:55.2........ Ambrarro Vanquish 3, 1:55.4s

Pizzazzed 2, 1:58.11............... Yankee Salsa

Isla Jo.................................. Fancy Creek Photo

By DEJARMBRO 3, 1:52.2f ($1,137,493). Sire of 14 in 1:55 - 112 in 2:00 including STORMY KROMER 2, 1:58.4h, 3, 1:55.3, 1:51.4f - 20f ($43,874); PASS THE VAPE 2, 2:07.4h, 3, 1:54.1f, 4, 1:52.3f - 19f ($471,736); TWO ON WONKEROBI 2, 1:57.3s, 3, 1:53.2f, 4, 1:52.0s - 19, BT 1:51.3s -21 ($403,650); LETS GET STARTED 2, 1:56.3f -16, BT 1:55.1f -18 ($278,822) etc.

1st dam

ISLA JO by PIZZAZZED 2, 1:58.1f, BT 1:56.0f -08. First foal.

2nd dam

FANCY CREEK PHOTO by S JS PHOTO 1:53.0. From 10 foals, dam of 4 winners (.2 in 1:56, 3 in 1:58) including-

FOX VALLEY PHOTOG (g, Vaporize) 2, Q2:03.1, 3, 2:00.2, 1:55.3s -20, BT 1:55.1s -15 ($144,478) 35 wins. At 2, third in IL State Fair S. div at Springfield. At 3, second in Future Stars Series leg at Hoosier Park, ICF-Iggy Magoo S. div at Balmoral Park. As aged, winner of Miracle Mile div (4 times) at Vernon Downs; second in Miracle Mile div at Vernon Downs; third in Open at Vernon Downs.

FOX VALLEY CLICK (m, Vaporize) 2, 2:00.0, 3, 1:56.1 -10, BT 1:56.0 -10 ($102,123) 6 wins. At 2, winner of ICF-Sarah Myers S. div at Balmoral Park, ISOBA Sale S. div at Balmoral Park; second in ICF-Violet S. elim and final at Balmoral Park. At 3, winner of Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park, ICF-Windy Skeeter S. div at Duquin State Fair, ISOBA S. at Balmoral Park; second in ICF-Trotting Tilly S. at Balmoral Park. ISOBA S. div at Balmoral Park; Lady Ann Reed S. final at Balmoral Park; third in Fox Valley Evita S. final at Balmoral Park. Dam of FOXY SWAN 2, 1:57.0s -16, BT 1:56.1s -17 ($234,913); DR DS JODINE 3, 1:56.6 -17, 1:57.4 -17, 1:56.3f -17 ($57,744) etc.; granddam of Meadowbrook Mark 2, Q1:59.2s -21 etc.

PJ BOD (g, Pizzazzed) 2, 2:07.4h, 3, 1:56.0 -16 ($73,063) 8 wins. At 2, winner of IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. div at Altamont, Illinois Colt Assoc. S. div at Charleston; second in IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. div at Pana; third in Cardinal S. elim at Balmoral Park, IL State Fair Colt S. div at Springfield. At 3, winner of Big 10 S. div at Altamont, IL State Fair Ch final at Springfield, The Pronto Don at Duquin State Fair; second in ICF-LC#17 leg at Hawthorne, Illini S. div at Lincoln; third in IL State Fair S. elim at Springfield.

FANCY DREAM (m, Dream Vacation) 3, 1:58.1 -07, BT 1:57.0s -08 ($36,812) 4 wins. Fox Valley Posh (m, Vaporize) BT Q2:01.11 -11 ($2,295). At 2, second in Illinois S. div at Lincoln. Fox Valley Pic (m, Pizzazzed). Dam of Illini Cash BT 2:04.0h -21 ($2,216). Now 3 etc. Island Jo (m, Pizzazzed) As Above.

3rd dam

YANKEE SALSA BT Q2:08.11 -96 ($1,399), by SPEEDY CROWN 3, 1:57.1. From 9 foals, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:56, 3 in 1:58) including-

FOX VALLEY FLAN (m, Vaporize) 2, 1:56.2, 3, 1:54.4, 4, 1:53.3 -05, BT 1:53.0 -04 ($495,075) 26 wins. At 2, winner of ICF Shawnee S. elim at Duquin State Fair, IL Fair S. div and final at Springfield, ISOBA Sale S. div at Balmoral Park, Lady Lincoln Land S. elim and final at Balmoral Park, Shawnee S. elim at Balmoral Park, Source Ann S. div at Balmoral Park; second in Hanover S. at Balmoral Park, Sarah Myers S. leg at Balmoral Park. At 3, winner of American-National S. final at Balmoral Park, Fox Valley Evita S. leg at Balmoral Park, final at Hawthorne, ICF S. div at Duquin State Fair, IL Fair S. div and final at Springfield, Lady Ann Reed S. elim and final at Balmoral Park, Violet Series final at Balmoral Park; second in Hudson Trot at Hawthorne, World Trotting Derby elim at Duquin State Fair. At 4, winner of Dygert Memorial elim at Hawthorne, Open (3 times) at Balmoral Park; second in IL Fair S. div at Springfield; third in Classic Series - Oaks div at Woodbine. Dam of MONSIGNOR FLAN 3, 1:54.3f -12, BT 1:52.0f -12 ($398,142); GLORIOUS WINNER 3, 1:57.0s, 1:55.5s -13 ($139,932) etc.

SJS TOSITOS (g, S Js Photo) 2, 1:58.1f, 3, 1:57.1f, 1:56.0s -04 ($217,033) 20 wins. At 2, winner of Keystone Classic S. div at The Meadows; PA All Stars div at Pocono Downs, PASS div at The Meadows, Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs; second in Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows, PASS div at Pocono Downs. At 3, winner of MD Std. Race Fund at Ocean Downs, PASS div at The Meadows, div at Pocono Downs; second in MD Std. Race Fund at Rosecroft; third in Canadian Trotting Classic at Woodbine, PA All Stars at Pocono Downs. As aged, winner of VHIHA Trot leg (3 times) at Colonial Downs; third in McCusker Trot at Plainfield.

FOX VALLEY GRANADA (g, Vaporize) 3, 1:56.3f -08, BT 1:55.4 -08 ($21,827) 3 wins. At 4, third in Super Bowl Series leg at The Meadowlands.

Fancy Creek Photo (m, S Js Photo) As Above.

Fox Valley Ying (m, Vaporize). Dam of SANDBAGGER NELLIE 3, 1:56.3f, 4, 1:56.2f -21 ($29,190) etc.
By ELK CREEK 1:54.4, BT 1:54.0-07 ($234,839). Sire of 1 in 1:55 - 6 in 2:00 including QUEEN CREEK 2, 1:59.4, 3, 1:57.0, 1:54.2-02 ($260,287); GUMCORNOR JJ 3, 2:01.0, 1:56.4-14 ($55,882); GUMCORNOR HUSTLE 3, 2:00.0, 4, 1:59.0f-13, BT 1:57.2-13 ($41,192); GUMCORNOR BLACK 3, 2:00.3, 1:57.2-15, BT 1:57.1-14 ($34,566) etc.

1st dam
LADY MADONNA 1:58.3f-08 ($43,286) 9 wins, by ANGUS HALL 3, 1:52.3, BT 1:57.0. From 5 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 3 winners (2 in 1:55, 3 in 1:58).

ON HIGHER GROUND (g, Cassis) 2, 1:55.1, 4, 1:54.3-21, BT 1:53.4f-21 ($159,039) 12 wins. At 2, winner of Downstate Classic div at Lincoln, IL State Fair Colt S. ch at Springfield, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield; second in Cardinal S. div at Hawthorne, Kadabra S. div at Hawthorne, Kadabra Series leg at Hawthorne, The Darn Safe at Hawthorne; third in IL Stallion S. div at Mount Sterling, Kadabra S. leg at Hawthorne. At 3, winner of ICF S. div (twice) at Hawthorne; second in ICF S. leg at Hawthorne; third in County Fair Challenge div at Hawthorne, Downstate Classic div at Springfield, ICF S. fin at Hawthorne.

PARKHILL FANTASIA (m, Duke Of York) 3, 1:58.4f, 1:54.1s-11 ($131,036) 14 wins. At 3, third in ONSS Grassroots div at Hiawatha Horse Park. At 4, third in Masters Series leg at Georgian Downs.

ROCKANDROLL JESSE (g, Jailhouse Jesse) 2, 2:00.1, 3, 1:56.4f-16, BT 1:56.2s-16 ($40,470) 8 wins. At 3, third in INSS elim at Hoosier Park, The Expression Series leg at Hoosier Park.

Lucy Quaider (m, Cassis) 2, Q2:05.3-16, BT 1:59.2-16 ($3,920). At 2, second in ICF S.-Fox Valley Fair S. leg at Hawthorne; third in IL State Fair S. elim at Springfield. Higher Ground Two (g, Elk Creek). Now 2.

2nd dam
GUTSY GERDIE 3, 2:02.1f, 1:56.4s-97, BT 1:56.0f-97 ($113,124) 24 wins, by FINAL SCORE 3, 1:56.3. At 2, second in OH Fair S. div at Paulding; in OH Fair S. div at Montpelier. At 3, winner of OH Fair S. div (twice); second in OH Fair S. div (twice); third in OH Fair S. div (twice). At 4, winner of Evans Memorial final at Raceway Park, OHSS div at Northfield Park. As aged, winner of Heartland Series leg at Hoosier Park; second in Heartland Series final at Hoosier Park; third in Frank & Elizabeth Ervin S. at The Red Mile, Heartland Series leg at Hoosier Park. From 6 foals, dam of 3 winners including:

LADY MADONNA (m, Angus Hall) 1:58.3f-08 ($43,286) 9 wins. As Above.

BIG MAMA GERDIE (m, Jailhouse Jesse) 2, 2:12.6h, 3, 2:03.2f-10, BT 2:00.1-10 ($11,404) 6 wins. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div (twice); second in OH Fair S. div at Bowling Green. At 3, winner of OH Fair S. div (3 times); second in OH Fair S. div (twice); third in Champion of Champions Fair final at Raceway Park, OH Fair S. div (4 times). Butterfly Angel (m, Angus Hall) 2, 2:02.0f-94, BT 1:59.4s-94 ($17,121) 3 wins. Dam of VICTORINTHEVALLEY 3, 2:03.2f, 1:55.4f-15 ($70,509).

3rd dam
FLO COAL by B F COALTOWN 3, T2:00.1. From 15 foals, dam of 11 winners (1 in 1:56, 2 in 1:58).

CINDER CHAR (m, Striking Sahbra) 2, 2:09.0f, 3, 1:58.3f, 1:56.0-93, BT 1:54.0z-02 ($345,414) 46 wins. Dam of ROSE RUN PRINCESS 2, 2:00.2f, 3, 1:58.1h-14, BT 1:56.2f-14 ($181,244) etc.

FINAL FOUR (g, Final Score) 3, 2:04.1h, 1:59.1f-90 ($148,089) 27 wins. GUTSY GERDIE (m, Final Score) 3, 2:02.1f, 1:56.4s-97, BT 1:56.0f-97 ($113,124) 24 wins. As Above.

CREDIT CATION KATIE (m, Diadem) 2, 2:07.3h, 3, 2:04.3f, 1:59.4h-94, BT 1:56.4f-92 ($78,298) 11 wins. Dam of KATIES GOLD CARD 3, 2:03.2f, 3, 2:02.2f-90, BT 1:59.4-98 ($30,120) etc.; granddam of CURLY TOP 3, 1:55.2h-09, BT 1:54.1h-12 ($251,998); DISCOVER GOLD 3, 1:59.1z-08, BT 1:57.12-08 ($104,185) etc.

CINDER LANE J T (h, Diadem) 3, 2:01.0f-97, BT 1:58.2f-97 ($13,332) 4 wins. JABBERIN JEANNE (m, Mr Kingfish) 3, 2:07.4h-93, BT 2:03.3f-93 ($4,383) 2 wins. Dam of CINDER LANE STRIKE 3, 2:09.4h, 4, Q1:59.3s-01, BT 1:58.4s-01 ($31,264) etc.

Cinder Anne (m, Striking Sahbra) Dam of ANNIES MASTER 3, 2:09.0h, 3, 2:01.0f-94, BT 1:57.2h-94 ($53,845) etc.

Cinder Bee (m, Esquire Spur) 3, 2:04.4h-01, BT Q2-02.0f-01 ($1,060) 2 wins. Dam of BEEHOMENTINE 2, 2:01.2h, 3, 1:57.0h, 4, 1:53.3-08 ($113,196) etc.

Cinder Flo (m, Esquire Spur). Dam of CINDER LANE CHIP 3, 1:57.3f, 4, 1:54.4s-08, BT 1:54.3s-09 ($259,187) etc.
1st dam

TIME FOR JOY p, 2, 2:01.1, 4, 1:58.3-'05, BT 1:57.1-'05 ($21,736) 5 wins, by DRAWING BOARD p, 3, 1:51.4. At 2, second in IL Fair S. div at Knoxville. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div at Urbana; second in Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. leg at Cambridge; third in Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Knoxville, div at Pecatonica. From 7 foals, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55 including-

JOYFUL GAME (m, Sportsmaster) p, 1:51.2-'16, BT 1:50.3-'17 ($203,575) 31 wins. As aged, winner of LC#15 final at Hawthorne, LC#15 Series leg at Hawthorne; second in Open at Tioga Downs; third in ICF S. div at Balmoral Park, Open at Tioga Downs.

ASHLEES JOY (m, Ashlees Big Guy) p, 3, 1:55.2s, 1:53.3f-'20, BT 1:52.2-'19 ($26,690) 7 wins. At 3, third in ICF S. div at Springfield. At 4, second in David Magee Series leg at Hawthorne, ICF S. div at Springfield.

IDEAL BIG GUY (g, Ashlees Big Guy) p, 2, 1:56.3, 3, 1:55.0-'21 ($51,213) 3 wins. At 2, winner of ICF S. div at Hawthorne; second in County Fair Challenge div at Hawthorne; third in ICF S. leg at Hawthorne.Now 3, winner of Cardinal S. div at Hawthorne; second in ICF S. div at Springfield.

Time For Sweetness (m, Bold Hope), Time For Mindie (m, Quik Pulse Mindale).

2nd dam

HOORAY FOR LOVE p, 3, 2:00.4s-'96, BT 1:58.3-'96 ($8,854) 1 win, by IDEAL SOCIETY p, 2, 1:55.3. From 8 foals, dam of 1 winner including-

Hooyar For Apache (g, Ft Apache Hanover) p, BT 1:58.1-'08 ($1,443). At 2, third in Egyptian Colt S. div at Anna.

Ideal Diehard (g, Edgar's Diehard) p, BT 1:56.0-'07 ($1,330).

Sugarcreamkwillow (m, Quick Yankee), Baba Bettyntyjets (m, Jet Lair), Dam of Dreamimpression Jet. Now 3; Dreamersblackboy. Now 2 etc.

Miss Quick Fire (m, Quik Yankee).

3rd dam

MELODY ALMAHRUST p, 2, 2:04.2f, 3, 1:58.4f-'76 ($32,842) 8 wins, by MEADOW SKIPPERS p, 3, 1:55.1. From 13 foals, dam of 8 winners (2 in 1:55, 4 in 1:57 including-

ELISTIST (h, Bret Hanover) p, 2, 1:56.1, 3, 1:55.3, 4, 1:54.3-'83 ($270,138) 11 wins. At 2, winner of International Stallion S. at The Red Mile. At 3, winner of Hanover S. at Balmoral Park.

THIS YEARS KISSES (m, Bret Hanover) p, 2, 1:57.3, 3, 1:55.4 ($114,014) 5 wins. At 2, second in American-National S. at Sportsmans Park. Dam of OOHS N AAHS p, 2, 1:57.2f, 3, 1:53.0, 1:51.1s-'00, BT 1:50.4f-'97 ($13,499), SUDDEN FLING p, 2, 1:59.4h, 3, 1:55.3s, 1:53.4s-'00, BT 1:52.3s'00 ($206,421) etc.; granddam of OMEM HANOVER p, 2, 1:53.3f, 3, 1:52.2f, 1:50.4f-'10, BT 1:50.1f-'10 ($1,086,809); OOZIES BAD BOY p, 2, 1:56.0f, 1:49.4f-'13 ($335,707); OHMYGOSH HANOVER p, 2, 1:51.4s, 4, 1:51.1-'12 ($270,892) etc.

CANTATA (m, Bret Hanover) p, 2, 1:58.3, 3, T1:56.0 ($11,835) 6 wins. Dam of ART VAN DE LAY p, 2, 2:09.4h, 3, 2:02.0, 4, 1:54.4-'99, BT 1:54.0f-'00 ($52,811); CON BRIO p, 2, Q2.03.1h, 3, 1:59.2f ($27,281); Jazz Artist p, 3, 2:04.0f, 4, 2:02.0, BT 1:53.9f-'92 ($11,445); Dontuforgetaboutme p, 3, 2:01.3-'95, BT 2:00.2h-'95 ($8,755) etc.

THE MAN I LOVE (g, Ideal Society) p, 1:57.3s-'95, BT 1:57.0f-'97 ($33,983) 13 wins.

ROCCOCHI (h, Bret Hanover) p, 3, 1:58.1-'96 ($44,753) 6 wins.

I WISH I KNEW (m, Life Sign) p, 3, 1:54.3-'99, BT 1:54.2-'99 ($23,460) 5 wins. At 3, third in Lexington Herald Leader S. div at The Red Mile. Dam of LOOKING AT YOU p, 2, 1:54.2, 3, 1:53.3-'07, BT 1:51.4f-'07 ($121,800) etc.

EGALITARIAN (h, Bret Hanover) p, 3, 1:57.2-84 ($10,776) 4 wins. Capistrano (m, Storm Damage), Dam of CAPS CLASSIC p, 2, 1:57.0, 3, 1:52.4, 1:52.0-'05, BT 1:51.0-'05 ($517,270); KODY CLASSIC p, 2, 1:59.2, 3, 1:59.2f, 1:53.6f-'05, BT 1:56.0h-'05 ($209,705); ACOUSTICAL p, 3, 1:54.2-'90 ($143,104) etc.

Ella Fitz (m, Storm Damage), Dam of THE GUYS IDANCEWITH p, 3, 1:58.4-'96, BT 1:58.1-'96 ($9,093) etc.
By SOMESTARSOMEWHERE p, 2, 1:49.2, BT 1:48.3-'15 ($478,915).

1st dam TODAY IS THE DAY p, 2, 1:49.4.  From 4 foals, dam of-
Fox Valley Finn (c, Time To Roll) p, BT 2:00.2-'20 ($400).
Fox Valley Vivid (m, Yankee Skyscaper).
Fox Valley Pronto (m, Time To Roll).

2nd dam ARTODAY BT Q2:01.1-'01, by ARTSPACE p, 4, 1:49.2.  From 13 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 7 winners (1 in 1:51, 2 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55, 6 in 1:57) including-
THIRD DAY (g, Cole Muffler) p, 2, 1:56.3, 3, 1:50.4-'06, BT 1:49.3-'07 ($512,237).  At 3, winner of ISOBA S. div at Maywood Park, Maywood Pace elim and final at Maywood Park, Pete Langley S. cons at Balmoral Park; second in Big Dog Series leg (twice) at Balmoral Park, Gosox S. at Maywood Park, Incredibile Finales S. final at Balmoral Park, Newcomer Series leg (twice) at Balmoral Park, State Fair S. elim at Springfield, Taser Gun Series elim and final at Maywood Park; third in Big Dog Series at Balmoral Park, Cardinal S. elim at Balmoral Park. At 4, winner of William Penn Series leg (3 times) at Harrahs Chester Casino; second in Brown County Aged Pace at Mount Sterling, Red Sox-Yankees LC leg at Pocono Downs, State Fair S. at Springfield, William Penn Series final at Harrahs Chester Casino. As aged, winner of Open at The Meadows, Preferred (5 times) at The Meadows, at Yogkers; second in Open at The Meadows, at Pocono Downs, Preferred (4 times) at The Meadows; third in Preferred (twice) at The Meadows.

ALL IS SAIDANDDONE (h, Cole Muffler) p, 3, 1:52.3-'07, BT 1:49.3-'07 ($219,024).  At 3, winner of Downstate Classic at Decatur, Master Shawn Series leg at Hawthorne, Pete Langley Memorial final at Balmoral Park; second in Pete Langley S. elim at Balmoral Park, State Fair S. at Springfield; third in Master Shawn Series leg at Hawthorne, State Fair S. leg at Springfield.

THE DAY YOU HAVEMADE (m, Cole Muffler) p, 2, 2:02.0h, 3, 1:58.2h, 1:56.1h-'15, BT 1:53.0-'15 ($93,432).  At 2, third in Incredible Finales Series leg at Maywood Park. At 3, winner of Open at Belvidere. As aged, second in ICF S. div at Belvidere.

PASSION FOR TODAY (g, Cole Muffler) p, 2, Q2:00.2, 3, 1:56.0-'12, BT 1:52.4-'09 ($326,664).  At 2, second in IL State Fair S. div at Springfield, Northern IL Colt Assn. S. div at Cambridge.

ANYTHING YOU ASK (m, Cole Muffler) p, 3, 1:56.2h-'08, BT 1:54.3-'08 ($14,258).  Dam of-
VOY VALLEY ACTION p, 2, 1:52.2, 4, 1:52.0f-'14, BT 1:51.0f-'14 ($343,205).  Genie The Mooss p, BT 1:56.4-'18 ($18,164), etc.; granddam of Galleyw Luck, Now 2 etc.  From 8 foals, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:51, 2 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55) including-
ROYAL ART (h, Artspace) p, 2, 1:55.2, 3, 1:52.2, 4, 1:51.4s-'02, BT 1:51.1f-'03 ($697,162).  At 2, winner of NJSS - Green Acres Series div. At 3, winner of James Dancer Memorial final, NJSS div; second in Messenger S. elim, NJSS div (3 times), NJ Std. Futurity, Progress Pace elim, Reynolds Memorial div; third in James Dancer Memorial elim, Provincial Cup elim and final. As aged, winner of Open (6 times), Preferred; second in Preferred; third in Open (twice).

DRAGON PRINCESS (m, Dragon Again) p, 2, 1:55.1f, 3, 1:54.3f, 4, 1:50.2-'11 ($241,106).  At 3, winner of Hopeful Series leg; third in Wilkes-Barre Series leg. At 4, third in Open.

CHROME OVER (m, Yankee Cruiser) p, 2, 2:01.2h, 3, 1:53.3f, 3, 1:53.2f-'14, BT 1:52.3f-'12 ($123,942).  At 2, winner of PA Fair S. div (3 times), PASS div; second in Bloomburg Fair S. div, PA Fair S. div, PASS div, PA Stallion Series div; third in PA Stallion Series div. At 3, winner of Bloomburg Fair S. div, PA Fair S. div; second in PA Fair S. div (twice), PA Stallion Series div (twice), Dam of Rcs Unforgettable, Now 2 etc., REAL PRINCESS (m, Real Artist) p, 3, Q2:03.3h, 4, 1:59.1f-'09 ($18,887).  1 win.
By STORMIN NORMAL 3, 1:51.4f, BT 1:51.0f-'12 ($600,033), Sire of 2 in 1:58 - 19 in 2:00 including RED STORM 2, 1:57.0f, 3, 1:55.4f-'18, BT 1:55.0f-'18 ($209,933); UNCLE BUCK 2, 1:59.0s, 3, 1:54.3f-'18, BT 1:54.2f-'18 ($153,424); CALIFORNIA LOVE 2, 2:00.3h, 3, 1:55.4f-'18, BT 1:52.3f-'18 ($150,179); STORMIN AT DAWN 2, 2:00.1f, 1:56.4f-'20, BT 1:55.4f-'19 ($137,471) etc.

1st dam

STORMATO

By MASTER WILLIE 4, Q1:56.3. At 2, winner of IL Fair Colt S. div at Springfield; third in IL Fair S. div at Balmoral Park; Sarah Myers S. at Balmoral Park, Shawnee S. at Du Quoin State Fair. At 3, winner of ISOBA S. (twice) at Balmoral Park, Silhouette Star Series final at Hawthorne, Trottling Tilly S. div at Balmoral Park; second in ISOBA S. div at Balmoral Park, Silhouette Star Series final at Hawthorne, World Series Trot leg at Hawthorne; third in Bbies Abbie S. div at Balmoral Park. From 4 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:58) including:

ROMA FALLS (m, High Falls) 2, 1:58.0, 3, 1:56.1-'16 ($43,043) 3 wins. At 2, winner of IL State Fair Colt S. div at Springfield; third in IL Big 10 Collegiate Assoc. div at Altamont, Illini Collegiate Assoc. S. div at Marshall. At 3, winner of ICF S. div at Hawthorne, The Windy Skeeter at Du Quoin State Fair; second in ICF S.-Beulah Dygert Memorial leg at Hawthorne, IL State Fair Ch final at Springfield; third in ICF-LC#17 leg at Hawthorne, ICF S.-The Beulah Dygert Memorial final at Hawthorne. Dam of Aroma Pines. Now 2 etc.

NIMBLE TRIMBLE (g, High Falls) 2, 2:08.4h, 3, 2:04.2h-'19 ($10,491) 8 wins. At 2, winner of Northern IL Collegiate Assoc div at Sandwich; second in Northern IL Collegiate Assoc. div at Henry, Northern IL Collegiate S. div at Morrison; third in Northern IL Collegiate assoc. div at Belvidere, div at Knoxville. At 3, winner of Northern IL Collegiate Assoc. div at Belvidere, div at Knoxville, div at Morrison; second in Illinois S. div at Lincoln, Northern IL Collegiate assoc. div at Sandwich; third in Northern IL Collegiate Assoc div at Cambridge, Northern IL Collegiate Assoc. div at Henry.

Mia Cruze (m, High Falls). Tomato Soup (m, Banderas Hall).

2nd dam

J W JET 2, 2:00.1, 3, 1:56.4-'06, BT 1:56.0-'06 ($88,353) 6 wins, by VALLEY VICTOR. At 2, winner of Lady Lincoln Land S. elim at Balmoral Park; second in Shawnee S. elim at Du Quoin State Fair, Violet S. elim at Maywood Park; third in IL Fair S. div at Springfield, Sarah Myers S. at Balmoral Park, Shawnee S. at Du Quoin State Fair. At 3, winner of ISOBA S. (twice) at Balmoral Park, Silhouette Star Series final at Hawthorne, Trottling Tilly S. div at Balmoral Park; second in ISOBA S. div at Balmoral Park, Silhouette Star Series final at Hawthorne, World Series Trot leg at Hawthorne; third in Bbies Abbie S. div at Balmoral Park. From 4 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:58) including:

GO GO GABBY 2, 2:04.2f-'07, BT 1:56.0f-'07 ($71,179) 8 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div (4 times); second in IL Fair S. div (twice), Lincoln Land S. final; at 3, winner of Lincoln Land S. final. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div (3 times); second in IL Fair S. div, Lady Ann Reed S.; third in Lady Ann Reed S. elim. From 11 foals, dam of 4 winners (3 in 1:58) including:

EDICT (m, Full Time Job) 2, 1:58.3, 3, 1:57.1-'01, BT 1:56.0-'01 ($84,717) 13 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div. Sarah Myers S. elim; second in IL Fair S. final. At 3, winner of Fox Valley Evita S., IL Fair S. div, Lady Ann Reed S. Dam of READY FOR CLOSEUP 3, 1:59.4f-'11, BT 1:58.2f-'11 ($6,810); Perfect Ediction 2, Q2:04.1f, 3, 2:00.4f-'10, BT 2:00.0f-'10 ($8,065) etc.

PEPPER RELISH (h, Armbrn Charger) 2, 2:01.1, 3, 1:57.0-'02, BT 1:56.0-'03 ($171,179) 8 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div ISOBA S. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. final; in IL Fair S. div at Red White & Blue Series final. At 4, second in IL Fair S. div.

CHAINBLAZER (g, Sorcerer Hanover) 2, 2:05.2, 2:00.3s-'01, BT 1:58.4f-'99 ($270,607) 9 wins. At 2, winner of Private Bud S. div; second in IL Fair S. div; third in Darm Safe S. elim. At 3, third in Cardinal Series elim, ISOBA Sale S. final, Pronto Don S. div. Tropicana Jet (m, Armbrn Tropicana). Fausta (m, Tropic Happy). Dam of CAMPTOWN 2, 2:00.1, 3, 1:57.4-'04, BT 1:55.3-'04 ($84,660); DABRA 2, 2:03.1h, 3, 1:55.2-'05 ($74,393); MYSTICAL PATCHES 2, 2:00.4, 3, 1:57.4-'08, BT 1:56.4-'08 ($46,127) etc.

Service Special (m, Full Time Job). Dam of TROPICANA SPECIAL 3, 2:00.3f, 4, 1:58.2f-'12, BT 1:57.0s-'13 ($50,053) etc.

Jw Kid (m, Northern Kid).

3rd dam

SPEEDY GAMBI 2, 2:03.3f-'84 ($25,419) 12 wins, by GAMBI LOBELL 3, 2:03.2f. From 12 foals, dam of 8 winners (1 in 1:58) including:

TALK ABOUT GOOD (m, Armbrn Charger) 2, 2:07.0h, 3, 1:59.1, BT 1:58.4f-'92 ($153,089) 10 wins.

THREE WIDE (g, Armbrn Charger) 3, 1:57.1-'95, BT 1:57.0s-'96 ($141,672) 23 wins. GAMBA (m, Armbrn Charger) 2, 2:01.3f-'93 ($98,123) 7 wins. Dam of GO GO GABBY 2, 2:02.1, 3, 1:55.2, 4, 1:54.4s-'07, BT 1:54.4s-'07 ($315,474) etc.; grandam of BROADWAY GABRIELLE 4, 1:57.4h-'18, BT 1:57.0h-'18 ($62,814) etc.
Lous Benvenuto

(ILINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Bay Gelding - Foaled January 30, 2020 - Registration #6V601

Microchip #985141010331003

By LOUS LEGACY 2, 2:01.0h, 3, 1:54.5f, $92,750; Sire of 6 in 1:55 - 36 in 2:00 including ANOTHER BREATHE 2, 2:01.0h, 3, 1:56.2f, 3, 1:53.1f - '18, BT 1:52.3f - '18 ($485,147); LOU MAN 2, 1:57.4s, 3, 1:54.5s, 4, 1:53.3f - '16 ($297,259); LOUZOTIC 2, 1:58.0, 3, 1:54.3s - '19, BT 1:54.0s - '20 ($295,630); LOUGAZI 2, 2:00.2, 2, 1:54.2h - '21 ($260,695) etc.

1st dam TROPICAL CAPRICE 2, 1:57.4, 4, 1:57.2f - '10, BT 1:56.0f - '11 ($320,362) 7 wins, by ARMBRO TROPICANA 3, 1:58.2s, BT 1:56.1s - '02. At 2, winner of ICF-Violet S at Balmoral Park, ICF S. - Lil Bit Tuff leg (twice) at Hawthorne, ICF Shawnee S. elim at DuQuoin State Fair, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield; second in ICF - Lady Lincoln Land final at Balmoral Park, ICF S. - Lil Bit Tuff final at Hawthorne, State Fair S. final at Springfield; third in American National S. elim at Balmoral Park, Fox Valley Evita S at Balmoral Park, ICF - Sarah Myers S. div at Balmoral Park, ICF Shawnee S. final at DuQuoin State Fair, Lady Lincoln Land S. elim at Balmoral Park; At 3, second in Hanover S. div at Springfield, Windy Skeeter S. div at DuQuoin State Fair; third in ICF-Koochie S at Balmoral Park, ICF-Lady Ann Reed S. elim and final at Balmoral Park, ICF-Sorae Ann S. at Balmoral Park; IL State Fair S. prep at Springfield, Trotting Tilly S at Balmoral Park. From 6 foals, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:58) including:

MAJISTIC CAPRICE (g, Malabar Agra) 2, 2:06.0h, 3, 1:56.2f - '18, BT 1:55.2s - '21 ($137,537) 35 wins. At 2, winner of Egyptian Colt S. div at Anna, IL Big 10 div at Pana, IL Big 10 S. div at Altamont, IL Stallion S. div at Charleston, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Belvidere; second in Downstate Classic div at Lincoln, ICF S. div at Springfield, Illini Colt S. div at Greenup. At 3, winner of Downstate Classic div at Carrollton, Erwin F. Dygent Memorial leg at Hawthorne, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield, Illini S. div at Urbana, Night Of Champions Series leg at Hawthorne, The Pronto Don at DuQuoin State Fair; second in ICF S. div at Springfield; third in ICF S. div at Springfield, ICF S. - Erwin Dygent Memorial leg at Hawthorne, IL State Fair S. championship at Springfield. At 4, winner of IHH S. div at Rushville, Topline S. div at Altamont, div at Charleston, div at Lincoln, div at Newton, div at Springfield; second in ICF S. div (twice) at Springfield, IHH S. div at Anna, div at Urbana, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield; third in The Plesac final at Hawthorne. As aged, winner of ICF S. div at Springfield, IHH S. div at Springfield, IHH S. div at Springfield, Midwestern Illinois Racing Assoc. div at Carlinville; second in ICF S. div at Springfield; third in ICF S. div at Hawthorne, IHH div at Springfield.

BIG GARCIA VEGA (g, Malabar Agra) 2, 1:58.4h - '18, BT 1:57.3 - '18 ($56,253) 11 wins. At 2, winner of ICF S. div at Springfield, IL Stallion S. div at Mount Sterling, Illini S. div at Charleston, div at Urbana, Midwestern IL Racing Assoc. div at Carlinville; second in ICF S. div at Springfield, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield, Kadabra leg at Hawthorne, Night Of Champion Series leg at Hawthorne; third in Egyptian Colt S. div at Springfield, IL State Fair S. championship at Springfield, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield, The Darn Safe at DuQuoin State Fair. At 3, winner of Illini S. div at Charleston, div at Lincoln, div at Urbana, IL Colts Classic div at Charleston, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Sandwich; second in Egyptian Colt S. div at Carlinville, Erwin F Dygent Memorial leg at Hawthorne, IL Big 10 div at Altamont, Midwestern Illinois Racing Assoc. div at Carlinville, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Morrison; third in Downstate Classic div at Carrollton, Egyptian Colt S. div at Springfield, Illini S. div at Urbana. At 4, winner of Topline S. div at Springfield; second in IHH S. div at DuQuoin State Fair.

TROPICAL ROSE (m, Dontcheatonmenow) 2, 2:08.0h, 3, 1:59.1s - '20 ($39,368) 8 wins. At 2, winner of Egyptian Colt S. div at Carmi, IL Big 10 div at Decatur, Illini S. div at Greenup, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Henry; second in Egyptian Colt S. div at Anna, IL Big 10 div at Altamont, div at Farmer City, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Lewistown, div at Morrison. At 3, winner of County Fair Challenge div at Hawthorne; second in ICF S div at DuQuoin State Fair, ICF S. div at Springfield, ICF S. div at Springfield, Violet S. leg at Hawthorne; third in ICF S. div (twice) at Springfield.


2nd dam ICECAPRICE by ARMBRO CHARGER 3, Q2:02.3. From 9 foals, dam of 5 winners (.1 in 1:56, 2 in 1:58) including:

RICH BOY (h, After Eight) 3, 2:01.3, 4, 1:55.4s - '04 ($54,723) 8 wins.

ICEY ROSE (m, After Eight) 3, 2:02.4 - '04, BT 2:00.4 - '04 ($9,170) 7 wins. Dam of TIMBER VIEW ROY 2, 2:16.0h - '12, BT 2:02.1 '12 ($5,341) etc.

I C AROSE (m, Dreamland) 3, 2:04.1h - '08, BT 1:59.1 - '08 ($3,860) 2 wins.
IRINA

(ILLOIS ELIGIBLE)

Brown Filly - Foaled May 16, 2020 - Registration #V236
Microchip #985141001383959

Dejaarmbo 3, 1:52.2f .......... American Winner 3, 1:52.3
Armbr Deja Vu 3, 1:55.2 .......... Donerella 2, 1:55.4

IRINA

Southwind Redbud 3, 1:53.5 .......... Southwind Rise 2, 1:57.1

By DEJARMBO 3, 1:52.2f ($1,135,123). Sire of 13 in 1:55 - 109 in 2:00 including STORMY KROMER 2, 1:58.4h, 1:55.2, 1:51.4f-'20 ($434,874); PASS THE VAPE 2, 2:07.4h, 3, 1:54.1f, 4, 1:52.4f-'19 ($465,946); TWO O B WONKENOBI 2, 1:57.3s, 3, 1:53.2f, 4, 1:52.6s-'19, BT 1:51.4s-'19 ($384,730); LET'S GET STARTED 2, 1:56.3f-'16, BT 1:55.1f-'18 ($278,822).

1st dam

TSARINA 3, 1:58.1h - '07, BT 1:56.0-10 ($236,475) 22 wins, by ANDOVER HALL 3, 1:51.3. At 2, second in Kindergarten Classic Series leg at Tioga Downs. At 3, second in Magical Acres Series leg and final at Freehold. PASS div at Harrahs Chester Casino; third in Buckette div at Delaware County Fair, PASS div at Pocono Downs, Tioga Downs LC leg at Tioga Downs. At 4, third in Hall Of Fame Invitational at Historic Track. As aged, third in Chesapeake Bay Series final at Ocean Downs. From 3 foals, dam of-


Elquickly (m, Guccio) BT 1:59.1s-'18 ($5,000).

2nd dam

SOUTHWIND REDBUD 2, Q2:02.1, 3, 1:55.3-'01 ($37,000) 4 wins, by SUPER BOWL 3, 1:56.2.

At 3, winner of Zweig Memorial elim at The Syracuse Mile; second in PASS div at The Meadows; third in PA All Stars at Pocono Downs, PASS div at The Meadows. From 10 foals, dam of 5 winners (2 in 1:58 including-

SOUTHWIND REW (w, Kadabra) 2, Q2:02.3s, 3, 1:56.2s-'08, BT 1:55.4s-'09 ($86,482) 5 wins. At 3, winner of Ontario Sires Autumn Series leg at Woodbine; second in Ontario Sires Autumn Series final at Woodbine. At 4, second in General Brock Series leg (twice) at Woodbine; third in Don Mills Series leg at Woodbine.

CYZARINE (m, Conway Hall) 3, 2:01.4h, 1:58.0h-'13, BT 1:57.4f-'13 ($55,774) 6 wins. Dam of-

Azurine 2, 2:06.1h-'20, BT Q1:59.0f-'21 ($20,280); Czar Blue. Now 2 etc.

SOUTHWIND RICOLA (m, Conway Hall) 1:54.3f-'13, BT 1:57.3f-'13 ($319,719) 8 wins. Lolly Pike (m, Cantab Hall) 3, 2:00.1s-'12, BT 2:00.0s-'12 ($2,432) 1 win. Dam of MS MCGLICILUDDS 2, 2:13.1h, 3, 2:02.2h-'17, BT Q1:59.0s-'17 ($32,216); Miss Indiana 2, Q2:03.4s-'20, BT 1:56.4s-'20 ($21,154) etc.

Rose Run Pearl (m, Chocolatiere), Dam of Super Spirit BT Q2:12.4h-'21 ($663). Now 2 and qualified.; Rosesnpears. Now 3 etc.

3rd dam

SOUTHWIND RISE 2, 1:57.1h-'95, BT 1:54.2f-'96 ($153,974) 2 wins, by VALLEY VICTORY 3, 1:55.3. At 2, winner of Int'l Stallion S. div at The Red Mile; second in Breeders Crown elim and final at Garden State Park; third in Harold Dancer Memorial at Garden State Park, Hayes Memorial heat at Duquoin State Fair, NJSS div at Garden State Park. At 3, winner of NJSS div at The Meadowlands; third in NJSS div at the Meadowlands. From 8 foals, dam of 4 winners (2 in 1:56, 3 in 1:58 including-

SOUTHWIND RENATA (m, Malabar Man) 2, Q1:58.4, 3, 1:54.2 -'07, BT 1:54.0-07 ($92,124) 8 wins. At 4, winner of Lifetime Dream Trotting Series leg at Woodbine; second in Lifetime Dream Trotting Series final at Woodbine.

SOUTHWIND ROSITA (m, Broadway Hall) 3, Q1:59.1f-'11, BT 1:58.4-10 ($16,450). At 2, second in PA Stallion Series div at Harrahs Chester Casino, div at The Meadows, div at Pocono Downs.

SOUTHWIND RUSSET (h, Kadabra) 3, 1:57.3s-'08, BT 1:57.1-08 ($10,265) 3 wins. SOUTHWIND REVELLO (g, Cantab Hall) BT 1:59.3f-'09 ($7,522). At 3, Q1:59.3f-'10 ($0).

Kibibi (m, Malabar Man) 3, 2:02.0h, 4, Q2:00.1f-'16, BT 1:59.2f-'04 ($24,964) 7 wins. At 2, third in NJSS div at Freehold. Dam of Lady Arabella 3, 2:02.3h-'12, BT 2:02.2h-'13 ($10,317) etc.; granddam of COLONEL SAM 3, 1:56.1f-'19, BT 1:54.1f-'19 ($58,909); Second In Command. Now 3 etc.

Southern Sunrise (m, Pine Chip), Dam of WAY OF THE MASTER 3, 2:03.3f, 1:58.3f-'10 ($100,347) etc.

4th dam

Really And Truly 2, 2:02.0f, 3, Q2:01.4h ($5,275) 2 wins, by CROWNING POINT 3, 1:54.0. From 4 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:58 including-

Southwind Rachel (m, Royal Troubadour) 2, 2:04.0-'94, BT 1:58.3s-'94 ($4,195) 1 win. Southwind Roebling (m, Valley Victory). Dam of SAND LAVENDER BLU 2, 1:57.4f-'05, BT 1:55.5f-'08 ($41,630) etc.; granddam of SAND ROYAL BLU 2, 1:57.0f, 3, 1:55.3s, 4, 1:55.3h-'14, BT 1:54.3h-'15 ($347,111); SAND VIOLENT BLU 2, 1:54.3f-'11, BT 1:53.3s-'12 ($266,807); MUSCLE ON BROADWAY 3, Q1:59.1s, 1:57.3h-'16, BT 1:55.4f-'15 ($217,352) etc.

Consigned by: Adele Jeffers Everett, Flat Rock, IL
By TRAVEL PLAYLIST p, 2, 1:49.2s ($227,516).

1st dam

TYS ARTIST p, 2, 1:57.1f, 4, 1:52.0f’09, BT 1:51.3f’09 ($192,227) 27 wins, by REAL ARTIST p, 3, Q1:51.0. At 2, winner of Bloomsburg Fair S. div at Bloomsburg, PA Fair S. div at Gratz, final at Pocono Downs, PASS div at Amulet Farm, div at Bloomsburg, div at York, Reynolds Memorial dividend at Pocono Downs; second in Keystone Classic S. div at The Meadows, PA Fair S. div at Meadowdale, PASS div (twice) at The Meadows, Tompkins Geers S. div at Tioga Downs; third in Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows, PASS div at Harrahs Chester Casino. At 3, winner of Bloomsburg Fair S. div at Bloomsburg, PA Fair S. div at Bloomsburg, div (twice) at Dayton, div at Honesdale, div at Indiana, div at Wattsburg, PASS div at Bloomsburg, div at Port Royal, div at Stoneboro, div at York; second in PA Fair S. div at Butler, div at Gratz, div at Honesdale, div at Meadowville. From 6 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:49, 3 in 1:53, 4 in 1:55) including:

RACINE BELL (m, So Surreal) p, 2, 1:56.1h, 3, 1:51.0s, 4, 1:48.1’21 ($417,526) 18 wins. At 2, winner of NYSS div at Buffalo, div at Yonkers; second in NYSS final at Batavia Downs, div at Monticello, div at Yonkers; third in NYSS div at Batavia Downs, div at Tioga Downs. At 3, winner of NYSS div at Saratoga Harness, div at Vernon Downs, div at Yonkers, OPEN at Saratoga Harness; second in NYSS div at Yonkers, Open (twice) at Saratoga Harness. Now 4, winner of Open at Yonkers, at The Meadowlands.

SUREAL FEELING (m, So Surreal) p, 2, 1:57.2h, 3, 1:53.0s, 4, 1:51.1’21 ($227,305) 28 wins. At 2, winner of NY Excelsior B Series div at Buffalo, div at Batavia Downs, div at Saratoga Harness, div at Tioga Downs, div (twice) at Yonkers; third in Ny Excelsior B Series div at Vernon Downs. At 3, winner of NY Excelsior A Series div at Saratoga Harness, div at Tioga Downs, div at Yonkers. At 4, winner of Open at Saratoga Harness. As aged, winner of open (4 times) at Saratoga Harness, at Yonkers; second in Open (3 times) at Saratoga Harness; third in open at Saratoga Harness, at Yonkers.

NOTAGAIN (g, A Rocknroll Dance) p, 3, 1:53.4f, 4, 1:51.0f’17, BT 1:53.3f’16 ($103,647) 12 wins. At 2, winner of PA Stallion Series div at Pocono Downs.

ZANETTI (g, A Rocknroll Dance) p, 3, 1:53.4f, 4, 1:51.2’21, BT 1:51.1f’20 ($61,747) 9 wins. Now 5, second in open at Running Aces Harness Park.

Detroit Lean (f, Straight Shooting) p, 2, Q1:59.1s’21. (IL) Illini Jetset (f, Straight Shooting) p, 2, 1:48.4’21.

2nd dam

TY WISH p, 3, 1:53.12’99 ($82,358) 15 wins, by WESTERN HANOVER p, 3, 1:50.4. At 3, winner of PA Fair S. div at Gratz. PASS div at Bloomsburg, div at Clearfield, div at Indiana. div at Port Royal, div at Waynesburg, div at York; second in PA Fair S. div at Dayton, PASS div at Washington Park; third in May Flowers Series leg at Pocono Downs. At 4, third in Preferred (twice) at The Meadows. From 11 foals, dam of 7 winners (1 in 1:49, 3 in 1:53, 5 in 1:57) including:

ARTFUL SKY (g, Real Artist) p, 2, 2:06.1h, 3, 2:01.4h, 1:53.1f’10, BT 1:53.0f’07 ($128,641) 24 wins. At 2, winner of PA Fair S. div at Dayton, div at Gratz; second in PA Fair S. div at Meadowville, PASS div at Stoneboro, div at Waynesburg; third in PA Fair S. div at Hughesville, PASS div at Bloomsburg. At 3, third in PA Fair S. div at Clearfield, div at Dayton. At 4, second in open at Tioga Downs. As aged, winner of Tioga Downs LC leg at Tioga Downs; third in Open at Saratoga Harness.

WISHFULLARTIST (m, Real Artist) p, 2, 2:02.1h, 3, 1:55.1f, 4, 1:53.2f’12 ($104,099) 16 wins. At 2, winner of PA Fair S. div at Gratz, div at Hughesville, PASS div at Clearfield, div at Stoneboro; second in PA Fair S. div at Butler, div (twice) at Dayton, div (twice) at Meadowville, final at The Meadows, PASS div at Port Royal, div at York. At 3, winner of PA Fair S. div at Dayton, div (twice) at Gratz, div at Wattsburg, PASS div at Amulet Farm, div at Waynesburg; second in Bloomsburg Fair S. div at Gratz, PA Fair S. div at Clearfield, div at Dayton, PASS div at Stoneboro, div at York; third in PA Fair S. div at Gratz, div (twice) at Honesdale, div at Hughesville, PASS div at Indiana, Red Star Hottie Pace LC leg at The Meadows.

SERENITY BREEZE (m, Nuclear Breeze) p, 2, 2:02.0h, 3, 1:55.4f’21, BT 1:53.2f’13 ($92,123) 12 wins. At 2, winner of PA Fair S. div at Butler, div at Gratz, PASS div at Washington Park; second in PA Fair S. div at Clearfield, div at Hughesville, div at Meadowville; third in PASS div at York. At 3, winner of PA Fair S. div at Bloomsburg, div at Dayton, div at Meadowville, div at Stoneboro, div at Washington Park, div at Waynesburg; second in Bloomsburg Fair S. div at Bloomsburg, PA Fair S. div at Butler, div at Gratz, div at Indiana, final at The Meadows; third in PA Fair S. div at Clearfield, div at Dayton, div at Honesdale, div at Hughesville, div at Meadowville, div at York.
URAS BEST

Conway Hall 3, 1:53.4 ............... Amour Angus 3, 2:03.1f
Coraggioso 1:52.4 ................. Linda Lane 3, 1:53.0
Elke Frazer 3, Q1:56.1

Muscles Yankee 3, 1:52.2 ............ Valley Victory 3, 1:55.3
Maiden Yankee 3, 1:59.4f

Water Star 1:54.0 .................. Kimberly Lobell

By CORAGGIOSO 1:52.4, BT 1:51.3f-14 ($677,398), Sire of 4 in 2020 including LIMA GOLD 2, 1:57.0h, 3, 1:56.2h, 4, 1:55.4f-21, BT 1:55.4f-20 ($170,866); PANZANO 2, 1:58.3h, 3, 1:55.1f-21, BT 1:54.3f-21 ($151,648); FAUSSES RUIMEURS 2, Q2:03.1f, 3, 1:59.3f, 4, 1:58.2f-21, BT 1:56.3h-20 ($56,039); CONLEY LANE 2, 2:05.0f-19, BT 1:57.0f-20 ($44,329) etc.

1st dam

URA HANOVER by MUSCLES YANKEE 3, 1:52.2. From 7 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:54, 3 in 1:58) including-

CASA PALMERA (m, Andover Hall) 2, Q1:56.3, 3, 1:58.1f, 4, 1:53.4f-18, BT 1:52.2-19 ($175,260) 16 wins.

MISSION CRITICAL (g, Manofanymissions) 2, 2:00.0h, 3, 1:57.4f-19, BT 1:56.2f-19 ($42,789) 6 wins. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div at Jefferson; second in OH Fair S. div at Wooster; third in OH Fair S. div at Ashland, div at Dover. At 3, winner of OH Fair S. div at Wellington; third in OH Fair S. div at Jefferson.

EUROCAN (m, Cantab Hall) 1:57.0f-16, BT 1:56.2f-16 ($31,745) 4 wins. Dam of Roll On Grace. Now 3 etc.

UREAUCRACY (m, Conway Hall). Stella Blue (m, Lucky Chucky). Mvp Max (c, My Mvp). Now 2.

2nd dam

WATER STAR 3, Q2:02.4f, 1:54.0 f-00 ($209,640) 12 wins, by SUPERGILL 3, 1:53.3. At 4, winner of General Brock Series leg and final at Woodbine. As aged, second in Father Foley Memorial leg (twice) and final at The Meadowlands. From 12 foals, dam of 5 winners (3 in 1:54) including-

SIRENUS (m, Cantab Hall) 2, Q2:00.0, 3, 1:55.1-09, BT 1:54.0-09 ($113,780) 4 wins. At 2, second in Hoosier S. final at Indiana State Fair, Kentuckiana Stallion Management S. div at Indiana Downs, Peaceful Way cons at Mohawk. At 3, winner of Late closer div at The Red Mile; second in Bluegrass Series div at The Red Mile, Moni Maker S. elim at The Red Mile. PASS div at Harrahs Chester Casino; third in Hudson Trot elim at Yonkers. Dam of QUINCY BLUE CHIP 2, 1:56.1f, 3, 1:53.2f-19, BT 1:53.1f-19 ($76,450); OSTRICH BLUE CHIP 2, 1:56.4, 3, 1:54.2f, 4, 1:52.3f-18 ($171,118); MYTHOLOGY BLUECHIP 2, 1:55.2, 3, 1:53.1-15 ($138,235) etc.

WOLLAM HANOVER (g, Muscle Massive) 3, 2:02.0f, 1:58.1h-19, BT 1:56.0f-19 ($95,730) 4 wins.

Epic Tale (g, Donato Hanover) 2, 2:00.0f, 3, Q1:54.4-12, BT 1:54.2f-14 ($88,400) 9 wins. At 3, second in Late Bloomer Series leg at Vernon Downs. At 4, second in Morrisville College Sale LC leg at Tioga Downs; third in Morrisville College Sale leg at Tioga Downs.

Right On Renee (m, Andover Hall) 2, 2:00.4f, 3, 1:54.4-07, BT 1:54.1-07 ($86,282) 2 wins. At 2, winner of Keystone Classic S. div at The Meadows; second in Goldsmith Maid elim at The Meadowlands. At 3, third in Goldsmith S. div at The Red Mile, Delvin Miller Memorial elim at The Meadowlands, Moni Maker S. elim at The Red Mile. Dam of RULES OF THE ROAD 2, 1:57.0, 3, 1:52.3-4, 1:52.1-16 ($389,344); ALL ON BLACK 2, 1:54.2s-17, BT 1:53.3s-18 ($288,900) etc.

WHITNEY HANOVER (m, Donato Hanover) 2, 1:59.3f-14, BT 1:57.1-14 ($26,000) 2 wins. At 2, winner of PA Stallion Series div at The Meadows, div at Harrahs Philadelphia; second in PA Stallion Series div at The Meadows.

Winntgreen Hanover (h, Donerail) 2, Q2:01.2-04, BT 1:56.3-04 ($14,046). At 2, second in Hayes Memorial div at Duquoin State Fair. Simpson S. div at The Red Mile.

Water Lily Hanover (m, Crazed) BT Q1:58.2-18 ($7,998). At 2, third in NYSS div at Monticello, div at Yonkers. Wetenfeld Hanover (m, Explosive Matter) BT 2:00.11-16 ($2,805). Dam of Els Banjo. Now 3; Explosive Credit. Now 2 etc.

3rd dam

KIMBERLY LOBELL ($25), by SPEEDY SOMOLLI 3, 1:55.0. From 6 foals, dam of 3 winners (2 in 1:54) including-

RIVERS EDGE (h, Supergill) 3, 1:57.1, 1:53.4-01, BT 1:52.4-01 ($163,678) 68 wins. Reef (m, Supergill) 3, Q2:03.4f-95, BT 2:02.3f-95 ($3,110). Dam of RAPID RAIL 2, 2:01.0f, 3, 1:54.2-03, BT 1:54.0-03 ($275,891); ROSSCARBERRY 2, 2:02.3f, 3, 2:01.3, 4, 1:57.1-03, BT 1:56.3s-03 ($153,173) etc.; grandam of WHITEWATER RAPIDS 2, 1:58.3f, 3, 1:57.0h-11, BT 1:55.0s-12 ($249,824); MYSTICAL SOMOLLI 3, 1:59.0f, 4, 1:55.4h-19, BT 1:54.2f-21 ($107,326) etc.

Consigned by: Hamm Family Trust, Callao, MO

Buckeye Stallion S. Ohio State Fair Ohio Breds Ohio Fair Ohio Sires Ohio Breeders
By CORNER BLITZ p, 3, 1:49.4 ($211,649), Sire of 9 in 1:55 - 14 in 2:00 Including PIRAeus p, 2, Q1:56.4, 4, 1:53.0 -'18, BT 1:51.4f-'18 ($37,599); ZONE BLITZ p, 3, 1:53.0f-'18, BT 1:53.1f-'18 ($67,919); JUST BLITZED p, 2, Q2:02.3f, 3, 1:56.2f, 4, 1:53.4s-'17, BT 1:52.2s-'17 ($82,523) etc.

1st dam
USA CONNECTION p, 2, 1:52.4-'05 ($37,599) 10 wins, by VILLAGE CONNECTION p,1:51.0h, BT 1:49.4-'96. At 2, winner of Grand Circuit Late Closer div (twice) at The Red Mile, OH Fair S. div at Athens, div at Cadiz, div at Marietta, div at Mconnellsville, div at Rocksprings, div at Woodford, div at Zanesville; second in OH Fair S. div at Old Washington, div at Piketon. At 3, second in OHSS div at Lebanon; third in OH Fair S. div at Norwalk. From 4 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:53, 2 in 1:57) including:

PIRAeus (m, Corner Blitz) p, 2, Q1:56.4, 4, 1:53.0 -'18, BT 1:51.4f-'19 ($139,776) 14 wins. At 4, third in Open at Tioga Downs.

KELLIE JOS SISTER (m, Dragon Again) p, 3, 1:56.0-'11 ($5,270) 3 wins. Dam of HOT ROD JOEY BIRD p, 1:58.4h-'20, BT 1:56.1h-'21 ($14,259); LITTLEJOFROMKOKOMO p, 3, Q1:58.1h-'17 ($863) etc.

Villager Canvas (f, Panther Hanover) BT Q2:04.0-'21. Now 2 and qualified in p, 2:04.0.

2nd dam
CAGEY MYRT p, 2, 1:57.3f, 3, 1:56.2f ($67,919) 15 wins, by SET THE STYLE p, 2, 1:56.3. From 15 foals, dam of 13 winners (2 in 1:53, 8 in 1:55, 12 in 1:57) including:

GUN SHOW (g, Feelin Friskie) p, 2, 1:55.0h, 3, 1:52.4f, 4, 1:52.3f -'13, BT 1:51.2-'13 ($217,391) 31 wins. At 2, winner of OH Breeders Championship final at Delaware County Fair, OH Fair S. div at Northfield Park, OHSS div at Northfield Park, div (twice) at Scioto Downs, OH State Fair S. div at Scioto Downs; second in OHSS div at Raceway Park.

At 3, winner of Director Of Agriculture div at Scioto Downs, OH Breeders Championship div at Delaware County Fair; second in OH Breeders S. div at Scioto Downs, OHSS div at Scioto Downs; third in OHSS div at Lebanon, div at Scioto Downs. As aged, third in FFA at Caldwell.

SAMS CLEVER BOY (g, Nobleland Sam) p, 2, 2:02.2h, 3, 1:58.3h, 1:53.2f -'07 ($205,501) 27 wins. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div at Medina; second in Night Of Champions S. leg at Northfield Park; third in OH Fair S. div at Bucyrus, div at Canton, div at Northfield Park. At 3, winner of OH Fair S. div at Canton, div at Coshocton, div at Marion, div at Norwalk, div at Painesville; second in OH Fair S. div at Bucyrus, div at Northfield Park; third in New Century Series div at Delaware County Fair, Night Of Champions W. final at Northfield Park, OH Fair S. div at Mansfield, div at Wooster. At 4, second in Open (twice) at Northfield Park; third in Invitation at Northfield Park.

FLUFF CHICK (m, Abercrombie) p, 2, 1:57.3, 1:54.0 -'96, BT 1:53.3-'96 ($100,297) 12 wins. At 2, winner of Hoosier Cup heat at Indiana State Fair; third in Hoosier Cup heat at Indiana State Fair. At 3, second in Horseman Futurity heat at Indiana State Fair; third in KYSS at The Red Mile. Dam of FLUFF O MACKTIC p, 2, 2:10.0h, 3, 1:53.2, 4, 1:53.0s -'07, BT 1:52.3s-'06 ($66,585); BUCK KNIFE p, 3, 1:55.2, 4, 1:54.0 -'08, BT 1:53.0 -'08 ($70,433); PICKING UP CHICKS p, 2, 2:02.2h, 3, 1:58.0h, 4, 1:55.1f -'11, BT 1:55.0f -'11 ($49,149); ANNRENREE p, 3, 1:57.0s, 4, 1:56.4s -'12, BT 1:54.2 -'12 ($40,287) etc.; grandam of NATURAL COWBOY p, 2, 1:56.2, 15, BT 1:55.0 -'15 ($10,552) etc.

CAGEY BYRD (h, Falcon Almahurst) p, 2, 1:55.1f -'00, BT 1:54.4f -'02 ($90,577) 10 wins. At 2, winner of NFDL Grand Circuit S. div at Northfield Park, OH Breeders S. div at Delaware County Fair, OHSS div (twice) at Scioto Downs; second in OHSS div at Raceway Park; third in OHSS div at Northfield Park. At 3, winner of OH Fair S. div at Upper Sandusky; second in OHSS div at Lebanon.

NOBLE LILY (m, Nobleland Sam) p, 1:54.3h -'00 ($88,326) 29 wins. Dam of TONY P p, 2, 2:33.3h -07, BT 2:01.2h -'08 ($2,071) etc.

SAMOO (g, Nobleland Sam) p, 3, 1:55.2f, 4, 1:54.1f -'01, BT 1:53.2f -'01 ($66,246) 8 wins. At 3, winner of Neighborhood Series leg at Hoosier Park; second in Neighborhood Series leg at Hoosier Park; third in Neighborhood Series final at Hoosier Park.

CAGEY ATTACK (g, On The Attack) p, 2, 2:05.1h, 3, 1:55.2f -'08, BT 1:53.4s -'09 ($57,630) 21 wins. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div at Oak Harbor, div at Paulding; second in OH Fair S. div at Bowling Green, div at Wauseon; third in OH Fair S. div (twice) at Hicksville, div at Van Wert.

NOBLE ALEX K (g, Nobleland Sam) p, 2, 2:02.4h, 1:56.2f -'01 ($49,241) 16 wins. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div at Canfield, div at Dover; third in OH Fair S. div at Medina. At 3, third in OH Fair S. div at Lima.
TOP CHECK

BY SOMESTARsomewhere p, 2, 1:49.2, BT 1:48.3-'15 ($478,915).

1st dam

Utopianne p, 4, 1:50.3-'08 ($96,418) 10 wins, by WARRIOR FOR PEACE p, 4, 1:53.1. At 3, winner of IDOA S. div at Springfield; third in Direct Balance at Balmoral Park, Great Mid-West S. at Martinsville. At 4, winner of State Fair S. div at Springfield; second in ICF - Ann Vonian S. elim at Balmoral Park, Sox Pacing Series final at Hawthorne. As aged, second in Open at Balmoral Park. From 7 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 4 winners (2 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55) including-

IMAjean Rocks (m, Rockin Image) p, 3, 1:54.3s, 1:51.3f-'19, BT 1:51.1s-'19 ($153,114) 25 wins. At 3, winner of Zenith; second in Open at Hollywood Gaming At Dayton, Richard Oldfield Memorial final at Hoosier Park.

Lucy Flew (m, Panspacificflight) p, 2, 1:55.0s, 4, 1:54.0s-'16, BT 1:52.4-'17 ($53,840) 9 wins.

Pianno Roll (g, Time To Roll) p, 2, 1:56.0s, 3, 1:52.1s-'20 ($35,771) 5 wins. At 2, second in INSS elg at Hoosier Park; third in INSS elg at Hoosier Park. Now 4, winner of The Bob Larry leg at Hawthorne.

Ten High (g, Net Ten Eom) p, 3, 1:57.2-'19, BT 1:59.1s-'19 ($20,322) 2 wins. At 3, winner of Open at Mount Sterling; third in Phil Georgeff Series leg at Hawthorne.

Sweet Lucy (m, Sportsmaster) p, 2, 1:56.0s, 3, 1:56.0s-'20 ($1,491) 22 wins. At 2, winner of INSS elg at Hoosier Park; third in INSS elg at Hoosier Park. Now 4, winner of The Single G final at Hoosier Park.

Polly Wog (m, Ryan N Hanover) p, 2, 1:55.0s, 4, 1:53.1s ('19) 10 wins. As aged, second in Open at Mount Sterling; third in Phil Georgeff Series leg at Hawthorne.

Ciao Mane (m, Sportsmaster) p, 2, 1:55.0s, 4, 1:53.1s-'19 ($153,114) 25 wins. At 2, winner of Zenith; second in Open at Hollywood Gaming At Dayton, Richard Oldfield Memorial final at Hoosier Park.

2nd dam

U OLIVE by INCREDIBLE FINALE p, 4, 1:53.2f. From 9 foals, dam of 6 winners (2 in 1:51, 4 in 1:53.3, 5 in 1:55) including-

Jolly Lester (g, Sportsmaster) p, 2, 1:51.4, 4, 1:51.2f-'09. At 2, winner of Downstate Classic S. div at Lincoln, Egyptian Colt S. div at Cardm, Northern IL Colt Assc. S. div at Cambridge, Northern IL Colt Assc. S. div at Henry, Orange & Blue S. elim at Balmoral Park; second in ICF Governors Cup S. div at DuQuoin State Fair, IL Stallion S. div at Charleston, Orange & Blue S. final at Balmoral Park, State Fair S. elim at Springfield; third in Cardinal S. elim at Maywood Park, Governors Cup at DuQuoin State Fair, IL Mid-Western Racing Assc. S. div at Aledo, State Fair S. final at Springfield. At 3, winner of Great Mid West S. div at Martinsville, ICF S. div at Decatur; second in ICF - Pete Langley Memorial S. final at Balmoral Park; third in Cubs Pacing Series leg at Hawthorne, ICF S. div at Mount Sterling, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield.

Kelley D (g, Panspacificflight) p, 2, 1:52.4s, 3, 1:51.3s, 4, 1:50.3s-'19. At 2, winner of INSS elg at Hoosier Park; second in INSS elg at Hoosier Park. Now 4, winner of The Single G final at Hoosier Park. As aged, winner of Open at Hawthorne, at Hoosier Park.

Polly S Turr (m, Sportsmaster) p, 2, 1:55.2h, 2, 1:53.2-'06, BT 1:51.3-'05 ($163,610) 25 wins. At 2, winner of ICF S. div at Altonam, IL Mid-Western Racing Assoc. S. div at Aledo, Mid-Western IL Racing Assc. S. div at Mount Sterling; second in Downstate Classic S. div at Lincoln, IDOA Fair S. div at Springfield, Illini Colt Assc. S. div at Charleston, Mid-Western IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Rushville; third in AA County Fair Challenge S. div at DuQuoin State Fair. At 3, winner of Downstate Classic S. div at Decatur, Great Mid-West S. div at Martinsville, IL Mid-Western Racing Assoc. S. div at Aledo, Mid-Western IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Mount Sterling, Northern IL Colt Assc. S. div at Henry; second in Great Mid-West S. div at Martinsville, IL Big 10 Colt Assc. S. div at Paris, ISBNA Sale S. div at Balmoral Park, Mid-Western IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Rushville; third in AA County Fair Challenge div at DuQuoin State Fair, Direct Dottie S. at Balmoral Park, Grandma Ann S. cons at Balmoral Park, IL Fair S. div at Springfield.

Utopianne (m, Warrior For Peace) p, 3, 1:52.2, 4, 1:50.3-'08 ($96,418) 10 wins. At 2, winner of IDOA S. div at Springfield; second in Mini Me S. cons at Balmoral Park; third in ICF S. div at Balmoral Park, Orange & Blue S. cons at Balmoral Park. At 3, winner of Great Midwest S. div at Martinsville; third in Cardinal S. elim at Balmoral Park.

OLIVE ALL Ways (m, Always A Virgin) p, 3, 1:59.3h-'14, BT 1:58.1-'14 ($4,116) 1 win. Dam of Zero Breeze. Now 2 etc.

Golly Lester (g, Warrior For Peace) p, BT Q1:55.2-'11 ($1,491).
Art Major p, 4, 1:43.4………………  
Major Bombay p, 3, 1:50.1………  
Armbro Bombay p, 1:52.1f…………  
Mattaroni p, 3, 1:52.3  
Western Hanover p, 3, 1:50.4………  
Wendymae Hanover p, 4,  

1:57.0 T1:57.0  

Vee Vee Hanover p, 3, 1:56.4f…………  
Visi Darte…………………….  
Most Happy Fella p, 3, T1:55.0  
Tosca Lobell p, 3, Q2:11.0h

By MAJOR BOMBAY p, 3, 1:50.1, BT 1:49.4f-$12 ($755,031), Sire of 3 in 1:55 - 12 in 2:00 including HARTS HEART p, 2, 1:55.3, 1:54.4-'21, BT 1:53.3-'21 ($82,662); BOOSTY BOMAY p, 2, 1:56.2-'20, BT 1:55.4-'20 ($55,653): BOBBY WEISS p, p, 2, 1:57.3s-'19 ($45,205); ADMIT p, 2, 1:53.4-'12, BT 1:55.4-1 '20, BT 1:52.0s-18 ($36,425) etc.

By MAJOR BOMBAY p, 3, 1:50.1, BT 1:49.4f-$12 ($755,031). Sire of 3 in 1:55 - 12 in 2:00 including HARTS HEART p, 2, 1:55.3, 1:54.4-'21, BT 1:53.3-'21 ($82,662); BOOSTY BOMAY p, 2, 1:56.2-'20, BT 1:55.4-'20 ($55,653); BOBBY WEISS p, p, 2, 1:57.3s-'19 ($45,205); ADMIT p, 2, 1:53.4-'12, BT 1:55.4-1 '20, BT 1:52.0s-18 ($36,425) etc.

**Contact Information:**
- **Consigned by:** [Consignor Name]
- **Registration #:** [Registration Number]
- **Microchip #:** [Microchip Number]
- **Phone:** [Phone Number]

**Additional Notes:**
- **Date of Birth:** [Date]
- **Location:** [Location]
By CASSIS 3, 1:52.4 ($755,126). Sire of 6 in 1:55 - 25 in 2:00 including ANNYS LUCK STAR 2, 1:56.4, 3, 1:53.3, 4, 1:53.1 - '16 ($438,082); TROTTING GRACE 2, 1:59.0, 3, 1:54.2, 4, 1:54.1 - '19 ($324,341); TRIGYCHS BETRO 2, 1:59.2, 3, 1:57.0, 4, 1:54.3h - '20, BT 1:54.0h - '18 ($288,512); CRUZEN CASSETTE 2, 2:01.3, 3, 1:57.4s, 4, 1:57.1f - '19, BT 1:55.1f - '20 ($203,846) etc.

1st dam
VINTAGE YANKEE by CONWAY HALL 3, 1:53.4, 2:00.3 - '98. From 6 foals, dam of 1 winner including-

Conway Cassy (g, Cassis) 3, Q2:03.1 - '21, BT 2:00.3 - '21 ($4,544). At 2, second in ICF S. div at Springfield, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield.

Crazedn Confused (m, Crazed) 3, 1:56.4 - '17, BT 1:54.0s - '19 ($177) 1 win. Canned Vinach (m, Mr Cantab).

2nd dam
ARMBRO VOTE BT Q2:02.0 - '00, by BALANCED IMAGE 3, 1:58.4. From 5 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:56) including-

GLIDE POWER (m, Yankee Glide) 2, 1:57.0, 3, 1:53.4 - '10, BT 1:53.2 - '10 ($401,188) 7 wins. At 2, winner of John Simpson S. div at The Red Mile; second in Kindergarten Classic Series leg at Vernon Downs; third in NJSS div at The Meadowlands. At 3, winner of Del Miller Memorial final at The Meadowlands; Matron S. elim at Dover Downs, NJSS final at Freehold, div and final at The Meadowlands; second in American-National S. div at Balmorark, Historic-Coaching Club S. leg at The Meadowlands, Moni Maker S. final at The Red Mile; third in Duenna S. leg at The Meadowlands, NJSS leg at Freehold. Dam of DEEP IMPACT 2, 1:56.1s, 3, 1:55.2s, 1:53.1 - '18, BT 1:52.2 - '16 ($335,185); IMPACTER 3, 1:54.2f, 4, 1:54.0f - '18, BT 1:53.2 - '20 ($147,178) etc.

YANKEE VALOR (h, Self Possessed) 2, Q1:59.0, 3, 1:56.0, 4, Q1:54.1 - '06 ($110,731) 3 wins. At 3, winner of Early Closer #29 leg at The Red Mile; second in Early Closer #29 leg at The Red Mile, Grand Circuit Late Closer div at The Red Mile, Simon S. div at The Red Mile; third in Bluegrass S. final at The Red Mile.

Yankee Vision (m, Self Possessed) 2, Q2:02.0 - '05, BT 2:00.4f - '05 ($5,947). Yankee Valentine (m, Yankee Glide). Dam of TRUE VALENTINE 2, 1:56.2f, 3, 1:55.1f - '13, BT 1:54.3f - '13 ($172,715) etc.

3rd dam
ARMBRO REGAN by SPEEDY CROWN 3, 1:57.1. From 5 foals, dam of 2 winners (2 in 1:58) including-

ARMBRO WARDEN (g, Balanced Image) 2, 2:02.0h, 1:58.0f - '04, BT 1:55.3s - '03 ($103,320) 12 wins. At 2, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Flambo Downs, div at Western Fair; second in ONSS Grassroots div at Kawartha Downs; third in ONSS Gold elim at Rideau Carleton. At 3, second in ONSS Grassroots div at Hanover. At 4, winner of ON - Summertime Series leg at Hiawatha Horse Park.

ARMBRO ALFRESCO (m, S Js Photo) 2, T2:01.3, 3, 1:57.1f - '03 ($24,592) 3 wins. At 2, second in PA All Stars div at Pocono Downs. At 3, third in PASS div at Pocono Downs. Dam of WHATA HUSTLER 2, Q1:59.3, 3, 1:58.1f, 4, Q1:54.3f - '10 ($389,162); GHIRARDELLI LINDY 2, 1:57.0s, 3, 1:55.0s - '12 ($255,486) etc.

4th dam
DELMEGAN 2, 2:00.0, 3, 1:58.1, 4, T1:55.3 ($469,593) 29 wins, by SUPER BOWL 3, 1:56.2. 1980 USHWA Dan Patch Award for Two Year Old Trotting Fillies. From 14 foals, dam of 6 winners (1 in 1:54, 3 in 1:56, 4 in 1:58) including-

ARMBRO TEMPELE (m, Garland Lobell) 2, 1:58.1s, 3, 1:54.0 - '00 ($406,901) 7 wins. Dam of TEMPLE OF DOOM 3, 1:52.4f - '10, BT 1:52.1 - '10 ($758,255); JIMMY SHINN 2, 1:57.4, 3, 1:56.0, 1:54.3s - '10 ($432,073); VINO CAMARILLE 2, 1:58.0s, 3, 1:54.0s - '05 ($180,536) etc.; granddam of TEMPLE RUINS 2, 1:54.4, 3, 1:53.3f - '17 ($301,078); SOUTHERN CROSS 2, 1:56.4f, 3, 1:53.1 - '16, BT 1:53.0 - '17 ($160,088); FRANKLY MY DEAR 2, 1:56.1f - '20, BT 1:54.21 - '21 ($118,286) etc.

ARMBRO HILARY (m, Speedy Crown) 2, 2:00.1, 3, 1:57.0 - '89 ($128,699) 11 wins. Dam of ARMBRO MARSHALL 2, 1:59.3h, 3, 1:55.1s - '94, BT 1:54.4 - '95 ($947,288) etc.; granddam of IF I HAD A SCOUT 2, 1:58.0s, 3, 1:55.2s - '04 ($440,768); MR CONSTANT 3, 1:57.3f, 1:55.1 - '07, BT 1:54.3 - '07 ($180,716); HOLLEY POP 3, 1:57.0f, 4, 1:54.3f - '21 ($142,664) etc.

ARMBRO MEGAN (m, Speedy Crown) 2, 2:03.0f, 3, 1:59.0q - '94, BT 1:56.4q - '94 ($122,824) 3 wins. Dam of EXELEN LB 2, Q1:59.2, 3, Q1:56.3 - '04 ($16,407) etc.

ARMBRO VARIABLE (h, Donerail) 2, Q1:59.1f, 1:55.1 - '05, BT 1:53.4 - '05 ($117,650) 14 wins.
By BARNS AND BARS 3, Q1:58.2s, BT 1:56.2-16 ($15,312), LOYZHONKEYTONKHERO BT Q2:07.0-21 ($476) etc.

1st dam
WALTZ by KEYSTONE BLITZ 2, 1:56.3, BT 1:54.4-08. Second foal. Sing To The Walz (c, Sing Jesse Sing). Now 2.

2nd dam
DANCE GIRL DANCE 2, 2:01.0s, 3, Q1:58.4, 4, 1:58.1s-’03, BT 1:57.4-02 ($99,406) 4 wins, by DANCERS VICTORY 2, 1:57.0. At 2, winner of KY Std Sale S. div at Hoosier Park; third in Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park, Hoosier Cup elim at Indiana State Fair, Matron S. elim at Dover Downs. At 3, second in PASS div at The Meadows; third in PASS div at Pocono Downs. At 4, winner of Lifetime Dream Trotting Series (twice) at Woodbine. From 9 foals, dam of 5 winners (2 in 1:56, 3 in 1:58) including-

BREWMASTER (g, Gildemaster) 3, 1:54.4f-’13, BT 1:54.1f-16 ($225,624) 12 wins. At 3, winner of PÄ All Stars div at Pocono Downs, Tie Silk Trotting Series leg at Woodbine; third in PASS div at The Meadows; third in PASS cons at The Meadows. Dam of-

CHIPPENDALE DANCER (g, Malabar Man) 3, Q1:59.3f-’16 ($106,118) 17 wins. At 3, winner of Magical Acre Series leg at Freehold. NJSS - Green Acres div at Freehold. Dam of-

BUBA CAN DANCE (g, Uncle Peter) 3, 1:57.0f-’13, 1:54.4f-’21, BT 1:54.2f-’21 ($78,176) 9 wins. At 2, third in Buckeye Stallion Series div at Scioto Downs. At 3, third in Buckeye Stallion Series div at Miami Valley Gaming And Racing.

Vinnys Dance (h, Andover Hall) 2, 2:03.4, Q2:00.4s-’10, BT 1:58.2-10 ($16,390) 3 wins. Dam of-

Clogger (g, Keystone Blitzz) 2, 2:00.2s-’13 ($8,240) 2 wins. Dam of-

Girl Around Town (m, Windsongs Legacy). Dam of DANCE AROUND TOWN 2, Q2:03.4s, 3, 1:57.0s-’17 ($24,055); SWAN ALLOVER 3, 1:57.4s-’20, BT 1:56.4s-20 ($19,670) etc. Dam of-

Joyous Deo (m, Andover Hall).

3rd dam
DECENT EXPOSURE 2, 2:03.1q ($10,320) 1 win, by ROYAL PRESTIGE 3, 1:55.1. From 14 foals, dam of 9 winners (1 in 1:54, 4 in 1:58) including-

MAN ABOUT TOWN (g, Self Possessed) 2, Q2:02.3, 3, 1:53.4, 4, 1:53.0-’07, BT 1:52.2-07 ($895,778) 27 wins. At 2, second in Int’l Stallion S. div, Simpson S. div; third in American-National S. final, Early Closer #22 leg. At 3, second in The Galt; third in NJSS div (3 times). At 4, winner of Hiram Woodruff leg and final, Pacing Classic S. elim. W J Sullivan Memorial leg and final; second in Credit Winner S.; third in Father Foley Memorial leg, Trotting Classic leg. As aged, second in Maxie Lee Memorial final.

TRUE BLUE VICTORY (m, Valley Victory) 2, 1:57.4, 3, 1:57.3-’98, BT 1:54.3-98 ($585,771) 6 wins. At 2, winner of Goldsmith Maid S. final, Merrie Annabelle S. elim, NJSS div; second in Goldsmith Maid S. elim, KY Std Sale S. div, Merrie Annabelle S. final, NJSS final. From 15 foals, dam of 9 winners (2 in 1:53, 3 in 1:54, 4 in 1:55, 3 in 1:56, 4 in 1:57, 1 in 1:59) including-

Helen Smith Memorial, KY Futurity elim, NJSS div; third in Hamiltonian-Oaks elim. Historic - Coaching Club Oaks S. leg, Matron S. elim. Dam of-

BLACKTUXXHIGHTOSOCKS 2, 1:56.2s, 3, 1:55.1, 1:53.1-’12, BT 1:52.2f-13 ($96,820) etc.; grandam of SCOTTISH BLUE 1:56.2-’16, BT 1:56.0f-16 ($196,462); LASA DID PERK 3, 1:54.0-’20 ($128,568) etc.

INQUIRER (h, Valley Victory) 2, 2:00.4f, 3, 1:58.3f-’95, BT 1:57.0-95 ($109,000) 6 wins. At 2, winner of Arden Downs S. div; second in NJSS div; third in John Simpson Sr S div, NJSS final. At 3, winner of Currier & Ives S. elim and final; second in NJSS final; third in Arden Downs S. div (twice), NJSS div.

PATRIOT DE VIE (g, Yankee Glide) 3, 1:59.4h, 4, 1:58.0h-’10, BT 1:56.4-09 ($62,204) 15 wins. At 3, winner of NJSS div, NJSS-Green Acres div; second in NJSS-Green Acres div; third in NJSS-Green Acres div.

CREDIT MARKER (h, Credit Winner) 1:57.0s-’10 ($30,371) 10 wins. As aged, winner of-

DOUG & TODD PARKER MEMORIAL leg, Doug & Todd Parker Memorial LC final, Parker Memorial leg.

RISING VICTORY (m, Valley Victory) 2, 1:59.3-’06 ($24,210) 1 win. At 2, winner of NJSS div; second in Merrie Annabelle S. cons; third in NJSS div.

MISS VICTORY SPUR (m, Valley Victory) 3, 1:59.3f-’06 ($2,900) 2 wins. Dam of TAG A VICTORY 2, 2:00.1f, 3, 1:55.4-’04, BT 1:54.3-04 ($310,872) etc.; grandam of KOEKOEMOER 3, 1:55.4s-’07 ($233,576) etc. Electric Victory (m, Valley Victory). Dam of ELECTRIC POWER 3, 2:04.1h, 1:59.3h-’08, BT 1:58.0f-08 ($112,658) etc.

Magic Hour (m, Mr Vic). Dam of HOUR LAVEC 2, Q2:00.2s, 3, 1:54.1s-’09, BT 1:53.2s-11 ($414,238) etc.; grandam of FAWN DE SAVAGE 2, 1:57.3s, 3, 1:54.2s, 4, 1:53.1f-’17 ($369,421) etc.
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LASTSPORTMASTER
(ILINOIS ELIGIBLE)
Bay Filly - Foaled February 26, 2020 - Registration #0V117
Microchip #985141001330750

By SPORTSMAN p, 2, 1:52.1

2nd dam

WHATIFTHERESMORE p, 3, 2:00.4h
Abercrombie p, 4, 1:53.0

LASTSPORTMASTER

Sonsam p, 3, 1:53.2
Diana Lynn Lobell p, 3, 1:56.4f

Tyler B p, 3, 1:55.1

Whatiftheresmore p, 3, 2:00.4h

Tv Gossip p, 4, 1:53.0

Boobtube p, 3, 2:01.0

By SPORTSMAN p, 2, 1:52.1, BT 1:51.4-92 ($755,803), Sire of 20 in 1:50 - 605 in 1:55 - 1192 in 2:00 including

FOX VALLEY TRIBAL p, 2, 1:51.2, 3, 1:49.0-06 ($1,261,542); OHYOUPRETTYTHING p, 2, 1:52.2, 3, 1:50.4-98 ($1,135,873); MASTEROFHISDOMAIN p, 2, 1:56.1, 3, 1:50.1-99 ($1,038,081); SPORTSFANCY p, 2, 1:53.3, 3, 1:50.2, 1:49.4-09 ($1,001,957) etc.

1st dam

WHATIFTHERESMORE p, 2, 2:01.3, 2:00.4h-09, BT 1:57.0h-09 ($11,789) 4 wins, by COLE MUFFER p, 3, 1:53.3f. BT 1:52.1f-92. From 5 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 4 winners (2 in 1:53, 3 in 1:57) including-

SPORTSMUFFER (m, Sportsmaster) p, 2, 1:54.3, 3, 1:52.3-15, BT 1:52.1f-19 ($363,986) 47 wins. At 2, winner of County Fair Championship final at DuQuoin State Fair, Illini S. div at Lincoln, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Cambridge, div at Henry, div at Knoxville, Orange & Blue S. elim at Balmoral Park, Violet S. div at Maywood Park; second in Mid-Western IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Alice, Colt S. div at Aledo, Northern IL, third in Filly Orange & Blue S. div at Balmoral Park, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield. At 3, winner of Downstate Classic div at Carrollton; second in Ann Vonian S. final at Balmoral Park, Violet S. leg at Balmoral Park; third in Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park. As aged, winner of Open (5 times) at Buffalo, (6 times) at Batavia Downs; second in Open (3 times) at Buffalo, (3 times) at Batavia Downs; third in Open (twice) at Batavia Downs, div at Batavia Downs.

ALWAYSALITTLEMORE (m, Always A Virgin) p, 3, 1:56.1s, 1:52.3-20 ($145,718) 22 wins. At 3, second in The Norine C Series leg at Running Aces Harness Park. As aged, winner of Open (5 times) at Cal Expo; second in Open (5 times) at Cal Expo, (3 times) at Running Aces Harness Park; third in Open at Running Aces Harness Park, open (twice) at Cal Expo.

ROCK JAGGER (g, Rockin Image) p, 2, 2:05.3h, 3, 1:57.1, 4, 1:56.4h-21, BT 1:54.0-21 ($18,062) 3 wins.

Tax Deadline (h, Idealism) p, 2, 2:02.0h-17, BT 2:01.3h-17 ($19,468) 6 wins.


2nd dam

TV GOSSIP p, 3, 2:01.1, 4, 1:55.3-96 ($39,441) 8 wins, by ABERCROMBIE p, 4, 1:53.0. At 3, second in IL Fair S. div at Martinsville. From 8 foals, dam of 6 winners (2 in 1:51, 3 in 1:55, 4 in 1:57) including-

JENNAS GOSSIP (g, Jennas Beach Boy) p, 2, 1:49.3-04 ($112,451) 10 wins.

SOMETHINGTOBELIEVE (m, Cole Muffer) p, 2, 1:54.0-07, BT 1:53.3-07 ($71,387) 7 wins. At 3, second in Downstate Classic at Decatur; third in Pete Langley S. elim at Balmoral Park.

RHYTHM AND RAGE (m, Cole Muffer) p, 3, 1:59.4h, 1:57.1-12, BT 1:56.0-11 ($15,170) 4 wins.

JUST A RUMOR (m, Cole Muffer) p, 2, 1:56.0, 3, 1:55.1-06, BT 1:55.0-05 ($13,361) 4 wins. At 2, winner of A County Fair Challenge div at DuQuoin State Fair; third in Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Jerseyville. Dam of EVERGREENSDUNESIDE p, 2, 2:01.3h, 3, 1:58.2h, 1:52.3-15 ($19,599) etc.; grandam of ROCKIN RIO p, 2, 1:52.4s, 4, 1:50.2f-19 ($130,065) etc.

Whatiftheresmore (m, Cole Muffer) p, 2, 2:01.3, 3, 2:00.4h-09, BT 1:57.0h-09 ($11,789) 4 wins. As Above.

Sock Monkey (m, Cole Muffer). 3rd dam

BOOBUBE p, 3, 2:01.0 ($5,155) 1 win, by TYLER B p, 3, 1:55.1. From 8 foals, dam of 6 winners (1 in 1:51, 2 in 1:53.4 in 1:57) including-

BROADCAST (g, Abercrombie) p, 3, 1:52.4s, 1:51.0s-01 ($562,376) 31 wins. At 3, winner of Valedictory Racing Series leg and final; second in Valedictory Racing Series leg, Youthful Series leg, 4, winner of Chill Factor Series leg and final; second in Aquarius Series leg, Chill Factor Series leg; third in Aquarius Series leg, Cam Fella Racing Series leg and, FFA.

SIMULCAST (m, Jate Lobell) p, 3, 1:52.4, 1:52.3q-98, BT 1:52.0s-96 ($417,270) 29 wins. At 3, winner of John Simpson Sr S. div, Jugette S. div, NY Fair S. div, NYSS div (3 times) and final; second in NYSS div (twice), Reynolds Memorial div, Tarport Hap S. leg at; third in Jugette S. final, NYSS div. At 4, second in Open; third in Rancocas Series. As aged, winner of NY Bred LC div.

ROCKY ROAN (g, Broadway Express) p, 3, 1:55.3-98, BT 1:54.2-99 ($82,421) 19 wins. At 3, second in Downstate Classic S. elim and final; third in ISOBA S. div.

State Engagements

IL Conceived IL Foaled Downstate Classic
By LOUS LEGACY  2, 1:58.3, BT Q1:57.1
LOUS DIABLO
By LOUS LEGACY  2, 1:58.3h, BT Q1:57.1
LOUS DIABLO

1st dam
WHATSAMATA HANOVER  2, 1:58.3
WHITESAND SAMANTHA  3, 1:55.4

2nd dam
WHITESAND SAMANTHA  2, 2:02.4f, 3, 1:55.4-'05 ($200,975) 6 wins, by CREDIT WINNER  3, 1:54.0, BT 1:53.3-'00. At 2, winner of Trillium S. div at Woodbine, NYSS div at Buffalo, div and final at Saratoga Harness; second in Cellas Counsel Trotting Series leg at Woodbine, NYSS div (twice) at Monticello, div at The Gateway Mile; third in Bluegrass S. final at The Red Mile, Celias Counsel Trotting Series final at Woodbine, NYSS div at Batavia Downs. From 12 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 9 winners (2 in 1:56, 5 in 1:58) including-

WAIKIKI HANOVER (g, Cantab Hall) 2, 2:00.2f, 3, 1:58.0f, 1:56.3f-'18, BT 1:55.1s-'15, BT 1:55.2f-'19 ($191,843) 30 wins. At 2, second in PA Stallion Series div at The Meadows, div at Pocono Downs; third in Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows. At 3, winner of Winning Mister Series leg at The Meadows; second in Winning Mister Series leg at The Meadows. As aged, winner of Preferred (5 times) at Flambo Downs; (twice) at Western Fair; second in Preferred (9 times) at Flambo Downs, (twice) at Grand River; third in Preferred (8 times) at Flambo Downs, at Grand River, (twice) at Western Fair.

WALLACE HANOVER (g, Andover Hall) 3, 1:57.4f, 1:57.2f-'18, BT 1:56.0f-'13 ($139,522) 22 wins. As aged, winner of Open at Pompano Park.

DEMANDING SAM (m, Donato Hanover) 2, 1:55.2s-'13, BT 1:55.0f-'13 ($120,789) 4 wins. At 2, winner of Champlain S. div at Mohawk; second in PASS div at The Meadows; third in Breeders Crown elim at Pocono Downs. PASS div at The Meadows, div at Pocono Downs. At 3, second in Circuit City S. div at Hoosier Park.


WIRED HANOVER (g, Explosive Matter) 3, 1:57.3f-'17, BT 1:56.4f-'18 ($36,863) 4 wins.

WEBIFY HANOVER (g, Muscle Massive) 2, Q2:00.0, 3, 1:58.4f-'15, BT 1:57.3s-'15 ($31,640) 3 wins.

WAIFU HANOVER (m, Donato Hanover) 3, Q1:58.2s-'18, BT 1:58.0s-'18 ($7,937) 1 win. At 2, winner of Champlain S. div at Mohawk; second in PASS div at The Meadows; third in Breeders Crown elim at Pocono Downs. PASS div at The Meadows, div at Pocono Downs. At 3, second in Circuit City S. div at Hoosier Park.

WHAM HANOVER (g, Dramatic Hanover) 2, Q2:05.0, 3, 1:59.4f-'12, BT Q1:59.0f-'12 ($6,480) 1 win. At 2, winner of Portersville S. div at Woodbine, div at Parx; second in Preferred (9 times) at Flambo Downs, (twice) at Western Fair; third in Preferred (8 times) at Flambo Downs, at Grand River, (twice) at Western Fair.

Wholesale HANOVER (g, Andover Hall) 2, Q2:00.2s-'19, BT 1:58.2f-'19 ($2,886) Crown Patent (f, Sebastian K S) BT 2:01.1f-'21. Now 3 race timed in 2:01.1f. Church On Time (c, Kadabra) Now 2.

3rd dam
PLEASECOMETOBOSTON 3, 2:01.2h-'99, BT 2:01.0h-'99 ($2,478) 1 win. By CUMIN 3, Q1:57.1. From 10 foals, dam of 7 winners (1 in 1:54, 4 in 1:56, 5 in 1:58) including-

BET TO WIN (g, Credit Winner) 2, Q1:55.3, 3, 1:55.2s, 4, 1:53.3f-'08, BT 1:53.2f-'08 ($648,340) 24 wins.

THEBANDFROMBOSTON (m, Boy Band) 3, 2:01.1h, 1:54.3f-'12 ($180,704) 28 wins. Dam of ROYAL TEQUILA 3, 1:57.3f, 4, 1:57.2f-'18, BT 1:56.2f-'18 ($39,880); Soutieh Tuff. Now 3 etc.
Skyler Blue

(INDIANA ELIGIBLE)

Bay Filly - Foaled April 13, 2020 - Registration #6V826
Microchip #985141001325248

1st dam

WIMPLE HANOVER by ALLAMERICAN NATIVE p, 3, 1:49.4. From 8 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:55.3 in 1:57) including-

COWGIRL CHIC (m, Yankee Skyscraper) p, 2, 2:02.2h, 3, 1:56.1. 1, 1:53.4h - '16, BT 1:53.2h '16 ($128,525) wins. At 2, winner of IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Farmer City, div at Newton, Illini S. div at Urbana, Mid-Western IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Mount Sterling, div at Rushville; second in County Fair Championship final at DuQuoin State Fair, Downstate Classic S. div at Lincoln, Mid-Western IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Jerseyville, Orange & Blue S. elims at Balmoral Park; third in Mid-Western IL Pacing Assoc. S. div at Carrollton. At 3, winner of IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. div at Pana, Illini Colt S. div at Lincoln; second in Downstate Classic div at Carrollton, Illini Colt Assoc. S. div at Charleston.

WIMPLES DIMPLE (m, Yankee Skyscraper) p, 2, 2:02.0h, 3, 2:01.4h, 1:55.2 - '18, BT 1:54.1f - '18 ($69,800) winners. At 2, winner of IL Stallion S. div at Charleston; third in illini Colt Assoc. S. div at Greenup, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Sandwich. At 3, winner of Egyptian Colt S. div at Fairfield, IL Big 10 div at Newton, IL Big 10 S. div at Pana, Illini S. div at Lincoln, div at Urbana; second in Downstate Classic div at Carrollton; third in Illini S. div at Charleston. At 4, winner of IHHA S. div at Martinsville, Topline S. div at Lincoln, div at Mount Sterling; second in Topline S. div at Almonton, div at Charleston. As aged, second in Richard Redder Memorial leg at Hoosier Park.

THINKIN BIG (g, Ponder) p, 3, 1:56.1h - '17, BT 1:54.3f - '17 ($12,196) winner. At 2, winner of Jimmy Sunshine S. div at Balmoral Park.

Eliza Mae (m, Ponder) p, BT 1:55.4f - '19 ($7,774). At 3, second in PASS div at Dayton; third in PASS div at Clearfield, div at Silver Springs Ranch.

Bowie Rocks (c, Rockin Image) p, 2, Q1:57.1s - '21. Carely (m, Rockin Image).

2nd dam

WINDSUN DEESART by ARTSPLACE p, 4, 1:49.2. From 6 foals, dam of 2 winners including-

WINTHISONE HANOVER (m, Western Hanover) p, 4, 1:57.1 - '12, BT 1:54.0f - '12 ($25,678) winner. At 2, dam of WHATEVERYOULIKE, p, 3, 1:53.3s - '14, 1:53.2f - '20, BT 1:52.2f - '19 ($85,314); Fintinntowinit p, BT 1:58.0s - '17 ($2,643) etc.

DEESART DIVA (m, Cam's Card Shark) p, 4, 1:57.3h - '15, BT 1:56.1f - '15 ($20,173) winner. At 2, winner of Windmill Hanover (m, Camluck).

Rosa Morgan (m, The Panderosa).

Littlemisssunshine (m, Im Gorgeous).

3rd dam

WINDSUN DEE by ON THE ROAD AGAIN p, 4, 1:51.4. From 13 foals, dam of 8 winners (1 in 1:49.2, 2 in 1:51.3, 3 in 1:55) including-

FOUR STARZZZ SHARK (h, Cam's Card Shark) p, 2, Q1:56.4, 3, 1:50.4, 1:47.4 - '04 ($2,537,267) winner. Winner of 2004 HTA Nova Award for Older Pacing Horse and Winner of 2004 USHWA Dan Patch Award for Older Pacing Horses. At 2, second in NJSS div (twice); At 3, winner of Art Rooney S. elims, Cane Pace elims and final, Forrest Skipper Series, Historic - Jersey Cup leg, NJSS div; second in Berrys Creek elims, Berrys Creek S. final, Little Brown Jug heat, NJ Classic, NJSS div; third in Forrest Skipper Series leg, Little Brown Jug. At 4, winner of Canadian Pacing Derby elims, William Haughton Memorial elims; second in Canadian Pacing Derby final, Malicious Mike S. div. As aged, winner of Breeders Crown elims, Canadian Pacing Derby elims, Graduate Series final, Molson Canadian Pace elims and final, Pacing Classic elims, William Haughton Memorial elims; second in Canadian Pacing Derby final, Graduate elims and final, Pacing Classic leg, US Pacing Ch, William Haughton Memorial elims; third in Breeders Crown final, Classic Series div, Pacing Classic S. final.

SILVER D MOON (g, Run The Table) p, 2, 1:57.4f, 3, 1:52.2f, 1:49.2 - '04 ($636,663) winner. At 2, winner of ONSS Grassroots div; second in Battle Of Waterloo S. elim, ONSS Gold elims; third in Battle Of Waterloo S. elim, ONSS Gold elims. At 3, winner of Clearwater Cup elim, ONSS Gold elims; final; second in Burlington S. div, ONSS Gold elims; third in ONSS Gold final.
By CASSIS 3, 1:52.4 ($575,126). Sire of 6 in 1:55 - 25 in 2:00 including ANNAS LUCKY STAR 2, 1:56.4, 3, 1:53.3, 4, 1:53.1 - 16 ($438,082); TROTTING GRACE 2, 1:58.0, 3, 1:54.2, 4, 1:54.1 - 19, BT 1:54.0s - 19 ($324,341); TRIXIES JETHRO 2, 1:59.2, 3, 1:57.0, 1:54.3h - 20, BT 1:54.0h - 18 ($288,512); CRUZEN CASSI 2, 2:01.3, 3, 1:57.4s, 4, 1:57.1h - 19, BT 1:55.1f - 20 ($203,846) etc.

1st dam

ZORGIJK DELIGHTED 3, 1:57.4s - 03, BT 1:57.0s - 03 ($131,389) 5 wins, by WESGATE CROWN 1:52.3. At 3, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Georgian Downs; second in ONSS Gold and final in Mohawk; third in Lifetime Dream Trotting Series leg and final at Woodbine. From 8 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 3 winners (3 in 1:58) including-

TEAM ZORDIN (g, Muscles Yankee) 3, 2:00.0h, 4, 1:56.2h - 14, BT 1:55.4f - 15 ($138,068) 23 wins. At 2, third in NJSS div at The Meadowsland; NJSS-Green Acres leg at Freehold. At 3, second in Bobby Weiss Series leg at Pocono Downs. As aged, winner of Signature Series div at Dayton; second in Signature Series div at Bucyrus; div at Canton; div at Greenville, div (twice) at Lancaster; div at Upper Sandusky; div at Urbana; third in Signature Series div at Ottawa, div at Wapakoneta. Died 2019.

MAMAS BOO BEAR (h, Muscles Yankee) 3, 1:56.4f - 10, BT 1:55.2 - 10 ($99,629) 3 wins. At 2, second in Herald Dancer Memorial final at Freehold; third in NJSS div at Freehold. From 20 foals, including 9 wins. At 2, third in NJSS div at Freehold; third in NJSS-Green Acres div at Freehold; third in Dapper Cub elim at Freehold, NJ Futurity div at Freehold, NJSS-Green Acres final at Freehold, Tompkins-Geers S. div at Tioga Downs.

TIPONTAB (h, Mr Cantab) 3, 1:59.0s, 1:57.1h - 18, BT 1:56.2h - 17 ($97,522) 15 wins. At 2, third in IN Sired Fair Circuit div at Converse. At 3, second in IN Sired Fair Circuit div at Baltimore; third in IN Sired Fair Circuit div at Freehold; third in IN Sired Fair Circuit div at Portland. As aged, second in Mini Series elim at Northfield Park; third in Open at Northville Downs.

ROMANTIC WARRIOR (g, Cassis) 2, 2:02.1 - 21, BT2:01.2 - 21 ($17,912) 1 win. Now 2, winner of Cardinal S. div at Hawthorne; second in The Kadabra leg at Hawthorne.

Toopher (m, Dunside Perch) At 3, third in IOCS div at Springfield.

Keltianne (m, Cassis).

2nd dam

ZORGIJK INFORMAL (m, Wesgate Crown) 4, 1:59.2h - 09, BT 1:57.1s - 11 ($87,329) 10 wins. Dam of Val King. Now 2 etc.

ZORGIJK PHILLY (m, Southwind Lustre) 2, 2:05.0h - 14, BT 2:01.2s - 14 ($11,098) 1 win. At 2, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Clinton.

Zorgwijk Katrina (m, Striking Sahara) 2, Q2:08.0h, 3, Q2:06.2h - 10, BT 2:03.0f - 09 ($13,761). At 2, third in ONSS Grassroots div at Clinton.

Zorgwijk Chandler (h, Valleymeister) BT Q2:03.3s - 01 ($5,001). At 2, third in ONSS Grassroots div at Quinte Exhibition, div at Elmira.

Zorgwijk Bailey (g, Valleymeister) 2:00.1h - 04 ($65,812) 15 wins. Zorgwijk Opal (m, Southwind Lustre) BT 2:02.3f - 14 ($3,604).

Cantablonde Say No (m, Cantab Hall).

3rd dam

ZORGIJK JANICE 2, 1:59.2s - 02, BT 1:57.3s - 02 ($61,071). Dam of B COR GENIUS 1:55.8s - 02 ($187,552); B COR CANDOR 3, 1:55.4f - 06 ($262,250); B COR TANYA 2, 2:00.3f - 08, BT 1:58.3h - 09 ($103,872) etc.

JAZZY JEN (m, Jazz Cosmos) 3, 1:53.9h - 87 ($141,571) 5 wins. At 3, winner of Arden Downs S., Colonial Lady,ONSS div (twice), W N Reynolds Memorial.

B COR KING (g, King Conch) 3, 1:58.0s - 98, BT 1:57.4s - 99 ($75,513) 9 wins. At 4, second in General Brock Series leg.
Yankee Glide 3, 1:55.1

Valley Victory 3, 1:55.3

Gratis Yankee 2, 2:03.0

2020 UNNAMED FOAL

Misty Mollymorn 3, 1:57.0

Sis Cavoir 1, 53.4

Miss Molly Tamale

Andover Hall 3, 1:51.3

A Gritty Blitz 2, 1:56.3

Armbro Blusher 2, 0:02.3

R Grits 1:57.4

Enjoy Lavec 3, 1:52.0

Alma Hall

By FOGGY BOTTOM 3, 1:59.3, BT 1:58.4-17 ($8,964).

1st dam

A Gritty Blitz BT 2:01.3s-'16 ($1,530). by KEYSTONE BLITZ 2, 1:56.3. BT 1:54.4-08. At 3, second in IN Sired Fair Circuit div at Converse. Second foal.

Ag Bottom (c, Foggay Bottom). Now 2.

2nd dam

R GRITS 1:57.4- '08, BT 1:55.4-08 ($19,869) 8 wins, by ENJOY LAVEC 3, 1:52.0. As aged, winner of Open at Bluegrass Downs, (twice) at Thunder Ridge Raceway. From 2 KY foals, dam of 1 winner including-

Heels N Hollers (m, Southwind Elian) 2:01.1h- '16 ($4,720) 2 at 3, second in KY Fair S. (twice) at Lebanon; third in KY Fair S. div at Lebanon. 2020 UNNAMED FOAL

A Gritty Blitz (m, Keystone Blitz) BT 2:01.3s-'16 ($1,530). As Above.

3rd dam

ALMA HALL BT 2:04.6h-02 ($1,295), by GARLAND LOBELL 3, 1:55.3. From 1 foal, dam of 1 winner (1 in 1:58) including-

R GRITS (m, Enjoy Lavec) 1:57.4- '08, BT 1:55.4-08 ($19,869) 8 wins. As Above.

4th dam

Armbro Kenora 2, 2:04.1h- '91, BT 1:59.0-92 ($76,473) 1 win, by MEADOW ROAD 1:54.2. At 2, second in Trillium S. div at Western Fair. At 3, second in NYSS div at Batavia Downs, div at Saratoga Harness; third in NYSS div at Buffalo, div at Monticello, div at The Syracuse Mile. From 3 foals, dam of-

Alma Hall (m, Garland Lobell) BT 2:04.6h-02 ($1,295). As Above.

Anisette Hall (m, Incredible Abe).

5th dam

GIN DAISY by SPEEDY CROWN 3, 1:57.1. From 10 foals, dam of 4 winners (2 in 1:58) including-

PAN OF LA MANCHA (h, Meadow Road) 2, 2:00.1, 3, Q1:59.2, 4, 1:58.0-96, BT 1:55.1-97 ($171,433) 9 wins. At 2, winner of Bluegrass S. div at The Red Mile, NYSS div at Vernon Downs; third in In't1 Stallion S. div at The Red Mile, Matron S. final at Pompano Park, NY. At 3, third in Bluegrass - Transylvania S. div at The Red Mile. At 4, winner of Cherry Hill Series leg at Garden State Park; second in Cherry Hill Series leg at Garden State Park; third in Cherry Hill Series Final at Garden State Park. As aged, winner of Father Foley Memorial cons at The Meadowlands.

ARMBRO MARTINI (m, Dream Of Glory) 2, 1:59.1s, 4, 1:57.4f-95, BT 1:57.2s-95 ($100,281) 3 wins. At 2, third in ONSS Gold elim at Kavartha Downs, Trillium S. div at Greenwood. At 3, winner of ONSS Gold elim at Mohawk elim at Woodbine; second in Flambo Breeders div at Flambo Downs; third in ONSS Gold final at Woodbine. Dam of-

PEACH MARTINI 2, 1:57.2, 3, 1:55.0-07 ($263,154); CORDIAL MARTINI 2, Q2:06.4f, 3, 1:58.1, 1:53.4s-04, BT 1:53.1-05 ($39,679); NOMIREATRAS 2, 1:57.2s-08, AT 1:57.4s-03 ($169,235); granddam of MACHO MARTINI 2, 1:54.4s-20 ($45,393.3); ABSOLUT SEELSTER 3, 1:57.2s, 1:54.4f-19, BT 1:53.3s-18 ($328,516);

GOES DOWN SMOOTH 2, Q1:57.0, 3, 1:52.3f, 4, 1:52.21-20, BT 1:51.1-19 ($326,556); MUSCLESANDMARTINIS 3, Q1:57.2-16, BT 1:54.4-18 ($97,519) etc.

Armbro Kenora (m, Meadow Road) 2, 2:04.1h- '91, BT 1:59.0-92 ($76,473) 1 win. As Above.

Armbrod Inglide (h, Super Bowl) 3, 2:02.1f, BT 2:00.4-90 ($2,270). By 2, 2:02.1f-90 ($2,270) 1 win.

Armbro Gina (m, Joie De Vie), Dam of ARMBRO OFFICIAL 3, 1:57.2f, 1:56.4f-98, BT 1:56.3s-98 ($130,135); ARMBRO LOIS 2, Q2:07.0f, 2:00.9f-95, BT 1:59.0-95 ($49,545) etc.; grandam of LOIS AND CLARK 1:54.4s-06 ($474,461); REMARKABLE IMAGE 2, 1:59.2s-97, BT 1:57.0s-98 ($332,982);

HALLO 3, 1:55.2s-07 ($202,572); DEUX DE MAI 4, 1:56.3s-02 ($166,788) etc.

Charcastic (m, Super Pleasure), Dam of SUPER CONWAY 1:54.4f-06, BT 1:53.2-06 ($117,605); BONFIRE RED 2, 2:09.1h, 3, Q2:01.3, 4, 1:58.2-07, BT 1:58.1-07 ($56,906) etc.

Armbro Wine (m, Super Pleasure). Dam of WINE PHOTO 3, 2:03.1f, 1:53.3s-12, BT 1:53.0s-12 ($254,743); WINE QUEEN 2, Q2:08.4f, 3, 1:57.2s-09 ($93,014) etc.

Stake Engagements
By LOUS LEGACY 2, 1:58.3h, BT Q1:57.1  

1st dam

ACAPULCO DREAMIN 3, 1:56.2s - *14 ($29,765) 3 wins, by DEWYCHEATUMHNOWE 3, 1:50.4. At 3, winner of ON Autumn Series leg at Woodbine; second in ON Autumn Series leg at Woodbine, ONSS Grassroots div at Mohawk. From 3 foals, dam of-

Daunting (g, Donato Hanover) BT 1:58.4f-19 ($15,768). At 2, second in PASS div at Butler, div at Hughesville, div at Watswg, div at York, PA Stallion Series div at The Meadows; third in PASS div at Silver Springs Ranch, div at Watswg.  

2nd dam

ALIS CAT 3, 1:57.1h - 96, BT 1:56.4g-96 ($73,007) 5 wins, by MEADOW ROAD 1:54.2. At 3, second in NYSS div at Monticello; third in NYSS div at Yonkers. From 13 foals, dam of 7 winners (1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:56, 5 in 1:58) including-

GREAT CHALLENGER (h, Conway Hall) 2, 2:04.3h, 3, 1:54.0s - *03 ($928,183) 9 wins. Winner of 2003 O'Brien Award for Three Year Old Trotting Colts/Geldings and Winner of 2003 WEG Award for Three Year Old Trotting Colts/Geldings. At 2, second in Cdn Breeders Ch final at Mohawk. At 3, winner of Breeders Crown elim at The Meadowlands, Canadian Trotting Classic elim at Mohawk, Hambletonian final at The Meadowlands, ONSS Gold final at Mohawk, elim and final at Rideau Carleton; second in Colonial S. at Woodbine, KY Futurity div at The Red Mile, ONSS Gold elim at Windsor, Simcoe S. at Meadowlands; third in Breeders Crown final at The Meadowlands, Hambletonian elim at The Meadowlands, ONSS Gold final at Windsor.

ALLY HALL (m, Garland Lobell) 2, 1:57.1s - *01 ($384,595) 4 wins. At 2, winner of Bluegrass S. div at The Red Mile, Int'l Stallion S. div at The Red Mile, Oakville S. final at Mohawk, Trillium S. div at Kawartha Downs; second in Champlain S. at Mohawk, Trillium S. at Rideau Carleton. Dam of PURE KEMP 3, 1:53.3f-17 ($100,530); QB KEMP 2, Q2:01.1s, 3, 1:56.1f-18, BT 1:54.2f-19 ($78,538); FIND THE MAGIC 2, 1:58.1, 3, Q1:57.3f-13, BT 1:56.1f-12 ($67,233); ITS ALL ME 3, 2:02.0h, 1:56.2f-21, BT 1:56.0f-21 ($41,734) etc.; grandam of WARRAWEE VICKY 2, 1:55.4s, 3, 1:54.0s-20 ($403,560); MOLLY B GOLLY 3, 1:56.3z, 4, 1:55.3f-14, BT 1:55.0f-14 ($73,844);

GREAT CHALLENGER (h, Conway Hall) 2, 1:56.3, 3, Q1:55.3 - *04, BT 1:55.0-04 ($182,471). At 2, winner of KYSS div and final at The Red Mile, Lexington Breeders Classic elim and final at The Red Mile, Matron S. elim and final at Dover Downs; second in Breeders Crown elim at The Meadowlands, Horseman Futurity div at Indiana State Fair; third in Hayes Memorial div at DuQuoin State Fair.

ALPHA HALL (g, Tom Ridge) 3, 1:59.3f-4, 1:59.1f-10, BT 1:57.3f-09 ($43,991) 5 wins. At 2, second in PA Fair S. div at The Red Mile, KYSS div and final at The Red Mile, Matron S. elim and final at Dover Downs; second in Breeders Crown elim at The Meadowlands, Horseman Futurity div at Indiana State Fair; third in Hayes Memorial div at DuQuoin State Fair.

ANDANTE HALL (g, Tom Ridge) 3, 1:59.4f, 1:58.0f-12, BT 1:57.3f-10 ($20,966) 2 wins. At 2, second in PASS div at Butler, div at Hughesville, div at Watswg, div at York, PA Stallion Series div at The Meadows; third in PASS div at Silver Springs Ranch, div at Watswg.

ALSTON HALL (m, Dewycheatumnhowe) 2, 1:54.9f-12, BT 1:55.2s-13 ($11,035) 1 win. At 2, second in PA Fair S. div at The Red Mile. Dam of THE CUSE IS LOOSE 2, 2:01.2h, 3, 1:58.2s-17, BT 1:55.0-19 ($94,596); BABYLONS BRIDGE 3, 1:59.4s, 1:59.4h-20, BT 1:57.1s-18 ($64,808) etc. At 2, third in PA Fair S. div at Galt. 

Aimez Vous Hall (m, Conway Hall). At 2, third in CC leg (3 times) at The Red Mile. Dam of THE CUSE IS LOOSE 2, 2:01.2h, 3, 1:58.2s-17, BT 1:55.0-19 ($94,596); BABYLONS BRIDGE 3, 1:59.4s, 1:59.4h-20, BT 1:57.1s-18 ($64,808) etc. At 2, third in PA Fair S. div at Galt.

3rd dam

WITSESNDS NIMBLE ($39), by TEXAS 3, 1:57.3. From 12 foals, dam of 9 winners (2 in 1:58) including-

PRETTY DUSTY (m, Meadow Road) 3, 2:03.3h, 1:59.4f-95, BT 1:59.3f-95 ($76,324) 14 wins. At 2, winner of PRETTY GOAL VITA 3, 2:01.1, 1:57.2f-04, BT 1:55.3f-04 ($255,326) etc. At 2, second in PRETTY GOAL VITA 3, 2:01.1, 1:57.2f-04, BT 1:55.3f-04 ($255,326) etc. Consigned by: McCue Farms; (1890)  

Windsong 3, Q2:02.1f  

Lous Legacy 2, 1:58.3h - 96, BT 1:56.4g-96 ($73,007) 5 wins, by MEADOW ROAD 1:54.2. At 3, second in NYSS div at Monticello; third in NYSS div at Yonkers. From 13 foals, dam of 7 winners (1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:56, 5 in 1:58) including-

AMIGO HALL 3, 1:56.3, 3, Q1:57.3f-13, BT 1:56.1f-12 ($67,233); ITS ALL ME 3, 2:02.0h, 1:56.2f-21, BT 1:56.0f-21 ($41,734) etc.; grandam of WARRAWEE VICKY 2, 1:55.4s, 3, 1:54.0s-20 ($403,560); MOLLY B GOLLY 3, 1:56.3z, 4, 1:55.3f-14, BT 1:55.0f-14 ($73,844);
ILL TELL YOURDADDY

(INDIANA ELIGIBLE)

Brown Colt - Foaled March 31, 2020 - Registration #6753
Microchip #985141001323903

Consigned by: F Mike Clucas, Galva, IL

Well Said p, 3, 1:47.3 ................. Western Hanover p, 3, 1:50.4
Must See p, 2, 1:52.0

I LL TELL YOURDADDY

Telltikkeits p, 3, 1:48.4 ................. Kikkatie p, 3, 1:50.3 .................
Freevil p, 3, 1:53.1

Ace Hi Annie ...................................... Jeps Magic Trick p, 2, 2:02.0f
Cams Card Shark p, 3, 1:50.0 .............. Abercrombie p, 4, 1:53.0

By TELLITLIKEITIS p, 3, 1:48.6, BT 1:47.1-’14 ($490,685). Sire of 10 in 1:50 - 67 in 1:55 - 97 in 2:00 including TELLMEABOUTIT p, 2, 1:52.4s, 3, 1:48.3s - ’19, BT 1:48.1s-’20 ($517,575); CLEVER CHARACTER p, 2, 1:52.0s, 3, 1:49.4s -’20, BT 1:48.2s-’20 ($401,815); PLAY FOR PAY p, 2, 1:55.4s, 3, 1:51.0s, 1:49.2f -’21 ($318,814); MYSTICAL CARRIE p, 2, 1:52.4s, 3, 1:48.4s -’20 ($269,678) etc.

1st dam

ACE HI ANNIE by CAMS CARD SHARK p, 3, 1:50.0. From 6 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:57) including:

CAPTAIN CAL (g, Pet Rock) p, 3, 1:55.2f -’19, BT 1:54.0f-’19 ($27,869) 3 wins.

BESTDYEVER (m, Big Bad John) p, 3, 1:59.0h-’17, BT 1:56.3s-’17 ($7,390) 4 wins. Died 2018.

Big Ace Hi (m, Big Jim). Dam of In The Big Time p, ($46). Now 3 etc. Always Awseetheart (f, Always A Virgin). Now 3, Rockin Cal Boy (g, Rockin Image) BT 1:57.1s -’21. Now 2 race timed in p, 1:57.1s.

2nd dam

ANNACROMBIE p, 2, 2:01.1, 3, 1:57.3, 4, 1:54.3s - ’97, BT 1:53.0-’98 ($143,831) 14 wins, by ABERCROMBIE p, 4, 1:53.0. From 13 foals, dam of 10 winners (1 in 1:51, 3 in 1:53, 7 in 1:55.9 in 1:57) including-

COOL CAL (g, Cole Muffler) p, 2, 1:53.0, 3, 1:52.2, 1:51.0f -’08, BT 1:50.3f-’08 ($412,168) 24 wins. At 2, winner of Yates Eagle S. leg at Balmor Park. At 4, second in Signature Pacing Series leg at Frambo Doowns.

AUDREY ANNA (m, Jeremes Jet) p, 3, 1:53.3, 1:52.4h -’18, BT 1:53.1s-’19 ($234,479) 34 wins.

ACE OF SHARKS (g, Cam’s Card Shark) p, 3, 1:53.4f -’14, BT 1:52.0f-’16 ($131,058) 16 wins. At 2, second in ICF S. - Shes So Hot leg at Hawthorne, IDOA S. div at Springfield. At 3, winner of Downstage Classic div at Decatur, ICF-Giggles The Clown S. div at Maywood Park, ICF-Grandma Ann S. elim at Balmor Park, IDOA S. div at Springfield, IL State Fair S. cons at Springfield; second in ICF-Time Dancer S. div at Ducoquin State Fair, ISOSA S. div at Maywood Park, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Mount Sterling, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Henry; third in Big 10 Series div at Greenville, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Petersburg. Dam of STRAIGHT UP COOL p, 2, 1:52.3s, 3, 1:52.1s, 4, 1:51.3s-’21, BT 1:50.3s-’20 ($74,700) etc.

MY BOY CAL (g, Yankee Skyscraper) p, 2, 1:56.1, 3, 1:54.3, 4, 1:53.3 -’13, BT 1:50.3-’13 ($92,646) 12 wins. At 2, third in Mini Me S. elim and final at Balmor Park. At 4, third in Tony Maurello S. cons at Balmor Park.

LOOKIN COOL (h, Cole Muffler) p, 2, 1:58.2, 1:52.2 -’09, BT 1:51.4-’09 ($89,392) 15 wins.

ANNIE YOUR A CARD (m, Cam’s Card Shark) p, 2, Q2:01.4, 3, 1:54.4 -’03 ($69,750) 3 wins. At 3, winner of Night Styles Series leg at The Meadowlands, Tender Loving Care Series leg and final at The Meadowlands; second in Tender Loving Care Series leg at The Meadowlands. Dam of ANNIESWES TERNCARD p, 2, 1:50.3, 3, 1:49.4, 1:49.0f -’13, BT 1:48.1-’12 ($1,461,266); A COOL CARD p, 3, 1:53.0, 1:49.0f -’13 ($509,524).

AGOOD TIME TO ROCK p, 2, 1:55.3, 3, 1:52.4, 4, 1:51.0 -’14, BT 1:49.1-’16 ($233,888); ART I SPECIAL p, 2, 1:58.0f, 3, 1:55.0f, 4, 1:52.2s -’11 ($151,400) etc.; grandam of THIS BABY ROCKS p, 2, Q1:56.4f, 3, 1:51.0f-’15 ($302,787); ALWAYS A FIGHTER p, 2, 1:54.1, 3, 1:53.1f, 1:50.3f -’17 ($230,268); ALWAYS YA BABY p, 3, 1:55.4f, 1:53.4s -’17, BT 1:52.3f-’15 ($191,379) etc.

ITS COOLTOGOFAST (g, Cole Muffler) p, 2, Q2:01.0, 3, 1:56.1 -’07, BT 1:55.1-’07 ($24,510) 13 wins.

JUSTFRENDLYGESTUR (m, Village Jolt) p, 3, 1:56.0-’11, BT 1:54.2-’12 ($21,272) 7 wins.

BABY ANNIE (m, Cole Muffler) p, 3, 1:58.3-’10, BT 1:57.3-’10 ($507) 2 wins. At 3, winner of IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Newton; second in Egyptian Colt S. div at Albian; third in IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Greenville. Dam of VITALITY p, 2, 2:04.0h, 4, 1:53.3h-’18, BT 1:53.1f-’19 ($72,274); Gorgeousannie. Now 3 race timed in p, 1:57.1s. etc.

3rd dam

DENILHATOR p, 2, 2:01.3f, 3, 1:58.3f ($56,905) 6 wins, by NIHILATOR p, 3, 1:49.3. From 9 foals, dam of 8 winners (1 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55, 6 in 1:57) including-

LIFES CRAZY (g, Life Sign) p, 3, 1:55.1, 4, 1:53.2 -’00, BT 1:52.2-’01 ($128,037) 14 wins.

AMISPECIALWORTH (m, Sportsmaster) p, 2, 2:00.3h, 3, 1:52.2 -’02 ($98,485) 12 wins. Dam of PCSPECIAL p, 2, 1:54.3f, 4, 1:52.3f-’11 ($100,439) etc.

CCS JACKSRLUCKYTO (g, Cam’s Card Shark) p, 3, 1:57.0, 4, 1:55.3s -’04, BT 1:53.2-’03 ($22,240) 4 wins.

IN Sires
BY FOGGY BOTTOM 3, 1:59.3, BT 1:58.4-17 ($8,964).

1st dam
AJ Tucky 2, 2:11.2h-13, BT 2:01.0s-14 ($3,843) 1 win, by PINETUCKY 1:53.2, BT 1:53.0-04. At 2, third in IN Sired Fair S. div at Frankfort; div at Portland; div at Shelbyville. First foal.

2nd dam
KARI INDIANA by RIKPENS VICTORY 3, 1:57.1. From 1 foal, dam of 1 winner including-
AJ Tucky (m, Pinetucky) 2, 2:11.2h-13, BT 2:01.0s-14 ($3,843) 1 win. As Above.

3rd dam
DISCIPLINE by BALANCED IMAGE 3, 1:58.4. From 12 foals, dam of 5 winners (3 in 1:56) including-

SUPER DISCIPLINE (g, Super Catch) 3, 1:54.4s, 1:54.4f-10, BT 1:53.0-10 ($431,146) 20 wins. At 2, second in INSS div at Indiana Downs; third in INSS div (3 times) at Indiana Downs. At 3, winner of Chester Series leg at Harrahs Casino; INSS div (twice) at Hoosier Park, div at Indiana Downs; second in INSS div and final at Hoosier Park, div (twice) and final at Indiana Downs; third in INSS div at Indiana Downs; stepl & Dorothy Rose Series leg at Hoosier Park. At 4, winner of Horse & Groom Series leg at The Meadows, INSS final at Hoosier Park, Invitation at Hoosier Park, at Indiana Downs, Open at Hoosier Park, Invitation at Hoosier Park, at Indiana Downs; third in Invitation (twice) at Hoosier Park.

BUTLER BULLDOG (g, Butler Hall) 2, 2:03.3, 3, 1:55.3s-10 ($160,479) 20 wins. At 2, winner of Elite S. div at Indiana State Fair, IN Sired Fair Circuit S. div at Frankfort, div at Goshen, div at Shelbyville, IN Sired Fair Colt S. div at Shelbyville; second in INSS final at Indiana Downs, IN Sired Fair Circuit S. div at Frankfort, IN Sired Fair S. div at Converse, div at Indiana State Fair; third in INSS div at Indiana Downs. At 3, winner of IN Sired Fair S. div (twice) at Converse, div and final at Indiana State Fair, div at Kendalville, div at Portland, INSS cons at Hoosier Park, Mini Series 15 leg and final at Hoosier Park, Mini Series 8 leg at Hoosier Park; second in INSS leg at Indiana Downs, Maple City Trot S. div at Goshen; third in Horseman S. leg at Indiana State Fair, IN Sired Fair S. div at Shelbyville.

DISCIPLINE SAH布拉 (g, Striking Sahbra) 2, 2:00.3h, 1:55.3s-04, BT 1:55.0-04 ($51,262) 12 wins. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div at Paulding, OHSS div at Northfield Park, div at Raceway Park; third in OHSS div at Raceway Park; div at Scioto Downs. As aged, winner of Open at Hazel Park; second in Invitation at Hazel Park.

DIACACTIC (g, S Js Photo) 3, 1:58.4f-00, BT 1:57.2-01 ($46,759) 5 wins. At 2, third in Horseman Futurity at Indiana State Fair. At 3, second in PA All Stars div at Pocono Downs; third in PASS div (twice) at The Meadows.

FIRE BLITZ (g, Keystone Blitz) 2, 2:11.3h, 3, 2:03.1h-13, BT 1:59.4-13 ($20,114) 2 wins. At 2, second in IN Sired Fair S. div at Goshen, div at Kendalville, div at Shelbyville. At 3, winner of IN Sired Fair S. div at Portland; second in IN Sired Fair S. div at Frankfort, div at Indiana State Fair, div at Shelbyville; third in IN Sired Fair S. div at Portland, div at Shelbyville.

Rum Tum Tugger (g, S Js Photo) 3, Q:205.2-01, BT 1:58.4-00 ($14,897). At 2, second in Tompkins-Geers S. div at Scioto Downs; third in American-National S. cons at Balmoral Park.

Colonel Savage (h, Keystone Savage) BT Q:202.2-11 ($2,160). At 3, third in IN Sired Fair S. div at Shelbyville; third in IN Sired Fair S. div at Shelbyville. Carolina Blue Sky (m, Speed In Action). Dam of LAS BLUE SKY 3, 1:59.4f, 4, 1:58.4f-09, BT 1:58.11-12 ($32,142). MR MASTER 2, 2:09.2h, 3, 2:02.1f-05, BT 1:59.1s-05 ($22,868). L LOOK IN GINY 2, 2:08.0h-08, BT 2:02.4f-08 ($10,440) etc. Pink Water (m, Schimitar). Dam of PINK WIND 2, 2:07.1h, 3, 2:01.3h, 1:56.4f-08, BT 1:56.3-08 ($138,643); PINK WATER EMILE 2, 2:10.1h, 3, 1:59.0f, 4, 1:58.3-09, BT 1:56.0-09 ($42,956); BOLD 3, 2:09.4f-04, BT 2:03.0h-04 ($6,657) etc.; granddam of HILLBILLY CHIP 3, 1:58.4, 4, 1:58.0s-19, BT 1:56.0-18 ($27,773); PINK CHIPS 3, 1:59.11-17, BT 1:58.3-17 ($24,776); The Duke Of Conway 4, 2:00.1h-14, BT 1:57.0s-13 ($33,802) etc. Disciplines Catch (m, Super Catch).

4th dam
PINTAIL by NOBLE VICTORY 4, 1:55.3. From 11 foals, dam of 6 winners (1 in 1:58) including-
DUCKY (t, Nevele Pride) 2, 2:09.1f, 3, Q:205.2f-01, BT 1:58.4f-09 ($38,914) 38 wins. At 4, winner of Open at Blairing; second in Wyoming Valley Trot cons at Pocono Downs; third in Open at Pocono Downs, Wyoming Valley Series leg (twice) at Pocono Downs.

Stake Engagements
IL Conceived IL Foaled
Beach Towel p, 3, 1:50.0
Fancy Schmansy p, 4, 1:52.1f...

Fancy Schmansy p, 3, 1:54.4
Fanciful Hanover p, 3, 1:54.2h...

Fanciful Hanover p, 3, 1:56.2f...

Farmgirl Hanover p, 2, 1:56.4f... Albemarle p, 4, 1:53.0

GREAT MIDWEST

HOT N FANCY

FOX VALLEY REDHOT

3rd dam

REDHOT PEPPERPOT

2nd dam

By FANCY SCHMANSY, p, 4, 1:52.1f, BT 1:51.2h-'02 ($213,864). Sire of 7 in 1:55 - 18 in 2:00 including IM ON A TERROR, p, 2, 2:01.4h, 3, 1:54.4f-'18, BT 1:53.3f-'18 ($109,992); DREAM CHASIN, p, 2, 1:58.1f, 3, 1:53.3f-'18 ($101,953); FANCY LITTLE GIRL, p, 2, 1:58.3f, 3, 1:57.1f, 1:55.0f-'18, BT 1:54.0f-'17 ($93,541); TRINITYSFANCYFILLY, p, 2, 2:00.0f, 3, 1:56.2f, 4: 1:56.1f-'20, BT 1:55.0f-'20 ($79,231) etc.

1st dam

ALLAMERICAN REDHOT, p, 3, 1:56.2f-'09, BT 1:53.1f-'10 ($73,796) 10 wins, by LIFE SIGN, p, 3, 1:50.3f, BT 1:50.1-'93. From 4 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 1 winner (1 in 1:57) including-

TITYAGA (g, Fancy Schmansy) p, 2, 2:01.2f, 3, 1:55.2f-'19, BT 1:54.1-'20 ($36,233) 6 wins. At 2, third in MN Sired S. div at Running Aces Harness Park. At 3, second in MN Sired S. div at Running Aces Harness Park.

Of Great Worth (f, Fancy Schmansy) p, BT 1:58.3f-'10 ($10,927). At 2, second in MN Sired S. div at Running Aces Harness Park. One Step Away (c, Fancy Schmansy). Now 2.

2nd dam

REDHOT PEPPERPOT, p, 3, 1:56.2-'02 ($28,101) 1 win, by COLE MUFFLER, p, 3, 1:53.3f, BT 1:52.1f-'92. From 7 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:51, 2 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55, 5 in 1:57) including-

WESTERN REDHOT (g, Western Ideal) p, 2, 1:53.4f, 1:50.3, '21 ($223,612) 21 wins. At 2, winner of PA Stallion Series div; third in American National S. is-

SPORTY REDHOT (g, Sportsmaster) p, 2, 1:55.1, 3, 1:51.3, 1:51.4f-'19, BT 1:50.4s-'18 ($197,741) 23 wins. At 2, winner of ICF-Incredible Finale Series finale, ICF-S-Incredible Finale Series finale (4 times); second in ICF S. div. At 3, winner of ICF S. div, Robert Carey Memorial leg; second in Cardinal S. leg; third in The Bob Larr leg and final.

PURE SMOKE (g, The Panderosa) p, 2, 1:52.2, 4, 1:54.3f-'13, BT 1:52.2-'12 ($90,629) 18 wins. At 2, third in Review S. div.

ALLAMERICAN REDHOT (m, Life Sign) p, 3, 1:56.2f-'09, BT 1:53.1f-'10 ($73,796) 10 wins.

As Above.

JALAPENO (g, Real Desire) p, 3, 1:58.0f, 4, 1:56.2h-'14, BT 1:53.1f-'13 ($39,653) 6 wins.

3rd dam

VOX VALLEY REDHOT, p, 2, 1:54.2 ($257,038) 10 wins, by ARMBRO WOLF, p, 3, 1:54.1. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. elim and final, Orange & Blue S., Violet S. At 3, winner of Grandma Ann S. elim; second in Grandma Ann S. final and final. From 10 foals, dam of 10 winners (1 in 1:51, 4 in 1:53, 7 in 1:55, 8 in 1:57) including-


ITHINKISOMEBODY (g, Sportsmaster) p, 2, 1:55.2h, 3, 1:52.1, 1:50.0, '08 ($348,212) 20 wins. At 3, winner of Cardinal Series elim, Taser Gun S. elim and final; second in Enemy At The Gate Series cons, ISOBaA S., Maywood Pace final; third in Cardinal Series final, IL Fair S. div; Sportsmaster S. div. At 4, second in Exit 16 W Series final; Haston Memorial; third in Exit 16 W Series leg, Jimmys Pilot Series leg, Rambling Willie S.

R H POSITIVE (g, Cole Muffler) p, 2, 1:58.2, 3, 1:52.4-'00, BT 1:51.1-'00 ($182,322) 18 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div; second in Ideal Society Series leg (twice). At 3, second in IL Fair S. final, Midwest Pacing Derby elim and final; third in Dudley Hanover S., Langley Memorial elim.

REDHOT CHILLI DOG (g, Cole Muffler) p, 2, 1:53.3, 3, 1:53.1-'01, BT 1:51.3-'01 ($178,796) 24 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. cons; second in Cardinal S. final, IL Fair S. div, Orange & Blue S. cons; third in Cardinal S. elim, Jimmy Sunshine S. cons, Robb Ranger S. leg, Sarah Myers S. elim and final. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div; third in Cardinal Series. At 4, second in Associates Series. As aged, winner of Roy Massie Memorial leg (3 times); third in Roy Massie Memorial final.

R ROAN RANGER (g, Broadway Express) p, 2, 1:55.0, 3, 1:53.4, 4, 1:53.1f-'00, BT 1:53.0-99 ($131,044) 15 wins. At 2, winner of ISOBaA S. div; second in Saluki Pacing Series leg; third in Orange & Blue S. elim. At 3, winner of ISOBaA S. div; second in Dudley Hanover S. leg; third in Vanceder Memorial.

RED TO RICHESS (m, Richess Hanover) p, 2, Q2:03.4, 3, 1:57.2, '06, BT 1:55.4-'06 ($11,535) 1 win. At 3, third in Filly Newcomer Series leg. Grandam of HART TO HEART, p, 2, 1:53.3, 4, 1:52.0-'19 ($66,448); HARTS HEART, p, 2, 1:53.3, 3, 1:54.4-'21, BT 1:52.2-'21 ($63,804) etc.
By PARTY AT ARTSPLACE p, 4, 1:51.0 ($66,077). Sire of 48 in 1:55 - 77 in 2:00 including JEFFERS PARTY p, 2, 2:01.0h, 3, 1:55.2, 1:51.4f - **11 ($408,298); PARTY HANOVER p, 2, 1:58.0, 3, 1:51.5, 1:51.1 - **14 ($371,309); WHISKERSONKITTENS p, 2, 1:54.1, 3, 1:52.2, 1:51.0 - *19 ($290,799); MY METALLICA p, 2, 1:52.3, 3, 1:51.1 - **06 ($287,851) etc.

1st dam

ALS STAR p, 4, 1:56.1 - *12, BT 1:55.2 - **12 ($15,593) 1 win, by BADLANDS HANOVER p, 2, 1:50.0z. First foal.

2nd dam

MAURO HANOVER p, 3, 1:58.3f - **98 ($5,280) 2 wins, by BIG TOWNER p, 4, 1:54.4. From 11 foals, dam of 9 winners (4 in 1:53, 5 in 1:55, 6 in 1:57) including -

PARTY HANOVER (m, Party At Artsplace) p, 2, 1:58.0, 3, 1:51.3, 1:51.1 - **14 ($371,609) 35 wins. At 2, winner of Egyptian Colt S. div (3 times), IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div, ISOBRA S. div (twice), Illinois S. div (twice); second in Stronach Canadian Fair Challenge final, IL Stallion S. div. At 3, winner of Ann Vonian S. elim, Giggles The Clown S. div, Grandma Ann S. elim and final, IL State Fair Colt S. final. Time Dancer S. div; second in Ann Vonian S. final, IL State Fair S. prep, Maywood Filly Pace elim; third in Maywood Filly Pace final, Petticoat Pacing Series elim. At 4, second in Lorna Propes S. cons, Violet S. div; third in Sue Fee S. div. As aged, winner of Parklane Powerful S. div; second in Loma Propes S. elim; third in IL Breeders S. div. Dam of PARTYBOY HEFF p, 2, Q1:57.1s - *20, BT 1:53.4s - *21 ($8,650) etc.

PARTY HANOVER TWO p, 2, 1:55.0, 3, 1:53.2s, 4, 1:52.4 - **15, BT 1:52.2 - **14 ($165,126) 24 wins. At 2, second in Filly Orange & Blue S. elim, Thirfty Way S. div, Violet S. elim; third in My Metalliccia S. div, Violet S. final. At 3, third in Grandma Ann S. div. Mystical Victress S. div.

MARLIN HANOVER g, Bettors Delight p, 3, 1:56.1, 1:53.0f - *12 ($115,226) 31 wins.

HOLDONWEREROLLING g, Party At Artsplace p, 3, 1:54.1, 1:51.3s - **18 ($119,307) 19 wins. At 3, winner of Cardinal S. elim; second in Robert Carey Memorial leg e. As aged, third in Cicero Claiming Series final.

MARTELE HANOVER m, Rustler Hanover p, 1:59.11 - *05, BT 1:57.11 - *05 ($20,887) 60 wins. As aged, third in Hank Fennemo Memorial final.

MULDOWNEY HANOVER m, Cams Card Shark p, 2, Q1:57.2f, 3, 1:55.2f, 1:54.2s - **12, BT 1:52.4s - *12 ($20,200) 4 wins.

CARD SHARK DE VIE m, Cams Card Shark p, 3, 1:57.3h - *07, BT 1:55.2 - *07 ($164,403) 5 wins. At 4, winner of March Madness Series leg.

MS DREAMLAND m, Western Hanover p, 3, 1:58.3h - *04, BT 1:53.4f - *04 ($56,872) 2 wins. Keystone Mulberry (m, Artsplace). Dam of CROSSWINDS DODGER p, 2, 2:00.0h, 3, 1:57.4h, 4, 1:52.2h - *17, BT 1:51.3h - *17 ($201,564); CROSSWINDS CUPCAKE p, 2, 1:57.1h, 3, 1:51.4f - *15 ($169,401) etc.; grandam of RONNIE ROCKET p, 3, 1:53.4f, 4, 1:51.1h - *19, BT 1:50.3h - *19 ($164,342) etc.

Nia Hanover m, Western Ideal).

3rd dam

MAURITA HANOVER by ALBATROSS p, 4, 1:54.3f. From 20 foals, dam of 18 winners (2 in 1:51, 6 in 1:53, 8 in 1:55, 14 in 1:57) including -

MAUDLIN HANOVER m, Big Towner p, 2, 1:53.4f, 3, 1:52.1s - *99, BT 1:52.1s - *99 ($523,508) 23 wins. Dam of IVEGOWTHATUNEED p, 2, 1:54.1, 3, 1:52.1f, 2:00.0 - *09, BT 1:50.3 - *06 ($309,596) etc.

YEAR OF THE DRAGON (g, Dragon Again) p, 2, 1:54.3f, 1:51.0f - *10, BT 1:50.3f - *10 ($343,890) 29 wins.

MAGENTA HANOVER m, Kentucky Spur p, 2, 1:57.0s, 3, 1:55.3f, 4, 1:54.1f - *97, BT 1:52.4 - *97 ($729,335) 20 wins. Dam of MISS KYLIE RENE p, 3, 2:01.2f, 4, 1:59.4f - *06, BT 1:56.0f - *06 ($29,869) etc.

MAUREN HANOVER m, Big Towner p, 2, 1:55.3f - *01, BT 1:52.4h - *02 ($208,485) 6 wins. Dam of MORWYN HANOVER p, 2, 1:57.0f, 3, 1:53.0f - **11 ($172,107) etc.; grandam of SOUTHWIND MILO p, 2, 1:55.2f, 3, 1:51.4f, 1:50.1f - *13 ($197,322); SOUTHWIND MISCHEF p, 2, 1:54.0s, 4, 1:53.1f - *16, BT 1:52.0s - *15 ($189,128); MAY I CRUISE WEST p, 2, 1:55.4f, 3, 1:51.4f, 2:00.0 - *19, BT 1:51.2 - *18 ($184,881) etc.

MOXI HANOVER m, Big Towner p, 2, 1:59.0f, 3, 1:54.2f, 4, 1:51.4f - *96, BT 1:51.3 - *96 ($149,625) 10 wins. Dam of FOUR STARZ MOXI p, 2, 1:53.4f, 1:53.1s - *10, BT 1:50.1 - 08 ($98,293) etc.; grandam of PARADISE WILLIE p, 3, 1:53.3s, 1:53.2h - *16, BT 1:52.2 - *14 ($304,783); MIA SEELSTER p, 2, Q2.00s, 3, 1:53.3s, 4, 1:51.0s - *13 ($196,718); PARADISE RAGTIME p, 2, Q1:59.1, 1:51.4z - *10 ($155,054) etc.
LATS OF SASS  

(ILLOIS ELIGIBLE)  
Bay Filly - Foaled May 31, 2021 - Registration #2V533  
Microchip #985141001384533  

Cams Card Shark p, 3, 1:50.0 ......  
Duneside Perch p, 2, 1:50.2 ......  
Duck Duck Goose p, 3, 1:55.0 ......  
Always Sammee p, 3, 1:56.1 ......  


By DUNESIDE PERCH p, 2, 1:50.2 ($160,325). Sire of 3 in 1:50 - 61 in 1:55 - 132 in 2:00 including UNLOCKED p, 2, 1:53.2, 3, 1:49.1, 1:49.0f-16 ($10,494); DUNE IN RED p, 2, 1:52.2, 3, 1:53.0, 4, 1:51.2s- '14, BT 1:50.4-16 ($385,370); DAKOTA ROADSTER p, 2, 1:57.4h, 3, 1:53.2, 1:51.0s- '19, BT 1:50.3s-18 ($341,109); DAKOTA JACK p, 3, 1:53.0f, 1:51.0f-18, BT 1:50.0f-18 ($318,234) etc.

1st dam  

ALWAYS SAMMEE (m, Always A Virgin) p, 3, 1:56.1- '17 ($4,870) 3 wins. As Above.

Teil It Sammee (m, Tellitlikeitis) p, 2, 2:03.2- '18, BT 1:55.4s-18 ($1,952) 1 win.

Party Jet (f, Jeremes Jet), Now 3.

Saremee (f, Jeremes Jet), Now 3.

2nd dam  
SAMMEE SO TRUE p, 2, 1:55.1- '99 ($21,115) 4 wins, by BROADWAY EXPRESS p, 4, 1:56.1h. At 2, winner of ISOBA S. at Maywood Park, Ideal Society Series leg at Balmoral Park. From 7 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:55) including-

ERNIE MILLER (g, Silky Stallone) p, 2, 1:56.4, 3, 1:54.3s- '10, BT 1:52.3-10 ($25,896) 2 wins. At 2, winner of Topline S, div at Duquoin State Fair; second in ICF-Sarah Myers S. div at Balmoral Park, ICF-Yates Eagle S. leg at Balmoral Park. At 3, third in ISOBA S. at Balmoral Park.

Riley Richess (m, Richess Hanover) p, BT 1:59.4-08 ($1,108). Sammee Party (m, Party At Artsplace) As Above.

3rd dam  
Sammees Party p, 4, 1:51.0. From 4 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:57) including-

SPEND ALL THE MONEY (g, Jate Lobell) p, 3, 1:57.3h, 1:55.4- '95, BT 1:53.3-96 ($141,856) 47 wins. At 2, winner of Trendsetter Series leg at The Meadowlands; third in Trendsetter Series leg at The Meadowlands. As aged, second in Hight Invitational at Skowhegan; third in Penobscot High Stake Bingo Inv. at Hollywood Slots Hotel And Raceway.

MR GREED (g, Silky Stallone) p, 2, 1:57.4s, 4, 1:56.4f- '99, BT 1:56.1s-97 ($48,195) 18 wins. BROADWAY SELECTION (m, Broadway Express) p, 3, 1:55.3- '95 ($48,116) 7 wins. At 2, second in Orange & Blue S. div at Balmoral Park; second in Incredashell S. leg at Hollywood Slots Hotel And Raceway. From 7 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:55) including-

PRAIRIE DEBUTANTE (m, Arts Conquest) p, 3, 1:56.0, 4, 1:54.3-3-08 ($337,977) 11 wins. At 4, winner of Forest View Pace Engagements leg (twice) and final at Hawthorne.

SAMMEE SO TRUE (m, Broadway Express) p, 2, 1:55.1- '99 ($21,115) 4 wins. As Above.

NOTHING TO CHANCE (m, Arts Conquest) p, 2, 2:06.3h, 3, 1:59.2f- '06, BT 1:58.1f-06 ($15,888) 7 wins. At 2, second in IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Hawthorne; third in IL Stallion Series leg at Carmi.

HONEST WILLIE (g, Cole Muffler) p, 3, 1:55.4- '04, BT 1:54.4-04 ($11,191) 1 win.

SIMLY SELECTION (g, Silky Stallone) p, 2, 1:59.2- '95, BT 1:58.1-95 ($10,569) 1 win. Charged To The Max (m, Abercrombie). Dam of WHAT IT MEANS p, 3, 1:52.2- '09, BT 1:51.0-09 ($205,726); MEANT TO PERSIST p, 2, 1:55.1, 3, 1:54.0, 1:53.1f-11, BT 1:52.1-06 ($191,796) etc.

5th dam  
PRECIOUS STRIKE p, 3, 2:09.2h, 1:57.4h ($48,221) 11 wins, by STRIKE OUT p, 3, 1:56.3h. From 9 foals, dam of 9 winners (3 in 1:57) including-

SHOP TILL YA DROP (m, Sonsam) p, 2, 1:58.0, 3, 1:55.1q- '87 ($377,863) 18 wins. As Above.

LIL CONSIDERABLE (m, Landslide) p, 2, 1:57.4, 3, 1:57.0h- '88 ($160,447) 7 wins. At 3, second in Helen Dancer Memorial div at Freehold. Dam of RACING NAKED p, 2, 1:57.4z, 3, 1:51.2z, 1:49.4z-06, BT 1:49.3z-04 ($564,265); RUN WITH THE WIND p, 3, 1:57.2f, 1:54.3f-14, BT 1:54.0h-05 ($137,406); DEES LIFE p, 1:52.4-06 ($117,307); PRINCELY ASSET p, 3, 1:55.3f, 4, 1:55.0f-12, BT 1:52.3f-12 ($97,537) etc.; granddam of SAN FRAN ZONA p, 1:56.2f-07, BT 1:55.2f-06 ($96,088) etc.
KINKY PACO (ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)
Bay Colt - Foaled June 18, 2020 - Registration #8V415
Microchip #985141001384142

San Pellegrino 3, Q1:57.3 ........... Valley Victory 3, 1:55.3
Self Supporting 3, 1:59.2
Meadow Road 1:54.2

KINKY PACO
Lady Love Mcbur 3, 2:07.3h ........... Fickle Yankee 1:57.4f
Andover Hall 3, 1:51.3

Swan For All 3, 1:54.1f ............... Swan Lake
Yankee Paco 3, 1:53.2

Amazing Swan ...................... Soxys Kosmos 2, 1:59.3f
Socks And Dresses 2, 3:00.3q

By MALABAR AQUA 1:56.2s, BT 1:53.1-06 ($198,734). Sire of 1 in 1:55 - 4 in 2:00 including AQUANILLA 2, 2:01.0, 3, 1:55.2s-11, BT 1:54.3s-13 ($197,703); MAJESTIC CAPRICE 2, 2:06.0h, 3, 1:56.2-16, BT 1:55.2s-21 ($137,537); FIRST AQUA 3, Q1:59.4f, 1:53.2f-14, BT 1:52.3f-14 ($115,508); BIG GARCIA VEGA 2, 1:58.4h-18, BT 1:57.3-18 ($56,253) etc.

1st dam
Amazing Swan BT Q2:01.3s-'14 ($2,355), by SWAN FOR ALL 3, 1:54.1f, BT 1:53.2-09. At 2, second in IN Sired Fair S. div at Portland, div at Shelbyville; third in IN Sired Fair S. div at Portland. From 2 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of: Ritas Legacy (f, Powerful Emotion) BT 2:03.4-21 ($100). Now 2 race timed in 2:03.4.

2nd dam
SOXYS KOSMOS 2, 1:59.3f-04 ($83,463) 5 wins, by YANKEE PACO 3, 1:53.2. At 2, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Dresden, div and final at Hiawatha Horse Park, div at Sudbury Downs; second in ONSS Grassroots div at Quinte Exhibition, div at Grand River. At 3, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Clinton. From 8 foals, dam of 6 winners (1 in 1:54, 3 in 1:56, 4 in 1:58) including:

BORN TO THRIVE (g, Swan For All) 2, 1:58.0s, 3, 1:54.4s, 1:52.4f-21 ($448,757) 43 wins. At 3, winner of INSS Super Final final at Hoosier Park; second in INSS elim at Hoosier Park; third in INSS elim and final at Hoosier Park. At 4, winner of IN Sired Mini Series #4 leg at Hoosier Park. As aged, winner of Open (twice) at Hoosier Park, (13 times) at Pompano Park; second in INSS elim at Hoosier Park, Open (8 times) at Pompano Park; third in INSS-Aged final at Hoosier Park, Open at Hoosier Park, (7 times) at Pompano Park.

ONE SWAN FOR ALL (g, Swan For All) 3, 1:57.4s, 1:54.1f-16 ($199,237) 24 wins. SOXY KID (m, Cincinnati Kid) 2, Q2:03.2s, 3, 1:59.3s, 1:55.2s-14 ($131,808) 19 wins. At 2, winner of IN Fair S. div at Indiana State Fair; second in IN Std. Breeders Fund div at Indiana Downs; third in ONSS Grassroots div at Knottingham Park. Dam of: EAGLES KID 2, Q2:03.9s-07 ($102,911) 8 wins.

KENU DANCE (m, Ken Warke) 2, 1:59.3s, 5, 1:57.3f-10, BT 1:54.0s-10 ($61,370) 3 wins. At 2, second in ONSS Grassroots div at Kewanee Downs; div at Calumet Park; third in Canadian Breeders Ch. div at Hoosier Park. At 3, second in Canadian Breeders Ch. div at Hoosier Park; third in ONSS Gold elim and final at Calumet Park. Dam of: Dance Me Dizzy 3, 3:00.4h-18, BT 1:59.4s-18 ($12,710); etc.

GO KID GO (m, Cincinnati Kid) 2, 2:00.0, 4, 1:59.1f-13, BT 1:58.1f-13 ($31,692) 5 wins. At 2, winner of Mini Series 6 final at Indiana Downs; second in Mini Series 6 leg at Indiana Downs; third in INSS elim at Indiana Downs. At 4, third in Open (twice) at Plainridge.

SPEED FOR ALL (m, Swan For All) 2, 1:59.3s-16, BT 1:57.0s-16 ($15,125) 1 win. At 2, winner of INSS elim at Hoosier Park. Dam of Fashionallspeed. Now 2 etc.

Amazing Swan (m, Swan For All) BT Q2:01.3s-'14 ($2,355). As Above.

3rd dam
SOCKS AND DRESSES 3, 2:00.3q-97, BT 1:57.3-97 ($59,062) 4 wins, by SPEEDY CROWN 3, 1:57.1. At 3, winner of NYSS div at Monticello, div at Vernon Downs; second in Coaching Club Oaks S. div at The Meadowlands. From 9 foals, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:58) including:

SOXY KOSMOS (m, Yankee Paco) 2, 1:59.3f-04 ($102,911) 5 wins. As Above.

SOLANCO KOSMOS (m, S Js Photo) 2, Q2:06.1h, 1:58.1h-08, BT 1:56.2f-08 ($79,907) 5 wins. At 3, third in Trillium S. div at Flambo Downs. Dam of ANGELS KID 2, 2:03.3h, 1:57.0f-20, BT 1:55.1s-18 ($155,403) etc.; granddam of RHINESTONE COWBOY 3, 1:59.0f-20 ($66,263) etc.

SOCKET TO ME (h, Trade Balance) 3, 1:59.2f, 1:57.1 - 05, BT 1:56.4f-09 ($72,747) 13 wins. As aged, second in Valley Victory Series leg at Pompano Park; third in Valley Victory Series leg at Pompano Park.

Black Bean (g, American Winner) 3, 2:05.0h, 4, 2:01.0f-17, BT 1:59.4f-16 ($11,839) 2 wins. At 3, third in PASS div at Bloomsburg, div at Stoneboro.

Lane Bryant (m, Lindy Lane) 2, Q2:03.11-03, BT 2:01.2f-03 ($1,941). At 2, third in Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs. Dam of MISS WAPWALLOOPEN 3, 2:00.21, 1:55.4f-12, BT 1:55.11-12 ($155,190); SPIT N SHINE 1:54.1-11 ($183,283); RED MAPLE LANE 2, 1:58.3f, 4, 1:57.3f-16, BT 1:55.11-18 ($117,195) etc.

Isn't She Magical (m, Kadabra). Dam of ISN'T HE AN ANGEL 3, 1:56.1s-19, BT 1:55.1s-19 ($45,202); The Dukeofwoodsville. Now 2 etc.
By CASSIS 3, 1:52.4 ($757,126), Sire of 6 in 1:55 - 25 in 2:00 including ANNAS LUCKY STAR 2, 1:56.4, 3, 1:53.3, 4, 1:52.4, 5 ($386,082); TROTTING GRACE 2, 1:59.0, 3, 1:54.2, 4, 1:54.1h - '19, BT 1:54.0h -'19 ($324,341); TRIXIES JETRO 2, 1:59.2, 3, 1:57.0, 1:54.3h -'20, BT 1:54.0h -'19 (328,512); CRUZEN CASSI 2, 2:01.3, 3, 1:57.4s, 4, 1:57.1f- '19, BT 1:55.1f-20 ($203,846) etc.

1st dam
ANDOVER THE PRIZE 3, 1:57.4f- '17, BT 1:56.1f-17 ($16,825) 2 wins, by ANDOVER HALL 3, 1:51.3. From 2 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of-

2nd dam
ROYAL VIC 3, 1:56.4, 4, 1:55.1 -'05 ($100,183) 10 wins, by MR VIC 3, Q1:54.2, BT 1:54.1 -'96. At 3, second in KYSS cons at The Red Mile. At 4, winner of Crete Series leg at Balmoral Park; Open at Balmoral Park; second in Crete Series leg at Balmoral Park, Open (3 times) at Balmoral Park; third in Crete Series final at Balmoral Park, Open (twice) at Balmoral Park. From 5 foals, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:56, 3 in 1:58) including-
VICS ROYAL LADY (m, Angus Hall) 3, 2:01.4h, 1:55.3- '18, BT 1:54.2-18 ($114,808) 17 wins. As aged, winner of Preferred at Flamboro Downs; second in Preferred at Flamboro Downs; third in Preferred at Flamboro Downs, at Grand River.

ROYAL TABS (m, Cantab Hall) 2, 1:57.3f, 4, 1:56.4f- '15. At 2, winner of Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows; second in PA All Stars div at Pocono Downs; third in PASS div at The Meadows. Dam of Royal Entrance 3, Q2:02.0 - '21 ($650) etc.

ANDOVER THE PRIZE (m, Andover Hall) 3, 1:57.4f- '17, BT 1:56.1f-17 ($16,825) 2 wins. As Above.

Risky Business (g, Angus Hall) BT 2:02.0f-13 ($6,179). At 2, second in ONSS Grassroots div at Clinton.

Andover The Crown (m, Andover Hall) BT 1:57.3f-15 ($2,668). Dam of ANDOVER THE HALO 3, Q2:03.3, 4, 1:59.3h- 21, BT 1:58.3f-20 ($21,422) etc.

3rd dam
ROYAL TIFFANY BT 2:01.3-97 ($168), by ROYAL PRESTIGE 3, 1:55.1. From 9 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:56, 2 in 1:58) including-
ROYAL VIC (m, Mr Vic) 3, 1:56.4, 4, 1:55.1 -'05 ($100,183) 10 wins. As Above.
ROYAL REVENUE (g, Revenue S) 2, 2:07.0h, 3, 2:00.3f, 1:56.2f- '14 ($99,396) 12 wins. At 2, winner of Topline S. div at Lincoln; second in Topline S. div at Martinsville, div at Springfield; third in Topline S. div at Greenup, div at Urbana.

Dictator (h, Vaporse) BT 2:13.7f-13 ($1,753). At 2, second in Illini S. div at Charleston; third in Egyptian Colt S. div at Pinkneyville, Tiffany Time (m, Vaporse). Dam of DIAMOND ALLIANCE 2, 2:02.0f, 3, 1:59.1f-13 ($53,253) etc.

4th dam
TIFFANY STAR 2, T1:58.3, 4, 1:57.0- '83 ($317,098) 14 wins, by ARNIE ALMAHURST 3, T1:57.2. At 3, winner of Arden Downs S. at The Meadows, Hanover S. at Balmoral Park. From 9 foals, dam of 6 winners including-
MS LAST CHANCE (m, Armbo Goal) 2, 1:59.1 -'98 ($21,780) 1 win. At 2, winner of Hall Of Fame S. at The Red Mile; third in KY Std Sale S. div at Hoosier Park. Dam of LEGAL MUSCLES 3, 1:57.2, 1:56.0 -'09, BT 1:55.0s-06 ($284,014) etc.

LAUGALCA (m, Valley Victory) 3, 1:58.3, 94, BT 1:58.2-94 ($16,803) 6 wins. At 3, winner of NJ Fair S. div at Galway Farm, Rosalind S. div at The Red Mile; second in Landmark S. div at Historic Track; third in Kenny Way S. div at The Red Mile.

Living Legend (h, Speedy Crown) 2, Q2:04.1, 4, 2:04.1h -'93, BT Q2:01.2-92 ($13,810) 5 wins. At 3, second in NYSS div at Buffalo. Early Closing (h, Speedy Crown) 2:00.11 -'99 ($27,493) 6 wins.

Modulator (h, Super Bowl) 2, 2:22.3f-88. At 2, BT 2:01.0f-91 ($12,351) 7 wins. Beyond Words (h, Speedy Crown) 2, Q2:08.4f, BT Q2:00.0-95 ($4,908).

Transitory State (h, Prakas) 3, 2:03.0 ($4,554) 2 wins. Royal Tiffany (m, Royal Prestige) As Above.

5th dam
GAL STAR 2, 2:07.0g ($5,379) 2 wins, by MATASTAR 4, T1:55.4. From 8 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:58) including-

TIFFANY STAR (m, Armbro Hall) 2, T1:58.3, 4, 1:57.0- '83 ($317,098) 14 wins. As Above. Straight Joy (g, Rodneys Best) 2:02.2f-91 ($247,790) 12 wins. Nocturnal (h, Speedy Scoot) 2:07.0f-81 ($8,742) 3 wins.
LOSIN ER PANTS

(ILINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Bay Gelding - Foaled April 14, 2020 - Registration #7V608

Microchip #985141001323174

Consigned by: Steven Searle, Grant Park, IL

98

Windsongs Legacy 3, 1:53.0

Conway Hall 3, 1:53.4

Yankee Windsong 3, Q2:02.1f

Lous Legacy 2, 1:58.3h

Meadow Road 1:54.2

Lady Love Mcbur 3, 2:07.3h

Losin Er Pants 1:56.4

Pine Chip 4, T1:51.0

Lo Iner Pants 1:55.1

Royal Band 3, 1:56.4q

Patient Dream 1:58.2

Moppy 3, 2:07.3h

By LOUS LEGACY 2, 1:58.3h, BT 01:57.1-09 ($92,750). Sire of 6 in 1:55 - 36 in 2:00 including ANOTHER BREATHE 2, 2:01.0h, 3, 1:56.2f, 1:53.1f-18, BT 1:52.3s-18 ($487,187); LOU MAN 2, 1:57.4s, 3, 1:54.3s, 1:53.3f-16 ($297,259); LOUZOTIC 2, 1:58.0, 3, 1:54.3f-19, BT 1:54.0f-20 ($295,880); LOUGAZI 2, 2:00.2, 1:54.2h-21 ($260,095) etc.

1st dam

ANTS INER PANTS 2, 2:03.2, 3, 1:56.4, 1:55.1, 1:25, BT 1:54.02-15 ($300,706) 30 wins, by BANDS GOLD CHIP 3, 1:53.4, BT 1:53.3-01.

At 2, winner of County Fair Challenge final at DuQuoin State Fair, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Belvidere, div at Cambridge, div at Morrison, div at Sandwich; second in Lady Lincoln Land S. final at Balmoral Park. At 3, winner of Betzotic S. div at Balmoral Park, ICF S. div at Balmoral Park, Speed N The Tunnel S. div at Maywood Park, Violet S. elim at Balmoral Park; second in Fox Valley Diva S. div at Balmoral Park; third in Betzotic S. div at Balmoral Park, ICF S. div at Balmoral Park, Henry; second in ICF S. div at Urbana, IHHA S. div at Sandwich. As aged, winner of ICF S. div at Knoxville, ICF S.-Plesac S. final at Hawthorne, IL Fair S. div at Springfield, Preferred (3 times) at Hoosier Park; second in ICF S. div at Belvidere, IL Bred S. div at DuQuoin State Fair, IL State Fair Ch final at Springfield, Mikes A Mystery S. div at Balmoral Park, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Sandwich, Plesac S. elim at Hawthorne, Preferred at Hoosier Park; third in Mini Me S. cons at Balmoral Park. First foal.

2nd dam

PATIENT DREAM 3, 2:12.3h, 1:58.2-02, BT 1:57.1-02 ($70,362) 23 wins, by TOWN ESCORT

1:57.4. As aged, winner of IL Fair S. div (twice) at Mendota. From 9 foals, dam of 7 winners (1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:56, 3 in 1:58) including

ANTS INER PANTS (m, Bands Gold Chip) 2, 2:03.2, 3, 1:56.4, 1:55.1, 1:25, BT 1:54.02-15 ($300,706) 30 wins. As Above.

BANDS HOUINDI (g, Bands Gold Chip) 3, 1:59.1, 1:53.3f-19, BT 1:53.2-18 ($231,249) 16 wins. At 2, second in ICF S.-Kadabra S. leg at Hawthorne; third in Downstate Classic div at Lincoln, ICF-Kadabra S. at Hawthorne, ICF S.-Kadabra S. leg at Hawthorne, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Morrison, The Dam Safe at DuQuoin State Fair. At 3, winner of Donnie Conrad Memorial leg at Hoosier Park, The Daryl Busse leg and final at Hawthorne; second in The Daryl Busse leg at Hawthorne; third in ICF S. div at Hawthorne, The Erwin Dyrgert final at Hawthorne, The Pronto Don at DuQuoin State Fair.

PATIENT I D (m, Bands Gold Chip) 2, 2:15.1h, 3, 1:58.1, 1:56.2h-17, BT 1:55.4h-16 ($160,550) 20 wins. At 2, winner of Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Cambridge; second in Ilini S. div at Urbana, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Knoxville; third in Ilini S. div at Lincoln, Star Slinger S. div at Balmoral Park. At 3, winner of Downstate Classic div at Carrollton; third in Lady Ann Reed S. final at Balmoral Park, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Morrison.

STEAMIN MORRIS (m, Vaporize) 3, 2:01.4h, 4, 1:59.2-09, BT 1:57.0-09 ($33,805) 7 wins. As Above.

STEAMIN STANLEY (m, Vaporize) 2, Q2:06.0, 3, 1:58.3-07 ($30,120) 4 wins. At 2, third in Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Mendota; third in Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Morrison. At 4, second in IL State Fair Colt S. div at Springfield.

CHIP N DALE (g, International Chip) 2, 2:08.0h, 3, Q2:05.2, 4, 2:01.2-10, BT 1:58.2-10 ($20,025) 2 wins. At 2, winner of Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Sandwich; third in ICF - Lincoln Land S. elim at Balmoral Park, ICF S. - The Master leg at Hawthorne, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Henry, second in Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Mendota. At 3, third in Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Cambridge, div at Knoxville, div at Mendota. At 4, second in Newcomer Series leg (twice) at Balmoral Park.

CRAZY EDDIE B (r, Vaporize) 2, 2:11.3h, 3, 2:07.4h-10, BT 2:01.3-10 ($11,145) 3 wins. At 2, winner of Illini S. div at Urbana, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Belvidere; second in IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Paris, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Knoxville, div at Morrison; third in Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Mendota. At 3, winner of Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Knoxville; second in Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Lewistown; third in IL Mid-Western Racing Assoc. S. div at Aledo, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Cambridge, div at Sandwich, div of ICF Virginia. Band Of Dreams (m, Bands Gold Chip) BT 2:12.1h-12 ($4,285). At 2, second in IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Farmer City, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Belvidere, div at Lewistown; third in Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Cambridge, div at Knoxville.
Consigned by: Laurene M Krueger. Norwalk, WI

MAJOR STAR BELLE

(BLACKHAWK STEM)

Bay Filly - Foaled May 05, 2020 - Registration #8V073

MAJOR STAR BELLE

Bay Filly - Foaled May 05, 2020 - Registration #8V073

Artsplace p, 4, 1:49.2

Perfect Profile p, 2, Q1:59.1

Western Hanover p, 3, 1:50.4

MAJOR STAR BELLE

Mattroni p, 3, 1:52.3

Real Artist p, 3, Q1:51.0

Armbro Tea p, 3, 1:53.2

MAJOR STAR BELLE

Legacy Franco N p, 1:53.1

1st dam

Ara Belle Star

p, BT Q2:00.1s-’16 ($1,740), by DALI p, 3, 1:48.2f. At 2, second in IN Sired Fair Circuit div at Converse; third in IN Sired Fair Circuit div at Shelbyville. First foal.

2nd dam

LEGACY FRANCO N

p, 1:53.1-’09, BT 1:52.4-’09 ($152,545) 33 wins, by BADLANDS HANOVER p, 2, 1:50.0z. As aged, second in Isle Mile Series leg at Pompano Park, Open (3 times) at Rockingham Park, Staff & Management LC leg at Colonial Downs; third in Open at Rockingham Park. From 3 foals, dam of:

Ara Belle Star (m, Dali) p, BT Q2:00.1s-’16 ($1,740). As Above.

3rd dam

LETS GO FRANCO

p, 1:54.2. From 1 foal, dam of 1 winner (1 in 1:55) including:

LEGACY FRANCO N (m, Badlands Hanover) p, 1:53.1-’09, BT 1:52.4-’09 ($152,545) 33 wins. As Above.

4th dam

LANCIA

p, 2, 2:00.0. From 10 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:57) including:

LITIGATE N (g, Boydenn Hanover) p, 1:55.2 ($86,134) 21 wins.

FRANCOS LIMEIGHT (g, Falcon Seelster) p, 1:59.3f-’03, BT 1:51.6f-’02 ($15,972) 6 wins.

Nitouche (m, Nat Lobell). Dam of PHOENIX ACE N p, 4, 1:55.3f-’03, BT 1:55.0f-’03 ($55,699) etc.

FRANCOS NOTION N (g, Boyden Hanover) p, 1:56.4f-’95, BT 1:54.4s-’94 ($76,268) etc.; grandam of MOONLIGHT BLISS p, 2, 1:58.2, 3, 1:54.0, 4, 1:53.0-’06, BT 1:52.3-’06 ($136,382) etc.

Lotta Class (m, El Patron). Dam of PHOENIX ACE N p, 4, 1:55.3f-’03, BT 1:55.0f-’03 ($55,699) etc.

5th dam

VALENCIA

by LOCAL LIGHT. From 2 foals, dam of 1 winner including:

La Renta (m, Sholty). Dam of PEACE QUEST A p, 1:57.3f-’02, BT 1:54.1s-’02 ($108,890) etc.

Laconic (m, Andrel). Dam of OWAKA JACK N p, 1:56.0f-’03, BT 1:52.4-’03 ($83,689) etc. Looks Ok (m, Ok Bye). Dam of OK GALLEON N p, 1:53.3f-’03, BT 1:53.0-’04 ($106,424) etc. Lets Go Franco (m, Holmes Hanover) As Above.
ANOTHERTHINGCOMING

ROCKET PARTY

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Bay Colt - Foaled April 29, 2020 - Registration #4V106
Microchip #98514101338399

Abercrombie p, 2, 1:53.0

Party At Artsplace p, 4, 1:51.0 ...

Armslicer p, 2, 1:56.0f - '08, BT 1:54.2f - '08

ROCKET PARTY

Miss Elvira p, 2, 2:00.1f

Armslicer p, 2, 1:56.4f - '01

Poodle Party p, 3, 1:56.4f - '01

Equitable p, 3, 1:54.1f

Toy Poodle p, 4, 1:54.2

Cams Card Shark p, 3, 1:50.0 ......

Cam Fella p, 4, 1:53.1

Jets Magic Trick p, 2, 2:02.0f

Armbro Dasher p,1:58.0h .......

Anotherthingcoming p, 3, 1:56.0f - '05

Next Chapter

By PARTY AT ARTSPACE p, 4, 1:51.0 ($66,077). Sire of 48 in 1:55 - 77 in 2:00 including JEFEFFERS PARTY p, 2,
2:01.0h, 3, 1:55.2 - 1:51.4 - '11 ($408,258); PARTY HANGOVER p, 2, 1:58.0 - 1:51.3 - 1:51.1 - 14 ($371,059);
WHISKERSONKITTENS p, 2, 1:54.1 - 1:52.2 - 1:51.0 - '19 ($209,799); MY METALLICA p, 2, 1:52.3 - 1:51.1 -
'06 ($287,851) etc.

1st dam

ARMBRO Dasher p, 3, 2:04.0h - 1:58.0h - '08, BT 1:54.2f - '08 ($65,109) 18 wins. by CAMS CARD

SHARK p, 3, 1:50.0

From 3 foals, dam of 1 winner (1 in 1:55) including;

DASH AROUND (g, Party At Artsplace) p, 3, 1:55.4 - 1:53.4 - '21 ($322,265) 9 wins. At 3, winner of IL Big 10 S. div at

Newton, Illini S. div at Marshall, div at Urbana; second in Illini S. div at Charleston; third in ICF S. div at Springfield. At 4, winner of IHHA S. div at

Charleston; second in ICF S. div at Springfield.

Party Dasher (m, Party At Artsplace), Ara Dash (c, Arcarace Hanover) BT Q1:59.4-21. Now 3 and qualified in p, 1:59.4.

2nd dam

ANOTHERTHINGCOMING p, 3, 1:56.0f - '98, BT 1:55.2f - '98 ($17,416) 3 wins. by NO NUKES p, 3,
3:11.52.1. From 6 foals, dam of 3 winners including-

ARMBRO Dasher (m, Cam Card Shark) p, 3, 2:04.0h. 1:58.0h - '08, BT 1:54.2f - '08 ($65,109) 18 wins. As Above;

ARMBRO BURBANK (m, Grinfromeartoear) p, 1:58.4f - '06, BT 1:55.4f - '07 ($14,474) 6 wins.

Camaction (g, Camotion) p, 3, 2:03.0h, 2:02.0h - '09, BT 1:57.3f - '07 ($29,202) 7 wins. Elegantangel (m, Cam Card Shark), Dam of SMILING ANGEL p, 1:53.2 - '10, BT 1:53.1 - '10

($81,371); Poker Pace p, 2, Q2:02.2f - '08, BT 1:58.4f - '08 etc.; granddam of GRAND

BEACH p, 3, 1:55.1h - '18 ($8.085) etc.

Thing One (m, Clintons Cigar).

3rd dam

next Chapter by ALBATROSS p, 4, 1:54.3f. From 16 foals, dam of 15 winners (5 in 1:55, 7 in 1:57) including-

TABLOID (m, No Nukes) p, 2, 1:57.1f, 3, 1:53.3 - '92, BT 1:53.1 - '92 ($321,604) 8 wins. Winner of 1991 O'Brien Award for Two Year Old Pacing Fillies and Winner of 1991 OJC

Award for Two Year Old Pacing Fillies. At 2, winner of Harvest div, Maiden Series div and final; second in Breeders Crown elim, Chaplin S. div, Countess Adios S. div, Maiden Series div, Sweetheart elim, Trillium S. div (twice). At 3, winner of Lady Maid S. elim at Yonkers, NJSS div; second in Chrome Filly S. div, NJSS div; third in NJSS (3 times), Tarport Harp S. leg. Dam of B JS WHIRLWIND p, 2, 2:03.2h, 3, 1:56.3 - 1:49.1 - '99, BT 1:49.0 - '00 (594,463); THE GLOBE p, 2, 1:52.3 - 1:50.3f - '06 (149,354-05

($772,462); BJS BREEZE p, 3, 1:52.2 - 1:51.2f - '06, BT 1:50.2 - '02 ($506,556);

SENSATIONALIST p, 2, Q1:57.0f, 3, 1:53.0f, 1:52.0f - '12, BT 1:50.3f - '12 (163,354)

e etc.; granddam of UPFRONT COUNTRYBOY p, 2, 1:53.3f, 3, 1:51.1f, 12, BT 1:50.3f - '15

($516,134); CCS MUNCHKIN p, 3, 1:56.1, 1:53.0f - '14, BT 1:52.4f - '15 ($275,993);

THATS IDEAL p, 3, 1:56.2f, 1:51.3s - '13, BT 1:51.1s - '13 ($243,084); V C ASTEROID p,

2, 1:55.3s, 3, 1:54.4f, 1:52.4f - '12 ($237,326) etc.

LITTLE BLACK BOOK (m, Legal Notice) p, 2, 1:59.2f, 3, 1:56.0f - '93, BT 1:53.0 - '93 ($288,457) 30 wins. At 2, winner of ONSS; second in ONSS; third in Trillium. At 3, winner of ONSS div (7 times); second in ONSS div (3 times); third in ONSS div. As aged, winner of Gold Cup & Saucer final, Guys & Dolls S. elim; second in Milton S. elim; third in Roses Are Red Series leg. Dam of SIOUX DAWN p, 2, 0:02.0s, 2, 1:50.2s - '99

($348,926). CATCH A WISH p, 2, Q1:59.0s, 3, 1:53.1, 4, 1:52.2s - '02, BT 1:51.3s - '02 ($260,829), RARE COPY p, 2, 2:02.0h, 3, 1:54.1f - '06, BT 1:53.0s - '07 ($158,213);

PAPERBACK p, 2, 1:57.0s, 4, 1:54.4f - '03, BT 1:52.3s - '02 ($149,171) etc.; granddam of FANCOURT p, 2, 1:54.4s, 1:54.1f - '19 ($313,770); MINDSWEEPER p, 2, 1:55.0h, 3, 1:54.0s - '12 ($288,033); RISK MANAGEMENT p, 2, 1:51.3s, 4, 1:50.2f - '12, BT 1:49.0-

12 ($250,879). STELLENBOSCH p, 2, 1:58.2h, 3, 1:54.3s, 1:50.2 - '21 ($235,517) etc.

CHAPTER AND VERSE (h, Direct Scooter) p, 2, 1:57.4f, 3, 1:53.3f - '93, BT 1:52.1 - '93 ($160,776) 29 wins. At 2, in Kindergarten Series. At 3, winner of Mohawk Series leg; second in NJSS div, Summertime Series; third in NJSS div.

POSITIVE REACTION (m, No Nukes) p, 2, 1:55.4, 3, 1:53.4 - '95, BT 1:52.4 - '95 ($153,215) 7 wins. At 2, winner of Lou Babic Memorial elim, NJSS div (twice); third in Countess Adios S. leg, NJSS div. At 3, winner of Bronx Filly S. div, Miss NJ S. elim; second in NJSS div (3 times); third in Miss NJ final. Dam of BLISSFULLREACTION p, 2, 2:05.2h, 3, 1:59.0h, 1:56.1h - '12, BT 1:55.3h - '12 ($84,571) etc.; grandam of HBFS TOMMY T p, 3, 1:53.4s, 4, 1:52.1f - '09, BT 1:51.1s - '08 ($185,248) etc.
By SAGEBRUSH p.1:49.0 ($647,244), Sire of 2 in 1:50 - 59 in 1:55 - 102 in 2:00 including HOSTESS LISA p.2, 1:57.0, 3, 1:52.7, 4, 1:51.0f - '13, BT 1:50.4f-16 ($487,579); HOPETOBESTFIRST p.2, 1:52.4-10, BT 1:51.4s-14 ($361,251); SLEAZY DOES IT p.2, 1:53.0, 3, 1:51.4, 1:51.3- '14 ($317,916); NJS BIG DEAL p.2, 1:52.2, 3, 1:51.1, 4, 1:50.1- '13, BT 1:50.0-12 ($306,372) etc.

1st dam ARTODAY BT Q2:01.1'-01, by ARTSPLACE p.4, 1:49.2. From 13 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 7 winners (1 in 1:51, 2 in 1:53.3, 3 in 1:55, 6 in 1:57) including:-

THIRD DAY (g, Cole Muffler) p.2, 1:56.3, 3, 1:50.4-06, BT 1:49.3-07 ($512,237) 34 wins. At 3, winner of ISOBIA S. div at Maywood Park, Maywood Pace elim and final at Maywood Park, Pete Langley S. cons at Balmoral Park; second in Big Dog Series leg (twice) at Balmoral Park, Gosox S. at Maywood Park, Incredible Finale S. final at Balmoral Park, Newcomer Series leg (twice) at Balmoral Park, State Fair S. elim at Springfield, Taser Gun Series elim and final at Maywood Park; third in Big Dog Series final at Balmoral Park, Cardinal S. elim at Balmoral Park. At 4, winner of William Penn Series leg (3 times) at Harrahs Chester Casino; second in Brown County Aged Pace at Mount Sterling, Red Sox-Yankees LC leg at Pocono Downs, State Fair S. leg at Springfield, William Penn Series final at Harrahs Chester Casino.

ALL IS SAIANDDONE (h, Cole Muffler) p.3, 1:52.3-07, BT 1:49.3-07 ($219,024) 16 wins. At 3, winner of Downstate Classic at Decatur, Master Shawn Series leg at Hawthorne, Pete Langley Memorial final at Balmoral Park; second in Pete Langley S. elim at Springfield, State Fair S. final at Springfield; third in Master Shawn Series elim at Hawthorne, State Fair S. leg at Springfield.

THE DAY YOU HAVEMADE (m, Cole Muffler) p.2, 2:02.0h, 3, 1:58.2h, 1:56.1h in 1:56 and final in Incredible Finale Series leg at Maywood Park. As aged, second in ICC S. div at Belvidere.

PASSION FOR TODAY (g, Cole Muffler) p.2, Q2:00.2, 3, 1:56.0, 1:50.4-06, BT 1:52.4-09 ($28,664) 4 wins. At 2, second in IL State Fair S. div at Springfield, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Cambridge.

ANYTHING YOU ASK (m, Cole Muffler) p.3, 1:56.2h -08, BT 1:54.3-08 ($14,258) 4 wins, Dam of FOX VALLEY ACTION p.2, 1:52.2, 4, 1:52.6f -14, BT 1:51.0f-14 ($334,205); GALLEY WENCH p.3, 1:56.0, 1:52.6f-17 ($86,430); ANYTHING I WANT p.2, 1:59.3, 3, 1:57.1, 4, 1:54.4h-15 ($57,712); Genie The Mooss p.1, BT 1:56.4-18 ($18,164) etc.; granddam of Galleys Luck. Now 2 etc.

LIVEANOTHERDAY (g, Cole Muffler) p.2, 1:53.4-11 ($7,341) 2 wins.

SANDCASTLE ART (g, Sand Shooter) p.2, 1:59.9-15, BT 1:57.4-15 ($296) French Maid (m, Richess Hanover) p.4, 2:00.1-16, BT 1:56.4-15 ($5880) 1 win.

Today Is The Day (m, Cole Muffler). Dam of Fox Valley Finn p, BT 2:00.2-'20 ($400); Fox Valley Diem p, BT 2:00.2-17 ($288) etc.

Dune A Day (g, Duneside Perch). Now 2.

2nd dam JEWEL PRINCESS by PRECIOUS BUNNY p.3, 1:49.4. From 8 foals, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:51, 2 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55) including:-

ROYAL ART (h, Artsplace) p.2, 1:55.2, 3, 1:52.2, 4, 1:51.4s-02, BT 1:51.1f-03 ($697,162) 35 wins. At 2, winner of NJSS - Green Acres Series div. At 3, winner of James Dancer Memorial final, NJSS div; second in Messenger S. elim, NJSS div (3 times), NJ Std. Futurity, Progress Pace elim, Reynolds Memorial div; third in James Dancer Memorial elim, Provincial Cup elim and final.

DRAGON PRINCESS (m, Dragon Again) p.2, 1:55.1f, 3, 1:54.3f, 4, 1:50.2-11 ($241,106) 24 wins. At 3, winner of Hopeful Series leg; third in Wilkes-Barre Series leg.

CHROME OVER (m, Yankee Cruiser) p.2, 2:01.2h, 3, 1:53.3f, 1:53.2f-14, BT 1:52.3f-12 ($123,942) 16 wins. At 2, winner of PA Fair S. div (3 times), PASS div (twice); second in Bloomburg Fair S. div, PA Fair S. div, PASS div, PA Stallion Series div; third in PA Bloomburg Fair S. div. At 3, winner of Bloomburg Fair S. div, PA Fair S. div; second in PA Fair S. div (twice), PA Stallion Series div; third in PA Fair S. div (twice), PA Stallion Series div (twice). Dam of Rcs Unforgettable. Now 2 etc.

REAL PRINCESS (m, Real Artist) p.3, Q2:03.3h, 4, 1:59.1f-09, BT 1:57.0h-09 ($18,887) 1 win.

PECOS PRINCE (h, Western Hanover) p.3, 1:59.2f-06, BT 1:57.2f-06 ($960). Jade Princess (m, Artsplace) p.4, BT 1:57.4s-04 ($1,386). Dam of INTRIGUED INTENDED p.1, 3, 1:56.2f, 1:53.4-18, BT 1:52.3f-17 ($162,050); INTRIGUED ROYALLY p.3, 1:54.4s, 4, 1:50.3f-11, BT 1:49.2-11 ($147,834) etc.
ASHLEE’S AMANDA

(ILINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Bay Filly - Foaled March 01, 2020 - Registration #7V712
Microchip #98514100131196

Consigned by: Hamm Family Trust, Callao, MO
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ASHLEES AMANDA

By ASHLEES BIG GUY p, 1:50.4f, BT 1:50.3f-'05 ($1,009,523), Sire of 1 in 1:50 - 15 in 1:55 - 33 in 2:00 including ROYAL KNOCKOUT p, 2, 1:59.9h, 3, 1:57.0h, 1:51.2f-'16, BT 1:50.3f-'15 ($14,088); ROYALE ROSE p, 2, 1:52.2, 3, 1:51.2s, 18 ($365,735); MASTER OF PUPPETS p, 2, 2:02.2h, 3, 1:57.1f, 1:52.3f-'17, BT 1:51.4f-'19 ($307,617); ASHLEES FOUR STAR p, 2, 1:55.4, 3, 1:53.0h, 1:51.0f-'21, BT 1:50.4f-'19 ($282,385) etc.

ASHEE'S AMANDA

Life Sign p, 3, 1:50.3h ............... \( \text{Abercrombie} p, 4, 1:53.0 \)
Ashlees Big Guy p, 1:50.4f .... \( \text{ThreDiamonds p, 3, 1:53.1} \)
Lady Ashlee Ann p, 3, 1:51.3h .... \( \text{Camtastic p, 4, 1:54.93} \)

ASHLEES AMANDA

Preacher Edith p, 3, 1:59.4h
\( \text{Ashlees Big Guy p, 1:50.4f} \)
\( \text{Cambest p, 1:54.93} \)
\( \text{Lissueen p, 3, 1:52.3} \)

AUBSESSION p, 4, 1:52.2f ......... \( \text{Matts Scooter p, 3, T1:48.2} \)

L Dees Cathy T p, 3, 1:56.0h ........ \( \text{Bluegrass Lou p, 4, 2:01.3} \)

1st dam

AUBSESSION p, 3, 1:52.4s, 4, 1:51.2f-'13, BT 1:51.4f-'13 ($148,692) 12 wins, by LISA MARA p, 4, 1:47.3s. At 3, winner of ON Autumn Series elim and final at Woodbine, ONSS Grassroots div at Grand River; second in ONSS Grassroots div at Mohawk; third in Niagara Pacing Series leg at Woodbine. At 4, third in Open at Pompano Park. \( \text{Second foal} \)

2nd dam

L Dees CATHY T p, 3, 1:56.0h-'94 ($24,000) 4 wins, by MATT'S SCOOTER p, 3, T1:48.2. At 3, winner of Comforter II Series leg (3 times) at The Meadows. From 12 foals, dam of 10 winners (3 in 1:53, 5 in 1:55, 8 in 1:57) including-

CR ARTISTIC (g, Real Artistic) p, 3, 1:55.1, 4, 1:53.0f-'12, BT 1:52.2f-'12 ($114,955) 17 wins. As aged, second in Cicero Claiming Series leg at Hawthorne.

B JUST LIKE MIKE (g, Magical Mike) p, 2, 1:58.3h, 3, 1:58.0f, 1:54.1f-'05, BT 1:53.4f-'05 ($102,188) 8 wins. At 2, winner of NYSS div at Yonkers; second in NYSS div at Monticello, div at Saratoga Harness; third in NY Fair S. div at The Syracuse Mile.

KRIPKE (g, Artiscape) p, 3, 1:57.2f, 4, 1:56.1f-'05, BT 1:55.2f-'04 ($76,402) 23 wins. As aged, winner of Hibernian Invitation at Hippodrome Gatinneau, Spring Nights Pacing Series cons at Rideau Carleton.

L Dees BROOKLYN (h, No Nukes) p, 2, 1:55.3q, 3, 1:52.1h-'99 ($78,461) 7 wins. At 3, winner of Matts Scooter Series leg at The Meadows, Newcomer Series leg at Freehold; second in Jr Trendsetters Series cons at The Meadows; third in Jr Trendsetters Series leg at The Meadows.

CATHYS GIGOLO (m, Ameripan Gigolo) p, 3, 1:54.4f-'07, BT 1:54.2f-'07 ($38,575) 6 wins.

L Dees PENNA (m, Presidential Ball) p, 3, 1:57.0h-'01, BT 1:56.2f-'01 ($29,820) 3 wins. At 4, second in White Ruffles Series leg at The Meadows; third in White Ruffles Series final at The Meadows. Dam of IOLA M p, 2, 2:02.3f, 3, 1:52.4s-'07, BT 1:51.3s-'07 ($52,824); INDEBILE p, 3, 1:59.2h, Q1:54.2s-'14, BT 1:54.0h-'15 ($52,909) etc.

L Dees PENA (m, Presidential Ball) p, 3, 1:57.0f-'01, BT 1:56.2f-'01 ($9,226) 5 wins.

L DEES LEO (g, Pacific Fella) p, 3, 1:57.1f-'05, BT 1:55.4s-'05 ($6,047) 1 win. At 2, third in Hugh Bunchel Trot leg (twice) at Scioto Downs.

Galloping Glorydee (m, Cambest) p, 3, 2:00.2h-'10, BT 1:56.2s-'10 ($45,616) 3 wins. At 2, second in Fiesty Filly Pacing Series leg at Rideau Carleton; third in Fiesty Filly Pacing Series leg at Rideau Carleton. At 3, third in Late Bomber Series leg at Sudbury Downs. As aged, second in Preferred (twice) at Sudbury Downs; third in Preferred (3 times) at Sudbury Downs. Dam of BRIGHTSIDE KELVIN p, 3, 1:59.0h-'20, BT 1:55.0h ($7,379) etc.

L Dees Momentum (m, Magical Mike).

3rd dam

BLUEGRASS LOU p, 3, 2:03.0h, 4, 2:01.3h ($122,495) 26 wins, by TEMPERED YANKEE p, 4, 1:55.2h. From 13 foals, dam of 11 winners (2 in 1:53, 4 in 1:55, 8 in 1:57) including-

L Dees TRISH (m, Merger) p, 2, 1:52.0f-'02 ($907,710) 8 wins. At 2, winner of Handle With Care S. div, Molly Pitcher S. div. At 3, winner of Bronx S. div, Lady Maud S. div, Mistletoe Shalee S. elim, NYSS; second in American-National S., NYSS. At 4, winner of Clare Series div and final, Roses Are Red Series div; second in Breeders Crown final, Milton S. elim and final. As aged, second in Breeders Crown final. Dam of JBS KING LION p, 2, 1:54.0h, 1:54.0f-'99, BT 1:51.0f-'97 ($293,145) etc.; granddam of PICTONIAN PRIDE p, 3, 1:52.2s, 1:51.2f-'12, BT 1:51.0f-'12 ($431,185); L Dees ROSEMEL p, 3, 1:52.4s, 1:51.4s-'06, BT 1:50.2s-'06 ($368,180); WITNESS TO FAME p, 2, 1:57.1h, 3, 1:53.0s-'05, BT 1:51.4s-'06 ($192,922); L Dees AUNT ANG p, 2, 1:56.3s, 3, 1:53.3s-'04, BT 1:52.3s-'05 ($166,613) etc.

L Dees GUIDO (g, Die Laughing) p, 2, 1:57.1f, 3, 1:53.2, 1:52.3f-'00, BT 1:51.3f-'00 ($308,273) 41 wins. At 2, winner of John Simpson Sr S. div, NJ Fair S. div (3 times); second in NJ Fair S. div, NJSS div. At 3, second in Hopeful S. div, Sagamore Hills Series elim and cons at Yonkers, Winters Memorial at Foxboro; third in NJ Fair S. div, Trendsetter II Series leg.
TORRID VICTORY  3, 2:11.1, 2:05.1

5th dam
MONA BLAZE 2, Q2:11.2f, 3, 2:03.3f, 4, 2:01.4f

4th dam
MADGE LOBELL 2, T2:05.1

3rd dam
AURORA B by
B JS Moon Shadow

1st dam
By MALABAR AQUA
GR BUTTON

Torrid Speed (m, Speedster). Dam of
Sammy Star (h, Stars Pride)  (p, 3, Q2:07.3h, 2:02.2f

Silent Speed (m, Speedster)  3, 2:29.0h

Florimac (g, Florican) 2:03.2f

TORRID CROWN

Motor West (h, Speedy Crow

Montana Lobell (h, Speedy Somolli)  3, Q2:00.1

METRO NORTH

ONE FINE LADY

Marlena Lobell (m, Speedy Somolli). Dam of
Whiteland Maria (m, Speedy Somolli).
Margaux Lobell (m, Speedy Somolli).
Speedy Madge (m, Speedy Somolli)  3, T2:04.1.

Colts Gait Cristal

COLLIER ST BER

PERKY CROWN

COLTS GAIT HIP

Grandessa (m, Striking Sahbra).

1:58.4h  
’21 ($137,537); FIRST AQUA  3, Q1:59.4f, 2:01.0f, 3, 

2:03.2f

dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:58) including
B Js Moon Shadow

Malabar Aqua 1:56.2s  

rule of 5 winners (2 in 1:58) including

AURORA B by

RULE THE WIND

2, 2:04.0f

Romantic Spur) 2, 2:01.2, 4, Q2:00.0

Canaco Jazz

CANACO SOMOLI

3, 2:01.3q  

($198,306); ($249,275); 2:00.0s

2:02.2h

2:00.2

3, 2:01.1, 4, 2:00.0

($476,828) 40 wins.

TORRID CROWN (h, Speedy Crown) 2, 2:05.1q, 3, 1:59.1, 1:58.0 ($175,914) 19 wins.

Florimac (g, Florican) 2:03.2f ($41,590) 11 wins.

Silent Speed (m, Speedster) 3, 2:29.0h ($60).

Dam of Galrock Racer (p, 3, 2:05.2f, BT 2:03.2f-92 ($3,750)) etc.

Sammy Star (h, Stars Pride). (p, 3, Q2:07.3h, 2:02.2f ($10,286) 7 wins).

Torrid Speed (m, Speedster). Dam of JUDGE KENNEDY 3, 2:04.1h, 1:58.2f-97, BT 1:57.2f-98 ($169,525); Torrid Pride Q2:10.4f ($144), (p, 2:04.4f-82 ($19,228)) etc.

1st dam
B JS MOON SHADOW by CONWAY HALL 3, 1:53.4, BT 1:53.2z-98. First foal.

2nd dam
AURORA B by RULE THE WIND 3, Q1:55.3. From 3 foals, dam of 1 winner including

WINDY HILL (h, Esquire Spur) 2, 2:04.0f-98 ($9,725) 3 wins. At 2, winner of KY Fair S. at Bardstown; second in KY Fair S. at Lebanon; in third in KYSS at The Red Mile.

Grandessa (m, Striking Sahbra).

3rd dam
MADGE LOBELL 2, T2:05.1-81 ($1,922), by SUPER BOWL 3, 1:56.2. From 11 foals, dam of 5 winners (2 in 1:58) including-

COLTS GAIT HIP (g, Rule The Wind) 3, 1:56.3-95 ($67,775) 15 wins. At 3, winner of NJ Fair S. div at The Meadowsland, div at Showplace Farm.

PERKY CROWN (m, Speedy Crown) 2, T1:58.1, 3, Q1:57.2 ($40,981) 2 winners. Grandam of SCHALOM G 1:52.4-13 ($373,771) etc.

COLLIER ST BERKIE (g, Speedy Crown) 2, 2:01.2, 4, Q2:00.0-95, BT 1:56.1-94 ($38,568) 5 wins. At 3, second in Cherry Hill Series leg at Garden State Park, NY Fair S. div at The Syracuse Mile; third in Cherry Hill Series leg at Garden State Park, NYSS div at Monticello.

COLTS GAIT TRUMP (h, Speedy Crown) 2:01.3q-98, BT 2:00.4q-98 ($6,714) 4 wins. As aged, winner of Backus Ford Series leg (twice) at Vernon Downs.

Cols Gait Cristal (m, Speedy Crown) 2, 2:06.1h ($19,877) 1 win. At 2, second in Hanover-Hempst S. div at Vernon Downs.

Speedy Madge (m, Speedy Somolli) 3, T2:04.1. Margaux Lobell (m, Speedy Somolli). Whiteland Maria (m, Speedy Somolli).

Whiteland Maria (m, Speedy Somolli). Dam of CANACO SOMOLI 3, 2:01.3f-'91, BT 2:01.1f- '91 ($13,787); Canaco Jazz 3, 2:07.0h, 4, 2:05.3h-94 ($18,538) etc.

4th dam
MONA BLAZE 2, Q2:11.2f, 3, 2:03.3f, 4, 2:01.4f ($28,726) 11 wins, by BLAZE HANOVER 3, 1:59.4. From 8 foals, dam of 5 winners (2 in 1:58) including-

MAXINE LOBELL (m, Speedy Somolli) 2, 2:02.1q, 3, 1:57.4-85 ($261,656) 9 wins. At 3, winner of Hanover S. at Balmoral Park, Simcoe S. at Mohawk.

MELISSA LOBELL (m, Speedy Somolli) 2, Q2:06.2f, 1:56.3 ($46,380) 5 wins. Grandam of WHITELAND LANCE 3, 1:59.0s, 4, 1:56.3s-02 ($124,817) etc.

ONE FINE LADY (m, Homesick) 3, 2:00.4, 4, 2:00.0 ($34,544) 5 winners. Dam of MADE THE LIMIT 2, Q2:05.0f, 3, 2:04.2f, 1:59.1f-98 ($72,092); ZORGWJK WIJDI 3, 2:07.3h, 4, 2:02.2h-93, BT 2:02.1h-04 ($30,249); Jenica Hall 2, Q2:08.0s, 3, 2:05.1-98, BT 2:00.0s-98 ($15,226) etc.; grandam of LEXUS HALL 3, 1:56.1-93, BT 1:55.3-03 ($249,275); ROSE RUN OSCAR 2, 1:55.4, 3, 1:55.4s, 1:55.0h-15, BT 1:54.11-15 ($198,306); ELEGANT JENN 4, 1:59.2f-08, BT 1:57.0f-08 ($49,514); CONWAY connie 2, 2:02.0f-03, BT 2:00.0-03 ($9,088) etc.

METRO NORTH (h, Homesick) 3, 2:01.1, 4, 1:58.3-93, BT Q1:58.1-93 ($13,042) 3 winners.

Montana Lobell (h, Speedy Somolli). Dam of CANACO SOMOLI 3, Q2:00.1-8 ($28,552) 5 wins.

Motor West (h, Speedy Crown) ($4,157). Resilient (m, Speedy Somolli).

5th dam
TORRID VICTORY 3, 2:11.1, 2:05.1 ($10,368). by VICTORY SONG 4, 1:57.3. From 12 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:58) including-

ELESNAR (h, Florican) 2:00.2 ($476,828) 40 wins.

TORRID CROWN (h, Speedy Crown) 2, 2:05.1q, 3, 1:59.1, 1:58.0 ($175,914) 19 wins.

Florimac (g, Florican) 2:03.2f ($41,590) 11 wins.

Silent Speed (m, Speedster) 3, 2:29.0h ($60). Dam of Galrock Racer (p, 3, 2:05.2f, BT 2:03.2f-92 ($3,750)) etc.

Sammy Star (h, Stars Pride). (p, 3, Q2:07.3h, 2:02.2f ($10,286) 7 wins).

Torrid Speed (m, Speedster). Dam of JUDGE KENNEDY 3, 2:04.1h, 1:58.2f-97, BT 1:57.2f-98 ($169,525); Torrid Pride Q2:10.4f ($144), (p, 2:04.4f-82 ($19,228)) etc.

Consigned by: Raymond H Miller, Arthur, IL
By LOUS LEGACY 2, 1:58.3h, BT Q1:57.1-’09 ($92,750). Sire of 6 in 1:55 - 36 in 2:00 including ANOTHER BREATTH 2, 2:01.3h, 3, 1:55.3f, 1:53.1s-’18, BT 1:52.3s-’18 ($485,147); LOU MAN 2, 1:57.4s, 3, 1:54.3s, 1:53.3f-’16 ($297,259); LOUZOTIC 2, 1:58.0, 3, 1:54.3-’19, BT 1:54.0s-’20 ($295,630); LOUGAZI 2, 2:00.2, 1:54.2h-’21 ($260,095) etc.

1st dam
BANDS FANNY 2, 2:11.0h, 3, 2:08.3h-’14, BT 2:03.4-’13 ($12,509) 2 wins, by BANDS GOLD CHIP 3, 1:53.4, BT 1:53.3-’01. At 2, winner of Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Lewistown; second in IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Decatur, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Aledo; third in County Fair Challenge final at Duquoin State Fair, IDOA S. div at Springfield. At 3, winner of Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Cambridge; second in Mid-Western IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Petersburg, Mid-Western IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Carrollton; third in Mid-Western IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Rushville, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Lewistown, div at Morrison; from 2 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of-

Sing Fanny Sing (f, Mr Cantab). Now 2.

2nd dam
FOX VALLEY LAPDANZ 2, 1:58.2, 4, 1:58.1-’08, BT 1:57.3-’06 ($36,321) 4 wins, by VAPORIZE 3, 1:55.0, BT 1:54.4-’97. At 2, winner of ICF Shawnee S. div at Duquoin State Fair, Lady Lincoln Land S. elim at Balmoral Park; second in State Fair S. cons at Springfield. From 6 foals, dam of 3 winners including-

LOUS FLAYSY DANCER (m, Lous Legacy) 2, 2:06.2h, 3, 2:00.1-’20, BT 1:58.3-’20 ($69,887) 19 wins. At 2, winner of Egyptian Colt S. div at Anna, IL Big 10 div at Farmer City, div at Newton, Illini S. div at Charleston, div at Martinsville, Midwestern Illinois Racing Assoc. div at Carrollton, div at Carlinville, div at Rushville, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Belvidere, div at Knoxville, div at Lewistown, div at Morrison, div at Sandwich; second in Downstate Classic div at Lincoln, Fox Valley Flan leg (twice) at Hawthorne, ICF S. div at Springfield, Illini S. div at Lincoln, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Henry; third in IDOA S. div at Springfield. At 3, winner of ICF S. div at Springfield, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield; third in ICF S. div at Springfield, IHHA div at Springfield, The Beulah Dygert leg at Hawthorne. At 4, third in Midwestern Illinois Racing Assoc div at Carlinville.

BANDS FANNY (m, Bands Gold Chip) 2, 2:11.0h, 3, 2:08.3h-’14, BT 2:03.4-’13 ($12,509) 2 wins. As Above.

Loudanz Legacy (g, Lous Legacy) 2, 2:14.2h-’16, BT Q2:09.1-’16 ($3,832) 3 wins. At 2, second in NICA div at Lewistown; third in Big 10 S. div at Altamont, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Belvidere. Peacockdanz (g, Lous Legacy) BT 2:02.2-’18 ($1,827). Lzy Band (m, Bands Gold Chip).

3rd dam
SPEEDY FANNY by FLORIDA PRO 3, 1:55.0. From 13 foals, dam of 10 winners (.1 in 1:56) including-

FLORIDA CROWN (g, Meadowbranch Jerzy) 2, 2:00.1, 3, 1:55.3-’02 ($137,461) 12 wins. At 2, winner of Arsenal Farms Series at Balmoral Park; second in IL Fair S. div (twice) at Springfield; third in Private Bud S. div at Balmoral Park. At 3, winner of ISOSA Sale S. at Balmoral Park; Pronto Don S. at Duquoin State Fair, Su Mac Lad S. elim at Balmoral Park; second in Gait S. at Maywood Park; third in Hanover S. at Balmoral Park.

FOX VALLEY ALL BOY (g, Meadowbranch Jerzy) 2, 2:05.3, 3, 2:00.0, 4, 1:59.3h-’08, BT 1:57.3-’97 ($119,487) 33 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div at Lincoln, div (twice) at Morrison; second in IL Fair S. div (twice) at Mendota; third in IL Fair S. div (twice) at Lincoln, div at Sandwich. At 3, winner of Bolla S. at Maywood Park, Cardinal Series elim at Balmoral Park; second in IL Fair S. div at Springfield, Pronto Don S. at Duquoin State Fair; third in ISOSA Sale S. at Balmoral Park.

FOX VALLEY TUSHE (m, Meadowbranch Jerzy) 3, 2:02.4, 2:00.3f-’03, BT 1:59.0f-’03 ($41,045) 5 wins. At 2, third in IL Fair S. div at Springfield. At 3, winner of ISOSA S. at Springfield.

FOX VALLEY LAPDANZ (m, Vapaporize) 2, 1:58.2, 4, 1:58.1-’08, BT 1:57.3-’06 ($36,321) 4 wins. As Above.

FOX VALLEY BUNNS (g, International Chip) 3, 2:20.0h, 2:01.3-’08, BT 1:59.0-’08 ($26,586) 28 wins. As aged, winner of Open at Elkhorn; second in ICF S. div at Belvidere; third in ICF S. div at Elkhorn.

MR WHISTLEBIRCHES (g, Vaporize) 2, 2:01.1, 3, 1:58.2-’04 ($9,788) 2 wins. At 2, third in Lady Lincoln Land S. cons at Balmoral Park.
By LOUS LEGACY 2, 1:58.3h, BT Q1:57.1-18 ($92,750); Sire of 6 in 1:55 - 36 in 2:00 including ANOTHER BREATHE 2, 2:11.3h, 3, 1:56.0f - 18, BT 1:52.3f -18 ($647,177); LOUZ LINDELL 2, 1:54.3, 3, 1:54.3f - $16 ($297,259); LOUZOTIC 2, 1:58.0, 3, BT 2:01.1f - 19 ($295,880); LOUGAZI 2, 2:02.0, 1:54.2f - 21 ($260,095) etc.

1st dam
BANDSCRITICALDREAM ($169), by BANDS GOLD CHIP 3, 1:53.4, BT 1:53.3-01. First foal.

2nd dam
B L DREAM 2, 2:04.0s - '98, BT 2:03.4s -'99 ($26,321) 2 wins, by DAKOTA SPUR 3, 1:57.4, BT 1:56.2-89. At 2, winner of INSS div at Hoosier Park; third in INSS div (twice) at Hoosier Park. From 9 foals, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:56) including- 

GOOD AND PLENTY (m, Giant Triumph) 3, 1:57.1, 1:55.0f - '07, BT 1:54.3-08 ($421,357) 40 wins. At 3, winner of AA County Fair Challenge S. div at Duquoin State Fair, Charles Singer Memorial leg at The Meadowlands, IL Big 10 Colt S. div at Altamont, IL Fair S. div at Marshall, div at Springfield. speedy Weedy S. div at Balmoral Park; second in Lady Ann Reed S. elim at Balmoral Park, Windy Skeeter S. div at Duquoin State Fair; third in Charles Singer Memorial leg at Balmoral, IL Fair S. final at Springfield. At 4, winner of IL Fair S. div (twice) at Springfield, Lifetime Dream Trotting Series leg at Woodbine; second in Lifetime Dream Trotting Series final at Woodbine; third in Lifetime Dream Trotting Series leg at Woodbine. As aged, winner of Army-Navy LC leg at Pocono Downs, Army - Navy LC leg at Pocono Downs, Open at Rockingham Park; second in Open (twice) at Rockingham Park; third in Army-Navy LC at Pocono Downs, Joseph Ricci Memorial leg at Scarborough Downs, Open at Rockingham Park, at Yonkers. Dam of Plenty Of Smoke. Now 3; Triumphant Pine. Now 2 etc.

VICTORIOUS DREAMER (g, Brilliant Victory) 3, 2:04.4h -'05, BT 1:58.2-05 ($19,156) 4 wins. At 3, winner of IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Farmer City, IL Fair S. div at Marshall, div at Urbana, Illini Colt Assoc. S. div at Charleston; second in IL Big 10 Colt S. div at Altamont, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Cambridge; third in Cardinal Series elim at Balmoral Park, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Jacksonvile, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Henry. Ritorna Me (m, Brilliant Victory) BT 2:01.3-09 ($1,150), Dam of LOURHIANON 2, Q2:04.0, 3, 1:57.0-19, BT 1:55.3-19 ($105,640) etc. Bandalicestriction (m, Bands Gold Chip) As Above. Silks Glitter (m, Brilliant Victory). Tessala More (m, Expecting More). 3rd dam
GATOR GITTER ($10), by TEXAS 3, 1:57.3. From 9 foals, dam of 3 winners including- 

B L GATORADE (m, Dakota Spur) 2, 2:07.4s, 3, 2:06.1s, 4, 1:59.3f - '98 ($52,310) 8 wins. At 2, winner of INSS final at Hoosier Park; second in Genesis Series leg at Hoosier Park; third in INSS div at Hoosier Park. At 3, winner of INSS div at Hoosier Park; second in IN Fair S. div at Connersville, INSS div (twice) at Hoosier Park; third in Expression Series final at Hoosier Park, INSS div at Hoosier Park. Dam of MISS GATOR 2, 2:11.3h, 3, 2:07.2h, 4, 1:57.1-06, BT 1:56.3-06 ($65,805) etc. B L DREAM (m, Dakota Spur) 2, 2:04.0s - '98, BT 2:03.4s -'99 ($26,321) 2 wins. As Above. Florida Kiss (m, Redneys Best). Dam of HIGH HILL SPIRIT 2, 2:15.0h, 1:57.1-101 ($169,749); Where The Action 3, 2:05.2h, 2:01.3h -95, BT 1:59.4q -94 ($264,555) etc.

4th dam
IL conceivably 4, 1:59.4. From 13 foals, dam of 6 winners including- 

GATOR GROWL (h, Texas) 3, 2:01.4q, 2:00.4f -'87 ($139,862) 25 wins. Orange And Blue (h, Florida Prod) 3, 2:04.2l, 4, 2:03.0f -'87 ($57,848) 11 wins. Go Gator (h, Texas) 2, 2:06.2q, 3, 2:00.2q -'82 ($48,332) 3 wins. Sir Hanover (h, Hickory Smoke) 2, T2:05.0, 3, 2:02.4q ($24,695) 3 wins. Uzzi (h, Ayres) 3, 2:06.0f, Q2:06.0h ($8,325) 10 wins. Gator Glory (m, Excel Hanover) 2:01.2g -93, BT 1:59.4q -93 ($7,100) 3 wins. Dam of FEARLESS BROTHER 3, 1:57.3, 1:56.0s -04, BT 1:55.3s-04 ($168,202) etc. Sillette Hanover (m, Ayres). Dam of Gotohuy 2, 2:13.4h, 3, 2:11.3h ($20,215) etc.; granddam of GRUMPY KID ($49,100) 15 wins. Silvia Hanover (h, Hickory Smoke). Dam of Scrups 4, 2:05.0- '84 ($2,655); Super Zev (p, 3, 2:00.3f -'85 ($15,167) etc.; grandam of CHICORY DEVIL 1:59.3f -'01 ($123,164); PRIORITY SPORT 3, 2:01.1h -95, BT 1:57.4s-95 ($104,546) etc.
By WATCHORLANDOPLACE Sire of 2 in 1:55 - 6 in 2:00 including BCS BELLE STREET p, 3, 1:56.1, 4, 1:52.2:16, BT 1:52.5:17 ($82,925); BCS CHIEF p, 3, 2:04.0h, 3:56.4h:15, BT 1:53.4:15 ($23,778); WATCHCIRCUSTRACE p, 3, 1:55.0:17 ($15,143); WATCHBELLEPACE p, 2, 2:04.0h, 3, 1:58.0:14, BT 1:54.4:14 ($9,668) etc.

1st dam BCS SAMI p, 3, 1:58.0:10, BT 1:57.2:10 ($4,012) 1 win, by CULLIN HANOVER p,1:53.0. At 2, second in Big 10 Series div at Griggsville, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Jerseyville. At 3, winner of IL 10 Colt S. div at Altoona, Niagara Pacing Series final at Woodbine, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Lewistown; second in IODA S. div at Springfield, Niagara Racing Pacing Series div at Woodbine; third in AA County Fair Challenge div at Duquoin State Fair, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Jerseyville. At 4, second in Preferred at Woodbine. As aged, winner of Preferred at Yonkers; second in ICF-Lorna Propes S. final at Malboro Park, Open at Harrahs Chester Casino, Parklane Powerful S. div at Balmoral Park, Preferred at Freehold; third in ICF S. div at Mount Sterling, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield. Dam of TITIS AVA p, 2, 1:52.4s, 3, 1:51.4f:21, BT 1:51.1:19 ($130,237) 2 wins.

BIG GAME HOLT (m, Cullin Hanover) p, 1:56.4:10, BT 1:56.1:10 ($8,277) 2 wins.

ANNS MACKINTOSH (m, Armbro Mackintosh) p, 2, 2:05.0h:04, BT 2:01.1h:04 ($3,697) 1 win. At 2, winner of ICF S. - Class A S div at Newton; second in Egyptian Colt S. div at Marion, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Jerseyville, Open at Altoona, at Charleston; third in Egyptian Colt S. div at Pinckneyville, div at Salem. At 3, second in Stewart Hanover Series leg (twice) at Freehold; third in Stewart Hanover Series leg at Freehold. Dam of UNHOLY TERROR p, 3, 1:58.0:14, BT 1:54.4:14 ($9,668) etc.

2nd dam TRACER p, 3, 1:57.2f:96, BT 1:56.4f:96 ($25,154) 5 wins, by LAAG p, 3, 1:51.2. At 3, second in Princess Pacing Series leg at Mohawk. From 9 foals, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:53, 2 in 1:57) including-

BCS JESSE (m, Park Place) p, 2, 1:56.3, 3, 1:52.3s, 4, 1:51.2s:08, BT 1:50.0:09 ($431,415) 29 wins. At 2, winner of Incredible Finale Series leg (twice) at Balmoral Park; third in IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Griggsville, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Jerseyville. At 3, winner of IL Big 10 Colt S. div at Altoona, Niagara Pacing Series final at Woodbine, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Lewistown; second in IODA S. div at Springfield, Niagara Racing Pacing Series div at Woodbine; third in AA County Fair Challenge div at Duquoin State Fair, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Jerseyville. At 4, second in Preferred at Woodbine. As aged, winner of Preferred at Yonkers; second in ICF-Lorna Propes S. final at Malboro Park, Open at Harrahs Chester Casino, Parklane Powerful S. div at Balmoral Park, Preferred at Freehold; third in ICF S. div at Mount Sterling, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield. Dam of TITIS AVA p, 2, 1:52.4s, 3, 1:51.4fs, 21, BT 1:51.1:19 ($130,237) 2 wins.

MR DIRECTOR (h, Sonsam) p, 2, Q2:05.1f, 3, 1:55.2f:92 ($32,748) 4 wins. At 2, second in Kindergarten Series div at Greenwood.

MR DIRECTOR (h, Sonsam) p, 2, Q2:05.1f, 3, 1:55.2f:92 ($32,748) 4 wins. At 2, second in Kindergarten Series div at Greenwood.

At 2, third in ICF S. div at Duquoin State Fair, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Greenbook.

MR DIRECTOR (h, Sonsam) p, 2, Q2:05.1f, 3, 1:55.2f:92 ($32,748) 4 wins. At 2, second in Kindergarten Series div at Greenwood.

MR DIRECTOR (h, Sonsam) p, 2, Q2:05.1f, 3, 1:55.2f:92 ($32,748) 4 wins. At 2, second in Kindergarten Series div at Greenwood.

MR DIRECTOR (h, Sonsam) p, 2, Q2:05.1f, 3, 1:55.2f:92 ($32,748) 4 wins. At 2, second in Kindergarten Series div at Greenwood.
By SING JESSE SING 3, 1:53.3s ($498,502), Sire of 1 in 1:53 - 5 in 2:00 including JESSE POPPER 2, 1:54.0s, 3, 1:55.0s -'19, BT 1:54.4f-'21 ($74,604); MONSTRO TY 2, 2:16.0h, 3, 1:57.1s, 4, 1:56.0s -'19, BT 1:54.3s-'20 ($55,168); JUSTISINGALONG 2, 2:02.2s, 3, 1:37.3f -'17, BT 1:53.4f-'18 ($36,247); WHOSEAFTERWHO BT 1:57.5s-'20 ($24,686) etc.

1st dam BEBA 3, 1:59.1 -'09, BT 1:57.2 -'09 ($49,570) 5 wins, by VALLEY VICTOR. At 2, second in ICF S. - Lil Bit Tuff leg at Hawthorne, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield. At 3, winner of ICF-Lady Ann Reed S. cons at Balmoral Park; second in Fox Valley Diva S. at Balmoral Park. From 3 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 1 winner including-

ZUMMIE UMMY (m, Armbro Tropicana) 4, 1:58.3s -'18, BT 1:58.1f -'20 ($22,286) 1 win. At 2, third in Big 10 S. div at Alfortam.

Dts Flashing Star (m, Dangerous Thing) BT 2:15.1h -'18 ($1,105). At 3, third in Egyptian Colt S. div at Carni.

Loyzhonkendonkororo (g, Barns And Bars) BT Q2:07.0 -'21 ($476). Now 2 and qualified in 2:07.0. At 2, second in Illini Colt S. div at Martinsville.

2nd dam PETES JOY 3, 2:11.0h, 3, 2:03.1f -'01, BT Q2:01.2 -'03 ($44,592) 11 wins, by STONEWALL KOSMOS 2, 1:59.0. At 2, winner of Mi Fair S. div at Allegan, at Charlotte, at Ludington; third in Mi Fair S. div at Big Rapids, at Hillsdale, at Vassar. At 3, winner of Mi Fair S. div at Allegan, at Charlotte, at Miss at Hazel Park; second in Mi Fair S. at Croswell, at Hastings, at Ithaca; third in Mi Fair S. at Centreville. From 3 foals, dam of 3 winners including-

BEBA (m, Valley Victor) 3, 1:59.1 -'09, BT 1:57.2 -'09 ($49,570) 5 wins. As Above.

AUNT GINNY (m, Trophy Catch) 3, 1:58.4 -'10, BT 1:57.4 -'10 ($7,356) 3 wins. At 3, third in ICF-Trotting Sully S. at Balmoral Park. Dam of Jungleland 2, 2:09.4h, 3, Q2:09.1h -'17, BT Q2:02.4 -'16 ($2,000); Dts Last Trophy. Now 3 etc.

VCtors Speed (g, Valley Victor) 4, 2:00.4 -'09, BT 1:58.3 -'10 ($12,430) 2 wins.

3rd dam JOES JOY 3, 2:03.3h -'94, BT 2:02.4f -'94 ($26,198) 7 wins, by MANFRED HANOVER 1:55.2. At 3, winner of Mi Fair S. at Cassopolos, at Charlotte, at Harrison, at Ithaca, at Lake Odessa, at Traverse City; third in Mi Fair S. div at Adrian, at Hastings. From 10 foals, 2 winners including-

SPARTAN JOY (m, Darvin) 2, 2:05.3h, 3, 2:03.4h, 4, 2:01.4f -'01, BT 1:59.1f -'01 ($109,058) 19 wins. At 2, winner of Fedele Fauzi Futurity div and final at Kinross, Mi Fair S. at Bad Axe, at Cassopolos, at Hillsdale, at Kinross, at Vassar; second in MiSS div at Hazel Park, Spartan Futurity elim at Midland; third in Mi Breeders Futurity div at Adrian, MiSS final at Hazel Park, Spartan Futurity final at Midland. At 3, winner of Mi Fair S. at Big Rapids. As Above.

Memory Maid (m, Wilson Wyoming) 2, Q2:04.0 -'06, BT 1:59.3 -'07 ($10,227). Primrose Joy (m, Primrose Lane) 3, 2:02.1h -'06 ($3,302) 2 wins.

Britney Joy (m, Ss Photo) 2, BT Q2:01.2 -'03 ($44,592) 11 wins. As Above.

NICKOLAS K (g, Wilson Wyoming) 2, 2:08.0h, 3, 2:04.3h -'09, BT 2:04.2f -'09 ($6,281) 4 wins. At 2, winner of Egyptian Colt S. div at Albion, div at Marion, Illini Colt Assc. S. div at Marshall.

Vals Joy (m, Rompaway Butch) BT 2:04.31 -'03 ($2,703). At 2, third in Mi Fair S. at Ithaca. At 3, third in Mi Fair S. at Big Rapids.

Memory Maid (m, Wilson Wyoming) 2, Q2:04.0 -'06, BT 1:59.3 -'07 ($10,227). Primrose Joy (m, Primrose Lane) 3, 2:02.1h -'06 ($3,302) 2 wins. Brittney Joy (m, Jso Photo).

Morgans Joy (m, Wilson Wyoming). Dam of Cindys Mindy. Now 3 etc.

4th dam JUBILEE JOY 3, 2:06.4q, 4, 2:04.3f ($20,532) 5 wins, by SWEETY CROWN 3, 1:57.1. From 12 foals, dam of 10 winners (1 in 1:58, p, 1 in 1:51, 2 in 1:53) including-

ARNSON (h, Arndon) 2, Q2:01.3, 3, 1:59.1f, 4, 1:57.2f -'88 ($100,629) 8 wins.

NUCLEAR JOY (g, Nukeson) (p, 3, 1:56.0, 4, 1:52.4 -'97, BT 1:52.2 -'99 ($174,049) 24 wins. At 3, third in Mi Fair S. at Big Rapids.

NUCLEAR SUN (g, Nukeson) (p, 2, Q2:02.0, 3, 1:54.1s, 1:50.3 -'00 ($210,991) 22 wins. GaLa Pa (m, Florida Pro) 2, 2:07.2h, 3, 2:03.1h, 4, Q2:01.0 ($49,406) 28 wins. Dam of Happy Winner K 3, 2:10.4h -'01, BT Q2:01.0 -'01 ($2,424) etc.; grandam of Cheerleader K 3, 2:00.3 -'99, BT Q1:59.1 -'00 ($14,311) etc.

GaLa Jubilee (m, Carlisle) 2, 2:11.4q, 3, 2:02.4q ($10,599) 6 wins. Dam of GAME PLAYER 3, 2:02.4f, 4, 1:59.1f -'91, BT 1:57.2 -'92 ($111,321); WESSON 2, 2:02.3f, 3, 1:59.1f -'00, BT 1:56.1s -'01 ($105,600) etc.
By LOUS LEGACY 2, 1:58.3h, BT Q1:57.1f ($92,750). Sire of 6 in 1:55 - 36 in 2:00 including ANOTHER BREATH 2, 2:01.0h, 3, 1:56.2f, 1:53.1f-18, BT 1:52.3f-18 ($485,147); LOU MAN 2, 1:57.4s, 3, 1:54.3s, 1:53.3f-16 ($297,259); LOUZOTIC 2, 1:58.0, 3, 1:54.3-19, BT 1:54.0s-20 ($295,630); LOUGAZI 2, 2:00.2, 1:54.2h-21 ($260,095) etc.

1st dam
BLUEBIRD PEACH by SWAN FOR ALL 3, 1:54.1f, BT 1:53.2-’09. First foal.

2nd dam
MY SWEET SHIELA 2, 1:59.3, 3, 1:59.3s-’12, BT 1:57.0-12 ($111,027) 7 wins, by SOUTHWIND ELIAN 4, 1:53.3. At 2, winner of INSS leg (twice) at Indiana Downs, IN Std. Dev. Fund S. div at Indiana Downs; third in INSS leg (twice) at Indiana Downs. At 3, winner of INSS leg and final at Hoosier Park; third in IN Sires-Gold leg at Indiana Downs. From 5 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 3 winners (2 in 1:58) including:

BLUEBIRD YOSHI (g, Jailhouse Jesse) 2, Q2:00.3s, 3, 1:56.3s-21, BT 1:53.1s-21 ($25,945) 1 win.
BLUEBIRD LUIGI (g, Guccio) 3, 1:57.4-’20 ($10,992) 2 wins.
Peter G (g, Guccio) 3, 2:01.4-’18, BT 1:58.0s-’18 ($5,035) 1 win.
Bluebird Peach (m, Swan For All) As Above.
Bluebird Bower (c, Muscle Massive). Now 2.

3rd dam
DEBS DALLIANCE 2, Q2:11.4q, 3, 2:03.1s, 1:58.0s-’03, BT 1:56.3s-’03 ($93,936) 11 wins, by CENTRE ISLAND. At 3, winner of MASS div at Plainridge; second in MASS div and final at Plainridge; third in MASS div at Plainridge. From 7 foals, dam of 3 winners (2 in 1:58) including:

BLUEBIRD ELIAN (g, Southwind Elian) 2, 1:57.3, 3, 1:57.1-11, BT 1:55.3f-12 ($354,715) 8 wins. At 2, winner of INSS leg and final (twice) at Indiana Downs; second in INSS leg at Indiana Downs. At 3, winner of INSS leg at Hoosier Park, leg (3 times) at Indiana Downs, IN Std. Dev. Fund div at Indiana Downs; third in INSS leg at Indiana Downs.

WHAT ABOUT LOVE (m, Southwind Elian) 2, 3:00.0s, 3, 1:57.1f-’15, BT 1:56.0s-15 ($41,929) 3 wins.
Bluebird Magician (g, Swan For All) 2, Q2:03.2s-’15, BT Q2:00.3s-16.
Bluebird Swandrluk (m, Swan For All). Dam of BLUEBIRD JESSE 2, 2:00.1s, 3, 1:54.4s, 1:53.2f-’20, BT 1:52.3f-’21 ($460,975); Gb Bird In Hand. Now 3; Martz Creek Pine. Now 2 etc.

4th dam
STOCKHOLM IMAGE BT 2:06.0f-’94 ($8), by BALANCED IMAGE 3, 1:58.4. From 10 foals, dam of 9 winners (2 in 1:56.3 in 1:58) including:

RC ROYALTY (h, Credit Winner) 2, 1:56.4f, 3, 1:55.1s-’06, BT 1:54.1s-’06 ($655,697) 16 wins. At 2, winner of Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows, MASS div (twice) at Plainridge, Matron S. elim at Dover Downs, NYSS div at Monticello, final at Saratoga Harness, div at The Syracuse Mile, Valley Victory S. elim and final at Woodbine; second in Breeders Crown elim at The Meadowlands, Matron S. final at Dover Downs, NYSS div at Saratoga Harness; third in NYSS div at Buffalo. At 3, winner of MASS div at Plainridge, NYSS div at Buffalo, div at Monticello, div at Saratoga Harness, Open at Vernon Downs; second in Dickerson Cup S. elim at The Meadowlands; third in NYSS div at Monticello. At 4, winner of W J Sullivan Memorial leg at Monticello; third in Open (twice) at Vernon Downs.

ENCHANTED (m, Conway Hall) 2, 2:00.1f, 3, 1:59.3f-’11, BT 1:56.4s-’11 ($96,607) 8 wins. At 2, winner of MASS div and final at Plainridge; second in MASS div at Plainridge, NY Fair S. div at Vernon Downs; third in NYSS div at Vernon Downs. At 3, winner of MASS div (twice) and final at Plainridge; second in NYSS div at Vernon Downs; third in NYSS div at Yonkers. At 4, third in Super Bowl Series leg at The Meadowlands. Dam of FULL HEAD AHEAD 3, 2:00.2f, 4, 1:57.3f-’19 ($57,256); Spell Book. Now 2 etc.

IMAGISTIC (h, Conway Hall) 2, 2:01.1h, 3, 1:58.1h-12, BT 1:57.4s-14 ($81,970) 8 wins. At 2, winner of MASS div and final at Plainridge, NYSS div at Batavia Downs, div at Yonkers; third in NY State Fair S. div at Vernon Downs. At 3, winner of NY Bred Excelsior Series div at Historic Track; second in MASS div (3 times) and final at Plainridge; third in NY Fair S. div at Vernon Downs.

RC LEGACY (g, Malabar Man) 2, 2:02.1f, 3, Q1:58.4f-’08 ($59,536) 11 wins. At 2, winner of MASS div (4 times) at Plainridge, NY Bred LC div at Batavia Downs; second in NY Bred LC div at Vernon Downs; third in NYSS div at Buffalo. At 3, winner of MASS div (twice) at Plainridge; second in MASS div (twice) at Plainridge.
By FOGGY BOTTOM 3, 1:59.3, BT 1:58.4-'17 ($8,964).

1st dam
BOMBSHELL BETTY 2, 2:09.3h, 3, 1:57.3f-'16 ($59,808) 11 wins, by SOS LUNAR ECLIPSE 3, 1:56.4s. At 2, third in Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park. At 3, third in MN Sired S. div at Running Aces Harness Park. **Second foal.**

Crazy Bullet (c, Crazy Blue Sky). Now 2.

2nd dam
THE KEY TO WINNING 2, 2:01.0-‘01, BT 1:58.4-‘02 ($26,992) 9 wins, by VALLEY VICTOR. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div at Aledo, div at Belvidere, div at Springfield, div at Urbana, Lady Lincoln Land S. at Balmoral Park; second in IL Fair S. div at Aledo, div at Rushville, At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div at Rushville, div at Taylorville, div at Urbana; second in IL Fair S. div at Newton. From 6 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:58) including-

CHEWY DUNKERTON (g, SOS LUNAR ECLIPSE) 2, 2:03.0f, 3, 2:00.0f-‘14, BT 1:59.1h-‘14 ($98,663) 15 wins. At 2, winner of MN Bred S. div at Cannon Falls. At 3, winner of MN Sired S. div at Running Aces Harness Park; second in MN Bred S. div at Saint Peter, **BOMBSHELL BETTY** (m, SOS LUNAR ECLIPSE) 2, 2:09.3h, 3, 1:57.3f-‘16 ($59,808) 11 wins. As Above.

HOLLIDAY RUNAWAY (g, Banderas Hall) 3, Q2:01.1-‘11, BT 2:00.3-‘11 ($18,399) 4 wins. At 3, winner of Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Belvidere, div at Henry, div at Knoxville, div at Sandwich; second in Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Henry; div at Mendota; third in ICF-Violet S. elim at Balmoral Park, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Cambridge, div at Knoxville, div at Lewistown. At 3, winner of Future Stars Series leg at Running Aces Harness Park; second in IL Fair S. final at Springfield.

MR AVERAGE (m, Wilson Wyoming) 2, 2:08.1h, 4, Q2:00.4f-‘08 ($7,365) 2 wins. At 2, winner of Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Knoxville; second in Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Rushville; third in Lincoln Land S. cons at Balmoral Park, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Belvidere, div at Cambridge, State Fair S. elim at Springfield.

Victoriouskeepsake (m, Wilson Wyoming) At 2, third in IL Big 10 Colt S. div at Altamont.

3rd dam
WIN KEY by HOMESICK 3, 1:58.3s. From 8 foals, dam of 4 winners (b,1 in 1:58) including-

KEY TO BEING HAPPY (g, Trottin Happy) 3, 2:01.0, 4, 1:56.4-'98 ($76,290) 14 wins. At 2, second in IL Fair S. div at Newton, div at Pana; third in IL Fair S. div at Farmer City. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div at Urbana, ISOBRA S. at Springfield; second in IL Fair S. div at Duquoin State Fair S. div at Farmer City, div at Greenup, div at Martinsville; third in IL Fair S. div at Decatur, div at Duquoin State Fair S. div at Lincoln, div at Martinsville, div at Sandwich. At 4, second in Jamie S. div at Balmoral Park, Scotch Treat S. at Maywood Park.

TROTtin KEY (g, Trottin Happy) 2, 2:11.1h, 3, 2:01.0-‘99, BT 2:00.0-‘99 ($37,615) 13 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div at Knoxville; second in IL Fair S. div (twice) at Aledo, div (twice) at Cambridge, div at Knoxville, div at Petersburg, div at Rushville; third in IL Fair S. div at Petersburg. At 3, winner of IA Fair S. at Prairie Meadows, at Spencer, at Wh(twice) at What Cheer, IL Fair S. div at Griggsville, div at Greenup, div at Jacksonville, div at Newton, div at Pana; second in IL Fair S. div at Belvidere, div at Griggsville, div at Springfield, Specs Boy S. at Fairmount Park; third in County Fair Challenge at Duquoin State Fair S. at Eldon, at Monticello, IL Fair S. div at Belvidere.

LETS GET KINKY (m, Wilson Wyoming) 2, 2:13.3h-‘03, BT 2:06.1h-‘04 ($8,938) 4 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div at Knoxville. At 3, winner of Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Knoxville; third in Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Belvidere, div at Lewistown, div at Pecatonia. Dam of Chips Diamond. Now 2 etc.

Win To Victory (g, Valley Victor) BT Q2:04.3-‘07 ($1,473). At 2, third in ICF S. div at Springfield.

4th dam
WINKEY by SPEEDY SCOT 3, 1:56.4. From 10 foals, dam of 4 winners including-

WINK (m, Crystas Crown) 2, 2:09.3h, 3, 1:58.4, BT 1:58.3f-'92 ($19,466) 8 wins. At 3, winner of Rosaland S. div at The Red Mile; third in Gentlemens Driving Club S. at The Red Mile, OH SSS div at Scioto Downs. Dam of Finwin 3, 2:01.1-‘00, BT 2:00.2-‘01 ($16,012) etc.

WILLIAMS GEM (g, Supergill) 4, 1:59.3f-'95 ($5,237) 3 wins. Winkin Willie (g, Homesick) 2:00.2f-‘95, BT 1:59.1f-‘95 ($75,914) 17 wins.

Winkin Wilber (h, Baltic Speed) 2, 2:28.3h, 3, 2:04.3h, 4, 2:00.4h-‘99 ($15,971) 8 wins.
Pro Bono Best p, 2, 1:51.0s .......... Canbest p,T:46.1
Lady Is A Pro p, 2, 1:54.4

Ms Blitzen p, 4, 1:53.2 .......... Christmas Candle p, 2, T2:00.0

Panspiculiflight p, 3, 1:50.3s .... You Can Fly

Brisk Risk p, 2, Q2:00.0 .......... Thermopylae p, 4, 1:52.6s .......... Maliphanie p, 2, 2:02.3f

By CORNER BLITZ p, 1, 1:49.4 ($211,649). Sire of 9 in 1:55 - 14 in 2:00 including PIRAeus p, 2, Q1:56.4, 4, 1:53.0-18, BT 1:51.4f-18 ($339,176); ZONE BLITZ p, 3, 1:53.3f, 4, 1:53.1f-18, BT 1:52.0f-16 ($128,541); EDDIE EDDIE EDDIE p, 2, 1:55.3, 1:53.1f-18, BT 1:51.4f-18 ($88,329); JUST BLITZED p, 2, Q2:02.3f, 3, 1:56.2f, 4, 1:53.4s-17, BT 1:52.2s-17 ($82,523) etc.

1st dam BRISK RISK p, 2, Q2:00.0-11, BT 1:57.2-11 ($1,605), by PANSPICUFLIGHT p, 3, 1:50.3s, BT 1:50.0-94. From 6 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:49, 3 in 1:53, 4 in 1:55 including-

THETIS (m, Corner Blitz) p, 3, 1:58.4h, 1:56.3h-18, BT 1:56.2h-16 ($16,826) 3 wins. At 2, third in ICF S. div at Maywood Park, IL Stallion S. div at Charleston.

PIANA (m, Corner Blitz) p, 2, 2:07.0h, 4, Q1:57.3h-18 ($4,906) 3 wins. At 3, second in Northern IL Colt Assoc div at Lewistown; third in Illini S. div at Martinsville, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Cambridge. At 4, second in IHSA S. div at Carlvinline; third in David Magee S. leg at Hawthorne.

Pericles (g, Corner Blitz) p, BT 1:59.1-21 ($2,260), Vanilla Beam (f, Panther Hanover) p, BT Q2:01.0-20 ($401).

2nd dam THERMOPYLAE p, 2, 1:57.2 3, 1:54.3, 4, 1:52.2s-05, BT 1:51.3-05 ($76,743) 7 wins, by WARRIOR FOR PEACE p, 4, 1:53.1. At 3, winner of Panic Attack S. div at Balmoral Park. At 4, third in Palmer-Nicklaus Pace leg at Pocono Downs. From 7 foals, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:49, 3 in 1:53, 4 in 1:55 including-

KANARIS (g, Panspiculiflight) p, 2, 1:52.0, 3, 1:51.4s, 4, 1:48.3f-14 ($361,649) 26 wins. At 2, winner of Abercrombie S. leg (twice) at Hoosier Park, INSS-Gold leg at Indiana Downs, IN Sires-Gold div at Indiana Downs; second in Abercrombie S. final at Hoosier Park, INSS-Gold leg at Indiana Downs; third in INSS-Gold leg at Indiana Downs. At 3, winner of INSS-Gold leg at Hoosier Park, INSS-Silver leg (4 times) at Hoosier Park; second in Circle City S. div at Hoosier Park, INSS-Silver final at Hoosier Park, Invitation at Balmoral Park; third in Invitation (twice) at Balmoral Park. At 4, winner of Open (twice) at Northfield Park, at Scioto Downs; second in Invitation at Hoosier Park, Jim Ewart Memorial at Scioto Downs, Open at Scioto Downs; third in Open (twice) at Hoosier Park.

STELIOS (g, Sand Shooter) p, 2, Q1:58.1s, 3, 1:54.0s, 4, 1:52.0s-19 ($99,616) 17 wins. At 3, second in Jerry Landess S. div at Hoosier Park.

MARMARIA (m, Panspiculiflight) p, 1, 1:58.0s, 3, 1:53.4s, 4, 1:52.3s-15 ($15,996) 26 wins. At 3, winner of INSS elim at Hoosier Park; third in Go On BB S. cons at Hoosier Park, Miss Windfall Series leg at Hoosier Park.

MOLON LABE (g, Panther Hanover) p, 2, 1:56.3f, 3, 1:54.1f-21, BT 1:52.4f-21 ($35,218) 4 wins.

BRISK RISK (m, Panspiculiflight) p, 2, Q2:00.0-11, BT 1:57.2-11 ($1,605). As Above.

Sparta (m, Sand Shooter).

3rd dam MELIPHANIE p, 2, 2:02.3f-93, BT 1:58.2-93 ($2,350) 1 win, by PIRATE SKIPPER. From 14 foals, dam of 11 winners (1 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55, 7 in 1:57 including-

PYTHAGORAS (g, Mantese) p, 3, 1:54.3h-02, BT 1:53.3-03 ($101,176) 21 wins.

THERMOPYLAE (m, Warrior For Peace) p, 2, 1:57.2, 3, 1:54.3, 4, 1:52.2s-15 ($76,743) 7 wins. As Above.

LYSISTRATA (m, Pro Bono Best) p, 4, 1:55.1-08, BT 1:54.3-08 ($64,843) 12 wins.

DEMCRITUS (g, Warrior For Peace) p, 2, 1:56.1, 1:54.1z-08, BT 1:53.1-02 ($40,753) 11 wins.

MEDEA (m, Mantese) p, 3, 1:56.2h-00 ($30,026) 7 wins.

BATTLE TESTED (f, Themistokles) p, 2, Q1:58.3-10, BT 1:53.3-11 ($29,820) 3 wins. At 2, second in Incredible Finale Series leg at Balmoral Park. At 3, third in Myway Pace cons at Maywood Park, Taser Gun S. div at Maywood Park.

ARISTOPHANES (g, Tattlers Torpedo) p, 3, 1:58.2s-01 ($22,295) 7 wins.

ANASTASI (g, Village Jove) p, 3, 1:56.0-09 ($11,073) 8 wins. As aged, third in Lincoln County Fair S. div at Fayetteville.

DIPLOMAT WEST (m, Mantese) p, 2, 2:05.1h, 1, 1:56.1-99 ($7,359) 3 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div at Marshall, div at Urbana; second in IL Fair S. div at Knoxville.

OLYMPIAS (m, Real Artist) p, 3, 2:00.0h-06, BT 1:57.0-06 ($5,994) 2 wins.

Gorgo (m, Village Jove) p, 3, 2:12.0h-10, BT Q1:59.3f-09 ($5,023) 1 win. At 2, third in NYSS div at Saratoga Harness.

Kastoria (m, Pro Bono Best), Dam of Meteora p, BT 2:16.1h-14 ($197) etc.
BUBBAS JOICEY B p, 2, Q1:56.0 - '07, BT 1:53.3 -'07 ($16,830) 1 win, by WESTERN HANOVER p, 3, 1:50.4. At 2, winner of Showplace Farm Series leg at Freehold; second in Showplace Farm Series leg at Freehold. From 8 foals, dam of 8 winners (1 in 1:53, 4 in 1:55, 5 in 1:57) including-

FREETIME (m, Artiscape) p, 2, 1:55.2f -'16, BT 1:51.4 -'16 ($409,869) 28 wins. At 2, winner of NYSS div at Monticello, div at Saratoga Harness, div (twice) at Yonkers; second in NYSS div at Tioga Downs; third in NYSS div at Buffalo, div at Batavia Downs. At 3, 3rd in Lismore S. final at Yonkers, NYSS div at Monticello; third in NYSS div at Yonkers. At 4, second in Open at Plainridge.

FOX VALLEY BAILEY (m, Sportsmaster) p, 2, 1:54.1, 1:53.3 -'18, BT 1:52.4f -'17 ($126,559) 24 wins. At 2, winner of IL Dept of Agriculture S. div at Springfield; third in ICF S. div at Balmoral Park. At 3, 3rd of Gary Kamal Memorial leg at Saratoga Harness. As aged, second in GYS Series div at Monticello.

FOX VALLEY B GUMP (g, Sportsmaster) p, 3, 1:55.2, 4, 1:54.0f -'19, BT 1:51.4 -'18 ($42,778) 12 wins. At 3, winner of Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Morrison; second in Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Belvidere.

YANKEE JUBILEE (m, Yankee Skycaster) p, 2, 2:06.1h, 1:58.0f -'21, BT 1:54.0f -'21 ($21,235) 4 wins. At 2, winner of IL Big 10 div at Pana, Midwestern Illinois Racing Assoc. div at Petersburg; second in County Fair Challenge div at Duquoin State Fair, Egyptian Colt S. div at Springfield, IL Big 10 S. div at Newton, Illinois S. div at Urbana, Midwestern IL Racing Assoc. div at Mount Sterling; third in Northern IL Colt Assoc div at South Shore, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Belvidere, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Morrison. At 3, 3rd in Midwestern Illinois Racing Assoc. div at Rushville, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Olympia. At 4, 3rd in ICF S. div at Springfield.

BUBBA TELLS ALL (g, Tell All) p, 3, 1:55.0 -'15, BT 1:53.3s -'15 ($19,454) 4 wins. At 2, 2nd in Topline S. div at Lincoln. At 3, 3rd in IN Grand Pacing Series leg at Hoosier Park.

DEPARTURE (g, Artiscape) p, 2, Q1:59.3 -'13, BT 1:54.0s -'13 ($19,420) 1 win. At 2, winner of NYBred Excelsior Series div at Batavia Downs; second in NYBred Excelsior Series div at Monticello, div at Vernon Downs; third in NYBred Excelsior Series div at Vernon Downs.

COACH LOMAN (g, Net Ten Eom) p, 2, 1:55.4 -'20, BT 1:53.1 -'21 ($15,919) 5 wins. At 2, winner of County Fair Challenge div at Hawthorne, Topline S. div at Springfield; second in Topline S. div at Hawthorne. Now 3, 2nd in Phil Georgoff Series leg at Hawthorne.

PATTERICK G (g, Yankee Skycaster) p, 3, 2:00.0h -'17, BT 1:58.1f -'17 ($6,744) 4 wins.

GIVE ME LIFE p, 2, 1:54.1, 3, Q1:53.2, 4, 1:52.4 -'02, BT 1:51.4 -'01 ($133,217) 5 wins, by LIFE SIGN p, 3, 1:50.3, BT 1:50.1 -'93. At 3, 3rd of Fan Hanover S. elim at Woodbine; second in Bluegrass S. div at The Red Mile, Mistletoe Shalee S. cons at the Meadows; third in Spring Ch at The Red Mile, Tattersalls Pace elim at the Red Mile. From 10 foals, dam of 8 winners (3 in 1:51, 5 in 1:53, 7 in 1:57) including-

REQUEST FOR PAROLE (m, Badlands Hanover) p, 3, 1:52.0s, 1:49.2f -'15 ($16,432) 30 wins. At 3, 3rd of ONSS Gold leg at Mohawk, Town Pro Series leg at Mohawk; second in ONSS Gold leg at Grand River, Town Pro Series leg at Mohawk. As aged, second in Bluechip Matchmaker Series leg at Yonkers.

GALLANT YANK (g, Western Hanover) p, 2, 1:53.1f, 3, 1:52.0f, 4, 1:50.3f -'10, BT 1:49.4f -'11 ($552,930) 30 wins. At 2, winner of Arden Downs S. div at Pocono Downs, PA Fair S. div at Butler, div at Meadowlands, PASS div at Harrahs Casino, div at Pocono Downs; second in PASS div at The Meadows, Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs; third in PASS div at The Meadows, PASS Ch final at Harrahs Casino. At 3, 3rd in MD Std. Race Fund div at Rosecroft; third in Max Hempt S. elim and final at Pocono Downs, Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs. As aged, winner of Levy Memorial elim (twice) at Yonkers; second in Joe Gerrity Jr Memorial leg at Saratoga Harness, Levy Memorial elim (twice) at Yonkers.

JJ SHARK (g, Cam's Card Shark) p, 2, Q1:59.0, 3, 1:51.4f, 1:49.2f -'14 ($40,425) 38 wins. At 2, 2nd in Mini Series 6 leg at The Red Mile. At 3, winner of Summertime Pacing Series leg at Mohawk, Valedictory Series leg (twice) and final at Woodbine; second in Beat The Heat Series leg at Mohawk; third in Hudson River Series leg at Pocono Downs. As aged, 2nd in Chase the Moon leg at Mohawk; second in Grip It and Go Series leg at Pocono Downs; second in Open Series leg at Pocono Downs.

By SOMESTASOMWHERE p, 2, 1:49.2, BT 1:48.3 -'15 ($478,915).
**UNNAMED**

(INDIANA ELIGIBLE)

Bay Colt - Foaled April 19, 2020 - Registration #2VB97

**Andover Hall 3, 1:51.3**

Garland Lobell 3, 1:55.3

Amour Angus 3, 2:03.1f

**Swan For All 3, 1:54.1f**

Swan Lake ...........................................

Lindy Lane 3, 1:53.0

Concert Goer 3, 1:59.0

**UNNAMED 2VB97**

**Its My Time 3, 1:58.4s**

Garland Lobell 3, 1:55.3

Amour Angus 3, 2:03.1f

**Heaven Tonight 4, 1:57.3s**

Victory Dream 3, 1:53.2

Catchy Little Tune

*By SWAN FOR ALL 3, 1:54.1f, BT 1:53.2-99 ($309,986). Sire of 1 in 1:50 - 65 in 1:55 - 266 in 2:00 including HANNIBALE HANOVER 2, 1:59.3s, 3, 1:54.4s, 1:52.2-17 ($3,069,833); FIFTYDALLARBILL 2, 1:55.0s, 3, 1:52.1f, 4, 1:50.2-19 ($1,056,238); GRAND SWAN 2, 1:55.5s, 3, 1:52.1s, 4, Q1:52.4-20, BT 1:52.1-20 ($714,457); SWANDRE THE GIANT 2, 1:54.2s, 3, 1:51.3-19, BT 1:51.0-19 ($655,368) etc.*

**1st dam**

**ITS MY TIME 3, 1:58.4s-’08.** BT 1:56.2s-’08 ($277,307) 2 wins, by **ANGUS HALL 3, 1:54.3, BT 1:52.3-99**. At 2, winner of Tompkins Geers S. div at Tioga Downs; second in ONSS Gold elim at Kawartha Downs, elim at Western Fair, elim and final at Mohawk; third in Breeders Crown final at The Meadowsandals, ONSS Gold final at Kawartha Downs, final at Western Fair, final at Woodbine. At 3, winner of ONSS Gold elim at Mohawk; second in ONSS Gold elim at Rideau Carleton; third in ONSS Gold elim and final at Mohawk. From 9 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:58) including:

**TIME FOR EXPLOSION** (g, Explosive Matter) 3, 1:57.4f, 4, 1:56.3f-’15, BT 1:55.2f-14 ($65,238) 6 wins. At 3, third in PA Stallion Series div at Pocono Downs.

**MR BLUMETTI** (h, Bluto) 4, 1:59.2f-20, BT 1:56.1f-20 ($6,517) 1 win.

**Hillside Homer** (c, Pinetucky) BT 2:18.0h-’21 ($900). Now 2 and racing. At 2, third in IN Sired Fair Circuit div at Corydon.

Time This Jesse (g, Jailhouse Jesse) BT 2:00.0-’15 ($3,709).

Diexter (g, Bluto). Now 3.

**2nd dam**

**HEAVEN TONIGHT 4, 1:57.3s-’01 ($26,185) 6 wins, by VICTORY DREAM 3, 1:53.2.** From 10 living foals, dam of 6 winners (1 in 1:52, 2 in 1:54) including:

**AISLING** (g, Conway Hall) 2, 2:00.1, 3, Q1:55.3, 1:53.0f-12, BT 1:52.1-12 ($707,575) 47 wins. At 2, second in John Simpson Memorial div at The Red Mile. At 3, winner of NYSS div at Vernon Downs; second in Empire Breeders Classic elim at Vernon Downs; third in Tompkins Geers S. div at Tioga Downs. At 4, winner of Tioga Downs LC leg (twice) at Tioga Downs. As aged, winner of Harrahs Boulevard Series leg (twice) at Harrahs Chester Casino, Open at Yonkers. Preferred (twice) at Flamboro Downs, at Western Fair, at Woodbine; second in Earl Rowe Memorial - Silver division div at Georgian Downs, Late Closer div and leg at The Red Mile, Open at Harrahs Philadelphia, at Yonkers, Preferred at Georgian Downs (twice) at Western Fair; third in Hiram Woodruff Series leg at The Meadowsandals, Open at Pocono Downs, Preferred (twice) at Flamboro Downs, (3 times) at Georgian Downs, (twice) at Woodbine.

**ITS MY TIME (m, Angus Hall) 2, Q1:59.2, 3, 1:58.4s-’08, BT 1:56.2s-’08 ($277,307) 2 wins.** As Above.

**TRUCULENT** (h, Revenue S) 1:51.4 ($250,690) 21 wins.

**NORTHERN KINGDOM (g, Kadabra) 2, 2:01.2f, 3, 1:58.2h-12, BT 1:57.0s-12 ($49,391) 4 wins.** At 2, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Hanover, div at Rideau Carleton; third in ONSS Grassroots div at Georgian Downs. At 3, winner of Dream Of Glory S. elim at Hanover; third in ONSS Grassroots div at Grand River.

**VINTAGE BOKO** (m, Garland Lobell) 2, Q2:05.1s, 3, 1:58.3-’06, BT 1:56.3-’05 ($44,083) 1 win. At 2, second in KYSS div and final at The Red Mile; third in Bluegrass S. div at The Red Mile. At 3, while in KYSS div (twice) at The Red Mile.

**Someway** (m, Conway Hall) 3, 2:01.4h-’09, BT 2:00.4h-’09 ($18,627) 3 wins. At 2, third in NYSS LC div at Monticello; third in NYSS LC div at Saratoga Harness. Dam of **SAMEWAY SAME HALL 2, Q2:02.4s, 3, 1:57.2s, 1:56.0h-18, BT 1:54.4f-17 ($204,962). SOME ROYALTY 3, 1:57.3s, 1:55.1c-20 ($17,744); SOMEDEW SOMEDONT 2, 1:56.0s-’17, BT 1:55.4f-18 ($79,655); SOME CRAZY FOOL 2, 2:02.2h-19, BT Q1:58.1s-20 ($16,964) etc.

Northern Hope (m, Angel Hall). Dam of **NORTHERN DREAM 2, 2:01.1h, 3, Q2:00.2s, 4, 1:54.2f-19 ($38,555); NORTHERN CAVALIER 3, 1:57.3s-’19, BT 1:55.1s-19 ($28,523) etc.**

**3rd dam**

**CATCHY LITTLE TUNE by CROWNING POINT 3, 1:54.0.** From 10 foals, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:56, 3 in 1:58) including:

**DIG THAT GIRL** (m, Yankee Glide) 2, 1:57.3z, 3, 1:54.4z, 4, 1:54.4s-’03, BT 1:54.0s-03 ($268,299) 6 wins. Dam of **ONE LINE GUY 3, 1:56.1f-13 ($24,129) etc.**

**NEXT SUPERSTAR** (m, Yankee Glide) 3, 1:59.2f, 4, 1:58.0-’07, BT 1:55.0-07 ($47,848) 5 wins. **HEAVEN TONIGHT (m, Victory Dream) 3, Q2:02.0s, 4, 1:57.3s-’01 ($26,185) 6 wins.** As Above.

Harmonics (m, Donerail). Grandam of **CELEBRITY BOMBA** 3, Q1:54.4, 1:53.2f-’15, BT 1:53.0-15 ($224,585); **COMMANDO K 3, 1:55.0, 4, 1:54.4f-10 ($204,785) etc.**
Consigned by: Demarrio Brown, Crystal Springs, MS
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DOWNTOWNSPICYBROWN

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Bay Filly - Foaled April 29, 2020 - Registration #7V898

Microchip #986141001387768

By ASHLEES BIG GUY p, 1:50.4f, BT 1:50.3f-'05 ($1,009,523). Sire of 1 in 1:50 - 15 in 1:55 - 33 in 2:00 including ROYAL KNOCKOUT p, 2, 1:59.4h, 3, 1:51.2, '16, BT 1:50.3-'15 ($514,808); ROYALE ROSE p, 2, 1:52.2, 3, 1:51.2e, 1:50.6e - '18 ($365,735); MASTER OF PUPPETS p, 2, 2:02.2h, 3, 1:57.1f, 1:52.3-'17, BT 1:51.4-'19 ($307,617); ASHLEYS FOUR STAR p, 2, 1:55.4, 3, 1:53.0h, 1:51.0f-'21, BT 1:50.4f-'19 ($282,385) etc.

1st dam

C JS TERROR p, 1:56.3-'13, BT 1:54.2-'13 ($23,493) 4 wins, by WESTERN TERROR p, 3, 1:48.3

From 3 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of Cookie Jack (g, Ryan N Hanover) p, BT 1:55.4-'19 ($5,513). Thisbabesterror (f, Riggins) p, BT 1:56.2-'21 ($1,096). Chloe C (f, Ryan N Hanover). Now 2.

2nd dam

BROADWAY BABE p, 3, 2:01.1h, 4, 1:56.2h - '04, BT 1:54.2-'05 ($25,895) 5 wins, by BROADWAY EXPRESS p, 4, 1:56.1h. From 8 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 6 winners (3 in 1:57) including-

CJS REAL DEAL (g, Cole Muffler) p, 3, 1:59.1h, 1:55.4h - '17, BT 1:53.3-'15 ($89,481) 11 wins. As aged, third in ICF S. div at Hawthorne.

MY BLUE EYED ANGEL (m, Grayvonne Reif) p, 3, 2:01.3e, 1:57.4h - '18 ($33,709) 14 wins. 2nd dam in 1:57.3. 3rd dam in 1:57.2.

BROADWAY PEBBLES (m, Admirals Alley) p, 3, 2:13.2h, 1:56.3h - '18 ($24,892) 7 wins. At 3, 3rd in MB SSBA Futurity elim at Glenboro, 3rd in Lady Crocus S. div at Miami, MB Great Western S. div at Killarney. As aged, winner of Sharpes Feed Series leg at Grand River.

C JS TERROR (m, Western Terror) p, 1:56.3 - '13, BT 1:54.2 - '13 ($23,493) 4 wins. As Above. 3rd dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:55).

Popcorn Jimmy (g, Lambretta) p, 3, 2:06.1h, 4, 2:01.2h - '20, BT 1:57.4e - '20 ($10,518) 3 wins. At 3, 2nd in Golden State S. div at Miami, MB Great Western S. elim at Miami, MB SSBA Futurity final at Miami.

Getitdonebud (h, Toucam Sam) p, 3, 2:05.4h - '20, BT 2:05.3h - '20 ($3,536) 1 win. At 3, 4th dam of 6 winners (3 in 1:57) including-

Blackjack Charlie (c, Lambretta) BT 2:10.1h - '21. Now 2 and racing.

3rd dam

BABE IN TOYLAND p, 3, 2:01.2 - '07, BT Q1:59.4s - '07 ($5,387) 2 wins, by ABERCROMBIE p, 4, 1:53.0. From 10 foals, dam of 5 winners (2 in 1:55, 3 in 1:57) including-

TOOLIN AROUND (m, Cole Muffler) p, 3, 2:01.3h, 4, 1:57.2h - '03, BT 1:53.3s-'03 ($64,472) 11 wins. At 3, 3rd in IL Fair S. div at Pana.

BEEZE BABE (m, Jate Lobell) p, 3, 1:57.3, 4, 1:54.1 - '06, BT 1:53.0 - '06 ($68,368) 15 wins. At 3, 2nd in Hopeful S. leg at Yonkers; dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:55, 3 in 1:57) including-

BROADWAY STREET FIGHTER p, 6, 2:01.0 - '11, BT Q2:00.3 - '12 ($7,500) etc.

SENIOR LOU (g, On The Attack) p, 2, 2:01.3h, 3, 1:58.1f, 4, 1:54.2 - '06 ($64,596) 16 wins. At 2, 2nd in OH Fair S. div at Croton, 2nd in OH Fair S. div at Canton, 2nd in New Century Series div at Delaware County Fair, 2nd in OH Fair S. div at Wooster. At 3, 2nd in OH Fair S. div at Croton, 3rd in OH Fair S. div at Canton, 4th in OH Fair S. div at Maysville, 4th in OH Fair S. div at Wellington; second in OH Fair S. div at Canton, 2nd in New Century Series div at Delaware County Fair, OH Fair S. div at Croton, 2nd in OH Fair S. div at Maysville, 4th in OH Fair S. div at Wellington; second in NY Pacing Series final at Scioto Downs, New Century Series div at Delaware County Fair, OH Fair S. div at Bucyrus.

BROADWAY BABE (m, Broadway Express) p, 3, 2:01.1h, 4, 1:56.2h - '04, BT 1:54.2 - '05 ($25,895) 5 wins. As Above.

Nws Dream Toy (g, Sadies Dreamboat) p, 2, 2:08.3h, 3, 2:01.3h - '10, BT 1:56.2 - '10 ($4,007) 3 wins.

Fao (m, Jate Lobell), Babes Fantasy (m, Sadies Dreamboat), Siggy's Girl (m, Sadies Dreamboat).

4th dam

BABES BUDDY p, ($5), by ALBATROSS p, 4, 1:54.3f. From 3 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:55) including-

ZOUNDS (m, Presidential Ball) p, 2, Q1:58.1, 3, 1:55.0 - '08 ($100,204) 29 wins. At 2, 2nd in DE Std. Breeders Fund div at Harrington, DE Std Breeders Fund div at Dover Downs; 3rd in DE Breeders S. div at Harrington, DE Std Breeders Fund div at Dover Downs. NJSS div at Freehold. Dam of ZEN MAJOR p, 2, 2:00.3h, 3, 1:55.4h, 1:53.2s - '14, BT 1:52.4 - '13 ($62,271); ZAP CODE p, 3, Q1:59.0h - '09, BT 1:56.1h - '11 ($30,433); Zip Code p, BT 1:59.4 - '08 ($4,182) etc.

Stake Engagements:

IL Conceived, IL Foaled

IL Concealed
ON IT

CANADIAN CULTURE

By DUNESIDE PERCH p, 2, 1:50.2 ...

Duneside Perch p, 2, 1:50.2 ...

Duck Duck Goose p, 3, 1:55.0 ...

Abercrombie p, 4, 1:53.0 ...

Canadian Culture p, 4, 1:51.1 ...

ON IT

Cam Fella p, 4, 1:53.1

Jefs Magic Trick p, 2, 2:02.0f

Goaile Jeff p, 3, 1:51.2

Misty Brett p, 3, 1:56.3

Bergdorf p, 4, 2:03.3q

Niatross p, 3, T1:49.1

Mannatt Good Duer p, 2, 2:03.11

By DUNESIDE PERCH p, 2, 1:50.2 ($160,325). Sire of 3 in 1:50 - 61 in 1:55 - 132 in 2:00 including UNLOCKED p, 2, 1:53.2, 3, 1:49.1, 1:49.0f-16 ($510,494); DUNE IN RED p, 2, 1:52.0s, 3, 1:50.4, 4, 1:51.2s-14, BT 1:50.4-16 ($385,370); DAKOTA ROADSTER p, 2, 1:57.4h, 3, 1:53.2, 1:51.0s-19, BT 1:50.3s-18 ($341,109); DAKOTA JACK p, 3, 1:53.0f, 1:50.3f, BT 1:50.0f-16 ($318,234) etc.

1st dam

CANADIAN CULTURE p, 2, 1:54.4s, 4, 1:51.1, '02 ($138,545) 10 wins, by ABERCROMBIE p, 4, 1:53.0. At 2, winner of Genesis Series leg and final; second in Genesis Series leg, Hoosier Cup elim, John F Simpson S. div; third in Starlet Series leg. At 3, winner of Genesis Series leg; second in Genesis Series leg; third in Genesis Series leg (twice), Spring Ch. From 11 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 9 winners (4 in 1:53, 5 in 1:55, 8 in 1:57) including:

KNOW IT ALL (m, American Ideal) p, 2, 1:55.4h, 3, 1:53.1, '17, BT 1:50.0-17 ($553,729) 29 wins. At 2, winner of NY Bred Excelsior Series div; second in NYSS div (twice), NY State Fair S. div; third in NYSS div. At 3, winner of NY Bred Excelsior Series div (3 times); second in NY Bred Excelsior Series final. At 4, in second in Preferred.

CUTTY SHARK (g, Four Starzzz Shark) p, 3, 1:54.1h, 4, 1:52.4h-10, BT 1:49.3f-13 ($447,033) 38 wins. At 2, third in PASS div. At 3, third in Junior Trendsetter Series leg. At 4, second in Preferred (twice); third in Open, Preferred.

CANAMERICA (m, American Ideal) p, 2, 1:56.2s, 3, 1:53.2f-12, BT 1:52.0s-12 ($148,888) 21 wins. At 2, winner of NY Bred LC div. NYSS div, New York LC div; second in NYSS div (twice) and final. At 3, winner of NY Bred Excelsior Series div (twice); second in NY Bred Excelsior Series div (twice); third in NY Bred Excelsior Series final. Dam of MICHAELS MONSTER p, 3, 1:52.1s-21 ($432,300); Rockinwitharythm. Now 2 etc.

WESTERN CULTURE (g, Western Hanover) p, 2, 1:55.1, 3, 1:52.1-07, BT 1:54.0-07 ($126,532) 18 wins. At 3, second in Late Closer leg. At 4, winner of Sagamore Hill Pacing Series elim, Tioga Downs LC leg; second in Late Closer; third in Tioga Downs LC leg (twice). As aged, winner of Preferred.

NOT THIS TIME (g, Western Hanover) p, 2, Q1:56.2, 3, 1:56.0f, 1:53.1f-14, BT 1:50.1f-14 ($118,604) 18 wins. At 4, second in Sagamore Hill Pacing Series elim.

CANADIAN MOUNTIE (g, Duneside Perch) p, 2, 1:57.1-19, BT 1:53.3-19 ($29,588) 2 wins. At 2, winner of Cardinal S. div, IL State Fair S. div; second in Incredible Finale leg.

MIAMI MAKO (m, Four Starzzz Shark) p, 2, 2:00.0f, 3, 1:55.1f-16, BT 1:54.1f-16 ($243,235) 2 wins.

U MAKIN ME WAIT (g, Whitefield Falls) p, 3, Q1:54.8-18, BT 1:55.0-18 ($10,428) 2 wins. At 2, second in Egyptian Colt S. div; third in Downstate Classic div, IL Big 10 div, Illini S. div; second in The Mike Paradise Series leg.

WESTERN TROUBLE (m, Western Hanover) p, 2, 1:55.4f-07 ($6,442) 1 win. Canadian Dragon (m, Dragon Again). Dam of FILET MIGNON p, 2, 2:01.4h, 3, 1:55.0h-21, BT 1:54.0h-21 ($33,384); Faithful Dragon. Now 2 and qualified in p, 1:56.4f etc. Country Cousin (g, Sagebrush). Now 2.

2nd dam

SEMALU DAMOUR p, 2, 1:58.2f, 3, 1:54.0-08 ($80,187) 22 wins. By NIATROSS p, 3, T1:49.1. From 15 foals, dam of 10 winners (3 in 1:53, 6 in 1:55, 9 in 1:57) including:

LONG LAKE (g, On The Road Again) p, 3, 1:53.1f, 4, 1:52.4f-95 ($128,067) 13 wins.

SYRAH (g, On The Road Again) p, 3, 1:54.1-93, BT 1:52.2-93 ($123,018) 18 wins.

BROADWAY ATRACTION (m, Broadway Atraction) p, 2, Q2:01.3s, 3, 1:55.0s-96, BT 1:53.2-98 ($78,811) 7 wins. Dam of FACÉTIOUS GAL p, 3, 1:59.4f, 4, 1:57.2h-08, BT 1:55.2s-08 ($35,400) etc.

GRACIE SQUARE (m, On The Road Again) p, 3, 1:53.2f-91, BT 1:57.3h-93 ($73,355) 12 wins. Dam of SAMANTHA SQUARE p, 2, 2:01.4f, 3, 1:55.4f, 4, 1:51.3s-02, BT 1:50.2s-02 ($460,158) etc.; grandam of GOTTA HAVE NUKES p, 2, 1:57.3f, 3, 1:54.1f, 1:53.1f-19, BT 1:51.3f-15 ($318,673) etc.

LITTLE MORE FAITH (h, Cole Muffler) p, 2, 1:55.3, 3, 1:54.1f-06, BT 1:53.3f-07 ($60,158) 15 wins.

IMINTHEMOODFORLOVE (m, On The Road Again) p, 3, 1:55.1-95, BT 1:54.1-95 ($50,003) 7 wins. Dam of PARADISE LOVER BOY p, 2, Q1:58.1, 3, 1:51.0, 1:50.0f-05 ($848,578); ISABELLA BLUE CHIP p, 2, 1:51.2-06, BT 1:49.3-07 ($504,992); PARADISE CHARMER p, 3, 1:58.1, 4, 1:54.0f-03, BT 1:53.1-04 ($96,540) etc.; grandam of MYSHARONA BLUECHIP p, 3, 1:55.1e, 4, 1:49.3f-16 ($212,644); BAHAMA BLUE p, 2, 1:55.2f, 3, 1:51.0f-14, BT 1:50.3f-14 ($207,217) etc.
CLUTCH

(NEW YORK ELIGIBLE)
Brown Gelling - Foaled February 20, 2020 - Registration #0V020 Microchip #985141001323625

CLUTCH

By CELEBRITY MASERATI 3, 1:53.0f

Garland Lobell 3, 1:55.3

Amour Angus 3, 2:03.1f

Sis Caviar 3, 1:53.4

Arlanda Hanover 2, 1:57.0f

Ambro Pantomime 3, 1:59.2q

Self Possessed 3, 1:51.3

Celebrate Lovenate 3, 1:57.3f

Caniland Glide 3, 1:55.1

Celebrity Feeling 4, 1:54.2d

Feeling Great 3, 1:57.3

By CELEBRITY MASERATI 3, 1:53.0f, BT 1:52.2s-'13 ($215,235). Sire of 1 in 1:55 - 5 in 2:00 including CELEBRITY MIRACLE 3, 2:02.0f, 4, 1:54.7s-'20 ($59,813); CELEBRITY SERENA 3, 1:59.2f, 1:53.3f-'21, BT 1:55.2s-'20 ($40,879); CELEBRITY OLIVIA 3, 2:00.0f, 4, 1:58.0f-'20, BT 1:57.0f-'20 ($33,993); CELEBRITY BLANCA 3, 1:57.3f-'19 ($10,640) etc.

FEELING GREAT 2, Q2:00.2f, 3, 1:57.3f-'13, BT 1:55.4f-'13 ($30,692) 3 wins, by CANTAB HALL 3, 1:54.0. BT 1:50.4-'04. At 4, second in Catherine Burton Series leg at Vernon Downs. From 2 foals, dam of 1 winner (1 in 1:58) including-

CELEBRITY OLIVIA (m, Celebrity Maserati) 3, 2:00.0f, 4, 1:58.0f-'20, BT 1:57.0f-'20 ($33,993) 2 wins.


1st dam

CELEBRITY LOVENOTE 2, Q2:00.2f, 3, 1:57.3f-'13, BT 1:55.4f-'13 ($30,692) 3 wins, by CANTAB HALL 3, 1:54.0. BT 1:50.4-'04. At 4, second in Catherine Burton Series leg at Vernon Downs. From 2 foals, dam of 1 winner (1 in 1:58) including-

CELEBRITY OLIVIA (m, Celebrity Maserati) 3, 2:00.0f, 4, 1:58.0f-'20, BT 1:57.0f-'20 ($33,993) 2 wins.

2nd dam

CELEBRITY FEELING 2, 1:59.3, 3, 1:58.0f, 4, 1:54.2f-'08 ($206,307) 11 wins, by YANKEE GLIDE 3, 1:55.1. BT 1:53.0-'97. At 2, winner of Kindergarten Classic Series leg at Tioga Downs, Matron S. elim at Dover Downs, Oakville S. cons at Mohawk; second in Kindergarten Classic Series leg at Tioga Downs, Matron S. final at Dover Downs; third in Reynolds S. div at Pocono Downs. At 3, second in Duenna S. leg at The Meadowlands, Lady Suffolk S. at Freehold; third in ElegantImage S. cons at Mohawk, Landmark S. div at Historic Track, Late Closer leg at The Red Mile. At 4, winner of Late Closer div (twice) at The Red Mile. From 6 foals, dam of 6 winners (3 in 1:56, 6 in 1:58) including-

CELEBRITY LOVER (g, Andover Hall) 4, 1:55.2f-'16, BT 1:54.3f-'17 ($164,197) 24 wins.

NOTMEITSOYOU (g, Chapter Seven) 2, 2:04.3h, 3, 1:57.3h, 4, 1:56.3h-'19, BT 1:56.1h-'19 ($146,427) 16 wins. At 2, winner of NY Excelsior B Series div at Monticello. At 3, winner of NY Excelsior B Series div at Yonkers; second in Gin Blossom Series leg at Northfield Park, Iron Maiden Series leg and final at Northfield Park, Jim Derue Memorial leg (twice) and final at Saratoga Harness, The Iron Maiden Series leg at Northfield Park; third in Gin Blossom Series leg at Northfield Park, Iron Maiden Series leg at Northfield Park.

CELEBRITY ARTEMIS (m, Andover Hall) 5, 1:55.1f-'17, BT 1:54.1s-'18 ($96,424) 11 wins.

CELEBRITY LOVIN (m, Andover Hall) 2, 1:56.2z, 3, 1:56.2f-'13 ($96,192) 9 wins. At 2, second in Kindergarten Classic S. div at The Red Mile, Kindergarten Classic div at Vernon Downs, PA Stallion Series div at Harrahs Chester Casino, div at Pocono Downs. At 3, second in PA Stallion Series div at Pocono Downs. Dam of LOVE A GOOD STORY 2, 1:52.2, 3, 1:51.2h-'20 ($692,678) etc.

CELEBRITY APOLLO (g, Andover Hall) 4, 1:57.4f-'18, BT 1:56.4f-'18 ($48,868) 4 wins.

3rd dam

FEELING GREAT 2, Q2:04.1, 3, 1:57.3 ($125,379) 5 wins, by MYSTIC PARK 3, 1:57.0. At 3, winner of Arden Downs div, Horseman Futurity elim; second in Charles Smith Memorial final, Kentucky Futurity elim, Dam of 7 winners (1 in 1:52, 5 in 1:56) including-


TAKE CHANCES (h, Super Bowl) 2, 2:00.3f, 3, 1:54.2f-'97, BT 1:53.4f-'97 ($530,248) 5 wins. At 2, winner of PA All Stars div; second in Int'l Stallion S. div; third in PASS. At 3, winner of KY Futurity heat, race off; second in Bluegrass S., Hambletonian elim and final, Zweig Memorial elim; third in Beacon Course S. elim, Yonkers Trot elim.

CELEBRITY FEELING (m, Yankee Gliding) 2, 1:59.3, 3, 1:58.0f, 4, 1:54.2f-'08 ($210,041) 11 wins. As Above.

EXPERIENCE VICTORY (g, Valley Victory 2, 1:56.0, 3, Q1:55.3, 4, 1:54.4f-'02 ($139,832) 8 wins. At 2, winner of Hayes Memorial div, Int'l Stallion S.; second in Bluegrass S. div, Hanover S. div.

FEEL LIKE A WINNER (h, American Winner) 2, 1:59.0-'97, BT 1:58.0f-'97 ($106,819) 2 wins. At 2, winner of E H Harriman Cup leg; second in Matron S., PASS div.

SELF DISCOVERY (g, Indy Lane) 2, 2:02.4f, 5, 1:55.4f-'07, BT 1:58.2s-'05 ($66,947) 9 wins. Highest Point (h, Tom Ridge) 2, 2:00.1h-'18, BT 1:57.3s-'18 ($15,901) 1 win. At 2, third in Hoosier S. final.

Merit Lane (m, Lindy Lane) 2, Q2:01.4-'04, BT Q2:00.3-'04. Dam of ZOOMING 2, 1:58.1, 3, 1:54.1f, 1:51.0f-'13 ($1,133,364) etc.
Consigned by: K E M Standardbreds, Arthur, IL

TANGOSMISSAMERICA

Brown Filly - Foaled March 20, 2020 - Registration #8V182

Deweycheatumhownwe 3, 1:50.4.... Muscles Yankee 3, 1:52.2
Dontcheatamonmenow 3, 1:56.2s .. Trolley Square 3, 2:00.4f
TANGOSMISSAMERICA

Magenta Hall 2, 1:55.2 ............. Conway Hall 3, 1:53.4

Cell Block Tango ..................... Weight Lifter ..........................

Muscles Yankee 3, 1:52.2
Dontcheatonmenow 3, 1:56.2s

Muscles Yankee 3, 1:52.2
Miss Whitewater 3, 1:58.1f

By DONTCHEATONMENOW 3, 1:56.2s, BT 1:56.0s-'14 ($123,500). Sire of 1 in 2:00 including TROPICAL ROSIE 2, 2:08.0h, 3, 1:59.1f-'20 ($39,368); TWIN CEDARS ROCKET BT 1:57.0'-19 ($16,578); SHES GOT MOXY BT 2:01.1'-20 ($7,187); IMA CHEATEN GIRL BT 2:06.0'-21 ($727) etc.

1st dam

CELL BLOCK TANGO ($125), by WEIGHT LIFTER. First foal.

2nd dam

COME DANCIN ($500), by HAP BOB BOBBY 1:58.0. From 7 foals, dam of 4 winners including-

TAP DANCIN (h, Six Alarm) 2, Q2:07.4, 3, 2:01.4'-07 ($16,146) 6 wins. As aged, winner of IA Fair S. div at Humboldt, div at Spencer, div at Sioux Center, div at What Cheer; third in IA Fair S. div at Sioux City. 

Dancin Sammy (g, Rail Splitter) 2, 2:23.0h, 3, 2:09.2h-12, BT 2:05.3h-12 ($12,687) 3 wins.

Come Dancin (m, Band Of Chips) 4, 2:04.1-07, BT 2:02.4-07 ($2,227) 1 win.

3rd dam

MIDNIGHT MUSIC 2:05.4f-91 ($3,382) 2 wins, by JAZZ COSMOS 3, 1:55.0. From 3 foals, dam of 1 winner (1 in 1:56) including-

FOXY JAZZ (m, Hap Bob Bobby) 3, 2:02.4f, 1:56.0f-02 ($339,143) 62 wins. As aged, winner of IA Fair S. div at Humboldt, div at Spencer, div at Sioux Center, div at What Cheer; Open (3 times) at The Meadows, Preferred (twice) at Monticello; second in IA Aged Fair S. div at Bloomfield, IA Fair S. div at What Cheer, Open (9 times) at The Meadows, Preferred at The Meadows, at Scioto Downs; third in IA Fair S. div at Bedford, div at Eldon, Open (7 times) at The Meadows. Dam of J R JAZZ 3, 2:04.4, 1:56.2f-15, BT 1:55.1-14 ($132,691); Late Nite Jazz 3, 2:06.2h, 4, 2:01.2h-14, BT 2:00.0h-14 ($42,806) etc.

4th dam

NIGHT THINGS by DREAM OF GLORY 3, 1:57.2. From 8 foals, dam of 2 winners including-

BLUES IN THE NIGHT (m, Jazz Cosmos) 3, 2:05.3h, 4, 2:01.0f-92, BT 2:00.4f-92 ($24,075) 11 wins. As aged, third in Windsor City Trotting Series elim at Windsor. Dam of Dawn Run 2, 2:05.0h, 3, 2:01.4h-98, BT 1:57.3s-00 ($30,377) etc.

Midnight Music (m, Jazz Cosmos) 2:05.4f-91 ($3,382) 2 wins. As Above. Music After Dark (m, Jazz Cosmos).

Nightcrame (m, Morning Lineup).

5th dam

WORKING GIRL 4, 2:07.0f ($9,909) 5 wins, by NEVELE PRIDE 4, T1:54.4. From 7 foals, dam of 2 winners including-

STAKHANOVITE (h, Speedy Crown) 3, T2:04.3, T1:59.3 ($192,760) 23 wins.

Christopher Lee (h, Dream Of Glory) 3, 2:08.4f, 4, 2:06.2f-82 ($11,314) 7 wins.

Night Things (m, Dream Of Glory). Night Things (m, Dream Of Glory). As Above.

Mary Theresa (m, Dream Of Glory). Dam of GENEVA BAMBINO 3, 2:02.3h, 1:56.2f-92 ($305,778) etc.

W Gs Pride (m, Speedy Somolli). Dam of THE FALL 3, Q2:01.1f, 2:00.0h-97, BT 1:59.3h-96 ($100,471); PROUD APPEARANCE 2, 2:10.1h, 3, 2:02.1f, 1:59.4s-'02, BT 1:58.3s-02 ($96,376); MUSICAL PRIDE 3, 2:02.3h, 2:01.3h-95, BT 2:00.2f-93 ($43,619); Charley P 2:03.3f-94, BT 2:03.0f-94 ($7,715) etc.; grandam of GOBLINSGONNAGETYOU 4, 2:00.2h-'08, BT Q1:59.1-08 ($34,790); WINDFALL GAIN 4, 2:01.3f-'05, BT 2:00.0f-'05 ($23,858); Auberjean 3, 2:01.3f-'05 ($5,003) etc.

Lilly The Pink (m, Jazz Cosmos).
O WOWZA

BY NY Sires Excelsior

BAY TATTYA, FOALED APRIL 30, 2020 - REGISTRATION #0V424

MICROCHIP #985141001379935

CONWAYSLASSIE 3, 1:56.3f

Yankee Sunburst (g, Donerail) 2, 2:03.1f, 3, 2:00.4h - '04, BT 2:00.1s - '04 ($43,011) 9 wins.

At 2, second in MD Std. Race Div at Rosecroft; third in Fritz Beinhauer Memorial final at The Meadows, MD Std. Race Fund div at Rosecroft.

NY Sires Excelsior

NY State Fair

NY Fairs

Stake Engagements
BY CASSIS 3, 1:52.4 ($757,126). Sire of 6 in 1:55 - 25 in 2:00 including ANNAS LUCKY STAR 2, 1:56.4, 3, 1:53.3, 4, 1:53.1-18 ($438,082); TROTTING GRACE 2, 1:58.0, 3, 1:54.2, 4, 1:54.1h-19, BT 1:54.0s-19 ($324,341); TRIXIES JETHRO 2, 1:59.2, 3, 1:57.0, 1:54.3h-20, BT 1:54.0h-18 ($288,512); CRUDU CASSI 2, 2:01.3, 3, 1:57.4h, 4, 1:57.1h-19, BT 1:55.1f-20 ($203,846) etc.

1st dam
DAISY LOU DUKE 2, 2:02.0, 3, 1:57.1-17. AT 1:53.4-17 ($79,376) 5 wins, by LOUS LEGACY 2, 1:58.3h, BT 1:57.1-08. At 2, winner of ICF S.-Fox Valley Flan S. leg at Hawthorne, ICF S.-Violet S. cons at Hawthorne; second in IL State Fair S. elims at Springfield; third in Downstate Classic div at Lincoln, ICF S.-Fox Valley Flan S. leg at Hawthorne, IL Stallion S. div at Charleston, IL State Fair Ch final at Springfield. At 3, winner of Beulah Dygert Memorial leg at Hawthorne, The Bea Farber leg at Hawthorne, Violet S. leg at Hawthorne; second in Dygert S. leg at Hawthorne, IL Fair S. div at Springfield, IL State Fair Colt S. final at Springfield; third in Beulah Dygert Memorial leg at Hawthorne, ICF S. leg at Hawthorne, The Bea Farber final at Hawthorne, Violet S. leg at Hawthorne. Second foal.

2nd dam
DAISY LEE BROOK 3, 2:03.1h-03. At 2, BT 1:59.2-03 ($6,425) 2 wins, by MACK LOBELL 3, 1:52.1. From 8 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:54; 2 in 1:56, 3 in 1:58) including-

MACKS GOLD BAND (g, Bands Gold Chip) 2, 2:13.0h, 3, 1:57.4, 4, 1:53.3-14 ($291,703) 62 wins. At 2, winner of Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Henry; second in IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Paris, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Jerseyville; third in IDOA S. div at Springfield, Mid-West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Petersburg. At 3, winner of IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Greenville, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Aledo, div at Rushville, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Lewistown; second in County Fair Challenge final at Duquoin State Fair, Downstate Classic S. div at Decatur, Mid-Western IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Carlinville; third in Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Pana, Lifes A Holiday S. div at Maywood Park. At 4, winner of IHHHA S. div at Cambridge, div at Petersburg, IL Bred S. div at Duquoin State Fair, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield;

D LEE MORE (m, Expecting More) 3, 1:57.0, 1:54.1-11 ($182,049) 17 wins. At 3, second in ICF-Sorce Ann S, at Balmoral Park, ISOBA S. div (twice) at Balmoral Park. At 4, winner of Flower Street Series leg (twice) and final at Harrahs Chester Casino; second in Flower Street Series leg at Harrahs Chester Casino, ICF S. div at Duquoin State Fair, Super Bowl Series leg (twice) at The Meadowlands; third in Super Bowl Series cons at The Meadowlands. As aged, winner of Late Closer #16 leg at The Red Mile; second in Late Closer #5 leg at The Red Mile. Dam of COCO D LASCITO 2, 2:01.4, 3, 1:57.2-21, BT 1:55.3s-21 ($38,045); Princess Nadialeah. Now 2 etc.

DAISY LOU DUKE (m, Lous Legacy) 2, 2:02.0, 3, 1:57.1-17. BT 1:53.4-17 ($79,376) 5 wins. As Above.

FENMORE (g, Expecting More) 3, 2:00.2, 1:58.1f-12, BT 1:56.3f-12 ($51,294) 6 wins.

TAYLOR TOT (m, Bands Gold Chip) 3, 1:59.1-15, BT 1:59.0-16 ($7,539) 1 win. At 4, third in ICF-LC#17 leg (twice) at Hawthorne.

SPIDER LEE BROOK by MEADOW ROAD 1:54.2. From 10 foals, dam of 6 winners including-

KB SPIDER (g, Kickin B) 2, 2:08.3h, 3, 2:07.0h-08, BT 2:02.4-08 ($26,119) 9 wins. At 2, winner of IA Fair S. div at Des Moines, div at Eldon, div at Humboldt; second in IA Fair S. div at Humboldt, IASS div at Prairie Meadows. At 3, winner of IASS div at Des Moines; second in IA Fair S. div at Bedford, div at Eldon, div at Oskaaloosa, div at What Cheer; third in IA Fair S. div at Humboldt, IASS div at Prairie Meadows, Jodevin Trot elim at Prairie Meadows.

SUMMER BROOK (m, Kickin B) 2, 2:13.2h-08, BT 2:06.2-08 ($15,501) 5 wins. At 2, winner of IA Fair S. div at Monticello, div at What Cheer; second in IA Fair S. div at Humboldt, IASS div at Des Moines, div at Prairie Meadows.

Senorita Leebrook (m, Photo Maker) 3, 2:01.4-98, BT 2:01.2f-99 ($9,344) 2 wins. At 4, third in Stockman Printing Series leg at The Meadows. Con Win (m, Con Man) 2, 2:15.3h-12, BT 2:07.4h-13 ($20,545) 1 win.

Daisy Lee Brook (m, Mack Lobell) 3, 2:03.1h-02, BT 2:02.0-03 ($6,425) 2 wins. As Above.

Cold Mountain (g, Pine Chip) 3, 2:06.4h-01, BT 2:02.4f-01 ($4,347) 1 win.
**UNNAMED**

(Ohio Eligible)

Bay Filly – Foaled May 02, 2020 - Registration #6V885

**Cantab Hall** 3, 1:54.0

**2020 UNNAMED FOAL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self Possessed 3</th>
<th>1:51.3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caniland Hall 3</td>
<td>1:57.0s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2020 UNNAMED FOAL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Victory Treasure 4</th>
<th>1:57.3s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treasured Victory 3</td>
<td>Q1:57.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lucky Chucky 3</th>
<th>1:50.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Windsongs Legacy 3</td>
<td>1:53.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dancewithme Chuck 3</th>
<th>1:56.3f</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vail 1:56.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By UNCLE PETER 4, 1:52.0f ($1,294.43), Sire of 32 in 1:55 - 113 in 2:00 including ITS ACADEMIC 2, 1:55.2h, 1:45.2f ($553,814); ACTION UNCLE 2, 1:54.0h, 3, 1:52.2h ($577,539); SUPER SCHISSEL 2, 1:54.3, 3, 1:52.3; 19, BT 1:51.1-19 ($413,364); BIG BOX HANOVER 2, 1:57.4f, 3, 1:55.0h- 20, BT 1:54.1h-21 ($329,320) etc.

1st dam

**DANCEWITHME CHUCK** 2, 2:00.2h, 3, 1:56.3f-15, BT 1:55.4s-15 ($74,057) 2 wins, by LUCKY CHUCKY 3, 1:56.4. At 2, winner of NYSS div at Saratoga Harness; second in NYSS div at Buffalo; third in NYSS div at Monticello, Standardbred S. div at Delaware County Fair. At 3, second in NY Excelsior Series A div at Historic Track; third in NYSS div at Saratoga Harness. From 3 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:58) including-

**TANGO WITH ME** (g, Deep Chip) 3, 1:56.1f-21, BT 1:55.11-21 ($100,308) 1 win. At 2, second in OH Breeders Ch div at Delaware County Fair, OHSS div at Northfield Park; third in Ohio Sires div at Northfield Park, final at Scioto Downs; Breeder of 2021, dam of 2 winners (2 in 1:58) including-

**PETES PARTY TOOLS** (g, Uncle Peter) 2, 2:05.3h, 3, 2:05.0h-20, BT Q2.00.0f-20 ($124,468) 2 wins. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div at Wauseon; second in OH Fair S. div at Bowling Green. At 3, winner of OH Fair S. div at Bowling Green, div at Marion; second in OH Fair S. div at Napoleon, div at Attica; third in OH Fair S. div at Attica, div at Montpelier, dam at Wauseon.

**Fox Trot Patricia** (f, Uncle Peter) BT 2:12.3h-21 ($449). Now 2 and racing.

2nd dam

**VAIL** by **BALTIC SPEED** 3, 1:56.0. From 13 foals, dam of 4 winners (3 in 1:58) including-

**WORTHY Flier** (m, Pegasus Spur) 2, Q2.08.0h, 3, 1:57.0f, 4, 1:56.3f-08, BT 1:55.2f-08 ($141,235) 15 wins. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div at Canton, div at Hilliard; second in OH Fair S. div at Ashland, div at Dover, div at Painesville; third in OH Fair S. div (twice) at Northfield Park, div at Wauseon. At 3, winner of Killbuck Mary Trot Series leg (3 times) at Scioto Downs, OHSS div at Lebanon; third in OH Fair S. div at Northfield Park, OHSS div at Northfield Park. At 4, winner of Open (twice) at The Meadows; third in Open at The Meadows.

**DANCEWITHME CHUCK** (m, Lucky Chucky) 2, 2:00.2h, 3, 1:56.3f-15, BT 1:55.4s-15 ($74,057) 2 wins. As Above.

**DEUCES WILD** (m, Pine Chip) 3, 2:02.0f, 1:58.0-04 ($28,580) 7 wins. As aged, winner of FFA at Pana, Open at Mount Sterling.

**VIBRATO** (g, Pegasus Spur) 2, 2:09.1h, 3, Q2.03.4f, 2:01.2h-13, BT 1:59.3h-12 ($224,240) 7 wins. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div at Croton, div at Medina, div at Mount Vernon; second in OH Fair S. div at Hilliard; third in OH Fair S. div at Bucyrus, div at Richwood, div at Wooster. At 3, third in OH Fair S. div at Wooster.

**Vailed Jailer** (m, Dejarmbro) BT 2:01.2h-19 ($1,139).

**Vails Prayer** (g, Like A Prayer) 2, Q2.05.2f, 3, Q2.01.3f-12, BT 2:00.2h-12 ($525).

**Viva Spur** (m, Pegasus Spur) 3, Q2.03.3f-09, BT 1:59.3-09 ($250).

**Sierra Del Norte** (m, Sierra Kosmos) Vc Hall (m, Conway Hall).

**Vails Flier** (m, Pegasus Spur) 3.

**Vails Vendetta** (m, Andover Hall).

3rd dam

**CRIMSON ROBE** 2, T2:06.2-90, by ROYAL PRESTIGE 3, 1:55.1. From 8 foals, dam of 4 winners including-

**CEREMONIAL** (m, Supergill) 2, Q1:59.1-.96 ($25,967) 1 win. At 2, winner of NJ Futurity div at Freehold; third in NJSS div at The Meadowlands. Dam of **DONT KNOW CHOP** 2, 2:05.2h, 1:52.1-10 ($496,119); CANTCUTTHATCHIP 2, Q1.59.4f, 3, 1:57.1f, 4, 1:54.1-15, 1:55.0s-15 ($377,080); DISP-CHIP 2, 1:57.3f, 4, 1:57.2f-10, BT 1:54.0-10 ($157,536) etc.; granddam of **SO ROMANTIC** 3, 1:58.1h, 1:57.1h-21, BT 1:55.1-18 ($100,666) etc.

**VELVIA** (m, Supergill) 2, Q1:01.3f-95, BT 2:00.3-95 ($18,896) 2 wins. At 2, winner of KYSS div at The Red Mile, Tompkins-Geers S. div at Scioto Downs; third in Hoosier Futurity heat at Indiana State Fair. Dam of **STONEBRIDGE DIABLO** 2, 1:59.0s, 3, 1:56.2s, 1:56.1h-09, BT 1:54.0s-05 ($783,186); **STONEBRIDGE DIVA** 2, 1:57.3s, 3, 1:56.2s-09, BT 1:55.4s-09 ($279,598); **STONEBRIDGE VELVET** 1:56.0s-04 ($102,057) etc.; granddam of **CHURITA** 2, 1:56.0s, 3, 1:53.4s, 1:51.5s-18 ($1,038,975); **ROSE RUN** SYDNEY 2, 1:58.3h, 3, 1:55.1s, 4, 1:54.1h-18, BT 1:51.1-18 ($597,703) etc.
DANCINWITHTHEPLAYL

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)
Brown Filly - Foaled March 16, 2020 - Registration #7V875
Microchip #985141001389134

Consigned by: Victory Lane Standardbreds, Arthur, IL

FOALED BLOODLINE

By TRAVEL PLAYLIST p, 2, 1:49.2s ($237,515).

1st dam
DANCIN DESIRE p, 2, Q1:59.2-'06, BT 1:56.3f-'06 ($272), by REAL DESIRE p, 4, 1:48.2. From 5 foals, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:51, 2 in 1:55, 4 in 1:57) including:

- DAPPER DENZIL (g, Red River Hanover) p, 2, 1:52.0s, 1:49.4s-14 ($196,206) 19 wins. At 3, winner of Jr Trendsetter Series leg at The Meadowlands; third in Count B Pacing Series final at Woodbine, Jr Trendsetter Series final at The Meadowlands.
- MCDANCE DESIRE (m, Mcardile) p, 2, 1:55.0-'11, BT 1:54.1-'12 ($22,457) 6 wins. At 2, winner of Mini Series 7 leg at The Red Mile; second in Mini Series 7 leg at The Red Mile. Dam of DANCIN DRAGON p, 2, Q1:58.3f, 3, 1:52.4f, 1:49.3f-'20 ($360,612); SEE YOU IN TUSCANY p, 2, 1:53.0f-'18, BT 1:52.2f-'19 ($48,750); Seasononthewhitewall. Now 3. Raced at 2.; Sister Christian. Now 2 etc.
- DANCIN SALLY (m, Canyon Wind) p, 2, 1:56.1-'12, BT 1:55.3s-'13 ($15,679) 2 wins. At 2, winner of Mini Series #4 cons at Indiana Downs; second in INSS Silver leg (twice) at Indiana Downs.
- GONE TO VEGAS (m, Art Major) p, 3, 1:50.8s-$172,570). From 3 foals, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:51, 2 in 1:55, 4 in 1:57) including:
  - ROCK MAN (g, Art Major) p, 2, Q1:59.1s, 3, 1:53.0s-'13 ($28,652) 4 wins. At 2, second in Miracle Mile div at Vernon Downs. As aged, dam of 2 winners (twice) at Woodbine; second in Preferred at Western Fair; third inPreferred at Western Fair, at Woodbine.
  - MOONLIT DANCE (m, Art Major) p, 2, 1:56.2s, 3, 1:49.0-15 ($212,485) 7 wins. At 3, winner of Fan Hanover S. elim at Mohawk, Mistletoe Shalee final at The Meadowlands, Princess Series leg at Mohawk; second in Blossom Park Series final at Mohawk, leg (twice), Mistletoe Shalee S. elim at The Meadowlands, Princess Series final at Mohawk. Dam of third in Princess Series leg at Mohawk, Town Pro Series leg at Mohawk. Dam of Mission Command. Now 3 and qualified in p. 1:59.4s.; Moonlit Affair. Now 2 etc.
  - AUCKLAND FLYER (g, Christian Cullen) p, 2, Q1:58.2f, 3, 1:53.1f-'13, BT 1:50.0f-'15 ($174,973) 13 wins. At 3, winner of PA Stallion Series div at Harras Philalphia. As aged, winner of Jackpot Next Door Claiming Series div and leg at Yonkers; third in Jackpot Next Door Claiming Series final at Yonkers.
- GONE GRINning (f, Grinfeldmeartboat) p, 2, 1:53.0s-04 ($43,904) 3 wins. At 2, second in ONSS Gold elim at Flamboro Downs.
  - ROCK MAN (g, Art Major) p, 2, 1:56.2s, 3, 1:53.2s-'13, BT 1:52.3s-'13 ($28,652) 4 wins. At 2, third in NY Bred LC div at Batavia Downs, NYSS div at Yonkers, New York LC div at Vernon Downs. At 4, winner of Anthony Farina Series leg at Vernon Downs. As aged, third in Miracle Mile div at Vernon Downs.
  - GRACEFUL MELODY (m, Art Major) p, 3, 1:54.4s-'14, BT 1:53.0s-'14 ($20,415) 1 win. At 3, winner of PEC Lady Slipper Grassroots S. leg at Charlottetown Driving Park.
  - KEEPINGMIND (f, Art Major) p, 2, 1:59.0h, 3, 1:58.2h-'18, BT 1:57.0h-'18 ($9,078) 9 wins. At 3, winner of PEI Baby Slipper Grassroots S. leg at Charlottetown Driving Park.

2nd dam
GONE DANCING p, 2, 1:56.0s, 3, 1:54.4s, 4, 1:54.3s-'00, BT 1:52.1s-'00 ($193,570) 9 wins, by PRESIDENTIAL BALL p, 3, 1:50.0. At 3, winner of Town Pro Pacing Series leg at Woodbine; second in Town Pro Pacing Series leg at Woodbine. At 4, winner of Damsel Pacing Series leg and final at Woodbine; third in Damsel Pacing Series leg at Woodbine. From 15 foals, dam of 7 winners (1 in 1:49, 2 in 1:51, 4 in 1:53, 5 in 1:55) including:

- RAVE ON (g, Art Major) p, 2, Q1:59.1s, 3, 1:52.3s, 5, 1:50.2s-'11, BT 1:49.3s-'11 ($384,202tarot) 38 wins. At 4, third in Preferred at Georgian Downs. As aged, winner of Preferred (twice) at Western Fair, at Mohawk; second in Preferred at Western Fair; third in Preferred (twice) at Western Fair, at Woodbine.
- MONLIT DANCE (m, Art Major) p, 2, 1:56.2s, 3, 1:49.0-15 ($212,485) 7 wins. At 3, winner of Fan Hanover S. elim at Mohawk, Mistletoe Shalee final at The Meadowlands, Princess Series leg at Mohawk; second in Blossom Park Series final at Mohawk, leg (twice), Mistletoe Shalee S. elim at The Meadowlands, Princess Series final at Mohawk. Dam of third in Princess Series leg at Mohawk, Town Pro Series leg at Mohawk. Dam of Mission Command. Now 3 and qualified in p. 1:59.4s.; Moonlit Affair. Now 2 etc.
- AUCKLAND FLYER (g, Christian Cullen) p, 2, Q1:58.2f, 3, 1:53.1f-'13, BT 1:50.0f-'15 ($174,973) 13 wins. At 3, winner of PA Stallion Series div at Harras Philalphia. As aged, winner of Jackpot Next Door Claiming Series div and leg at Yonkers; third in Jackpot Next Door Claiming Series final at Yonkers.
- GONE GRINning (f, Grinfeldmeartboat) p, 2, 1:53.0s-04 ($43,904) 3 wins. At 2, second in ONSS Gold elim at Flamboro Downs.
  - ROCK MAN (g, Art Major) p, 2, 1:56.2s, 3, 1:53.2s-'13, BT 1:52.3s-'13 ($28,652) 4 wins. At 2, third in NY Bred LC div at Batavia Downs, NYSS div at Yonkers, New York LC div at Vernon Downs. At 4, winner of Anthony Farina Series leg at Vernon Downs. As aged, third in Miracle Mile div at Vernon Downs.
  - GRACEFUL MELODY (m, Art Major) p, 3, 1:54.4s-'14, BT 1:53.0s-'14 ($20,415) 1 win. At 3, winner of PEC Lady Slipper Grassroots S. leg at Charlottetown Driving Park.

3rd dam
TARALU HANOVER by NO NUKES p, 3, T1:52.1. From 9 foals, dam of 6 winners (2 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55, 4 in 1:57) including:

- KILLER SHARK (g, Cams Card Shark) p, 2, Q2:01.3s, 3, 1:52.4s, 1:52.1-08, BT 1:51.4s-'05 ($237,975) 25 wins.
- GONE TO VEGAS (g, Camluck) p, 2, Q1:59.0s, 3, 1:53.0s-'01, BT 1:51.3s-'02 ($103,278) 15 wins.
By BROADWAY OR BUST: Sire of 1 in 1:55 - 2 in 2:00 including OWOW 2, 2:08.2h, 3; 1:58.3h, 4; 1:55.0s-’15 ($179,669); BROADWAY SISSY 2, 2:05.3h, 3; 1:57.2s; 1:55.4f-’19, BT 1:55.3f-16 ($122,394); PUT IT ON ICE 2, 2:06.1h, 3; 2:01.4h-’16 ($37,465); CHOCTAW QUEEN 2, 2:10.0h, 3; 2:07.2h-’16, BT 1:58.0f-16 ($35,223) etc.

1st dam
Dazzling Valley 4, 1:57.3f-’13, BT 1:56.1-12 ($58,697) 6 wins, by VALLEY VICTOR. At 2, second in Late Closer #4 leg at The Red Mile; third in KYSS div and leg at The Red Mile. At 3, third in KYSS div at The Red Mile, Review S. div at Springfield. First foal.

2nd dam
Dazzling Kosmos 4, 2:00.1f-’12 ($58,697) 6 wins. As Above.

3rd dam
Dream Kosmos by NEARLY PERFECT 4, 1:54.0. From 12 foals, dam of 8 winners (2 in 1:56, 3 in 1:58) including-

DREAM PHOTO COSMOS (g, SJs Photo) 2, 2:00.1h, 3; 1:55.2; 1:55.2f-’07, BT 1:54.0s-06 ($403,640) 23 wins. At 2, second in Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows, Keystone Classic S. div at The Meadows, PASS div at The Meadows, div at Pocono Downs. At 3, winner of Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows, Grand Circuit S. div at Northfield Park, Keystone Classic S. div at The Meadows, PASS final at The Meadows; third in Currier & Ives S. elim at The Meadows, Old Oaken Bucket div at Delaware County Fair, PASS div at Pocono Downs. At 4, second in Army Navy Trot leg at Pocono Downs, Grand Circuit Late Closer div at The Red Mile, Preferred at The Meadows; third in Preferred at The Meadows. As aged, second in Preferred at The Meadows.

HOPES VICTORY (h, SJs Photo) 2, 2:00.2f, 3; 1:58.4f, 4; 1:54.1f-’04, BT 1:53.4-04 ($263,410) 39 wins. At 2, winner of Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows, Keystone Classic S. div at The Meadows, PA All Stars at Pocono Downs; second in PASS div at Pocono Downs; third in Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs. At 4, winner of Preferred (8 times) at The Meadows; second in Preferred at The Meadows; third in Preferred (3 times) at The Meadows. As aged, winner of Preferred (9 times) at The Meadows; second in Preferred (4 times) at The Meadows; third in Preferred (twice) at The Meadows.

DIANA KOSMOS (m, Super Gil) 2, 2:03.3f, 3; 1:57.3-’97, BT 1:57.1-97 ($74,869) 10 wins. At 2, third in NJ Futurity div at Freehold, NJSS div and final at The Meadowlands. At 3, winner of NJSS div at The Meadowlands; third in NJSS div at Garden State Park, div at The Meadowlands. Dam of DESIREE HALL 3, 2:01.3f, 4; 1:59.1f-06, BT 1:57.0s-06 ($57,715) etc.

DALAI LAMA KOSMOS (g, SJs Caviar) 3, 1:58.2f-’06, BT 1:57.1f-06 ($29,511) 3 wins. At 3, winner of PASS div at Stoneboro; second in Currier & Ives S. elim at The Meadows; third in PASS div at The Meadows.

---

BROADWAY JON (IOWA ELIGIBLE) Brown Colt - Foaled June 07, 2020 - Registration #9V403 Microchip #985141001323164

Consigned by: Fair Meadow Farm, Altamont, IL

Stake Engagements

Iowa Sires Great Midwest
FA FINAL DECISION

By DESIGNER LINDY ($4,537), Sire of 5 in 2:00 including GOOD DESIGN 2, 1:57.4, 3, 1:55.4*:18 ($113,307); MORE THAN LIKELY 2, 1:58.1*:15, BT 1:56.3f*:16 ($36,553); FANCY LABEL 1:56.0f*:14, BT 1:53.4f*:14 ($56,516); RECOLLECTION 3, 1:55.3*:12, BT 1:54.4*:12 ($51,223) etc.

1st dam

Decidely BT 2:01.4f*:07 ($5,289), by BANKER HALL 3, 1:55.2s, BT 1:54.3*:01. At 2, third in NJSS - Green Acres div at Freehold. From 7 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of -


BROWN JADE 3, 2:02.4f, 1:57.1f. Aprils Roxanna (m, San Siro Lane).

2nd dam

BROWN JADE 3, T1:57.4*:91 ($26,511) 5 wins, by MEADOW ROAD 1:54.2s. From 8 foals, dam of 4 winners (2 in 1:58) including-

JADEY (m, Tagliabue) 3, 2:00.1f, 4, 1:56.4f*:02, BT 1:55.3f*:05 ($175,969) 30 wins. As aged, winner of Open (3 times) at The Meadows; second in Open (7 times) at The Meadows, Preferred at The Meadows; third in Open (10 times) at The Meadows.

THE COLOR OF JADE (g, Cumin) 3, 2:01.0f, 4, 1:59.3f*-98, BT 1:58.1s*:98 ($174,820) 35 wins.

JADEY 3, T1:57.4*:94, BT 1:57.2f*:12 ($22,314) 3 wins.

Decidely (m, Banker Hall) BT 2:01.4f*:07 ($5,289). As Above.

Jade Victory (m, Dancers Victory). Dam of -

Brown Jade 3, T1:57.4. From 7 foals, dam of 4 winners (2 in 1:56, 2 in 1:58) including-

JEWELED COLORS (h, Supergil) 3, 1:55.2*:96 ($37,052) 8 wins. At 2, second in Walnut Ridge Series at The Meadows; third in Walnut Ridge Series at The Meadows.

BROWN JADE (m, Meadow Road) 3, T1:57.4*:91 ($26,511) 5 wins. As Above.

SUPER AMAZIN (h, Cumin) 3, 1:58.3*:95, BT 1:56.3*:95 ($9,778) 3 wins. At 3, third in NJSS div at Garden State Park.

Jubilee Pass (g, Arndon) 3, 2:00.1f, 4, 2:00.4f*:91 ($67,768) 22 wins. As aged, second in Billings S. div at The Meadows.

Jeweled Road (m, Meadow Road).

4th dam

AYRES LUMBER 3, 2:09.3f ($1,797) 1 win, by AYRES 3, 1:56.4s. From 8 foals, dam of 3 winners including-

Equilibrium (m, Incredible Nevele) 2:03.4f, BT 2:01.3f*:93 ($39,959) 30 wins. Dam of LUMBER LORRIE 3, 2:03.0h, 4, BT 2:00.4f*:99, BT 2:01.4h*:96 ($23,077) etc.; grandam of VINTAGE LORRIE 4, 1:56.4*:04 ($32,725) etc.

H Rs Crown Jewel (m, Speedy Crown) 3, 2:06.3f, 4, 2:02.1f ($21,092) 12 wins. As Above.

H Rs Coaltrain (h, B F Coaltown) 2, 2:09.2f ($12,117) 3 wins.

H Rs Snow Bird (m, Speedy Crown). Dam of HRS FINAL SNOW 3, 2:03.1f, 2:00.0f ($34,437) etc.; grandam of AGE DISCRIMINATION 4, 2:03.1h*:95, BT 2:01.1h*:96 ($41,340); STONES THROW 4, 2:02.3f*:00, BT 2:00.0f*:00 ($22,868) etc.

Sprig (m, Doublemint).

5th dam

LUMBER BRIGHT 3, 2:11.0f ($2,454), by LUMBER BOY 3, 2:01.0f. From 5 foals, dam of 4 winners including-

Bright Lumber (m, Hickory Pride) 3, 2:07.3h, 2:07.1f ($21,372) 10 wins. Dam of Pedro Beau 2, 2:02.10.1h, BT 2:09.4f*:92 ($687); Dec 2:06.1h ($15,232); Princess Laura 2, 2:13.1h, 3, 2:11.2h, 4, 2:04.2 ($11,276); Cindy Beau 2, 2:16.3h ($4,374) etc.

Lumber Missy (m, Hickory Pride) 4, 2:02.3f ($29,462) 7 wins. (p, 3, Q2:11.3) ($0).

Bright Bowl (m, Super Bowl). Dam of Super Celia 3, 2:07.0h, 4, 2:02.0f*:86 ($44,402) etc.; grandam of BOUND BY IMAGE 2:00.0s*:99, BT 1:59.0s*:97 ($47,695) etc.
CAROLACHE p, 1:58.3h
Defiant G p, 3, 1:58.3h
Carola Che p, 1:51.3f

---

By TELLITLIKEITIS p, 3, 1:48.4s, BT 1:47.1-14 ($490,695), Sire of 10 in 1:50 - 67 in 1:55 - 97 in 2:00 including TELLMEABOUTIT p, 2, 1:52.4s; CLEVER CHARACTER p, 2, 1:52.0a, 3, 1:49.4s-’20, BT 1:48.2s-’20 ($401,815); PLAY FOR PAY p, 2, 1:55.4s, 3, 1:51.0a, 1:49.2-’21 ($318,814); MYSTICAL CARRIE p, 2, 1:52.4s, 3, 1:48.3s-’20 ($269,678) etc.

1st dam
CAROLACHE p, 1:51.3f
Defiant G p, 3, 1:58.3h-’10, BT 1:56.2f-’10 ($12,125) 3 wins, by REAL DESIRE p, 4, 1:48.2. From 4 foals, dam of 2 winners including

---

2nd dam
CAROLACHE p, 2, 1:59.0f, 3, 1:55.1f, 1:51.3f-’99 ($528,009) 22 wins, by KIEV HANOVER p, 3, 1:50.1f. At 2, winner Circuit QC - A (twice) at Hippodrome Quebec; Coupe des Eleveurs S. elim at Blue Bonnets, La Trifluvienne S. elim at Hippodrome Quebec; second in Circuit QC - C at Blue Bonnets, La Trifluvienne S. final at Hippodrome 3r; Trillum S. div at Western Fair; third in Coupe des Eleveurs S. elim at Blue Bonnets, Trillum S. at Rideau Carleton. At 3, winner of Circuit QC - A (twice) at Hippodrome De Montreal (5/8), Coupe des Eleveurs S. at Hippodrome De Montreal (5/8), Criterium des Pouliches elim at Hippodrome Quebec; second in Circuit QC - A at Hippodrome De Montreal (5/8), at Hippodrome Quebec, Criterium des Pouliches final at Hippodrome Quebec; third in Circuit QC - A at Hippodrome De Montreal (5/8), Circuit QC A at Hippodrome 3r. At 4, second in Preferred (3 times) at Woodbine, Rancocas Series leg at Garden State Park, Roses Are Red S. elim at Woodbine; third in Rancocas Series final at Garden State Park. As aged, third in Cape & Cutter Series cons at The Meadowlands, Rancocas Series cons at Garden State Park, 46 wins. As aged, second in Preferred at Woodbine, Rancocas Series cons at Garden State Park, Flowers Are Red elim at Woodbine; third in Rancocas Series final at Garden State Park. From 11 foals, dam of 11 winners (3 in 1:51, 7 in 1:53, 8 in 1:57) including

---

SHEER DESIRE (g, Real Desire) p, 2, 1:49.3s, 3, 1:49.2-’09 ($852,477) 30 wins. At 2, winner of Bluegrass S. div at The Red Mile, Int'l Stallion S. div at The Red Mile; second in Standardbred S. elim at Delaware County Fair. At 3, winner of KYSS div (3 times) and final at The Red Mile, Max Hemp S. elim at Pocono Downs; second in Adios S. cons at The Meadows, Cleveland Classic final at Northfield Park, Windy City Pace elim at Maywood Park; third in American-National S. div at Balmoral Park, Little Brown Jug elim at Delaware County Fair, Tattersalls S. div at The Red Mile. At 4, winner of Preferred at Yonkers; third in Preferred (3 times) at Yonkers. As aged, winner of Jackpot Next Door Claiming Series cons at Yonkers; third in Beat The Heat Series leg at Mohawk.

CAROLS DESIRE (m, Real Desire) p, 2, 1:53.3s, 3, 1:49.4-’13 ($442,643) 14 wins. At 2, winner of Kentucky Stallion Management S. div at Indiana Downs; second in PA All Stars S. div at Pocono Downs; third in Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows, PASS div at The Meadows, div at Harrahs Philadelphia. At 3, winner of PASS div at The Meadows, Tattersalls S. div at The Red Mile; second in Jugette S. final at Delaware County Fair, PA All Stars div at Pocono Downs; third in Circle City S. div at Hoosier Park, Courageous Lady S. div at Northfield Park, PASS div at The Meadows, div at Pocono Downs, Valley Forge S. cons at Pocono Downs, Dam of BURNING DESIRE p, 2, 1:56.0f-3r-’19, BT 1:53.3f-’19 ($70,090); Purple Sky p, BT 1:55.1f-21 ($3,510); Sea View. Now 2 etc.

IDEALIST (g, Western Ideal) p, 2, Q2:00.1f, 3, 1:52.0, 1:51.0f-’13, BT 1:50.2f-’07 ($368,841) 46 wins. As aged, second in G Notes Series leg at The Meadowlands.

DR ZIP (g, Western Ideal) p, 2, 1:56.1, 3, 1:51.2-’05, BT 1:59.2-2s ($187,797) 17 wins. At 2, winner of Eastern Kentucky Stallion Management S. div at Indiana Downs; second in Standardbred S. elim at Delaware County Fair; third in Early Closer at The Red Mile. At 3, second in NJSS div at The Meadowlands; third in NJSS div at Freehold. At 4, winner of Clyde Hirt S. cons at The Meadowlands; third in Clyde Hirt S. leg at The Meadowlands.

WINFROMHERETOHERE (h, Grinfromeartoear) p, 2, 1:57.0f, 3, 1:52.1s-’04, BT 1:51.3s-’04 ($163,059) 19 wins. At 2, third in ONSS Gold elim at Mohawk. At 3, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Rideau Carleton, div at Hiawatha Horse Park; second in ONSS Grassroots div at Grand River; third in Cdn Breeders Ch elim at Woodbine, Flamboro Breeders div at Flamboro Downs, ONSS Grassroots div at Kawartha Downs, div at Sudbury Downs, Youthful Pacings Series leg at Mohawk.

BABY CAT (m, Mcardle) p, 2, 1:57.4f, 3, 1:53.0f-’14 ($93,089) 11 wins. At 2, winner of PASS div at Indiana; div at Stoneboro. At 3, winner of PA Stallion Series div at Harrahs Philadelphia; second in Donna Dunn Memorial LC leg at The Meadows; third in Do Me Honor Series leg at The Meadows, PA Stallion Series div at The Meadows. Dam of PUMA p, 2, 1:53.4f-’20, BT 1:53.0h-20 ($22,387); Prowl. Now 2 etc.
ELK RANGER

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Bay Colt - Foaled March 25, 2020 - Registration #1V377
Microchip #98514100138961

ELK RANGER

Sierra Kosmos 3, 1:53.4 .......... Near Perfect 4, 1:54.0

Elk Creek 1:54.4 ................. Sunkiss Bel 3, 2:06.4f

ELK RANGER

Loving Her Is Easy ..................... Valley Victory 3, 1:55.3

Deweycheatumnhowe 3, 1:50.4f, 3, Muscles Yankee 3, 1:52.2

Dew You Love me Now .......... Trolley Square 3, 2:00.4f

Aimees Promise ............................ Yankee Glide 3, 1:55.1

By ELK CREEK 1:54.4, BT 1:54.0-07 ($234,839). Sire of 1 in 1:55 - 6 in 2:00 including QUEEN CREEK 2, 1:59.4, 3, 1:57.0, 1:54.2f-12 ($261,815); GUMCORNER JJ 3, 2:01.3, 1:56.4f-14 ($55,882); GUMCORNER HUSTLE 3, 2:00.0, 4, 1:59.0f-13, BT 1:57.2f-13 ($41,192); GUMCORNER BLACK 3, 2:00.3, 1:57.2f-15, BT 1:57.1f-14 ($34,566) etc.

1st dam

DEW YOU LOVE ME NOW by DEWEYCHEATUMHOWE 3, 1:50.4. Second foal.

Elegant Ozzy (c, Ozzy Ozzy). Now 2.

2nd dam

ALLIANA by YANKLE GLIDE 3, 1:55.1, BT 1:53.0-97. From 4 foals, dam of -

Alliomi (m, Muscle Massive). Dam of A FANCY FACE 2, Q2:04.0f, 3, 1:53.3f, 4, 1:53.1f-21, BT 1:52.1f-21 ($233,875); A DOLL FACE 2, 1:59.4h, 3, 1:54.3f-21 ($67,894); A Handsome Face 2, Q1:59.3h-21 etc.

Stronger Together (m, Muscle Mass).

3rd dam

AIMEES PROMISE by AMERICAN WINNER 3, 1:52.3. From 8 foals, dam of 3 winners (.2 in 1:54) including-

GRAIN OF TRUTH (g, Self Possessed) 3, Q1:57.2, 1:53.1f-10, BT 1:52.2f-10 ($1,507,570)

81 wins. At 4, winner of Preferred (6 times) at Monticello, at Yonkers. Super Bowl Series leg at The Meadowlands; second in Super Bowl Series final at The Meadowlands; third in Preferred (twice) at Monticello. As aged, winner of August Fun LC leg and final at Saratoga Harness, Preferred (3 times) at Monticello, at Yonkers; second in August Fun S. at Saratoga Harness, Preferred (3 times) at Monticello; third in Preferred at Monticello. (3 times) at Yonkers.

CELEBRITY SECRET (h, Yankee Glide) 2, Q1:58.4, 3, 1:52-08 ($1,099,663) 6 wins. At 2, second in Bluegrass S. div at The Red Mile, Breeders Crown elim and final at The Meadowlands, Valley Victory S. elim at Woodbine; third in Valley Victory S. final at Woodbine. At 3, winner of Bluegrass S. div at The Red Mile, KY Futurity heat at The Red Mile, NJSS div and final at The Meadowlands, Stanley Dancer Memorial elim at The Meadowlands; second in Canadian Trotting Classic elim at Mohawk, Colonial S. final at Harrahs Chester Casino, Dancer Memorial final at The Meadowlands, Hambletonian elim at The Meadowlands, KY Futurity race off at The Red Mile, World Trotting Derby at DuQuoin State Fair.

GIVE YOU MY WORD (m, Yankee Glide) 2, 2:04.0f-10, BT 1:59.3-10 ($7,785) 1 win. At 2, winner of Event C LC leg at The Red Mile; second in Event C LC leg at The Red Mile, Late Closer Event C leg at The Red Mile; third in NJSS leg at Freehold. Dam of MY LUCKY WORD 3, 1:55.4s, 4, 1:54.1s-16, BT 1:54.0s-16 ($196,853); THE FIXER 2, 1:58.0f, 3, 1:54.1s-20 ($193,673) etc.; grandam of BLUEBIRD LADYLUCK 2, 1:58.1s, 3, 1:58.0f-20, BT 1:55.1s-20 ($97,726) etc.

Wont She Tell (m, Mr Vic). Dam of ZIP THE LIP 3, 1:57.3f-11 ($103,690) etc.; grandam of REAL HOUSEWIFE 3, 1:56.2s-12, BT 1:55.2s-13 ($120,791) etc.

Stay True To You (m, Yankee Glide). Celebrity Whisper (m, Sj Caviar). Dam of LE TISSIER 2, Q2:04.1f, 3, 1:58.4h, 1:56.1f-18, BT 1:55.2h-17 ($170,416); INDOOR VOICES 3, 1:56.0f-14 ($29,680) etc.

4th dam

PETROLIANNA 2, 2:00.2, 3, 1:56.2-84 ($293,764) 12 wins, by TEXAS 3, 1:57.3. At 3, winner of Bluegrass S. at The Red Mile; Hanover S. at Balmoral Park, Kentucky Futurity at The Red Mile. From 12 foals, dam of 7 winners (1 in 1:56, 2 in 1:58) including-

FUTILE QWEST (h, Garland Lobell) 3, 1:56.3, 1:55.1-07, BT 1:54.0-06 ($161,724) 23 wins. At 3, winner of Charles Singler Memorial leg (twice) at The Meadowlands. At 4, second in Super Bowl Series leg at The Meadowlands; third in Horse & Groom Series leg at The Meadowlands, Super Bowl Series leg at The Meadowlands. As aged, third in Horse & Groom Series cons at The Meadowlands.

WELL DRESSED (h, Speedy Crown) 3, 2:00.2f, 1:57.2s-98, BT 1:57.1s-98 ($124,169) 19 wins. At 2, second in NYSS div at The Syracuse Mile; third in NYSS div at Saratoga Harness.

STRAPHANGER (h, Speedy Crown) 3, 1:58.4, BT Q1:57.4-92 ($30,800) 5 wins. At 3, second in Kerry Way S. at The Red Mile.

CHIPMUNK (g, Pine Chip) 3, Q2:01.0s, 4, 1:58.1s-00, BT 1:57.3s-00 ($12,700) 1 win.

MARIGOT EXPRESS (m, Dream Vacation) 3, 1:58.3f-07 ($10,400) 2 wins. Dam of SHAKE IT MARY 2, 2:02.3f, 3, 2:01.0h, 1:54.2f-21, BT 1:53.1f-21 ($198,794); MARY MAG DELENE 2, Q2:04.0f, 3, 2:00.2f, 1:56.3f-20, BT 1:54.2f-21 ($95,594) etc.
QUEEN DEJARMBRO
(ILLOISI ELIGIBLE)
Bay Filly - Foaled May 26, 2020 - Registration #3V809

Credit Winner 3, 1:54.0............ American Winner 3, 1:52.3
Lawn Tennis

QUEEN DEJARMBRO

Dejarmbro 3, 1:52.2................. Donerial 2, 1:55.4

Armbro Deja Vu 3, 1:55.2........... Armbro Vanquish 3, 1:55.4s

LIKE A PRAYER 3, 1:52.2........... Lindy Lane 3, 1:53.0

Diana Hall 3, 1:53.2................. Meadowmiss Hanover 3, 1:57.0

Delphini 3, 1:57.1s.................. Armbro Bullet 2:00.3f

Trot On Juni Q2:02.2f

By DEJARMBro 3, 1:52.2f (151,135,123). Sire of 13 in 1:55 - 109 in 2:00 including STORMY KROMER 2, 1:58.4h, 3, 1:55.4f, 4, 1:54.5s - 20 ($453,874); PASS THE VAPE 2, 2:07.4h, 3, 1:54.1f, 4, 1:52.3f - 19 ($465,946); TWO O B WONKEROBI 2, 1:57.3s, 3, 1:53.2f, 4, 1:52.0f - 19, BT 1:51.4s - 19 ($384,730); LETS GET STARTED 2, 1:56.3f - 16, BT 1:55.1f - 18 ($278,822).

1st dam

DIANA HALL 2, 1:57.3f, 3, 1:53.2 - 08 ($462,818) 11 wins, by LIKE A PRAYER 3, 1:52.2, BT 1:51.3 - 02. At 2, winner of Matron S. elim at Dover Downs; third in Matron S. final at Dover Downs. At 3, winner of Moni Maker S. final at The Red Mile; second in Bluegrass S. div at The Red Mile, Delvin Miller Memorial elim at The Meadowlands, KY Filly Futurity final at The Red Mile; third in Delvin Miller Memorial final at The Meadowlands, Hambletonian Oaks elim at The Meadowlands, KY Filly Futurity elim at The Red Mile. At 4, second in Preferred (twice) at The Meadows; third in Allerage S. div at The Red Mile. From 4 foals, dam of 9 winners (1 in 1:54) including:

QUEEN OF TRIKS (m, Trixton) 2, 1:59.4f, 3, Q1:54.4 - 19, BT 1:52.2 - 19 ($107,325) 4 wins. At 2, third in Kindergarten Classic leg at The Meadowlands. At 3, winner of NJSS div at The Meadowlands; second in Del Miller Memorial div at The Meadowlands, KYSS div (twice) at The Red Mile; third in Hambletonian Oaks elim at The Meadowlands.

MOUNTAIN TOP (f, Muscle Hill) 2, 2:02.2h, 3, 1:57.3h - 15, BT 1:54.2 - 15 ($75,720) 5 wins. At 2, second in Late Closer #20 leg at The Red Mile, NJSS-Green Acres div at Freehold; third in NJSS final at The Meadowlands. At 3, winner of NJSS-Green Acres div (3 times) at Freehold; second in NJSS-Green Acres div at Freehold.

WORK THAT MAGIC (f, Kadabra) 2, Q2:02.2s, 3, 1:55.2s - 16 ($45,604) 3 wins.

SPIT AND VINEGAR (f, Southwind Frank) 2, 2:01.1, 3, 1:57.2f - 21, BT 1:55.3 - 20 ($16,687) 2 wins.

2nd dam

DELPHINI 2, 2:05.4h, 3, 1:57.1s - 95 ($57,571) 5 wins, by ARMBRO BULLET 2:00.3f. At 2, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Kingston Park; second in ONSS Gold elim at Hiawatha Horse Park; third in ONSS Gold final at Hiawatha Horse Park, elim at Windsor. At 3, second in ONSS Gold elim at Barrie, elim at Woodbine; third in ONSS Gold elim at Flamboro Downs, elim at Mohawk. From 14 foals, dam of 9 winners (1 in 1:54) including:

DIANA HALL (m, Like A Prayer) 2, 1:57.3f, 3, 1:53.2 - 08 ($462,640) 11 wins. As Above.

MR PROTAB (g, Mr Cantab) 2, 2:03.2, 3, 1:59.4f, 1:59.0f - 19, BT 1:55.0 - 18 ($149,201) 21 wins. At 2, winner of IN Sired Fair S. final at Connorsville, div at Connersville, div at Kentucky, cons at Indiana State Fair, div at Shelbyville; second in IN Sired Fair S. div at Connersville, div at Converse, div at Indiana State Fair, div at Shelbyville. At 3, winner of IN Sired Fair Circuit div at Corydon, div at Portland; second in IN Sired Fair Circuit div (twice) at Connersville, div at Pendleton; third in INSS elim at Hoosier Park, IN Sired Fair Circuit div at Converse, The Expression cons at Hoosier Park. As Above.

MDSS div at Ocean Downs. As aged, second in OH Fair S. div at Van Wert, Signature Series div at Upper Sandusky; third in Preferred at Freehold, Signature Series div at Bellefontaine, div at Celina, div at Delaware County Fair, div at Greenville, div at Washington C.h..

DALTON HALL (h, Striking Sahbra) 2, 2:01.0h - 06, BT 1:57.3s - 07 ($131,411) 6 wins. At 2, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Clinton, final at Flamboro Downs, div at Rideau Carleton; third in Balanced Image Trot final at Hanover, Flamboro Breeders S. div at Flamboro Downs, ONSS Grassroots div at Hiawatha Horse Park.

CINDYS PRAYER (m, Like A Prayer) 2, 2:00.0 - 08, BT 1:57.2 - 09 ($58,071) 3 wins. At 2, winner of KYSS - Wildcat Series div at The Red Mile. At 3, winner of KY Fair S. div at The Red Mile; third in KY Fair S. div at The Red Mile. Dam of GOLDEN TAB 2, 1:59.3 - 16, BT 1:57.0s - 17 ($44,625); MR GOODTAB 2, 2:04.3, 3, 1:58.1f - 15 ($24,606); GOOD OPPORTUNITY 3, 1:59.2s - 16, BT 1:59.0s - 16 ($10,547) etc.

DEMON HALL (g, Conway Hall) 2, 2:07.0h, 4, 2:01.1h - 05, BT 1:59.2 - 03 ($38,926) 7 wins. At 2, winner of KY Fair S. div at Lebanon, div at Paducah; second in KY Fair S. div at The Red Mile; third in KY Fair S. at Bardstown, KYSS div at The Red Mile. At 3, third in Sheik Of Babylon Series leg at Flamboro Downs.

LOVE YOUR TROT (m, Pinetucky) 3, 2:00.3 - 12, BT 1:59.1 - 12 ($26,849) 1 win. At 2, second in INSS elim at Indiana Downs. At 3, winner of IN Sired Fair S. div at Indiana State Fair; second in IN Sired Fair S. div at Corydon. Ralph & Dorothy Rose Series leg at Hoosier Park; third in INSS-Silver leg at Indiana Downs, IN Sired Fair Circuit S. div at Converse, IN Sired Fair div at Shelbyville, Mini Series 4 leg at Hoosier Park. Dam of KAI MATTHEW 2, 2:04.2h, 3, 1:58.4s - 18, BT 1:56.1s - 20 ($45,807) etc.

Stake Engagements

IL Conceived          IL Foaled

Consign by: Glendon Plank, Arthur, IL
SOUTHERN SHARKETTE

(ILINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Brown Filly - Foaled May 29, 2020 - Registration #5VA47
Microchip #985141001322969

CONSIGNED BY:
Fair Meadow Farm, Altamont, IL

BY REVENGE SHARK p, 3, 1:50.2f, BT 1:48.3-'15 ($425,867), GETAWAY p, BT 1:59.1-'21 ($240) etc.

1st dam
Dixie Dame p, BT 1:54.4-'06 ($10,050), by JATE LOBELL p, 3, 1:51.2. At 3, in third, in Pacifying Series leg at Balmoral Park, Tender Loving Care Series leg at The Meadows. From 10 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:51, 2 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55) including -

HOSTESS LISA (m, Sagebrush) p, 2, 1:57.0, 3, 1:53.1. 4, 1:51.0f-'13, BT 1:50.4f-'16 ($487,579) 40 wins. At 3, winner of ICF S. div at Balmoral Park; second in ICF-Ohyouprettynthing S. div at Balmoral Park; third in Grandma Ann S. elim at Balmoral Park, IL State Fair Colt S. final at Springfield, Maywood Filly Pace elim at Maywood Park, Time Dancer S. div at Duquoin State Fair.

WESTERN DAME (m, Sagebrush) p, 2, 1:54.2, 4, 1:52.4f-'15 ($78,088) 14 wins. At 2, winner of Loyla Opposition S. elim at Balmoral Park, My Metallica S. div at Maywood Park; second in Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park; third in IL State Fair Colt S. elim at Springfield, Loyal Opposition S. final at Balmoral Park. As aged, second in The Voodoo BBQ Series leg at Hoosier Park.

DUNE DAME (m, Duneside Perch) p, 2, Q2.01.1, 3, 1:55.0. 1:53.2-'20, BT 1:52.2s-'20 ($64,066) 11 wins. At 2, winner of Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Morrison; third in Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Belvidere. At 3, second in Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Belvidere. At 4, third in Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Belvidere.

Dixie Brush (g, Sagebrush) p, 2, 2:06.1h-'15, BT 1:55.4-'15 ($4,540) 3 wins. At 2, winner of Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Sandwich; second in Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Belvidere. At 3, second in Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Morrison, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Belvidere.

Dixie Cramble p, 2, 2:02.4, 3, 1:56.0s-'21 ($626) 1 win. At 2, second in Cardinal S. elim at Maywood Park; third in Cardinal S. final at Maywood Park, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield.

Southwest Susan (f, Sagebrush) p, BT 2:12.2h-'21 ($662), Silent Playmate (m, Sagebrush).

Dan D Dixie (c, Sagebrush). Now 3.

2nd dam

DAME CROMBIE p, 2, 2:02.4, 3, 1:56.0s-'97, BT 1:55.2-'97 ($39,042) 5 wins, by ABERCROMBIE p, 4, 1:53.0. At 3, second in Hopewell Series leg (twice) at Hoosier Park, Peony Series leg at Hoosier Park; third in Hopewell Series leg at Hoosier Park, KYSS div at the Red Mile. From 12 foals, dam of 8 winners (1 in 1:49, 5 in 1:53, 7 in 1:57) including -

ALEXIE MATTOSIE (g, No Pan Intended) p, 2, 2:00.4h, 3, 1:51.1s, 1:48.1-'11 ($1,097,270) 45 wins. At 2, second in OSSN Grassroots div at Clinton; third in OSSN Gold cows at Flambo Rand, div at Clinton; maiden at Flambo Rand, div at Woodstock; second in OSSN Grassroots div at Western Fair, div at Windsor. At 4, winner of Four Leaf Clover S. final at The Meadows, Preferred, at Youngers; second in Four Leaf Clover S. final at The Meadows. As aged, winner of Preferred (3 times) at Woodbine, Presidential Series leg and final at The Meadows; William R. Haughton Memorial final at The Meadows; second in US Pacing Championship div at The Meadows, William Haughton Memorial elim at The Meadows; third in Masters Series final at Georgian Downs, Preferred at Mohawk, at Woodbine, Presidential Series leg at The Meadows.

HOOSIER CHINNA (m, Canyon Wind) p, 2, 1:55.0s, 3, 1:52.4s, 4, 1:52.3s-'14 ($225,408) 19 wins. At 2, winner ofandra Lili S. leg (twice) at Hoosier Park; second in Circle City S. div at Indiana Downs, INSS-Gold final at Indiana Downs, Indy Lily S. at Hoosier Park; second in INSS-Gold leg and final at Indiana Downs, Sandy Lil S. final at Hoosier Park. At 3, winner of INSS-Gold leg (twice) at Hoosier Park; second in INSS-Gold leg (twice) at Hoosier Park.

NOTORIOUS DAME (g, Cole Muffler) p, 2, 1:55.0, 3, 1:52.4, 1:52.0-'04, BT 1:51.4-'04 ($265,015) 19 wins. At 2, winner of Active Donna S. leg at Balmoral Park, ISOBA S. at Springfield, Thrifty Way S. at Balmoral Park; third in Active Donna S. at Balmoral Park. At 3, winner of ISOBA Sale S. at Maywood Park; second in ISOBA Sale S. at Maywood Park; third in Grandma Ann S. elim and final at Balmoral Park, Maywood Pace final at Maywood Park. Dam of OFFICIALLY YOURS p, 4, 1:51.3-'15 ($98,352) etc.

EL TORO (h, Jate Lobell) p, 3, 1:52.0s-'05 ($101,964) 18 wins. As aged, third in New Year Claiming Stake final at Fraser Downs, Preferred at Deloraine.

FEARLESS LEADER (g, Mcardle) p, 3, 1:52.3-'11 ($22,352) 8 wins.

IM SUBLIME (m, Dragon Again) p, 2, Q1.58.1f, 3, 1:54.1f-'10, BT 1:53.4-'11 ($17,905) 5 wins.

Stake Engagements

IL Conceived
IL Foaled
Downstate Classic
UNNAMED (ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)
Bay Colt – Foaled May 26, 2020 - Registration #6V987

Consigned by: Verrel L Miller, Arthur, IL

2019 UNNAMED FOAL

2020 UNNAMED FOAL

By DESIGNER LINDY ($4,537). Sire of 5 in 2:00 including GOOD DESIGN 2, 1:57.4, 3, 1:55.4 - '18 ($113,507); MORE THAN LIKELY 2, 1:58.4 - '15, BT 1:56.3f - '16 ($82,757); FANCY LABEL 1:56.0f - '14, BT 1:53.4f -'14 ($56,516); RECOLLECTION 3, 1:55.3 -'12, BT 1:54.4f -'12 ($51,223) etc.

1st dam

DOCSIMONS DREAM 2, Q2:04.1f, 3, 1:56.0f, 4, 1:55.4f - '16, BT 1:55.2f -'16 ($94,997) 8 wins, by MUSCLE MASSIVE 3, 1:51.0. Second foal.

Creations Dream Mv (f, Credit Creation) 2, Q2:02.4 -'21, BT 2:02.2 -'21 ($437). At 2, second in Fox Valley Flan leg at Hawthorne. 2nd dam

LADY VALLA HANOVER by ANDOVER HALL 3, 1:51.3. From 1 foal, dam of 1 winner (1 in 1:56) including-

DOCSIMONS DREAM (m, Muscle Massive) 2, Q2:04.1f, 3, 1:56.0f, 4, 1:55.4f - '16, BT 1:55.2f -'16 ($94,997) 8 wins. As Above.

3rd dam

CAITRIN 2, 1:59.3f, 3, 1:56.0 - '97 ($245,485) 22 wins, by NEARLY PERFECT 4, 1:54.0. At 2, winner of Keystone Classic S. div at The Meadows, PASS div at The Meadows, div at Pocono Downs; second in Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows, PASS div at The Meadows, Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs. At 3, winner of Currier & Ives S. elim and final at The Meadows; Kenny Ross Chevrolet Series leg (twice) at The Meadows, PA All Stars div at Pocono Downs, PASS div (twice) at The Meadows, div at Pocono Downs, Speedy Scot S. at The Red Mile; second in Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows, Keystone Classic S. div at The Meadows, PASS final at Pocono Downs; third in Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs. From 13 foals, dam of 5 winners including-

CHERRIES HANOVER (m, Cantab Hall) 2, 2:01.0f, 3, 2:00.0f, 4, 1:59.2h - '10, BT 1:58.1h - '10 ($126,556) 17 wins. At 2, winner of PASS div at The Meadows. Dam of Cherries on Fire. Now 2 etc.

DUXELLE HANOVER (m, Lindy Lane) 2, 1:59.3s -'03, BT 1:56.0s -'04 ($78,957) 5 wins. At 2, winner of Champlain S. at Mohawk, Coupe QC Plus elim at Hippodrome Montreal, Serie QC Plus - Series Distinction at Hippodrome Montreal, Serie QC Plus - Series Elite (twice) at Hippodrome Montreal; second in Coupe QC Plus final at Hippodrome Montreal. At 3, second in Coupe QC Plus elim and final at Hippodrome Montreal, Serie QC Plus - Series Elite div at Hippodrome Montreal; third in Serie QC Plus - Series Elite div (twice) at Hippodrome Montreal; second in Lifetime Dream Trotting Series leg at Woodbine. Dam of TUSCAN GAL 2, 1:57.4s - '08, BT 1:55.2s -'10 ($164,249) etc.; granddam of TUSCAN MEMORY 4, 1:58.3h -'17, BT 1:56.3s -'18 ($63,427) etc.

UPFRONTRICK (g, Sja Caviar) 3, 2:03.1f, 4, 1:58.1f -'07, BT 1:57.4f -'08 ($60,780) 12 wins. As 2nd dam, third in Open at Plainridge.

CINEMATIC HANOVER (m, Muscles Yankee) 2, Q2:04.0, 3, 1:59.3h -'05, BT 1:56.3f -'05 ($22,839) 1 win. At 2, second in Late Closer at The Red Mile. At 3, winner of Helen Smith Memorial elim at Freehold; second in Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs; third in NJSS - Green Acres Series div at Freehold. Dam of THE MAN BAND 2, 2:04.4h - '19 ($35,283); PAPARAZZI KID 3, 1:59.4h -'13, BT 1:57.3f -'13 ($28,576); Cinematic Venture 2, Q2:06.3h -'17, BT 2:00.1h -'18 ($35,184) etc. Chick Hanover (m, Andover Hall) BT Q2:01.0f -'08 ($5,384). 4th dam

COMPANY GIRL 3, 2:03.2q, BT 2:01.11 -'92 ($11,207) 2 wins, by WORKAHOLIC 2, 1:57.1. From 3 foals, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:56) including-

LEAD BY EXAMPLE (g, Sierra Kosmos) 3, 2:00.4q, 2:00.3f -'03, BT 1:59.0q -'98 ($223,240) 40 wins. At 3, third in Holiday Series elim at Yonkers. At 4, winner of Holiday Series elim at Yonkers; third in Super Bowl Series cons at The Meadowlands. As aged, winner of Preferred at Monticello; second in Bonus Series leg (twice) at Yonkers; third in Preferred at Monticello.

Miss Katie Ogrady (m, S J's Photo) 3, 2:00.4z -'00, BT 1:59.4f -'00 ($10,054) 1 win. Dam of MISS KATIE LANE 3, 2:07.2h, 4, 1:59.2f -'08, BT 1:57.3z -'07 ($37,262) etc.

5th dam

MISS TACO 2, 2:08.3h, 3, Q2:05.3f, 1:59.4h ($189,936) 28 wins, by TARPORT DELVIN 2, 2:01.0. From 7 foals, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:56) including-

BALTIChill (b, Baltic Speed) 1:56.1 -'97, BT 1:57.0f -'98 ($152,106) 18 wins. AtkinsoN Ridge (f, Workaholic) 3, 1:58.4, 1:55.0 -'92 ($116,904) 12 wins.
By SING JESSE SING 3, 1:53.3s ($498,502). Sire of 1 in 1:55 - 5 in 2:00 including JESSE POPPER 2, 1:59.4s, 3, 1:55.0- '19, BT 1:54.4-21 ($74,604); MONSTR TOY 2, 2:16.0, 3, 1:57.1s, 4, 1:56.0s- '19, BT 1:54.3s-20 ($55,166); JUSTISINGALONG 2, 2:02.2s, 3, 1:57.3f- '17, BT 1:55.4f-18 ($36,247); WHOSEAFTERWHO BT 1:57.2s-20 ($24,686) etc.

1st dam
DTS SHOTGUNJESSE by DANGEROUS THING 1:56.1. BT 1:55.4-’05. First foal.

2nd dam
MALIA ANN by ARMBRO TROPICANA 3, 1:58.2s, BT 1:56.1s-’02. From 4 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of-

Loyz Say When (g, Dangerous Thing) BT 2:00.1-’21 ($36,051). Now 3 race timed in 2:00.1. At 2, second in ICF S. div at Hawthorne, div at Springfield; third in ICF S. fin at Hawthorne, div at Springfield, The Cardinal div at Hawthorne.

Mr Red Thunder (g, Thundercrack) BT 1:58.0-’20 ($28,405). At 2, second in Kadabra S. leg at Hawthorne; third in Cardinal S. div at Hawthorne. At 3, in ICF S. div and leg at Hawthorne, The Erwin Dyert leg at Hawthorne.

Dts Shotgunanny (m, Dangerous Thing) As Above. Loyz Singgenesing (f, Sing Jesse Sing). Now 2.

3rd dam
CARDINAL SUMA 2, 2:04.0- ’01, BT 2:01.3-’02 ($6,758) 1 win, by ARMBRO CHARGER 3, Q2:02.3. At 2, winner of Source Ann S. div at Balmoral Park. From 6 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:58) including-

REDROVER (g, Valley Victor) 2, 1:56.3- ’07 ($39,040) 5 wins. At 2, winner of ICF-Darn Safe S. at DuQuoin State Fair, State Fair S. elim at Springfield; third in Lincoln Land S. elim at Balmoral Park.

LOGANS EXPRESS (g, Psychic Spirit) 2, 2:20.0h, 3, 2:19.1h- ’13, BT 2:01.4-’13 ($10,811) 3 wins. At 2, winner of Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Aledo, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Cambridge; second in IDOA S. div at Springfield; third in Illini S. div at Urbana. At 3, second in Illini S. div at Lincoln.

Malia Ann (m, Armbro Tropicana) As Above. Happy Holly (m, Garciaaparra). Dam of Cantab Charger. Now 2 etc. Frontier Justvicky (m, Valley Victory).

4th dam
CARDINAL SAHUBRA 2, 2:06.0 ($59,473) 13 wins, by CARDINAL JAMIE 3, 2:03.0. From 18 foals, dam of 9 winners (1 in 1:56, 4 in 1:58) including-

FEDERAL ARSENAL (g, Arsenal) 2, 2:00.3, 3, 1:56.2 ($326,709) 30 wins. At 2, winner of Cardinal S. final at Quad City Downs, IL; IL Fair S. final at Springfield, Lincoln Land S. final at Sportsmans Park; second in IL Fair S. elim at Springfield. At 3, winner of IL State Fair elim at Springfield, Su Mac Lad at Sportsmans Park, Su Mac Lad S. final at Sportsmans Park; second in Galt Memorial div at Maywood Park, IL State Fair final at Springfield, Su Mac Lad S. elim at Sportsmans Park.

NUCLEAR ARSENAL (g, Arsenal) 2, 1:59.3, 3, 1:56.0- ’99 ($184,534) 17 wins. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. elim and final at Springfield; second in Su Mac Lad S. at Sportsmans Park.

CARDINAL LEXIE (m, Cooper Lobell) 2, 2:01.2, 3, 1:57.0- ’97, BT 1:56.2s-’98 ($172,440) 11 wins. At 2, second in Hanover S. at Balmoral Park, IL Fair S. div at Decatur, div and final at Springfield. At 3, winner of HHYF Series leg at Hoosier Park, IL Fair S. div at Lincoln, div (twice) at Springfield, Lady Ann Reed S. elim at Sportsmans Park, final at Sportsmans Park, Lord Steward S. at Sportsmans Park, Su Mac Lad S. cons at Sportsmans Park, Violet Series S. elim at Balmoral Park, final at Balmoral Park; second in ISOBA Sale S. at Balmoral Park, Specs Boy S. at Fairmount Park, Worthy Sally S. at Sportsmans Park; third in Hanover S. at Balmoral Park, Windy Skeeter S. div at DuQuoin State Fair. Dam of NEAR THE LIMIT 3, 1:58.0f, 4, 1:54.1- ’06, BT 1:53.4-06 ($377,876); RACE FAN 2, 1:56.3s, 3, 1:54.4-06, BT 1:53.0-06 ($161,311) etc.; grandam of MY MUSCLEMAN 2, 1:59.2, 3, 1:56.1, 1:55.0f- ’15, BT 1:53.2-15 ($370,305); MY UNCLE CUZ 2, 1:58.3s, 3, 1:54.4s, 1:52.0s-20 ($355,919); MARLEYS GUY 3, 1:58.0, 1:54.3h- ’19, BT 1:52.3-’17 ($253,325) etc.

SKI COOPER (g, Cooper Lobell) 2, 2:16.0h, 3, 1:57.4- ’94 ($71,301) 24 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div at Greenvile; second in IL Fair S. div at Lincoln; third in IL Fair S. div at Lincoln. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div (3 times) at DuQuoin State Fair, div (twice) at Fairfield, div at Marion, div at Springfield; second in IL Fair S. div at Fairfield, Speedy Rodney S. at Sportsmans Park; third in IL Fair S. div at Decatur, div at Greenup, final at Springfield, ISOBA S. at Balmoral Park, Su Mac Lad S. elim at Sportsmans Park.

Consigned by: R-N-K Farms, Oblong, IL
SOMESTARSOMEWHERE p, 2, 1:49.2. By SOMESTARSOMEWHERE p, 2, 1:49.2. trainer

FOX VALLEY AUBURN

COLD SWEAT (g, Jaxson R Browne (c, Real Desire). Now 2.

THE DOGINATOR (g, Tyler B p, 3, 1:55.1. trainer

DUNCANS SISTER p, 2, 1:53.3. trainer

Ladaliasharoomsomewhere p, 3, 1:46.4. trainer

Mach Three p, 3, 1:49.0

Somebeachsomewhere p, 3, 1:46.4. trainer

Wheres The Beach

FOX VALLEY AUBURN

Cole Muffler p, 2, 1:53.3. trainer

Sandy Sable p, 2, 2:00.1q

Merger p, 3, 1:53.0

FOX VALLEY DAZZLE

FOX VALLEY AUBURN

FOX VALLEY DUBLIN

FOX VALLEY DAZZLE

FOX VALLEY DAZZLE

FOX VALLEY DAZZLE

FOX VALLEY DAZZLE

FOX VALLEY DAZZLE

FOX VALLEY DUBLIN

FOX VALLEY DUBLIN

By SOMESTARSOMEWHERE p, 2, 1:49.2. trainer

BT 1:48.3-‘15 ($478,915).

1st dam

DUNCANS SISTER p, 2, 1:55.1. trainer

15 wins. At 2, second in IDOA S. div (twice) at Springfield; third in Orange & Blue S. elim at Balmoral Park. Dam of 10 winners (2 in 1:53, 5 in 1:55, 8 in 1:57) including a two-year-old of 2021.

BIG PUFF DOGGIE (g, The Big Dog) p, 2, 1:55.0. trainer

Illini Fancy p, BT Q1:59.4f-‘20 ($136,526) 5 wins. At 3, winner of Downstate Classic div at Decatur, Petticoat Series div at Yokonos, Tender Loving Care Series div at The Meadowlands, Wilkes-Barre Series leg at Pocono Downs; second in Violet S. final at Balmoral Park; third in Petticoat Racing Series elim and cons at Yankees, Violet S. elim at Balmoral Park. Dam of 3 winners.

MYSTICAL BROTHERS (g, Yankee Skyscraper) p, 2, 1:56.1. trainer

19 wins. At 2, second in ICF S. div at Springfield; third in Orange & Blue S. elim at Balmoral Park. Dam of 10 winners (2 in 1:53, 5 in 1:55, 8 in 1:57) including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 10 winners (2 in 1:53, 5 in 1:55, 8 in 1:57) including:

ERNE THE MOOSS (g, Sportsmaster) p, 2, 1:58.3. trainer

19 wins. At 2, winner of ICF S. div at Springfield, Plum Peachy S. elim at Hawthorne; second in ICF S. div at Springfield; third in The Walter Paisley leg at Hawthorne. Dam of 2 winners.

STEED AND DEEP (g, Sportsmaster) p, 2, 2:04.4h. trainer

$6,373 2 wins. At 2, winner of IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Farmer City. Dam of 2 winners.

FOX VALLEY DANDY (m, Sportsmaster) p, 2, 1:58.1. trainer

$37,199 5 wins. At 2, winner of Big 10 S. div at Altamont, ICF-Incredible Tillole S. leg at Hawthorne. At 3, winner of ICF S. div at Springfield, Plum Peachy S. leg at Hawthorne; second in ICF S. div at Springfield; third in The Walter Paisley leg at Hawthorne. Dam of 2 winners.

FOX VALLEY MAC (h, Yankee Skyscraper) p, 2, 2:05.0h. trainer

$3,394 1 win. At 2, winner of Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Lewiston; second in IL Big 10 div at Farmer City, Midwestern Illinois Racing Assoc. div at Petersburg, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Knoxxville. Dam of 10 winners.

FOX VALLEY DUBLIN (m, Incredible Finale) p, 2, 1:57.4-‘17 ($14,812) 5 wins. At 2, winner of ICF S. div at Springfield, Plum Peachy S. leg at Hawthorne; second in ICF S. div at Springfield; third in The Walter Paisley leg at Hawthorne. Dam of 2 winners.

FOX VALLEY DENALI (g, Richess Hanover) p, 2, 1:57.2-‘15 ($2,945) 1 win. At 2, winner of IL Dept of Agriculture S. div at Springfield; third in Mini Me S. cons at Balmoral Park. Dam of 10 winners (2 in 1:53, 5 in 1:55, 8 in 1:57) including:

THE DOGINATOR (g, The Big Dog) p, 2, 1:55.1-‘05 ($2,610) 1 win. Trainer

Auburn, IL
By LOUS LEGACY 2, 1:58.3h, BT 01:57.1-’09 ($92,750). Sire of 6 in 1:55 - 36 in 2:00 including ANOTHER BREATH 2, 2:01.0, 3, 1:56.2f, 1:53.1f-’18, BT 1:52.3f-’18 ($485,147); LOU MAN 2, 1:57.4s, 3, 1:54.3s, 1:55.3f-’16 ($297,259); LOUZOTIC 2, 1:58.0, 3, 1:54.3h-’19, BT 1:54.0-’20 ($295,630); LOUGAZI 2, 2:00.2, 1:54.2h-’21 ($260,805) etc.

EARLI VALLEY 4, 2:19.3h-’08, BT 2:19.0h-’08 ($1,013) 1 win, by VALLEY VICTOR. From 8 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:58) including:

LOUSSOLTAIRE (m, Lous Legacy) 2, 1:59.4, 4, 1:57.3f-’20, BT 1:55.2-’18 ($59,606) 33 wins. At 2, winner of Fox Valley Flan leg at Hawthorne, ICF S. div at Springfield, IL BIG 10 div at Pana, div at Farmer City, div at Paris, div at Newton, Illini S. div at Charleston, div at Marshall, Midwestern IL Racing Assoc. div at Mount Sterling, Midwestern Illinois Racing Assoc. div at Petersburg, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Belvidere, div at Knoxville, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Morrison; second in County Fair Challenge div at Duquoin State Fair, Fox Valley Flan leg at Hawthorne, IL Stallion S. div at Mount Sterling, Midwestern Illinois Racing Assoc. div at Carrollton, Northern IL Colt Assoc div at Sandwich, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Lewistown; third in Night Of Champion Series leg at Hawthorne, Night Of Champions Series leg at Hawthorne, Violet S. div at Hawthorne. At 3, winner of IL Big 10 div at Farmer City, div at Newton, Midwestern Illinois Racing Assoc. div at Carlinville, div at Mount Sterling, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Henry, div at Knoxville, div at Lewistown, div at Morrison; second in Egyptian Colt S. div at Anna, Illini S. div at Charleston, div at Martinsville, Midwestern Illinois Racing Assoc. div at Carrollton, div at Rushville, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Belvidere; third in Illini S. div at Lincoln. At 4, second in IODA S. div at Springfield; third in ICF S. div at Springfield. Now 5, winner of Midwestern Illinois Racing Assoc div at Carlinville; third in ICF S. div at Springfield.

MYONLY SIN (f, Lous Legacy) 2, 2:03.1-’20, BT 1:58.0-’21 ($70,090) 2 wins. At 2, winner of Downstate Classic div at Springfield, Violet S. div at Hawthorne; second in Fox Valley Flan div (twice) and leg at Hawthorne, ICF S. div (twice) at Hawthorne; third in ICF S. div at Hawthorne. At 3, third in Violet S. div at Hawthorne.

LOUS MERLIN (g, Lous Legacy) 2, 2:16.3h, 3, 2:01.0-’20 ($12,865) 2 wins. At 2, winner of Northern IL Colt Assoc div at Cambridge; second in Egyptian Colt S. div at Anna, div at Carmi, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Henry; third in Downstate Classic div at Lincoln, IL Big 10 div at Newton, Illini S. div at Martinsville, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Knoxville. At 3, winner of IL State Fair S. div at Springfield; third in ICF S div at Duquoin State Fair, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield.

Msdock Johnsonvlii (m, Lous Legacy) 4, 2:08.1h-’19, BT Q2:00.4-’19 ($5,383) 1 win. At 3, third in IODA S. div at Springfield. At 4, second in IL State Fair S. div at Springfield.

Loulouofthevalley (m, Lous Legacy) (p, BT 2:02.0-’16 ($1,191)). At 2, third in Illini S. div at Lincoln.

LOUS OPHELIA was foaled March 05, 2020.
ILLINI SUPERNOVA

(Illinois Eligible)

Bay Filly - Foaled April 23, 2020 - Registration #7V160

Microchip #985141001323327

132

Art Major p, 4, 1:48.4………………….. Perfect Profile p, 2, Q1:59.1
Travel Playlist p, 2, 1:49.2s …….. Rocknroll Hanover p, 3, 1:48.3

ILLINI SUPERNOVA

Village Madonna p, 4, 1:55.0f …….. Michelle Fantasy p, 3, 1:54.0h
Cole Muffer p, 3, 1:53.9f ………….. Sandy Sable p, 2, 2:00.1q
Emission Control p, 2, 1:54.1 …….. Incredible Finale p, 4, 1:53.2f
FOX VALLEY MONIKA

by Travel Playlist p, 2, 1:49.2s ($237,515).

1st dam

EMISSION CONTROL p, 2, 1:54.1-'00 ($19,597) 2 wins, by COLE MUFFER p, 3, 1:53.3f BT 1:52.1f-'02. At 2, winner of ICF-Filly Orange & Blue S. cons; second in Mid-Western IL Racing Assoc. S. div, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div; third in County Fair Challenge, IL Mid-Western Racing Assoc. S. div. At 3, third in Downstate Classic div, Mid-Western IL Racing Assoc. S. div. From 7 foals, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:53, 2 in 1:55) including:

ROLLIN COAL (m, Sagebrush) p, 2, 1:56.1h, 3, 1:53.4, 4, 1:51.2-'19 ($205,489) 19 wins. At 2, winner of ICF S. div (twice) at Springfield. The Incredible Tilly leg; Violet S. leg and final; second in IL Fair S. div, Incredible Tilly S. leg and final; third in IL State Fair Colt S. final, Incredible Tilly S. leg, The Directors Award. At 3, winner of ICF S. - Plum Peachy leg; second in Night Of Champions Series leg, Plum Peachy ICF leg; third in IL State Fair S. championship and div, The Time Dancer. At 4, winner of ICF S. div (twice); second in Tony Maurello elim. As aged, winner of ICF S. div; second in ICF S. div.

THUNDERING JIM (g, Woodstock) p, 2, 1:55.0h, 4, 1:54.0f-'12, BT 1:50.3f-'19 ($65,794) 11 wins. At 2, winner of Home Talent Colt S. div, OH Fair S. div (4 times); second in OH Fair Championship final, OH Fair S. div (twice); third in OH Fair S. div (3 times). At 3, winner of OH Fair S. div; second in OH Fair S. div (5 times); third in OH Fair S. div at Delaware County Fair, div (3 times).

REVIE THE ENGINE (m, Sagebrush) p, 2, 2:00.6-'16, BT 1:57.9f-'20 ($4,503) 1 win.

BOBLEESWAGGER (g, Well Said) p, 3, Q1:58.4-'21, BT 1:55.2-'21 ($2,618).

Control The Cards (m, Cams Card Shark). Dam of SLIPPERY NOODLE p, 2, 1:56.4f-'18, BT 1:54.3f-'19 ($33,486) etc.

Runninallcyninders (m, Dundeside Perch).

2nd dam

FOX VALLEY MONIKA p, 2, 1:56.2, 3, 1:53.3-'01, BT 1:53.2-'01 ($64,049) 6 wins, by INCREDIBLE FINALE p, 4, 1:53.2f. At 2, winner of Active Donna S. leg at and final; in Orange & Blue S. cons; third in IL Fair S. div. From 12 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 7 winners (4 in 1:51, 6 in 1:53, 7 in 1:55) including:

GLASS PACK (g, Cole Muffer) p, 2, 1:50.4, 3, 1:50.2h, 4, 1:49.4-'08 ($1,010,485) 67 wins. At 2, winner of Bingo Johnnie S. div, Illini S. div, Mini Me S. final, Pete Perry S. div, State Fair S. elim and final; second in Orange & Blue S. elim; third in Cardinal S. elim and final. At 3, second in Art Rooney Pace elim, Pete Langley Memorial cons; third in Confederation Cup elim, North America Cup elim, Windy City Pace.


OUR DRAGON KING (g, Dragon Again) p, 2, 1:52.2, 3, 1:50.2f, 4, 1:49.1-'14 ($691,817) 35 wins. At 2, winner of Abe Lincoln S. div, American-National S. final, Arden Downs S. div, Hanover S. div, Keystone Classic S. div, PASS div; second in PASS cons and div. At 3, winner of PASS div; second in PASS div. As aged, third in Claim To Fame LC leg (twice).

CANT TOUCH THIS (m, Rockin Image) p, 2, 1:53.0s, 3, 1:51.0s, 4, 1:50.3s-'17, BT 1:50.2s-'17 ($422,864) 18 wins. At 2, winner of American National S. S., Hoosier S. div, INSS elim (twice) and final; second in INSS cons; third in INSS elim and super final. At 3, winner of Horseman S. div, INSS elim (3 times); second in INSS final (twice), The Circle City div, The US Indianapolis Memorial; third in INSS Super Final final.

ARCHITECT (g, Artiscape) p, 3, 1:55.1, 1:52.1f-'16, BT 1:54.2f-'16 ($189,976) 19 wins.

FLOWMASTER (g, Cole Muffer) p, 3, 1:53.2, 4, 1:52.0-'12, BT 1:50.3-'11 ($132,788) 12 wins. At 2, second in IL State Fair S. div; third in IL Fair S. final. At 3, winner of Mayweather Pace cons; second in Cardinal S. elim, IL State Fair Colt S. div; third in Dudley Hanover S. div, Mayweather Pace elim. At 4, winner of Clyde Hirt S. leg.

Velocity Sophie (m, Big Bad John).

P Galore (m, Rockin Image).

Amy Strong (f, Rockin Image). Now 2.

Stake Engagements

IL Conceived

IL Foaled

Downstate Classic
GJ’S ATM

Bay Colt - Foaled March 30, 2020 - Registration #8V1349
Microchip #985141001384398

1st dam
ENCHANTING  2, 2:00.4f  ‘17, BT 1:56.4f-‘18 ($15,360) 1 win, by MUSCLE MASSIVE  3, 1:51.0. At 2, winner of PA Stallion Series div at Pocono Downs. First foal.

2nd dam
UF ANNKA SISTER by DONATO HANOVER  3, 1:50.1. From 6 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:56) including--

GUSTAVO FRING (g, Explosive Matter) 2, 1:57.2f  3, 1:54.3f-‘17, BT 1:53.4f-‘17 ($216,441) 11 wins. At 3, winner of Bobby Weiss Series leg at Pocono Downs; second in Dexter Cup final at Freehold, PASS div at The Meadows, The Liberty Bell div at Harrahs Philadelphia; third in Bobby Weiss Series leg at Pocono Downs, John Simpson Mem. div at Harrahs Philadelphia. PASS div at The Meadows.

ENCHANTING (m, Muscle Massive)  2, 2:00.4f-‘17, BT 1:56.4f-‘18 ($15,360) 1 win. As Above.

Unisize Hanover (m, Muscle Massive) 2, Q2:01.2-‘19 ($960). At 2, third in PASS div at Wattsburg.

King Hanover (g, Explosive Matter) BT 2:00.1-‘18 ($1,580).

Utton Abby Hanover (c, Archangel) BT 2:03.1h-‘21 ($1161). Now 3 race timed in 2:03.1h.

Kilfenora (f, EXPLOSIVE MATTER) BT 2:11.3f-‘21. Now 2 and qualified.

3rd dam
PHOTO OF A LADY 3, 1:58.1f, 1:55.0z-‘03, BT 1:54.2-‘04 ($138,620) 28 wins, by S JS PHOTO 1:53.0. At 3, second in VA Breeders S. at Colonial Downs. At 4, third in VASS final at Colonial Downs. As aged, winner of Ed Taylor Memorial at Colonial Downs, VA Breeders S. elim and final at Colonial Downs; second in Ed Taylor Memorial at Colonial Downs, VA Breeders S. leg at Colonial Downs. From 8 foals, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:56, 3 in 1:58) including--

UP FRONT ANNIKA (m, Andover Hall) 2, 1:55.1-‘08 ($376,217) 6 wins. At 2, winner of Goldsmith Maid S. elim and final at Woodbine; Int'l Stallion S. div at The Red Mile, PASS div at The Meadows; second in Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows, Bluegrass Series div at The Red Mile; third in Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs. At 3, winner of Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs; second in PASS div at The Meadows. Dam of UNCLE HANOVER 3, 1:58.4h, 1:53.4f-‘20, BT 1:53.2-‘16 ($262,926); GINGER TREE SKYR 2, 1:58.0f, 3, 1:55.0f, 1:54.3h-‘21, BT 1:53.1f-21 ($258,075); UPVOTE HANOVER 3, 1:57.4s, 4, 1:56.1s-‘18, BT 1:56.0f-19 ($139,079) etc.

PEARSON HANOVER (h, Cantab Hall) 2, Q2:06.3h-‘18, BT 1:58.4f-‘21, 11, BT 1:55.1s-‘11 ($124,117) 15 wins. At 3, winner of PA Stallion Series div at Pocono Downs. At 4, second in Preferred at Rideau Carleton.

PITTYPAT HANOVER (m, Yankee Glide) 2, 1:57.4f-‘11, BT 1:55.3f-12 ($53,402) 2 wins. At 2, winner of NJSS-Green Acres leg at Freehold; second in NJSS-Green Acres final at Freehold.

Phabaj Hanover (m, Andover Hall) 2, 2:00.2f-‘14, BT 1:56.2-‘14 ($16,860) 2 wins. At 2, third in Late Closer leg at The Meadows. Dam of PHABAJ 2, 1:58.4s, 3, 1:56.1s-‘20, BT 1:53.4s-‘21 ($77,490); Avalon 4, 2:00.2f-‘20, BT 1:58.2s-20 ($20,849) etc.

Its Over Hanover (m, Cantab Hall) BT 2:00.0-‘10 ($7,400). At 2, second in PA Stallion Series div at The Meadows; third in PA Stallion Series div at Harrahs Chester Casino. Pot Limit Hanover (h, Donato Hanover) 3, Q2:01.4-‘16 ($8,520).

UF Annka Sister (m, Donato Hanover) As Above.

Doveroto (m, Andover Hall).

4th dam
TESSIES MOTHER by LINDYS CROWN 4, 1:54.4. From 12 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:56) including--

PHOTO OF A LADY (m, S Js Photo) 3, 1:58.1f, 1:55.0z-‘03, BT 1:54.2-‘04 ($138,620) 28 wins. As Above.

FD STORMFRONT (g, Go Get Lost) 1:59.3-‘05, BT 1:58.4-‘03 ($30,555) 7 wins. At 3, third in MD Std. Race Fund at Rosecroft.

FD TEST THE WATERS (g, Photo Maker) 2, 1:59.2f-‘99 ($29,725) 2 wins. At 2, winner of MDSS div and final at Rosecroft.

GET AROUND BUSCH (g, Go Get Lost) 1:59.2f-‘13, BT 1:58.1z-‘08 ($21,004) 7 wins. As aged, second in Open at Plainridge, Please Dont Run Series leg at Oxford.
MISS LOU BE QUICK

(ILINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Bay Filly - Foaled May 07, 2020 - Registration #8V091

Consigned by: Flacco Family Farms LLC, Agent for Woodside Acres Equine, Alexis, IL

MISS LOU BE QUICK

Windsongs Legacy 3, 1:53.0 - ....
Lous Legacy 2, 1:58.3 - ....
Lady Love Mcbur 3, 2:07.3 - ....
Miss Lou Be Quick 3, 1:54.1 - ....

Windsongs Legacy 3, 1:53.0
Lous Legacy 2, 1:58.3
Lady Love Mcbur 3, 2:07.3
Miss Lou Be Quick 3, 1:54.1

MISS LOU BE QUICK

Conway Hall 3, 1:53.4
Yankee Windsong 3, Q2:02.1
Meadow Road 1:54.2
Fickle Yankee 1:57.4f
Swan Lake 1:55.0f

MISS LOU BE QUICK

Need We Say More 3, 1:59.2 - ....
Nothing Can Stopus 4, 2:00.0 - ....

By LOUS LEGACY 2, 1:58.3h, BT Q1:57.1-09 ($92,750), Sire of 6 in 1:55 - 36 in 2:00 including ANOTHER BREATH 2, 2:01.3h, 3, 1:56.2h, 1:53.1h-18, BT 1:52.31-18 ($485,147); LOU MAN 2, 1:57.4h, 3, 1:54.6s, 1:53.3f-16 ($297,259); LOUZOTIC 2, 1:58.0, 3, 1:54.3s-19, BT 1:54.0s-20 ($295,630); LOUGAZI 2, 2:00.2, 1:54.2h-21 ($260,095) etc.

1st dam

ER NICKI by

NEEDED VACATION 2, 1:58.2, 34 ($260,095) etc.

2nd dam

ER MR T (g, Cincinnati Kid) 3, 1:59.3, 1:55.1f-13, BT 1:54.3f-13 ($129,747) 16 wins. At 2, second in IN Fair S. div; third in IN Fair S. div (3 times); third in IN Sired Fair S. div. At 3, second in IN Sired Fair S. div (3 times); third in IN Sired Fair S. div (3 times). At 4, winner of Innisfil Cup Claiming Series final; second in Labatt Claiming Series Final final.

E R MATTHEW (g, Cincinnati Kid) 2, 1:57.2, 1:56.1s-13 ($129,747) 13 wins. At 2, winner of IN Sired Fair Circuit Div (5 times), IN Sired Fair Circuit Ch.; second in IN Sired Fair Circuit Div (twice). At 3, winner of The Msnbaughynature leg; second in Donnie Conrad Memorial leg, INSS elim; third in INSS elim (twice), INSS Super final. Final. The Msnbaughynatice leg and final. At 4, winner of Joan Brown Memorial leg, INSS elim (3 times); third in IN Sired Fair Circuit Div (4 times); second in Donnie Conrad Memorial leg, INSS elim; second in INSS elim (twice), INSS Super final.

JESSE SAY MORE (g, Jailhouse Jesse) 2, 2:05.2h, 3, 1:59.2h, 1:59.0h-15, BT 1:56.1s-14 ($119,695) 22 wins. At 2, winner of IN Sired Fair S. div (8 times); second in IN Sired Fair S. div, IN Sired Fair S. div (twice). At 3, winner of IN Sired Fair S. div (3 times); second in IN Sired Fair S. div (3 times); final, ISA Elite S. div, Mini Series #27 final. At 3, winner of IN Sired Fair S. div (5 times); second in IN Sired Fair S. div (5 times) and final; third in IN Sired Fair S. div, ISA Elite div, Maple City Trot div. At 4, winner of Spa Loyalty Series leg; third in Spa Loyalty Series final. 36 in 2:00 including ANOTHER BREATH 2, 2:01.3h, 3, 1:59.1h-13, BT 1:57.2s-13 ($66,788) 11 wins. At 2, winner of IN Sired Fair S. div (twice); second in IN Sired Fair S. div (5 times); second in IN Sired Fair S. div (5 times) and final; third in IN Sired Fair S. div, ISA Elite div, Maple City Trot div. At 4, second in Spa Loyalty Series leg; third in Spa Loyalty Series final.

E R NELSON (g, Guccio) 2, 2:08.1h-20, BT 1:55.0s-21 ($26,055) 1 win. At 2, winner of IN Sired Fair Circuit Div; second in IN Sired Fair Circuit Div; third in IN Sired Fair Circuit Div (3 times), ISA Elite S. div. At 3, second in INSS elig.

NEEDDED VACATION (m, Dream Vacation) 3, 2:02.4h, 1:58.4s-11, BT 1:57.2-11 ($20,149) 8 wins.

E R Nathan (g, Jailhouse Jesse) BT 2:05.4h-14 ($2,250). At 2, third in IN Sired Fair S. div (3 times).

Nothing Can Stopus 3, 2:01.3, 4, 2:00.0-96, BT 1:59.1-95 ($31,031) 8 wins, by COOPER LOBELL 2, 2:00.3. At 3, second in IL Fair S. div. From 9 foals, dam of 3 winners including.

NOW OR NEVER (g, Armbrro Tunnel) (p, 4, 1:58.0f-07, BT 1:56.1f-08 ($12,701) 2 wins). No Stoppin Us (m, Super Ben Joe) BT 2:00.3s-10 ($9,389).

4th dam

NO GIMMICKS 2, 2:05.4, 3, 1:59.1-89 ($41,658) 7 wins, by BO BO ARROW (p, 3, 1:57.0). From 9 foals, dam of 3 winners including.

NO FUNNY STUFF (m, Cant Be Jimmie) 2, 2:01.3, 3, 1:59.4-00, BT 1:58.4-00 ($72,224) 5 wins. Dam of NO JOKIN 2, Q2:04.2, 3, 1:57.4, 1:56.2f-09, BT 1:55.2-07 ($204,741) etc.

NEVER MIND (g, Cooper Lobell) 2, 2:14.0h-96, BT 2:00.3-96 ($19,820) 2 wins.
SKY LINE BELLA

Bay Filly - Foaled April 27, 2020 - Registration #7V205
Microchip #985141001323715

Consigned by: Steven L Kaufman, Humboldt, IL

1st dam
EVERGREEN SPIRIT by PSYCHIC SPIRIT 4, 1:54.0s. First foal.

2nd dam
HEY ASHLEY GIRL 3, 2:02.0f-'07 ($3,250) 1 win, by SIERRA KOSMOS 3, 1:53.4. From 2 foals, dam of-
Evergreen Spirit (m, Psychic Spirit) As Above.

3rd dam
HEY JUST SAY NO 2, 2:07.4h, 3, 1:59.3f, 1:58.1f-'97, BT 1:57.11f-'97 ($69,567) 15 wins, by TAKING CHARGE. At 2, winner of OH Fair S, div at Mount Vernon, div at Urbana, div at Xenia; second in OH Fair S, div at Hilliard; third in OH Fair S, div at Mount Vernon. At 3, second in OHSS div at Scioto Downs; third in OH Breeders Ch at Delaware County Fair. From 3 foals, dam of 2 winners including-
HEYTAGALONGCHARLIE (g, Tagliabue) 3, 2:00.0f-'02, BT 1:57.4f-'02 ($108,935) 5 wins. At 2, second in Arden Downs S, div at The Meadows, PASS div (twice) at The Meadows, div at Pocono Downs; third in Keystone Classic S, div at The Meadows. At 3, winner of PASS div at The Meadows; second in Keystone Classic S, div at The Meadows; third in PASS div at Pocono Downs, Tompkins-Geers S. at Scioto Downs. Hey Ashley Girl (m, Sierra Kosmos) 3, 2:02.0f-'07 ($3,250) 1 win. As Above. Heyjusttag Brooke (m, Tagliabue).

4th dam
HEY SPAZ by HEY GREY DAY 3, 2:01.0f. From 1 foal, dam of 1 winner including-
HEY JUST SAY NO (m, Taking Charge) 2, 2:07.4h, 3, 1:59.3f, 1:58.1f-'97, BT 1:57.11f-'97 ($69,567) 15 wins. As Above.

5th dam
FAIR SHAKE ($2.390), by YELLOW KNIFE 2:00.1f. From 3 foals, dam of-
Hey Spaz (m, Hey Grey Day) As Above. Hey Six Packattack (m, Hey Grey Day).

Stake Engagements

IL Conceived IL Foaled Downstate Classic
By TIME TO ROLL p, 1:49.4, $188,156, 28 wins. At 3, second in Grandma Ann S. cons at Balmoral Park, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield, Maywood Park. At 4, winner of ICF S. div at Balmoral Park; second in ICF S. div at Duquoin State Fair; third in Loma Propes S. cons at Balmoral Park. As aged, winner of ICF S. div at Duquoin State Fair, Parklane Powerful S. div at Balmoral Park; second in IL Breeders S. div at Balmoral Park, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield, Lorna Propes S. elim and final at Balmoral Park, Parklane Powerful S. div (twice) at Balmoral Park; third in ICF S. cons at Rushville, IL State Fair Colt S. div at Springfield.

SCHMATIE (m, Sportsmaster) p, 3, 1:53.3s, 1:53.2f-15, BT 1:52.3s-'14 ($263,027) 28 wins. At 2, second in IDOA S. div at Springfield. At 3, second in Grandma Ann S. elim and final at Balmoral Park. As aged, third in Claim To Fame LC leg at Miami Valley Gaming And Racing.

RIP N ROCK (g, Sportsmaster) p, 3, 1:55.0h, 4, 1:53.2f-15 ($142,238) 18 wins. At 3, winner of Illini S. div at Lincoln, div at Urbana, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Belvidere, div at Henry; second in IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Farmer City. As aged, second in Signature Series div at Eaton; third in Signature Series div at Greenville, div at Lima, div at Wapakoneta.

ROCKIN CASSINOVA (g, Sportsmaster) p, 2, 1:55.1h, 4, 1:53.0h-16 ($130,901) 14 wins. At 2, winner of Downstate Classic S. div at Lincoln, IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Farmer City, IL Stallion S. div at Charleston, Mid-Western IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Carrolton, div at Rushville, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Belvidere, div at Henry; second in Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Cambridge, div at Lewistown, Orange & Blue S. elim at Balmoral Park; third in Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Morrison, Orange & Blue S. final at Balmoral Park. At 3, second in Downstate Classic div at Carrolton, Maywood Pace elim and final at Maywood Park.

FLIRTINWITHBROUBLE (m, Tellitlikeits) p, 2, 1:53.3-19, BT 1:52.2s-'20 ($52,060) 2 wins. At 2, winner of INSS leg at Hoosier Park; second in INSS leg at Hoosier Park; third in INSS leg (twice) at Hoosier Park.

MOMENT OF MAGIC (m, Sportsmaster) p, 2, 1:57.0-11, BT 1:52.1-12 ($33,135) 2 wins. At 2, second in ICF S. div at Balmoral Park; third in Filly Orange & Blue S. elim at Balmoral Park. At 3, second in Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park. Dam of MARCED MAGIC p, 2, 2:01.0h, 3, 1:54.1h, 1:53.3-21, BT 1:50.2f-'19 ($186,156) etc.

IM ALL A ROAN (m, Sportsmaster) p, 2, 1:55.0-07, BT 1:52.3-07 ($25,698) 9 wins. At 2, winner of Egyptian Colt S. div at Salem, IL Stallion S. div at Charleston, Illini S. div at Greenup, State Fair S. elim at Springfield; second in Downstate Classic S. div at Lincoln, Illini S. div at Martinsville; third in Egyptian Colt S. div at Fairfield. At 3, winner of IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Paris, Illini Colt Assoc. S. div at Marshall, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Jerseyville, div at Petersburg; second in Egyptian Colt S. div at Fairfield, Illini S. div at Lincoln, div at Martinsville, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Carrolton; third in IDOA S. div at Springfield, IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Pana, div at Taylorsville, Illini S. div at Greenup. Dam of ROCKIN RON p, 2, 1:51.0s, 3, 1:51.0s, 1:47.2s-17 ($1,785,387); I AM WILL p, 3, 1:53.3f, 1:53.0f-17, BT 1:51.1s-'17 ($172,337) etc.
By FORT KNOX p, 1:50.0f ($261,256). Sire of 2 in 2:00 including ROLLNROZ p, 2, 1:56.0-9 ($26,033); DANDYS MMN p, 2, 1:57.7-11 ($22,100); STARDUST GRAP p, BT 1:57.3-21 ($4,278); DANDYS SUSPI p, BT 2:03.2h-21 ($2,590) etc.

1st dam
DREAM ROLL p, 2, 1:59.0h, 3, 1:53.0: ’14 ($43,404) 12 wins, by ROCKROLL HANOVER p, 3, 1:48.3. From 2 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 1 winner (1 in 1:57) including-

ROMAN KNOWS (g, Mcadrite) p, 2, 2:04.1h, 3, 1:56.4h-20, BT 1:56.1h-20 ($35,234) 7 wins. At 2, winner of KY Fair S. div at Lebanon, div at Lacentor, div at Myfield, div at Paducah, OH Fair S. div at Hicksville, div at Mount Gilead; second in KY Fair S. div (twice) at Lebanon, final at The Red Mile, OH Fair S. div at Napoleon; third in KY Fair S. div at The Red Mile, OH Fair S. div at Richwood. At 3, second in KY Fair S. div at Lebanon; third in KY Fair S. div at Lebanon, final at The Red Mile.

Dandys Sushi (g, Fort Knox) p, BT 2:03.2h-21 ($2,590). At 2, second in KY Fair S. div at Lacentor; third in KY Fair S. div at Myfield.

2nd dam
DREAM ACQUISITION p, 2, 1:57.0, 3, 1:54.4: ’04, BT 1:54.0-9 ($35,758) 4 wins, by DREAM AWAY p, 3, 1:50.0. BT 1:49.1-97. At 2, second in Lou Babic Memorial elim and final at Freehold. From 6 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:53, 4 in 1:57)

CASEYS ACQUISITION (s, Camluck) p, 3, 1:57.1h, 1:56.3h-12, BT 1:56.1s-’07 ($128,893) 34 wins. At 2, third in ONSS Grassroots div at Dresden. At 3, winner of City Of London S. leg at Western Fair; third in City Of London S. leg at Western Fair, ONSS Grassroots div at Windsor. Dam of Caseys Lucky Fella. Now 2 etc.

DREAM ROLL (m, Rocknroll Hanover) p, 2, 1:59.0h, 3, 1:53.0-9 ($14,430) 12 wins. As Above.

JCS LUCKY DREAMER (m, Sir Luck) p, 2, 2:02.1h, 3, 1:56.3-’11, BT 1:55.1-’12 ($26,810) 7 wins. At 4, third in Survivor 2 Series leg at Cal Expo.

MY DREAM MARI (g, Lis Mara) p, 2, Q2:02.4h, 3, 1:56.0-12, BT 1:54.4-12 ($19,455) 5 wins. LUCKS ACQUISITION (g, Sir Luck) p, 2, Q1:57.2-’09, BT 1:54.2-’09 ($18,152) 5 wins. At 2, second in ONSS Grassroots div at Hiawatha Horse Park; third in Big Dog Series leg at Balmoral Park.

3rd dam
KLEEN ACQUISITION p, 3, 2:02.1h, 1:57.1 ($31,326) 7 wins, by MERGER p, 3, 1:53.0. From 10 foals, dam of 6 winners (1 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55, 5 in 1:57) including-

LISAS ACQUISITION (m, Towners Big Guy) p, 3, 1:58.2h, 4, 1:52.4: ’96 ($84,030) 10 wins. Dam of SIR LUCK p, 2, 1:51.2s-’02, BT 1:50.2s-03 ($79,561); GREAT EXPEASE p, 3, 1:51.4, 4, 1:50.2-’05 ($465,185); LUCKY ASSET p, 3, 1:58.1h, 1:52.4f-12 ($137,736).

DOUBLEBLACKDIAMOND p, 3, Q1:53.4, 1:53.1f-’06, BT 1:51.1-’02 ($102,914) etc.; grandam of POWERFUL CHRIS p, 2, 1:52.1s, 3, 1:50.2f-19, BT 1:48.3s-19 ($337,876)

GOT POWER p, 2, 1:54.4s, 4, 1:52.3f-’21, BT 1:52.1f-20 ($61,089); All Powered Up p, 2, Q2:04.1f-’20, BT 1:57.2f-’21 ($2,320) etc.

L PS SEELSTER (m, Falcon Seelster) p, 3, 1:59.2h, 1:56.4h-’01 ($68,782) 21 wins. At 3, third in Hopeful S. leg at Yonkers. Dam of WINIKAS CORAZON p, 2, Q1:57.4f, 3, 1:55.2h-11, BT 1:51.3f-’11 ($151,163); PARIE AND LUCK p, 3, 1:59.2t, 1:53.3f-’09 ($58,282)

DLITEFULACQUISITION p, 1:53.4s-’21, BT 1:53.2s-’21 ($50,619) etc.

EARNED INCOME (h, Dream Away) p, 1:54.2h-’06, BT 1:53.0s-’05 ($33,891) 11 wins.

DREAM ACQUISITION (m, Dream Away) p, 2, 1:57.0, 3, 1:54.4: ’04, BT 1:54.0-’04 ($35,758) 4 wins. As Above.

LISAS LEGACY (g, Courageous Legacy) p, 3, 1:57.2h, 4, 1:56.3h-’96, BT 1:54.0-’96 ($33,974) 8 wins.

4th dam
SWEEP p, 2, 2:03.0h, 3, 2:02.1h ($121,764) 9 wins, by VALIANT BRET p, 4, 1:59.1h. From 12 foals, dam of 10 winners (1 in 1:53, 4 in 1:57) including-

BODY LINE (g, On The Road Again) p, 2, 1:56.1h, 3, 1:52.3-’94 ($125,759) 18 wins.

MAGGIES SWEET (m, Whiteys Fella) p, 3, 1:59.0q, 1:58.3h-’99, BT 1:57.3q-’96 ($91,240) 22 wins.

SWEEP ROAD AGAIN (h, On the Road Again) p, 2, 2:03.1q, 3, 1:57.2q, 4, 1:55.4q-$’96, BT 1:54.9q-$’96 ($56,213) 14 wins.

SWEEP EM KASSA (g, Kassa Branca) p, 1:57.4h-’00, BT 1:55.4h-’00 ($49,043) 15 wins.

KLEEN ACQUISITION (m, Merger) p, 3, 2:02.1h, 1:57.1 ($31,326) 7 wins. As Above.

Poker Dot (m, Tyler B) p, 3, 2:02.1f-92, BT 2:00.2f-92 ($6,078) 3 wins. Dam of MOON BUFF p, 3, 1:56.3s, 1:52.0f-’05 ($198,252) etc.
PRIMAL HUNTER

(NEW YORK ELIGIBLE)

Brown Geling - Foaled March 01, 2020 - Registration #0V023
Microchip #985141001327727

Andover Hall 3, 1:51.3............. Garland Lobell 3, 1:55.3
Celebrity Maserati 3, 1:53.0f...... Amour Angus 3, 2:03.1f
Arlanda Hanover 2, 1:57.0f....... SJs Caviar 3, 1:53.4

PRIAL HUNTER

Broadway Hall 2, 1:56.4........... B Cor Tangor 4, 1:56.3
Fashion Huntress 2, 1:55.1........ Yankee Glide 3, 1:55.1
Sly Fox 3, Q1:54.2................. Malhana Cattur

By CELEBRITY MASERATI 3, 1:52.4f-’13 ($215,235). Sire of 1 in 1:55 - 5 in 2:00 including CELEBRITY MIRACLE 3, 2:02.0f, 4, 1:54.7f-’20 ($59,813); CELEBRITY SERENA 3, 1:58.2f, 1:53.3f-’21, BT 1:55.2s-’20 ($40,879); CELEBRITY OLIVIA 3, 2:00.0f, 4, 1:58.0f-’20, BT 1:57.0f-’20 ($33,933); CELEBRITY BIANCA 3, 1:57.3f-’19 ($10,640) etc.

1st dam

FASHION HUNTRESS 2, 1:55.1-’13, BT 1:54.4-’13 ($50,485) 2 wins. by BROADWAY HALL 2, 1:56.4. At 2, winner of Late Closer #4 leg at The Red Mile; second in Kindergarten Classic S. div at The Red Mile, Late Closer #18 leg at The Red Mile; third in Kindergarten Classic Series div at The Red Mile, PA All Stars div at Pocono Downs. From 3 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:58) including-

CELEBRITY BIANCA (m, Celebrity Maserati) 3, 1:57.3f-’19 ($10,640) 2 wins.

Deals On Heels (f, Creative) 2, 2:16.3h-20, BT 2:00.3-20 ($7,500) 1 win. At 3, third in KY Fair S. div at Mayfield.

2nd dam

SLY FOX 2, 1:57.0; 3, Q1:54.2-’03 ($63,225) 3 wins, by YANKEE GLIDE 3, 1:55.1, BT 1:53.0-’97. At 2, winner of NJSS div (twice) at The Meadowlands; second in Hayes Memorial div at Duquoin State Fair. At 3, second in NJSS div at The Meadowlands. From 10 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 6 winners (3 in 1:54, 5 in 1:56) including-

FASHION FELINE (m, Broadway Hall) 2, 1:54.3, 3, 1:53.0-’10 ($507,937) 12 wins. At 2, winner of Int’l Stallion S. div at The Red Mile, PASS div at Harrahs Chester Casino, div (twice) and final at The Meadows, div at Pocono Downs, Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs; second in Goldsmith Maid S. elim at Harrahs Chester Casino. At 3, winner of Breeders Crown elim at Pocono Downs, KY Filly Futurity elim and final at The Red Mile. Open at The Meadowlands. Dam of CRESCENT FASHION 2, 1:58.0f, 3, 1:55.1f, 1:52.1s-’17, BT 1:51.3-’15 ($488,763); DONATO FASHION 2, 1:57.1f-’16, BT 1:55.0-’16 ($78,608) etc.

ON THE SLY (g, Broadway Hall) 2, 1:55.2f, 1:52.3s-’19 ($320,477) 30 wins. At 2, winner of PASS Championship cons at Pocono Downs; second in PASS div at The Meadows; third in Int’l Stallion S. div at The Red Mile, PASS div at Pocono Downs. At 3, third in PA All Stars div at Pocono Downs. As aged, second in Preferred at Western Fair.

BLACK BROADWAY (m, Broadway Hall) 2, 1:56.0f, 3, 1:53.1f-’16 ($205,503) 13 wins. At 2, second in Matron S. cons at Dover Downs; third in Breeders Crown elim at Woodbine. At 3, winner of PASS div at The Meadows; third in PASS div at The Meadows. Dam of Just Liv指導 Broadway. Now 2 etc.

FASHION HUNTRESS (m, Broadway Hall) 2, 1:55.1-’13, BT 1:54.4-’13 ($50,485) 2 wins. As Above.

PAYTONS A CANE (g, Donato Hanover) 3, 1:58.1s-’20, BT 1:56.4f-’20 ($14,945) 2 wins.

FOUR STARZ FOXY (g, Broadway Hall) 1:55.2-’10 ($14,490) 2 wins. Foxy Zette (m, Broadway Hall), Dam of Perfect Vixen; Now 2 and qualified in 2:05.1h. etc.


3rd dam

MALHANA CATFUR by PRAKAS 3, 1:53.2. From 8 foals, dam of 3 winners (2 in 1:56, 3 in 1:58) including-

G P POT LICKER (g, Sierra Kosmos) 3, 1:59.0, 1:55.1s-’02 ($73,361) 6 wins. At 4, winner of Super Bowl Series leg at The Meadowlands.

YANKEE FUR (h, Yankee Glide) 3, 2:00.2s, 1:57.3s-’04, BT 1:56.3s-’04 ($80,202) 16 wins. As aged, winner of Open (3 times) at Buffalo, at Batavia Downs, at Vernon Downs; second in Open (4 times) at Buffalo; third in Dave Vance Memorial leg at Buffalo, Open (5 times) at Buffalo, twice) at Batavia Downs, at Vernon Downs.

SLY FOX (m, Yankee Glide) 2, 1:57.0, 3, Q1:54.2-’03 ($63,225) 3 wins. As Above.

4th dam

CHINA SYNDROME by SUPER BOWL 3, 1:56.2. From 7 foals, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:56) including-

CHINA SMOKE (m, Diamond Exchange) 3, 1:59.2h, 4, T1:55.4-’89 ($106,313) 5 wins. At 3, winner of Colonial Lady S. div at Rosecroft; second in Historic - Coaching Club Oak S. div at The Meadowlands, Hudson S. div at Yonkers, Zweig Memorial div at The Syracuse Mile. Dam of CHINA CONNECTION 3, 1:58.4s-’94 ($30,046) etc.; granddam of MIGHTY MOSSES 3, 1:54.2-’03, BT 1:54.0-’05 ($706,140) etc. 

THE ALABAMA SLAM R (g, Speedy Crown) 2, 2:03.1, 3, 1:59.0h-’96, BT 1:55.2-’97 ($74,046) 5 wins.

NY Sires Excelsior NY State Fair NY Fairs Stake Engagements
SHADY MAPLE TINA
(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Black Filly - Foaled May 22, 2020 - Registration #5V68

Consigned by: Freeman Mast & Chester Mast, Belle Rive IL

1st dam
FAT FANNIE ANNIE p, 2, 1:56.2s, 3, 1:53.4s '15, BT 1:53.2s-'15 ($48,593) 8 wins, by ALWAYS A VIRGIN p, 3, 1:48.4 First foal.

2nd dam
FEDOROV p, 2, 1:55.4, 3, 1:53.3, 1:52.1 '99, BT 1:52.3-'96 ($216,314) 21 wins, by ALBERT ALBERT p, 3, 1:52.1, BT 1:51.1- '88. At 2, winner of NJ Fair S. div at Freehold, div (3 times) at Garden State Park, div at Showplace Farm, NJSS div at Freehold, div at Garden State Park; second in NJ Fair S. div at Showplace Farm; third in NJ Fair S. div at The Meadowlands, NJSS div at Freehold. At 3, winner of Miss NJ S. elim at The Meadowlands; second in NJSS div (twice) at The Meadowlands; third in NJSS cons at The Meadowlands. From 10 foals, dam of 7 winners (1 in 1:51, 3 in 1:53, 4 in 1:55, 5 in 1:57) including:

JOHN DANNIKOVA (Cams Card Shark) p, 3, 1:51.1, 4, 1:50.2s '06, BT 1:49.4- '06 ($550,669) 23 wins. At 3, winner of NJSS div and final at Freehold; second in NJSS final at The Meadowlands, Oliver Wendell Holmes S. elim at The Meadowlands; third in NJSS final at Freehold, div at The Meadowlands, Progress Pace cons at Dover Downs. At 4, winner of Open at Mohawk, at Yonkers; second in Open at Yonkers, Town Drunk Series leg (twice) at Harras Casino. As aged, winner of Open at Pocono Downs, (3 times) at Yonkers; second in Open (3 times) at Yonkers; third in Invitation at Freehold, Open (twice) at Pocono Downs.

MADAM COUNTESS (m, Art Major) p, 3, 1:52.1f '08 ($186,006) 7 wins. At 3, winner of Empire Breeders Classic elim and final at Tioga Downs, NYSS div at Buffalo, Tioga Downs LC leg at Tioga Downs, Tioga Downs LC leg at Tioga Downs; second in NYSS -Art Watson div at Yonkers. Dam of VALIDUS DEO p, 2, 1:53.3f, 3, 1:48.4 - '13 ($623,570); DEO GALILEO p, 2, 1:57.1h, 4, 1:52.4f-'18, BT 1:52.2f-'18 ($176,712) etc.

TREBUCHET (g, Ball And Chain) p, 2, 1:54.0f, 3, 1:52.2 - '04 ($126,674) 50 wins. At 2, winner of Open at Rushville, PASS div at Pocono Downs. At 3, second in Count B Pacing Series at Woodbine; third in Jr Trendsetter Series leg and cons at The Meadowlands.

FAT FANNIE ANNIE (m, Always A Virgin) p, 2, 1:56.2s, 3, 1:53.4s - '15, BT 1:53.2s-'15 ($48,593) 8 wins. As Above.

TILLMAN (g, Western Hanover) p, 2, 1:56.1f - '08 ($25,944) 9 wins.

DANS IDEAL (g, Western Ideal) p, 2, Q2:04.0f, 3, 1:58.0f-'10, BT 1:57.4f-'10 ($22,339) 22 wins. As aged, winner of Preferred (twice) at St Johns Racing & Ent Centre Inc; second in Preferred at St Johns Racing & Ent Centre Inc; third in Preferred (twice) at St Johns Racing & Ent Centre Inc.

ANKA KOURNIKOVA (m, No Nukes) p, 3, 1:59.4f - '01 ($1,748) 1 win. Dam of KESONS SERGEI p, 3, 1:56.0h, 4, 1:55.2h-'09, BT 1:54.0f-'10 ($126,074) etc.

Total Abstinence (m, Always A Virgin).

3rd dam
ZANZARA p, 2, T2:00.0 ($5,318) 2 wins, by ALBATROSS p, 2, 1:54.3f. From 15 foals, dam of 13 winners (3 in 1:53, 4 in 1:55, 9 in 1:57) including:

CAFE RACER (g, Albert Albert) p, 2, 1:56.0, 3, 1:53.2f, 4, 1:52.2 - '95 ($315,565) 35 wins. At 2, winner of Peninsula Farm S. div. At 3, winner of Tompkins-Geers S. div; second in American-National S.; third in Motor City Pace elim.

BROD (h, Albert Albert) p, 2, 1:58.4f, 3, 1:52.4f, 4, 1:51.4 - '95, BT 1:50.4-'95 ($306,916) 25 wins. At 2, third in American-National S. elim, Fox S. heat, Hayes Memorial, Standardbred S. elim and final. At 3, second in Hayes Memorial, Little Brown Jug elim. in America-

NAVY FLYER (g, Armbrho Cadet) p, 2, 1:59.0f, 3, 1:58.1f, 4, 1:52.4f-'03, BT 1:52.4-'02 ($229,000) 39 wins. At 2, winner of MI Colt S. Fall Finals, MI Fair S. div (6 times), Wolverine Futurity elim and final; second in MI Fair S.; third in MI Breeders Futurity elim; MIV S. div. At 3, winner of MI Fair S., Spartan Futurity elim and final; second in MI Colt S., div (twice); third in MI Colt S. div. At 4, in MI Pari-Mutuel S. As aged, winner of Open (3 times); second in Open; third in Invitation, MISS final, Open (twice).

ALBERO (h, Trim The Tree) p, 2, 2:01.0h, 3, 1:59.2h, 4, 1:58.1f, BT 1:57.3-'92 ($139,851) 19 wins.

IN A ZONE (g, Albert Albert) p, 3, 1:58.1, 1:55.3f-'02, BT 1:54.1- '98 ($113,340) 26 wins.

DO EVERYTHING (m, Albert Albert) p, 2, Q1:59.2, 3, 1:58.3f, 1:56.2f-'00, BT 1:55.3f-'00 ($102,539) 10 wins. At 2, winner in NJ Fair S div; third in NJ Fair S. div, Dam of DADE BALL p, 2, Q2:00.0, 3, 1:54.2s, 1:53.3h-'10, BT 1:51.3-'12 ($215,644) etc.

HERMAN THE GERMAN (g, Warm Breeze) p, 2, 2:01.3f, 3, 1:59.0f, 1:58.1f, BT 1:58.0-'92 ($70,133) 19 wins.
By PINETUCKY 1:53.2, BT 1:53.3-84 ($192,560); Sire of 11 in 1:55 - 46 in 2:00 including PINETUCKY 2, 2:12.0h, 3, 2:00.2f - 84; 2, 1:53.3-14, BT 1:53.3-15 ($445,954); JOLENE'S PINEBONKER 2, 1:58.4, 3, 1:55.3, 1:54.2-14, BT 1:54.1-14 ($403,991); SWEET MR PINETUCKY 2, 1:58.2s, 1:53.0f - 21 ($331,824); ROCKINTHEPINES 3, 1:56.4s, 1:53.1s-16 ($278,171) etc.

1st dam

HUSTLE ME SIREN 1:54.3f, 1:53.4f, 1:56.2f; second in Elite S. div, IN Fair S. div. At 3, winner of OH Fair S. div 4, 1:59.3h leg, OH Fair S. div; second in Future Stars Series leg; third in OH Fair S. div. At 4, 1:54, 3 in 1:58) including Silver leg (twice); third in INSS leg.

Hustle Gram (c, Cherry Hill Park). Now 2.

2nd dam

HUSTLINHANNAH (m, Keystone Savage) 2, 2:10.3h, 3, 1:57.0, 1:56.4h-14, BT 1:56.2s-14 ($182,192) 18 wins. At 2, winner of IN Sired Fair S. div; second in IN Sired Fair S. div (6 times). At 3, winner of INSS-Silver final, Mini Series #30 leg; second in INSS leg, INSS-Silver leg (twice); third in INSS leg (twice). Mini Series #30 final, Ralph & Dorothy Rose Series leg. As aged, third in Progressive Claiming Series leg.

MASTERTHERIALSolutions (g, Master Lavec) 2, Q2:03, 1:54.2f - 11 ($152,362) 22 wins. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div (5 times); third in OH Fair S. div (3 times), OHSS div. At 3, third in OH Fair S. div. At 4, winner of FFA, Future Stars Series leg (twice) and final; second in Future Stars Series leg; third in Future Stars Series leg (twice).

HUSTLINLUX (m, Keep It A Secret) 2, 2:07.3, 3, 1:57.3h -10, BT 1:56.0s-$11 ($78,490) 18 wins. At 2, winner of Elite S. div, IN Sired Fair Circuit S. div (twice); second in IN Sired Fair Circuit S. div at Goshen, div at Portland, div at Shelbyville. At 3, winner of IN Fair S. div, IN Sired Fair S. div (3 times); second in IN Fair S. div (3 times), cons; third in IN Fair S. div. ISA Elite S. div, In Fair S. div.

PERFECT HUSLER (m, Striking Sahbba) 2, Q2:07.0h, 3, Q2:00.1 - '04 ($56,485) 11 wins. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div (3 times); second in OH Breeders S. leg, OH Fair S. div (4 times); third in OH Fair S. div (twice), OHSS div. At 3, winner of OH Fair S. div (6 times), Tish Arledt Trot leg; second in OH Fair S. div (4 times); third in Night Of Champions S. leg, OH Fair S. div (3 times), OHSS div (twice). Dam of MOMS A HUSTLER 3, 2:04.0h, 4, 1:59.3h-10, BT 1:58.3h-11 ($73,871) etc.

HUSTLIN SAND (m, Sand Chaser) 2, 2:09.3h - '04, BT 2:03.2f-$5 ($6,985) 2 wins. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div; second in OH Fair S. div (5 times); third in OH Fair S. div (5 times); third in OH Fair S. div (5 times); third in OH Fair S. div (3 times), OHSS div (twice). Dam of MINDY'S A HUSTLER 3, Q2:03.0h, 4, 1:59.3h-10, BT 1:58.3h-11 ($34,303) 3 wins. Dam of ANGEL BAND 2, 2:10.1h, 3, 1:57.1s-12 ($103,808) etc.

Dias Edition (m, Diadem) 3, 2:00.2f -99, BT 1:58.4f-99 ($16,308) 5 wins. Dam of ROSE RUN DEBIE 3, 2:09.4h, 3, 2:02.0f, 4, 2:01.0h-$08, BT 1:58.4f-$07 ($21,671) etc.

DIASHUSTLER (h, Diadem) 2, 2:15.3h-00, BT Q2.05.4s-$01 ($5,257) 1 win. Rinestone Reo (g, Diadem) BT 2:03.0h-$03 ($6,613). Nitelinedia (m, Hotline Dia). Dam of KOSTAS SPUR 2, 2:02.4h-10, BT 1:59.4s-$11 ($46,722); LOCKED UP GUST 2, 2:02.2f, 3, Q2:00.0s, 4, 1:57.1s-$13 ($27,616) etc.

3rd dam

ALL NIGHT MARY ANN by LINDYS CROWN 4, 1:54.4. Dam of 5 winners including-

HUSTLIN HALFWAY (m, Diadem) 2, 2:01.4h, 3, Q2:00.2f-93, BT 1:59.1f-93 ($117,153) 5 wins. Dam of HUSTLINLAD 2, 2:06.3h, 3, 2:03.0h, 1:57.2-07 ($89,387) etc.

ANIGHTWITHNORMA (m, Corleone) 2, 2:03.1h, 3, 2:01.0f-07, BT 1:59.0-07 ($34,303) 2 wins. Dam of ANGEL BAND 2, 2:10.1h, 3, 1:57.1s-12 ($103,808) etc.

DIASHUSTLER (h, Diadem) 2, 2:15.3h-00, BT Q2.05.4s-$01 ($5,257) 1 win. Rinestone Reo (g, Diadem) BT 2:03.0h-$03 ($6,613). Nitelinedia (m, Hotline Dia). Dam of KOSTAS SPUR 2, 2:02.4h-10, BT 1:59.4s-$11 ($46,722); LOCKED UP GUST 2, 2:02.2f, 3, Q2:00.0s, 4, 1:57.1s-$13 ($27,616) etc.

4th dam

HAP BOB BET 2, 2:07.4h, 2:01.0f-81 ($44,276) 10 wins, by SUPER BOWL 3, 1:56.2. From 10 foals, dam of 6 winners including-

HAPPY SOMOLLI (h, Speedy Somoll) 2, 2:03.0f, 4, 1:58.1f-90 ($49,029) 10 wins. Hap Bob Speedy (g, Southern Speedster) 3, 2:05.3f, 2:03.1h-00, BT 2:00.4s-99 ($47,054) 11 wins. At 2, third in Circuit Regional div at Ayers Cliff, div at Richmond.

Reba Win (m, Southern Speedster) 4, Q2:08.1h-99, BT 2:03.3f-$94 ($41,454). Dam of GYPSY WIN 3, Q2:08.3h-05, BT 2:04.4h-$05 ($1,356) etc. Hap Bob Pro (h, Florida Pro) 2:02.0f-$21 ($240,406) 11 wins.
TWIN CEDARS ALSTAR 141

(ILINOIS ELIGIBLE)
Bay Colt - Foaled April 20, 2020 - Registration #7V243

Consigned by: Luke Zimmerman, Belle Rive, IL

By LOUIS LEGACY 2, 1:58.3h, BT Q1:57.1’09 ($92,750), Sire of 6 in 1:55 - 36 in 2:00 including ANOTHER BREATH 2, 2:01.1h, 3, 1:56.3h, 1:53.3f-18, BT 1:52.3f-18 ($485,147); LOU MAN 2, 1:57.4s, 3, 1:54.3f-3-16 (329,259); LOUZOTIC 2, 1:58.0, 3, 1:54.3-19, BT 1:54.0s-20 ($295,630); LOUGAZI 2, 2:00.2, 1:54.2-21 ($260,095) etc.

By LOUIS LEGACY 2, 1:58.3h, BT Q1:57.1’09 ($92,750), Sire of 6 in 1:55 - 36 in 2:00 including ANOTHER BREATH 2, 2:01.1h, 3, 1:56.3h, 1:53.3f-18, BT 1:52.3f-18 ($485,147); LOU MAN 2, 1:57.4s, 3, 1:54.3f-3-16 (329,259); LOUZOTIC 2, 1:58.0, 3, 1:54.3-19, BT 1:54.0s-20 ($295,630); LOUGAZI 2, 2:00.2, 1:54.2-21 ($260,095) etc.

1st dam
FIREBIRD HANOVER by ENJOY LAVEC 3, 1:52.0. From 7 foals, dam of 1 winner including-
FLATROCKECOHO (m, Savage Hanover) 3, Q1:59.3f-12, BT 1:57.4f-14 ($38,890) 2 wins. At 2, third in INSS leg at Indiana Downs. At 4, third in Scioto River Series div at Scioto Downs.

Twin Cedars Rocket (g, Dontcheatonmenow) BT 1:57.0-19 ($16,578). At 2, second in Downstate Classic div at Lincoln; third in IL State Fair S. div at Springfield, Kadabra Series leg at Hawthorne.

Winky’s Fire (g, Winkys Pine) BT 2:02.1s-17 ($4,980). At 2, third in IN Sired Fair Circuit div at Converse, div at Shelbyville. At 3, third in IN Sired Fair Circuit div at Converse, div at Kentland.

Flatrocketdominique (m, Savage Hanover). Twincedarsvictoria (f, Yankee Valor). Now 3.

2nd dam
FIREBIRD HANOVER 2, 2:01.1f-97, BT 2:00.3f-97 ($101,886) 9 wins, by SIERRA KOSMOS 3, 1:53.4. At 2, winner of Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows, Fritz Beinhauer Memorial leg and final at The Meadows, Keystone Classic S. div at The Meadows, PA Fair S. div at Amulet Farm, PASS div at The Meadows, div at Pocono Downs; second in PASS final at The Meadows; third in Fritz Beinhauer Memorial leg at The Meadows. At 3, winner of PASS div at The Meadows. From 7 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:54) including-
ENFLAMMATORY (g, Enjoy Lavec) 3, 1:54.1, 4, 1:52.1-05 ($303,269) 11 wins. At 3, winner of NJSS div and final at The Meadowlands; second in NJSS div at The Meadowlands, Simcoe S. div at Mohawk; third in Canadian Trotting Classic elm at Mohawk, NJSS div at The Meadowlands. At 4, second in Open (twice) at Pocono Downs; third in Open at Pocono Downs.

LAVA LAND (g, Dream Vacation) 4, 1:59.1f-09, BT 1:59.0f-09 ($8,280) 1 win.

Megasus (h, Muscles Yankee) BT 2:03.3h-05 ($3,200). At 2, third in NJSS - Green Acres Series div (twice) at Freehold.

Muscle Cars (m, Muscles Yankee). Dam of TOUCHEYMUSCLES 3, 1:56.1s, 4, 1:55.0f-14, BT 1:54.3f-14 ($132,067); TOUCHEYMUSCLES 2, 2:05.2h, 3, 2:00.0h, 4, 1:59.3h-15, BT 1:56.2s-16 ($80,745) etc.; grandam of HALL OF RICHES 1:58.1f-18, BT 1:58.1h-17 ($54,159) etc.

Malibu (m, Malabar Man).

FIREBIRD HANOVER (m, Enjoy Lavec) As Above.

3rd dam
FINGER BOWL 2, 2:07.0f, 3, T1:59.3 ($51,631) 16 wins, by SUPER BOWL 3, 1:56.2. From 17 foals, dam of 10 winners (1 in 1:56, 2 in 1:58) including-
FIDDLER HANOVER (h, Florida Pro) 2, 2:00.2, 3, 1:54.3-91 ($231,987) 8 wins. At 2, second in Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows. At 3, winner of Bluegrass S. at The Red Mile, Founders Gold Cup final at Vernon Downs, Review - Alexander Memorial heat at Springfield; second in Founders Gold Cup elm at Vernon Downs, Hanover & Hempt at Vernon Downs, Review-Alexander Memorial heat at Springfield.

FAX HANOVER (g, Crowning Point) 2, Q2:03.1f, 3, 2:01.1f, 1:59.2f-99, BT 1:59.0f-99 ($105,865) 23 wins. At 2, winner of NYSS div at Buffalo; second in Walnut Ridge Series div at The Meadows; third in NYSS div at Saratoga Harness, Walnut Ridge Series leg and final at The Meadows. At 3, second in NYSS div at Buffalo.

FIREBIRD HANOVER (m, Sierrra Kosmos) 2, 2:01.1f-97, BT 2:00.3f-97 ($101,886) 9 wins. As Above.

FLIGHTPLAN HANOVER (g, Sierra Kosmos) 3, 1:57.1-00, BT 1:57.0-00 ($52,601) 6 wins. At 3, winner of PASS div at The Meadows; third in Keystone Classic S. div at The Meadows, Townsend - Ackerman S. leg at The Meadowlands.

Virginia B Hanover (m, Prakas) 3, Q2:07.2h, 2:03.1h-95, BT 2:00.1f-95 ($24,149) 10 wins. At 3, second in Flamboro Breeders div at Flamboro Downs. Fingerprinted (g, Sierra Kosmos) 2:02.1f-99, BT 2:01.1f-98 ($33,767) 2 wins.

Fratt Hanover (h, Florida Pro) 2, 2:02.1f ($23,777) 2 wins.

Florida Hanover (m, Florida Pro) 2:01.2f ($17,267) 6 wins. Dam of Wildwood General 4, 2:02.3h, BT 1:59.1-93 ($30,381) etc.; grandam of Wildwood Inquirer 3, 2:00.2h-00, BT 1:57.1-00 ($16,384) etc.
By LOUS LEGACY 2, 1:58.3h, BT Q1:57.1-’08 ($92,750), Sire of 6 in 1:55 - 36 in 2:00 including ANOTHER BREATH 2, 1:52.3s-’10, 3, 1:56.2f, 1:53.1f-’18, BT 1:52.3f-’19 ($485,147); LOU MAN 2, 1:57.4s, 3, 1:54.3f, 1:53.3f-’16 (297,259); LOUZOTIC 2, 1:58.0, 3, 1:54.3-’19, BT 1:54.0s-’20 ($295,630); LOUZAGI 2, 2:00.2, 1:54.2h-’21 ($260,095) etc.

1st dam
Foxy Valley Diva 3, 1:55.1 -WHAT A VOLO 3, 1:58.4

2nd dam
FOXY VALLEY DIVE 2, 1:57.2, 3, 1:55.1 - Fox Valley Beyonce

3rd dam
WHAT A VOLO 3, 1:58.4-’94, BT 1:58.3-’94 ($7,951) 2 wins, by SUPERGILL 3, 1:53.3. From 16 foals, dam of 6 winners (2 in 1:56, 3 in 1:58) including-

WHAT A KEEPER (g, Valley Victor) 3, 1:59.0, 1:57.1s-’12, BT 1:56.3-’09 ($46,322) 7 wins. At 3, second in Downstate Classic at Decatur, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Cambridge; third in IL Mid-Western Racing Assoc. S. div at Aledo, ISOBa S. at Balmoral Park, Worthy Sally S. at Balmoral Park. As aged, second in Open at Bluegrass Downs; third in ICF S. div at Anna.

FOXY VALLEY KOBE (g, Pizzazzed) 2, 2:00.3-’19, BT 1:57.3-’20 ($29,487) 1 win. At 2, winner of Kadabra S. leg at Hawthorne; third in Cardinal S. div at Hawthorne, IL State Fair Colt S. cons at Springfield, Kadabra Series leg at Hawthorne.

FOXY VALLEY SCANTER (g, Whom Shall I Fear) 3, 1:56.4s-’21 ($13,632) 1 win. Now 3, second in The Daryl Busse leg at Hawthorne.

Lady Godeeva (m, Armbrt Tropicana). Megawish (m, Armbrt Tropicana). Dam of Uptight Zena. Now 2 etc.

FOX Valley Beyonce (m, Powerful Emotion) As Above.

WHAT A VOLO 3, 1:58.4-’94, BT 1:58.3-’94 ($7,951) 2 wins, by SUPERGILL 3, 1:53.3. From 16 foals, dam of 6 winners (2 in 1:56, 3 in 1:58) including-

FEAR (g, Powerful Emotion) 2, 1:59.2, 3, 1:57.0, 1:55.4h-’19 ($137,492) 17 wins. At 2, winner of Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park; third in Cardinal S. elin at Balmoral Park, Lincoln Land S. final at Balmoral Park. At 3, winner of Cardinal S. elin at Hawthorne, ICF S. div at Hawthorne, ICF S.-Erwin Dygert Memorial leg at Hawthorne; second in ICF S.-Cardinal S. final at Hawthorne, ICF S.-Erwin F. Dygert Memorial leg and final at Hawthorne.

SPEEDY SAHARA (m, Armbrt Charger) 2, 2:00.3, 3, 2:00.0-’99, BT 1:58.1-’99 ($95,259) 4 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. final at Springfield, Lady Lincoln Land S. elin at Balmoral Park, Shawnee S. final at Duquoin State Fair; second in IL Fair S. div at Springfield, ISOBa S. at Maywood Park, Private Bud S. div at Balmoral Park; third in Hanover S. at Balmoral Park, IL Fair S. div at Martinsville, Violet S. elin at Maywood Park. At 3, winner of Windy Skeeter S. div at Duquoin State Fair; second in Lady Ann Reed S. elin at Hawthorne, ICF S. div at Balmoral Park, Worthy Sally S. at Balmoral Park. Dam of SHEZ SO SASSY 2, 2:06.2h, 3, Q1:57.4-’15, BT 1:56.4-’16 ($73,388) etc.; grandam of KRISPY K 3, 2:01.0-’18, BT 1:59.1-’18 ($27,692) etc.

FOX VALLEY GLIDE (m, Powerful Emotion) 2, 2:12.0h-’17, BT 2:00.0s-’17 ($12,006) 2 wins. At 2, winner of IL Big 10 div at Newton; second in County Fair Challenge div at Duquoin State Fair, ICF S. div at Springfield; third in Egyptian Colt S. div at Carmi, ICF S. div at Springfield.

FOX Valley WISH (m, International Chip) 2, 2:01.2-’09, BT 2:00.0-’10 ($11,228) 3 wins. At 2, winner of Illini S. div at Lincoln, div at Urbana; second in IODA S. div at Springfield, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Mount Sterling.

FOX VALLEY STATUS (g, International Chip) 3, 1:57.3-’06 ($7,247) 2 wins. At 2, second in IL Stallion S. div at Charleston; third in Egyptian Colt S. div at Anna, Mid-Western IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Petersburg, Mid-Western IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Jerseyville.

Worldclass Romulus (h, International Chip) BT 2:04.4-’08 ($1,548). At 2, second in ICF S.
By DONTCHEATONMENOW 3, 1:56.2s BT 1:56.0s-'14 ($123,500). Sire of 1 in 2:00 including TROPICAL ROSE 2, 2:08.0, 3, 1:59.1-'20 ($39,368); TWIN CEDARS ROCKET BT 1:57.0-'19 ($16,576); SHES GOT MOXY BT 2:01.1-'20 ($7,187); IMA CHEATEN GIRL BT 2:06.0-'21 ($727). etc.

1st dam
FOX VALLEY MADi 3, 2:00.0-'12, BT 1:59.3-'12 ($17,903) 2 wins, by VAPORIZE 3, 1:55.0, BT 1:54.4-'97. At 2, second in County Fair Challenge final at Duquoin State Fair, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Morrison; third in Downstate Classic S. div, at Lincoln, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Springfield; second in Beulah Dygert Memorial leg at Springfield. At 3, second in Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Henry, div at Knoxville; third in Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Sandwich. First foal.

2nd dam MADCAP ESCAPEADE BT 1:58.4-'06 ($3,685), by INTERNATIONAL CHIP 2, 1:57.0. From 10 foals, dam of 4 winners including-

FOX VALLEY ELICIT (m, Powerful Emotion) 2, 2:00.2-'18, BT 1:57.0-'19 ($29,407) 4 wins. At 2, winner of County Fair Challenge div at Duquoin State Fair, Egyptian Colt S. div at Carmi, ICF S. div at Springfield; second in Egyptian Colt S. div at Fairfield, Fox Valley Flan ons at Hawthorne, IL; BIG 10 div at Pana. At 3, 4 wins. As Above.

FOX VALLEY MADI (m, Vapovize) 3, 2:00.0-'12, BT 1:59.3-'12 ($17,903) 2 wins. As Above.

Fox Valley Macy (m, Pizzazzed) BT 2:05.0-'13 ($1,354). At 2, third in Star Slinger S. div at Balmoral Park, Fox Valley Macy (m, Powerful Emotion) 2, 2:02.0-'14 ($1,850) 1 win; Al Mar Braggin Madde (f, Braggart). Now 3.

3rd dam ASTUTE YANKEE 2, Q2:04.3f, 3, T1:58.0 ($16,753) 1 win, by SPEED OWL 3, 1:56.2. From 11 foals, dam of 7 winners (2 in 1:54.4 in 1:56.5 in 1:59) including-


1st dam
ASTUTE YANKEE 2, Q2:04.3f, 3, T1:58.0 ($16,753) 1 win, by SPEED OWL 3, 1:56.2. From 11 foals, dam of 7 winners (2 in 1:54.4 in 1:56.5 in 1:59) including-


POE (g, Armbrvo Charger) 3, 1:57.4, 4, 1:55.3s-‘05 ($90,810) 5 wins. At 2, third in Cardinal S. elim, ICF-Darn Safe S. elim. At 2, second in Gucmcomer Lad - ICF S. final, Su Mac Lad S. elim and final, third in IL Fair S. div, Su Mac Lad S. elim. At 4, second in General Brock Series leg.

PLEA (h, Armbrvo Charger) 3, Q2:04.4, 1:56.0s-‘06 ($86,544) 3 wins. As aged, winner of Open at Pocono Downs; second in Open at Tioga Downs; third in Erwin F. Dygert Memorial final at Hawthorne.
UNNAMED  
(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)  
Bay Filly - Foaled April 08, 2020 - Registration #0V156  
Microchip #985141001330742

Rockroll Hanover p, 3, 1:48.3 ........ Western Ideal p, 1:48.0  
World Of Rockroll p, 3, 1:50.3s ...... Rich N Elegant p, 3, 1:56.4  

UNNAMED D'V156

Worldy Beauty p, 4, 1:49.2 ............ Artsdale p, 4, 1:49.2  
World Order p, 3, 1:53.0 ............... Abersombie p, 4, 1:53.0  

Fox Valley Miley ................. Thongundrcolrsoops ........ Broadway Tax p, 4, 1:54.4s

By WORLD OF ROCKROLL p, 3, 1:50.3s, BT 1:50.0-10 ($339,076). Sire of 2 in 1:50 - 51 in 1:55 - 76 in 2:00  
including CLAREBEAR p, 3, 1:54.0f, 1:50.2f-19 ($365,865); BAD GIRLS RULE p, 2, 1:54.0f, 3, 1:53.1f-4, 4, 1:52.2f-21, BT 1:52.1f-18 ($336,562); WORLD OF GAMING p, 2, 1:55.2h, 3, 1:50.3f-16 ($334,178);   
CHEROKEE HIFLYZANE p, 2, 1:56.0s, 3, 1:53.1s, 1:51.0f-18 ($280,224) etc.

1st dam  
FOX VALLEY MILEY by SPORTSMASTER p, 2, 1:52.1, BT 1:51.4-92. From 2 foals, including a  
two-year-old of 2021, dam of:  
George Jet (c, Real Desire). Now 3.  
Vaccine (f, World Of Rockroll). Now 2.

2nd dam  
THONGUNDRCOLRSOOPS by COLE MUFFLER p, 3, 1:53.3f, BT 1:52.11-92. From 10 foals, dam of:  
Fox Valley Touch (m, Sportsmaster) p, 2, 1:53.0, 3, 1:52.0, 4, 1:50.4-12 ($528,946)  
29 wins. At 2, winner of Filly Orange & Blue S. elim and final at Balmoral Park, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield, Violet S. elim at Maywood Park; second in Directors Award S. div at Duquoin State Fair, ISOBA Sale S. div at Balmoral Park, Sarah Myers S. leg at Balmoral Park, Violet S. elim at Maywood Park; third in American-National S. final at Balmoral Park, Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park. At 3, winner of Creshowd OTB S. div at Maywood Park, ICF-Desperate Lady S. div at Maywood Park, Maywood Filly Pace final at Balmoral Park, Ohyouprettything S. div at Balmoral Park, Violet S. div and elim at Balmoral Park; second in Ann Vonian S. final at Balmoral Park, ICF S. div at Balmoral Park, IL State Fair Colt S. prep at Springfield, Time Dancer S. div at Duquoin State Fair; third in Grandma Ann S. elim at Balmoral Park, Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park. At 4, winner of IL State Fair S. div at Springfield, Open at Balmoral Park; second in Open (3 times) at Balmoral Park, Violet S. div at Maywood Park; third in ICF S. div at Balmoral Park, div at Duquoin State Fair, Lorna Propes S. elim at Balmoral Park, Open (twice) at Balmoral Park. As aged, winner of Open at Balmoral Park, Violet S. div at Maywood Park; second in IL State Fair S. div at Springfield, Lorna Propes S. elim at Balmoral Park, Open (twice) at Balmoral Park; third in IL State Fair S. div at Springfield, Parklane Powerful S. div at Balmoral Park. Dam of ALWAYS A CLASS ACT p, 2, 1:56.2, 3, 1:55.2h-19, BT 1:54.2-19 ($22,584) etc.

FOX VALLEY AMANDA (m, Yankee Skyscaper) p, 2, 1:56.3, 3, 1:53.4, 4, 1:53.3h-15, BT 1:52.2-14 ($204,393)  

REPLACE SKIVIES (m, Sportsmaster) p, 3, 2:00.0h, 1:54.0-13 ($27,832) 7 wins. 
FOX VALLEY TRINITY (m, Richess Hanover) p, 3, 1:59.3-13 ($17,707) 4 wins.

FOX VALLEY TEENIE (m, Yankee Skyscaper) p, 3, 1:58.0h-12, BT 1:55.2-11 ($17,314) 3 wins.  
At 2, third in My Metallicca S. div at Maywood Park.

FOX VALLEY SINFUL (g, Sportsmaster) p, 3, 1:55.0-18, BT Q1:54.3s-18 ($16,193) 3 wins.  
At 3, winner of Mike Paradise S. leg at Hawthorne; second in Mike Paradise final at Hawthorne.

Fox Valley Gstring (m, Yankee Skyscaper) p, BT 2:00.1f-20 ($1,046). At 3, third in Illini S. div at Martinsville.

Fox Valley Tori (m, Sportsmaster). Dam of ATORITOTELL p, 2, 1:54.2s, 3, 1:52.0s-20, BT 1:51.0s-21 ($11,540) etc.

Fox Valley Mariah (f, Time To Roll). Now 3.

3rd dam  
BROADWAY TAX p, 2, 1:55.4, 4, 1:55.4s-94, BT 1:53.3-93 ($194,422) 15 wins, by BROADWAY EXPRESS p, 4, 1:56.1h. From 10 foals, dam of 7 winners (2 in 1:53, 5 in 1:55, 6 in 1:57)  
including:  
ONEINAMILLIONGIRL (m, Cole Muffler) p, 2, 1:53.0, 1:51.1-06 ($479,096) 22 wins. Dam of  
SOME HEART THROB b, 2, 1:57.3f, 3, 1:50.4-13, BT 1:50.1-14 ($237,412); R BAZINGGA p, 2, 2:04.3h, 3, 1:52.1, 1:50.1f-20 ($186,902) etc.

LOOKATTHOSEGOS (m, Sportsmaster) p, 2, 1:57.2, 3, 1:55.0h-04, BT 1:53.1-04 ($125,203) 18 wins. Dam of BIG MOON RIZING p, 3, 1:55.1, 4, 1:51.4f-16 ($115,715) etc.
ILLINI FLICK

Bay Colt - Foaled March 16, 2020 - Registration #8BV70
Microchip #985141001323904

YANKEE SALSA BT Q2:08.1f
2nd dam
FOX VALLEY PIC by PIZZAZZED 2, 1:58.11. 1:57.0f
By Cassi (g, Wishing Stone) BT Q2:10.1h-'20 ($1,258). Now 3. Raced at 2. At 2, second in OH Fair S. div at Mount Vernon, div at Wooster. Thankful (m, Swan For All). (2.1 in 1:56, 3 in 1:55-5)

FOX VALLEY PIC by PIzzazzed 2, 1:58.11f BT Q2:08.1f-08. From 3 foals, dam of: Illini Cash (g, Wishing Stone) BT Q2:10.1h-'20 ($1,258). Now 3. Raced at 2. At 2, third in OH Fair S. div at Mount Vernon, div at Wooster. Thankful (m, Swan For All). (2.1 in 1:56, 3 in 1:55-5)

FOX VALLEY PIC by PIzzazzed 2, 1:58.11f BT Q2:08.1f-08. From 3 foals, dam of: Illini Cash (g, Wishing Stone) BT Q2:10.1h-'20 ($1,258). Now 3. Raced at 2. At 2, third in OH Fair S. div at Mount Vernon, div at Wooster. Thankful (m, Swan For All). (2.1 in 1:56, 3 in 1:55-5)
PAISLEY'S POET

(INDIANA ELIGIBLE)
Bay Filly - Foaled February 16, 2020 - Registration #7V431
Microchip #985141001384080

By WHOM SHALL I FEAR 3, 1:52.4 - $94,214

PAISLEY'S POET

1st dam

FOX VALLEY PETRY 2, 2:05.4 - '02, BT 2:01.4 - 11 ($6,205) 1 win by MEADOWBRANCH JERZY 3, 1:58.2, BT 1:56.3 - '95. At 2, winner of ISOBA Sale S. From 11 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 7 winners (1 in 1:54, 3 in 1:56, 4 in 1:58) including:

POWERFUL CHARGER (g, Powerful Emotion) 2, 1:55.4, 1:53.4f - '15, BT 1:53.11 - $561,695 38 wins. At 2, winner of ICF-Darn Safe S. div, IL Fair S. final, IL Stallion S. div, IL State Fair S. div, Illini S. div, Plesac S. final, Sarah Myers S. leg; second in Hanover S. div, ICF-Psychic Spirit S. div, Lincoln Land S. final; third in Cardinal S. final. At 3, second in Circle City S. div; third in IL State Fair Colt S. div, Niles OTB S. div, Pronto Don S. div, Su Mac Lad S. final.


MACIE RAE (m, Powerful Emotion) 2, 2:00.4, 3, 1:55.1 - '14 ($144,397) 36 wins. At 2, winner of Big 10 S. div, County Fair Challenge final, Egyptian Colt S. div, IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div; second in IL Stallion S. div, Mid-Western IL Racing Assoc. S. div, Mid-West IL Racing Assoc. S. div; second in IL Stallion S. div, Mid-Western IL Racing Assoc. S. div, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div; third in Downstate Classic S. div, IL State Fair Colt S. elim, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div. At 3, winner of Betzotic S. div (twice), Downstate Classic S. div, IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div (twice), Illini S. div, Lady Ann Reed S. cons, Sorce Ann S. div, Violet S. elim, Windy Skeeter S. final; second in Fox Valley Diva S. div; third in Violet S. div. At 4, winner of ICF S. div; second in ICF S. div (twice), IL State Fair Colt S. div, Topline S. div (twice); third in Topline S. div (twice). As aged, winner of IL State Fair Ch final, Topline S. div (5 times); second in Topline S. div (twice); third in Topline S. div. At 5, 9 wins, by ARMBRO CHARGER 2,2:01.4,3,1:58.4 - '96, BT 1:57.2 - 16 ($94,214) 9 wins, by ARMBRO CHARGER 3, Q2:02.3. From 11 foals, dam of 7 winners (3 in 1:58) including:

DR SPENCER (g, Powerful Emotion) 2, Q2:04.2, 3, Q2:02.4, 4, 1:56.2 - '18, BT 1:54.0 - $97,773 11 wins.

FOX VALLEY ISBI (g, International Chip) 2, Q2:06.2, 3, 1:57.4 - '07, BT 1:57.1 - 07 ($62,682) 7 wins.
RED CLOVER

(INDIANA ELIGIBLE)
Bay Filly - Foaled May 07, 2020 - Registration #8V969 Microchip #985141001330901

CONSIGNOR: Freedom Hill Farms, Watseka, IL

RED CLOVER
Bay Filly - Bred in Indiana - By LUCK BE WITHYOU p, 1:54.4f

1st dam SOMETHING BLUE p, 1:55.4h, 1:58.0h, 1:51, 3 in 1:55, 6 in 1:57 (1:51) including $135,814; LUCKONURSIDE p, 2, 1:50.0f, 20 wins, Dam of 1 winner (1 in 1:51) including $38,834 and $32,206. 4 wins.  Dam of STEUBEN CINDY p, 2. 2:02.4h. 3, 2:00.2h, 4, 1:55.3f, '17, BT 1:54.2'17 ($65,462); I Ride The Bluebush p, 3, 2,00.1f '13, BT 1:54.1f '14 ($20,950) etc.

2nd dam ALBATROSS p, 2, Q2:01.1f, 3, 1:56.2h - '97. 1:57.2h - '97 ($123,678) 9 wins, by ON THE ROAD AGAIN p, 4, 1:51.4f. 2. At 2, winner of Landmark S. div, NYSS div; second in NY Fair S. div, NYSS div; third in NYSS div. 1. From 11 foals, dam of 8 winners (1 in 1:49, 2 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55, 6 in 1:57) including...

3rd dam CAMATROSS by 3rd dam CARMEL BLUE CHIP p, 3, 1:56.2h - '97. 1:57.2h - '97 ($123,678) 9 wins, by ON THE ROAD AGAIN p, 4, 1:51.4f. 2. At 2, winner of Landmark S. div, NYSS div; second in NY Fair S. div, NYSS div; third in NYSS div. 1. From 11 foals, dam of 8 winners (1 in 1:49, 2 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55, 6 in 1:57) including...

Western Hanover p, 3, 1:50.4
Leah Almahurst p, 3, 1:52.3

Luck Be Withyou p, 1:47.4f
Tram Hanover p, 3, 1:52.4
Triplet Hanover p, 3, 1:52.1s

Carmel Blue Chip p, 3, 1:56.2h
Camaro Blue Chip p, 3, 1:56.2h

By LUCK BE WITHYOU p, 1:57.2f-16 ($1,463,996). Sire of 6 in 2:00 including LUCKYCHRIS p, 2, 1:58.0h - '21, BT 1:54.4s-21 ($6,625); LUCKS ON TIME p, 2, 1:58.4h - '21 ($5,400); LUCKONURSIDE p, 2, 2:05.1h- '21, BT 1:55.0s-21 ($3,680); LUCK BE WITH TINA p, 2, 2:00.2h '21 ($3,525) etc.

CARMEL BLUE CHIP p, 2, Q2:01.1f, 3, 1:56.2h - '97. 1:57.2h - '97 ($123,678) 9 wins, by ON THE ROAD AGAIN p, 4, 1:51.4f. 2. At 2, winner of Landmark S. div, NYSS div; second in NY Fair S. div, NYSS div; third in NYSS div. 1. From 11 foals, dam of 8 winners (1 in 1:49, 2 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55, 6 in 1:57) including...

CARMEL BLUE CHIP p, 2, Q2:01.1f, 3, 1:56.2h - '97. 1:57.2h - '97 ($123,678) 9 wins, by ON THE ROAD AGAIN p, 4, 1:51.4f. 2. At 2, winner of Landmark S. div, NYSS div; second in NY Fair S. div, NYSS div; third in NYSS div. 1. From 11 foals, dam of 8 winners (1 in 1:49, 2 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55, 6 in 1:57) including...

CARMEL BLUE CHIP p, 2, Q2:01.1f, 3, 1:56.2h - '97. 1:57.2h - '97 ($123,678) 9 wins, by ON THE ROAD AGAIN p, 4, 1:51.4f. 2. At 2, winner of Landmark S. div, NYSS div; second in NY Fair S. div, NYSS div; third in NYSS div. 1. From 11 foals, dam of 8 winners (1 in 1:49, 2 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55, 6 in 1:57) including...

CARMEL BLUE CHIP p, 2, Q2:01.1f, 3, 1:56.2h - '97. 1:57.2h - '97 ($123,678) 9 wins, by ON THE ROAD AGAIN p, 4, 1:51.4f. 2. At 2, winner of Landmark S. div, NYSS div; second in NY Fair S. div, NYSS div; third in NYSS div. 1. From 11 foals, dam of 8 winners (1 in 1:49, 2 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55, 6 in 1:57) including...

CARMEL BLUE CHIP p, 2, Q2:01.1f, 3, 1:56.2h - '97. 1:57.2h - '97 ($123,678) 9 wins, by ON THE ROAD AGAIN p, 4, 1:51.4f. 2. At 2, winner of Landmark S. div, NYSS div; second in NY Fair S. div, NYSS div; third in NYSS div. 1. From 11 foals, dam of 8 winners (1 in 1:49, 2 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55, 6 in 1:57) including...

CARMEL BLUE CHIP p, 2, Q2:01.1f, 3, 1:56.2h - '97. 1:57.2h - '97 ($123,678) 9 wins, by ON THE ROAD AGAIN p, 4, 1:51.4f. 2. At 2, winner of Landmark S. div, NYSS div; second in NY Fair S. div, NYSS div; third in NYSS div. 1. From 11 foals, dam of 8 winners (1 in 1:49, 2 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55, 6 in 1:57) including...

CARMEL BLUE CHIP p, 2, Q2:01.1f, 3, 1:56.2h - '97. 1:57.2h - '97 ($123,678) 9 wins, by ON THE ROAD AGAIN p, 4, 1:51.4f. 2. At 2, winner of Landmark S. div, NYSS div; second in NY Fair S. div, NYSS div; third in NYSS div. 1. From 11 foals, dam of 8 winners (1 in 1:49, 2 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55, 6 in 1:57) including...

CARMEL BLUE CHIP p, 2, Q2:01.1f, 3, 1:56.2h - '97. 1:57.2h - '97 ($123,678) 9 wins, by ON THE ROAD AGAIN p, 4, 1:51.4f. 2. At 2, winner of Landmark S. div, NYSS div; second in NY Fair S. div, NYSS div; third in NYSS div. 1. From 11 foals, dam of 8 winners (1 in 1:49, 2 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55, 6 in 1:57) including...
T1:57.0
Sagebrush p, 1:49.0
Just Say Go p, 3, T1:54.3
Abercrombie p, 4, 1:53.0
FOX VALLEY TYRESE (g, Richess Hanover) p, 2, 1:52.1
Abercrombie p, 2, 1:53.0
FOX VALLEY TYRESE (g, Richess Hanover) p, 3, 1:52.3
No Uglies p, 3, 1:55.1

2020 UNNAMED FOAL
SPORTY PERCH (m, Sagebrush) p, 1:49.0
Wendymae Hanover p, 3, T1:52.1

Western Hanover p, 3, 1:50.4
No Nukes p, 3, T1:52.1

T1:57.0

By SAGEBRUSH p, 1:49.0 ($547,244). Sire of 2 in 1:50 - 59 in 1:55 - 102 in 2:00 including HOSTESS LISA p, 2, 1:57.0, 3, 1:53.1, 4, 1:51.0f - '13, BT 1:50.4f - '16 ($487,579); HOPETOBEFRIST p, 2, 1:52.4 - '10, BT 1:51.4s - '14 ($361,251); SLEAZY DOES IT p, 2, 1:53.0, 3, 1:51.4, 1:51.3 - '14 ($317,916); NJS BIG DEAL p, 2, 1:52.2, 3, 1:51.4, 4, 1:50.1 - '13, BT 1:50.0 - '12 ($306,372) etc.

1st dam
FOX VALLEY TYRESE (g, Richess Hanover) p, 3, 1:54.0, 3, 1:52.3 - '09, BT 1:52.2 - 20, BT 1:50.52.28 8 wins, by SPORTSMASTER p, 2, 1:52.1, BT 1:51.4 - '92. At 2, winner of Egyptian Grand S. at Balmoral Park; ICF - Orange & Blue S. elim at Balmoral Park, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield, Incredible Tillie S. at Balmoral Park; second in ICF - Orange & Blue S. final at Balmoral Park; third in ICF - Pink S. Mini Me elim at Balmoral Park, Mini Me S. final at Balmoral Park. At 3, winner of Cardinal S. elim at Hawthorne, IL State Fair Ch final at Springfield; second in ICF S. Robert F. Carey Memorial leg at Hawthorne; third in Cardinal S. final at Hawthorne. At 4, winner of Preferred at Western Fair; second in Preferred at Champaign; second in Preferred at Flamboro Downs.

BS TYRRIFIC (g, Richess Hanover) p, 2, 1:54.1, 3, 1:52.0 - '16, BT 1:51.4s - '17 ($230,965) 31 wins. At 2, winner of Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park; Orange & Blue S. elim at Balmoral Park; Review S. div at Springfield; second in ICF S. Mini Me elim at Balmoral Park, Mini Me S. final at Balmoral Park. At 3, winner of Cardinal S. elim at Hawthorne, IL State Fair Ch final at Springfield; second in ICF S. Robert F. Carey Memorial leg at Hawthorne; third in Cardinal S. final at Hawthorne. At 4, winner of Preferred at Western Fair; second in Preferred at Champaign; third in Preferred at Flamboro Downs.

BS TYRICHESS (m, Richess Hanover) p, 2, 1:57.0, 3, 1:53.4h - '15, BT 1:52.2, 15 ($80,270) 8 wins. At 2, winner of Review S. div at Springfield; second in Orange & Blue S. elim at Balmoral Park; third in My Metallic S. div at Maywood Park, Violet S. div at Balmoral Park. At 3, winner of Grandma Ann S. cons at Balmoral Park; second in Review S. div at Springfield.


2nd dam
NO UGLIES p, 3, 1:55.1 - '01, BT 1:54.2 - '01 ($36,625) 3 wins, by INCREDIBLE FINALE p, 4, 1:53.2f. At 2, third in IL Fair S. div at Springfield. At 3, second in Direct Balance S. at Balmoral Park, Violet Series at Balmoral Park. From 6 foals, dam of 4 winners (3 in 1:53) including:

FOX VALLEY TYRESE (g, Richess Hanover) p, 3, 1:52.0f - '08, BT 1:51.4f - '10 ($478,306) 38 wins. At 2, second in Incredible Finale Series at Maywood Park. At 3, winner of Sagamore Hill Pacing Series elim at Yonkers; second in Junior Trendssetter Series leg at The Meadows; Sagamore Hill Pacing Series elim at Yonkers; third in Windshield Wiper Series leg at Freehold. As aged, third in Preferred at The Meadows.

FOX VALLEY NAOMI (m, Sportsmaster) p, 2, 1:55.0, 3, 1:52.4 - '10, BT 1:52.3 - '10 ($55,512) 7 wins. At 2, winner of Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park, ICF-Incredible Tillie S. div at Balmoral Park, ICF-Thifty Way S. leg at Balmoral Park; second in ICF-M Metallic S. at Maywood Park. At 3, third in ICF-Desperate Lady S. at Maywood Park. Dam of TOWNLINE VIRGIN p, 2, 1:57.4s, 3, 1:53.4f - '18, BT Q1:52.2f -18 ($53,754) etc.

MANNYS 2 TAM (g, Yankee Skyscraper) p, 2, Q1:59.2h - '13, BT 1:55.0 - '13 ($21,941) 2 wins. At 2, winner of Downstate Classic S. div at Lincoln; second in IDOA S. div at Springfield; third in IDOA S. div at Springfield.

Alemahona (g, Sportsmaster) p, BT 1:55.4 - '07 ($1,026).

3rd dam
TRULY TIMELESS p, 3, 1:56.2f, 4, 1:56.1 - '93, BT 1:55.4s - '93 ($103,468) 16 wins, by FRUGAL GOURMET p, 3, 1:51.3. Dam of 8 winners (2 in 1:53, 4 in 1:55, 7 in 1:57) including:

TIA WANNA (m, Cole Muffler) p, 2, 1:55.4, 3, 1:53.3, 1:52.1 - '07 ($161,064) 28 wins. Dam of ALWAYS WANNA p, 2, 1:54.4, 3, 1:53.3s, 4, 1:50.3f - '15 ($84,998) etc.

FRIDAYTHEHREETHEENTH (m, Arts Conquest) p, 2, 1:56.4, 3, 1:56.1, 4, 1:53.4 - '05, BT 1:52.4 - '04 ($59,669) 6 wins. Dam of YANKEE DOODLE JIM p, 2, 1:53.0h, 3, 1:54.4h - '12, BT 1:52.2 - '12 ($81,527) etc.

STOHLI WITHAIDT (m, Sagebrush) p, 2, Q2:01.1, 3, 1:56.1h, 4, 1:53.3 - '01, BT 1:53.1 - '00 ($44,761) 5 wins. Dam of DR MCSTEAMIE p, 2, 1:53.2, 4, 1:53.1 - '09, BT 1:52.2 - '09 ($50,942) etc.; granddam of PHANTATHICAL MANIC p, 1:53.1e - '19, BT 1:52.3 - '19 ($190,096) etc.

TIGER BAIT (g, Yankee Skyscraper) p, 3, 1:54.0, 4, 1:52.0z - '13, BT 1:50.3 - '12 ($41,188) 9 wins.
By VALENTINO p, 3, 1:49.3, BT 1:54.0-'10 ($812,514). Sire of 2 in 1:55 - 6 in 2:00 including SERGEANT HIGHWAY p, 2, 2:01.0h, 3, 1:53.0f- '19. BT 1:52.2s-'20 ($60,317); TINOS PULSE p, 3, 1:52.2h- '19. BT 1:55.1h-'19 ($50,743); CRANKITINO p, 3, 1:55.3h- '19, BT 1:54.1-20 ($47,944); VALENDOUGHIA p, 3, 1:57.2, 1:54.0f- '21, BT 1:53.3f-'21 ($30,815) etc.

1st dam

GIVE ME AN AMEN p, 2, 1:55.2f, 3, 1:50.0s - '13 ($290,147) 11 wins, by ART MAJOR p, 4, 1:48.4. At 2, winner of NYSS div at Batavia Downs; div at Saratoga Harness, div at Tioga Downs; div at Yonkers; second in Geers S. div at Tioga Downs. John Simmons Memorial div at The Meadowlands, NYSS div at Yonkers. At 3, 4th in Historic Ladyship div at Tioga Downs, NYSS div at Vernon Downs; second in Tompkins-Geers S. div at Tioga Downs; third in NYSS div at Saratoga Harness. NYSS-Fall Harvest Series leg at Yonkers. From 3 foals, dam of 1 winner (1 in 1:55) including:

XFINITY BEACH (m, Somebeachsomewhere) p, 3, 1:54.0f-'18, BT 1:52.0s-'18 ($61,254) 3 wins. At 2, 3rd in Arden Downs div at The Meadows, PA All Stars div at Pocono Downs. At 3, 3rd in Ruby Cook Memorial leg at The Meadows.

Autumn Wings (m, Somebeachsomewhere).

2nd dam

TINA BLUE CHIP p, BT 1:55.2s-'07 ($2,625), by CAMLUCK p,T1:48.4. From 2 foals, dam of 1 winner (1 in 1:51) including:

GIVE ME AN AMEN (m, Art Major) p, 2, 1:55.2f, 3, 1:50.0s - '13 ($290,147) 11 wins. As Above. Dunaway Blue Chip (m, American Ideal).

3rd dam

ADVANTTEST p, 2, 1:57.1, 3, 1:54.3s- '01, BT 1:53.2- '01 ($21,410) 7 wins, by ARTSPLACE p, 4, 1:49.2. At 3, 3rd in NJSS - Green Acres S. div. From 13 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 10 winners (3 in 1:51, 7 in 1:53, 10 in 1:55) including:

KENNETH J (h, Bettors Delight) p, 2, 1:50.3, 3, 1:49.3, 4, 1:49.3f- '08. BT 1:49.0-'07 ($1,564,744) 18 wins. At 2, winner of Bluegrass S. div, International Stallion S. div, NYSS div (4 times) and final; second in Breeders Crown elim and final; third in NY Fair S. div. At 3, winner of Bluegrass S. div, Empire Breeders Classic elim, Empire Breeders Classic S. final, Gold Rush S. final, NY Fair S. div, NYSS div (twice) final; second in Gold Rush S. elim, Messenger S., NYSS div, North America Cup elim, Tattersalls S. div.; third in Messenger S. elim. At 4, winner of Robert J Kane Memorial; third in Bobby Quillen Memorial elim, Breeders Crown.

PERCY BLUECHIP (m, Shadow Play) p, 2, 1:51.2f, 3, 1:51.1f- '18, BT 1:51.0-19 ($841,267) 12 wins. Winner of 2017 O'Brien Award for Two Year Old Pacing Fillies. At 2, winner of Eternal Camnation S. div, ONSS Gold leg (3 times), ONSS Super Final final; second in Champlian S. div. At 3, winner of Breeders Crown final, ONSS Gold leg and final, WEG SOBA S. final; second in Matron S. div, ONSS Gold leg.

ARTHUR BLUE CHIP (h, Shadow Play) p, 2, 1:51.2s, 4, 1:50.1f- '15 ($524,651) 14 wins. Winner of 2013 O'Brien Award for Two Year Old Pacing Colts/Geldings. At 2, winner of Battle of Waterloo S. elim, Metro Pace elim, Nassagawaya S. div, ONSS Gold leg (twice), ONSS Gold Mid Summer Challenge final; second in Governors Cup S. final, ONSS Gold leg; third in Battle of Waterloo S. final. At 4, 3rd in Breeders Crown elim.

DAMON BLUE CHIP (g, Rocknroll Hanover) p, 2, 1:56.3, 3, 1:51.4f, 1:49.3s- '16 ($329,492) 47 wins. At 2, 2nd in Fox S. div; third in Standardbred S. div. As aged, winner of Miracle Mile div (5 times); second in Miracle Mile div.

SOMBRERO BLUE CHIP (g, Western Ideal) p, 2, 1:54.0s, 3, 1:52.1s, 4, 1:52.0s - '10, BT 1:50.3-09 ($127,669) 14 wins. At 3, 3rd in New Jersey Classic elim; third in Valedictory Pacing Series leg. As aged, 3rd in Governors Plate cons.

S N P BLUECHIP (g, Bettors Delight) p, 2, 1:54.3s, 3, 1:52.0s - '10, BT 1:51.2s-10 ($91,814) 5 wins. At 3, winner of Summertime Pacing Series leg.

TEMPEST BLUE CHIP (m, Bettors Delight) p, 3, 1:54.3f-06 ($69,493) 5 wins. At 2, 2nd in NY Bred LC div (3 times); third in NY Bred LC div, NYSS div (twice). At 3, winner of NYSS div, Tioga County Series leg; second in NYSS div; third in NYSS div (twice). Dam of TECHTOR HANOVER p, 2, Q1:54.2, 3, 1:52.1f, 4, 1:50.1f-16 ($566,893); TEMPEST HANOVER p, 2, Q1:55.4f, 3, 1:53.4f, 4, 1:50.4f-14, BT 1:50.1f-15 ($305,230); TIVO HANOVER p, 3, 1:52.3h, 3, 1:53.3f-18, BT 1:49.0s-'20 ($265,656); TEA POT HANOVER p, 2, 1:54.0f, 3, 1:52.3f-11, BT 1:52.0f-14 ($190,720) etc.; grandam of PATRIOT NATION p, 2, 1:53.2f, 3, 1:50.1f-20, BT 1:49.4f-'20 ($121,918) etc.
TAQ Award for Two Year Old Pacing Filly. At 2, Western Hanover p, 2, 2:02.0f. Cams Card Shark p, 3, 1:50.0 …….

Cam Fella p, 4, 1:53.1 …….. Jefs Magic Trick p, 2, 2:02.0f. Revenge Shark p, 3, 1:50.2f …… Western Hanover p, 3, 1:50.4 Western Top Cat p, 3, 1:54.4 ……..

Sassy p, 1:52.2 ……. Western Hanover p, 3, 1:50.4 Well Said p, 3, 1:47.3 …….. Must See p, 2, 1:52.0 Give Up The Ghost p, 3, 1:54.0f. …….. Art Major p, 4, 1:48.4 Gray Ghost ……. Ghost Of A Smile p, 4, 1:55.2

By REVENGE SHARK p, 3, 1:50.2f, BT 1:48.3-’15 ($425,867). GETAWAY p, BT 1:59.1-21 ($240) etc.

1st dam

GIVE UP THE GHOST p, 2, 1:56.2f, 3, 1:54.0f-’17, BT 1:53.4f-’17 ($61,215) 8 wins. by WELL SAID p, 3, 1:47.3. At 3, winner of Landmark S. div at Historic Track; second in PA Stallion Series div at Harrahs Philadelphia. First foal.

2nd dam

Gray Ghost, p, BT 1:54.0f-’11 ($2,528). by ART MAJOR p, 4, 1:48.4. At 3, third in M & J Oil Lube LC div at Tioga Downs. From 6 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 3 winners (2 in 1:53.3 in 1:55) including-

TETON SUNSET (g, American Ideal) p, 2, 1:57.1h, 3, 1:52.4f, 4, 1:52.3f-’21, BT 1:51.3f-’21 ($120,977) 6 wins. At 2, winner of NYSS div at Batavia Downs; second in NYSS div at Buffalo; third in NYSS cons at Vernon Downs. At 3, second in NY Bred Excelsion A Series div at Tioga Downs; third in NY Excelsior A Series div at Saratoga Harness, div at Yonkers.

GHOSTTOTHESPOT (m, American Ideal) p, 3, 1:58.0h, 4, 1:53.0f-’19, BT 1:51.2f-’19 ($102,679) 7 wins. At 4, winner of Bobby Weiss Series leg (3 times) at Pocono Downs; second in Bobby Weiss Series final at Pocono Downs, Petticoat Series leg (twice) at Yonkers; third in Petticoat Series leg at Yonkers.

Gray Blizzard (m, Well Said). Hunted House (c, Huntsville) BT 01:54.4-’21. Now 2 and qualified in p, 1:54.4.

3rd dam

GHOST OF A SMILE p, 2, Q2:01.1h, 3, 1:58.3h, 4, 1:55.2-’95, BT 1:55.1-’95 ($34,548) 6 wins, by LAQ p, 3, 1:51.2. From 15 foals, dam of 13 winners (1 in 1:53, 8 in 1:55, 10 in 1:57) including-

JENNIE FANETTA (m, Dragns Lair) p, 2, 1:52.4f, 3, 1:52.0-’03, BT 1:51.1-’03 ($412,728) 11 wins. At 2, winner of Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows, PA All Stars at Pocono Downs, PASS div at The Meadows, div at Pocono Downs, Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs. At 3, winner of Artiscape S. at The Red Mile, Mistletoe Shalee S. elim at The Meadowlands, PASS div and final at Pocono Downs, Rose Red S. elim at Hazel Park; second in James Lynch Memorial elim and final at Pocono Downs, Jugette S. div at Delaware County Fair, Lady Maud S. div at The Meadows, Matron S. elim at Dover Downs, PASS div (twice) at The Meadows, Rose Of Tralee S. elim at Yonkers, Shady Daisy S. div at Freehold; third in Helen Dancer Memorial at Freehold. At 4, second in Open at Dover Downs; second in Cape & Cutter Series leg at The Meadowlands, Overbid Series at The Meadowlands, Dam of VERDAD p, 2, 1:54.1f, 3, 1:50.3, 1:50.0f-’14, BT 1:53.0f-’13 ($562,139); MENTIRA p, 3, 1:54.3h, 1:51.1f-’18 ($140,940) etc.

RUTHIE JANE (m, Pearl River Matt) p, 2, 1:56.1s, 3, 1:53.3s, 4, 1:53.1f-’08, BT 1:53.0f-’08 ($180,581) 11 wins. Winner of 2006 ATAA Award for Two Year Old Pacing Filly. At 2, Winner of Circuit QC - Series Elite elim and final (twice) at Hippodrome Montreal, Coupe De L'Avenir final at Hippodrome Montreal, Lucien Bombardier S. elim at Hippodrome Montreal, Serie QC Plus - Series Elite final at Hippodrome Montreal. At 3, second in Circuit QC - Series Elite final at Hippodrome Montreal; third in Circuit QC - Series Elite elim at Hippodrome Montreal. Dam of SILVERHILL SHADOW p, 2, 1:56.4h, 3, 1:50.2s-’14, BT 1:50.0s-’14 ($219,918) etc.

GUSSIE HERMAN (m, Cams Card Shark) p, 2, 1:55.2, 3, 1:54.1-’04, BT 1:53.3s-’03 ($173,662) 4 wins. At 2, winner of Countess Adios S. leg at The Meadowlands; second in Historic-Debutante S. at The Meadowlands, NUSS div at The Meadowlands, Shes A Great Lady S. elim at Woodbine; third in Champlain S. at Mohawk, Harvest S. div at Mohawk, Molly Pitcher S. leg at Freehold. At 3, winner of Tender Loving Care Series leg (twice) at The Meadowlands; second in Tender Loving Care Series final at The Meadowlands. Dam of SPECIAL SPY p, 3, 1:53.2f-’13, BT 1:51.2f-’13 ($29,720) etc.

SHUCKED (m, Village Jolt) p, 3, 1:54.0f, 1:53.4f-’15, BT 1:51.3f-’14 ($173,885) 14 wins. At 2, third in PA Stallion Series div at Pocono Downs. At 4, second in Preferred at The Meadows; third in Preferred at The Meadows.

FORTUNES SMILE (m, Cams Card Shark) p, 3, 1:54.3f, 4, 1:54.2f-’11, BT 1:52.3-’11 ($138,441) 22 wins. At 3, winner of Northeast Extension Series leg at Harrahs Chester Casino; second in Northeast Extension Series leg at Harrahs Chester Casino. At 4, second in White Rufffe Series leg at The Meadowlands; third in Night Styles Series leg at The Meadowlands, White Rufffe Series leg at The Meadowlands.
by MAJOR BOMBAY p, 3, 1:50.1; 1:49.4f -12 ($755,031); Sire of 3 in 1:55 - 12 in 2:00 including HARTS HEART p, 2, 1:55.3, 1:54.4 -21, BT 1:53.3-21 ($262,662); BOOTS BOMBY p, 2, 1:56.2 - 20, BT 1:55.4-20 ($53,853); BOMBAY BOBBY p, 2, 1:58.1, 1:55.4- 21 ($45,205); ADMIT p, 2, 1:58.3, 1:54.4, 1:54.1 - 20, BT 1:52.0s-19 ($36,425) etc.

GLADSTONE RUBYGIRL p, 1:53.4. ..... Gladstone Rubygirl p, 2, 1:53.4s. .... On The Day p, 3, 1:55.3

GLADSTONE BOY p, 2, 1:53.4s. 00 ($174,778) 4 wins, by ABERCROMBIE p, 4, 1:53.0. At 2, winner of Robert Stewart S. div at Woodbine, Three Diamonds S. elim, Trillium S. div (twice); second in American-National S. elim and final; third in Breeders Crown elim, Champain S. div. From 12 foals, dam of 9 winners (1 in 1:51, 2 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55) including-

PAPER LUCK (g, Camluck) p, 2, 1:54.3s, 3, 1:50.4 -06 ($441,964) 44 wins. At 3, third in ONSS Gold elim. At 4, second in Isle Mile Series leg; third in Isle Mile Series leg (twice).

SMARTYGIRL (m, Camluck) p, 3, 1:56.1f, 2:52.1s -13, BT 1:51.3-13 ($117,283) 13 wins. At 3, winner of ONSS Grassroots div; second in ONSS Grassroots div at Belvedere; second in ONSS Grassroots div and elim. As aged, winner of Girls Night Out Series leg, Preferred; second in Girls Night Out Series leg; third in Preferred. Dam of ROCK SMART p, 2, 1:51.3, 3, 1:51.3f-20, BT 1:51.1f-20 ($111,966) etc.

GLADSTONE BOY p, 2, 1:53.4s. 90 ($325,579) 2 wins. At 2, second in KYSS div.

HAPPY ROCK (m, Western Hanover) p, 3, 1:58.2f -07, BT 1:57.2h-08 ($29,570) 3 wins.

GLADSTONE ROCKY (g, Pet Rock) p, 2, 1:59.3f, 4, 1:51.9h-18, BT 1:55.1h-20 ($19,670) 1 win. At 2, second in OH Fair S. div.

TELL THE GIRL (m, Tell All) p, 3, 1:59.1s -12 ($7,961) 1 win.

ROCK SLUB RUBY (m, Duneside Perch) p, 2, 1:58.4f-20, BT 1:56.7h-20, BT 1:56.7h-20 ($3,802) 1 win.

Tell The Boy (h, Tell All) p, 3, 2:01.2h-13, BT 1:59.4h-13 ($4,829) 1 win. Girl Shezaroockin (m, Pet Rock) p, BT 1:57.3f-21 ($1,214).
DESIGNER PINE  
(ILINOIS ELIGIBLE)  
Bay Colt - Foaled February 15, 2020 - Registration #4VC99

1.3s, er of IN  
y Rose Series leg at Hoosier Park. At 4, winner of INSS leg at Indiana Downs; 1:57.4s 

By DESIGNER LINDY ($4,537). Sire of 5 in 2:00 including GOOD DESIGN 2, 1:57.4, 3, 

1st dam  
GLORY PINE by GUDI MUSCLE 3, Q1:54.4, BT 1:54.2-08. Second foal.  

LITTLE BOOTY JUDY (t, Up Front Murray) 2, 2:04.4-20 ($3,443) 1 win. At 2, winner of IL 

State Fair S. div at Springfield.

2nd dam  
GRUMPY PINE 2, 2:17.0h-07, BT 2:05.0-07 ($1,840) 1 win, by PRINCE PINE 1:57.1f. At 2, 

winner of IN Fair S. div at Shelbyville, IN Sires Fair S. div at Converse; second in IN 

Sired Fair S. div at Indiana State Fair; third in IN Sired Fair S. div at Converse. From 5 

foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:58) including:  

GIDDYUPGOOMER (g, Swan For All) 4, 1:57.3s-18, BT 1:55.4s-19 ($63,369) 4 wins. 

At 2, winner of IN Sired Fair Circuit div at Converse, div at Shelbyville. At 3, third in IN 

Sired Fair Circuit div at Corydon, div at Goshen. At 4, third in Chad E. Carlton Series cons at 

Hoosier Park.

GO GASY GO (h, Elegant Man) 2, 2:00.0, 3, 1:59.0s-13, BT 1:56.3s-13 ($35,830) 4 wins. 

At 2, winner of George Sholty S. leg at Hoosier Park, INSS-Silver leg at Indiana Downs, 

IN Sired Fair S. div at Converse; third in George Sholty S. final at Hoosier Park, INSS-

Gold leg at Indiana Downs, INSS-Silver final at Indiana Downs, IN Sires-Gold div at 

Indiana Downs.  

Glorianna (m, Guida Muscle), Glory Pine (m, Guida Muscle) As Above.

S J Pinexy (m, Star Crazed).

3rd dam  
REDMONT WORTHY 3, 2:03.1f, 1:58.4f-96, BT 1:58.3s-00 ($61,248) 20 wins, by IMPISH GOLD 

4, 2:02.2f, BT 2:01.3f-93. At 2, third in PA Fair S. div at Wattsburg. At 3, second in PA 

Fair S. div at Meadville, div at Stoneboro, div at Wattsburg, div at Waynesburg; third in 

PASS div at The Meadows. From 9 foals, dam of 6 winners (1 in 1:56, 2 in 1:58) including:  

ROYDON (g, Cjs Secret) 2, 2:01.0, 3, 1:57.4s-11, BT 1:56.0-11 ($333,966) 8 wins. At 2, 

winner of Hoosier Park, div at Indiana State Fair. INSS leg at Indiana Downs; second in 

INSS leg and final at Indiana Downs; third in IN Fair S. div at Kendallville, INSS div and 

leg at Indiana Downs. At 3, winner of INSS leg (3 times) at Hoosier Park, leg at Indiana 

Downs, Mini Series 29 leg and final at Hoosier Park; second in IN Sired Fair Circuit div at 

Indiana Downs, Mini Series 24 leg and final at Indiana Downs.

CJS RASCAL (g, Cjs Secret) 2, 2:02.1, 3, 2:01.3s, 1:55.1f-14, BT 1:54.0f-11 ($238,567) 22 

wins. At 2, winner of INSS div at Indiana Downs, IN Sired Fair Circuit S. div at Portland; 

third in IN Sired Fair Circuit S. div at Goshen. At 3, winner of INSS div at Hoosier Park; 

second in Ralph & Dorothy Rose Series leg at Hoosier Park. At 4, winner of 1-74 Series 

final at Indiana Downs, Mini Series 12 leg at Indiana Downs; second in Mini Series 12 

final at Indiana Downs. As aged, winner of INSS prep at Hoosier Park, Open (twice) at 

Pompano Park; second in Open (twice) at Hoosier Park, at Pompano Park; third in 

Invitation at Hoosier Park.

RED RAIDER (g, Above The Bar) 2, 2:11.2h, 4, 2:01.3h-10, BT 2:00.1h-11 ($28,599) 6 wins. 

At 2, winner of IN Fair S. - Elite div at Converse; third in IN Fair S. final at Indiana State 

Fair, IN State Fair Colt S. div at Frankfort, div at Shelbyville.  

MR O (g, Southwind Elian) 2, 2:05.2-11, BT 2:01.1-11 ($14,890) 3 wins. At 2, winner of IN 

Sired Fair S. div at Converse, div at Goshen, div at Indiana State Fair; second in IN 

Sired Fair S. div at Frankfort, div at Portland.

HOLY WOW (m, Holy Guacamole) 3, 1:59.3s-14, BT 1:59.0s-14 ($6,130) 2 wins.  

Aworthysecret (m, Keep It A Secret) 3, Q2:03.1s-07, BT 1:59.2s-07 ($4,476). At 2, second 

in INSS div at Indiana Downs, IN State Fair Colt S. div at Converse; third in IN State Fair 

Colt S. div at Indiana State Fair. Dam of BRUSHMYTEETH 2, Q2:05.0-11, BT Q2:04.2- 

11 ($11,500) etc.

4th dam  
ACADIA WORTHY ($2,098), by RED WORTHY 2:07.0h. From 9 foals, dam of 7 winners (p, 1 in 

1:57) including:  

IMPS TOUCHAGOLD (g, Impish Gold) 2, 2:08.2h, 3, 2:06.3h, 2:01.0f-98, BT 1:58.4f-97 

($75,841) 19 wins.

SMURF (h, Impish Gold) 3, 2:03.0f, 4, 1:59.4f-00, BT 1:58.3f-00 ($36,729) 6 wins. 

CATARACT (g, Red Sota) (p, 2, 2:02.1f, 3, 1:57.3f, 1:57.1f-93 ($28,636) 14 wins).
ASHLEY’S GONE

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Bay Filly - Foaled March 04, 2020 - Registration #7V796
Microchip #985141001339074

By ASHLEES BIG GUY p,1:50.4f, BT 1:50.3f-'05 ($1,009,523). Sire of 1 in 1:50 - 15 in 1:55 - 23 in 2:00 including ROYAL KNOCKOUT p, 2, 1:59.4h, 3, 1:57.0h, 1:51.2-'16, BT 1:50.3-'15 ($14,886); ROYAL´S ROSE p, 2, 1:52.2, 3, 1:51.2s, 1:50.0e-'18 ($336,735); MASTER OF PUPPETS p, 2, 2:02.2h, 3, 1:57.1f, 1:52.3-'17, BT 1:51.4f-'19 ($307,617); ASHLEES FOUR STAR p, 2, 1:55.4, 3, 1:53.0h, 1:51.0f- '21, BT 1:50.4f-'19 ($282,385) etc.

1st dam

GOING GOING GONE p, 3, 1:55.4-'10, BT 1:55.3-'10 ($19,554) 6 wins, by BROADWAY EXPRESS p, 4, 1:56.1h. From 5 foals, dam of 2 winners (2 in 1:57) including:

GONE IN A FLIGHT (m, Oatspansificflight) p, 3, 1:56.1s-'17, BT 1:56.0s-'17 ($11,258) 1 win.

At 3, second in IN Sired Mini Series #18 div at Hoosier Park.

GOING SHOOTEN (m, Sand Shooter) p, 3, 1:55.4-'15 ($5,425) 1 win.

At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div at Petersburg; second in IL Fair S. div at Carlinville, div at Rushville. Dam of

SEMPE RIBERA (m, Park Place) p, 3, 1:55.4h, 3, 1:53.0f, BT 1:55.3f-'10 ($18,554) etc.

1:53.4z-'05 ($91,461) etc.

SEMPRE RIBERA (m, Park Place) p, 3, 1:55.3h-'15, BT 1:54.2f-'16 ($69,909) etc.

SEMPRE RIBERA (m, Park Place) p, 3, 1:55.3h-'15, BT 1:54.2f-'16 ($69,909) etc.

1:50.4h, 3, 1:57.0h, 1:51.2-'16, BT 1:50.3-'15 ($14,886); ROYAL KNOCKOUT p, 2, 1:52.2, 3, 1:51.2s, 1:50.0e-'18 ($336,735); MASTER OF PUPPETS p, 2, 2:02.2h, 3, 1:57.1f, 1:52.3-'17, BT 1:51.4f-'19 ($307,617); ASHLEES FOUR STAR p, 2, 1:55.4, 3, 1:53.0h, 1:51.0f- '21, BT 1:50.4f-'19 ($282,385) etc.

1st dam

GOING GOING GONE p, 3, 1:55.4-'10, BT 1:55.3-'10 ($19,554) 6 wins, by BROADWAY EXPRESS p, 4, 1:56.1h. From 5 foals, dam of 2 winners (2 in 1:57) including:

GONE IN A FLIGHT (m, Oatspansificflight) p, 3, 1:56.1s-'17, BT 1:56.0s-'17 ($11,258) 1 win.

At 3, second in IN Sired Mini Series #18 div at Hoosier Park.

GOING SHOOTEN (m, Sand Shooter) p, 3, 1:55.4-'15 ($5,425) 1 win.

At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div at Petersburg; second in IL Fair S. div at Carlinville, div at Rushville. Dam of

SEMPE RIBERA (m, Park Place) p, 3, 1:55.4h, 3, 1:53.0f, BT 1:55.3f-'10 ($18,554) etc.

1:53.4z-'05 ($91,461) etc.

SEMPRE RIBERA (m, Park Place) p, 3, 1:55.3h-'15, BT 1:54.2f-'16 ($69,909) etc.
OLYMPIC CHAMPION

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Brown Filly - Foaled June 10, 2020 - Registration #2V883
Microchip #985141001323652

By CASSIS 3, 1:52.4 ($575,162). Sire of 6 in 1:55 - 25 in 2:00 including ANNANS LUCKY STAR 2, 1:56.4, 3, 1:53.3, 4, 1:53.1 - '16 ($438,082); TROTTING GRACE 2, 1:59.0, 3, 1:54.2, 4, 1:54.1h - '19, BT 1:54.0s - '19 ($324,341); TRIXIES JETHRO 2, 1:59.2, 3, 1:57.0, 1:54.3h - '20, BT 1:54.0h - '18 ($288,512); CRUZEN CASSI 2, 2:01.3, 3, 1:57.4s, 4, 1:57.1f - '19, BT 1:55.11f - '20 ($203,846) etc.

1st dam

GOLD MEDALIST by DONERAIL 2, 1:55.4, BT 1:54.3 - '95. From 8 foals, dam of 6 winners (1DG) (1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:56) including:

GUILITYWITHANEXCUSE (g, Classic Photo) 3, 1:56.3f, 1:52.4 - '14 ($495,160) 47 wins. At 3, third in NJSS div at The Meadowlands, Open at Harrahs Casino. At 4, winner of General Brock Series leg at Woodbine; second in General Brock S. leg at Woodbine. As aged, winner of Open at Tioga Downs, Preferred at Western Fair; second in Don Mills Series leg at Woodbine, Open at Tioga Downs; third in Preferred at Flambo Downs, at Woodbine.

SELFISH PRINCESS (m, Self Possessed) 2, Q05.02s, 3, 1:54.1s - '09, BT 1:53.0f - '13 ($232,773) 19 wins. At 3, second in ElegantImage S. elim at Mohawk; third in Casual Breeze S. div at Mohawk. At 4, second in Lifetime Dream Trotting Series leg at Woodbine. Dam of American Scandal. Now 3 etc.

FLASH OF VALOR (g, Yankee Valor) 2, 2:08.0h, 3, 2:04.2h - '16 ($5,736) 7 wins, (p, 3, 2:10.4h ($0) 1 win). At 3, winner of Norther IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Belvidere; second in Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Morrison.

CLASSI CASSI (g, Cassis) 2, 2:12.3h - '16, BT 2:02.1f - '16 ($3,021) 1 win. At 2, winner of Big 10 S. div at Altamont; second in Egyptian Colt S. div at Fairfield, Illini S. div at Urbana; third in County Fair Challenge div at Duquoin State Fair.

Olympic Hopeful (m, Cassis) BT 2:01.0f - '19 ($8,629). At 2, third in Fox Valley Flan leg at Hawthorne.

Run The World (m, Ken Warkentin) 3, 2:02.1h - '13, BT 2:00.0f - '14 ($20,164) 3 wins. Dam of T Rex Blue Chip BT 2:01.0h -'21 ($5,755). Now 2 race timed in 2:01.0h. etc.

Simply Enough (m, Yankee Paco), On Center Stage (m, Classic Photo), Dam of LITTLE BOSS 2, Q01.4 - '16 ($4,842); Sly Little Fox 2, Q01.2s - '20, BT 1:59.3s - '20 ($900); Wodenstock. Now 2 etc.

2nd dam

WINNING LEGEND by AMERICAN WINNER 3, 1:52.3. From 4 foals, dam of 1 winner (.1 in 1:58) including:

GAMESMANSHP (g, Yankee Glide) 3, 2:03.4h, 1:56.3f - '06 ($224,415) 41 wins. As aged, winner of Dave Vance Memorial leg (3 times) at Buffalo, Open (9 times) at Buffalo, (10 times) at Batavia Downs, (twice) at Saratoga Harness, Preferred (twice) at Monticello, Wilkes Invitation at Batavia Downs; second in Open (6 times) at Buffalo, (3 times) at Batavia Downs, at Northfield Park, at Saratoga Harness, at Tioga Downs, Preferred at Monticello; third in Open (9 times) at Buffalo, (3 times) at Batavia Downs, Preferred (4 times) at Monticello.

Shes A Legend (m, Yankee Glide) BT 2:01.2f -'20 ($14,822). At 2, third in NJ Futurity at Freehold, NJSS - Green Acres S. div at The Meadowlands, Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs.}

3rd dam

LADY LEGEND 2, T02.1f ($18), by POWER SEAT 3, 1:55.4. From 8 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:58) including:

VISCONTRESS (m, Valley Victory) 2, 1:59.2, 3, Q1:57.1 - '94, BT 1:56.3 - '94 ($124,198) 4 wins. At 2, winner of NJSS div (twice) and final; second in Harold Dancer Memorial elim, NJ Futurey, NJSS div; third in NJSS div. At 3, winner of Charles I Smith Memorial; second in NJSS final; third in NJSS div (3 times). Dam of COUNT THE GOAL 3, 1:56.3s, 4, 1:54.3s -'00, BT 1:52.4 - '01 ($521,007) etc.; granddam of MYSTERY BET 3, 1:58.0s, 1:54.0s - '16, BT 1:53.25 -'16 ($170,621) etc.

GRACIOUS GRANNY (m, Crowning Point) 3, Q1:59.1s -'97 ($4,250) 2 wins. Dam of POPYP 2, Q02.2f, 3, 1:58.1f -'03, BT 1:58.0 -'04 ($24,625) etc.; granddam of MAD FOR PLAID 3, 1:58.4s -'12, BT 1:56.3s -'13 ($60,863) etc.

Famed Dame (m, Crystas Crown) 2, Q05.0f - '94, BT 1:59.3 - '94 ($8,445). At 2, second in Frank Ervin Memorial div, Hayes Memorial heat. Wishes Fulfilled (m, Super Bowl), Dam of GLOBAL GLIDE 2, 1:55.4, 3, 1:52.4s -'06, BT 1:52.1 -'06 ($563,227) etc.; granddam of LOST SYMBOL 3, 1:55.0 -'11, BT 1:54.4 -'11 ($110,040) etc.
IL Conceived

MISS SELECTED
MARY LOU HALL 2nd dam
HALLMARKER T BT Q2:06.2s
1st dam
By BARNS AND BARS 3, Q1:58.2s, BT 1:56.2-’16 ($15,312), LOYZHONKEYTENKHERO BT Q2:07.0-’21 ($476) etc.

1st dam
HALLMARKER T BT Q2:06.2e-’06 ($1,056), by ANGUS HALL 3, 1:54.3, BT 1:52.3-’99. From 8 foals, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:56) including-

BARN WINNER (g, Credit Winner) 2, 1:58.1h, 3, 1:56.0h-’17, BT 1:55.4s-’17 ($209,335) 23 wins. At 2, winner of NY Excelsior Series final at Saratoga Harness, NY Excelsior Series A div at Batavia Downs, div at Tioga Downs, div at Yonkers, NYSS div at Buffalo, div at Monticello; second in NYSS div at Saratoga Harness. At 3, winner of NY County Fair S. div at Bath, div at Buffalo, div at Dunkirk, div at Elmira; second in NY County Fair S. div at Palmyra, NY Excelsior B Series div at Monticello.

ALL MUSCLE N SASS (f, Muscle Mass) 3, 1:59.1f-’21 ($21,277) 2 wins. At 2, second in ONSS Grassroots div at Flamboro Downs, div at Woodbine Mohawk Park; third in ONSS Grassroots div at Grand River.

IM VERY LUCKY (m, Lucky Chucky) 2, 2:08.4h-’14, BT 2:01.4f-’15 ($6,665) 1 win. At 2, winner of NY Excelsior B Series div at Monticello; third in NY Bred Excelsior B Series div at Batavia Downs, div at Saratoga Harness, div at Yonkers.

Heavenly Chocolate (m, Chocolatier) 2, Q2:00.4-’12, BT 1:58.0-’12 ($2,075). Angel Eileen (m, Chocolatier). Tommy Time (m, Deweycheatumhouwe).

Perle Royale (m, Royalty For Life).

2nd dam
MARY LOU HALL 2, 2:03.4h, 3, 2:02.4h-’02, BT Q2:02.3s-’02 ($46,003) 4 wins, by MR LAVEC 3, 1:54.3, BT 1:54.1-’94. At 2, winner of John F Simpson S. div, ONSS Gold elim, ONSS Grassroots div. From 11 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:54, 3 in 1:56, 5 in 1:58) including-

CRAZED (h, Credit Winner) 2, Q1:57.0, 3, 1:52.2-’08, BT 1:52.0-’08 ($1,063,059) 9 wins. At 3, winner of Canadian Trotting Classic elim, Colonial S. final, Hambletonian elim, Matron S. elim and final; second in Hambletonian S. final, KY Futurity heat; third in Canadian Trotting Classic final.

GIFT CARD (m, Credit Winner) 2, 1:55.2-’08, BT 1:54.4-’09 ($253,733) 6 wins. At 2, winner of Bluegrass Series div, NY Fair S. div, NYSS div; second in Goldsmith Maid S. elim, Int’l Stallion S. div; third in Kindergarten Series S. leg, NYSS div. At 3, winner of NYSS div (twice) and final; second in NY Fair S. div, NYSS div. Dam of MESMERIZED 3, 1:53.4f-’15 ($288,767) etc.

MARYS OUT CRUISING (m, Here Comes Herbie) 2, 1:59.0s, 3, 1:53.4s-’11 ($117,751) 3 wins. At 2, winner of ONSS Gold elim; third in ONSS Gold final. At 3, second in ONSS Grassroots div (twice). Dam of Cassandra Crusin BT 1:58.2s-’21 ($4,350). Now 3 and racing. Raced at 2 etc.

TEA PARTY CRAZE (g, Donato Hanover) 2, 1:57.4-’14, BT 1:56.4f-’14 ($11,740) 1 win. At 2, winner of Late Closer #19 leg.

WAY OUT WEST (m, Chapter Seven) 2, 1:57.1-’16 ($7,844) 1 win. At 2, winner of Red Mile LC div.

Lady Eloise (m, Credit Winner) BT 2:00.1s-’15 ($6,310). At 2, second in NY Excelsior Series B div; third in NY Excelsior Series B div (4 times). Dam of LINNEA HANOVER 4, 1:57.3f-’21 ($9,461) etc.

Shes Nutz (m, Credit Winner) BT Q1:56.1-’13 ($3,840). At 2, second in NY Bred Excelsior Series div. Dam of ROONEY BLUE CHIP 3, 1:58.2h-’20, BT 1:57.1s-’20 ($25,114) etc. Clear To Close (g, Chapter Seven) BT 2:00.0f-’19 ($1,105). Kahlua Cabana (m, Dream Vacation). Dam of WILDINTENTION AS 3, 1:56.0f-’15, BT 1:55.3f-’15 ($56,065); CAPRINIA AS 3, 1:58.2f-’16, BT 1:57.0f-’16 ($30,714) etc. Trooper Lou (m, Muscle Mass). Dam of Osogood. Now 2 etc.

3rd dam
MISS SELECTED 3, 2:02.3f, 4, Q1:59.0-’94, BT 1:58.1-’93 ($3,625) 2 wins, by CROWNING POINT 3, 1:54.0. From 11 foals, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:58) including-

SIMMY (g, Victory Sam) 3, 2:04.1h, 1:56.1h-’19, BT 1:55.6h-’19 ($90,111) 39 wins.

GLITZY SAM (g, Victory Sam) 2, 2:02.4h, 3, Q2:00.0f-’10, BT 1:59.0f-’09 ($13,052) 1 win. Beriberi Finehorse (g, Victory Sam) BT 2:09.0h-’11 ($2,854).

Mae Jean Hall (m, Victory Dream). Dam of DREAM TAKER 3, Q2:00.4f, 1:56.1f-’08 ($85,770) etc.; granddam of KNIGHT ANGEL 2, 1:58.1h, 3, 1:54.2s-’19, BT 1:53.2s-’19 ($265,823) etc.

New Selection (m, Victory Sam). Dam of SPIDER THE BITER 2, 2:08.2h, 3, 1:56.4f, 4, 1:54.3f-’18 ($74,041) etc.

Consigned by: R-N-K Farms, Oblong, IL
By MAJOR BOMBY p, 3, 1:50.1 -1 ($75,031); Sire of 3 in 1:55 - 12 in 2:00 including HARTS HEART p, 2, 1:53.3, 3, 1:54.4 -21, BT 1:53.5 -21 ($62,662); BOOTSY BOMBY p, 2, 1:56.2 -20, BT 1:55.4 -20 ($58,653); BOMBAY BOBBY p, 2, 1:58.1, 3, 1:55.4 -21 ($45,205); ADMIT p, 2, 1:58.3, 3, 1:55.4, 4, 1:54.1 -20, BT 1:52.0s -19 ($36,425) etc.

1st dam

HARLEY GIRL p, 2, 1:54.3f -09. BT 1:54.0-09 ($72,077) 3 wins, by THE PANDEROSA p, 3, 1:49.3. At 2, winner of PASS div at Harrarahs Chester Casino, div at The Meadows; third in Sweetheart S. elim at The Meadowlands. From 3 foals, dam of

GRABBERsome p, 2, 2:00.2, 3, 1:54.2, 1:53.0 -01, BT 1:52.2-00 ($175,621) 31 wins, by SPORTSMASTER p, 2, 1:52.1, BT 1:51.4-92. At 4, winner of Ann Vonian S. elim at Balmoral Park. From 5 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:55) including

DINNER AT THE MET (g, Metropolitan) p, 3, 1:50.2, 1:49.0s -17 ($342,184) 38 wins. At 3, winner of Buddy Gilmore Memorial leg at The Meadowlands, Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park, INSS cons at Hoosier Park; second in Bobby Weiss Series leg at Pocono Downs, Buddy Gilmore Memorial leg at The Meadowlands, INSS elim at Hoosier Park; third in Bobby Weiss Series leg at Pocono Downs, Buddy Gilmore Memorial final at The Meadowlands, INSS elim at Hoosier Park. As aged, winner of Preferred at Mohawk; second in Preferred at Mohawk, Richard Taylor Memorial leg at Hoosier Park.

SOME OR LIS (g, Lis Mara) p, 2, 1:53.1s, 1:51.1s -16, BT 1:51.0s-15 ($130,213) 27 wins. At 2, winner of ONSSS Grassroots div at Kawartha Downs; third in ONSSS Grassroots div at Rideau Carleton. As aged, winner of Miracle Mile div (twice) at Vernon Downs, Open at Vernon Downs; second in Miracle Mile div (4 times) at Vernon Downs, Open (3 times) at Vernon Downs; third in Miracle Mile div (3 times) at Vernon Downs.

HARLEY GIRL (m, The Panderosa) p, 2, 1:54.3f -09 ($72,077) 3 wins. As Above.

ISHMAELS BROTHER (g, Metropolitan) p, 2, 1:54.0f, 4, 1:53.1 -12, BT 1:52.4-12 ($46,783) 5 wins. At 2, winner of Keystone Classic S. div at The Meadows, PA Stallion Series div at The Meadows, div at Pocono Downs; second in PASS div at York.

WILD HOG (m, Richess Hanover) p, 2, 1:57.3 -08, BT 1:51.4-1 ($27,668) 7 wins. At 2, winner of Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park; second in Egyptian Grand S. at Balmoral Park, Mid West II, Racing Assoc; S. div at Petersburg, Misty Misty Misty S. at Balmoral Park, Dam of Sonocruisinhill p, 1:56.0-21 ($1,075); Picture Me Rolling. Now 3; Mz Boss Hog. Now 2 and qualified in p, 2:03.1, etc.

3rd dam

MONEY GRABBER p, 3, 2:01.0f, 4, 1:59.0h ($54,142) 15 wins, by BRUCE GIMBLE p, 3, 1:54.4. From 4 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:53) including-

GRABBERSome (m, Sportsmaster) p, 2, 2:00.2, 3, 1:54.2, 1:53.0 -01, BT 1:52.2-00 ($175,621) 31 wins. As Above.

TILT A WHIRL (m, Sportsmaster) p, 3, 2:01.3h, 1:58.0h-00 ($48,720) 28 wins. At 2, third in IL Fair S. div at Springfield.

How’s That Grab Ya (m, Incredible Finale).

4th dam

DOTTIE P by GOLDEN MONEY MAKER p, 2, 1:58.4. From 11 foals, dam of 8 winners (1 in 1:55) including-

BRYANT GIMBLE (h, Bruce Gimble) p, 2, 1:58.4f, 4, 1:54.2f, BT 1:53.3s-95 ($213,375) 25 wins.

WOOLY III (h, Cavalcade) p, 3, 2:02.2h, 1:59.0h-84 ($62,709) 12 wins.

SWINGING CONNIE (m, Crackers) p, 3, 1:58.4h, 4, 1:58.2f -85 ($56,529) 12 winners. Dam of CARSCOT ECHO p, 3, 1:59.0f -95, BT 1:55.2s-95 ($74,090); CARSCOT ARISE p, 2, 2:04.2h, 3, 2:01.4h, 1:59.0f -95, BT 1:58.3h-94 ($40,601) etc.

MONEY GRABBER (m, Bruce Gimble) p, 3, 2:01.0f, 4, 1:59.0h ($54,142) 15 wins. As Above.

NAVAL CADET (g, Armbro Cadet) p, 2, 2:12.4h, 3, Q2:01.3f, 1:58.2f -95 ($32,107) 29 wins. At 3, winner of MI Fair S. div at Allegan, at Centreville, at Kalamazoo, at Lincoln, at Vassar; second in MI Fair S. at Holland, div at Onekama.

JUBLARE (m, Raven Hanover) p, 3, 1:58.3 ($17,610) 4 wins. Dam of Picnic Basket p, 2, BT 2:05.1h-94 ($732) etc.

THE ROOKER (g, Raven Hanover) p, 4, 1:59.1f, BT 1:58.1-92 ($10,933) 4 wins.
SAGE ON STAGE

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Bay Filly - Foaled June 10, 2020 - Registration #6V274
Microchip #985141001323432

Western Hanover p, 3, 1:50.4 ........... No Nukeys p, 3, T1:52.1
Wendymae Hanover p, 4, T1:57.0

T1:54.3 ............. Abercrombie p, 4, 1:53.0
Sagebrush p,1:49.0 ............. Just Say Go p, 3, T1:54.3

SAGE ON STAGE

asco and Crafty

Herthie D p, 3, 1:56.4h ............. Abercrombie p, 4, 1:53.0
Armsplace p, 4, 1:49.2 ............. Miss Elvira p, 2, 2:00.11

Daylony Flyer p, 4, 1:53.2s ........... Camluck p,T1:48.4

By BAGEBRUSH p,1:49.0 ($546,967). Sire of 2 in 1:50 - 60 in 1:55 - 102 in 2:00 including HOSTESS LISA p, 2, 1:57.0, 3, 1:53.1, 4, 1:51.0f - '13, BT 1:50.4f-16 ($487,579); HOPETOBESTFIRST p, 2, 1:52.4- '10, BT 1:51.4s-'14 ($317,138); SLEAZY DOES IT p, 2, 1:52.0, 3, 1:51.4, 1:51.3- '14 ($317,916); NJ'S BIG DEAL p, 2, 1:52.2, 3, 1:51.1, 4, 1:56.1- '13, BT 1:50.4-12 ($306,372) etc.

1st dam

HERTHIE D p, 3, 1:56.4h - '08, BT 1:54.2f-08 ($19,693) 2 wins, by ARTSPACE p, 4, 1:49.2. At 2, third in NJSS div (twice) at The Meadowsland; second in MD Std. Race Fund div at Rosecroft; third in MD Std. Race Fund div at Rosecroft. From 2 foals, dam of 1 winner including Scoobie Doobie (g, Duneside Perch) p, 3, 2:00.2- '20, BT 1:58.3-20 ($2,148) 1 win. At 3, second in ICFS div at Springfield; third in IL State Fair S. div at Springfield. Davy Dune (g, Duneside Perch) p, BT Q1:58.3-16 ($1,035).

2nd dam

DAYLONY FLYER p, 2, 1:58.4f, 3, 1:55.2f, 4, 1:53.2s - '08 ($196,839) 15 wins, by CAMLUCK p,T1:48.4. At 2, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Clinton; second in ONSS Gold elim at Woodbine; third in Cdn Breeders Ch final at Mohawk, ONSS Gold elim at Western Fair, elim at Rideau Carleton, elim at Woodbine. At 3, winner of Miss Vera Bars Pacing Pace at Woodbine, ONSS Gold elim at Windsor; second in ONSS Gold elim at Woodbine; third in Rose Red S. elim at Hazel Park. From 7 foals, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:51, 2 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55, 5 in 1:57) including Flyng Lynx (g, Shealbat Rainbow) p, 2, 1:55.0f, 3, 1:55.4f, 4, 1:51.2f-'13, BT 1:50.2f-'14 ($406,746) 29 wins. At 2, winner of DE Std. Breeders Fund elim and final at Dover Downs, elim at Harrington; second in DE. Std. Breeders Fund S. elim at Harrington, MD. Std. Race Fund div at Ocean Downs; third in DE Std. Breeders Fund elim at Dover Downs, final at Harrington, MD Std. Race Fund div at Ocean Downs. At 3, winner of DE Std. Breeders Fund elim, elim (twice) at Harrington, MD Std. Race Fund div at Ocean Downs; second in DE Std. Breeders S. final at Harrington.

MR AVIATOR (h, Badlands Hanover) p, 2, 1:53.4f, 3, 1:49.1 - '07 ($356,044) 12 wins. At 2, winner of DE Std. Breeders Fund final at Dover Downs, div (twice) and final at Harrington; second in DE Std. Breeders Fund div at Dover Downs, Wayne Smullin Memorial Pace div at Rosecroft. At 3, winner of DE Std. Breeders Fund div (twice) at Dover Downs, div (twice) and final at Harrington; second in Battle Of Brandywine S. at Harrahs Casino, DE Std. Breeders Fund final at Dover Downs; third in Max Hemp Memorial final at Pocono Downs.

ARMBRO CANCUN (g, Island Fantasy) p, 3, 1:57.4f, 1:53.3f- '07, BT 1:54.0f-06 ($59,111) 14 wins. At 2, third in ONSS Grassroots div at Quinte Exhibition.

ENJOY THE VIEW (m, Life Sign) p, 2, 1:58.1h, 3, 1:57.3h, 4, 1:56.2f- '10, BT 1:54.0f-09 ($54,280) 5 wins. At 2, winner of NJSS-Green Acres div at Freehold; second in MD Std. Race Fund div at Rosecroft. At 3, second in NJSS-Green Acres div at Freehold, Tompkins-Geers S. div at Tioga Downs; third in MD Std. Race Fund div at Rosecroft, NJSS-Green Acres div at Freehold. Dam of INSPIRATION VIEW p, 2, 1:52.2s, 3, 1:50.2s- '16 ($309,821); MASTER THE VIEW p, 3, 1:52.4f- '17, BT 1:52.1s-'17 ($170,536) etc.

HERTHIE D (m, Artsplace) p, 3, 1:56.4h - '08, BT 1:54.2f-08 ($19,693) 2 wins. As Above. Ashley Belle (m, The Panderosa) p, 2, 1:56.22-03 ($1,149). At 2, third in Little Mermaid Series leg at Pocono Downs.

3rd dam

FRECKLED PETAL BY STORM DAMAGE p, 3, 1:53.2f. From 15 foals, dam of 13 winners (1 in 1:51, 2 in 1:53.6 in 1:55, 8 in 1:57) including-

DAYLONY FRONTIER (h, Run The Table) p, 2, 1:55.0s, 3, 1:52.3f, 1:50.4- '04, BT 1:50.2-04 ($592,335) 27 wins.

HEAL B FLASHY (h, Shealbat Rainbow) p, 2, 1:59.3h, 1:55.2- '90, BT 1:54.0s-94 ($317,830) 31 wins.

DAYLONY FEARLESS (g, Village Jiffy) p, 2, 1:59.1h, 3, 1:55.0f, 4, 1:52.2f- '01 ($207,541) 23 wins.

HEAL B FANTASTIC (g, Shealbat Rainbow) p, 2, 1:58.0, 3, 1:53.3- '99 ($162,738) 23 wins.

DAYLONY FORCE (g, Jonquill Hanover) p, 3, 2:02.4h, 1:56.1f- '97, BT 1:54.1s-96 ($109,056) 32 wins.

DAYLONY FRECKLES (m, Armбро Emerson) p, 2, 1:59.2h, 3, 1:57.2h- '98, BT 1:54.1s-98 ($99,244) 19 wins.

Consigned by: Fair Meadow Farm, Altamont, IL
ROVER

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)
Bay Colt - Foaled June 01, 2020 - Registration #3V534
Microchip #985141001394091

Consigned by: Mary Lea Jeffers & Adele Jeffers Everett, Flat Rock IL

161

IL Conceived
IL Foaled
Downstate Classic

Stake Engagements

By DEJARMBRO 3, 1:52:2f ($1,135,123). Sire of 13 in 1:55 - 109 In 2:00 including STORMY KROMER 2, 1:58.4h, 3, 1:52:2f, 1:51.4f - '20 ($543,874); PASS THE VAPE 2, 2:07.4h, 3, 1:54:1f, 4, 1:52:2f - '19 ($465,945); TWO O B WONKENOBI 2, 1:57.3s, 3, 1:53:2f, 4, 1:52:2f - '19, BT 1:51.4s - '19 ($384,730); LET'S GET STARTED 2, 1:56.3f - '16, BT 1:55.1f - '18 ($278,822) etc.

1st dam

HIGH ACHIEVER 2, 2:06.4h - '09. BT 1:58.4 - '10 ($14,452) 4 wins, by HIGH FALLS 1:55.3, BT 1:54.4 - '99. At 2, winner of Egyptian Colt S. div at Anna, div at Fairfield, IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Decatur; second in Illini S. div at Marshall; third in County Fair Challenge div at DuQuoin State Fair, Downstate Classic S. div at Lincoln, IL Stallion S. div at Charleston. At 3, winner of Illini S. div at Marshall; second in Downstate Classic div at Decatur, IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Newton. From 7 foals, including a two-year-old of this season. 

NEW ACHIEVER (g, New Balance) 2, 2:12.4h, 3, 2:10.0h, 4, 2:07.0h - '16, BT 2:02.4h - '17 ($22,075) 14 wins. At 2, winner of Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Belvidere, div at Henry, div at Morrison; second in Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Cambridge, div at Knoxville, div at Lewistown; third in Northern IL Colt Assoc. div. At 3, winner of Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Morrison, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Belvidere.

Achieve It All (m, New Balance). Now 2.

High class (m, New Balance).
Common Man (c, New Balance). Now 2.

2nd dam

SWISS HILL (m, Swiss Connection)

Dejarmbro 3, 1:52:2f ($1,135,123). Sire of 13 in 1:55 - 109 In 2:00 including STORMY KROMER 2, 1:58.4h, 3, 1:52:2f, 1:51.4f - '20 ($543,874); PASS THE VAPE 2, 2:07.4h, 3, 1:54:1f, 4, 1:52:2f - '19 ($465,945); TWO O B WONKENOBI 2, 1:57.3s, 3, 1:53:2f, 4, 1:52:2f - '19, BT 1:51.4s - '19 ($384,730); LET'S GET STARTED 2, 1:56.3f - '16, BT 1:55.1f - '18 ($278,822) etc.

1st dam

HIGH ACHIEVER 2, 2:06.4h - '09. BT 1:58.4 - '10 ($14,452) 4 wins, by HIGH FALLS 1:55.3, BT 1:54.4 - '99. At 2, winner of Egyptian Colt S. div at Anna, div at Fairfield, IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Decatur; second in Illini S. div at Marshall; third in County Fair Challenge div at DuQuoin State Fair, Downstate Classic S. div at Lincoln, IL Stallion S. div at Charleston. At 3, winner of Illini S. div at Marshall; second in Downstate Classic div at Decatur, IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Newton. From 7 foals, including a two-year-old of this season.

NEW ACHIEVER (g, New Balance) 2, 2:12.4h, 3, 2:10.0h, 4, 2:07.0h - '16, BT 2:02.4h - '17 ($22,075) 14 wins. At 2, winner of Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Belvidere, div at Henry, div at Morrison; second in Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Cambridge, div at Knoxville, div at Lewistown; third in Northern IL Colt Assoc. div. At 3, winner of Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Morrison, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Belvidere.

Achieve It All (m, New Balance).
Common Man (c, New Balance). Now 2.

2nd dam

SWISS HILL (m, Swiss Connection)
Dejarmbro 3, 1:52.2f ................. American Winner 3, 1:52.3
Lawn Tennis

JAMMIN HIGH

Ammbro Deja Vu 3, 1:55.2............ Ammбро Vanquish 3, 1:55.4s
Donerail 2, 1:55.4
Conway Hall 3, 1:53.4

High On Broadway ..................... B Cor Tangelo 4, 1:56.3
High Falls 1:55.3

By DEJARMBRO 3, 1:52.2f ($1,135,123). Sire of 13 in 1:55 - 109 in 2:00 including STORMY KROMER 2, 1:58.4h, 3, 1:55.2h, 1:51.4f - 20 ($543,874); PASS THE VAPE 2, 2:07.4h, 3, 1:54.1f, 4, 1:52.2f - 19 ($455,946); TWO O B WOKEBROJ 2, 1:57.3s, 3, 1:53.2f, 4, 1:52.2e - 19, BT 1:51.4s - 19 ($384,730); LET'S GET STARTED 2, 1:56.3f - 16, BT 1:55.1f - 18 ($278,822) etc.

1st dam

HIGH ON BROADWAY by BROADWAY HALL 2, 1:56.4. From 3 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 1 winner including:
Tucked Away (f, Pinetucky) 2, 1:56.0h - 21 ($550) 1 win.
Broadway Balance (m, New Balance).

2nd dam

PA HIGH 2, 1:59.2, 3, 1:58.0, 4, 1:55.1 - 06, BT 1:54.3 - 06 ($227,613) 32 wins, by HIGH FALLS 1:55.3, BT 1:54.4 - 99. At 2, winner of ICF S. div at DuQuoin State Fair, IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. leg at Decatur, IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Newton; third in IL Fair S. final at Springfield, Lady Lincoln Land S. elims at Balmoral Park, Shawnee S. elims at DuQuoin State Fair. At 3, winner of Egyptian Colt S. div at Albion, div at Carmi, Great Mid-West S. div (twice) at Martinsville, IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Newton, IL Big 10 Colt S. div at Altamont, Illini S. div at Martinsville; second in IL Fair S. div and final at Springfield; third in Fox Valley Evita S. at Balmoral Park, ISOB A S. at Balmoral Park, Worthy Sally S. at Balmoral Park. At 4, third in IL State Fair S. div at Springfield, Open at Balmoral Park. As aged, winner of IL Fair S. div at Henry, div at Newton, Open (3 times) at Balmoral Park, Topline S. div at Greenup, div at Marshall; second in Open (twice) at Balmoral Park; third in Open (twice) at Balmoral Park, at Hawthorne, Topline S. div at Altamont. From 3 foals, dam of:
New Pay (g, New Balance) BT 2:02.3 - 16 ($4,160). At 2, third in ICF S.-Kadabra S. leg at Hawthorne.
Mark Highs (m, New Balance).
High On Broadway (m, Broadway Hall) As Above.

3rd dam

PA MORE BT 2:06.0 - 98 ($2,634). by SWISS CONNECTION 4, 1:57.3. At 2, second in IL Fair S. div at Albion, div at Lincoln; third in IL Fair S. div at Martinsville, ISOB A S. at Springfield. From 5 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:56) including:
PA HIGH (m, High Falls) 2, 1:59.2, 3, 1:58.0, 4, 1:55.1 - 06, BT 1:54.3 - 06 ($227,613) 32 wins. As Above.

HiTTESTE PAY (g, High Falls) 3, 2:03.3 - 04, BT 1:59.2 - 04 ($17,908) 7 wins. At 3, winner of IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Paris, IL Big 10 Colt S. div at Altamont, Illini Colt Assoc. S. div at Charleston; second in Egyptian Colt S. div at Pinckneyville, IQOA S. div at Springfield, IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Newton, Illini Colt Assoc. S. div at Lincoln. At 4, second in IL Fair S. div at Urbana, Open at Charleston, Topline S. div at Greenup; third in Topline S. div at Charleston, div at Martinsville. As aged, third in FAA at Altamont, at Decatur.
Pa Well (m, All In The Game). I (pass, m, High Falls).
Higher Pay (m, High Falls). Dam of TROPICAL CRUISE 2, 2:02.4 - 11 ($17,528) etc.

4th dam

PEG S VICTORY by NOBLE VICTORY 4, 1:55.3. From 13 foals, dam of 4 winners including:
PA BACK (g, Back Fin) 2, 2:01.2, 3, 2:01.0, BT 1:57.4 - 92 ($100,591) 16 wins. At 2, second in Lincoln Land at Sportsman’s Park. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div (twice) at DuQuoin State Fair, div at Fairfield, div (twice) at Greeneville, div at Marion, div at Newton, div at Pana; div at Rushville; second in IL Fair S. div at Carlinville, div at DuQuoin State Fair, div at Marion, div at Newton, div at Pana; div at Springfield; third in IL Fair S. div at Carlinville.
DIADEM S VICTORY (g, Diadem) 2, 2:12.2h - 93, BT 2:04.1 - 93 ($2,427) 1 win. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div at Altamont; second in IL Fair S. div at Altamont; third in IL Fair S. div at DuQuoin State Fair, div (twice) at Pana.
Pa More (m, Swiss Connection) BT 2:06.0 - 98 ($2,634). As Above.

Consigned by: Mary Lea Jeffers & Adele Jeffers Everett, Flat Rock IL

State Engagements
Donato Hanover 3, 1:50.1  D Train
Andover Hall 3, 1:51.3

2020 UNNAMED FOAL

Bams And Bars 3, Q1:58.2s
Merida Bi 3, Q1:56.2f
Pine Chip 4, T1:51.0
Chiiqueta Bi 3, Q1:54.0f
Cantab Hall 3, T1:52.0

By BARS AND BARS 3, Q1:58.2s, BT 1:56.2'-16 ($15,312), LOYZONKEYTONKKHERO BT Q2:07.0'-21 ($476) etc.

2022 UNNAMED FOAL

Erosion 4, 1:52.3f
Fireworks Hanover 4, 1:55.2f

By Barns And Bars 3, Q1:58.2s, BT 1:56.2'-16 ($15,312), LOYZONKEYTONKKHERO BT Q2:07.0'-21 ($476) etc.

1st dam
HILLARYS RUN by EXPLOSIVE MATTER 3, 1:52.3 BT 1:51.2'-09. From 2 foals, dam of-
Mcgoldrick (g, Diamond Goal) BT 2:00.4f-'18 ($21,548) 6 wins. At 2, winner of NJSS Development Fund div at Freehold.
HI LOW HANOVER (g, Doneral) 2, Q2:01.3, 3, 1:57.4f -'01, BT 1:54.3f-02 ($221,548) 16 wins. At 2, second in NJSS div at Garden State Park; third in NJSS div at Garden State Park. At 3, winner of Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows, NJSS div at Freehold, NJ Std. Futurity at Freehold; second in Charles I Smith Memorial at Freehold, NJSS div at Freehold.
LISSEMORE HANOVER (m, Lindy Lane) 3, 1:54.0f-05 ('12, $122,645) 6 wins. At 3, winner of Breeders Crown elim at Woodbine, Hambletonian-Oaks elim at The Meadowslands, PA All Stars at Pocono Downs, PASS div and final at The Meadows, Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs; second in PASS div at Pocono Downs. Dam of LEWS BIG GUY 3, 1:59.1s, 1:56.1s -'19, BT 1:56.0s-20 ($54,793); GREATESTOFEASE 3, 1:59.1, 4, 1:56.4f -'14 ($42,613); LEASEM FOR LESS 3, 1:58.4f -'14 ($24,873); LEWS BABY 2, 1:14.3f, 3, 1:59.2f -'15, BT 1:57.3s-16 ($17,117) etc.; granddam of SCOTTIES SPIRIT 3, 1:59.4f, Q1:55.2s -'18 ($87,544); KAACHING KAACHING BT 1:57.0f-21 ($37,990). Now 3 race timed in 1:57.0f.; U Harvey Guy. Now 2; Larimar. Now 2 etc.

LIFE LONG HANOVER (g, Creditt Winner) 3, 1:59.0f, 1:57.2h -'14, BT 1:56.1h-14 ($108,792) 15 wins. At 3, second in NJSS dir at Historic Track. As aged, third in Open (3 times) at Northfield Park.
Cni vel (m, American Winner). Dam of WHERLEY 2, 1:58.2s, 3, 1:57.3 -'06, BT 1:54.3-06 ($220,909); EVIL CNIVEL 2, 2:03.2f, 2:02.4h -'05, BT 1:58.3-03 ($40,767) etc.; granddam of WIBLEOWER HANOVER 2, 1:57.1f, 3, 1:56.2f -'17 ($261,444); WHERE TO HANOVER 3, 1:57.3f, 4, 1:54.4f -'13, BT 1:54.2f-13 ($245,933); WORLDLY HANOVER 3, 1:57.1f, 4, 1:55.3f -'19, BT 1:54.2f-20 ($133,185); WATERVIEW HANOVER 3, 1:58.0f, 4, 1:57.3f -'17, BT 1:55.4f-16 ($102,498) etc.
La Boheme Hanover (m, American Winner). La Brea Hanover (m, Doneral). Dam of MONSTER CANTAB 3, 1:58.4s -'15, BT 1:56.4f-16 ($42,777); Cherry Muscle. Now 3 etc.

Hillarys Halo (m, Sjs Caviar) As Above.

4th dam
MEADOW VAL 3, 2:05.3f, 2:02.3f -'77 ($29,638) 8 wins, by LINDYS PRIDE 3, 1:57.3. From 14 foals, dam of 5 winners (2 in 1:58) including-
LA TROTTE (m, Joie De Vie) 2, 2:01.2f, 3, 1:56.4 -'92 ($206,801) 8 wins. As Above.
TUMBRIL (g, Rule The Wind) 3, 2:03.3f, 4, 1:57.4f -'94, BT 1:57.0s-95 ($151,738) 26 wins. At 4, winner of Open (3 times) at Woodbine; third in Open at Windsor. As aged, second in Open at Windsor.
SILKY CEDAR (m, Speedy Somolli) 2, 2:06.0f, 3, T1:59.2 ($92,022) 4 wins. At 2, winner of Arden Downs S. at The Meadows, Dam of SECRET PURCHASE 4, 1:59.3, BT 1:57.4f -'92 ($29,813) etc.; granddam of CHAKING CHAKING 3, 1:58.2s -'15 ($11,828) etc.
MARILA LOBELL (m, Speedy Somolli) 2, 2:01.0, 3, 1:59.3 -'88 ($50,088) 6 wins. Speedy Hollandia (f, Speedy Crown) 3, 2:04.1f -'92 ($4,814) 4 wins.
Noble Vale (m, Noble Victory). Dam of Victory Gaze g (p, BT 2:03.4h-97 ($500); Charlton (p, 3, 2:01.3f -'98, BT 1:58.1s-98 ($4,723)) etc.; granddam of GO GUMP GO 4, 2:00.3h -'97, BT 1:58.3f-02 ($64,550) etc.
By BARNS AND BARS 3, Q1:58.2s, BT 1:56.2-'16 ($15,312), LOYZHONKEYTONKHERO BT Q2:07.0-'21 ($476) etc.

1st dam

HOLLYOFTHEVALLEY 3, 2:07.1h-'08, BT 2:06.4h-'08 ($4,600) 2 wins, by VALLEY VICTOR. At 3, winner of Egyptian Colt S. div at Albion, div at Pinckneyville; second in Illini S. div at Martinsville, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Belvidere; third in Egyptian Colt S. div at Anna. From 4 foals, dam of Spirted Valley (m, Psychic Spirit). Here Comes Holly (m, Psychic Spirit). Died 2013.

2nd dam

DEACONESS HANOVER BT Q2:12.4f-'00, by SIERRA KOSMOS 3, 1:53.4. From 7 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:56, p, 1 in 1:55) including-

VICTORS VICKY (m, Valley Victor) 2, 2:00.2, 3, 1:55.3, 1:55.0f-'10, BT 1:53.2f-'11 ($71,324) 44 wins. At 2, winner of AA County Fair Challenge div (twice) at Duquoin State Fair, Egyptian Colt Assoc. S. div at Fairfield, ICF S. div at Springfield, IL Fair S. div at Marshall, Mid-Western IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Rushville; second in Silhouette Star Series leg at Hawthorne. At 3, winner of AA County Fair Challenge div at Duquoin State Fair, ICF S. div at Springfield, IL Big 10 Colt S. div at Altamont, Silhouette Star Series cons at Hawthorne, State Fair S. cons at Springfield; second in Illini S. div at Lincoln, div at Marshall; third in Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Rushville. At 4, second in Tioga Downs LC leg at Tioga Downs; third in Open at Pocono Downs, at Yonkers, Tioga Downs LC final at Tioga Downs. As aged, winner of Open (3 times) at Dover Downs, (9 times) at Yonkers, Preferred at Yonkers; second in Joseph Ricci Memorial leg at Scarborough Downs, Open (twice) at Dover Downs, (7 times) at Yonkers, Preferred at Yonkers; third in Open (8 times) at Yonkers. Dam of VICs WINNER 2, 1:57.3f, 3, 1:57.0f, 1:52.4f-'20 ($124,362), BIG NUDGE 2, 1:57.4f, 3, 1:55.0f-'20 ($20,616); Hand Me A Victory. Now 3 etc.

DEACONESS VALLEY (f, Valley Victor) 3, 1:56.3f, 1:53.3f-'18, BT 1:52.4f-'16 ($261,061) 28 wins. At 3, winner of Open at Mount Sterling. At 4, second in Morrisville College Series leg at Tioga Downs; third in Morrisville College Series leg at Tioga Downs. As aged, third in Open at Tioga Downs.

SUNSHINE GLIDE (m, Master Glide) 2, 1:58.4-'11 ($20,355) 1 win. At 2, winner of KYSS leg at The Red Mile, Dam of LIVINONTHEDASH 3, 1:55.1h-'19, BT 1:54.4f-'18 ($208,906); POWERFUL GLARE 2, 1:57.4s, 3, 1:57.1s-'16, BT 1:56.1s-'16 ($101,604) etc.

J T DEACONESS (m, Keystone Luther) (p, 3, 1:58.3f, 1:54.3f-'05, BT 1:53.2f-'06 ($86,797) 14 wins.

Victors Davidia (m, Valley Victor). Dam of HOOSIER HAWK 3, 1:57.0f-'16, BT 1:55.2f-'17 ($46,638); NO MIND READER 2, 2:03.2h, 3, 2:02.3h-'11, BT 1:57.2f-'11 ($35,029) etc.

Butterfly Valley (m, Valley Victor). Dam of Dollys Angel. Now 3 etc.

3rd dam

DAVALLIA HANOVER by SUPER BOWL 3, 1:56.2. From 10 foals, dam of 4 winners (1DG) (p, 1 in 1:55) including-

DIANALU HANOVER (m, Baltic Speed) 2, Q2:03.2, 3, 2:01.4h, 2:00.2-'07, BT 1:59.0f-'94 ($92,729) 16 wins. At 3, winner of NJ Fair S. div at Showplace Farm; second in NJ Fair S. div at Cowtown; third in Hudson S. elim at Yonkers, NJ Fair S. div at Garden State Park, div at Tinton Falls. Dam of KLM EXPRESS 3, 2:03.4h, 1:54.4-'13, BT 1:54.0f-'15 ($784,346) etc.; grandam of BE FAMOUS 3, 1:57.3s, 4, 1:56.2f-'11, BT 1:50.6f-'11 ($107,095); SLEIGH BELLS RING 3, 2:00.0f-'11, BT 1:58.2s-'12 ($48,569); FAMOUS VALENTINE 2, 2:04.1f-'07, BT 2:00.0f-'08 ($43,462) etc.

DIANALU HANOVER (f, Baltic Speed) 2, 2:14.0, BT 2:08.3-'92 ($68) 1 win, (p, 3, 1:59.0f, 4, Q1:55.0-'94 ($18,270) 6 wins.

Davita Hanover (m, Meadow Road) 3, 2:14.1f, BT 2:03.2f-'92 ($4,405) 1 win, Dam of WINSUM RANGER 2, 2:01.4f, 3, 1:58.3h, 1:56.2s-'05, BT 1:53.4s-'05 ($59,703); SHARROW LUCKY 2, 2:04.0h, 3, 1:59.3f, 1:57.1f-'06 ($122,809); MEADOW SANDSTONE 3, 1:59.9f, 1:59.0s-'12, BT 1:56.4f-'11 ($50,654); YANKEE AMIGO 3, 1:59.2f, 4, 1:57.2-'09 ($17,668) etc.; grandam of KEYANNA ROSE 3, 1:58.1f-'11, 1:54.4f-'14 ($45,381); KEYODEE STAR 3, 1:57.3f, 4, 1:56.2f-'10, BT 1:55.3-'10 ($292,775); SKY KEEPER 1:56.4h-'14, BT 1:55.3s-'11 ($129,835); MAJESTIC WON 1:54.3f-'15, BT 1:54.2f-'15 ($19,112) etc.

O Pan Wide (m, Meadow Road), Dam of Wide Receiver (p, BT Q2:05.2h-'05 ($2,700) etc.; Devlish Hanover (m, S Jg Photo), Dam of UNICORNLANE 3, 1:59.2f, 1:57.0f-'09, BT 1:56.0f-'10 ($259,970); DEVILISH EMERALD 2, 1:58.2f, 4, 1:57.0f-'12, BT 1:55.11-'12 ($124,065) etc.
MR KIP COUGAR

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)
Brown Colt - Foaled February 06, 2020 - Registration #7V781

Consygned: by Double K Acres, Agent for Keith Chupp, Tuscola, IL
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BIRDSALL ALINA 2:00.0f - '96 ($8,451) 4 wins by JURY HANOVER T1:56.3. From 3 foals, dam of 2 winners including -

Alines Crown (m, Neptunes Crown) 3, Q2:09.3h - '06, BT 2:05.3-06 ($5,981) 1 win. At 3, second in IA Fair S. div at Bedford, div at Humboldt, div at Oskaloosa; third in IA Fair S. div at What Cheer.

SHIAWAY MAXINE 2, 2:13.1h ($15,347) 2 wins by TARPOR DEVLIN 2, 2:01.0. From 13 foals, dam of 6 winners (1 in 1:56; 3 in 1:58) including -

EMILYS BLAZE (m, Brittany Bay) 2, 2:01.1f, 3, 1:56.2f, 1:56.3f - '04 ($218,783) 29 wins. At 2, winner of Fedele Faure Futurity div and final at Kinross, MI Breeders Futurity div at Adrian, MI Fair S. at Big Rapids, at Hastings, at Kinross, MISS div and final at Hazel Park, Spartan Futurity elim at Midland; second in MI Fair S. at Traverse City; third in MI Colt S. div at Hazel Park, MI Fair S. at Lake Odessa, Spartan Futurity at Midland, Wolverine Futurity elim at Holland. At 3, winner of MI Elite S. (3 times) at Saginaw Harness, MI Futurity div at Big Rapids, Spartan Futurity at Midland; second in MI Colt S. at Hazel Park, MI Elite S. at Hazel Park, MI Fair S. at Ithaca, MISS (twice) at Hazel Park; third in MI Breeders Futurity at Saginaw Harness.

WALL STREET MAX (g, Wall Street Banker) 2, 2:08.1h, 3, 2:05.1f, 1:56.3f - '00 ($248,197) 52 wins. At 2, winner of MI Fair S. at Caro, at Marion; second in MI Fair S. at Big Rapids, at Centreville, at Midland; third in MI Fair S. div at Allegan, at Holland. At 3, winner of MI Fair S. at Gaylord, at Mason; second in MI Fair S. div at Adrian, at Centreville, at Holland, at Hillsdale, MISS at Charlotte; third in MI Fair S. div at Allegan. At 4, third in MI Bred Par-Mutuel S. cons at Sports Creek.

OUT MAXED (g, Amoire) 2, 2:08.1h, 3, 2:05.0h, 1:54.2 - '05 ($119,433) 19 wins. At 2, winner of MI Fair S. at Cassopolos, at Hastings, at Vassar; third in MI Fair S. at Charlotte, at Kinross. At 3, winner of MI Fair S. div at Allegan, at Bad Axe, at Lake Odessa; second in MI Fair S. div at Adrian, at Big Rapids; third in MI Fair S. at Centreville. At 4, third in MI Bred Par-Mutuel S. at Sports Creek.

BIRDSALL BILL 2, 2:02.2f - '94 ($48,676) 28 wins. At 2, winner of MI Fair S. at Caro, at Marion; second in MI Fair S. at Big Rapids, at Centreville, at Midland; third in MI Fair S. div at Allegan, at Holland. At 3, winner of MI Fair S. at Gaylord, at Mason; second in MI Fair S. div at Adrian, at Centreville, at Holland, at Hillsdale, MISS at Charlotte; third in MI Fair S. div at Allegan. At 4, third in MI Bred Par-Mutuel S. cons at Sports Creek.

BIRDSALL ALINA

MRS. BILL

Outgains Engagements

IL Conceived IL Foaled Downstate Classic
LOUS SWEETHEART

(ILINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Bay Filly - Foaled February 14, 2020 - Registration #7V422 Microchip #985141001326764

Consigned by: Flacco Family Farms LLC, Alexis, IL
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Shady Maple Valor 2, 1:54.2h, 3, 1:54.3h - '07, BT 1:54.4h - '17, BT 1:56.3s - '19, BT 1:56.0s - '21 ($295,630); LOUGAZI 2, 2:00.2, 1:54.2h - '21 ($260,095) etc.

By LOUS LEGACY 2, 1:58.3h, BT 01:57.1 - '09 ($92,750), Sire of 6 in 1:55 - 36 in 2:00 including ANOTHER BREATH 2, 2:01.0h, 3, 1:56.2f, 1:53.1f - '18, BT 1:52.3s -'18 ($485,147); LOU MAN 2, 1:57.4s, 3, 1:54.3s, 1:53.3f - '16 ($297,259); LOUZOTIC 2, 1:58.0, 3, 1:54.3f - '19, BT 1:54.0s -'20 ($295,630); LOUGAZI 2, 2:00.2, 1:54.2h - '21 ($260,095) etc.

Lous Lancelot (g, Lous Legacy) 2, 1:59.2, 3, 1:57.3 - '07 ($201,021) 22 wins.

At 3, winner of Downstate Classic div at Lincoln, Fox Valley Flan final at Hawthorne, Fox valley Flan leg at Hawthorne, IL Stallion S. div at Mount Sterling, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield, The Shawnee div at Hawthorne, Violet S. div at Hawthorne; second in Fox Valley Flan leg (twice) at Hawthorne, IL State Fair Colt S. ch at Springfield, The Darn Safe at Duquoin State Fair; third in ICF S. leg at Hawthorne. At 3, winner of Dygert S. leg at Hawthorne, Erwin F. Dygert Memorial leg at Hawthorne, ICF S. div at Hawthorne, div at Springfield, IL State Fair Colt S. final at Springfield, The Pronto Don at Duquoin State Fair; second in ICF S. div at Springfield; third in Cardinal S. leg (twice) at Hawthorne. At 2, third in Open (twice) at Hawthorne. As aged, second in IHHA S. div at Springfield.

LOUS ABIGAIL (m, Lous Legacy) 2, 1:59.2, 3, 1:57.3 - '20, BT 1:56.3s -'19 ($172,316) 13 wins.

At 2, winner of Downstate Classic div at Lincoln, Fox Valley Flan final at Hawthorne, Fox valley Flan leg at Hawthorne, IL Stallion S. div at Mount Sterling, IL State Fair S. div at Springfield, The Shawnee div at Hawthorne, Violet S. div at Hawthorne; second in Fox Valley Flan leg (twice) at Hawthorne, IL State Fair Colt S. ch at Springfield. At 3, winner of BEULAH DYGERT MEMORIAL leg at Hawthorne, Downstate Classic div at Springfield, ICF S. div (3 times) at Hawthorne; second in ICF S. div at Springfield, The Beulah Dygert leg at Hawthorne, Violet S. leg at Hawthorne.Now 4, second in ICF S. div at Springfield.

LOU SCION LOU (m, Lous Legacy) 2, Q2:06.1 - '18, BT 1:58.2 -'19 ($22,577) 5 wins. At 2, winner of Midwestern Illinois Racing Assoc. div at Carrollton; second in ICF S. div at Springfield, IL State Fair S. cons at Springfield, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Knoxville; third in ICF S. div at Springfield, ICF S. div at Lincoln, Midwestern Illinois Racing Assoc. div at Carrollton. At 3, winner of IL Big 10 div at Altamont, div at Paris, Midwestern Illinois Racing Assoc. div at Carrollton. At 4, winner of ICF S. div at Springfield; second in IHHA S. div at Carrollton, Open at Hawthorne; third in Open (twice) at Hawthorne. As aged, second in IHHA S. div at Springfield.

1st dam

HONEY CREEK SWAN by SWAN FOR ALL 3, 1:54.1f, BT 1:53.2 -'09. From 3 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 2 winners including:

SWANEELOU (g, Lous Legacy) 2, 2:16.0h, 3, 2:09.1h -'19, BT 1:58.2 -'19 ($25,034) 2 wins. At 3, winner of Illini S. div at Urbana; second in Downstate Classic div at Carrollton, Erwin F. Dygert Memorial leg at Hawthorne; third in Cardinal S. div at Hawthorne.

Lous Lancelot (g, Lous Legacy) 2, 2:22.0h -'21, BT Q2:10.2 -'21 ($1,749) 1 win.

2nd dam

SH FOUR 3, 2:01.2 -'07, BT 1:59.4 -'07 ($13,915) 7 wins, by VALLEY VICTOR. At 3, winner of Egyptian Colt S. div at Albion, div at Salem, IL Big 10 Colt S. div at Newton, Illini S. div at Lincoln; second in IL Big 10 Colt S. div at Decatur, IL Mid-Western Racing Assoc. S. div at Aledo; third in Egyptian Colt S. div at Carmi, IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Griggsville, IL Big 10 Colt S. div at Pana, div at Paris, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Carlinville, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Henry. From 8 foals, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:56, 2 in 1:58).

LOUSCIPHER (g, Lous Legacy) 2, 1:58.3, 3, 1:55.1 - '17, BT 1:54.4 -'18 ($201,021) 22 wins. At 2, winner of Downstate Classic div at Lincoln, ICF S.-Cardinal S. final at Hawthorne, ICF S.-Kadabra S. leg at Hawthorne, ICF S.-The Kadabra S. final at Hawthorne, IL State Fair S. elim at Springfield, Topline S. div at Newton, div at Urbana; second in ICF-S.-Kadabra S. at Hawthorne, ICF S.-Kadabra S. leg at Hawthorne, IL Stallion S. div at Charleston, IL State Fair Ch final at Springfield, The Darn Safe at Duquoin State Fair; third in ICF S. leg at Hawthorne. At 3, winner of Dygert S. leg at Hawthorne, Erwin F. Dygert S. leg at Hawthorne, ICF S. div at Hawthorne, div at Springfield, IL State Fair Colt S. final at Springfield, The Pronto Don at Duquoin State Fair; second in ICF S. div at Springfield; third in Cardinal S. leg (twice) at Hawthorne. IL Fair S. div at Springfield. At 4, winner of ICF S. div at Springfield; second in IHHA S. div at Carrollton, Open at Hawthorne; third in Open (twice) at Hawthorne. As aged, second in IHHA S. div at Springfield.

By LOUS LEGACY 2, 1:58.3h, BT 01:57.1 - '09 ($92,750). Sire of 6 in 1:55 - 36 in 2:00 including ANOTHER BREATH 2, 2:01.0h, 3, 1:56.2f, 1:53.1f - '18, BT 1:52.3s -'18 ($485,147); LOU MAN 2, 1:57.4s, 3, 1:54.3s, 1:53.3f - '16 ($297,259); LOUZOTIC 2, 1:58.0, 3, 1:54.3f - '19, BT 1:54.0s -'20 ($295,630); LOUGAZI 2, 2:00.2, 1:54.2h - '21 ($260,095) etc.
Consigned by: Freeman Mast & Chester Mast, Belle Rive, IL

SHADY MAPLE ISAAC 167

(ILLOIS ELIGIBLE)

Bay Gelding - Foaled April 06, 2020 - Registration #77121
Microchip #985141001338886

Dewycheatmumh owe 3, 1:50.4f ... Muscley Yankie 3, 1:52.2
Dontcheatonmenrow 3, 1:56.2s ... Trolley Square 3, 2:00.4f
Magenta Hall 2, 1:55.2s ... Conway Hall 3, 1:53.4
Melissa Hall 3, 1:55.3
DAISY CHAPLAIN 3, 1:55.2
Shady Maple Isaac 3, 2:02.4
After Eight 1:58.3f ... Formal Suite
Icecaprice 2, T2:00.2

By DONTCHEATOMROW 3, 1:56.2s, BT 1:56.0s-'14 ($115,277). Sire of 1 in 2:00 including TROPICAL ROSE 2, 2:08.0, 3, 1:59.1- '20 ($39,368); TWIN CEDARS ROCKET BT 1:57.0-19 ($16,578); SHES GOT MOXY BT 2:01.1-20 ($7,187); IMA CHEATEN GIRL BT 2:06.0-21 ($727) etc.

1st dam

ICY ROSE 3, 2:02.4- '04, BT 2:00.4-04 ($9,170) 7 wins, by AFTER EIGHT 1:58.3f, BT 1:58.11-93. At 3, winner of Big 10 Series div, Mid-Western IL Racing Assoc. S. div, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div, 2nd in Trolley Square div, dam of 1 winner including:

TIMBER VIEW ROY (g, Dreamland) 2, 2:16.0h- '12, BT 2:02.1-12 ($5,341) 1 win. At 2, winner of Egyptian Colt S. div; second in Egyptian Colt S. div; third in Early Closer S. div, IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div, Ilini S. div, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div. At 3, third in Egyptian Colt S. div, Mid-Western IL Racing Assoc. S. div.

Lenafenn (m, Malabar Aqua), Dam of Aqua Fern. Now 2 etc.

Citrate (m, Malabar Aqua), Dam of The Unknown. Now 3; Slippery Ice. Now 2 etc.

Jooanas Rose (m, Malabar Aqua), Dam of Creekside Joel. Now 2 etc.

2nd dam

ICECAPRICE by ARMBRO CHARGER 3, Q2:02.3. From 9 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:56, 2 in 1:58) including:

TROPICAL CARRIE (m, Armbro Tropicana) 2, 1:57.4f, 4, 1:57.2f-10, BT 1:56.0f-10 ($202,362) 7 wins. At 2, winner of ICF S., by ICF - Ice Lincoln Land final; ICF S., by ICF - Lil Bit Tuffeewt final, State Fair S. final; third in American National S. elim, Fox Valley Evita S., ICF-Sarah Myers S. div, ICF Shawnee S. final, Leafy Land Lock S. elim. At 3, second in Hanover S. div, Windy Skeeter S. div; third in ICF-Kockey S., ICF-Lady Ann Reed S. elim and final, ICF-Borce Ann S., IL State Fair S. prep. Trottin Tilly S. Dam of:

MAJISTIC CAPRICE 2, BT 1:56.0, 3, 1:56.2-18, BT 1:55.2s-'21 ($138,037) etc.

RICH BOY (h, After Eight) 3, 2:01.3, 4, 1:55.4s- '04 ($54,723) 8 wins. At 3, winner of Cardinal Series elim; third in Cardinal Series final.

I C AROSE (m, Dreamland) 3, 2:04.1h- '08, BT 1:59.1-08 ($3,860) 2 wins. At 3, winner of Open; second in State Fair S. cons.

I C JOY (m, Wilson Wyoming) 3, BT 2011.4-05, BT 2:01.1-04 ($4,599) 1 win. At 2, third in Star Slinger - ICF S. leg. Dam of GOTTALUVAREDEAD 2, Q2:01.2, 3, 2:00.4-'14, BT 1:59.2s-'14 ($13,023) etc.

Iced (m, Sorcerer Hanover). Dam of MYSTICAL ZONE 3, 1:58.3- '08, BT 1:56.2-08 ($51,659) etc.; granddam of POWERFUL JIG 2, 2:00.4-09, BT 2:00.1-'09 ($12,713) etc.

3rd dam

ICECAPEADE 2, T2:00.2 ($41,155) 14 wins, by TAMERLANE 3, 2:00.1. From 7 foals, dam of 6 winners (1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:58) including:

CHAMPION ON ICE (g, Armbro Charger) 2, 1:57.4, 3, 1:53.2, 4, 1:53.1- '95 ($266,660) 27 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div (4 times) and final; second in American-National S. elim, IL Fair S. div (twice); third in IL Fair S. div. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div (4 times) and final, ISOBA S., Lord Steward S., Mr Magoo S., Speedy Rodney S, Su Mac Lad S. final; third in Galt Memorial div.

ICE SCULPTOR (g, Master Willie) 3, 2:02.2, 4, 1:58.4-99 ($116,928) 30 wins. At 4, winner of IL Fair S. div. As aged, third in Bonus Series leg.

ICECAPER (m, Bonelier) 2, 2:03.1, 3, 2:00.2h-88 ($102,094) 6 wins. At 3, winner of Landmark S. at Historic Track; second in American-National S. at Sportsmans Park, Northfield Grand Circuit S. at Northfield Park. Dam of ICAPLEASURE 2, Q2:02.4f, 3, 1:59.3h- '04, BT 1:55.1s-'04 ($107,905) etc.; granddam of SKATES N PLATES 2, 1:56.3, 3, 1:55.1, 1:53.0f-17, BT 1:52.3-'17 ($470,694); ICE MACHINE 2, 1:58.1, 3, 1:55.2s, 1:52.3-13, BT 1:51.4-13 ($401,841); CHIP CHIP MAC 1:55.4-11, BT 1:55.2f-12 ($175,649); AMERICAN WINTER 1:55.0f- '01, BT 1:54.4f-00 ($161,069) etc.

ICEFELLY (m, Bonelier) 2, Q2:02.3, 3, Q2:00.3f ($99,277) 2 wins. At 2, winner of Arden Downs S. at The Meadows. Dam of MILLIONS DOLLAR BYE 2, 1:59.2, 3, 1:55.4, 2, 1:53.3-00, BT 1:53.1-05 ($1,277,141); BILLION DOLLAR BUY 1:56.0s-03, BT 1:54.5s-'03 ($169,550) etc.; granddam of PROVE UP 2, 1:58.0f, 3, 1:55.2f, 4, 1:54.0f-14, BT 1:53.4-14 ($160,098) etc.

SPEEDY BONNIE 8 (m, Armbro Charger) 2, 2:04.3, 3, 1:57.0, '95 BT 1:56.4-95 ($76,134) 8 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div (twice); second in Filler S. At 3, winner of Lady Ann Reed S. elim; second in Su Mac Lad S. elim. Dam of EXTRAVAGANT MANINDER 3, 2:00.4, 4, 1:56.1f-'09 ($56,923) etc.; granddam of SWINDEN FASTLANE 2, 1:58.3s, 3, 1:55.1s, 4, 1:55.0s- '20, BT 1:54.4s-'19 ($147,537) etc.
By CREDIT CREATION 3, 1:55.10, FT 1:55.0f-‘16 ($129,051), CREATIONS DREAM MV 2, 2:02.24-21, BT 2:02.22-21 ($4,375); BCS KEN 2, 2:05.3-21, BT 2:02.0-21 ($3,100); IOU BT 2:11.4-21 ($735); HIDALGO HOWIE BT 2:15.2h-21 ($256) etc.

1st dam
ILIKEHER CHARM 2, 2:03.3h, 3, 2:01.1- ’10, BT Q2:00.1-10 ($16,340) 9 wins, by ILOOKLIKEMYMOM 4, 1:54.2f, BT 1:54.0-00. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div at Bowling Green, div at Napoleon, div at Oak Harbor, div at Raceway Park, div at Wauseon; second in OH Fair S. div at Sauder, div at Lima; first in OH Fair S. div at Mount Gilead, div at Chillicothe; third in OH Fair S. div at Van Wert. At 3, winner of OH Fair S. div at Bowling Green, div at Hicksville, div at Paulding; second in OH Fair S. div at Oak Harbor; third in OH Fair S. div at Napoleon. Second foal.


2nd dam
CHARMIN 3, 1:59.4- ‘06 ($13,684) 1 win, by SUPERGILL 3, 1:53.3. At 2, third in KYSS div at The Red Mile. At 3, second in KYSS div at The Red Mile. From 13 foals, dam of 10 winners (1 in 1:54) including-

TEQUILA DADDY (g, Inquirer) 2, 1:59.1, 3, 1:57.0f, 1:53.4- 05 ($168,472) 14 wins. At 2, winner of OH Breeders S. at Delaware County Fair; third in OHSS div at Northfield Park, div at Scioto Downs. At 3, winner of OHSS div at Scioto Downs, Tompkins-Geers S. at Scioto Downs; second in OH Fair S. div at Scioto Downs. At 4, second in Open at The Red Mile. As aged, winner of Molson Canadian Light S. leg at Georgian Downs; second in Open (twice) at Dover Downs; third in Horse & Groom Series leg at The Meadowlands.

MOMS CHARM (m, Ilooklikemyromym) 2, 2:07.3h, 3, 1:59.1h- ‘06, BT 1:58.2f-06 ($66,226) 14 wins. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div at Lima, div at Maryville, div at Urbana; second in OH Fair S. div at Celina, div at London, div at Scioto Downs. At 3, winner of OHSS div at Scioto Downs, Tompkins-Geers S. at Scioto Downs; second in OH Fair S. div at Scioto Downs. At 4, second in Open at The Red Mile. As aged, winner of Molson Canadian Light S. leg at Georgian Downs; second in Open (twice) at Dover Downs; third in Horse & Groom Series leg at The Meadowlands.

CANTABS CHARM (m, Mr Cantab) 2, 1:59.1s, 3, 1:58.2s.-15, BT 1:57.4f-15 ($48,542) 13 wins. At 2, winner of IN Sired Fair S. div (twice) at Connersville, div at Converse, div at Frankfort, div at Goshen, div at Kendallville, div (twice) at Shelbyville; second in IN Sired Fair Circuit div at Converse, div at Portland; third in IN Sired Fair Circuit Ch, final at Indiana State Fair. Dam of Mr Blue Moon. Now 3 etc.

CHARMIN FREDDIE (g, Yankee Valor) 2, 1:59.4, 3, 1:58.1s-13, BT 1:58.0s-13 ($26,246) 4 wins. At 2, winner of INSS leg at Indiana Downs, INSS-Silver leg at Indiana Downs, IN Sired Fair S. div at Indiana State Fair; second in INSS-Silver leg at Indiana Downs. At 3, winner of INSS leg at Hoosier Park; second in INSS-Silver leg at Hoosier Park; third in INSS-Silver cons at Hoosier Park.

SAMS CHARMER (m, Victory Sam) 2, 2:12.2h, 3, 2:07.3h- ‘08, BT 1:59.2h-09 ($23,850) 3 wins. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div at Urbana; second in OH Fair S. div at Lima, div at Marion, div at Troy, div at Xenia; third in OH Fair S. div at Bellefontaine, div at Marysville. At 3, winner of OH Fair S. div at Kenton, div at London; second in OH Fair S. div at Marion, div at Mount Gilead, div at Upper Sandusky; third in OH Fair S. div at Findlay, div at Troy, div at Urbana, div at Xenia. At 4, second in Signature Series final at Delaware County Fair; third in OH Fair S. div at Hilliard, OH Signature Series div at Xenia.

IVE CHARMED MATT (m, Ilooklikemyromym) 2, 2:06.1h, 3, 2:04.3h, 4, 2:03.3h- ’06, BT 2:03.1h-05 ($19,131) 8 wins. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div at Findlay, div at London, div at Marion, div at Mount Gilead, div at Upper Sandusky, div at Washington C.H.; second in OH Fair S. div at Hilliard, div at Maryville, div at Urbana; third in OH Fair S. div at Kenton.

WHATACHARMILADY (m, Inquirer) 3, 2:04.3h, 4, 2:04.2f- ‘04, BT 2:03.0f-04 ($9,475) 5 wins. At 4, winner of Creek Auto Service Trotting Series leg at Sports Creek.
IMA FLYER

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)
Bay Filly - Foaled March 03, 2020 - Registration #4V187
Microchip #985141001388662

Consigned by: Mary Lea Jeffers & Adele Jeffers Everett, Flat Rock IL

IMA FLYER

New Balance, 2, 1:58.2........
Heppie Frazer, 2, Q2:06.1f........
IMA HIGH FLYER

IMA FLYER

Valley Victor ....................
Divine Power, 4, 2:00.1f........
IMA FLYER

High Falls 1:55.3............
Embraceble
Ima High Flyer 2, 2:05.0h .......
All Ima 3, 2:04.4.............
IMA FLYER

By NEW BALANCE 2, 1:58.1-98 ($64,399). Sire of 5 in 2:00 including HEIDI HIGH 2, 1:58.1, 3, 1:56.1-19, BT 1:55.0-19 ($128,384); BALANCED GAME 2, 2:03.1h, 1:56.4h-18, BT 1:56.1h-17 ($92,607); NEW QUEEN 2, 2:00.0, 3, 1:57.3-18, BT 1:56.2s-18 ($83,086); KUNG FOO FIGHTER 2, 2:02.1-12, BT 1:59.1-13 ($31,594) etc.

1st dam

IMA HIGH FLYER 2, 2:05.0h- '10, BT 2:01.2-10 ($9,943) 3 wins, by HIGH FALLS 1:55.3, BT 1:54.4-99. At 2, winner of Downstate Classic div at Lincoln, Egyptian Colt S. div at Fairfield, IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Paris; second in IL Big 10 Colt S. div at Altamont; third in IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Newton, ISOOA S. div at Springfield, Illini S. div at Martinsville. At 3, second in IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Newton, ISOOA S. div at Springfield. From 5 foals, dam of 7 winners (2 in 1:58) including:

IMA HIGH FLYER

IMA NEW FLYER

2, 2:01.1-15, BT 1:58.2-15 ($5,977) 2 wins. At 2, winner of IL Dept. of Agriculture S. div at Springfield, IL Dept of Agriculture S. div at Springfield; third in Egyptian Colt S. div at Albion.

Wirewalker (m, New Balance), High Flyin Judy (m, New Balance), Ima High Wire (c, New Balance). Now 3.

2nd dam

ALL IMA 3, 2:04.4-95, BT 2:01.0-95 ($8,190) 5 wins, by ALL IN THE GAME 4, 2:03.3f. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div at Anna, div at Carmi, div at Fairview, div at Marion; second in IL Fair S. div at Charleston, div at Paris; third in IL Fair S. div at Springfield. From 13 foals, dam of 7 winners (2 in 1:58) including:

HI TRI (m, High Falls) 2, 2:06.0h, 3, 1:57.0-06, BT 1:53.3-06 ($105,905) 12 wins. At 2, winner of IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Pana, IL Mid-Western Racing Assoc. S. div at Aledo; Illini S. div at Greenup, Mid-Western IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Rushville, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Jacksonville, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Belvidere, div at Henry; second in Illinois S. div at Lincoln, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Cambridge, div at Knoxville, div at Lewistown; third in IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Decatur. At 3, winner of IL Mid-Western Racing Assoc. S. div at Aledo, lady Ann Reed S. final at Balmoral Park, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Rushville, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Knoxville; second in State Fair S. elim at Springfield, Violet S. elim at Balmoral Park; third in Lady Ann Reed S. elim at Balmoral Park, Silhouette Star Series leg and final at Hawthorne, Violet S. final at Balmoral Park.

DR RIDGEWAY (g, Sorcerer Hanover) 3, 2:07.0h, 2:00.1-03, BT 1:58.2-03 ($46,630) 12 wins. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div at Belvidere, div at Lincoln, div at pecatonica; second in IL Fair S. div at Belvidere, div at Taylorville; third in IL Fair S. div at Knoxville, div at Mendota, div at Sandwich.

IMA WIZARD (g, Sorcerer Hanover) 3, Q2:03.0, 1:57.4f-06 ($36,905) 7 wins. At 2, second in IL Fair S. div at Belvidere, div at Charleston; third in IL Fair S. div at Belvidere.

HIGH FALLS LEGEND (m, High Falls) 2, 2:12.3h, 3, 2:03.1f. 4, 2:00.4f-06, BT 1:59.3-06 ($26,643) 8 wins. At 2, winner of Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Cambridge; second in Mid-Western IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Mount Sterling, leg at Rushville, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Belvidere; third in IL Fair S. div at Marshall. At 3, winner of IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Farmer City, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Belvidere, div at Cambridge, div at Knoxville, div at pecatonica; second in Mid-Western IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Rushville, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Henry, div at Mendota; third in IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Decatur, IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Pana, Mid-Western IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Fairbury. At 4, third in Topline S. div at Marshall.

IMA GOOD GIRL (m, High Falls) 2, 2:07.0h- '08, BT Q2:02.2-10 ($6,884) 4 wins. At 2, winner of Egyptian Colt S. div at Albion, div at Carmi, div at Fairview, IL Big 10 Colt S. div at Newton; second in IDOA S. div at Springfield, Topline S. div at Martinsville. Dam of Ima Cheaten Girl BT 2:06.0-21 ($727). Now 2 race timed in 2:06.0.; Ima Man. Now 3 etc.

Wins All (m, Valley Victor) 3, 2:11.3h- '03, BT 2:00.2-04 ($5,161) 1 win. At 3, third in IL Fair S. div at Sandwich.

Mindofamaniac (h, High Falls) BT Q2:17.3-13 ($1,465). At 2, third in Big 10 S. div at Farmer City.

Miles In Motion (g, High Falls) BT 2:13.2-09 ($1,289). At 2, second in Illini S. div at Marshall; third in ISBOA S. div at Springfield. All Over (g, Sorcerer Hanover) BT 2:01.0-00 ($2,265).

Loyz Hoochie Mama (m, Swiss Connection).
RNKS VICTORY SONG
(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)
Brown Colt - Foaled May 18, 2020 - Registration #5V665

RNKS VICTORY SONG
Muscle Mass 3, 1:51.0-10
Muscles Yankee 3, 1:52.2
4th dam
|
| Miss Imperial 3, 1:53.0-10
| Imperial Victory 1:57.4f
| Ralph & Dorothy Rose Series final at Springfield; second in INSS elig at Mohawk, ONSS Gold elim at Mohawk, final at Woodbine. At 3, second in ONSS Gold elim at Woodbine; second in ONSS Gold elim at Mohawk; final at Grand River, elim at Mohawk, ONSS Gold Super Final elim at Woodbine. At 4, winner of Preferred at Mohawk; third in Earl Rowe Memorial - Gold division div at Georgian Downs, Masters Series leg at Georgian Downs. As aged, winner of Open (3 times) at Yonkers, Preferred at Pocono Downs; third in Open at Yonkers.

MISS IMPERIAL 3, 1:53.3-06 ($23,572) 12 wins. At 2, winner of ONSS Gold elim at Mohawk; elim and final at Rideau Carleton; second in ONSS Gold final at Mohawk; third in Champlain S. div at Mohawk. ONSS Gold elim at Mohawk, final at Woodbine. At 3, winner of Goodtimes Trot elim at Mohawk; second in ONSS Gold elim at Flemboro Downs, final at Georgian Downs, final at Grand River, elim at Mohawk, ONSS Gold Super Final elim at Woodbine. At 4, winner of Preferred at Mohawk; third in Earl Rowe Memorial - Gold division div at Georgian Downs, Masters Series leg at Georgian Downs. As aged, winner of Open (3 times) at Yonkers, Preferred at Pocono Downs; third in Open at Yonkers.

MISS IMPERIAL 2, 1:58.4-03 ($16,359) 8 wins. As Above.

MISS IMPERIAL 1, 2:06.3-03 ($16,359) 8 wins.

MISS IMPERIAL 3, 2:02.3s-06 ($24,686) etc.

By SING JESSE SING 3, 1:53.3s ($498,502). Sire of 1 in 1:55 - 5 in 2:00 including JESSE POPPER 2, 1:59.4s, 3, 1:55.4-19, BT 1:54.4f-21 ($74,604); WNYTR TOY 2, 2:16.0h, 3, 1:57.1s, 4, 1:56.0s-19, BT 1:54.3s-20 ($55,163); JUSTISINGALONG 2, 2:02.2s, 3, 1:57.3f-17, BT 1:55.4f-16 ($36,247); WHOSEAFTERWHO BT 1:57.2s-20 ($24,686) etc.

By SING JESSE SING 3, 1:53.3s ($498,502). Sire of 1 in 1:55 - 5 in 2:00 including JESSE POPPER 2, 1:59.4s, 3, 1:55.4-19, BT 1:54.4f-21 ($74,604); WNYTR TOY 2, 2:16.0h, 3, 1:57.1s, 4, 1:56.0s-19, BT 1:54.3s-20 ($55,163); JUSTISINGALONG 2, 2:02.2s, 3, 1:57.3f-17, BT 1:55.4f-16 ($36,247); WHOSEAFTERWHO BT 1:57.2s-20 ($24,686) etc.

1st dam
IMPERIAL MISS by MUSCLE MASSIVE 3, 1:51.0. First foal.

2nd dam
MISS IMPERIAL 2, 1:58.4, 3, 1:53.3-06 ($90,749) 12 wins, by IMPERIAL VICTORY 1:57.4f, BT 1:55.3-96. At 2, winner of Downstate Classic div at Lincoln, IL Fair S. div at Springfield, IL Stallion S. div at Carmi; second in IL Big 10 Coll Assoc. S. div at Paris. At 3, winner of Egyptian Colt S. div at Albion, div at Salem, IL Big 10 Coll Assoc. div at Altamont, Illini S. div at Martinsville, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Mount Sterling, div at Petersburg, State Fair S. elim and final at Springfield; second in silhouette Star Series leg at Hawthorne; third in Lady Ann Reed S. final at Balmoral Park. From 9 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:56, 3 in 1:58) including-

MISS IMPERIAL COUNT (h, Angus Hall) 2, 1:57.2s, 3, 1:55.3s, 4, 1:53.2f-12, BT 1:52.3f-13 ($671,093) 17 wins. At 2, winner of ONSS Gold elim at Mohawk, elim and final at Rideau Carleton; second in ONSS Gold final at Mohawk; third in Champlain S. div at Mohawk. ONSS Gold elim at Mohawk, final at Woodbine. At 3, winner of Goodtimes Trot elim at Mohawk; second in ONSS Gold elim at Flemboro Downs, final at Georgian Downs, final at Grand River, elim at Mohawk, ONSS Gold Super Final elim at Woodbine. At 4, winner of Preferred at Mohawk; third in Earl Rowe Memorial - Gold division div at Georgian Downs, Masters Series leg at Georgian Downs. As aged, winner of Open (3 times) at Yonkers, Preferred at Pocono Downs; third in Open at Yonkers.

MISS IMPERIAL STORM (g, Swan For All) 2, 1:59.3f, 3, 1:57.1s-14, BT 1:55.3s-14 ($722,765) 3 wins. At 2, third in INSS-Gold leg at Hoosier Park; third in INSS elig at Hoosier Park, Ralph & Dorothy Rose Series final at Hoosier Park; third in INSS cons at Hoosier Park.

MISS IMPERIAL PHOTO (h, Classic Photo) 3, 1:57.0, 4, 1:55.4s-13 ($69,950) 11 wins.

MYSTICAL KING (c, Muscle Massive) 2, 1:59.0f-20, BT 1:55.3f-20 ($23,572) 1 win. At 2, second in PA Stallion S. div at The Meadows, PA Stallion Series div at Harrahas Philadelphia; third in PA Stallions Series div at The Meadows. Imperial Jewel (m, Swan For All) 3, 2:01.3s-15, BT 1:58.4s-15 ($8,062) 1 win. Dam of Dream On Jazz. Now 2 etc.

Woman On A Mission (m, Man of Man) 3, 1:59.1s-16 ($2,763). Imperial Miss (m, Muscle Massive) As Above.

3rd dam
RUSH LIGHT 3, 2:07.2h-88 ($5,762) 1 win, by SUPER WIND 4, 2:04.3. From 6 foals, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:58) including-

MISS PARTY MARTY (g, Snagged) 3, 2:00.4, 1:56.4f-97, BT 1:55.3-97 ($89,798) 15 wins. At 3, second in IL Fair S. div at Albion, div at Duquoin State Fair, div at Martinsville, div at Springfield; third in IL Fair S. div at Newton.

LIGHTFOOTED (g, Snagged) 2, 2:07.4h, 3, 2:05.0h-94, BT 2:01.3-94 ($10,652) 4 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div at Marion; third in IL Fair S. div at Salem, div at Springfield. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div at Altamont, div at Greenville, div at Newton; second in IL Fair S. div at Altamont, div at Decatur, div at Duquoin, State Fair, div at Greenup, div at Marion; third in IL Fair S. div at Carrollton, div at Duquoin State Fair.

MR PRIMROSE (g, Primrose Lane) 2, 2:11.3h-02, BT 2Q23.0s-03 ($2,317) 1 win. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div at Greenup.

Redrose (m, Primrose Lane) At 2, third in IL Fair S. div at Carmi.

4th dam
STARLIGHT SUE 3, Q2:13.4h, 2:08.1h ($9,326) 8 wins, by ROCKET HANOVER. From 9 foals, dam of 4 winners including-

Starbright Imp (m, Noble Imp) 2, 2:08.3f, 2:01.4-86 ($62,491) 22 wins. Star Flicking (m, Flicking Ember) 2, 2:16.0h, 3, 2:09.0h, 4, 2:02.1f ($5,456) 7 wins. Rush Light (m, Super Wind) 3, 2:07.2h-88 ($5,762) 1 win. As Above.

Bobstar (g, Bobsled) (p, 4, 2:08.0 ($5,316) 1 win). 8

5th dam
STAR BELL 2:01.4 ($25,714), by BELLRINGER. From 4 foals, dam of 3 winners (1DG) including-

Starlight Sue (m, Rocket Hanover) Q2:13.4h, 2:08.1h ($9,326) 8 wins. As Above.

Bells Chance (m, Florican) 2:06.3 ($3,425) 2 wins, (p, 2:02.3 ($16,359) 18 wins).
By ASHLEES BIG GUY p, 1:50.4, BT 1:50.3f-'05 ($1,009,523), Sire of 1 in 1:50 - 15 in 1:55 - 23 in 2:00 including ROYAL KNOCKOUT p, 2, 1:59.4h, 3, 1:57.0h, 1:51.2-'16, BT 1:50.3s-'15 ($514,808); ROYALE ROSE p, 2, 1:52.2, 3, 1:51.2s, 1:50.0e-'18 ($365,735); MASTER OF PUPPETS p, 2, 2:02.2h, 3, 1:57.1f, 1:52.3-'17, BT 1:51.4f-'19 ($307,617); ASHLEES FOUR STAR p, 2, 1:55.4, 3, 1:53.0h, 1:51.0f-'21, BT 1:50.4f-'19 ($282,385) etc.

1st dam IMPRESSIVE CHAR p, 2, 1:55.0, 3, 1:52.2 - '08, BT 1:50.3f-'09 ($250,140) 20 wins, by JODYS CAM p, 3, 1:51.2. At 2, second in Northern IL Colt Assoc. s div at Decatur. At 3, winner of ICF - Grandma Ann s div at Balmoral Park, State Fair S. cons at Springfield; second in ICF S. - Sports Fancy leg at Hawthorne. At 4, winner of Open at Saratoga Harness; Preferred at Monticello; second in Open at Tioga Downs; third in Preferred at Monticello. At 3, winner of Open (5 times) at Saratoga Harness; second in Open (twice) at Saratoga Harness; third in Open (4 times) at Saratoga Harness. Second foal.

CHICK MAGNET (g, Ashlees Big Guy) p, 2, 1:58.1, 3, 1:54.4, 4, 1:53.4f - '21, BT 1:52.4f-'20 ($53,112) 4 wins. At 2, second in IL State Fair S. div at Springfield, Incredible Finale leg at Hawthorne; third in Cardinal S. div at Hawthorne, Incredible Finale div at Hawthorne. At 3, second in ICF S. div at Springfield.

2nd dam LAKE HILLS CHAR p, 3, 1:58.3, 1:55.3 - '94 ($35,412) 12 wins, by BROADWAY EXPRESS p, 4, 1:56.1h. From 13 foals, dam of 5 winners (2 in 1:53, 4 in 1:55, 5 in 1:57) including - IMPRESSIVE CHAR (m, Jodys Cam) p, 2, 1:55.0, 3, 1:52.2 - '08, BT 1:50.3f-'09 ($250,140) 20 wins. As Above.

SPORTY LUCY (m, Sportsmaster) p, 2, 1:56.3, 3, 1:52.0 - '00 ($165,616) 8 wins. At 2, winner of Active Donna S. div at Balmoral Park, Egyptian Grand S. div at Balmoral Park, Egyptian S. div at Maywood Park; second in Orange & Blue S. elim at Balmoral Park, Sarah Myers S. at Balmoral Park; third in IL Fair S. div at Springfield, Orange & Blue S. final at Balmoral Park. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div at Springfield; second in Direct Dottie S. div at Balmoral Park; third in Maywood Pace elim at Maywood Park, Time Dancer S. at Duquinon State Fair. At 4, second in Damsel Pacing Series leg and final at Woodbine; third in Classic Series at Dover Downs. Dam of SNIPER SEELSTER p, 3, 1:52.0s, 4, 1:50.4 -'11, BT 1:50.1s-'12 ($184,011); KINMUNDYS STRYKER p, 3, 1:54.1f -'13, BT 1:52.1s-'14 ($98,287); FIFTYSHADESOFGREY p, 3, 2:00.1f, 1:55.4f -'18, BT 1:53.4f-'20 ($77,001) etc.; granddam of BRIGHTSIDE MAUDE p, 3, 1:53.4s-'12, BT 1:53.1s-'12 ($55,512) etc.

LUCY DESIREE (m, Hit The Bid) p, 2, 1:58.3, 3, 1:54.1 - '02, BT 1:52.3s-'02 ($48,611) 8 wins. At 2, winner of Egyptian Grand S. div at Balmoral Park; third in Egyptian Grand S. elim at Balmoral Park, First Lady S. at Duquinon State Fair. As aged, winner of IA Fair S. div at What Cheer; second in Topline S. div at Lincoln; third in IL Fair S. div at Urbana. Dam of ART OF DESIRE p, 2, 1:58.4, 3, 1:58.1, 1:57.1h-'12, BT 1:54.4f-'11 ($23,021) etc.

EARNARD (g, Bold Hope) p, 4, 1:55.0 -'07, BT 1:54.2-07 ($6,748) 3 wins.

CHARS DESIRE (g, Real Desire) p, 3, 1:55.3f -'12 ($2,807) 1 win.

Char Baby (m, Start The Fire). Pretty Fancy Bid (m, Hit The Bid). Dam of MY FANCY CAM p, 3, 1:56.3f, 4, 1:55.3f -'08, BT 1:54.0s-'07 ($31,502) etc.

3rd dam SLOE SLIDE p, ($19,574), by LANDSLIDE p, 3, 1:54.1. From 8 foals, dam of 6 winners (3 in 1:57) including -

BEACH EROSION (m, Icarus Lobell) p, 3, 1:59.3, 1:56.0f -'95 ($79,821) 19 wins.

LAKE HILLS CHAR (m, Broadway Express) p, 3, 1:58.3, 1:55.3 -'94 ($35,412) 12 wins. As Above.

DUKE TOMAEGE (g, Cole Muffler) p, 2, 2:08.3h, 3, 1:57.2, 4, 1:56.0 -'99, BT 1:55.0-98 ($34,218) 6 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div (3 times); third in IL Fair S. div.

SISTER MACHINE GUN (m, Anzio Hanover) p, 3, 2:01.4h, 4, 1:59.4h -'01, BT 1:58.2-99 ($25,891) 5 wins. At 2, third in IL Fair S. div (3 times), Ideal Society Series leg (twice). At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div; second in IL Fair S. div, Spring Newcomers Series leg; third in IL Fair S. div.

BROADWAY AVALANCHE (m, Broadway Express) p, 3, 2:01.1h, 4, 1:58.3s -'96, BT 1:57.4s -'96 ($23,337) 5 wins. Broadway Vistas (m, Broadway Express) p, 4, 2:03.1h -'95, BT 1:59.4f -'94 ($11,574) 1 win.
By MR CANTAB 3, 1:53.3 ($139,419); Sire of 1 in 1:50 - 9 in 1:55 - 84 in 2:00 including HOMICIDE HUNTER 2, 1:56.4, 3, 1:53.4r, 1:52.4f-'18 ($1,769,290); CUSTOM CANTAB 2, 1:55.3s, 3, 1:53.0s, 4, 1:52.2f-'19, BT 1:49.2- '19 ($1,036,153); RIVER OTTER 2, 1:58.1s, 3, 1:53.2f-'18, BT 1:53.0f-'20 ($300,225); KEEGAN HO 2, Q2:04.0s, 3, 1:55.1s, 1:53.3f-'20, BT 1:53.0f-'18 ($283,680) etc.

1st dam

Inanewyorkminute 2, Q2:04.2s, 3, 2:03.2h-'18, BT Q1:56.3-'18 ($14,554) 2 wins, by CREDIT WINNER 3, 1:54.0, BT 1:53.0-'0.' At 3, in third in Excelsior A Series div at Buffalo. First foal.

2nd dam

YANKEEDOLLCANDY BT 2:01.4s-'09 ($3,006), by MUSCLES YANKEE 3, 1:52.2. From 7 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 6 winners (2 in 1:58) including:

GO GET BRUCE (g, Taurus Dream) 3, 1:57.1s-'15, BT 1:56.3s-'16 ($79,699) 16 wins. As aged, third in Open at Hippodrome 3r; preferred at Western Fair. At Hippodrome 3r.

HAWAI (f, Justice Hall) 2, 1:56.4s-'20, BT 1:56.0s-'20 ($69,748) 3 wins. At 2, winner of ON Sired Harvest Series final at Woodbine Mohawk Park; leg (twice) at Woodbine Mohawk Park; second in ONSS Gold leg at Woodbine Mohawk Park; third in ONSS Gold leg at Woodbine Mohawk Park.

BEAUTIFUL BREDA (m, Credit Winner) 2, 2:01.1h, 4, 2:01.0h-'20, BT 1:58.2s-'19 ($61,412) 5 wins. At 2, winner of NY Excelsior A Series div at Batavia Downs, NY Excelsior B Series div at Saratoga Harness; third in NY Excelsior A Series div at Yonkers.

Sky Angel (m, Kadabra) 2, Q2:02.0s, 3, 2:01.1h-'16, BT 1:56.1f-'15 ($31,367) 1 win. At 2, second in ONSS Gold leg at Georgian Downs; third in ONSS Gold leg at Mohawk.

The Reins Of Titan (g, E L Titan) 2, 2:02.1h, 3, 2:00.4f-'20, BT 1:57.3s-'20 ($28,657) 5 wins. At 3, second in Prospect Series for Ontario Sired 2 & 3 year olds leg at Dresden, leg at Flamboro Downs; third in ONSS Grassroots div at Grand River.

Inanewyorkminute (m, Credit Winner) 2, Q2:04.2s, 3, 2:03.2h-'18, BT Q1:56.3-'18 ($14,554) 2 wins. As Above.

Missouri (g, Archangel) . Now 2.

3rd dam

SUNSHINENLOLLIPOPS 3, 1:56.2s-'04 ($32,014) 1 win, by GARLAND LOBELL 3, 1:55.3. At 3, winner of Casual Breeze S. div at Mohawk. From 10 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 6 winners (3 in 1:56) including:

LADY RAINBOW (m, Muscles Yankee) 2, 1:56.1, 3, 1:54.2f-'11, BT 1:53.1-'11 ($800,628) 5 wins. At 2, winner of Bluegrass Series div at The Red Mile, Breeders Crown elim at Pocono Downs, Int'l Stallion S. div at Champion in The Red Mile; second in Champion S. div at Mohawk; third in Peaceful Way elim at Mohawk, Peaceful Way S. final at Mohawk. At 3, winner of Moni Maker S. div at The Meadows; second in American National S. div at Balmoral Park; Elegantimage S. final at Mohawk, Hambletonian Oaks S. final at The Meadowlands, Hudson Trot final at Yonkers, Simcoe S. div at Mohawk; third in Casual Breeze S. div at Mohawk, Hambletonian Oaks S. elim at The Meadowlands, Dam of LUCKY RAINBOW 2, 2:01.0h, 3, 1:56.2f-'18, BT 1:54.0s-'18 ($85,475); SWEEPING RAINBOW 2, 1:59.3, 3, 1:54.1f-'21, BT 1:54.0s-'21 ($73,629) etc.

INUKCHUK CHUCK (g, Munro Yankee) 2, Q2:01.0f, 3, 1:58.0h, 1:54.1f-'21 ($290,720) 27 wins. At 2, third in NJ Fury Tournament at Freehold, NJSS-Green Acres div (twice) at Freehold. At 3, winner of NJSS-Green Acres div at Freehold; second in Dapper Dan elim at Freehold, NJSS-Green Acres div at Freehold; third in Bobby Weiss Series div at Pocono Downs, NJSS-Green Acres div (twice) at Freehold. As aged, winner of Preferred (twice) at Freehold; third in Preferred (twice) at Freehold.

APHRODITY (m, Striking Sahbra) 3, 1:58.1s-'14, BT 1:56.2s-'14 ($58,263) 2 wins. At 2, second in ON Autumn Series leg at Woodbine; third in ONSS Gold leg at Georgian Downs, leg at Ravelo Carleton. At 3, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Grand River; second in Canadian Breeders Ch. elim at Mohawk, ONSS Grassroots div at Mohawk; third in ONSS Grassroots div at Mohawk.

MYLITTLESTARSHINE (m, Muscles Yankee) 3, 1:55.3s-'15 ($41,692) 3 wins. Dam of Smalltownboylikekme . Now 3; Pocahontas. Now 2 and qualified in 2:03.0s. etc.

A RAY OF SUNSHINE (m, Cantab Hall) 2, Q2:02.3s, 3, 1:59.2f-'19, BT 1:57.2f-'18 ($8,452) 1 win. Bionic Muscles (g, Muscles Yankee) BT 1:59.2s-'11 ($8,586). Lady I Am (m, Striking Sahbra) 3, 2:00.4f-'13 ($2,502) 1 win. Dam of ALLTHEFIXINSS 2, 1:58.4s, 3, 1:56.3f-'19 ($56,574) etc.
By DEJARMBO 3, 1:52.2f ($1,135,123). Sire of 13 in 1:55 - 109 in 2:00 including STORMY KROMER 2, 1:58.4h, 3, 1:55.2h, 1:51.4f - ’20 ($434,874); PASS THE VAPE 2, 2:07.4h, 3, 1:54.1f, 4, 1:52.2f - ’19 ($465,946); TWO O B WONKEÑOBI 2, 1:57.3s, 3, 1:53.2f, 4, 1:52.2s - ’19, BT 1:51.4s - ’19 ($384,730); LETS GET STARTED 2, 1:56.3f - ’16, BT 1:55.1f - ’18 ($278,822) etc.

1st dam ITS JUST A FLING BT Q2:05.3s - ’06, by BALANCED GEM 3, 1:58.4. From 6 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:58) including-

KEYSTONE FLING (m, Donerail) 2, Q2:03.2f, 3, 1:58.1f, 4, 1:56.4f - ’11 ($159,048) 18 wins. At 2, winner of PA Fair S. div at Butler, PASS div at Amulet Farm, div at Port Royal, div at Stoneboro; second in PA Fair S. div at Meadville, PA Stallion S. cons at The Meadows; third in Keystone Classic S. div at The Meadows, PASS div at Clearfield, PA Stallion Series div at Pocono Downs. At 3, winner of PA Fair S. div at Dayton, div at Graz, final at The Meadows, PASS div at Wayneburg; second in PASS div at Clearfield, div at PA Fair S. div at Butler, div at Dayton. Dam of WILLING FLING 2, 2:09.3h - ’18, BT Q2:03.3f - ’18 ($7,860); Massive Fling. Now 3 and racing, etc.

Decisive (m, Powerful Emotion) BT Q2:07.4s - ’15 ($1,472). At 2, third in IL Stallion S. div at Charleston.

Keystone Flint (g, Angus Hall) 2, 2:05.4h, 3, 2:04.4h - ’11, BT 2:02.0h - ’11 ($17,149) 3 wins. Dylibe Gone (c, Cassis) ($77). Now 3

2nd dam LOST GEM BT Q2:04.4f - ’92, by PRAKAS 3, 1:53.2. From 10 foals, dam of 3 winners including-

BALANCED GEM (g, Balanced Image) 1:59.3f - ’03 ($20,680) 7 wins.

KEYSTONE GILD (m, Sierra Kosmos) 2, 2:01.1f - ’97, BT 2:01.0f - ’96 ($20,840) 3 wins. At 2, winner of Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows; third in PA All Stars div at Pocono Downs. Dam of CCS CHUCKIE T 2, 1:57.3, 3, 1:54.2f - ’04 ($40,320) etc.; granddam of HLDTGHTTOYURDRMS 4, 1:52.4s - ’13 ($563,415); MONTE CRISTO SPUR 2, 1:57.4f, 1, 1:54.2f - ’15 ($262,968); PIPIWHITKSTOCKS 2, 1:58.2f, 3, 1:56.1f - ’07, BT 1:53.4f - ’07 ($240,125) etc.

Keystone Bluejay (m, Sierra Kosmos) 3, Q2:02.3f - ’98 ($653) 1 win. Dam of JA EL EXPRESS 2, 1:58.1s, 3, 1:56.4s - ’10, BT 1:56.2s - ’10 ($199,858); JA EL BLUE BAYOU 3, 1:57.1s - ’07, BT 1:56.3s - ’10 ($119,116) etc.; granddam of SHARK DRUMMOND 1:58.4f - ’14 ($40,866) etc.

Emeraude (m, Ambro Winner). Meadowbrook Kick (m, Nearly Perfect). Earl Gem (m, Earl). Onthemonytrail (m, Earl). R L V (m, Fill V).

3rd dam DAVIDIA HANOVER 2, 1:58.1, 3, 1:57.1, 4, 1:56.0 - ’86 ($108,252) 34 wins by SUPER BOWL 3, 1:56.2. 1984 USHWA Dan Patch Award for Two Year Old Trotting Fillies. At 2, winner of Hanover S., Merrie Annabelle S. At 3, winner of Colonial Lady.Hanover S., Hudson S. From 10 foals, dam of 4 winners (2 in 1:58) including-

NATASHA KISS (m, Balanced Image) 2, 1:59.4s, 3, 1:57.2f - ’02, BT 1:55.4s - ’02 ($275,922) 5 wins. At 2, winner of ONSS Gold elim, ONSS Gold Super Final final, Trillium S. div; second in ONSS Gold elim, Trillium S.; second in Elegantimage S., ONSS Gold elim; third in ON SBOA S. elim, ONSS Gold elim. Dam of AIKEN FOR CLAY 2, 2:02.2h, 3, 1:56.2s - ’07, BT 1:53.4f - ’07 ($222,946); OLIVER KISS 2, Q2:02.1, 3, 1:59.1f, 1:58.3f - ’12, BT 1:56.2f - ’13 ($99,298) etc.; grandam of O NARUTAC PERFETTO 3, 1:56.4f, 1:52.3s - ’17, BT 1:51.3s - ’19 ($531,807); THE ONLY ONE 3, 1:56.4s, 1:54.2f - ’15, BT 1:54.0f - ’17 ($301,155); RALPH R 2, 1:56.4f - ’14, BT 1:54.0f - ’14 ($266,959); ANGRY EYES 3, 1:54.4s, 1:53.1s - ’20 ($106,610) etc.

LINDYS NEW LADY (m, Blue Chip) 2, Q2:00.0q, 3, Q1:58.0 - ’97, BT 1:54.1f - ’97 ($209,101) 2 wins. At 2, second in Bluegrass S. div; third in Champlain S. div, Oakville S. div. At 3, winner of Breeders Crown elim; second in American-National S., Delvin Miller Memorial cons, KY Futurity heat (twice), Matron S. final; third in Hambletonian- Oaks elim, World Trotting Derby heat (twice). Dam of LINDY FIVE HUNDRED 2, 1:59.2f, 3, Q1:58.2, 1:57.3f - ’10, BT 1:54.4f - ’05 ($375,293) etc.; grandam of KADELIA 3, 1:56.1, 4, 1:55.1s - ’09, BT 1:54.2 - ’09 ($607,177); OPERA LINDY 2, 1:58.3, 3, 1:53.3 - ’07, BT 1:52.4.07 ($147,146) etc.
By BARNS AND BARS 3, Q1:58.2s, BT 1:56.2-‘16 ($15,312), LOYZHONKEYTONKHERO BT Q2:07.0-‘21 ($476) etc.

1st dam

J M GOLD DIGGER 2, 2:06.4h, 3, 2:02.2h-`10, BT 2:00.2f-`10 ($46,072) 4 wins, by STRIKING SAHRA 3, 1:56.0. At 2, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Clinton; second in ONSS Grassroots div (twice) at Rideau Carleton; third in ONSS Grassroots div at Flamboro Downs. At 3, third in ONSS Grassroots div at Western Fair. Second foal.

2nd dam

GOLDEN PATH by SPEEDY CROWN 3, 1:57.1. From 11 foals, dam of 8 winners (1 in 1:56, 4 in 1:58) including:

- PRIZED VICTORY (g, Valley Victory) 4, 1:58.0-‘02, BT 1:56.1s-‘03 ($170,936) 8 wins. At 2, second in NJSS div (twice) at The Meadowlands, Peter Haughton Memorial elim at The Meadowlands; third in NJSS final at The Meadowlands. At 3, second in Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs; third in NJSS div at Freehold.

- DREAMLAND (h, Supergill) 2, 2:07.2, 3, 1:58.3s, 1:57.4q-‘99, BT 1:56.3s-‘99 ($97,706) 18 wins. At 2, second in NJ Fair S. div at Showplace Farm. At 3, winner of Mounds Series leg at Hoosier Park; third in Mounds Series leg (twice) at Hoosier Park; second in Valley Victory Series leg at Pompano Park; third in Valley Victory Series leg at Pompano Park.

- EDGE OF GLORY (h, Valley Victory) 3, 1:57.1-‘96, BT 1:56.4-‘96 ($103,104) 3 wins. At 3, winner of Greyhound S. at The Red Mile, NJSS div (twice) at The Meadowlands; second in Townsend - Ackerman S. leg at The Meadowlands; third in American-National S. at Sportsman Park, NJSS div at The Meadowlands.

- PATHWAY TO VICTORY (h, Valley Victory) 2, 2:00.4, 3, 1:54.2-‘99 ($75,119) 3 wins. At 2, winner of Stable Of Memories S. div at The Red Mile. At 3, winner of Townsend - Ackerman S. leg at The Meadowlands; second in Zweig Memorial elim at The Syracuse Mile.

J M GOLD DIGGER (m, Striking Sahbra) 2, 2:06.4h, 3, 2:02.2h-‘10, BT 2:00.2f-‘10 ($46,072) 4 wins. As Above. Em J (m, Malabar Man) 2, Q2:04.0f, 3, 2:01.4h-‘02, BT 1:59.4-‘03 ($24,880) 8 wins. Dam of LOVE N WAR 3, 2:03.4f-‘12, BT 2:00.0f-‘12 ($13,547); WILD ON GIN 3, 1:59.2f-‘11, BT 1:57.3f-‘11 ($12,615); Cracklin Jack 3, 2:01.0h-‘08, BT 2:00.4h-‘09 ($21,324) etc.; granddam of COMFY COZY TIME 3, 2:07.4h-‘16, BT 1:59.4s-‘16 ($9,088); Wild On Mocha. Now 3 etc.

J M Vicky (m, Mr Vic) 3, Q2:03.4f-‘05, BT 2:02.4f-‘05 ($7,159) 1 win. Nico Paco (h, Yankee Paco) Q2:06.1h-‘10, BT 2:02.3f-‘09 ($5,928) 1 win.

J M Cashflow (g, Revenue S) 3, Q2:03.0f-‘09, BT 2:02.3f-‘10 ($1,080).

- Eternal Victory (m, Valley Victory). Dam of VICTORY PHOTO 2, 1:57.2, 3, 1:57.0-‘05, BT 1:55.0-‘05 ($150,571) etc.

J M Senorita (m, Yankee Paco).

3rd dam

HEAVENS GLOW 2, T1:58.0 ($129,441) 8 wins, by ARNIE ALMAHURST 3, T1:57.2. At 2, winner of Tompkins-Geers S. at Scioto Downs. Dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:56) including:

- CAPITAL STAR (h, Baltic Speed) 2, Q1:58.2, 3, 1:55.4-‘93, BT 1:54.4-‘93 ($216,240) 10 wins. At 2, winner of Arden S. div at The Meadows, NJSS div (twice) at Garden State Park. At 3, winner of NJSS div and final at Garden State Park, div (twice) and final at The Meadowlands; third in NJSS div (twice) at Freehold, Zweig Memorial elim at The Syracuse Mile.

- HEAVENS VICTORY (m, Valley Victory) 2, 1:59.4-‘96 ($13,712) 1 win. At 2, winner of NJSS div at Garden State Park.

- Askmetodore (m, Dancers Victory) 2, Q2:00.3-‘99, BT 1:58.3-‘99 ($2,850). At 2, second in Futurity Hill Farm S. div at The Red Mile. Dam of MAJAN TANGO 2, 2:04.1h, 3, 2:01.3h, 1:58.3h-‘19, BT 1:58.2h-‘20 ($53,558) etc.; granddam of KATAHDIN RAYMOND 3, 2:02.1h-‘11, BT Q2:00.2f-‘12 ($58,053) etc.

- Sun Victory (m, Valley Victory). Dam of SAFARI HEAT 3, 1:57.2, 1:55.2h-‘07, BT 1:54.0-‘07 ($393,691) etc.

4th dam

CANDY BOWL 2, T2:03.1 ($406), by SUPER BOWL 3, 1:56.2. From 10 foals, dam of 7 winners (2 in 1:58) including:

- GRUNDYS MINT (h, Royal Prestige) 2, 1:57.1-‘90, BT 1:57.0-‘91 ($202,991) 8 wins.

- GRUNDYS RAMBO (h, Crowning Point) 2, 2:01.4f, 4, 1:58.1f-‘91, BT 1:58.0f-‘92 ($164,239) 10 wins.

- GEE WHIZ (g, Speedy Crown) 2, T1:59.1, 4, 1:58.3-‘85 ($134,963) 7 wins.

- Papas Favorite (m, Speedy Crown) 2, Q2:03.2q, BT 2:02.1q-‘92 ($7,336).
By DONTCHEATONMENOW 3, 1:56.2s, BT 1:56.0s-'14 ($123,500). Sire of 1 in 2:00 including TROPICAL ROSIE 2, 2:00.0s. 3, 1:59.1-20 ($39,368); TWIN CEDARS ROCKET BT 1:37.0-19 ($16,578); SHES GOT MOXY BT 2:01.1-20 ($7,187); IMA CHEATED GIRL BT 2:06.0-21 ($727) etc.

1st dam

JAYPORT ROSITA 3, 2:00.1f-'17, BT 1:59.2f-18 ($22,526) 6 wins, by MANOFMANYMISSIONS 3, 1:52.1. First foal.

2nd dam

JAYPORTCASHFORLIFE 2, 2:00.0s. 3, 1:57.4s-'07, BT 1:56.4s-'07 ($106,125) 3 wins, by DREAM VACATION 4, 1:52.0. At 2, winner of Champlain S. div at Mohawk; second in Flambo Breeders S. div at Flambo Downs, Trillium S. div at Georgian Downs; third in Trillium S. div at Sudbury Downs. From 8 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:56, 2 in 1:58) including-

HERBS JOURNEY (g, Angus Hall) 2, 2:01.3h, 3, 1:59.3h-20, BT 1:56.4s-'20 ($76,925) 10 wins. At 2, second in ON Sired Harvest Series leg at Woodbine Mohawk Park. At 3, third in ONSS Grassroots div at Grand River. At 4, second in Preferred at Grand River; third in Preferred at Western Fair. Now 5, third in Preferred at Flambo Downs.

DIAMONDS FOR LIFE (m, Angus Hall) 2, 1:59.3f, 3, 1:55.2f-'14 ($89,673) 11 wins. At 2, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Georgian Downs, div at Mohawk; second in ONSS Grassroots div at Hanover, div at Kawartha Downs. At 3, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Mohawk; third in ONSS Grassroots div and elim at Mohawk.

FRANKLY SPEAKING (g, Angus Hall) 2, 1:59.2s-'15, BT 1:57.3s-'15 ($31,121) 4 wins. At 2, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Mohawk; second in ONSS Grassroots div at Mohawk. Jayport Rosita (m, Manofmanymissions) 3, 2:00.1f-'17, BT 1:59.2f-'18 ($22,526) 6 wins. As Above.

Jayport Delight (m, Manofmanymissions) BT 2:03.1h-'17 ($1,300). Jayport Max (g, Kadabra). Now 3.

Jayport Roadrunner (c, Muscle Mass). Now 2.

3rd dam

KASH ECHO 2, 2:05.1h, 3, Q1:57.4q-99 ($185,610) 11 wins, by EL PASO KASH 4, T1:57.1. At 2, winner of NYSS div at Buffalo, div at Saratoga Harness; second in NYSS div at Vernon Downs; third in NYSS div (twice) at Yonkers. At 3, winner of NY Fair S. div at The Syracuse Mile, NYSS div at Buffalo, div at Historic Track, div at Monticello, div at Saratoga Harness, div at Vernon Downs, div at Yonkers; second in NYSS div at Yonkers; third in NYSS final at Yonkers. From 13 foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 6 winners (1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:58) including-

SUSIES MAGIC (m, Dream Vacation) 2, Q1:57.2, 3, 1:55.3, 4, 1:52.4-07 ($705,349) 9 wins. At 2, winner of Early Closer #24 leg at The Red Mile; second in Early CLoser #24 leg at The Red Mile. At 3, winner of Bluegrass S. div at The Red Mile, Breeders Crown final at Woodbine, John Simpson Memorial div at The Red Mile; second in Breeders Crown elim at Woodbine; third in Del Miller Memorial Trot elim and final at The Meadowlands, Duenna S. final at The Meadowlands, KY Filly Futurity elim at The Red Mile, Moni Maker elim at The Red Mile, Moni Maker S. at The Red Mile, NJSS div at Freehold. At 4, winner of Classic Oaks S. leg at The Meadowlands, Miss Versatility S. leg at Vernon Downs; second in Breeders Crown elim at Mohawk, Classic Oaks leg at Dover Downs; third in Miss Versatility S. leg at Tioga Downs. As aged, winner of MS Versatility S. final at Delaware County Fair; second in Breeders Crown final at Mohawk; third in Ambro Flight S. elim at Mohawk, Classic Oaks final at The Meadowlands. Dam of MAGIC MARKER 2, 1:58.2f, 3, 1:52.2-15 ($160,795) etc.; grandam of MAGIC BOB 2, 1:58.3s, 3, 1:56.2f, 4, 1:55.3f-'21 ($104,095) etc.

JAYPORT JOHNNYKASH (h, Kadabra) 3, 1:59.3f, 4, 1:58.2f-10, BT 1:56.4s-'10 ($40,435) 5 wins.

JAYPORT BUDDY (g, Muscle Mass) 2, Q2:06.0s, 3, 2:00.3f, 4, 1:59.1h-'18, BT 1:57.3s-'17 ($30,231) 4 wins. At 3, second in ONSS Grassroots div at Hiawatha Park Horse Park; third in ONSS Grassroots horse div at Clinton.

WHATS THE FOXY SAY (m, Muscle Mass) 3, Q2:01.3f, 4, 1:59.1f-'15, BT 1:57.3f-'14 ($31,734) 1 win.

Jayport Kashier (m, Angus Hall) 4, 2:05.4h-'12, BT 1:58.0s-'11 ($27,638) 1 win. At 2, second in ONSS Grassroots div at Windsor.

Jayport Echo (m, Royalty For Life) BT 2:00.0s-'19 ($2,730). At 2, third in ONSS Grassroots div at Grand River.
**SKY LINE BEAUTY**

(ISLONIS ELIGIBLE)

Bay Filly - Foaled May 14, 2020 - Registration #V3939

Microchip #98514100132934

**Consigned by: Steven L Kaufman, Humboldt, IL**

**State Engagements**

- **IL Conceived**
- **IL Foaled**
- **Downstate Classic**

---

**SKY LINE BEAUTY**

- **Sire:** GAMBI LOBELL 3, 2:03.2f, 12 wins, by GAMBI LOBELL 3, 2:00.1f.
  - Dam of: 1 in 2:00 including TROPICAL ROSIE 2, 2:08.0, 3, 1:59.1. 20 ($39,368); TWIN CEDARS ROCKET BT 2:07.0-19 ($16,578); SHES GOT MOXY BT 2:01.1-20 ($7,187); IMA CHEATEN GIRL BT 2:06.0-21 ($7,272).

---

**1st dam**

- **Name:** JEN by VALLEY VICTOR. From 6 foals, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:56) including:
  - **SWANSEA** (g, Swan For All) 3, 1:55.0f, Q1:53.4-20, BT 1:52.1-20 ($454,850) 26 wins. At 4, winner of Open (3 times) at Yonkers; Preferred at Freehold; at Yonkers, SOA of NY Bonus Series leg at Yonkers, YR/SAO of NY Bonus Series leg (twice) at Yonkers; second in Open at Yonkers, Preferred at Freehold, YR/SAO of NY Bonus Series final at Yonkers; third in Open at Yonkers. As aged, winner of Open (twice) at Yonkers; second in Open (twice) at Yonkers; third in Open (twice) at Yonkers, at The Meadowlands.

---

**BAILEYS WISH** (m, Southwind Breeze) 2, 1:59.3, 3, 1:55.0-14 ($223,035) 11 wins. At 2, winner of IL State Fair Colt S. div at Springfield; at Balmoral Park, Lincoln Land S. div at Balmoral Park, Lincoln S. div at Balmoral Park; second in Fox Valley Flan S. div at Balmoral Park, IL State Fair S. div at Balmoral Park, Monee S. div at Balmoral Park; third in Vaporize S. div at Balmoral Park. At 3, winner of Betzotic S. div at Balmoral Park, Fox Valley Diva S. div at Balmoral Park, IL State Fair S. div at Balmoral Park, Lady Ann Reed S. div at Balmoral Park, Speed In the Tunnel S. div at Maywood Park, Violet S. div at Balmoral Park; second in Betzotic S. div (twice) at Balmoral Park, Fox Valley Evita S. div at Balmoral Park, Sorce Ann S. div at Balmoral Park, Windy Skeeter S. final at DuQuoin State Fair; third in Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park.

---

**RYLEIGH MARIE** (m, Southwind Breeze) 3, Q1:59.1s-16, BT 1:57.2-16 ($12,510). At 2, second in ICF-LC#17 leg at Hawthorne, IL State Fair S. elim at Springfield; third in ICF S.-Beulah Dyert Memorial leg at Hawthorne, IL State Fair Ch final at Springfield.

---

**Sonnie Rae** (m, Cassis) BT 2:03.1-18 ($1,765). At 2, third in ICF S. div at Springfield, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Lewisstown.

---

**2nd dam**

- **Name:** Egberdina 3, 2:01.0q-98, BT 2:00.1q-98 ($6,830) 2 wins, by SUPERGILL 3, 1:53.3. At 3, third in Hanover S. at Balmoral Park. From 7 foals, dam of 4 winners including:

---

**CUNNING** (g, Valley Victor) 2, 2:00.3-95, BT 2:00.0-95 ($67,767) 3 wins. At 2, winner of Visiter Series leg (twice) and at Hawthorne; second in Hanover S. div at Balmoral Park, IDOA S. div at Springfield; third in Arsenal Farms Series at Balmoral Park.

---

**SO SEXY** (m, Valley Victor) 2, 2:01.0, 3, 1:59.3-98, BT 1:56.2-97 ($65,910) 3 wins. At 2, winner of Star Slinger Series leg (twice) at Hawthorne; second in Hanover S. at Balmoral Park, Star Slinger Series leg at Balmoral Park; third in State Fair S. elim at Springfield. At 3, winner of ISOA S. at Balmoral Park; third in Trotting Tilly S. at Balmoral Park. Dam of: Sticky 2, 2:03.3s-18, BT 1:59.4s-18 ($4,337) etc.

---

**AT RISK** (m, Banderas Hall) 3, 2:06.4h, 4, 2:05.1h-15, BT 1:58.2-15 ($6,976) 3 wins. At 3, second in IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Greenville. At 4, winner of ICF S. div at Jerseyville, div at Marion.

---

**Unavailable** (m, Full Time Job) 2, Q2:05.0, 3, Q2:04.3-04, BT 2:01.0-03 ($16,435). At 2, second in IL Fair S. div at Springfield, Violet S. elim at Maywood Park; third in Lady Land 2 S. cons at Balmoral Park, Source Ann S. div at Balmoral Park. Dam of: UNBUCKLED 2, Q1:59.2, 3, 1:58.2, 4, 1:56.4f-12, BT 1:56.0-12 ($37,003) etc.

---

**Swindler** (g, Banderas Hall) 3, 2:00.2-11, BT 1:57.4-11 ($5,322) 1 win.

---

**3rd dam**

- **Name:** SPEEDY GAMBI 2, 2:03.3f-94 ($25,419) 12 wins, by GAMBI LOBELL 3, 2:03.2f. From 12 foals, dam of 8 winners (1 in 1:56) including:

---

**J W JET** (m, Master Willie) 2, 2:01, BT 1:59.2-93 ($157,864) 12 wins. Dam of: TOMATO 2, 2:00.1, 3, 1:56.4-06, BT 1:56.0-06 ($88,353); EDICT 2, 1:58.3, 3, 1:57.1-01, BT 1:56.0-01 ($84,717) etc.; grandam of: CAMPTOWN 3, 1:57.4-04, BT 1:55.3-04 ($64,660) etc.

---

**TALK ABOUT GOOD** (m, Armbro Charger) 2, 2:07.0h, 3, 1:59.1, BT 1:58.4-92 ($153,089) 10 wins.

---

**THREE WIDE** (g, Armbro Charger) 3, 1:57.1-95, BT 1:57.0s-96 ($141,672) 23 wins.

**GAMBADO** (m, Armbro Charger) 2, 2:01.3-93 ($98,123) 7 wins. Dam of: GO GO GABBY 2, 2:02.1, 3, 1:55.2, 4, 1:54.4s-07 ($315,474) etc.
**UNNAMED**  
(Bay Filly - Foaled February 09, 2020 - Registration #6V946)  
Consigned by: Double K Acres, Tuscola, IL  

### 1st dam

**JESSE WYOMING**  
3, 1:58.3 - '11 ($15,798) 2 wins, by **WILSON WYOMING** 2, 1:58.0, BT 1:55.1-99.  At 3, winner of Downstate Classic S. div at Decatur; second in Violet S. elim at Balmoral Park; third in Fox Valley Evita S. elim at Balmoral Park. From 2 foals, dam of 1 winner including:  

Cougars Claws (m, Yankee Valor) 3, 2:12.0h - '16, BT 2:08.4h - '16 ($1,830) 2 wins.  
Valiant Cougar (m, Yankee Valor).  

### 2nd dam

**SWIFT CONNECTION**  
3, 2:10.2h, 3, 2:02.1 - '00, BT 1:59.2-00 ($23,545) 3 wins, by **SWISS CONNECTION** 4, 1:57.3.  At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div at Fairfield, div at Marion; second in IL Fair S. div at Marshall, cons at Springfield; third in IL Fair S. div at Albinon, div at Newton, div at Springfield. At 3, winner of Lady Ann Reed S. cons at Balmoral Park; second in IL Fair S. div at Springfield. From 8 foals, dam of 7 winners (1 in 1:56, 3 in 1:58) including:  

AJS LITTLE ONE (m, Wilson Wyoming) 2, 2:01.1, 3, 1:58.0 - '07, BT 1:57.3-13 ($75,090) 26 wins.  
At 2, winner of Egyptian Colt S. div at Carmi, ICF S. div at Springfield, IL Big 10 Colt S. div at Decatur, ISBQSA Sale S. at Balmoral Park, Illini S. div at Greenup, div at Marshall, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Carlinville, div at Jerseyville, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Mendota, div at Sandwich; second in Egyptian Colt S. div at Salem, IL Big 10 Colt S. div at Newton, Illini S. div at Martinsville, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Morrison; third in IL Big 10 Colt S. div at Pana. At 3, winner of IL Big 10 Colt S. div at Newton, div at Pana, div at Paris, IL Mid-Western Racing Assoc. S. div at Aldeo, Illini S. div at Martinsville, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Carrollton, Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Sandwich; second in Illini S. div at Greenup, div at Lincoln, Mid West IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Carlinville; third in Egyptian Colt S. div at Albon.  

**SWIFT COUGAR** (m, Armbro Tropicana) 2, 1:55.4, 4, 1:57.2 - '17, BT 1:57.0 - '17 ($39,091) 12 wins.  
At 2, winner of IL Big-10 Colt Assoc. S. div at Greenville, Illini Colt Assoc. S. div at Urbana; second in IL Big 10 Colt Assoc. div at Altamont, Illini Colt Assoc. S. div at Charleston; third in IL State Fair Colt S. div at Springfield, Northern IL Colt Assoc. div at Belvidere, div at Morrison. At 3, winner of IL Big 10 Colt S. div at Newton, div at Pana, div at Charleston, Illini S. div at Altamont, div in County Fair Challenge div at Duquoin State Fair, Egyptian Colt S. div at Fairland, IL Big 10 S. div at Pana, div at Paris.  

**TROPICAL SWIFTY** (g, Armbro Tropicana) 3, 1:59.1 - '08, BT 1:56.2 - '08 ($37,324) 2 wins.  At 3, third in ICF S. - Thundercrack leg at Hawthorne.  

**JESSE WYOMING** (m, Wilson Wyoming) 3, 1:58.3 - '11 ($15,798) 2 wins.  
**JESSES GAL** (m, Powerful Emotion) 3, 2:00.1 - '10, BT 1:59.9 - '10 ($15,234) 4 wins.  At 3, winner of County Fair Challenge final at Duquoin State Fair, Illini S. div at Lincoln; third in Illini S. div at Urbana, Mid-Western IL Racing Assoc. S. div at Rushville.  

**CHIEFS IRISH ROSE** (m, Tequila Spur) 3, 2:02.4, 4, 2:00.2 - '13, BT 1:59.3 - '13 ($19,548) 2 wins.  As aged, second in Newcomer Series leg at Balmoral Park.  

**WILSONS SWIFTY** (m, Wilson Wyoming).  

### 3rd dam

**MIGHTY IMPETUOUS** 2, T2:06.2, 3, Q2:04.3h ($31,306) 7 wins, by **MIGHTY CROWN** 3, 1:58.3f.  From 10 foals, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:58) including:  

**MIGHTY KICKER** (g, Kickin B) 2, 2:11.2h, 3, 2:09.0h, 4, 1:58.0 - '07 ($102,600) 25 wins.  At 2, winner of IA Fair S. div; second in IA Fair S. div (3 times); third in IA Fair S. div (3 times), IASS div at 3, 2nd in IA Fair S. div (twice); third in IA Fair S. div (4 times).  

**MAUDEEN STARR** (m, Sorcerer Hanover) 2, 2:14.0h, 3, 1:58.3 - '97 ($30,513) 2 wins.  As Above.  

**DOOM MACHINE** 2, 2:13.3h, 3, 2:03.1h, 4, 1:58.0 - '07, BT 1:57.3f - '07 ($65,068) etc.  

---  

IL Conceived  
IL Foaled  
Stake Engagements
American Winner 3, 1:52.3

Lawn Tennis

Conway Hall 3, 1:53.4

Balanced Image 3, 1:58.4

Yankee Playgirl

Armbro Goal 3, 1:54.3

J M Jamawin 3, 2:01.1

By CREDIT CREATION 3, 1:55.1f, BT 1:55.0f ($29,635) 3 wins, by YANKEE PACO 3, 1:53.2f.

At 3, winner of Central Huron S. leg at Clinton; second in ONSS Grassroots div at Flamboro Downs; third in Trillium S. leg at Georgian Downs. First foal.

J M Jamawin by ARMBO GOAL 3, 1:54.3f.

From 5 foals, dam of 3 winners (.1 in 1:56, 2 in 1:58) including-

J M WALLY (g, Yankee Paco) 3, 1:59.2f, 4, 1:56.0s -'06, BT 1:55.5s -'06 ($104,910) 10 wins. At 2, third in Flamboro Breeders div at Flamboro Downs, ONSS Grassroots div at Hanover, div at Sudbury Downs. At 3, second in ONSS Grassroots div at Georgian Downs; second in ONSS Grassroots div at Quinte Exhibition, ON Sires Autumn Series leg (twice) at Woodbine; second in Molson Canadian Light S. leg at Georgian Downs.

J M SHOWCAT (m, Yankee Paco) 3, 2:04.0h -'06, BT 2:01.1h -'06 ($29,635) 3 wins. As Above.

J M Arizona (h, Shipps Speckle) 3, 2:03.2f -'05, BT 1:57.3s -'05 ($8,142) 6 wins. At 2, third in Hanover-Hempit S. div at Vernon Downs. From 12 foals, dam of 7 winners (2 in 1:58) including-

DADS SILK TIE (h, Supergill) 1:56.1f -'99 ($73,889) 16 wins. As aged, winner of Cherry Hill Series leg (twice) at Garden State Park; second in Cherry Hill Series leg at Garden State Park.

CHIPS METHOD (h, Pine Chip) 1:57.4 -'93, BT 1:59.0s -'93 ($17,065) 3 wins. At 2, third in Flamboro Breeders div at Hillside, div at Harrison; third in MI Fair S. div at Allegan, div at Gladwin, div at Vassar. At 3, winner of MI Fair S. div at Bad Axe, div (twice) at Big Rapids, div at Gladwin, div at Hillside, div at Hastings; second in MI Fair S. div at Fowlerville; third in MI Fair S. div at Adrian, div at Holland, div at Kinross. At 4, winner of Creek Auto Service Trotting Series leg (twice) at Sports Creek; second in Creek Auto Service Trotting Series leg at Sports Creek.

BENNS TAKIN CHARGE (g, Keystone Nordic) 3, 2:01.0h -'09, BT 2:00.3h -'09 ($16,823) 2 wins. At 3, winner of MI Fair S. div at Hart; second in MI Fair S. div at Big Rapids; third in Fedele Fauri Futurity div at Kinross, MI Fair S. div at Holland.

TACTICAL MEANUVER (h, Conway Hall) (p, 2, 2:01.4h, 3, 2:01.2h, 4, 1:58.0f -'04, BT 1:56.0s -'04 ($18,684) 8 wins). At 2, winner of KY Fair S. at Lebanon, at Paducah; second in KY Fair S. at Bardstown. At 3, winner of TNSS leg at Fayetteville; in KY Fair S. div at The Red Mile, at Paducah.

Structure (h, Supergill) 2, Q2:04.3f -'93, BT 2:00.3s -'93 ($4,270) 1 win. At 2, third in Horseman Futurity heat at Indiana State Fair.

Clock Speed (h, Super Bowl) 3, 2:07.3h -'00, BT 1:59.4 -'02 ($5,939) 2 wins. Miss Moet (m, Superbill) 2, Q2:02.4f -'95, BT 2:00.0 -'95 ($1,594). Dam of PROSIT 2, Q2:01.0, 3, 2:00.0 -'03, BT 1:57.0 -'03 ($23,871); Jessie Rose 2, Q2:04.1s -'07 ($1,390) etc.; granddam of EDIT 3, 1:56.1s, 1:54.3s -'14, BT 1:54.0s -'11 ($307,001); PRODUCTION 2, 1:56.3f -'07, BT 1:54.3f -'07 ($142,070); POSTERITY 2, 1:56.0s -'15 ($59,296) etc.; granddam of FALLING IN LOVE 2, Q2:03.0f -'01, BT 1:59.0 -'02 ($1,594) etc.; granddam of BAN JOE 2, Q2:01.0, 3, 1:58.0f -'12 ($4,633,673); TOP PHOTO 3, 1:56.2f -'11, BT 1:55.4f -'10 ($91,856) etc.; J M Jamawin (h, Armbo Goal) As Above.

4th dam

LADY SALMON 2, T2:06.3 ($53), by BONEFISH 3, 1:58.1. From 4 foals, dam of 2 winners including-

CALCUTTA (m, Florida Pro) 2, 2:00.2f, 3, Q2:00.1s -'88, BT 1:59.2h -'87 ($85,057) 6 wins.

Taylors Way (m, Speedy Somolli) 2, 2:03.0, 3, 2:01.1 ($17,065) 3 wins. As Above.

Valinda (m, Baltic Speed) Grandam of RARING TO GO S 2, 1:55.4, 3, 1:54.2 -'13 ($76,242) etc.
Dejarmbro 3, 1:52.2f  
Credit Winner 3, 1:54.0  
Lawn Tennis  
American Winner 3, 1:52.3  

Armbr Deja Vu 3, 1:55.2f  
Armbro Vanquish 3, 1:55.4s  
Self Possessed 3, 1:51.3  

Powerful Emotion 3, 1:54.2f  
Prime Mistress 3, 1:58.3  

Armbr Adored  
Balanced Image 3, 1:58.4  

Armbr Whirl 3, T2:01.2  

By DEJARMBRO 3, 1:52.2f ($1,137,493). Sire of 14 in 1:55 - 112 in 2:00 including STORMY KROMER 2, 1:58.4h, 3, 1:52.2f, 1:51.4f - '20 ($434,874); PASS THE VAPE 2, 2:07.4h, 3, 1:54.1f, 4, 1:52.2f - '19 ($471,736); TWO O B WONKENNOBI 2, 1:57.3s, 3, 1:53.2f, 4, 1:52.5s - '19, BT 1:51.3s - '21 ($403,650); LET'S GET STARTED 2, 1:56.3f - '16, BT 1:55.1f - '18 ($278,822) etc.

1st dam  
FOX VALLEY ADMIRE  
by POWERFUL EMOTION 3, 1:54.2f. First foal.  

ARMBRO ADORED by BALANCED IMAGE 3, 1:58.4f. From 9 foals, dam of 5 winners (.2 in 1:56, 3 in 1:58) including-

PIZZAZZED (h, Kadabra) 2, 1:58.1f - '07, BT 1:56.0f - '08 ($236,970) 7 wins. At 2, winner of ONSS Gold elim at Mohawk, elim and final at Rideau Carleton, Tompkins Geers S. div at Tioga Downs; second in ONSS Gold elim and final at Mohawk, final at Windsor, Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs; third in ONSS Gold elim at Windsor. At 3, second in ONSS Gold cons at Georgian Downs, cons at Mohawk.  

ADORED BY MASSES (g, Muscle Mass) 2, 1:56.3s - '15 ($98,849) 4 wins. At 2, winner of ONSS Gold leg (twice) at Mohawk; second in ONSS Gold leg at Georgian Downs; third in ONSS Gold leg at Grand River. William Wellwood Memorial elim at Mohawk.  

HUNKOFBURNINLOVE (g, Muscle Mass) 3, 1:59.3s, 4, 1:56.0s - '14, BT 1:54.5s - '14 ($66,107) 6 wins.  

FOUR STARZ EYE VAN (h, Yankee Glide) 3, 1:55.3z - '06 ($58,443) 10 wins. At 3, winner of Todd Parker Memorial leg at Colonial Downs; third in Todd Parker Memorial leg and final at Colonial Downs.  

ARMBRO ELGIN (h, Self Possessed) 3, 1:58.4f - '07, BT 1:56.0f - '07 ($420,070) 3 wins. At 3, third in NJ Futurity div at Freehold.  

Fox Valley Shaham (m, Muscle Mass) BT Q2:00.4s - '19 ($3,777).  

Lucious Lady (m, Muscle Mass) 3, Q2:06.2 - '14, BT Q2:02.2 - '14, Fox Valley Admire (m, Powerful Emotion) As Above.  

3rd dam  
ARMBRO WHIRL 2, T2:02.3, 3, T2:01.2 - '81 ($149,355) 5 wins, by SUPER BOWL 3, 1:56.2. From 13 foals, dam of 10 winners (.2 in 1:56, 7 in 1:58) including-

ARMBRO FLORI (m, Speedy Crown) 2, 2:00.3, 3, 1:57.0 - '87 ($571,711) 14 wins. Winner of 1988 QJC Award for Trotting Mare. Dam of ARMBR MONARCH 2, 1:57.4, 3, 1:53.4 - '94 ($670,374); ARMBO OFFICER 2, 1:58.3, 3, 1:55.0s - '96, BT 1:54.4 - '96 ($631,144); ARMBO ARISTOCRAT 3, 2:08.0h, 1:55.0f - '08, BT 1:53.0 - '06 ($304,251) etc.; grandam of FALLS FOR YOU 2, 1:56.0, 3, 1:53.2, 4, 1:52.2 - '08, BT 1:52.1 - '09 ($1,318,822); DUKE OF YORK 2, 1:57.3s, 3, 1:55.4s - '02, BT 1:54.1 - '02 ($882,528) etc.  

ARMBRO VANQUISH (m, Garland Lobell) 2, 1:58.1, 3, 1:54.4s - '01, BT 1:54.4 - '01 ($321,522) 9 wins. Dam of MANOOFMANNISSIONS 2, 1:53.2f, 3, 1:52.1 - '11 ($1,215,076); TEAM SIX 3, 1:54.3f, 4, 1:52.4 - '14 ($1,383,800); STONEBRIDGE SYMBIA 2, 1:58.3f, 3, 1:54.1f, 4, 1:54.4f - '20, BT 1:53.4f - '19 ($166,386) etc.; granddam of DEJARMBRO 2, 1:55.0f, 3, 1:52.2f - '11 ($1,137,493); SHARED PAST 2, 1:55.4, 3, Q1:53.0f - '13, BT 1:52.2s - '13 ($414,165) etc.  

ARMBRO SCORPION (h, Balanced Image) 2, 1:57.3s - '98, BT 1:54.5s - '99 ($308,800) 7 wins. Winner of 1998 O'Brien Award for Two Year Old Trotting Colts/Geldings and Winner of 1998 QJC Award for Two Year Old Trotting Colts/Geldings.  

ARMBRO ECLAIR (m, Speedy Crown) 2, 1:59.0 - '95 ($187,443) 1 win. Dam of ECHO HANOVER 2, 1:58.2s, 3, 1:56.0s - '00, BT 1:54.3 - '00 ($304,538); CAKE RATTLE N ROLL 4, 1:55.3 - '94 ($220,475) etc.; grandam of SOUTHWIND ALLAIRE 2, 1:58.1f, 3, 1:53.4 - '03 ($733,534); PIZZA DOLCE 2, 1:57.0f, 3, 1:52.4 - '03 ($688,824); MARS BAR 2, 1:58.3s, 3, 1:56.0 - '02, BT 1:54.3 - '02 ($390,176); ARDIE DE LA HARAS 3, 1:54.2 - '01 ($403,736) etc.  

ARMBRO ROTARY (h, Speedy Crown) 3, Q1:57.0, 4, 1:54.3 - '99, BT 1:54.1 - '99 ($131,238) 3 wins.  

ARMBRO PROPELLER (m, Speedy Crown) 3, 1:57.2 - '97, BT 1:56.4 - '97 ($107,245) 3 wins. Dam of ARMBR DEFENDER 3, 1:59.4f - '06, BT 1:58.4h - '07 ($88,842) etc.  

FAMILY FIRM (h, Speedy Crown) 2, Q2:00.4, 3, 2:00.3f, 1:58.0 - '98, BT 1:55.4 - '98 ($100,423) 13 wins.  

ARMBRO KAISER (h, Speedy Crown) 2, 2:00.3, 3, 1:56.2 - '92, BT 1:56.0 - '92 ($76,265) 7 wins. Armbr Champ (g, King Concho) 4, 2:04.1f - '06, BT 2:00.3s - '06 ($14,452) 4 wins. Armbr Adored (m, Balanced Image) As Above.  

FOE BRO  
(ILINOIS ELIGIBLE)  
Bay Colt - Foaled May 15, 2020 - Registration #2V835  
Microchip #98614010313761  

Stake Engagements  
IL Concealed  
IL Foaled
HOPELANE’S REVENGE
(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)
Bay Filly - Foaled May 03, 2020 - Registration #2VC18
Microchip #985141001385206

By REVENGE SHARK p, 3, 1:50.2f, BT 1:48.3-15 ($425,107).
GETAWAY p, BT 1:59.1-21 ($240) etc.

1st dam
HOPE LANE HANOVER p, 2, 1:53.1f-'09 ($94,418) 7 wins, by ALLAMERICAN NATIVE p, 3, 1:49.4,
BT 1:49.3s-'03. At 2, winner of Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs; third in Keystone
Classic S. div at The Meadows, PASS div at The Meadows. From 3 foals, dam of 2 winners
(1 in 1:53, 2 in 1:55) including-
THEBIGBADSHARK (g, Shadyshark Hanover) p, 2, 1:55.1, 3, 1:52.3s-'19, BT 1:52.0s-'18
($51,494) 5 wins. At 2, winner of Hoosier div at Indiana State Fair; second in INSS cons
at Hoosier Park; third in INSS elim (twice) at Hoosier Park.
SHARK SNARE (g, Shadyshark Hanover) p, 3, 1:55.0-'21, BT 1:53.1s-'20 ($18,185) 3 wins.
At 2, second in INSS elig at Hoosier Park. Now 3, winner of open at Lewistown.
One Dune Lane (m, Dundeside Pech).

2nd dam
HARLOW HALL p, 3, 1:52.4-'06, BT 1:55.4-$ (7,562) 2 wins, by CAMBEST p,1:46.1. From 12
foals, including a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 8 winners (2 in 1:53, 4 in 1:55, 7 in 1:57)
including-
HARFO HANOVER (g, Always A Virgin) p, 2, 1:51.3s-'14, BT 1:51.0s-'15 ($264,882) 20 wins.
At 2, winner of Fox S. div at Indiana State Fair. INSS elim (twice) at Hoosier Park; second
in INSS elim and final (twice) at Hoosier Park; third in INSS elim and final at Hoosier Park. 
HOPE LANE HANOVER (m, Allamerican Native) p, 2, 1:53.1f-'09 ($94,418) 7 wins. As Above.
HANDS OFF HANOVER (m, Western Ideal) p, 3, 1:53.0s-'13 ($63,650) 5 wins. At 3, winner of
Niagara Pacing Series leg at Woodbine. Dam of CAST AWAY p, 2, 1:58.3f-'17, BT 1:54.1s-'17 ($56,332) etc.
HALLIWELL HANOVER (g, Well Said) p, 2, 1:59.2h, 4, 1:55.4f-'21, BT 1:54.4f-'21 ($51,124)
6 wins. At 2, winner of PASS div at Silver Springs Ranch; second in PASS div (4 times);
in 3rd at PA Fair S. final at The Meadows, PASS div (3 times). At 3, winner of PASS div (3
times); second in PASS div (3 times); third at PA Fair S. div at Clearfield, PASS div (8
times).
TERRYANG FRA (h, Real Artist) p, 2, 1:54.2f, 4, 1:53.1-'13, BT 1:53.0f-'12 ($43,577) 3 wins.
At 2, winner of Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs; third in Equinox Series leg at
Pocono Downs.
HEART SONG HANOVER (m, Always A Virgin) p, 2, 1:56.4s, 3, 1:56.0f-'19, BT 1:54.4f-'19
($22,832) 4 wins.
HOME ALONE HANOVER (g, Badlands Hanover) p, 2, 1:56.3f-'15, BT 1:55.4f-'15 ($14,910)
1 win.
HEADTURNER HANOVER (m, Western Ideal) p, 3, 2:01.1h, 1:58.4h-'13 ($13,609) 4 wins.
Shackle Burr (g, Always A Virgin) p, BT 1:55.3s-'20 ($1,500). Silvershoe Chixy (f, Jk Endofanera) p,
BT 1:58.1-'21 ($464).

3rd dam
HUNDRED KISSES p, 3, 1:55.4, 4, 1:52.4-'92 ($143,291) 16 wins, by ABERCROMBIE p, 4, 1:53.0.
From 13 foals, dam of 7 winners (2 in 1:51, 3 in 1:53, 4 in 1:55, 5 in 1:57 including-
BLISSFULL HALL (h, Cambest) p, 2, 1:53.2s, 3, 1:49.2-'99 ($1,468,648) 19 wins. In 1999,
winner of HTA Nova Award for Three Year Old Pacing Colts and O'Brien Award for Three
Year Old Pacing Colts/Geldings and O'Brien Award for Horse Of The Year and OJC Award for
Three Year Old Pacing Colts/Geldings and USHWA Dan Patch Award for Three Year
Old Pacing Colts and USHWA Dan Patch Pacer Of The Year.
BRADLEY HALL (g, Cambest) p, 2, 1:53.0s, 4, 1:50.1-'04, BT 1:50.0-$05 ($140,525) 9 wins.
HASTY HALL (h, Jennas Beach Boy) p, 2, 1:54.3s, 3, 1:54.1h-'01, BT 1:52.0s-'00 ($132,269)
4 wins.
LOVERS HALL (g, No Nukes) p, 2, 1:55.2s, 3, 1:52.2-'98 ($67,269) 9 wins.
DEAD MANS HAND (g, Western Hanover) p, 3, 1:57.2f-'04, BT 1:55.2-06 ($16,917) 7 wins.
HUNDRED DIAMONDS (h, Astreos) p, 2, 1:56.1f-'08 ($16,112) 1 win.
Harlow Hall (m, Cambest) p, 3, 2:02.2h-'06, BT 1:55.4f-'05 ($7,562) 2 wins. As Above.
Hershey Hall (m, No Nukes). Dam of HERSEY PLEASE p, 3, 1:54.4f-'12, BT 1:54.0f-'12
($7,287) etc.
Halle Hall (m, Cambest). Dam of CITY HALL p, 3, 1:55.1f, 1:48.2-'15, BT 1:48.1-$16 ($498,879);
METRONBLSFULL p, 3, 1:54.1f-'12, BT 1:52.3f-'12 ($43,740) etc.